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ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-FIRST DAY 


Wednesday, 29 May 1946 

Morning Session 

THE PRESIDENT (Lord Justice Sir Geoffrey Lawrence): The 
Tribunal will adjourn this afternoon at  4 o'clock in order to sit in 
closed session. 

MR. THOMAS J. DODD (Executive Trial Counsel for the United 
States): Mr. President, the day before yesterday the Tribunal asked 
if we would ascertain whether or not Document Number D-880 
had been offered in evidence. It  consists of extracts from the testi- 
mony of Admiral Raeder, and we have ascertained that it was 
offered, and it is Exhibit Number GB-483. It  was put to a witness 
by Mr. Elwyn Jones in the course of cross-examination, and it has 
been offered in evidence. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you. 

MR. DODD: Also, with respect to the Court's inquiry concerning 
the status of other defendants and their documents, we are able to 
say this morning that witb respect to the Defendant Jodl the docu- 
ments are now being translated and mimeographed, and there is no 
need for any hearing before the Tribunal. 

The Seyss-Inquart documents have been heard and are now being 
translated and mimeographed. 

The Von Papen documents are settled; there is no disagreement 
between the Prosecution and the Defendant Von Papen, and they 
are in the process of being mimeographed and translated. 

With respect to the Defendant Speer, we think there will be no 
need for any hearing, and I expect that by the end of today ,they 
will be sent to the translating and mimeographing departmen&. 

The documents for the Defendant Von Neurath have not yet 
been submitted by the defendant to the Prosecution. 

And with respect to the Defendant Fritzsche, our Russian col- 
leagues will be in a position to advise us more exactly in the course 
of the day. I expect that I shall be able to advise the Tribunal as 
to the Defendant Fritzsche before the session ends today. 

THE PRESIDENT: Does that conclude all questions of witnesses? 

MR.DODD: Yes, I believe-at least, we have no objection to 
any of the witnesses. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Very well, then; there need not be any 
further hearing in open court on the cases of the Defendants Jodl, 
Seyss-Inquart, Von Papen, and Speer until their actual cases are 
presented. 

MR. DODD: Yes, Sir. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you. 

DR. ROBERT SERVATIUS (Counsel for the Defendant Sauckel): 
Mr. President, I have a technical question to bring up. Yesterday 
the witness Hildebrandt arrived, but again it was the wrong Hilde- 
brandt. This is the third witness who has appeared here in this 
comedy of errors. I t  was the wrong one for Mende, the wrong one 
for Stothfang, and the wrong one for Hildebrandt. But this witness 
knows where the right ones are. 

The witnesses had received information in their camp that they 
were to appear here and they were then taken to the collecting 
center for Ministerial Directors in Berlin-Lichterfelde. Perhaps i t  
will still be possible to bring these two witnesses here. Especially 
the witness Hildebrandt, who can testify about the French matters, 
would be of importance if we  could still get him. 

THE PRESIDENT: Was the name given accurately to the Gen- 
eral Secretary? 

DR. SERVATIUS: The name was given accurately. The other 
man's name was also Hildebrandt, only not Hubert but Heinrich. 
He was also a Ministerial Director. .. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not mean only the surname but all his 
Christian names. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, one name was Heinrich and the other 
Hubert, and abbreviated it was YH" for both, Dr. H. Hildebrandt, 
which apparently caused the confusion. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, I say the names of all witnesses had 
better be given in full; really in full, not merely with initials. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I had given the name in full. As to the phy- 
sician, the witness Dr. Jager, I received his private address this 
morning. He is not under arrest. He was at  first a witness for the 
Prosecution. His private address is in Essen, in the Viehhof Platz, 
and he is there now. 

THE PRESIDENT: I think you had better take up all these de- 
tails with the General Secretary, and he will give you every assist- 
ance. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Concerning the case of Sauckel, I should Like 
to make one more remark to the Tribunal. 
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There are about 150 documents which have been submitted by 
the Prosecution, and some of them; are only remotely connected 
with Sauckel. No trial brief and no special charges were presented 
here orally against Sauckel, so that I cannot see in detail to  what 
extent Sauckel is held responsible. The case was dealt with only 
under the heading of "Slave Labor," and so the ground of the 
defense is somewhat unsteady. 

I do not intend to discuss every one of these 150 documents, but 
I should like to reserve the right to deal with some of ,them later if 
that should appear necessary. I want to point out only the most 
important ones, and then return to them in the course of the pro- 
ceedings. At any rate, may I ask you not to construe i t  as an ad- 
mission if I do not raise objections against any of these documents 
now. 

THE PRESIDENT: No admission will be inferred from that. 
Dr. Servatius, I ha,ve before me here a document presented by the 
French Prosecution against the Defendant Sauckel. I suppose what 
you mean is that that document, that trial brief entitled Respon-
sabilitg IndividuelZe, does not refer to each of these 150 documents. 

DR. SERVATIUS: There was, first of all, a document book, 
"Slave Labor," submitted by the American Prosecution, which is 
not headed "Sauckel" but "Slave Labor"; and I cannot say, there- 
fore, which parts concern Sauckel in particular. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, i t  does say, ". . . and the special re-
sponsibility of the Defendants Sauckel and Speer therefore. . ." That 
is the American document book. I t  does name Sauckel. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: And there is this other trial brief presented 
by Mr. Mounier on behalf of the French Delegation, which is defi- 
nitely against Sauckel. But no doubt that does not specify all these 
150 documents that you are referring to. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 
[The  Defendant  Sauckel resumed t h e  stand.] 
Witness, yesterday near the end of the session we spoke about a 

manifesto-that memorandum which was intended to impress upon 
the various offices their duty to carry out your directives and to 
remove the resistance that existed. Now, you yourself have made 
statements which are hardly compatible with your directives, it 
seems. I submit to you Document Number R-124. That concerns a 
meeting of the Central Planning Board of 1March 1944. There, with- 
regard to recruitment, you said that, in order to get the workers, 
one ought to resort to  "shanghai," as was the custom in earlier days. 
You said: 
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"I have even resorted to the method of training staffs of 
French men and women agents.. . who go out on man hunts 
and stupefy victims with drink and persuasive arguments in 
order to get them to Germany." 
Have you found that? 

FRITZ SAUCKEL (~efendant) :  I have found it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Whereabouts in 124 is it? 

DR. SERVATIUS: That is Document R-124. 

THE PRESIDENT:' Yes, but it is a very long document. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  is in the document itself, Page 1770. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, I have got it. 

SAUCKEL: That is, as  I can see, the report or record of a meet-
ing of the Central Planning Board of the spring of 1944. During 
that year it had become extremely difficult for me to meet the 
demands of the various employers of labor represented in the 
Central Planning Board. At no time did I issue directives or even 
recommendations to "shanghai." In this conference I merely used 
that word as reminiscent of my days as a seaman, in order to 
defend myself against those who demanded workers of me, and in 
order to make i t  clear to the gentlemen how difficult my task had 
become, particularly in 1944. Actually, a very simple situation is at 
the root of this. According to German labor laws and according to 
my own convictions, the "Arbeitsvermittlung" (procurement of labor) 
-the old word for "Arbeitseinsatz" (allocation of labor)-was a right 
of the State; and we, myself included, scorned private methods of 
recruitment. In 1944 Premier Laval, the head of the French govern- 
ment, told me that he was also having great difficulties in carrying 
out the labor laws where his own workers were concerned. 

In view of that, and in agreement with one of my collaborators, 
Dr. Didier, conferences were held in the German Embassy-the 
witness Hildebrandt, I believe, is better able to give information 
about that-with the head of the collaborationist associations, that 
is to say, associations among the French population which advo- 
cated collaboration with Germany. During these conferences at  the 
German Embassy these associations stated that in their opinion 
official recruitment in France had become very difficult. They said 
that they would like to take charge of that and would like to 
provide recruiting agents from their own ranks and also provide 
people from among their members who would go to Germany 
voluntarily. Recruitment was not to take place through official 
agencies but in cafes. In these cafbs, of course, certain expenses 
would be necessary which would have to be met; and the recruiting 
agents would have to be paid a bonus, or  be compensated by a 
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glass of wine or some gin. That way of doing things, naturally, did 
not appeal to me personally; but I was in such difficulties in view 
of the demands put to me that I agreed, without intending, of 
course, that the idea of "shanghai" with its overseas 'suggestions 
and so forth should be seriously considered. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did this suggestion come from the Frenchmen, 
or was it your suggestion? 

SAUCKEL: As I have said already, the suggestion was made by 
the French leaders of these associations. 

DR. SERVATIUS: If you read on a few lines in the document, 
you will find that mention is made of special executive powers 
which you wanted to create for the allocation of labor; it says there: 

"Beyond that, I have charged a few capable men with the 
establishment of a special executive force for the Allocation 
of Labor. Under the leadership of the Higher SS and Police 
Leader a number of indigenous units have been trained and 
armed, and I now have to ask the Ministry of Munitions for 
weapons for these people." 
How do you explain that? 

SAUCmL:  That, also, can be explained clearly only in con-
nection with the events that I have just described. At that time 
there had been many attacks on German offices and mixed German- 
French labor offices. The Director of the Department for the Allo- 
cation of Labor in the office of the military commander in France, 
President Dr. Ritter, had been murdered. A number of recruiting 
offices had been raided and destroyed. For that reason these associa- 
tions who were in favor of collaboration had suggested, for the 
protection of their own members, that a sort of bodyguard for the 
recruiting organization should be set up. Of course I could not do 
that myself because I had neither the authority nor the machinery 
for it. In accordance with the orders of the military commander, 
it had to be done by the Higher S S  and Police Leader; that is, under 
his supervision. This was carried out in conjunction with the 
French Minister of the Interior a t  that time, Darnand; so as to be 
able to stand my ground against the censure of the Central Planning 
Board, I used an  example in this drastic form. As far as I know, 
these hypothetical suggestions were not put into practice. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who actually carried out the recruitment of 
the foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: The actual recruitment of foreign workers was the 
task of the German offices established in the various regions, the 
offices of the military commanders or similar civilian German 
institutions. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: You ordered recruitment to be voluntary. 
What was the success of that voluntary recruitment? 

SAUCKEL: Several million foreign workers came to Gesmany 
voluntarily, as voluntary recruitment was the underlying principle. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now, at the meeting of the Central Planning 
Board-the same meeting which we have just discussed-you made 
a remark which contradicts that. It is on Page 67 of the German 
photostat, Page 1827 of the English text. I shall read the sentence 
to you. Kehrl is speaking. He says, "During that entire period, you 
brought a large number of Frenchmen to the Reich by voluntary 
recruitment." 

Then an interruption by Sauckel: "Also by forced recruitment." 
The speaker continues, "Forced recruitment started when volun- 

tary recruitment no longer yielded sufficient numbers." 
Now comes the remark on which I want you to comment. You 

answered, "Of the 5 million foreign workers who came to Germany, 
less than 200,000 came voluntarily." 

Please explain that contradiction. 

SAUCKEL: I see that this is another interruption which I made. 
All I wanted to say'by it  was that Herr Kehrl's opinion that all 
workers had come voluntarily was not quite correct. This propor- 
tion, which is put down here by the stenographer or the man writing 
the records, is quite impossible. How that error occurred, I do not 
know. I never saw the record; but the witness Timm, or others, can 
give information on that. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I refer now1 to Exhibit Sauckel-15. That is 
Directive Number 4, which has been quoted already and which lays 
down specific regulations with regard to recruiting measures. It 
has already been submitted as Document Number 3044-PS. Why 
did you now abandon the principle of voluntary recruitment? 

SAUCKEL: In the course of the war our opponents also carried 
out very considerable and widespread countermeasures. The need 
for manpower in Germany, on the other hand, had become tremen- 
dous. During that period a request was also put to me by French, 
Belgian, and Dutch circles to bring about a better balance in the 
economy of these territories and even to introduce what we called 
a labor draft law, so that the pressure of enemy propaganda would 
be reduced and the Dutch, Belgians, and French themselves could 
say that they were not going to Germany voluntarily but that they 
had to go because of a compulsory labor service and because of laws. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did the proximity of the front have any 
influence on the fact that people no longer wanted to come volun- 
tarily? 
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SAUCKEL: Of course I came to feel that; and it is understand- 
able that the chances of victory and defeat caused great agitation 
among the workers; and the way things looked at  the front cer-
tainly played an important part. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did purely military considerations also cause 
the introduction . . . 

.THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Francis Biddle, Member for the United 
States): Dr. Servatius, will you ask the witness what he means by 
a labor draft law. Does he mean a law of Germany or  a law of the 
occupied countries? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you heard the question, whether you 
mean a German law or a law of the administration of the occupied 
countries? 

SAUCKEL: That varied. The Reich Government in some of the 
territories introduced laws which corresponded to the law6 that 
were valid for the German people themselves. Those laws could not 
be issued by me, but they were issued by the chiefs of the regional 
administrations or the government of the country concerned on the 
order of the German Government. 

In France these laws were issued by the Lava1 Government, in 
agreement with Marshal Pktain; in Belgium, in agreement with the 
Belgian general secretaries or general directors still in office or with 
the ministries. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you mean, in the other countries, by the 
German Government or the German Government's representatives? 
You have only spoken o f .  . . 

SAUCKEL: The order to introduce German labor laws in the 
occupied territories was given by the Fiihrer. They were proclaimed 
and introduced by the chiefs who had been appointed by the Fiihrer 
for these territories, for I- myself was not in a position to issue any 
directives, laws, or regulations there. 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How were these laws carried out? 

SAUCKEL: The laws were 'published in the official publications 
and legal gazettes, as well as being made known through the press 
and by posters in those territories. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I mean the practical execution. How were the 
people brought to Germany? 

SAUCKEL: They were summoned to the local labor office, which 
was mostly administered by local authorities. Cases had to be 
examined in&vidually, according to my directives, which have beea 
submitted here as documents. Cases of hardship to the family, or 
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other such cases, were given special consideration. Then, in the 
normal manner-as was done in Germany also-the individual 
workers or conscripted persons were brought to Germany. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were you present-did you ever witness this 
procedure? 

SAUCKEL: I observed this procedure personally in a number of 
cities in Russia, France, and Belgium; and I made sure that i t  was 
carried out in accordance with orders. 

DR. SERVATIUS: If compulsion was necessary, what coercive 
measures were taken? 

SAUCKEL: At first, such compulsory measures were taken as 
are justified and necessary in every normal civil administration. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And if they were not sufficient? 

SAUCKEL: Then proceedings were proposed. 
DR. SERVATIUS: These were legal measures, were they? 
SAUCKEL: According to my conviction, they were legal measures. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You have stated repeatedly in documents, 
which are available here, that a certain amount of pressure was to 
be used. What did you mean by that? 

SAUCKEL: I consider that every administrative measure taken 
on the basis of laws or duties imposed by the state, on one's own 
nation, or in any other way, constitutes some form of stress, duty, 
pressure. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were not measures used which brought about 
some sort of collective pressure? 

SAUCKEL: I rejected every kind of collective pressure. The 
refusal to employ collective pressure is also evident from decrees 
issued by other German offices in the Reich. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Is it not true that in the East the villages were 
called upon to provide a certain number of people? 

SAUCKEL: 'In the East, of course, administrative procedure was 
rendered difficult on account of the great distances. In the lower 
grades, as far as I know, native mayors were in office in every case. 
I t  is possible that a mayor was requested to select a number of 
workers from his village or town for work in Germany. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Is that the same as that form of collective 
pressure, where, if nobody came, the entire village was to be 
punished? 

SAUCKEL: Measures of that kind I rejected entirely in my field 
of activity, because I could not and would not bring to the German 
economy workers who had been taken to Germany in such a manner 
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that they would hate their life and their work in Germany from the' 
very outset. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What police facilities were at  your disposal? 

SAUCKEL: I had no police facilities at  my disposal. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who exercised the police pressure? 

SAUCKEL: Police pressure in the occupied territories could be 
exerted on order or application of the respective chief of the terri- 
tory, or of the Higher SS and Police Leader, if authorized. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then it was not within your competence to 
exert direct pressure? 

SAUCKEL: No. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you exert indirect pressure by your direc- 
tives, by cutting off food supplies, or similar measures? 

SAUCKEL: After the fall of Stalingrad and the proclamation of 
the state of total war, Reich Minister Dr. Goebbels in Berlin inter- 
fered considerably in all these problems. He ordered that in cases 
of persistent refusal or signs of resistance compulsion was to be 
used by means of refusing additional food rations, or even by 
withdrawal of ration cards. I personally rejected measures of th.at 
kind energetically, because I knew very well that in the western 
territories the so-called food ration card played a subordinate role 
and that supplies were provided for the resistance movement and 
its members on such a large scale that such measures would have 
been quite ineffective. I did not order or suggest them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: At the meeting of the Central Planning Board 
on 1 March 1944 you also stated that, if the French executive 
agencies were unable to get results, then one might have to put a 
prefect up against a wall. Do you still consider this to be legally 
justified pressure? 

SAUCKEL: That is a similarly drastic remark of mine in the 
Central Planning Board which was never actually followed by an 
official order and not even by any prompting on my part. It  was 
simply that I had been informed that in several departments in 
France the prefects or responsible chiefs supported the resistance 
movement wholeheartedly. Railroad tracks had been blown up; 
bridges had been blown up; and that remark was a verbal reaction 
on my part. I believe, however, I was then only thinking of a legal 
measure, because there did, in fact, exist a French law which made 
sabotage an offense punishable by death. 

DR. SERVATIUS: May I refer to the document in this connection? 

THE PRESIDENT: Is it in Document Number R-124? 
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DR. SERVATIUS: I t  is on Page 1776, where i t  says that on the 
basis of the law i t  would then be necessary to put a mayor up 
against a wall. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Do you know what laws existed in 
France compelling co-operation from the French authorities, or 
whether there were such laws? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, such laws existed. , 

DR. SERVATIUS: A number of reports, which were submitted 
here, concerning the application of measures of compulsion, men- 
tioned abuses and outrageous conditions allegedly caused by recruit- 
ment measures. What can you say about that in general? 

SAUCKEL: I did not quite understand your question. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Concerning the use of compulsion, a number 
of reports were brought up here, and you have heard them; reports 
setting forth measures which must surely be generally condemned. 
You heard of the burning down of villages and the shooting of men. 
What can you say to that in general? 

SAUCKEL: All these measures are clearly in contradiction to 
the directives and instructions which I issued and which have been 
submitted here in large numbers, and to these I must refer. These 
are methods against which, when I heard as much as hints of them, 
I took very severe measures. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And who bears the immediate responsibility 
for such incidents? 

SAUCKEL: The responsibility for such incidents rests with the 
local authorities w!hich did these things. 

DR. SERVATIUS: were  there any other offices besides the local 
authorities which dealt with recruitment of labor? 

SAUCKEL: That is exactly what I was fighting for from the very 
beginning-to eliminate and combat the intricate maze of offices 
which, without restraint or control, recruited workers by com-
pulsion. That was part of my job. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of offices were they? Local offices? 

SAUCKEL: They were offices of all kinds. I myself heard about 
most of them only here. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the situation with regard to the 
Todt Organization? 

SAUCKEL: The Todt Organization for a long time recruited and 
used manpower independently in all territories. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did the labor service have anything to do 
with that? 
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SAUCKEL: Do you mean the labor service of Reichsarbeitsfiihrer 
Hierl? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot say; that was a German military 
organization for training for  manual work. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were workers taken for the Armed Forces? 

SAUCKEL: Workers were employed for local urgent work, of 
course, by army groups, by construction and fortification battalions, 
and so on, which I neither knew about nor was in a position to 
control. Road building.. . 

DR. SERVATIUS: How about the Reichsbahn? 

SAUCKEL:' The Reichsbahn repaired its tracks itself and re-
cruited or hired the workers for its requirements whenever i t  
needed them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: These offices were not under your supervision? 

SAUCKEL: No. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did they carry out your instructions or were 
they required to carry them out? 

SAUCKEL: They were not obliged to carry them out; and for 
that very reason I sent out, and in a very emphatic form, that mani- 
festo which was mentioned yesterday. As, however, I myself had no 
supervision over the executive authorities, I had to leave it to the 
various offices to take these instructions into consideration. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was the number of workers recruited in the 
various territories in that manner very large? 

SAUCKEL: There were certainly very large numbers of them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: There were also Reich offices which dealt with 
the question of manpower. What about the deportations carried out 
by Himmler? Did you have any connection with those? 

SAUCKEL: With reference to the question of these deportations, 
I can only say that I did not have the least thing to do with them. 
I never agreed-I never could have agreed, in view of my own out- 
look, my development, and my l i f e 1  could not have agreed to the 
use of prisoners or convicts for work in that manner. That was 
absolutely foreign to my nature. I also have the firm conviction 
that, on account of my forcible statements and measures, I was 
intentionally kept uninformed about the whole matter, because it 
was quite contrary to my own views on work and on workers. I 
said very often-and it can be seen in documents here-that I 
wanted to win the co-operation of the foreign workers for Germany 
and for the German way of life, and I did not want to alienate them. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: These then were the various offices which, 
apart from you, had to do with recruitment of workers? 

SAUCKEL: May I make a short statement in that respect? I 
heard the word "deportation" a few times in Germany and I always 
rejected the idea very emphatically because I knew nothing about 
such operations. According to the use of the word in the German 
language I understand "deportation" to mean the sending away of 
prisoners and of people who have committed some punishable act 
against the State. I never carried out deportations because of my 
own views on the ethics of work. On the contrary, I gave the 
workers recruited through my office-and that was the point on 

, 'which I finally obtained Hitler's consent at the beginning of my job, 
and it was not an easy matter-I gave all foreign workers legal 
contracts, whether they came voluntarily or through German labor 
conscription. They should and must receive the same treatment, the 
same pay, and the same food as the German workers. That is why 
I rejected the idea of deportation in my methods and my program. 
I can testify here with a clear conscience that I had nothing at  all 
to  do with those deportations, the terrible extent of which I learned 
only here. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You have pointed out repeatedly that this 
labor had to be brought to Germany under all circumstances, that 
one had to proceed ruthlessly, that it was an absolute necessity .to 
get the workers. Does that not show that you agreed with such 
measures? 

SAUCKEL: I should like to point out the following distinction: 
My directives and instructions can be clearly seen in numerous 

documents. I could issue only these because I had no executive 
power and no machinery of my own. All these directives, from the 
very beginning, prescribe legally correct and just treatment. I t  is 
true, however, that I used the words "under all circumstances" 
when communicating with German offices-the Fiihrer himself had 
impressed these words on me--and I used the word "ruthlessly," 
not with respect to the treatment of workers but with respect 
to the many arguments, disputes, arbitrary acts, and individual 
desires which the German offices, with which I had to contend 
fiercely, had among themselves and against me. For the most part 
they did not understand the importance of the allocation of labor 
as an economic measure in time of war. The military authorities, 
the army commanders, very often told me, for instance, that i t  was 
nonsense to bring these people to Germany. There was the Vlassov 
Army under the Russian general of that name, and the military 
authorities wanted these Russian workers to join the Vlassov Army. 
I opposed that. I did not consider i t  right, nor did I consider i t  
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sufficiently reliable. These were the things against which I had to 
proceed ruthlessly in my dealings with the German administration 
in those territories. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were there other circumstances, too, which led 
to the transportation of people to Germany? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, there were other circumstances which, how-
ever, were not connected directly but indirectly with the allocation 
of labor, and they often took me by surprise; for example, the 
evacuation of military zones, which frequently had to be carried 
through a t  a moment's notice or after only a very short time of 
preparation. And when such an evacuation had been carried out it 
was the task of the local labor offices to put the evacuated popula- 
tion to work in areas in the rear or to bring to Germany such 
workers as could be used there. 

This sort of labor allocation entailed, of course, considerable dif- 
ficulties for me. There were families and children among the evacu- 
ated people; and they, naturally, had also to be provided with 
shelter. I t  was often the very natural wish of the Russian fathers 
and mothers to take their children with them. That happened, not 
because I wanted it, but because i t  was unavoidable. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And did you always use this labor, or only 
' occasionally? 

SAUCKEL: To a large extent those people were used by the 
local authorities in those territories and put into agriculture, in-
dustry, railroads, bridge building, and so on. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you have anything to do with resettle- 
ment? 

SAUCKEL: I never had anything to do with resettlement. By 
a decree of the Fiihrer that task was expressly delegated to the 
Reichsfiihrer SS. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did Rosenberg not report to you about bad 
conditions which existed in his sphere? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. I had about four conversations with Rosenberg, 
at  his request; and he told me about the bad conditions. There was 
no doubt on my part that such conditions were to be utterly 
condemned. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did he speak about Koch? 
SAUCKEL: The Reichskommissariat Ukraine was mainly in-

volved. There were considerable difference~ between the Reich 
Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Rosenberg, and Reich 
Commissioner Koch. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were you in a position to take measures 
against Koch? 
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SAUCKEL: Koch was not subordinate to me either directly or 
indirectly. I could not give him any instructions in such matters. 
I let him know from the outset that I could not possibly agree with 
such methods as I had heard about, to some extent through Rosen- 
berg, although I could not prove them. 

Koch was of the opinion-and he explained that in his letters 
to Rosenberg-that in his territory he was the sole authority. He 
also pointed that out to me. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did Rosenberg not think the cause for these 
conditions was that your demands were too high? 

SAUCKEL: I also spoke to Herr Rosenberg about that. I per- 
sonally was of the opinion that, if the demands could be divided 
up and orderly recruitment and conscription could take place, it 
was quite possible to fill the quotas. After all I had orders and 
instructions from the Fiihrer and the Central Planning Board. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you ever talk about the methods which 
should be used? 

SAUCKEL: The methods that should be used were not only 
frequently discussed between us, but I published them in many very 
clear directives. I even went so far as to issue and distribute my 
manifesto over the head of this higher authority to the subordinate 
offices so that they could be guided by it. 

I have to point out emphatically, however, that these were in-
cidents which occurred for the most part before my directives came 
into effect and before my appointment. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I want to refer you to Document Number 
018-PS. That is in the "Slave Labor Brief," Page 10. 

THE PRESIDENT: That is not Page 10. It is Number 10. 

DR. SERVATIUS: It is Exhibit Number USA-186. In the English 
"Slave Labor" Book it is Document 10. I t  is a letter of 21 Decem-
ber 1942. 

[The document was handed to the defendant.] 
If you go through that document, you will see that Rosenberg 

complains about the methods used by your agents and collaborators. 
What are these offices for which you are being made responsible 
here? 

SAUCKEL: There is an error in this letter on the part of Herr 
Rosenberg, because it was not I who had offices there but the Reich 
Commissioner. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In other words you are saying that he ad-
dressed himself to the wrong person? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Then will you Jay that document aside. 

SAUCKEL: Rosenberg writes on Page 2, "I empowered the 
Reich Commissioner for the Ukraine. . ." 

DR. SERVATIUS: You assume, therefore, that the writer of this 
letter did not himself know exactly who the authorities in his 
territory were? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that was quite possible, because I myself had 
only been in office a short time. 

DR. SERVATTZTS: What did you do as a result of the complaint 
which Rosenberg made? Did you do anything a t  all? 

SAUCKEL: After receiving Rosenberg's letter I had a discussion 
with him immediately. As it was shortly before Christmas, 21 De- 
cember 1942, I called by telegram an official meeting at  Weimar for 
6 January, td which representatives of the respective offices in the 
East were invited. I a l b  invited Reich Minister Rosenberg to that 
meeting. And at  that conference these officials were again told 
clearly and unmistakably that it was their duty to use correct and 
legal methods. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In that connection I would like to refer 'to 
Document Number Sauckel-82. I t  is in the Sauckel Document Book 
Number 3, Page 207. I submit the handbook itself, which contains 
a number of documents for judicial notice. 

I quote one sentence from the speech on the principles of recruit- 
ing which Sauckel made there before 800 people who were employed 
in the Allocation of Labor program. 

THE PRESIDENT: Did you say 800? 
DR. SERVATIUS: Page 206. 
THE PRESIDENT: It is 8,000 in my copy. Isn't i t  8,000? 
DR.SERVATIUS: The third book, Page 206, Document Num- 

ber 82. 
THE PRESIDENT: I am looking a t  Document Number 82. I 

thought you said 800 men were employed. I am looking a t  the 
beginning of Document 82. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  begins on Page 204. He spoke before 800 
people, not 8,000. I t  should be 800. That is a mistake in the trans- 
lation of the document. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 
DR. SERVATIUS: The following is stated here: 
"Principles of our recruiting: 
"1) Where the voluntary method fails (and experience 
shows that it fails everywhere) compulsory service takes its 
place. . . ."-I skip a few sentences. 
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"It is bitter to tear people from their homes, from their 
children. But we did not want the war. The German child 
who loses its father at  the front, the German wife who mourns 
her husband killed in battle, suffer far more. Let u s  disclaim 
every false sentiment now." 

THE PRESIDENT: You have left out some of the document, 
have you not? 

DR. SERVATIUS: I did not quite understand. 

THE PRESIDENT: YOU have left out some of the document. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, I omitted some sentences and I said so. 
But I can read all of it. 

THE PRESIDENT: I only mean on Page 206. I didn't mean the 
whole document. On Page 206 you have just skipped two sentences. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have four sentences there. I will read them 
again: 

"Where the voluntary method fails, compulsory service takes 
its place." 

Then I omitted two sentences, which I shall now read: 
"This is the iron law for the Allocation of Labor for 1943. In 
a few weeks from now there must no longer be any occupied 
territory in which compulsory service for Germany is not the 
most natural thing in the world." 

THE PRESIDENT: Didn't you also leave out the words "ex-
perience shows that it fails everywhere"? 

DR. SERVATIUS: I read that the first time; I wanted to save time. 
"We are going to discard the last remnants of our soft talk 
about humanitarian ideals. Every additional gun which we 
procure brings us a minute closer to victory. It  is bitter to 
tear people from their homes, from their children. But we 
did not want the war. The German child who loses its father 
at  the front, the German wife who mourns her husband killed 
in battle, suffer far more. Let us disclaim every false senti- 
ment now. 
"Here we must be guided by the realization that in the long 
run a high output can be demanded of foreign workers only 
if they are satisfied with their lot. I will not tolerate men 
being treated badly. 
"3) Under no circumstances are you, as  the recruiting corn 
mission abroad, permitted to promise things which according 
to the directives and regulations issued are not possible and 
cannot be carried out on account of the war. It  is much better 
to introduce labor conscription and say, 'You must take this 
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upon yourselves and in return you will enjoy the rights of the 
workers employed in Germany.' Anyone who works in Ger- 
many has rights in Germany, even if he is a Bolshevist. We 
shall watch very carefully to insure that the German name 
be not sullied. You can demand of me any protection in your 
field of work, but none for any crimes. The name of our 
nation is holy. For the first time in German history you 

\must represent for the Reich the principles of German labor. 
Be conscious of that at all times." 
[Turning to the defendant.] Apart from the information which 

you received from Rosenberg, did you receive any other reports 
concerning recruiting methods? 

SAUCKEL: Apart from the information from Rosenberg and his 
letters of that time, I did not receive any other direct complaints. 
Eut I had issued emphatic orders that any complaints received by 
my office were to be forwarded immediately to the competent Reich 
authorities for investigation, punishment, and the remedying of the 
grievances. I should like to state this: My office received a great 
many complaints which concerned me; but they were complaints 
about insufficient numbers of workers provided by me. It  was my 
duty to correct this. For the correction of inadequacies in adminis-
tration, for eliminating unjust measures in various fields or various 
agencies, I could not be competent, as the Reich authorities them- 
selves were competent in that respect. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But it should have been of great interest to you 
what happened there. Did you not hear anything of these incidents? 
Was n o t h i ~ g  reported to you? 

SAUCKEL: That I was interested from a humane and personal 
point of view can be seen from the fact that I was concerned about 
these things, although they did not come within my office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But you spoke here about one case in which 
it was reported to you that a cinema had been surrounded. Perhaps 
you remember that case? 

SAUCKEL: When on a visit to Field Marshal Kluge, I heard 
from him that he had been informed that in the area of his army, 
or army group, a cinema had been surrounded and the people 
attending the cinema had been brought to Germany to work. I 
immediately had that case most carefully investigated, and the in- 
vestigation took 3 months. Witnesses will be able to testify to that 
when they appear here. The result of the investigation was the 
following: I t  was not a case of labor recruitment for Germany. A 
construction unit near Rovno was celebrating in that cinema the 
end of one of its tasks; and in the middle of that celebration the 
order was received that this unit had to be put on a new job, a 
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different place of work. The contractor thereupon interrupted the 
celebration in a very drastic way by having the immediate trans- 
port of these workers carried out by a force of police. That, of 
course, had nothing to do with my work and my organization; but 
i t  took me 3 months to discover the true facts of this complaint by 
Field Marshal Kluge. In every case where such complaints came to 
my attention I investigated and dealt with them and condemned 
them, because they did not help me. 

DR. SERVATIUS: We will leave this matter of recruitment now 
and turn to the question of the transportation of these people to 
Germany. Who was responsible for their transportation? 

SAUCKEL: For transportation the German Reichsbahn and the 
authorities designated in my Directive Number 4-regional offices 
and regional labor departments-were responsible. Immediately on 
assuming my office I had a detailed discussion with Dr. Dorpmiiller, 
Reich Minister of Transport; his state secretary, Dr. Ganzenmiiller; 
and before him Dr. Kleinrniiller; and it was agreed that the trans- 
poretation of workers to Germany should be carried out in an unobjec- 
t~onable manner; that the transport trains should be supplied with 
food for the duration of the journey; that, if Russians were included 
in these transports, the cars should under no circumstances be over- 
crowded; and that, if a t  all possible, passenger coaches should be 
used for these transports. We agreed on this, though the Reich 
Minister of Transport said that he could not be expected to provide 
the people with better transport than the German soldiers had; still, 
he could at least guarantee that the cars would not be overcrowded. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You have seen the Molotov report, that is 
Exhibit Number USSR-51. You know its contents, describing the 
conditions of these transports, saying that the cars were over-
crowded, that the dying were thrown out and left lying on the 
tracks, and that newly born children died immediately. Were such 
conditions reported to you, or did you hear of them in your official 
position? 

SAUCKEL: Such incidents were not reported to me in my official 
position, and they could not possibly have referred to worker trans- 
ports of my office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of transports' could they have been 
then? 

SAUCKEL: As far as  I could determine from the proceedings 
here, they must have been transports of inmates of concentratiod 
camps who were being evacuated. I do not know for certain; but 
I cannot explain it otherwise because I would not tolerate such 
conditions under any circumstances, nor did I hear about them. 
Such things were of no advantage to us. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Where is that document, USSR-51? 

DR. SERVATIUS: USSR-51 'is the official report which I received 
in printed form. I have a printed German copy. I assume that it 
has been submitted to the Tribunal already. If not, I will obtain 
i t  and submit it myself. 

THE PRESIDENT: If it has got the Number USSR-51, i t  must 
have been submitted to the Tribunal. That is the exhibit number. 
I wonder whether it has got some other number by which we can 
identify it? 

DR. SERVATIUS: The Prosecution handed me Document Num- 
ber 054-PS: that is Exhibit Number USA-198. That is Number 13 
in the English "Slave Labor" Book. 

/Turning to the defendant.] There, on Page 4, mention is made 
of a return transport, and in connection with it very bad conditions 
are described and censured. Did you find it? The passage begins: 

"Very depressing effects on the morale of the skilled workers 
and the population are caused above all by people returning 
from Germany in a condition unfit for work, or who were 
already unfit before they came to Germany." 
SAUCKEL: These can only be incidents which occurred before. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: We haven't had the question yet, have we? 

The question didn't come through, I think. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I will put the question again. 
In this document mention is made of return transports from 

Germany to the East, and two transports are denounced on account 
of the abominable conditions which are described. ' I  quote from the 
document: 

"Very depressing effects on the morale of the skilled workers 
and the population are caused above all by people returning 
from Germany in a condition unfit for work, or who were 
already unfit before they came to Germany. Several times 
already transports of skilled workers on their way to Germany 
have passed returning transports of such unfit persons, and 
they have stood on the tracks alongside each other for some 
time. On account of the insufficient care given these returning 
transports (sick, injured, or  weak people, mostly 50 or 60 to 
a car, often many days without sufficient care and food, 
usually escorted by only 3 or 4 men), and through the fre- 
quently very unfavorable-even if exaggerated-statements 
of these repatriates about their treatment in Germany and 
en route, added to what the people could see with their own 
eyes, a psychosis of fear developed among the skilled workers 
and others being transported to Germany. Several transport 
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leaders, especially those of the 62d and the 63d Transports, 
reported details in  this connection. In one case the leader of 
the transport of skilled workers obsehed with his own eyes 
how a person who had died of hunger was unloaded on the 
side track from a returning transport. (1st Lt. Hofrnann of 
the 63d Transport, Darniza Station.) On another occasion i t  
was reported that en route three dead. . ." 
THE PRESIDENT: I don't think you need read all of this to the 

defendant. He probably knows i t  and he  can give his answer 
upon it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You see that reference is being made to a 
report; will you please comment on it? 

SAUCKEL: Concerning this report, may I say the following: 
These terrible conditions had to be investigated a t  once by the local 
authorities concerned. A report on the result of the investigation 
did not reach me. This report here was also-not made to me. I 
may point out that the transportation to Germany of sick people 
unfit for work was strictly prohibited by me, because that would 
have been a crime and an  impossibility from the economic point of 
view. I could not possibly say who sent these trains back. I t  was 
also not established what kind of transports they really were. The 
report describes conditions which already existed before I came into 
office. I, personally-and I should Like to emphasize this partic- 
ularly-issued a decree according to  which sick people or pregnant 
women-I personally issued orders that, if a return transport of 
sick people were necessary, the German Red Cross were to furnish 
personnel to accompany these people all the way back to their 
native place. These orders can be found among the codes. Such 
terrible cases of negligence and crime are, therefore, in contradic- 
tion to the clear regulations issue'd by the German labor authorities. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you not equip Bad Frankenthal for sick 
people who could not return? ' 

SAUCKEL: In my own Gau it was not Bad Frankenthal but 
Bad Frankenhausen, KyfPhauser, which I made available for sick 
Soviet workers. In addition, I had a large school set aside in Eden- 
dorf near Weimar with 100 beds for typhus patients and Russian 
prisoners of war. So, on my own initiative, I myself did everything 
possible to help in dealing with cases of sickness and similar matters. 
I t  was also prohibited to return people while they were in  a sick 
condition. 

THE PRESIDENT: We had better adjourn now. 

[A recess was taken.] 

20 
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DR. SERVATIUS: ~ h e n ' t h e  workers arrived in Germany.. . 
SAUCKEL: May I say something about Document Number 054-PS 

to supplement my testimony? It is very important. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

SAUCKEL: On Page 5, near the center of the page, I should 
like to call your attention to the following sentence of the reporter 
-this is a report within a military authority: "These extreme in- 
cidents which took place in transports in the first few months did 
not, to our knowledge, repeat themselves in  the summer." In the 
first months of the year 1942 I was not even in  office, and my pro- 
gram did not commence until May. In the summer of that year, 
as i t  is correctly stated here, an end was put to this state of affairs. 

Furthermore, I should like to call attention in the same docu- 
ment, 054-PS, I believe on Page 10, to a copy of a letter of complaint 
which says, "As I informed you in my letter of 20 April 1942.. ." 
I t  is evident, therefore, that this letter deals with complaints about 
conditions which must have been disclosed before I assumed office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I was going $0 ask you about the arrival of' 
workers in Germany. What happened when a transport arrived in 
Germany? 

SAUCKEL: Upon their arrival in Germany the people of the 
transport had not only to be properly received but they also had 
to be medically examined again and chqcked at  a transit camp. One 
examination had to be made at  the time and place of recruitment, 
and another took place * a t  a fixed point before the border. Thus, 
from the time of recruitment until being put to work three medical 
examinations and checks had to be made, according to my directives. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What were the transit camps? 

SAUCKEL: These transit camps were camps in which the people 
from the various transports'came together at  the border, and where 
they were examined and registered in the proper manner. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I submit Document Number UK-39 to you. I 
have no exhibit number for it. 

THE PRESIDENT: I t  is a British exhibit; 

DR. SERVATIUS: I could not establish whether i t  already has 
a n  exhibit number; I shall have to check on that. At any rate, it was 
given to me. 

THE PRESIDENT: You gave the Number UK-39? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, UK-39. 

THE PRESIDENT: It  must be a British exhibit number, must 
i t  not? 
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SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE (Deputy Chief Prosecutor for the 
United Kingdom): The series is not a British exhibit; our exhibits 
are "GB." It  is an earlier series of documents that we have pre- 
pared. But we will try to find out. 

DR. SERVATIUS: If you will look at  this document, i t  is a letter 
of the Reich Security Main Office, dated 18 January 1943, concerning 
"Concentration Camp Hertogenbosch." Then it says, "This camp 
will be equipped as a transit and reception camp." 

Was that a place to which your workers were sent? 
SAUCKEL: The Allocation of Labor had nothing at  all to do 

with these camps and concentration camps. This was not a transit 
camp for workers but was obviously the transit camp of a concen- 
tration camp. These were not at  all known to me. I never had to 
and never did concern myself with such transports and transit 
camps; and I would not have done it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: A report of the French Government was sub- 
mitted here; i t  is Document Number UK-78 and French Exhibit 
Number RF-87. The heading is "Third StLtdy." I t  is a very com-
prehensive report. I shall quote from my notes. The report contains 
the following, roughly: "Immediately upon their arrival the workers 
were taken to these actual slave markets which were called sorting 
houses. The living conditions there were miserable." 

Is that one of your transit camps which is so described? 
SAUCKEL: That is absolutely impossible; such a camp never 

existed. 
DR. SERVATIUS: How was the distribution of the workers car- 

ried out in practice? I refer once more to the Molotov report, Docu- 
ment Number USSR-51. The Soviet Delegation says here that this 
document was submitted under that exhibit number. The report 
says that the workers were taken to the slave market and were sold 
for 10 to 15 marks. What do you have to say to that? 

SAUCKEL: I believe every German employer who received 
these workers, either in agriculture or in war industry, is a witness 
to the fact that a procedure of this sort never took place in any 
form; that it was quite inconceivable that such slave markets were 
instituted through the authority of the Reich Ministry of Labor; but 
that these workers who passed through National Socialist labor 
exchanges received exactly the same contracts and conditions as the 
German workers themselves, with some variations, and in no case 
were they put to work like slaves without rights or pay, without 
a contract, without sickness insurance, or without accident insurance. 
That may be seen from the numerous directives and decrees which 
were issued by the Reich Ministry of Labor and by me for every 
race involved. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: What were the general living conditions of 
foreign workers in Germany? 

SAUCKEL: The general living conditions of foreign workers in 
Germany as far as they were recruited through the offices of the 
Allocation of Labor, were exactly the same . a s  those of German 
workers who were accommodated in camps. Living conditions were 
dependent on the circumstances of war and, in contrast with peace- 
time, were subject to the same limitations as applied to the German 
population. The adjutant of Herr Von Schirach, a man unknown to 
me, who appeared here as a witness yesterday, described conditions 
in Vienna; those conditions existed in other German cities too. 

DR.SERVATIUS: What were the security measures in these 
camps? 

SAUCKEL: In the camps themselves? 


DR. SERVATIUS: Well, I mean generally. 


SAUCKEL: The security measures were the responsibility of the 
Police, not mine, because the camps came under 'the various 
industries and the German Labor Front. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now, I submit Document Number EC-68. It  
contains directives issued by the Regional Food Office of Baden 
regarding the treatment of Poles in Germany, This is Exhibit, 
Number USA-205, to be found in the American Document Book 
"Slave Labor," the fourth document. I shall now read the beginning 
of this document, which you have already seen. It says there: 

"The offices of the Reich Food Administration-(Regional 
Food Office) of Baden-have received with great satisfaction 
the result of the negotiations with the Higher SS and Police 
Leader in Stuttgart on 14 February 1941. Appropriate mem- 
oranda have already been sent to the district food offices. 
Below I promulgate the individual regulations as they were 
laid down during the conference and are now to be supplied 
accordingly: 
"1. In principle farm workers of Polish nationality no longer 
have the right to complain; consequently, no complaints may 
be accepted by any official agency. 
"2. Farm workers of Polish nationality may no longer leave 
the localities in which they are employed." 
Now, I shall omit some points and just confine myself to the 

essential parts. -I turn to Point 5: . 

"5. Visits to theaters, cinemas, o r .  other cultural entertain- 
ments are strictly prohibited for farm workers of Polish 
nationality." 
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Other regulations follow, prohibiting use of the railroad, and 
under Number 12 there is a vital provision: 

"12. Every employer of Polish farm workers has the right to 
administer chastisement. . ." 
Please comment on this document and tell us to what extent 

you approve of it. 
SAUCKEL: First of all, I shoyld like to point out that this docu- 

ment is dated 6 March 1941-that is, more than a year before I 
assumed office. Such an absurd and impossible decree never came 
to my attention during my term of office. But since I am now being 
confronted with the document and am learning about it, I should 
like to refer to my own decrees, which I issued entirely independ- 
ently of what had gone before and which .automatically revoked 
such decrees. In order to prevent these absurd decrees of some 
agency in the Reich from being effective, I had my decrees collected 
and published in a handbook in which it says-because of the time 
factor and out of respect for the Tribunal, I cannot ask the Tribunal 
to look at  all of them; but they are in direct contradiction to such 
views. I would like to ask that I be permitted to quote just one 
sentence from the manifesto already referred to, which is directed 
against such nonsense and against the misuse of manpower. I refer 
particularly to my directives for fair treatment. The sentence reads 
as follows: 

".. . these orders and directives, as well as their supplements, 
are to be brought very forcibly to the attention of works 
managers and leaders of camps for foreign nationals, as well 
as their personnel, a t  least four times a year by the regional 
labor offices. Actual adherence to them is to be constantly 
supervised." 
DR. SERVATIUS: Does the manifesto end with that? 
SAUCKEL: That is a paragraph from the manifesto which refers 

specifically to my orders prescribing just and humane treatment, 
sufficient food, leisure time, and so forth. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You issued a great number of directives. Did 
you notice any opposition to your basic regulations; and, if so, what 
did you do? 

SAUCKEL: As soon as I noticed opposition I made special refer- 
ence to my decrees, of course, because they had been approved by 
the Fiihrer, upon my recommendations, for my field of activity. 

DR. SERVATIUS: As far as care and welfare were concerned, 
did the DAF-the German Labor Front-play a special role? What 
was the task of the DAF? 

SAUCKEL: The task of the DAF was to care for German 
workers and look after their interests. In this capacity i t  had to  
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concern itself, as a matter of course, with the welfare of foreign 
workers. That was its ordinary task; and at  the same time it had 
a corrective influence on state labor administration, an influence 
similar to that exerted by the trade unions on state control, as far 
as i t  exists, in other countries. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What tasks did the works managers have? 
SAUCKEL: They had the task of regulating the total production 

of their works; and, of course, they were fully responsible for their 
workmen and for the foreign workers who had been assigned 
to them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were they primarily responsible, or was the 
DAF responsible? 

SAUCKEL: The employers were primarily responsible, accord- 
ing to the law regulating German labor. 

DR.SERVATTUS: Now the workers were mostly billeted in 
camps. Who supervised the accommodations in these camps? 

SAUCKEL: The accommodations in these camps were under the 
final supervision of the German trade inspection office, which was 
under the Reich Ministry of Labor. The trade inspection office had 
the authority and power to enforce observance from employers who 
failed to comply with the orders of the Reich Minister of Labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you yourself issue any orders or decrees 
concerning the camps? 

SAUCKEL: I personally issued orders concerning the camps, but 
they could be put into effect and supervised only by the Reich 
Minister of Labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: So much about the accommodations of the 
camps. Now what were the living conditions within the camps? 
Who was responsible for them? 

SAUCKEL: In the camps themselves the camp leaders were 
responsible. The camp leader was appointed by agreement between 
the DAF and the works manager, and to my knowledgeth is  was 
not within the range of my duties-his appointment had to be 
confirmed and accepted by the security authorities. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You speak of the security authoriiies. To 
what extent did the Police take part in the surveillance of these 
camps, the maintenance of cliscipline, and such matters? 

SAUCKEL: Surveillance of the camp and maintenance of dis-
cipline was the task of the camp leader, and had nothing to do with 
the Police. The Police had, as I believe is the case in every country, 
surveillance and control rights a s  regards espionage and the secrecy 
of the plant, et cetera. Beyond that, the Police had nothing to do 
with the camp. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Were these camps shut off from the outside 
world? What was the situation in that respect when you assumed 
office? 

SAUCKEL: when I assumed office, the camps, particularly of 
the Eastern Workers, were very much shut off from the world and 
were fenced in with barbed wire. To me this was. incompatible 
with the principle of employing productive and willing workers; 
and with all the personal energy I could muster, I succeeded in 
having the fences and barbed wire removed; and I also reduced the 
limits of the curfew regulations for Eastern Workers, so that the 
picture which was presented here yesterday could eventually be 
realized. Anything else would have been incompatible, technically 
speaking, with the workers' willingness to work, which I wanted. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now the question of food. What was the food 
of these foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: The feeding of the foreign workers came under the 
system that was applied to the feeding of the German people, an,d 
accordingly additional rations were allotted to people doing heavy, 
very heavy, or overtime work. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did this situation exist when you assumed 
office? 

SAUCKEL: When I assumed office and received the order from 
the Fiihrer that in addition to the foreign workers who were already 
in the Reich I was to bring further quotas into the Reich, the first 
step I took was to visit the Reich Minister for Food, for it was 
obvious to me that bringing in foreign workers was in the first place 
a question of feeding; poorly fed workers, even if they want to, 
cannot turn out satisfactory work. I had many detailed conver-
sations with him; and by referring to the Fiihrer and the Reich 
Marshal, I succeeded in obtaining suitable food for the workers, 
a.nd food quotas were legally fixed. It was not easy to do this 
because the food situation, even for Germans, was always strained; 
but without these measures it would not have been possible for me, 
also from a personal point of view, to carry through my task. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Details with regard to the food situation weres 
mentioned here which would justify the assumption that extr.emely 
bad conditions existed. Was nothing of this sort brought to your 
attention, or did you yourself not hear anything? 

SAUCKEL: As far as  bad feeding conditions in the work camps 
of civilian laborers is concerned I never had any very unfavorable 
reports. I personally made repeated efforts to have this matter in 
particular constantly looked into. The works managers themselves 
took the problem of food very seriously. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Did you not, in a decree and letter to the 
Gau labor offices and Gauleiter, deal with the subject of good treat- 
ment of foreigners; and did you not on that occasion criticize 
existing conditions? 

SAUCKEL: Imed ia t e ly  after I assumed office, when the Gau- 
leiter were appointed as plenipotentiaries for the Allocation of 
Labor in their Gaue, I called their attention to the food situation 
and ordered them to give their attention to that question and also 
to the question of accommodation. I heard that in two Gaue my 
instructions were not being taken seriously enough. In one case I 
myself went immediately to Essen and remedied the situation there 
-it concerned the barbed wire-and in another case, in eastern 
Bavaria, I also intervened personally. Besides that, I made use of 
these two incidents to write to the Gauleiter and the governments 
of the German Lander and provinces an$ again pointed out the 
importance of observing these instructions. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I refer to Document 19, that is in the English 
Book Number 1, Page 54; Document Sauckel-19. 

THE PRESIDENT: 19? 

DR. SERVATIUS: This is Document Number 19, in the first docu- 
ment book, Page 54. Only a portion of this is reproduced. In a 
circular to all the Gau labor offices and Gauleiter is the following: 

"If in a Gau district the statement is still being made that 'if 
anyone in the Gau has to freeze this winter, the first ones 
should be the Russians' (that is, the Russian civilian laborers 
employed for work in the Gau), such a statement shows 
plainly that in that region of the Gau the contact between 

-	 the administrative labor office and the competent political 
offices is as yet not close enough. It  is one of the most im- 
portant tasks of the Allocation of Labor and the collaboration 
between you and the Gauleiter as my deputies for the Allo- 
cation of Labor to see to it that the foreign workers recruited 
for the German armament industry and food economy are 

' looked after in such a manner as to enable them to give the 
maximum of efficiency. There is, therefbre, no question of 
protecting from want German fellow countrymen only and 
being satisfied with inadequate provisions for laborers of 
foreign origin. On the contrary, i t  is imperative to bear con- 
stantly in mind the fact that, in order to bring about victory, a 
maximum of efficiency must be demanded not only of German 
fellow cosuntrymen but also of the foreign workers. It  would 
be absurd to bring foreign workers into the country, at  con- 
siderable expense, for work for German economy and then to 
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allow their efficiency to be impaired or ruined through lack 
of proper care." 
In conclusion there follows a reminder that Sauckel's decree 

must be observed. 
[Turning t o  the defendant.] What was the situation with regard 

to the clothing of foreign workers? 
SAUCKEL: ~ d e  clothing of foreign workers from the western 

regions gave us relatively little trouble for these workers were well 
supplied and they were also compensated for their clothing. But the 
clothing of the Eastern Workers was a problem. On behalf of the 
Eastern Workers I applied to the Reich Minister of Economy for a 
quota of clothing and provided 1 million Eastern Workers with 
all necessary under and outer clothing. To supply this quota of 
clothing 10,000 workers were required as well as 30,000 tons of raw 
materials. Thus, every care was given to the question of clothing, 
and this clothing was actually issued. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The French Delegation has submitted Docu- 
ment Number RF-5. I t  is a propaganda brochure, Work for Europe. 
I had also submitted this, and the Tribunal took judicial notice of it. 
I should like to submit it again and refer to three pictures contained 
therein. The essential thing about these pictures is that some of the 
workers coming from the East arrived barefoot, and later there are 
pictures where these workers are seen well dressed in Germany, 
and it is evident that the situation as regards the clothing of these 
workers had made considerable progress in Germany. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is this Sauckel-5? 
DR. SERVATIUS: No, it is a document of the French Delegation, 

Document RF-5. 
[Turning to the defendant.] What was the situation with regard 

to working hours? Who regulated the working hours? 
SAUCKEL: The working-hours were regulated on the basis of 

decrees by the Fuhrer, the Ministerial Council, and later on by 
Reich Minister Gaebbels. The carrying out of these decrees was 
my task. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the average working time? 
SAUCKEL: One can hardly talk of an average working time in 

Germany during the war. Tnere was the legal working time of 
E hours. For anything beyond 8 hours, overtime had to be paid. 

In the year 1943 the average working time per week was at  
first set at  54 hours; later, as far as i t  was necessary, a t  10 hours 
per day. When Reich Minister Dr. Goebbels became Reich Delegate 
for Total War Effort, against my objections and against the objection 
of other offices but on the basis of the authority which he had, he 
demanded and proclaimed a 10-hour working day for all offices and 
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industries. However this could not be carried through at all, for in 
many industries and offices work had to be regulated according to 
the difficulties which were already then appearing-difficulties of 
raw materials, power supply, and the amount of work. But in 
exceptional cases, which were not infrequent, 11 and 12 hours of 
work were put in where production demanded it. German workers 
as well worked longer hours. All workers were then compensated 
accordingly. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In the French Document Number RF-22, on 
Page 101 of the German text, is the following: 

"From the interrogations by the agencies of the Ministkre des 
Prisonniers of deported workers who had returned home, it 
can be seen that the average time of work per week was at 
least 72 hours." 
Then the source of this information is mentioned, but that does 

not interest us here. 
"Sixty-four-hour weeks were not infrequent. Cases of 
100-hour weeks with 30 to 38 consecutive hours were 
mentioned." 
What can you tell us about this? Did such cases come to your 

attention? 
SAUCKEL: I cannot comment on these reports, because I do not 

know whether they concern people who were being used in con-
centration camps or those who were used as civilian workers in the 
other sector for which I was responsible. It is correct that in very 
exceptional cases there were periods in which long hours of work 
were put in. That was decided by the factory and applied also to 
the German workers. But in such cases appropriate rest periods 
had to be interspersed. These long hours were worked only for the 
completion of important contracts. Where these people actually 
worked, I cannot determine from the interrogation and, therefore, 
I cannot give you a precise answer. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What were the provisions for free time? 
SAUCKEL: Free time was at the disposal of the workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who was responsible for regulating free time? 

SAUCKEL: The regulation of free.time was the responsibility of 
the DAF as far as the arrangements of details for free time were 
concerned. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the situation regarding the employ- 
ment of children and young people? 

SAUCKEL: By German Reich law children under 12 years of 
age are not permitted to work. Children under 14 are only permitted 
to work a few hours on the land. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Did you issue decrees about working hours for 
children? 

SAUCKEL: I issued decrees or confirmad the laws which were 
already in existence insofar as  they applied to this work. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now I shall show you Document Number 
345-PS, which is a letter written by Reich Minister Rosenberg to 
Lammers, dated 20 July 1944. 

[The  document  w a s  handed  t o  t h e  defendant .]  

THE PRESIDENT: Has this been put,in before? Has this been 
~ffered  in evidence before? . 

DR. SERVATIUS: This document was submitted in cross-exami- 
nation. I myself have just received it. I t  deals with the recruitment 
of young people of 15 to 20 years of age for employment in the 
Reich during the war. Then the document refers to the transfer to 
the Reich of young people aged 10 to 14 years; that is the "Hay 
Action." And it goes on to say: 

"The object of this action is the further care of young people 
through the Reich Youth Leadership and the training of 
apprentices for German economy in a manner similar to that 
which has already been successfully carried out with the 
White Ruthenia Youth Service in co-operation with the 
GBAW--which means you. 
Please comment on whether you had use made of these young 

people. 
SAUCKEL: No, I had nothing whatever to do with this action; 

and in the index of addresses my name is not mentioned. I do not 
know of this matter. 

DR. SERVATIUS: So you did not violate your own rules by 
issuing special directives? 

SAUCKEL: No. This was a transaction with which I did not 
concern myself. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then I should Like to submit another letter to 
you, which was also submitted by the Prosecution in connection 
with the Schirach case. I t  is Document Number 1137-PS, a letter 
dated 19 October 1944. On Page 3 of this document, the following 
appears: 

"In addition to this, other labor was supplie,d to the German 
armament industry earlier-namely, first of all, 3,500 boys 
and 500 girls to the Junkers Works; secondly, 2,000 boys and 
700 girls to the OT . . . 
"The agency under the Hitler Youth has procured from the 
Occupied Eastern Territories for the armament industryn- 
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I leave out what does not interest us-"5,500 boys and 
1,200 girls." 
Did you authorize the use of this labor, or did this matter pass 

through your hands? 
SAUCKEL: No. 
DR. SERVATIUS: How was this labor brought into the arma-

ment industry? 
SAUCKEL: Well, I personally am unable to explain that in 

detail. Apparently this took place on the basis of an agreement 
between offices of the Ministry for the Eastern Occupied Territories 
or those of Hauptbannfiihrer Nickel. I have heard only during the 
proceedings here that the young people involved were of an age 
at  which work is prohibited for them. I understood that i t  was more 
in the nature of pre-employment care, bu t .  . . 

DR. SERVATIUS: That is known. 
SAUCKEL: I t  did not go through me or through my office. 
DR. SERVATIUS: What about the use of foreign women? 
SAUCKEL: Women from foreign countries were used in exactly 

the same way as German women. No other conditions. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Document Number 025-PS has been submitted 
here. That is Exhibit Number USA-698, which was also submitted 
only now and is not contained in the books. This is the record of 
a conference which took place in your office and in which you spoke 
a t  length on the use of female labor. In the third paragraph it says: 

"To this end, the Fuhrer has ordered the use of 400,000 to 
500,000 female Eastern Workers from the Ukraine, between 
the ages of 15 to 35, for domestic purposes; and the Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Laborn-that is you- 
"has been charged with the carrying through of this action, 
which is to be concluded in approximately 3 months." 
I t  goes on: 
"It is the specific wish of the Fiihrer that as many girls as 
possible shall be germanized if they prove satisfactory." 
Will you please comment on this? , 

SAUCKEL: Yes, this concerns a decree of the Fiihrer to bring 
400,000 to 500,000 female Eastern Workers into the Reich for Ger- 
man households, but especially in ol'der to lighten the work of the 
German farmers' wives. I should like to mention, in connection 
with this document, that I did not compile i t  and that my office did 
not compile it either. Most likely these minutes were written on 
the basis of notes which somebody had taken. With reference to these 
proposed 400,000 to 500,000 domestic servants, 'it must be said that 
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they were to be brought into the Reich only on a voluntary basis. 
Actually some 13,000 to 15,000 only; I believe, came into the Reich. 
The idea of "Germanization," as used here, also refers only to their 
free will or wish to, remain in Germany. 

DR. SERVATlUS: What medical attention did the foreign 
workers receive? Various things have been mentioned here, for 
instance: "lf the worker can no longer work, he is no longer a 
concern of ours," which is supposed to have been a principle of 
yours. Then i t  is further said that work, food, and pay must be 
brought into relationship with each other. If the worker can no 
longer work, h e  is just a dead weight. What can you say with 
regard to these accusa t io~?  

SAUCKEL: Would you show me where I said that? I am not 
familiar with it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: This is in  the transcript of a court session; 
I have the page here, in the German transcript, 2789 (Volume V, 
Pages 394, 395). I t  says there that if the worker can no longer work, 
no concern should be given to his fate. Did you advocate this 
principle? 

SAUCKEL: On the contrary; there exist hundreds of precise 
decrees and orders which I issued. They were published in the 
Reichsgesetzblatt, in special issues sent'to the factories and to the 
labor exchanges and in special collections, in which i t  is set down 
most clearly that the foreign workers who were brought into the 
Reich through the Allocation of Labor had to be treated in accord- 
ance with German laws, regulations, and directives as far as medical 
treatment and care, including insurance, were concerned. There 
were also . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, were you putting to the 
defendant a document where i t  was alleged he had said that after 
they were unfit to work, that it is no more his concern? Was i t  the 
document you were putting to him? 

DR. SERVATIUS: This document was submitted to him with 
regard to the female workers of whom he is alleged to have said 
that they were to be germanized. I am no longer dealing with that 
document, but have turned to the question of medical care. 

THE PRESIDENT: You mean that was in Document 025-PS, 
Exhibit USA-698? 

DR. SERVATIUS: That document, Number 025-PS, refers only 
to female workers. This question has already been dealt with. 
have turned to the question of medical care in 'general and am no 
longer dealing with the question of female workers. 

I 
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/Turning t o  t h e  defendant.] Did you receive reports about abom- 
inable conditions regarding the health and the medical care of 
foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: No. Not only German physicians were employed as 
official physicia,ns in the factories and camps to deal with the 
hygiene and health of the workers, but also numerous physicians 
and medical assistants from the home countries of the foreign 
workers were engaged and assigned to  these camps. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How did you supervise the execution of your 
decrees, and what other controlling agencies existed? 

SAUCKEL: There *ere the following controlling agencies: first 
of all .  .. 

DR. SERVATIUS:Just a moment. I should like to refer to Docu- 
ment Sauckel-2. In it I have made a survey of the control and 
inspection agencies concerned with supervision. I shall explain this 
diagram briefly: 

In the center, there is the Reich Ministry of Labar, under Seldte; 
underneath that, the trade inspection boards, including the police 
department for trade and town planning. That was the only depart- 
ment which had police powers-that is, it could take action against 
any resistance on the part of those recruited for work. Besides this, 
scveral other official agencies were created to handle the difficult 
problem of welfare. There is, first of all, if you look at  the right- 
hand side, the German Labor Front, an agency encompassing the 
interests of the employers, the industry, and the workers, and in 
some respects taking the place occupied in the past by the trade 
unions. From there matters of welfare were turned over to the 
factories. A special inspection board was created, the Reich Inspec- 
tion Office of the German Labor Front, with a department for 
foreign workers which had its own liaison men in the factories to 
hear complaints. In the factories themselves there were also foreign 
workers who were able to report on conditions there. \ 

Then, turning fuEther to the right, is the Reich Ministry for Food 
and Agriculture which, through the regional food offices, also had 
direct insight into questions pertaining to food ,and welfare. The 
reports which went to the Reich Foreign Minister through diplomatic 
channels were eventually also passed on to saucke1,-as we shall see 
later. 

Then there is a special department for Eastern Workers under 
the Rosenberg Ministry-that is the central agency for the peoples 
of the East-and this last letter which we had here, apparently came 
from one of the gentlemen in this agency. This central agency for 
the peoples of the East in turn also had its agents in the factories 
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and works, and they made reports directly. All these reports were 
turned over to Sauckel. 

Now, I turn to the left part of the diagram. Sauckel himself 
instituted for inspectional purposes a personal staff which was sent 
arbund to visit factories. We heard from several witnesses that these 
inspectors appeared and saw to i t  that everything was in order. 
Then he established a special office, the Reich Inspectorate. Com-
plaints which came from the G e m a n  Labor Front and other sources 
were sent to this inspectorate. When Sauckel says that he imme- 
diately passed on these complaints, they were sent first to the Reich 
Inspectorate, which in turn advised the necessary offices and, if need 
be, applied the compulsory measures of the Reich Labor Ministry. 
Then also the Gauleiter were given the .task of supervision, and 
the witnesses who have appeared here-witnesses who were Gau- 
leiter in their time-have confinned that they exercised control as 
plenipotentiaries for the Allocation of Labor. Further to the left is 
shown the care and control exercised by the Reich Ministry for 
Propaganda which had taken over a supervisory function concerning 
the direction of the camps and the workers. Then, finally on the 
far  left, comes the Wehrmacht which had its own supervisory 
machinery through its inspectors, who were entrusted with the 
prisoners of war and who saw to i t  that the conventions were 
observed. 

The reports of all these agencies were sent to Sauckel, and he 
testified here that abominable conditions were not reported to him, 
that he could make his influence felt only through directives, and 
that he gave his instructions. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, will you ask the defendant 
whether that was a correct statement on the meaning of the chart? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, this explanation, which I have given, 
and this diagram, which you have seen, are they correct? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: They are correct? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Would you comment now on the activity of 
the Gauleiter as plenipotentiaries? How did you supervise the 
Gauleiter? 

SAUCKEL: I could not supervise the Gauleiter themselves, as I 
had no disciplinary or official control over them. But I had the 
Gaue visited by members of my staff at  intervals of about 3 
months. On the occasion of these visits the complaints of the Gau- 
leiter were heard and' then factories and camps were inspected 
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jointly and a check was made to see how far my directives were, 
or were not, carried out. I should like to remark that these inspec- 
tors naturally were not allowed any control in concentration camps 
and the work in the concentration camps; that was a different field 
which was under the control of Obergruppenfiihrer Pohl and in 
which I had no authority and no insight. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now. 

[The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

DR. EGON KUBUSCHOK (Counsel for Defendant Vor, Papen): 
I ask permission for the Defendant Von Papen to be absent from 
the court sessions tomorrow morning and afternoon. I need a fairly 
long consultation with him for the preparation of his defense which 
I would not be able to have otherwise. Dr. Flexner will represent 
him during the session. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

MARSHAL (Colonel Charles W. Mays): If i t  please the Tribunal, 
a report is made that the Defendant Goring is absent. 

THE PRESIDENT: As I said this morning, the Tribunal will rise 
at 4 this afternoon. 

DR. SERVATIUS: This morning we got as far as the inspections, 
but I should like to go back to one questidn. 

You said that the head of the factory was responsible for the 
workers. Did that also apply to the prisoner-of-war and concen- 
tration camps? 

SAUCKEL: No. The Army, or that part of the Armed Forces 
under the authority of which these prisoners of war were kept, was 
responsible for the prisoner-of-war camps. In the same way, as far  
as I know, the concentration camps alone were responsible for their 
inmates, even if they worked. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You had formed a Department 9 as a Reich 
inspection department in the Reich Ministry of Labor. What were 
the special tasks of this inspection department? 

SAUCKEL: I had set up that inspection department, which had 
not existed before in the Ministry of Labor, because I wanted to 
ascertain the uniformity and execution of contracts throughout the 
entire area of the Reich, as well as in the occupied territories where 
German undertakings and German labor contracts were being car- 
ried out; also to examine and control the unified administrative 
kegulations; and, moreover, to see whether my *orders concerning 
food, lodging, treatment, and care were being observed and to what 
extent they were in need of change. All this was also contained 
in a directive which I gave to the inspection department. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the position of the Central Inspec- 
tion Department in the German Labor Front-the Central Inspec- 
tion Department for the care of foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: The Central Inspection Department of the DAF had 
the task of supervising the welfare of foreign workers in the camps 
in Germany to see whether they. were being fed, and so on, in the 
prescribed way. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: If there were any abuses, did the -Inspection 
Department report that to you; or who received the report? 

SAUCKEL: An agreement between the Fuhrer, the German 
Labor Front, Dr. Ley, and myself, was added as a supplement to 
the decree concerning the formation of the Central Inspection 
Department, and i t  stated that where i t  was a question ?f conditions 
in camps the Central Inspection Department had to d'eal directly 
with the Reich offices concerned, or  with the industrial inspection 
office in the Reich Labor Ministry, in order to remedy the con-
ditions; whereas cases of shortage or surplus of manpower, et cetera, 
were to be reported to me. 

DR. SERVATIUS: By this agreement, therefore, your rights were 
limited? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

DR.,SERVATIUS: That is Document 1913-PS, which has been 
submitted. I t  is an agreement between Sauckel and Dr. Ley of 
20 September 1943. I t  is Exhibit USA-227. I t  is Document Num- 
ber 41 in the English document book. I shall only refer to it, with- 
out quoting from it. 

I T u ~ i n gto the defendant.] What other kinds of supervisory 
offices exlsted? I am thinking about the French. 

SAUCKEL: Well, after I took office, men were appointed to act 
as liaison agents with the foreign workers. These men, In agree- 
ment with the German Labor Front, had the right to visit camps, 
talk to the workers themselves, and hear their complaints. A spe- 
cial agreement had been reached with the French Government in 
collaboration with the Reich Foreign Minister. 

DR. SERVATIUS: That is Document Sauckel-31. I t  is on Page 79 
of the English text in the Sauckel Document Book Number 1, 
"French Agency for the Care of the French Employed in the Reich." 
That is a circular from Sauckel dated 30 April 1942. I submit the 
document itself, which is in tHis collection. I quote: 

"I communicate the following letter from the Foreign Office 
of 10 April 1942: 
"The Government of the Reich has notified the French Gwern- 
ment that it agrees to the following regulations regarding the 
care of French voluntary workers in Germany: 
"Besides the already existing office for prisoners of war, an 
agency for French civilian workers will be established in 
Berlin under the direction of Ambassador Scapini. The Reich 
Government will furnish a building to house this agency. The 
agency may establish branch offices in four other German 
cities. , 
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"The agency is charged with the care of the French workers 
in Germany. I t  will supervise the fulfillment of the contracts 
made by the workers engaged. I t  may accept proposals from 
the workers and transmit them to the competent offices, and 
see that unsatisfactory conditions are remedied. I t  is entitled 
to issue certificates and references to the workers for sub- 
mission to the French authorities." 
I omit one paragraph: 
"Moreover, the head of the French representatives is granted 
the diplomatic privileges of personal immunity for the exe- 
cution of his tasks, as well as  exemption from German juris- 
diction and from coercion by the police." 
That is the citation. 
[Turning  t o  the defendant.] How did that office actually work 

with you? 
SAUCKEL: That office actually worked with both the DAF and 

with me. The representative of that office took part in the negotia- 
tions in France with the French Government. The office changed 
later to the extent that the care of the civilian workers was taken 
over by M. Bmnedon in the place of M. Scapini who looked after 
prisoners of war only. a: 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then, i t  was only a change of personnel? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, i t  was only a change of personnel. I frequently 
talked with these gentlemen and acted according to their wishes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What did the Central Inspection Department 
for the peoples of the Eastern Territories do? 

SAUCKEL: The Central Inspection Department ?or the peoples 
of the Eastern Territories was an  office under the Reich Commis- 
sioner for the Eastern Territories. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How did that office work? 

SAUCKEL: I t  worked in the same way as the French office, 
except that it was a German organization and Germans were in 
charge. It  had the confidence of the Eastern Workers who worked 
with us as allies. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you receive any complaints from that side? 

SAUCKEL: None, apart from the cases which Rwnberg  reported 
to me and which I discussed with him. Everything was attended 
to there. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now I come to the question of the maintenance 
of labor discipline. What sort of regulations were there in order to 
maintain labor discipline-punctuality and good work? What kind 
of regulations existed? 
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SAUCKEL: In Germany the regulations concerning labor disci- 
pline was a matter for the factories themselves. Each factory had its 
regulations which in normal times were agreed to between the 
management, the foreman, and the workers' council. This council 
could take disciplinary action in the form of fines. During the war 
labor discipline had become more strict, because owing to the scar- 
city of workers it was not possible to maintain the right of the 
employer or the employee to give notice. So  the German worker, 
and German labor' and industry were under wartime decrees and 
laws. In order to enforce these, I later issued Decree Number 13 a t  
the suggestion of the Ministerial Council for the Defense of the 
Reich. This decree, which has been submitted, provides, first of all, 
for varying degrees of punishment within the industries for infrac- 
tions of labor regulations, tardiness and unexcused absence from 
work. 

DR. SERVATIUS: That is Document Sauckel-23 in the Sauckel 
document book; in the English text, Number 1, Page 62. The wit-
ness has given you the essential contents. I merely refer to it now. 

SAUCKEL: These measures within the industries for the main- 
tenance of labor discipline started with a warning, and then went 
up to a fine, or the loss of a day's or week's pay. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What happened in the case of gross offenses? 
SAUCKEL: If they could not be dealt with by the courts of honor 

of the Labor Front, cases of constant and obstinate bad conduct had 
to be reported to the police. 

DR. SERVATIUS: This law applied to foreigners as  well as to 
Germans? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that applied to Germans and foreigners. 
DR. SERVATIUS: And what was done in case of criminal offenses? 
SAUCKEL: They also had to be reported to the po1ice:The labor 

authorities had no competence in criminal and similar cases. 
DR. SERVATIUS: To whom were the complaints sent if the 

regulations were not applied correctly; that is, if instead of fines 
corporal punishment had been inflicted? 

SAUCKEL: Complaints of this kind were sent to the Labor Front, 
or to the liaison men for the foreign workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were any such cases reported to you? 
SAUCKEL: None were reported to  me, because that was not 

within my competence. 
DR. SERVATIUS: What were the labor correction camps? 
SAUCKEL: They were institutions of the Reichsfiihrer SS. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Who was put into these camps? 
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SAUCKEL: Those who were punished by the authorities for 
infractions of labor discipline which could not be dealt with by the 
factory regulations. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were they the same as concentration camps? 

SAUCKEL: No; in my opinion, no. These labor training camps 
were not under the supervision of the Reich Labor Ministry, nor 
under mine. They were a police institution. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You know from these proceedings that quite 
a number of workers did, in fact, come into the concentration camps. 
How can you explain that? 

I shall hand you Document 1063-PS, Exhibit USA-219. It is a 
letter of 17 December 1942; in the English document book it is 
Number 28 of the Slave Labor Book. It is a letter marked "Secret," 
sent by the Chief of the Security Police and the SD to all SS offices; 
a t  any rate, not to you. I quote: 

"For reasons of war necessity which cannot be discussed 

further here, the Reichsfiihrer SS and Chief of the German 

Police ordered on 14 December 1942 that by the end of Jan- 

uary 1943, at the latest, a t  least 35,000 prisoners fit for work 

are to be sent to the concentration camps. In order to obtain _ 

this number, the following measures are required: 1. As from 

now (until 1 February 1943) Eastern Workers, and those for- 

eign workers who are fugitives, or have broken their con-

tracts.. . are to be brought by the quickest means to the 

nearest concentration camps. .. ." 

THE PRESIDENT: Presumably the witness knows the document. 


DR. SERVATIUS: Do you know that document? 


SAUCKEL: I saw that document here for the first time. 


DR. SERVATIUS: You have not yet looked through it? 


SAUCKEL: I saw an excerpt here in Nuremberg for the first 

time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then I should Like to  draw your attention to 
the decisive passage. Will you please read a t  the bottom of the first 
page. I t  says the following: 

"In case of necessity, offices not directly involved must 
be given to understand that each and every one of these 
measures is  an indispensable Security Police measure, and be 
told the specific reasons in individual cases, so that complaints 

can be prevented, or a t  any rate eliminated." 

What did you know about that decree? 

SAUCKEL: Nothing was known to me about that decree. It 


explains many things which puzzled us. I t  appears to be a letter 
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from Gruppenfuhrer Muller and, to my; surprise, it states quite 
clearly that other offices-and they can only refer to my offices. 
or Speer's-should be informed that these measures are necessary 
Security Police measures. That was downright fraud with the 
intention of misleading us. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What do you understand. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Before you pass from this document-I under-

stood the defendant to say that workers were sent to labor camps 
for infraction of labor rules. That was what you said, wasn't it? 

SAUCKEL: If workers, in spite of repeated warnings and fines 
in the factory, did not show improvement or continued the offenses, 
they were reported by the factories, not by me, to a police office. 
As far as I know, this police office had an agreement with the 
Reich Minister of Justice according to which. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: 'I asked you where they were sent when 
you said that they were sent to labor camps for infraction of labor 
rules, and for no other reason. Did you say that? 

SAUCKEL: For no other reason; for infractions or for criminal 
offenses. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then how do you explain the first words of 
Paragraph 1 of this document: 

"As from now, all Eastern Workers must be sent to the 
nearest concentration camps. .."? 

SAUCKEL: It says here, in the German text, Your Lordship: 
"As from now, until 1 February 1943, Eastern Workers, and 
those foreign workers who are fugitives, or who have broken 
contracts, or who do not belong to allied, friendly, or neutral 
states, are to be brought by the quickest means to the nearest 
concentration camps, in observance of the necessary formal- 
ities as given under Figure 3." 
That is the arbitrary directive of that office which I did not 

know about. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What do you understand by "extermination by 
labor"? 

SAUCKEL: I heard that expression "extermination by labor" for 
the first time here in the courtroom. Such a concept was of neces-
sity absolutely contrary to the interests which I stood for in my 
position. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you have anything to do with the employ- 
ment of concentration camp -inmates? 

SAUCKEL: I had nothing to do with the employment of con-
centration camp inmates, and I also told my colleagues that we 

. 


* 
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would have nothing to do with the employment of that kind of 
labor. I had nothing to do with punitive measures of any kind. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who put the concentration camp inmates to 
work in the armament industries? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you that from personal knowledge 
because I had nothing to do with it,-and I never ~articipited in 
discussions dealing with this subject. 

DR. SERVATIUS: It has been alleged here that you used the 
Nacht and Nebel Order to get workers to Germany. 

SAUCKEL: I did not know the Nacht and Nebel Order. I only 
found out about it here. It had nothing to do with the allocation of 
labor and my duties. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What about the employment of Jewish 
workers? 

SAUCKEL: I had nothing to do with the employment of Jews. 
That was exclusively the task of the Reichsfiihrer of the SS. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I submit the Document R-91. That is Exhibit 
USA-241, and Exhibit RF-347. It is not included in the document 
books. I t  is a letter from the Chief of Security Police and SD 
Miiller to the Reichsfiihrer SS, field headquarters, dated 16 De-. 
cember 1942. It says there, and I quote: 

"In connection with the increased assignment of manpower 
to the KL"-that should probably read KZ-"which is ordered 
to take place before 30 January 1943, the following procedure 
may be applied in the Jewish sector: total number, 45,000 
Jews." 
Then there is a more detailed specification, and among other 

things, it says at the end, "3,000 Jews from the occupied ter-
ritories of the Netherlands," and further, "The number 45,000 
includes those unfit for work.. .." 

What had you to do with that letter? 
SAUCKEL: I have just learned of that letter for the first time. 

I did not know of it before, and I can only emphasize that these 
t r a ~ p o r t s  and this procedure had nothing to do with my work, 
and that I had nothing to do with them at any time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then we have here Document L-61, which 
has been submitted. That is Exhibit USA-177; in the English docu- 
ment book on slave labor, it is Document Number 6. The docu- 
ment is in the first List of documents which was made available to 
the Defense, and it was listed as an original letter from Sauckel 
which admitted the deportation of Jews. 

Will you please read this letter to yourself and state your posi- 
tion as to how far you had anything to do with the deportation of 

I 
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Jews. I shall briefly state what the contents are. It says there in 
that letter of 26 November 1942: 

"By agreement with the Chief of the Security Police and the 
SD, Jews who are still in employment are from now on also 
to be evacuated from the territory of the Reich and are to be 
replaced by Poles who are being deported from the Govern- 
ment General." 
This letter ends by saying: 
"I transmit the foregoing copy for your information. Insofar 
as this affects the removal of Jews employed in your area, I 
request that you take the necessary measures in agreement 
with the competent offices of the Chief of the Security Police 
and the SD." 
Then it says, "Signed, Fritz Sauckel." 
Will you state your position with respect to that letter, please? 

SAUCKEL: May I say with respect to this document that it was 
shown to me already in the preliminary interrogations. I had i t  
only for a short time then, and when it was presented to me again 
in the cburse of the proceedings I found that it was not an original 
document which I bad signed. M~ name is typewritten a t  the 
bottom. 

Secondly, i t  appears very peculiar to me that this letter, which 
I am supposed to have signed, was not dated by my office. My 
office, as can be seen from numerous documents, was in Berlin, 
in Mohrenstrasse. This letter was dated by the Saarlandstrasse 
office. 

As far as the contents are concerned, I have to state that I at 
no time had a personal arrangement or agreement with the SD 
and Security Police in the sense of that letter; neither had I any 
knowledge of that letter, and I cannot remember i t  now either. 
The only thing in that letter which is correct is that I was obliged 
to replace the loss of manpower in German industry-whether Jews, 
soldiers, or others-within 2 weeks. It is possible that this letter 
came from the Saarlandstrasse office, from a subordinate office. I 
cannot say anything else about it. 

DR.'SERVATIUS: How is it, then, that the ending, "Signed, Fritz 
Sauckel" is on the letter? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot understand that. If i t  were an authentic 
copy, it would have had to be signed. 

THE PRESIDENT: Have you got the original? 

DR. SERVATIUS: No, I have not got the original. It has been 
submitted by the Prosecution and is therefore in the files of the 
Tribunal as an exhibit. 
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SAUCKEL: The appendix deals &th events which also occurred 
before my time in office-that is, before I came into office these 
happenings had practically all taken place. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you have any knowledge as to what would 
happen to the Jews? 

SAUCKEL: Do you mean. .  .? 

DR. SERVATIUS: The final solution. 

SAUCKEL: No, I had no knowledge of thqt. It  would have made 
my task much easier and I would have had much less difficulty if 
all these people, as far as they were capable of working, had been 
brought into the labor plan in a more reasonable manner. I knew 
absolutely nothing about this final solution, and it  was entirely 
contrary to my interest. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Concerning the question of wages, who was 
responsible for the regulation of wages? 

SAUCKEL: I was responsible f o r  the regulation of wages during 
my term of office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of wages were paid? Leave out the 
Eastern people for the moment. 

SAUCKEL: In principle, all foreign workers were paid the , 

wages which had been agreed upon by contract with the liaison 
offices and the governments, and which were in accordance with 
the wage scales recognized as legal in the different regions in 
Germany. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What about the so-called Eastern Worlrers? 
SAUCKEL: As far as the Eastern Workers were concerned, when 

I took office I found that under the existing regulations most of 
their wages were deducted as taxes in favor of the Reich. This 
was in accordance with a decree of the Ministerial Council for 
National Defense. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were you satisfied with that, or did you take 
steps to improve conditions? 

SAUCKEL: It can be seen from the documents-that is to say, 
from the decrees which I issued during my term of office-that 
these regulations, which I considered intolerable, were improved 
step by step, as far as I was able to overcome opposition, until in 
1944 the Eastern Worker stood on the same level as the German 
worker. The first improvement was made in June 1942 when wages 
were doubled, the second in 1943, and the last in March 1944, by 
Decree 11. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I refer here to the following documents, which 
I shall not read: Document Sauckel-50, in Sauckel Document 
Book 2, Page 134; Document Sauckel-17, in Sauckel Document 
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Book 2, Page 137; Document Sauckel-52, Sauckel Document Book 2, 
Page 143; Document Sauckel-58, Sauckel Document Book 2, Page 156; 
and finally, Document Sauckel-58(a), Sauckel Document Book 2, 
Page 161. I submit the original in a collection, "Regulations Govern- 
ing Allocation of the Eastern Workers." 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, I understood the defendant to 
say just now that that Document L-61 was drawn up before he 
took charge of the labor commitment. 

DR. SERVATIUS: It refers to things which existed before his 
term of office and were almost completed a t  the time when that 
letter was drafted-that is, that state of things already existed. 

THE PRESIDENT: There is nothing in the document to show 
that, is there? 

DR. SERVATIUS: It can be seen from the date. 

THE PRESIDENT: The date is 26 November 1942. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The appendix refers to a decree of 27 March 
1942. The second appendix, if we go back further, is an appendix 
of 21 January 1942 which also deals with that question. What we 
have quoted here was only the last letter, the h a 1  letter. 

THE PRESIDENT: I see. We have not got the full document 
before us then. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I will submit it. 
!Turning to the defendant.] Regarding the wages of the Eastern 

Workers, did the Eastern Workers receive any remuneration besides 
these wages? 

SAUCKEL: The Eastern Workers, as a result of my efforts, re- 
ceived remuneration in the form of premiums for good work, and 
Christmas bonuses, in the same way as the German workers; and 
in addition there was an agreement with the Eastern Ministry accord- 
ing to which the families of Eastern Workers were to receive the 
amount of 130 rubles per month upon request. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I refer here to some documents. They are 
Document Sauckel-22, in the English book, Volume I, Page 9; a 
decree, Document Sauckel-54, concerning premiums, which is in 
Volume 11, Page 151; and Document Sauckel-57, concerning Christ- 

' mas bonuses, Volume 11, Page 155. 
!Turning to the defendant.] What remained for the Eastern 

Workers in cash wages? 
SAUCKEL: When I started in officethat  is before the regula- 

tions introduced by m e t h e  Eastern Worker, after his expenses 
for food and lodging had been deducted, had about 4 marks 
60 pfennigs per week left over, if one takes as an average example 
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the rate of 60 pfennigs an hour for an average worker in German 
industry. 

The same worker's net pay, or "Freibetrag" as i t  was called, 
was increased in June 1942, after I had had an opportunity of look- 
ing into these things, by about 100. percent to 9.10 marks. 

May I state that it would have been quite impassible for a 
.German worker at the same wage level to have had more left over 

for saving when one considers his taxes and social contributions, 
his expenses for rent, heating, and food. That was the principle 
laid down for me by the Ministerial Council for Reich Defense for 
the payment of this labor.' It was not my wish. However, as 
early as March or April 1943 the wage of the Russian worker, 
again due to my intervention, was increased to about 12 marks, 
and in the spring of 1944 it was increased to about 18 marks. 

THE PRESIDENT: I don't think we need to have all this in 
detail. There is no particular charge against the defendant that he 
did not pay any of the workers, is there? I mean, he says, he paid 
them and we do not want the details of the number of marks. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, the accusation of slave .@hr  
has been made, and this as a rule is unpaid labor. The French 
report, Document RF-22, has estimated a loss of 77 milliards which * 

is supposed to have been suffered by France through the use of her 
workers. It is interesting to hear at' least. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: You do not want exact details of it, do you? 

DR. SERVATIUS: lTurning to the defendant.] What have you 
to say about the facilities for transferring these wages? 

SAUCKEL: I first had to create facilities for transferring wages, 
because the only real attraction for a foreign worker to work in 
Germany was that he could support his family at home by sending 
part of his earnings to his native counttry. That was done on the 
basis of agreements reached with the President of the German 
Reichsbank. He himself has testified to that. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Concerning the question of wages, I refer to 
Document 021-PS, which has been submitted as F-44. It is not in 
either of the document books. It is dated 2 April 1943. It shows 
how rates of pay were calculated and deals with the improvement 
of the wages of Eastern Workers. I do not want to quote i t  in 
detail; but .a study will reveal that serious attempts were made 
here to bring about an improvement and an equalization. 

[Turning to the defendant.] What was the duration of labw 
contracts? 

SAUCKEL: The duration of labor contracts depended on agree- 
ments which had been concluded with the governments in question. 
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For the western and southern countries the contract was for 6 
months, 9 months, or 1 year. A s  for the eastern countries and the 
Soviet workers, when I came to office, the existing regulations 
provided for an indefinite period. As I considered a definite period 
to be necessary in spite of the greater distances, here too I finally 
succeeded in obtaining a time limit of 2 years. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was it intended to continue to use this man- 
power after the war, and were these foreign workers to remain 
in Germany? I ask that question because the French Prosecution 
quoted the following passage from the book, Work for Europe, 
Exhibit RE'-5, Page 23: 

"A large percentage of foreign workers will remain in our 
country even after the victory, and then, having been trained 
for construction work, they will continue and complete the 
projects interrupted by the war." 

From that was i t  concluded that forced labor was to continue 
even after the war? 

SAUCKEL: That was partly or entirely the opinion of the author 
of that article, but I believe that it was also mentioned that the 
workers would return home and there use, for the benefit of their 
own homeland, the knowledge and skill which they had gained 
from new work in Germany. I had absolutely no intention of keep- 
ing foreign workers in Germany after the war, and in any case 
I could not have done so. On the contrary, I even ordered that a 
card index of foreign workers, a central register, should be care-
fully kept on the basis of which, in case of a favorable conclusion 
of the war, it would be possible for me faithfully to return these 
workers to their native countries and have a record of them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: If I understood you correctly, it was not a 
question of forcibly retaining the workers, but of keeping them 
here by recruitment? 

SAUCKEL: Yes; i t  was not reported to me that a large number 
of foreign workers wanted to stay in Germany of their own accord. 
That is an assumption. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What about the cpmpulsory labor? What was 
the duration of the contracts? 

SAUCKEL: There was no difference in pay or length of ccm-
tract between voluntary work and compulsory work, or what we 
called in the language of the decree, "Dienstverpflichtungen." This 
held true for all countries. If a Frenchman doing compulsory 
labor had a contract for 6 or 9 months, he had the same right as  
the voluntary worker to return after 9 months. It was possible to 
extend the period. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: In which cases was the contract extended? 

SAUCKEL: The contract was extended when the worker wanted 
of his own free will to ,continue his services, or when there was 
an emergency or shortage of manpower in a particular factory 
which justified an extension. Then that had to be arranged with 
the liaison .officers. 

DR. SERVATTCTS: Besides civilian workers, were prisoners of 
war also used in 'Germany? What did you have to do with that 
use of manpower? 

SAUCKEL: The emplopent  of prisoners of war was quite com- 
plicated, because it had to take place in agreement with the general 
in charge of the Prisoners of War Organization. The so-called 
technique of transposition caused me difficulties. Allow me to 
explain this. 

There existed the  Geneva Convention, or the Hague Convention, 
according to which prisoners of war could not be used in armament 
or ammunition industries. When, however, we spoke of prisoners 
of war being engaged in the armament industry that meant that 
so-and-so many German women or workers were transferred to 
industries in which the Geneva Convention prohibited the use of 

' prisoners of war, and that prisoners of war took their place. That 
was done in agreement with the offices of the general in charge 
of the Prisoners of War Organization. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And who saw to i t  that the Geneva Convention 
was observed? 

SAUCKEL: The general in charge of the Prisoners of War Or- 
ganization and we ourselves, or the "Arbeitseinsatz" administration, 
adhered to the rules of the Geneva Convention and several times 
compiled a catalog of the types of work for which prisoners of 
war could be used. Also during my time, in 1943 and 1944, a special 
edition of this catalog was published, and it can be found in the 
so-called Blue Book. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Have you known cases where prisoners of 
war were used contrary to the Geneva Convention? 

SAUCKEL: Certain agreements were made with the French 
Government, as far as volunteers were concerned, and this applied 
to a certain extent to Eastern Workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who was responsible for the housing, feeding, 
and care of prisoners of war? 

SAUCKEL: The offices of the general in charge of the Prisone~s 
of War Organization were solely responsible. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Is i t  known to you that millions of prisoners 
of war had perished by the time you had assumed office? 
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SAUCKEL: It had become known to me before I assumed office 
that a great number of prisoners of war perished in the so-called 
battles of encirclement in the East. These battles lasted a long 
time, and owing to our enormous transport difficulties we could 
not move the prisoners, and they were left: on the battlefield in 
a state of utmost exhaustion. That is all I know about that. 

DR. SERVATIUS: At the beginning of your activities you had 
to deal with prisoners of war, had you not? What did you find 
out at that time, or what did you do? 

SAUCKEL: I found out that some of the Russian prisoners of 
war were terribly undernourished. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What did you do? 
SAUCKEL: Together with the general in charge of the Prisoners 

of War Organization I arranged for all these prisoners of war-
as far as I know and remember there were about 70,000 in the 
Reich at that time-to be billeted with German fanners, in order 
to build up their strength. The farmers were obliged to feed these 
prisoners of war for a t  least 3 months, without putting them to 
work. As compensation the farmers were given the assurance that 
these prisoners of war would stay with them and work for them 
until the end of the war. 

DR. SERVATIUS: During the course of the war did prisoners 
of war obtain the status of ,free laborers? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. As far as French workers were concerned, I 
was instrumental in seeing that they were employed only by agree- 
ment with the French Government. These agreements were con-
cluded under the sponsorship of the German Ambassador in Paris. 
The quotas were negotiated in accordance with instructions given 
me by the Fuhrer and by the Reich Marshal. The first- quota was 
250,000 French laborers and 150,000 skilled workers. 

As a compensation for the use of these voluntary workers- 
and I emphasize voluntary-50,000 French prisoners of war who 
were farmers were to be, and actually were, returned to the French 
Government in order to improve the cultivation of French farm land. 

That was the first agreement. 
DR. SERVATIUS: What was the Reldve? 
SAUCKEL: The Reldve was an agreement between the French 

Government and my office according to which for every three 
French workers who came to  Germany one French prisoner of 
war was released and sent hom,e by the f i h r w .  

DR. SERVATIUS: And who brought about this agreement? 
SAUCKEL: This agreement was concluded on the basis of a 

discussion between the French Premier and mysell. I was much 
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in  favor of this agreement, because I myself spent 5 years behind 
barbed wire during the first World War. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did it make i t  easier for the prisoners? Did 
they return home? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, they returned home. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And how did the civilian population react to 
that? Above all, how did the  workers feel who had to go to 
Germany? 

SAUCKEL: This was an act of comradeihip, and according to 
t h e  reports I received the feeling was favorable. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then in  reality instead of one prisoner of war 
there were three imprisoned workers? 

SAUCKEL: No. These workers could move about freely in 
Germany in the same way as the other French workers and the 
German population. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did they have to come to  Germany for an 
indefinite period of time? 

SAUCKEL: No, they stayed according to the length of their con- 
tracts, just like the other workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the average duration of a contract? 
SAUCKEL: 9 months. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then the result was that after 9 months the 
prisoners of war, as  well as the other workers, could return home? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. This continual exchange necessitated new quotas 
and new agreements with the French Government, for there always 
had to be replacements. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were these negotiations carried on under a 
certain pressure? 

SAUCKEL: No. I beg you to hear witnesses on this. They were 
conducted on a free diplomatic basis. 

DR. SERVATIUS: To what extent was this RelBve carried 
through? Was i t  on a very large or only on a small scale? 

SAUCKEL: I t  was carried out on the basis of 250,000 workers 
who were to  go to Germany. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The French Prosecution in their government 
report said that only weak and sick people were sent back who 
could not work anyway. What have you to say to that? 

SAUCKEL: As far  as I know, French soldiers who were prisoners 
of war were sent back. The sending back and the selection of the 
soldiers was not my task but that of the general in charge of the 

I 
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Prisoners of War Organization. I consider it  possible that sick sol- 
diers were also sent back to their homes in this way if they wished 
it. But certainly it  was not the intention to  send back only sick 
or older soldiers, but soldiers in general. That was the basis of the 
agreement. 

DR. SERVATIUS: There was a second course which was chosen- 
the improved status which the French called "transformation." What 
kind of arrangement was that? 

SAUCKEL: The improved status was a third agreement which 
included the provision that French prisoners of war in Germany 
were given the same contracts and the same status as .all other 
French civilian workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: When a new French worker came to Ger- 
many? The ratio therefore was 1to  I?  

SAUCKEL: 1 to 1. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did these French workers have to bind them- 
selves indefinitely, or was there a time limit here too? 

SAUCKEL: Exactly the same as applied to  the Rel&ve. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was this improvement in status welcomed by 
the French soldiers, or did they disapprove of it? 

SAUCKEL: They did not disapprove of it but welcomed it, 
according to the attitude of the individual soldier. A large number 
rejected it; others accepted it gladly, for by this measure the work- 
ers received high wages and all the liberties that were accorded 
outside the barbed wire, and the like. I myself saw how an entire 
camp accepted this new status. They had been told that the gates 
and barbed wire would be done away with, the prisoner regulations 
discontinued, and the surveillance abolished. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Could these prisoners who had been turned 
into workers also go home? 

SAUCKEL: My documents show that they were allowed to go 
home. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did they receive any furlough? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, they did. Many of them came back, and an 
equally large number did not. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I should like to refer to Document RF-22, Ger-
man text; Page 70 of the French Government report. This document 
shows and admits that the prisoners received leave to go home at 
the beginning of this transformation, and I quote, "The unfortunate 
men did not return, however, and therefore this procedure was dis- 
continued." 
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[Turning t o  t h e  defendant.] Have you heard of the idea, "h-
direct forced labor"? , 

SAUCKEL: No. Please explain it to me. 

DR. SERVATIUS: lTurning  t o  t h e  Tribunal.] The French report 
contains the argument that those workers who worked in France 
in armament industries did so for the benefit of Germany. Sauckel 
was not connected with this in any way. This French report, which 
deals at length with the economic side of the Arbeitseinsatz, says 
that it worked according to a well-conceived and flexible system, 
and at first negotiations were friendly. The measures then became 
harsher in accordance with the circumstances. 

urnin in^ to  t h e  defendant.] Was there a definite plan? Did you 
have to carry out ceriain instructions, or what system was adopted? 

SAUCmL: I should Like to be allowed to explain this. A plan 
of the sort you have just outlined never existed. The only thing 
towards which I worked was the program which I drew up and 
which is in the possession of the Tribunal; a program which I admit, 
and for which I take all the consequences and the responsibility, 
even for my subordinates. This program was carried out through 
my decrees, which are also available in full. The development of 
tbe war did not permit me to give full consideration to the circum- 
stances which now, post factum, appear obvious. We ourselves stood 
in the midst of the flow of events as the war developed and did not 
have time to ponder over such matters. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What were the "Sperrbetriebe" and the "Aus- 
nahmebetriebe" in France? 

SAUCKEL: The spe&betriebe w6re industries which were the 
result of an agreement between Reich Minister Speer and, I believe, 
the French Minister of Economics, Bichelonne. They were industries 
which worked partly for German armaments and partly for German 
civilian requirements, and did not come under my offices. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the number of workers who were 
brought to Germany from foreign countries? 

SAUCKEL: The number of workers brouiht from foreign coun- 
tries to Germany, according to careful estimates and the records of 
the statistical department of the Reich Ministry of Labor, might be 
said to be about 5 million. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you determine how far these laborers 
were to be used, and how many were to be brought in? 

SAUCKEL: No, I could not determine that, for I did not represent 
the German economy, and I myself could not decide the extent of 
the German armament and agricultural programs. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Apart from the current quotas which you had 
to supply, there were certain so-called program orders made by the 
Fuhrer. Is that true? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, because the Fiihrer drew up the armament pro- 
gram, as far as I know. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You have told me of your programs. I shall 
read the figures, and perhaps you can confirm them. 

The first program in April 1942: the demand was for 1.6 million 
workers; 1.6 million were supplied, the entire figure being made up 
of foreigners. 

The second program in September 1942: 2 million, and 2 million 
were supplied, of which 1 million, that is only half, were foreigners. 

In 1943: the demand was for 1 million, and 1 million were 
supplied, the entire figure being made up of foreign workers. 

Then the last program on 4 January 1944: the Fuhrer demanded 
4 million, and the demand met with 0.9 million. 

SAUCKEL: Allow me to correct you. The figure should read, 
demand met with 3 million. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Demand 4 million; demand met with 3 million. 
And how many were foreigners? 

SAUCKEL: 0.9 million. 

DR. SERVATIUS: 0.9 million foreigners. How many workers 
came from the East, how many from the West, and how many from 
other regions? 

SAUCKEL: I naturally cannot give you the exad  figure here 
without data or statistics, but on an average I would say that the 
figure for each group might be about 30 percent; the percentage of 
workers from the East was certainly somewhat higher. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And how were the requirements ascertained? 

SAUCKEL: Through the deman'b of the employers of labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what were the employers of labof.? 

SAUCKEL: They were the Economic Ministry, the Armament 
Ministry, the Agricultural Ministry, the various trades, the State 
Railways, the mines, et cetera, all big undertakings. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And to whom did they present their demands? 

SAUCKEL: Usually the demand was made simultaneously to the 
Fuhrer and to me, or to the collecting agencies provided for by the 
Four Year Plan. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were they the reduced requirements, if their 
demands had to be checked, or were they the original demands? 

, 
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SAUCKEL: I have just said that it varied. The demands were 
sent in to me, and a t  the same time they were almost always sent 
to the F'iihrer, because the F'iihrer had to approve these demandS. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what was the position of the Central 
Planning Board? 

SAUCKEL: The Central Planning Board was an office where 
above all, as far  as I know, the quotas 'for raw materials were fixed, 
but where questions of work and manpower were also discussed. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Could you receive orders from the Central 
Planning Board? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, the demands which were put to me I had to 
consider as orders, for the F'iihrer had laid on me the duty of meet- 
ing the demands of the war economy. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you belong to the Central Planning Board 
yourself? 

SAUCKEL: No, I was only called in when there were to be 
debates on the use of manpower. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the relationship between your office 
and Speer's? 

SAUCKEL: My office had to meet the demands made by Speer. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Did Speer have his own machinery for direct- 

ing labor? 
SAUCKEL: Yes, he  had to have that in  his ministry, and he 

did have it. That was essential. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Could you meet all the demands made of you? 
SAUCKEL: No. -
DR. SERVATIUS: Were your labor reserves exhausted? 
SAUCKEL: According to my conviction, yes; for already in 1943 

-and it was one of the purposes of my manifest-I pointed out that 
the economic problems of the occupied countries were very serious 
and had to be regulated and settled so as to avoid confusion. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What labor reserves were still left in Ger- 
many? 

SAUCKEL: In Germany after 1943 there were no more really 
usable reserves of manpower left. Many discussions took place on 
this problem, but the labor most in demand was skilled l abo~ ,  
miners, and workers for the heavy industries. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what manpower reserves were there to 
be gotteli out of France? 

SAUCKEL: I must say that from our point of view, and accord- 
ing to our judgment concerning economic and labor questions, there 
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.was a great deal of manpower and very extensive reserves in the 
occupied territories. I 

DR. SERVATIUS: Do you mean that in comparison the economic 
forces of Germany were far more exhausted than those of the occu- 
pied countries? 

SAUCKEL: Perhaps I can show it by a comparison with the first 
World War. In the first World War, 10 to 12 million Germans were 
mobilized for labor. In this war about 25 million German men and 
women were used, and more than half were women. I must add 
that all the women who did Red Cross or other welfare work in 
Germany were not included in my statistics. They were included in 
other countries. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have a concluding question: If you view your 
activity as Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor from 
today's standpoint, what would you say abwt  the use of foreign 
labor in general? 

SAUCKEL: It is very hard for me to answer this question. I 
myself and the entire German people were of the opinion, and had 
to be, that this war was neither willed nor brought about by the 
German people-and, to be truthful, I must include the Party. Our 
standpoint was that we had to do our duty to our people. 

DR. SERVATIUS: It is not intended that you should give an 
explanation in the wider sense, but that you should limit yourself 
to the general aspects of the question of labor allocation, and tell 
us whether today you consider your activity justified or not. 

SAUCKEL: From the ~ o i n t  of view of the war situation and of 
German economy, and as I saw and tried to carry out my allo-
cation of labor, I considered it justified, and, above all, inevitable; 
for Germany and the countries we occupied were an economic whole 
that could not be split up. Without such an exchange of eastern and 
western manpower Germany could not have existed for even 1day. 
The German people themselves were working to the extreme limit 
of their capacity. 

DR: SERVATIUS: I have concluded my questioning of the 
defendant. 

DR. ALFRED THOMA (Counsel for Defendant Rosenberg): Wit- 
ness, did the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories often try 
to cut down the labor quotas demanded by you? 

SAUCKEL: Not ,only the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern 
Territories tried to do that, but I myself tried very hard to do so 
by intervening with the Fiihrer and all the employers of labor. 

DR. THOMA: I should like to put several questions to you with 
regard to Document Number 054-PS, which describes the abuses in 
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the recruiting and transporting of Eastern Workers. Did you per- 
sonally take steps to put an  end to the abuses which are specified 
here? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, of course. Please interrogate the witnesses 
on this. 

. DR. THOMA: Did you notice that this report deals with the city 
and the region of Kharkov in the Ukraine, and do you know that 
this entire district was never under the civilian administration of 
the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I know that, and I testified that this report was 
not sent to me but to a n  Army office. This Army office had its own 
labor department which was directly subordinate to it. 

DR. THOMA: In this report did you especially notice the fol- 
lowing paragraph on the first page: 

"a) With few exceptions, the  Ukrainians who are being em- 
ployed in the Reich as individual workers for example, in 
small trade enterprises, on farms..  ." 
SAUCKEL: Will you please tell me where i t  says that? 

DR. THOMA: On Page 1, the last paragraph: "Judging from the 
discussions with the gentlemen and the reading of the reports, it 
can be said in general. . ." 

SAUCKEL: Which documents? There are several documents. 
' DR. THOMA: I mean 054-PS, of course. 

SAUCKEL: Which? 

DR. THOMA: I th ink8i t  is the first, second, third paragraph, 
"d"-the second paragraph. 

SAUCKEL: Yes,I have found it. 

DR. THOMA: It says there that the Ukrainians who were being 
employed as individual workers in the Reich, were "very satisfied 
with the conditions." But: "b. On the other hand the Ukrainians 
living in community camps complain a great deal. .  ." 

Is  that correct? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. In my testimony I quoted the passage in which 
the author of the letter said that this was the case during the first 
few months only, for I immediately had the camps inspected and 
improved. I even went so far as to get the Reich Labor Minister 
to issue new camp regulations, all as a result of this complaint. 

DR. THOMA: Did you personally visit the Occupied Eastern 
Territories on several occasions and speak to  the administrative 
authorities there; for example, in Riga, Kovno, Zhitomir? 
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SAUCKEL: Not only did I speak to the administrative author- 
ities there, but I compiled this manifesto in  Russia and had it pub-
lished there, and everything that is contained in the manifesto was 
communicated to these offices in the same way. 

DR. THOMA: yes. But is i t  correct that you emphasized the 
special urgency of the Fiihrer decree? 

SAUCKEL: That was my duty; that was what I was there for. 

DR. THOMA: That is not right from the legal point of view; for 
your actual authority came from Goring; as the Delegate for the 
Four Year Plan. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. The official channel was: Fuhrer, 
Goring, Four Year Plan-that was the order. 

DR. THOMA: Then, if you said i t  was the Fiihrer's order, you did 
so to give a special emphasis? 

SAUCKEL: No, that was not my intention. The Fiihrer com- 
missioned me to replace the loss of German soldiers, Doctor. 
These were instructions which I had received directly from the 
Fiihrer or Goring on the basis of the requirements of the employers 
of labor. 

DR. THOMA: Was a written order sent to you? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, written orders were also sent. 

DR. THOMA: From Hitler personally? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, from Hitler and from Goring; from both of them. 

DR. THOMA: Do you recall that you made an agreement with 
Rosenberg to the effect that Eastern Workers in Germany, after 
their return to their own country, were to receive land so that they 
would not be at  a disadvantage as compared with the people who 
had remained? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that was agreed between Rosenberg and my- 
self; that is correct. 

DR. THOMA: Was this actually carried out? 

SAUCKEL: Just ho,w far this was carried out, I am unable to 
state. That was a task for the lVLinistry of the Occupied Eastern 
Territories. I assume that it was carried out as far as  possible. 

DR. TROMA: Do you recall that Rosenberg constantly advocated 
the doing away with the so-called Eastern Worker's badge? 

SAUCKEL: Rosenberg, as well as I myself, advocated the aboli- 
tion of the Eastern Worker's badge. There is a letter from the 
Reichsfuhrer SS refusing this; but I know folr certain that a t  the , 

end of 1943 or the beginning of 1944 we succeeded in  abolishing 
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this EBstern Worker's badge, and it was replaced by a national 
emblem as worn by the other foreigners. 

DR. THOMA: Why was this Eastern Worker's badge to be 
abolished? 

SAUCKEL: This Eastern Worker's badge was to be abolished for 
various reasons, but above all to eliminate the demoralizing effect 
produced on the Eastern Workers by the wearing of a discrim-
inating badge. 

, DR. THOMA: I have one la+ question. You said that you did 
not recall having received any complaints except those that you 
discussed with Rosenberg. Now, numerous complaints were con-
stantly being investigated by the Central Agency for Eastern People 
together with the DAF. Did the DAF report to you on this? 

SAUCKEL: The DAF reported that, in accordance with my 
directives, i t  had to put a stop to abuses and bad conditions wher- 
ever they were found. That was its duty. In order to remedy these 
abuses the DAF had not to apply to me but to the trade inspection 
department of the Reich Ministry of Labor, whose task it was. 

DR. THOMA: Did you make sure whether this inspection depart- 
ment stopped these abuses? 

SAUCKEL: I installed my own inspection agencies there, as men- 
tioned by Dr. Servatius. However, the trade inspection department 
was the only authorized agency which had the legal authority to 
use compulsory measures and it was supervised by the Reich Labor 
Minister who had full authority. 

DR. THOMA: I have no further questions. Thank $ou. 

THE PmSIDENT: What is the emblem that you have been 
speaking about? 

SAUCKEL: The Eastern Worker's emblem or badg; consisted 
of a bluebordered square, which bore a blue inscription "Ost." The 
Reichsfiihrer SS first ordered it to be worn on the right side of the 
breast; later, on the sleeve. Still later I was instrumental in getting 
this changed to a national emblem-blue, I think, or something 
similar-like the Russian colors, as the people themselves wished. 

DR. OTTO NELTE (Counsel for Defendant Keitel): Herr Sauckel, 
the Defendant Keitel and the OKW are accused by the Prosecution 
of the deportation of civilian people for the purposes of the mobili- 
zation of labor. You were also interrogated before the start of this 
Trial as to whether the OKW, and Keitel as Chief of the OKW, 
participated in the procurement, recruitment, and conscription of 
people in the occupied territories. 

A number of things which were not clear and which are con- 
tained in the record have been cleared up by your testimony. 
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Especially in answering the last question of my colleague, Dr. Thoma, 
you made i t  clear that the organizational official channel was as 
follows: The Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor, 
the Four Year Plan--Goring, and the Fuhrer. Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: Generally speaking, yes. 

DR. NELTE: I am interested in  determining whether in this offi- 
cial channel the OKW was included, or the Fuhrer in some other 
function than Supreme Commander of the Wehnnacht. 

SAUCKEL: I myself was not a soldier, and I am not familiar 
with the detailed organization of the OKW and the OKH. It was 
often difficult for a layman to make the distinction between these 
things. I t  is true that the OKH was competent for the recruitment 
of workers in occupied countries controlled by army groups. There- 

\ 

fore, labor regulatidns for the occupied countries which were under 
the authority of the Army had to be issued through laws or direc- 
tives by the General Staff. 

DR. NELTE: You probably m w n  the Quartermaster General of 
the Army? 

SAUCKEL: The Quartermaster General was, as far  as I know, 
next to the Commander-in-Chief of.  the Army. 

DR. NELTE: And by this you mean to say that the OKW and the 
Defendant Keitel had no competence concerning the procuring, 
recruiting, and conscripting of manpower in the occupied terri- 
tories? 

SAUCKEL: He had no competence in this respect. I came into 
contact with Field Marshal Keitel, because the Fiihrer repeatedly 
instructed me to ask Field Marshal Keitel to transmit his orders to 
the army groups by telephone or  through directives. 

DR. NELTE: And what about the question of the allocaticm of 
workers? Did the OKW, and specifically the Defendant Keitel as 
Chief of the OKW, have any competence concerning the allocation 
of workers at  home? 

SAUCKEL: No, for the workers were used in those economic 
branches for which they had been demanded, and they had nothing 
at  all to do with the OKW. 

DR. NELTE: Thank you very much. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do any members of the Prosecution wish to 
cross-examine? 

M. JACQUES B. HERZOG (Assistant Prosecutor for the French 
Republic): Defendant Sauckel, you joined the National Socialist Party 
in 1925, didn't you? Is that correct? 
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SAUCKEL: I joined the National Socialist Party for the first 
time, as an ordinary member, as early as 1923. When the Party 
was reorganized in 1925 I again became a member. 

M. HERZOG: But you had supported the policy of National 
Socialism since 1921, had you not? 

SAUCKEL: From 1921 onwards, I supported a German poiicy. 
In 1921 I did not as  yet belong to the Party. I knew about the 
Party, and I was in sympathy with its ideas; that is probably the 
right way to put it. 

M. HERZOG: Did you not .make speeches in favor of National 
Socialism from that time on? 

SAUCKEL: From about the middle of 1921 I made speeches in 
favor of Germany, not expressly for the Party and only in a very 
small way, a t  small gatherings, and as my conscience guided me. 

M. HERZOG: You were Gauleiter, member' of the Landrat, Min- 
ister of the Interior, and Governor of Thuringia. Is i t  correct that 
in this capacity you brought about the Nazification of your Gau? 

SAUCKEL: I was Prime Minister of Thuringia from August 1932, 
and I was Minister of the Interior as well. 

M. HERZOG:, I am asking you the question again: Is it correct 
that, in your capacity as Gauleiter and Governor of Thuringia, you 
brought about the Nazification of your Gau? 

SAUCmL:  Nazification is a term with which I was neither 
familiar nor do I consider i t  correct. I recruited for the National 
Socialist Party and I supported it. 

M. HERZOG: You were Obergruppenfuhrer of the organization 
of the SS, were you not? 

SAUCKEL: I do not quite understand. Of the SS? 
M. HERZOG: You were an Obergruppenfuhrer of the SS? 

' SAUCKEL: I already stated in my preliminary interrogation that 
I was an honorary Obergruppenfiihrer of the SS. I myself never 
served in the SS, nor did I exercise any functions i n  the SS. 

M. HERZOG: When did you become Obergruppenfuhrer of 
the SS? 

SAUCKEL: As far as I remember I became an  Obergruppen- 
fuhrer of the SS in 1934. 

M. HERZOG: And you were that mtil when? 


SAUCKEL: Until the end. 


M. HERZOG: Among the documents wvch you have presented 
in your document book, there is Document Sauckel-95. I will read 
the following passage on Page 252 of the French translation: 
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"My dear fellow countrymen, our magnificent SA and SS, 
persecuted and insulted during a whole decade as  the scum 
of the German people, have carried through, supported, and 
sustained this revolution with an unshakablex discipline. . . ." 
Is it coqect ... 

THE PRESIDENT: From what are you reading? 


M. HERZOG: From Document Sauckel-95 of the defendant's 
document book; Document Sauckel-95, which was submitted yester- 
day by the learned counsel for the defense, Page 252 of the French 
translation. It is in the third docuinent book of the defendant. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, go on. 

M. HERZOG: I put the question again and read: 

"My dear fellow countrymen, our magnificent SA and SS, 

persecuted and insulted during a whole decade as the scum 
of the German people, have carried through, supported, and 
sustained this revolution with an unshakable discipline. . . ." 
Do you confirm this declaration? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but I request that I be shown the document 
in cross-examination so that I can define my attitude in detail. 

M. HERZOG: This document is taken from your own docu-
ment book, which you yourself submitted. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I remember i t  well. 

M. HERZOG: Were the Nuremberg Laws concerning Jews in 
accordance with your convictions? 

SAUCKEL: I had no influence on legislation such as culminated 
in the Nuremberg Laws. My conviction is that every nation and 
every race has the right to exist and to demand respect and pro- 
tection through itself. What I demand and have demanded for my 
own people is exactly the same. 

M. HERZOG: Did you see to it that the Nuremberg Laws were 
Strictly applied in the Gau of Thuringia? 

SAUCKEL: The Nuremberg Laws could apply to Thuringia only 
insofar as my authority to appoint or dismiss employees was in-
volved; and, of course, according to German law, i t  was my duty 
to carry out the law. The carrying out of this law by me entailed 
neither ill-usage nor any other inhuman treatment. 

M. HERZOG: Did you approve of Hitler's theory of libing space? 

SAUCKEL: The Fiihrer wrote about living space in his book. 
How far I agreed or disagreed with him cannot, in my opiqion, be 
dealt with in this Trial, for I had no influence as to how the 
F'iihrer himself should interpret the word Lebensraum. 



THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal think that you must answer 
the question, whether or not you approve of the doctrine of 
Lebensraum. 

SAUCKEL: I am not fully acquainted with the statements made 
by the Fiihrer about the doctrine of Lebensraum. I should like ' 
to emphasize that I never thought of Lebensraum in connection 
with the carrying out of wars, or wars of aggression; neither did 
I promote the idea; but the idea of Lebensraum is perhaps best 
brought home to us by the fact that the population of Europe 
in the last 100 years has increased threefold, from 150 million to  
450 million. 

M. HERZOG: Did you, or did you not approve of the theory 
'of Lebensraum? Answer "yes" or "no." 

SAUCKEL: I did not agree with the theory of Lebensraum if 
it  had to do with wars of aggression. 

M. HERZOG: Did you approve of Hitler's theory of the 
master race? 

SAUCKEL: I could give abundant proof that I personally 
always refused to emphasize the idea of a master race, and said 
so in my speeches. I am personally much more interested in pro-
ficiency than in ideas about a master race. 

M. HERZOG: Then you did not think that the foreign policy 
of Germany should have been conducted according to these two 
theories; the theory of Lebensraum on the one hand, and the 
theory of the master race on the other hand? 

SAUCKEL: I have already stated to my counsel that I did not 
concern myself with foreign policy and was not informed about 
it, as I am not versed in matters of foreign policy. 

M. HERZOG: On the contrary, did you not approve of all the 
measures of foreign policy, and did you not participate in them? 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps we had better break off now, and 
you can repeat the question tomorrow. 

lThe Tribunal adjourned until 30 May 1946 at 1000 hours.] 
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AND FORTY-SECOND DAY 


Thursday, 30 May 1946 

Morning Session 

[The Defendant Sauckel resumed the stand.] 

PROFESSOR DR. FRANZ EXNER (Counsel for Defendant Jodl): 
Mr. President, I should like to put a request to you. My client comes 
next in order and he would like to be excused, if possible, this after- 
noon and all day tomorrow, so that he can prepare his case. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, certainly. 

MARSHAL: May it please the Tribunal, the report is made that 
the Defendant Von Papen is absent. 

M. HERZOG: Defendant Sauckel, I was asking you yesterday 
whether you considered that Germany's foreign policy was based on 
the Hitlerian theories concerning living space and the master race. 

SAUCKEL: May I ask you to repeat the question? I did not 
quite understand it in German. 

M. HERZOG: I was asking you yesterday if you considered that 
the foreign policy of Germany was based on the two Hitlerian 
theories, Lebensraum and the master race. 

SAUCKEL: I have understood-whether German foreign policy 
was based on the principles of Lebensraum and the master race. 

M. HERZOG: Yes, I am asking you to answer whether, in your 
opinion, it was so. 

SAUCKEL: Not on the principle of a master race. I should like 
to be permitted to give an explanation of this. 

I personally have never approved of the statements made by 
some of the National Socialist speakers about a superior race and a 
master race. I have never advocated that. As a young man I 
traveled about the world. I traveled in Australia and in America, 
and I met families who belong to the happiest memories of my 
life. But I loved my own people and sought, I admit, equality of 
rights for them; and I have always stood for that. I have never 
believed in the superiority of one particular race, but I always held 
that equality of rights was necessary. 
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M. HERZOG: That being so, you did not approve of the whole 
of the foreign policy of Hitler; and you did not collaborate with him? 

SAUCKEL: In  answer to the question by my counsel I stated that 
I never considered myself to be a politician as regards foreign policy. 
I entered the Party by quite a different way and for quite different 
motives. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the declaration which you made 
on 4 September 1945 to two American officers? 

[Turning to the Tribunal.] This declaration is Document Num- 
ber 3057-PS. It was submitted as Exhibit Number USA-223. 

[Turning to the defendant.] You said the following: 
"I have been a convinced National Socialist since 1921 and 
agreed 100 percent with the program of Adolf Hitler. I 
workeg actively to that end; and during the period from 1921 
until the assumption of power I made about 500 speeches, the 
sense and contents of which represented the National Socialist 
standpoint. I t  was for me a particular satisfaction to have 

,raised the Gau of Thuringia to a predominant position with 
regard to its National Socialist views and convictions. Until 
the collapse I never doubted Adolf Hitler, but obeyed his 
orders blindly.". 

THE PRESIDENT: You are going a little bit too fast. This has 
been read, M. Herzog. I do not think you need ,read all of it. 

M. HERZOG: I would ask you then, Defendant Sauckel, if you 
confirm the statements which were made under oath, voluntarily 
and without any duress, on 4 September 1945, and which con-
tradict those that you made yesterday and which you have just 
made to me. 

SAUCKEL: I confirm that my signature is appended to this 
document. I ask the Tribunal's permission to state how that sig- 
nature came about. 

This document was presented to me in its finished fonn. I asked 
to be allowed to read and study this document in my cell in Ober- 
ursel and decide whether I could sign it. That was denied me. 
During the conversation an officer was consulted who, I was told; 
belonged to the Polish or Russian army; and i t  was made clear to 
me that if I hesitated too long in signing this document I would 
be handed over to the Russian authorities. Then this Polish or 
Russian officer entered and asked, "Where is Sauckel's family? We 
know Sauckel, of course we will take him with us; but his family 
will have to be taken into Russian territory as well." I am the 
father of 10 children. I did not stop to consider; and thinking of 
my family, I signed this document. 
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When I returned to my cell, I sent a written message to the 
commandant of the camp and asked permission to talk with him 
alone on this matter. But that was not possible, because shortly 
afterwards I was brought to Nuremberg. 

M. HERZOG: Is not your signature a t  the end of this document 
in which you declared that you "madle the above declarations 
voluntarily and without any duress"? 

SAUCKEL: That is correct, but in this situation. . . 
M. HERZOG: I think your explanation is sufficient. 
THE PRESIDENT: Will you ask him whether he  has read i t  

now and whether i t  is true. 
M.HERZOG: I asked you a few moments ago, and I ask you 

now: Are you ready to confirm that your statements are correct? 
SAUCKEL: These statements are not correct in individual points, 

and I asked that I might correct these various points; but I was 
not given the time to do that. 

On the last morning before I left I was told I could discuss this 
matter in Nuremberg, and when I was interrogated here I told the 
American officer about the matter. 

THE PRESIDENT: M. Herzog, was this document read over in 
the Tribunal during the prosecution? 

M. HERZOG: This document was submitted under Exhibit Num- 
ber USA-223. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, as  far as  I recall this document 
was not submitted. At the time I had a conversation with the 
American representative of the Prosecution and told him about these 
objections. He did not bring it up a t  a later session because of 
these objections; and the President himself, a t  the conclusion, asked 
whether this document would not be produced, and the prosecutor 
said, "No. Having talked i t  over with the Defense, I will dispense 
with this document." 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you tell us that it wasn't read over 
in court. 

DR. SERVATIUS: No, it was not read in court. At  any rate I 
would like to object to the admissibility of this document, for i t  was 
given under duress. 

THE PRESIDENT: Under these circumstances, M. Herzog, you 
may cross-examine in what way you like upon the document. The 
Tribunal was under the impression that i t  had already been read 
over. That is why they stopped you reading it. 

M. HERZOG: [Turn ing  to the  defendant.] In Paragraph 2 you . 
declared: 
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"After the putting into effect of the Nuremberg Laws, in 
keeping with my convictions, I saw to it that all these laws 
were fully carried out in the Gau of Thuringia." 
Paragraph 4: 

"With regard to foreign policy I have been of the opinion 
that the German people has a justified claim for living space 
in Europe and by reason of their superior racial level have 
to assume a leading position. .. .I agreed with all the decisions 
taken by Hitler and the NSDAP concerning the means t o  be 
used and the measures to be taken to obtain these ends, and 
I collaborated actively in the execution of this plan." 

SAUCKEL: I could not follow your concluding sentences. 

M. HERZOG: I will read i t  once more: 

". . . I  agreed with all the decisions taken by Hitler and the 

NSDAP concerning the ,means to be used and the measures 

to be taken to obtain these ends, and I collaborated actively 

in the execution of this plan." 

I ask you to confirm whether you made these statements. 


SAUCKEL: I certainly would not have made those statements 
in the way I did, if I had been able to act freely and according to 
my own will. 

M. HERZOG: The Tribunal will consider it. Is i t  a fact that you 
were appointed. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: M. Herzog, the Tribunal thinks that the 
document is before the witness and he should be asked to point out 
in what way he  says the document is wrong. 

M. HERZOG: Defendant Sauckel, you heard what the President 
has said. You say that this document does not correspond to the 
truth. Will you kindly tell the Tribunal in what way it does not. 

SAUCKEL: May I take this document point by point? I was 
100 percent in agreement with the social program, and I told my 
counsel that when he examined me. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, what the Tribunal wishes is that 
you should take the document and point out, sentence by sentence, 
what is wrong in it. 

SAUCKEL: In Paragraph 1, the year 1921 is incorrect. 
I became a member, as my first membership card shows, only 

in 1923 or 1925. Before the year 1923 I was in sympathy with the 
Party. 

As to being 100 percent in agreement with Adolf Hitler's pro- 
gram, I meant 100 percent insofar as the program appeared to me 
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to be justified legally and constitutionally, and according to ethics 
and morality. 

Just how many meetings I conducted I cannot say. My speeches 
and lectures were based mainly on my life and on my experiences. 
Those were the only things that I could talk about, and I wanted 
to reconcile the German social classes and the Gennan professions 
to National Socialist ideology. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, I have pointed out to you that 
what the Tribunal desires is for you to take the document and say 
what sentences in i t  are wrong, and not to make speeches. 

SAUCKEL: In my eyes, all the sentences are wrong. I would 
not have put them that way if I myself had been able to formulate 
them. The way they stand, I dispute each and every sentence, for 
I did not write them and I was not consulted. These sentences were 
put before me as they are now. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, may I be permitted to give an  
explanation of this matter? This statement is practically a summary 
of all the interrogations in which the various points appear as a 
confession in the sense of the Indictment. The defendant could not 
say a word in his own defense if this were correct. Since it is a 
resume and since conclusions can be drawn from it, he  must have 
the opportunity of refuting these conclusions; and that.necessitates 
a statement. These are not definite facts which can be answered 
with "yes" or  "no." 

THE PRESIDENT: The defendant has just said that the whole 
document is wrong, and he has also said that the document was 
obtained from him under duress. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 
THE PRESIDENT: And it is therefore not any use to go through 

it in detail. But the Tribunal would like to hear from the American 
Prosecution if they have anything to say about the matter. 

MR. DODD: I do not have a copy of the document before me in 
English, but I .  .. 

THE PRESIDENT: You see, Mr. Dodd, M. Herzog has said that 
it was offered in evidence under the Exhibit Number USA-223. 

MR. DODD: My recollection is that-I will check the record, 
Mr. President-my recollection is that in the presentation of the 
case on Slave Labor, we included this in our document book but 
did not offer it in evidence. I think I said to the Tribunal a t  the 
time that we had decided not to offer it. I t  had been printed and 
put in the document book. 

My memory may be faulty, but my recollection is, Mr. President, 
that the President of the Tribunal asked me if I did not intend to 
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offer it, and I then stated that we had thought it aver and decided 
not to use it. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not understand how i t  gets an  exhibit 
number if i t  isn't offered in evidence. 

MR. DODD: I don't either. I think it is an  error. 

THE PRESIDENT: I see. Mr. Dodd, do you know whether this 
is a rCsurn6 or a summary of a number of interrogations which were 
taken? 

MR. DODD: My understanding is to the contrary. I think i t  was 
taken before the Defendant Sauckel was in Nuremberg and before 
any interrogations were conducted. on the part of the interrogation 
division of the American Prosecution. 

THE PRESIDENT: Were you aware Dr. Servatius was objecting 
to the document on the ground that it was obtained under duress? 

MR. DODD: My recollection is that at  the time of the presen- 
tation of the Slave Labor case Dr. Servaiius made some objection, 
and I think that is what brought the matter up at  that time; and 
that is why we did not use it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. Then you had better pass from it. 

M. HERZOG: [Turning to the defendant.] You were appointed 
Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor by an ordinance 
of 21 March 1942? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  correct to say that this decree was counter- 
signed by the Codefendant Keitel? 

SAUCKEL: The decree, I believe, was countersigned three times. 
I believe that is right. At the moment I cannot confirm i t  with 
certainty. 

M. HERZOG: Would you kindly explain to the 'Tribunal under 
what circumstances you were appointed to that office? 

SAUCKEL: I answered that question when i t  was put to me by 
my counsel yesterday. It was a surprise to me. 

M. HERZOG: Did Speer, the Reich Minister for Armaments, have 
anything to do with your appointment? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you that from my own knowledge. 
Bormann's announcement said i t  was a t  the suggestion of Speer; but 
I cannot tell you that from my own knowledge. 

. M. HERZOG: Dlo you recollect having made any statement on 
that subject in your interrogation on 12 September 1945? 

SAUCKEL: At this moment I cannot remember the statement. 
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M. HERZOG: On 12 September 1945 you were interrogated by 
Major Monigan; and you appear to, have stated the following-the 
Tribunal will find this on the first page of the extracts of the inter- 
rogatory which has been handed them: 

"In March 1942 I was summoned rather suddenly by Minister 
Speer, who had been' appointed a short while previously. 
Speer told me that i t  was urgent that I should assume.. ." 
THE PRESIDENT: Could you move those papers away firom the 

light; you cannot see the light which is constantly going on. 

Mt HERZOG: ". . .Speer told me that it was urgent that I 
should assume new functions in connection-with the question 
of labor. A few days later he asked me to go with him to 
generdl headquarters, and I was introduced to the Fiihrer 
who told me that I must accept this new appointment with- 
out fail." 
Do you confirm that statement? 

SAUCKEL: It  is correct; only I cannqt say whether that was 
before a decision-whether my appointment was previously arranged 

' before these meetings through the initiative of some other gentle- 
men; but except for that, the facts are correct. 

M. HERZOG: But you confirm that the Defendant Speer, Minister 
for Armament and War Production, took you to Hitler's headquar- 
ters on the occasion of your appointment. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. 

M. HERZOG: Yesterday your counsel submitted a chart showing 
the general organization of your service and how i t  was connected 
with the other organizations of the Reich. .You declared that chart 
was correct. I would ask you to confirm, by saying "yes" or "no," 
whether you think that chart is correct. 

SAUCKEL: According to. my own personal recollection, yes. 

M. HERZOG: Have you that chart in front of you? 

SAUCKEL: No, I have not. . 
M. HERZOG: It is the document which was handed up yester- 

day by your counsel showing the different offices. 


THE PRESIDENT: Which chart is it? 


M. HERZOG: It is Chart Number I, indicating how Sauckel's 
department dovetailed with the other ministerial services. 

[Tu,rning to t h e  defendant.] Will you look at  Column 6 starting 
from the left, the column above which there is the name of the 
Defendant Funk? Have you found it? 
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SAUCKEL: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: Would you go down that column, the third square, 
representing the armament inspectors? Is i t  correct that the arma- 
ment inspectors, as  shown here, were under the Defendant Funk? 

SAUCKEL: Under Funk? Which department do you mean, which 
division? That is not quite correct here. I t  should be moved a bit 
to the side. Later it was under Speer. I t  says Reichsautobahn and 
highway inspectors. That did not come under Funk. That is a 
mistake. , 

M. HERZOG: Do you see the square beside that one, which con- 
nects the Plenipotentiary General for the Ailocation of Labor with 
the directorate of the Reichsautobahn service. It  is the square on 
the right-hand side, a little above the others. Should i t  be connected 
with the Reichsautobahn service? Should i t  not be with the square 
above, inspectors of armaments? 

SAUCKEL: Yes; I cannot understand how this mistake could 
happen in this chart. I have not seen this diagram before. This is 
the first time I have s&n it; that is a mistake. I did not know 
about that. 

M. HERZOG: And you stated i t  was accurate without having 
examined i t  beforehand, is that so? 

SAUCKEL: I assumed it to be the same chart a s  the one which 
was put before me as complete. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, when I presented this chart 
yesterday, I mentioned that there might be a few discrepancies. 
These discrepancies came in when i t  was being mimeographed. But 
I did not see the fmal . .. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, you can ask any questions if 
you want to in re-examination, but there is no ground for objection 
to questions which have been put. The questions are perfectly 
proper. 

M. HERZOG: Defendant, you did take part in the conferences of 
the Central Planning Board of the Four Year Plan? 

SAUCKEL: Only in some of them, when labor problems were 
being discussed. 

M. HERZOG: Will you please tell the Tribunal which of your 
colleagues accompanied you or represented you at such conferences? 

SAUCKEL: That varied-Dr. Tirnm, Dr. Hildebrandt, Dr. Stoth- 
fang; but it varied. 

M. HERZOG: Who among the other defendants also participated 
in those conferences? Can you tell us? 
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SAUCKEL: I can recall with certainty only Herr Speer as being 
one who participated in these conferences. Whether Herr Funk 
actually participated, I really cannot remember any particular . 
meeting. Perhaps he did, and perhaps not. I am sorry I cannot 
say for certain. 

M. HERZOG: And the Defendant Goring? 

SAUCKEL: At the meetings of the Central Planning Board I 
personally never saw the Reich Marshal. I do not know whether 
certain conferences which were held a t  his place had strictly to do 
with the Central Planning Board. Some conferences in which he  
participated took place at  Karinhall, but whether they dealt with 
matters concerning the Central Planning Board I cannot say. I t  
was not always clear. 

M. HERZOG: But when the Defendants Goring and Funk did not 
take part in these meetings were they not represented there? 

SAUCKEL: The Reich Marshal was represented by Field Marshal 
Milch, but whether Reich Minister Funk was represented I cannot 
remember exactly. He might have been represented by Herr Kehrl 
or someone else. There were many gentlemen there; I did not know 
all of them personally. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  not correct to say that, a t  these conferences 
of the Central Planning Board of the Four Year Plan, the general 
decisions concerning the allocation of labor were made by all the 
people who were present or were represented? 

SAUCKEL: At the Central Planning Board nu, general decisions 
were made. The demands were made known there and, a s  there 
was nearly always a dispute, the higher authorities had to decide; 
generally it was the Fuhrer. That happened frequently. 

M. HERZOG: The Central Planning Board had established a col- 
laboration between you and the other defendants who were present 
or represented there, is that not so? 

SAUCKEL: That collaboration did not originate there, as those 
questions had already been discussed before the formation of this 
Central Planning Board. The questions were also discussed there, 
and demands were submitted and discussed. 

M. HERZOG: Will you please take Document Number R-124. I t  
has already been submitted to the Tribunal under Exhibit Number 
USA-179. You will see therein a declaration which you made at  the 
meeting of 1 March 1944. I read: 

"My duty towards the Fiihrer ..." 
SAUCKEL: Will you please tell me the page from which you are 

reading? 
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M. HERZOG: Page 1780. The place is no doubt marked. 
"My duty towards the Fuhrer, the Reich Marshal, Minister 
Speer, and you, gentlemen, as well as towards agriculture, is 

-	 clear; and I will fulfill it. As a start we have already 262,000 
new workers; and I hope and am firmly convinced that I shall 
obtain most of what has been asked. The labor will have to 
be distributed, of course, according to the nee,ds of German 
armament first, and secondly, German industry as a whole; 
and I shall always be prepared, gentlemen, to see to i t  that 
closest contact is constantly maintained here and that closest 
collaboration is given by the subordinated labor exchanges, as 
well as by the Gau labor exchanges." 

Therefore, you do not contest the fact that the Central Planning 
Board did establish collaboration among the various services which 
recruited manpower, because you yourself asked for this collabo- 
ration. 

SAUCKEL: I did not deny that there was collaboration. (201-
laboration is necessary in every regime and in every system. Here 
we were not concerned with foreign labor only, but chiefly with 
German labor, even a t  that period. I did not dispute the fact that 
work was being carried on; but final decisions were not always 
made there. That is what I wanted to say. 

M. HERZOG: I t  is correct that you appointed delegates to rep- 
' 

resent you in the various German administrative departments? 

SAUCKEL: I did not have representatives in the various admin- 
istrative departments. I had liaison men, or else the administrative 
departments had liaison men in my office. 

M. HERZOG: Did you not have such a liaison officer with the 
Defendant Speer, Minister for Armaments and War Production? 

SAUCKEL: The man who was constantly with Speer was not 
a liaison officer, but the man who talked over with the Minister 
questions of demand, et cetera, which were pending. As far  as I 
remember it was a Herr ' ~ e r k .  

M. HERZOG: And did you have a liaison officer with the Reich 
Minister of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: I had no liaison officer with the Reich Minister of 
Labor. There were two departments, in the Reich Ministry of Labor 
which concerned themselves with these problems in an administra- 
tive capacity. 

M. HERZOG: In your interrogatory of 12 September 1945 you 
said as follows-the Tribunal will find it on Pages 6 and 7 of the 
interrogatory: B 
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" 'I had moreover two officials who acted as intermediaries 
between Minister Speer and the Ministry of Labor.' 

"Question: 'Did this liaison officer establish a connection 

between your Ministry, Minister Speer, and the Ministry of 

Labor?' 

"Answer: 'Between me, Minister Speer, and the Ministry of 

Labor. ..'" 

SAUCKEL: Will you please tell me the page? 


M.HERZOG: Pages 4 and 5. Have you found it? 


SAUCKEL: Yes. 


M. HERZOG: "Between me, Minister Speer, and the Ministry 
of Labor. .." 

THE PRESIDENT: That is surely Page 6, is i t  not? You said 
Pages 4 and 5. I t  is Page 6, is i t  not? 

M. HERZOG: Page 4 of the German extract, My Lord. 


THE PRESIDENT: Oh, I see. 


M. HERZOG: "Between me, Minister Speer, and the Ministry 
of Labor there were two counsellors, Dr. Stothfang . . . and 
Landrat Berk. They were jurists and experts in national 
economy. Dr. Stothfang was commissioned to act principally 
as liaison officer with the Ministry of Labor..  ." 
Why did you tell me a few minutes ago that you had no liaison 

officer with the Ministry of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: I made i t  quite clear that there were two depart- 
ments which belonged to the Ministry of Labor, Departments 3 and 5; 
and this Ministerialrat Dr.Stothfang was formerly the personal 
assistant to State Secretary Syrup. In  a few isolated cases he  had 
discussions with State Secretary Syrup a t  my request, that is true; 
but these were not important. In general the departments them- 
selves were in touch with the Ministry of Labor. 

M. HERZOG: You confirm then, that you had a liaison officer a t  
the Ministry of Labor and another in Minister Speer's office? 

SAUCKEL: I confirm that for occasional conferences. But these 
gentlemen were attached to those departments, and they came to 
me as my personal consultants and did not wmk in  that Ministry. 
I cannot say either whether in this case the translation is correct. 
I do not remember exactly, but in principle i t  is correct. 

But these gentlemen worked with me. 

M. HERZOG: And will you please tell the Tribunal what the 
Stabsbesprechung was? 
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SAUCKEL: Stabsbesprechung was a conference on technical 

questions in which the various ministries or industrial employers 

participated who needed labor and the questions which had to be 

considered were discussed. I could not act independently, of course, 

as you have heard. 


M. HERZOG: Who instituted these conferences, this new arrange- 

ment, these staff conferences? Who took the initiative in instituting 

them? 


SAUCKEL: These staff conferences were instituted by me in 
order to obtain a clear conception of all these important questions, . 
because in  no regime or government in the world can anything be 
done in the dark. 

M.HERZOG: You confirm then that these various kinds of 
liaison imply a common responsibility as  to decisions taken by each 
one of you in the matter of manpower? 

SAUCKEL: This question is not clear to me technically or acl-
ministratively, for I could not do anything with the workers. I had 
to give them to other people, and I had to discuss the way this was 
to be done. But these conferences did not take place with the idea 
of a conspiracy or of a criminal act; they were the same kind of 
conferences as f,ormerly took place. I have been present at  confer- 
ences under a parliamentary system, and matters were dealt with 
in exactly the same way. 

M. HERZOG: That is not what I was asking you. I was asking 
you whether you confirmed that the existence of these liaison 
officers to Minister Speer and the Minister of Labor, on the one 
hand, and the existence of this new organization that you created, 
on the other hand, implied a common responsibility in the decisions 
regarding manpower taken by Minister Speer, the Minister of Labor, 
and by you? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot answer this question with a definite "no," 
as orders were given to me which, as a German official, I had to 
carry out in this case; and in order to carry them out I had to hold 
conferences. I t  was not possible to do otherwise, for it was not I 
personally, but German economy, that demanded and used these 
workers. This matter had to be settled in some way, regardless of 
whether German or other workers were concerned; and the same 
situation applied in normal times. 

M. HERZOG: Is it a f a d  that, after you were appointed, you 
were authorized to be represented by special representatives in the 
military and civil departments of the occupied areas? 

SAUCKEL: After 30 October-I cannot state the exact d a t e a t  
the instigation of the Fiihrer, I appointed representatives to the 
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governments in the occupied countries. I mentioned this yesterday 

through my counsel. 


M. HERZOG: The 30th of October? I think you mean the decree 

of 30 September 1942. I t  is a mistake on your part for the decree 

is dated 30 September. 


SAUCKEL: I am sorry, I do not know the exact date. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  right that these representatives, appointed by 

that decree, were directly subordinate to you? 


SAUCKEL: Insofar as they were my delegates, that is, for the 

passing on of orders, they were subordinate to me. 


M. HERZOG: Is it true that they were authorized to give direc- 

tives to the civilian and military authorities in the occupied terri- 

tories? 


SAUCKEL: That is correct as  far as  orders were concerned, but 

it is not true in general. I t  was a technical matter. 


M. HERZOG: Who was your delegate with the occupation author- 
ities in France? 

SAUCKEL: The delegate with the occupation authorities in 
France was, first of all, President Ritter; he was murdered in Paris. 
And after him, President Glatzel. 

M. HERZOG: Did you have a representative in Belgium? 

SAUCKEL: In Belgium I had a delegate by the name of Schulze; 
he was with the military commander. 

M. HERZOG: And in Holland? 

SAUCKEL: In Holland there were various men. First of all, 
Herr Schmidt, and there was another man; I believe his name was 
Ritterbusch, or something like that, but I do not recall the exact 
name. 

M. HERZOG: This system of representatives with the occupation 
authorities, was that approved of by Defendant Speer? 

SAUCKEL: This was at  the instigation of the Fiihrer, and I 
assume that Speer agreed. He recommended it, as far  as I know. 

M. HERZOG: To your knowledge, did he take any initiative in  
the decree issued by the Fuhrer concerning this matter? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. He was present and he recommended it. 

M. HERZOG: In your interrogatory you said, when speaking 
about these representatives, that Speer instituted these agencies for  
manpower in 1941 or 1942. The Tribunal will find this statement 
on Page 9 of the excerpts from the interrogatory. What do you 
understand by that sentence?. 
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SAUCKEL: I did not quite understand you. 
M. HERZOG: I shall read an extract of your interrogation of 

8 October 1945. 
"Question: 'What was the mission entrusted to your represent- 
atives in the labor offices of the military commander and of 
the civil governor? Did they merely give technical advice to 
the military authorities, which could be rejected at  any time 
by the latter, or did they have authority to give directives to 
the military commanders on technical questions?' " 
THE PRESIDENT: On what page is that? 
M. HERZOG: Page 9, Mr. President. 
"Answer: 'In 1941 or 1942 Speer instituted this delegation for 

manpower.' " 

I would merely ask you what you understand by that phrase. 


What did you mean when you said that Speer instituted this 
delegation for manpower in 1941 or 1942? 

SAUCKEL: I have to say, in this connection, that I never saw 
the minutes again after I had been interrogated. I cannot confirm 
that sentence about 1941-42, and I cannot imagine that I expressed 
myself in that way during the interrogation. 

M. HERZOG: The Tribunal will judge your answer. Is it correct 
that, besides your representatives with the civil and military com-
manders, you installed administrative offices for labor in the 
occupied territories? 

SAUCKEL: That is not correct. They were already there. 
M. HERZOG: You confirm then that besides the delegates who 

represented you, there were recruiting agencies for manpower in 
the occupied territories? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. In the occupied territories, in all regional 
governments, either civilian or military, there were departments 
dealing with manpower which were a part of the administration; 
and they were subordinate to the administration authorities. 

M. HERZOG: Can you give an indication of the size of the 
personnel of those various services in the occupied areas? 

SAUCKEL: Do you mean the total number? I cannot tell you 
from memory the separate figures for the personnel of these admin- 
istrative offices. I never have known these figures exactly. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the conference which took place, 
with you as chairman, on 15 and 16 July 1944 at  the Wartburg with 
the heads of the regional labor offices and the labor delegations 
from the European occupied territories? On 15 July 1944, i n  the 
afternoon, State Counsellor Borger gave an account of the personnel 
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employed. It is Document Number F-810, which I submit under the 
Exhibit Number RF-1507. I will read on Page 20: 

"State Counsellor Borger stated that outside the frontiers of 
the Reich there are about 4,000 people engaged in the admin- 
istration of labor; Eastern area, 1,300; France, 1,016; Belgium 
and Northern France, 429; Netherlands, 194.. ." 
Do you confirm this statement of State Counsellor Borger? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, speaking generally it may be true. 
M. HERZOG: Apart from your representatives, apart from those 

services that we were talking about, did you not create in France 
commissions composed of specialists who were entrusted with 
organizing the employment of labor on the German pattern? Please 
answer. 

SAUCKEL: I did not quite understand the question. Please 
repeat it. 

M. HERZOG: I shall repeat it. Apart from your representatives- 
apart from the services that we have been talking about-did 
you not create, in France particularly, commissions composed of 
specialists who were entrusted with organizing the employment of 
manpower on the German pattern? 

SAUCKEL: I told my defense counsel yesterday about my col- 
laboration with French units for. . . 

M. HERZOG: That is not what I mean. I am talking about com- 
missions composed of specialists. Do you not remember that in order 
to insure the recruiting of manpower in France you thought of the 
system of attaching two French ddpartements to a German Gau? 

SAUCKEL: I remember now what you mean. This was the 
system of adoption arranged in agreement with the French Govern- 
ment, according to which a German Gau adopted a French dbparte-
ment. The main object was to inform the workers, who were to 
come to Germany, about conditions in Germany and to have mutual 
talks with the economic offices of the French dkpartements about 
statistics. 

M. HERZOG: I hand to the Tribunal Document Number 1293-PS, 
which becomes French Exhibit Number RF-1508. 

!Turning to the defendant.] This is a letter bearing your signa- 
ture, dated Berlin 14 August 1943, from which I Shall read extracts. 
The Tribunal will find it in the document book which I handed to 
them at the beginning of this session. I shall first read the last para- 
graph on Page 1. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am afraid I have not got it-1293? 
M. HERZOG: Mr. President, the documents which figure in my 

document book were handed to the Tribunal this morning-unless 
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I am making a mistake, for which I apologize in advance-in the 
order in which I intend to use them. 

THE PRESIDENT: I have one. 1293. Is that right? 

M. HERZOG: I have attached a slip only to those documents 
which I think I shall use several times, so that the Tribunal may 
find them more easily. May I now begin to read? 

THE PRESIDENT: I am sorry but the documents had not been 
handed up to me, that is all. None of them had been handed up. 

M. HERZOG: I am reading a t  the bottom of Page 1: 
"The solving of these two great manpower problems demands 
the immediate setting up in France of a stronger and better 
German labor organization possessing the necessary powers 
and means. This will be done by a system of sponsorship by 
Gaue. France has got about 80 dhpartements .  Greater Ger- 
many is divided into 42 political Gaue, and for the purposes 
of manpower recruitment it is divided into 42 Gau labor 
office districts. Each German Gau labor office district will 
take over and sponsor, say, two French dhpartements .  Each 
German Gau labor office will furnish for the dQpar tements  
it sponsors a commission of specialists, made up of the ablest 
and most reliable experts. These commissions will organize 
the allocations of labor in these sponsored dQpar tements  
according to the German pattern." 
I skip one page and continue reading a t  the bottom of Page 2 of 

, the French text. That is Page 3 of the German translation: 
"There is no doubt that this projected system of sponsorship 
by Gaue for the employment of French manpower in Ger- 
many, and especially the transformation necessary in the 
interest of Germany of French civilian workers for the Ger- 
man armament industries, will bring about enormous advan- 
tages in France herself compared with the present system." 
I am passing to the bottom of Page 3 of the French text, and I 

read under "d": 
"The Central German Labor Office in Paris, that is, the 
representative of the Plenipotentiary General and his office . .." 
You told me a short while ago that the German offices for the 

recruitment of labor in the occupied territories were not under you 
as Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor, but under 
the local authorities. How do you explain this sentence? 

SAUCKEL: I t  can be explained very simply. These men were 
subordinate to the military commanders in  the labor department. 
They were sent from Germany, and they were taken from the labor 
offices and put into the administration. 
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M. HERZOG: You say, "The Central German Labor Office in 
Paris, that is, the representative of the Plenipotentiary General and 
his office.. ." The Central Gennan Labor Office in Paris was there- 
fore your representative? 

SAUCKEL: The Central German Labor Office in Paris was a 
part of the civilian administration of the military commander in 
France. This is not expressed in this sentence, for it was taken for 
granted in this letter that the Gauleiter knew this. The position a s  
I explained it is entirely correct. 

M. HERZOG: I shall continue reading: 
"The Central German Labor Office in Paris, that is, the rep- 
resentative of the Plenipotentiary General and his office, 
will therefore have in the who,le of France a reliable appa- 
ratus which will make it a great deal easier for him to sdve  
his problems in France, in spite of any possible or even real 
passive resistance on the part of the higher or lower French 
bureaucracy." 

I skip two lines. 
"I have, therefore, charged the presidents or the provisional 
chiefs of the newly formed Gau labor offices to set up a corre- 
sponding organization in the dkparternents which they are 
sponsoring; and I request you, in your capacity as my Pleni- 
potentiary for the Allocation of Labor, in agreement with 
Reichsleiter Bormann, to promote and give your fullest 
support to the new task allotted to your Gau labor office. The 
president or the provisional chief of your Gau labor office is 
instructed to keep you informed of all details concerning the 
carrying out of these measures." 
Are not these measures an attempt to subordinate French terri- 

tory to German territory as far as the organization of labor is 
concerned? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. But I should like to ask you and the High 
Tribunal to allow me to say the following in explanation: On the 
first page, Paragraph 1-1 quote from the third l i n e i t  says, 
".. . with the full consent of the Fuhrer I am to take far-kaching 
and urgent measures in France in negotiation with the head of the 
French Government and the competent"-now comes the important 
part-"Germ~an authorities;"-that is, the military commander's 
department, in which these labor authorities and this delegate were ' 

incorporated and to whom they were subordinate. 
And on Page 4, I should Like to read about the special purpose 

of this system of sponsorship which should have nothing unfriendly 
about it. I read from Page 4 in the German text, under the 
letter "a": 
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"Prejudice, suspicion, lack of care, failure to redress ind look 
into complaintsfi-that is, complaints by the workers-"which 
are prejudicial to the employment of manpower in Germany, 
all these things can be very largely eliminated by the 
relations between the Gau and its sponsored dbpartement." 

Now I read under letter "W: 
"Every French worker in such a dbpartement knows exactly 
where and under what conditions h e  will have to work in 
Germany. German propaganda and explanatory material will 
tell him about the locality in which he will have to work and 
about all matters which are of interest to him." 
And that was the purpose of that arrangement. It was something 

I wanted to do for the French workers, besides looking after Ger- 
man interests. 

M. HERZOG: Please answer me "yes" or "no." Was this arrange- 
ment an attempt to bring about a joint administration between the 
French dgpartements and the German Gaue as far as the employ- 
ment of labor was concerned? Answer me "yes" or "no." 

SAUCKEL: No. I should like to give an explanation to this 
negative answer. The purpose of this arrangement was to clear up 
unsolved problems between the French Government, between the 
French dbpartements, between French industrialists and factories, 
on the one hand, and the administrative offices in Germany where 
the French workers were to be employed. That was the real 
purpose-to settle complaints and clear away mistrust. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now. 

[A recess was taken.] 

M. HERZOG: Defendant, is i t  true that your Codefendant Goring 
placed under your control all the organizations of the Four Year 
Plan which were concerned with the recruiting of labor? 

SAUCKEL: The various organizations of the Four Year Plan 
which had to do with manpower were dissolved. Departments 3 
and 5 of the Reich -Ministry of Labor continued to deal exclusively 
with these matters. 

M. HERZOG: Is it true that the powers of the Reich Minister of 
Labor concerning the employment of labor were transferred to you 
and that as a result of this transfer you had powers to issue reg- 
ulations and laws? 

SAUCKEL: Only insofar as the work of Departments 3 and 5 
were connected with m,y own task. Otherwise the functions of the 
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Reich Ministry of Labor remained independent under the Reich 
Minister of Labor. 

M. HERZOG: But within these departments you exercised the 
Fowers of the Reich Minister of Labor after your appo'htment as 
Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: Within my office as Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor. But I must emphasize that these departments 
were not under me; they were merely at  my disposal. Great impor- 
tance was attached to this difference a t  the time. The departments 
continued to work independently within the whole framework of 
the Ministry of Labor. 

M. HERZOG: But as a result of this situation you exerted admin- 
istrative autonomy in matters concerning labor? 

SAUCKEL: Not an autonomy; i t  was done by vote. I could not 
issue decrees, but could only give instructions. In every case I had 
to get the agreement of the other administrative authorities and 
Reich ministries, and the agreement of the Fiihrer or of my superior 
office. 

M. HERZOG: Did you not have carte blanche from the Fiihrer 
for the recruiting and the utilization of labor? 

SAUCKEL: Not for recruiting and utilization, but for guiding 
and directing. If I may express i t  in this way, it was never a case 
of the workers' agent-that is, of course, what allocation of labor 
really means-employing these workers himself. The firms emlployed 
the workers, not the agent. 

M. HERZOG: For the recruiting of labor you had carte blanche 
from the Fiihrer. Is that not true? 

SAUCKEL: Not absolutely, and only after there had been a vote 
and after the agreement of the regional authorities concerned had 
been obtained, especially in the case of foreign countries. I never 
recruited workers in France without the express agreement of the 
French Government and with their collaboration. The French 
administration was used here. 

M. HERZOG: Defendant Sauckel, you have on several occasions 
mentioned the agreements and arrangements made in France with 
those whom you yourself call "the leaders of collaboration." You 
know better than any other that these leaders of collaboration, 
imposed upon France by the enemy, bound themselves only and 
that their acts were never ratified by the French people as a whole. 
Eesides, these leaders of collaboration, whose testimony cannot be 
suspect to you, have themselves revealed that pressure was exerted 
upon them, and we will discuss that now. Is i t  true that on 16 April 
1942, that is to say, less than a month after your appointment, you 
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stated in a letter to the Defendant Rosenberg-which states your 
program and which was presented to you yesterday-that you 
included the recruiting of foreign workers in your program for the 
utilization* of labor? 

SAUCKEL: I resent the term "exploitation."* By strictest orders 
from the Fiihrer, it is true that recruitment of foreign workers had 
to be included in my program. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  true that you included the recruitment of 
foreign workers in your program of 16 April 1942? You admitted 
this yesterday, and I ask you to confirm it. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, i t  is true. I only emphasize that I did it on the 
strictest orders from the Fiihrer. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  true that this program of 16 April 1942, that 
is to say, 3 weeks after your appointment, already contained the 
principle of forced recruiting? 

SAUCKEL: I t  was done by express order of the f i h r e r ,  in  case 
voluntary recruitment proved to be inadequate. I said that yesterday 
to my counsel. 

M.HERZOG: Do you remember the decree that you issued on 
29 August 1942? This decree dealt first and foremost with the 
employment of labor in occupied territories-Decree Number 10 of 
22 August by the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of 
Labor. I t  was submitted to the Tribunal as Exhibit Number RF-17 
(Document Number RF-17). Do you remember it? 

SAUCKEL: I do remember Decree Number 10. 

M. HERZOG: Was this decree applicable to the occupied terri- 
tories which were under German administration? 

SAUCKEL: As far  as I can remember-I have not the exact 
wording and the separate paragraphs before me-it dealt with the 
regulation of working contracts drawn up by German finns. The 
purpose was to prevent a muddle. 

M. HERZOG: Is it true that you went on a mission to Paris in 
August 1942? 

SAUCKEL: That is possible; but I, of course, cannot remember 
the individual dates. 

M. HERZOG: Is it true that you went on a mission to Paris in 
January 1943? 

SAUCKEL: That is also possible, even probable. 

* The word utilization used by the French prosecutor was wrongly interpreted into German as 
"Ausbeutung" meaning "exploitation." 
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M. HERZOG: Is it true that you went on a mission to Paris in 
January 1944? 

SAUCKEL: Also probable, yes; but I do not know the individual 
dates. 

M. HERZOG: You therefore went on missions to Paris before the 
French authorities, the French d e  facto autho~ities, had published 
the legislative decrees of 4 September 1942, 16 February 1943, and 
1 February 1944. Is that not true? 

SAUCKEL: I did not understand your question exactly. 

M. HERZOG: I asked you whether it is true, that before the 
French de'facto authorities published the three fundamental laws on 
forced labor of 4 September 1942, 16 February 1943, and 1February 
1944, you went on missions to France, to Paris? 

SAUCKEL: I only went on journeys to Paris for the purpose of 
negotiating with the French Government, and I want to add that 
for me and in .accordance with my convictions. . . 

M. HERZOG: Do you admit that in the course of these missions 
you imposed on the French authorities the laws on forced labor? 

SAUCKEL: It is not correct to put i t  in that way, rather. .. 
M. HERZOG: You therefore contest the fact that the laws on 

forced labor were issued under pressure by you? 

SAUCKEL: I dispute the word "pressure." I negotiated most 
correctly with the French Government before such laws were 
published. I expressly resent the word "pressure," and there were 
plenty of witnesses during these negotiations. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the telephone conversation that . 

the Defendant Speer had with you from the Fiihrer's headquarters 
on 4 January 1943? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I probably had several conversations with 
Speer. I do not know which particular conversation you are refer- 
ring to. 

M. HERZOG: Do you not remember a note that you sent to your 
various offices as a result of this telephone conversation of 4 Jan- 
uary 1943? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. Quite probably I did make several notes. I had 
to make notes when I received a telephone conversation containing 
an, instruction. 

M. HERZOG: I now submit Document Number 556-PS, which 
has already been submitted to the Tribunal under the Exhibit 
Numbers USA-194 and RF-67. I will read that document, or at  least 
its first paragraph: 
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"On 4 January 1943, at 2000 hours, Minister Speer telephoned 
from the fihrer's headquarters to inform me that according 
to the decision of the Fuhrer it is no longer necessary, when 
engaging skilled and unskilled labor in France, to show any 
special consideration for the French. Emphasis or more severe 
measures may be used in order to recruit labor." 
I ask you, Defendant, what you mean when you say that it is 

not necessary to show any special consideration for-the French? 

SAUCKEL: This note or rather this decision did not come from 
me. This was a communication which came from the fihrer 's  
headquarters, based on a decision made by the Fuhrer. In spite of 
that-and I want to emphasize that particularly-my attitude to- 
wards the French Government did not change, and it does not say 
so in this record either. I continued to adopt the same polite attitude 
in my negotiations with the Government, and I ask the Tribunal to 
be allowed to make a short statement on how these negotiations 
with the French Government were conducted. 

M. HERZOG: You will give it later in your examination. Do 
you remember the discussion that you had on 12 January 1943, 
at the German Embassy in Paris, with the French authorities? 

SAUCKEL: As far as I know, I only talked to French ministers 
in the Gennan Embassy in Paris. 

M. HERZOG: That is exactly what I am asking you. Do you 
remember this conversation that you had with the French author- 
ities on 12 January 1943? 

SAUCKEL: Not in detail, no; but that I did negotiate is possible. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the persons who took part in 
. this conversation? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. Usually the French Premier, the French Minister 
for Labor, Minister Bichelonne, took part in suqh discussions. On 
the Gennan side, the Ambassador; on behalf of the military com-
mander, Dr. Fischer; and, as my representative, probably Dr. Hilde- 
brandt or some other gentleman. 

M. HERZOG: And you do not remember what Laval said to 
you at this meeting of 12 January 1943? 

SAUCKEL: Very many matters were discussed in great detail 
duping these conferences, and I do not know what you mean. 

M. HERZOG: Well, I will submit to you the minutes of this 
meeting. It is Document Number F-809, which I submit to the 
Tribunal under Exhibit Number RF-1509. 

In the course of this discussion Laval made a long statement to 
you; more exactly, several statements. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Where shall we find this? 
M. HERZOG: I t  is in my document book, Mr. President. It  must 

be marked with a slip 809. 
THE PRESIDENT: Oh yes, I have got it. 
M. HERZOG: Fi-rst; I read Page 7 of the Fren,ch text and of the 

German text: 
"Gauleiter Sauckel demands a further 250,000 new workers. 
Gauleiter Sauckel knows very well-and his offices have 
certainly informed him about this-the difficulties which the 
French Government had in carrying out the program last 
year. The Gauleiter must realize that as a result of the 
number of prisoners of war and workers who are aiready 
employed by Germany, the sending of another 250,000 
workers will increase even further the difficulties of the 
French Government. I cannot conceal these difficulties from 
the Gauleiter, because they are evident; and the Germans 
who are in Paris know these difficulties. When the Gauleiter 
replies that they have had to overcome the same difficulties 
in Germany and when he even states that French industry 
must be expanded, it seems to me that I must remind him that 
Germany not only demands workers of France, but is also 
beginning to take away the machines from factories in order 
to transport them to Germany. France may have nothing 
left, but until now she still had her means of production. 
If these too are taken from her, France loses even her pos- 
sibilities for working. 
"I do everything to facilitate a Gennan victory7'-and you 
see Lava1 could hardly be suspect to you, Defendant-"but I 
must admit that German policy makes heavier demands on 
me nearly every day and these demands do not conform to a 
definite policy. Gauleiter Sauckel can tell the German 
'workers that they are working for Germany. I cannot say 
that Frenchmen are working for France. 
"I see that in many fields the French Government is not able 
to act. One would almost believe that on the German side 
they set no value on the good will of the French and that 
they are bent on instituting a German administration through- 
out France. My task is being made more difficult every day. 
I t  is true that I do not allow myself to be discouraged; but I 
consider, however, that it is my duty to remind the Gauleiter 
of the gravity of Franco-German relations and of the impos- 
sibility of continuing along this path. It  is no longer a matter 
of a policy of collaboration; rather, i t  is on the French side a 
policy of sacrifice, and on the German side a policy of 
coercion." 
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I pass to the next page, Page 11: 

"The present state of mind in France, the uncertainty con-

cerning the means which the French Government possesses, 

the half-freedom in which i t  finds itself, all these do not give 

me the necessary authority to furnish Gauleiter Sauckel with 

an immediate reply. We can do nothing. We are not free 

to change salaries; we are not free even to combat the black 

market; we cannot take any political measure without every- 

where coming up against some German authority which has 

substituted itself in our place. 

"I cannot guarantee measures which I do not take myself. 

I am persuaded that the Fiihrer is unaware that the French 

Government cannot act. There cannot be in one country two 

governments on questions which do not concern directly the 

security of the occupation forces." 

I skip two more pages, to Page 18; and I read only this sentence: 

"It is not possible for me to be a mere agent for German 

measures of coercion." 

That is the document which I submit to you, Defendant, and I 


ask you two questions concerning it. 
The first question is: What did you answer to Laval when he 

made this statement to you? 
The second one is: Do you not think that here there is proof of 

the pressure which you dispute? 

SAUCKEL: To begin with, if the Tribunal would permit it, I 
should have to read my reply to Premier Laval. The document 
proves, and this has been confirmed to me by Premier Laval on 
various occasions, that I conducted my negotiations with him in a 
proper manner; and in spite of the fact that I had orders not to 
conduct political conversations but only to deal with my actual 
task, I always reported to the Fiihrer about these matters. But I 
think that the tone of my reply was definitely beyond reproach. 
These negotiations which I conducted. . . 

M. HERZOG: That is not the question that I asked you. I asked 
you what you answered him when he made that statement to you, 
when he said to you, for instance, that i t  was not possible for him 
to be a mere agent for German measures of coercion. 

SAUCKEL: I would have to read my answer. I cannot remem- 
ber it now. 

M. HERZOG: Do you therefore dispute the fact that this rep- 
resents pressure? 

SAUCKEL: Premier Laval did not complain about me in this 
connection. He complained about general conditions in France, 
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because this was the time of occupation. The situation was that 
there was a German occupation. It  was war. 

M. HERZOG: Well, I am going to submit to you Document.. . 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, regarding this document, 
should like to draw your attention to an error of translation which 
will lead to considerable misunderstanding. According to this 
document it says that the recruitment could be approached with 
emphasis and more severe measures, and the word "emphasis" has 
been translated by "pressure" in the English. But that is not meant. 
It  is not "Druck," pressure; i t  is "Nachdmck," emphasis. That 
means th'at the next in authority can be approached with energy. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am told that the translation we have got is 
"emphasis." 

DR. SERVATIUS: "Pressure." 

THE PRESIDENT: I am told the translation is "emphasis." NO, 
no, the translation is "emphasis." I t  is in this document, and the 
translation in English is "emphasis." 

DR. SERVATIUS: Oh, I had the French translation. 

M. HERZOG: I am going to submit to you Document.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Is this document in the PS series? 


M. HERZOG: No, Mr. President, it is a new document which I 
am submitting now, a French document which will bear Exhibit 
Number RF-1509 (Document Number. F-809). 

THE PRESIDENT: Where did this document come from? 

M. HERZOG: That document comes, Mr. President, from the 
archives of the Majestic Hotel in Paris, where the German offices 
in Paris were located. Some months ago these archives were found 
again in Berlin, and we have extracted the Sauckel documents. 

I submit to the Tribunal the certificate of authentication for the 
Sauckel files, as  well as for the documents which I intend to submit 
to the Tribunal in the course of my cross-examination. Perhaps, 
as  the document is in French, the Tribunal would like me to read it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, read it, will you? You mean this prods- 
verbal? What is this proces-verbal? Who is it identified by? 

M. HERZOG: This proc6s-verbal is identified by two persons, by 
Commandant Henri, French liaison officer at  the American Docu- 
mentation Center in Berlin, and by my colleague, M. Gerthoffer, 
who, with Commandant Henri, took these archives. 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps you had better read this proc6s-
verbal so that it will go into the record. 
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M. BERZOG: "I, Charles Gerthoffer, Deputy Prosecutor at  
the Court of the Seine, on duty with the International Mili- 
tary Tribunal for the Major War Criminals, having gone to 
Berlin to the offices of the Ministerial Collecting Center, 
Commandant Henri, Chief of the French Mission, gave to 
me, with the authority of Colonel Helm of the American 
Army, Chief of the 6889 Berlin Collecting Center, seven files 
from the archives of the German military command in France 
concerning forced labor and registered a t  the M.C.C. under 
the following numbers: 3 DS, humbers 1 to 213; 4 DS, Num- 
bers 1 to 230; 5 DS, Numbers 1 to 404; and two appendices; 
6 DS, Numbers 1 to 218; 7 DS, Numbers 1 to 118; and one 
appendix; 1 to 121; 50 DS, Numbers 1to 55; 71 DS, Numbers 
1 to 40.' 
"I declared to Commandant Henri that I took the said files 
in order to submit them to the International Military Tribunal 
for the Major War Criminals so that they might be used in 
the course of the proceedings and that they will thereafter be 
delivered to the French Ministry of Justice, whose property 
they remain. 
"There are five copies of this document, one of which is to 
serve as an affidavit for the International Military Tribunal 
for the Major War Criminals." 
Signed, "Charles Gerthoffer," and Signed, "Henri." 
This represents the certificate of authentication of the files them- 

selves. 
I have a second certificate. .. 

. SAUCKEL: May I make a remark regarding the first document, 
please? 

M. HERZOG: I would ask you not to interrupt me. 
. THE PRESIDENT: M. Herzog, the documents came from the 

Hotel Majestic, did they? 
M. HERZOG: Yes, Mr. President. 
THE PRESIDENT: The Hotel Majestic was the place where 

the ... 
M. HERZOG: The place in Paris where the offices of the German 

military command in France and the various occupation offices 
were located. These documents, which had vanished at  the time of 
the liberation, were found again at  the Ministerial Collecting Center 
in Berlin. The document which I have just submitted to you is the 
certificate of authentication of these files, and I also have the certifi- 
cate of authentication of the documents which I have extracted 
from these files and which I am now ready to read to the Tribunal, 
if the Tribunal so desires. 
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THE PRESIDENT: The Hotel Majestic was the place where the 
German military government was established in  Paris; Isn't that 
right? 

M. HERZOG: Yes, Mr. President, if I am not mistaken. Does the 
Tribunal desire that I should read the other certificate of authenti- 
cation, that is to say a t  least in part-the one concerning the docu- 
ment itself? 

THE PRESIDENT: I thought you had already regd it. 
M. HERZOG: No, Mr. President. I am submitting to the Tribunal 

two certificates of authentication. The first, the one which I have 
just read, is the certificate of authentication of seven files which 
contain a very large number of documents. From these seven files 
we have extracted only a certain number of documents which we 
are submitting to the Tribunal; and that is why, after having pre- 
sented the certificate. .. 

THE PRESIDENT: The second document only says that the 
documents which you are submitting are documents which came 
from those files? 

M. HERZOG: Yes, Mr. President. 

THE PRESIDENT: And the files themselves came from the 
Hotel Majestic, which was the place where the German military 
administration was carried on. Will you put the second document 
on the record? 

M. HERZ,OG: Yes, Mr. President. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are you offering in evidence the original 
German documents? 

M. HERZOG: Yes, Mr. President. , 


[Turning to  the  defendant.] Since you still deny the pressure 

that you exerted on the government, I will submit to you Document 
Number 1342-PS. 

SAUCKEL: I think that an error in translation has been made 
here. I understood that you asked whether I denied that I was 
putting pressure on the Tribunal. - I  respect this Tribunal too highly 
to t ry to exert pressure upon it. I do not understand the question. 
I understood you to ask me whether I denied that I exerted pressure 
on the Tribunal; and, of course, that que'stion I have to answer with 
"no." 

M. HERZOG: I said this to you: Since you deny that you exerted 
pressure on the French authorities, I will submit to you a new docu- 
ment. It  is Document Number 1342-PS which has already been sub- 
mitted to the Tribunal under Exhibit Number RF-63. This document 
represents the minutes of a meeting which you held on 11 January 
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1943 in Paris with various German occupation authorities. DO you 
;'remember that op that occasion you made a declaration concerning 

your relations with the Vichy Government? I will read this declara- 
tion to you. I t  is on Page 4 of the French and German texts. 

SAUCKEL: Unfortunately, I am not able to find it. 

M. HERZOG: I will read the declaration: 
"The French Government.. ."-It is the last paragraph but 
one before the end of Page 4.-"The French Government is 
composed of nothing but adepts at  temporization. If the first 
250,000 workers had arrived in Germany in time, before the 
autumn-the negotiations with the French Government having 
already been begun in the preceding spring-we might per- 
haps have been able to recruit key men in the Reich earlier 
and form new divisions; and it might then not have come to 
the cutting off of Stalingrad. In any case, the Fiihrer is now 
absolutely decided to rule in France, if need be even without 
a French Government." 
When you made this declaration, did it not reflect the pressure 

which you were exerting on the French Government? 

SAUCKEL: This is not a conference with the French Govern- 
ment. This is a statement of facts. 

M. HERZOG: I did not say that i t  was a conference with the 
French Government. I asked you what you meant when you stated 
that the Fuhrer was determined to rule in France, even without the 
French Government. Was that not pressure? 

SAUCKEL: That was a straightforward decision and a statement 
from the Fuhrer, for which I am not responsible. I merely repeated 
it, and in any case i t  was never realized. 

M. HERZOG: Why did you transmit it to the occupation author- 
ities in France in the course of a conference that you were holding 
with them concerning the recruitment of labor? 

SAUCKEL: Because i t  was my duty to give a description of the 
situation as I saw it a t  the time. 

M. HERZOG: But do you not think that, in expressing to them 
this declaration of the Fiihrer, you were using it to exert pressure? 

SAUCKEL: I could not exert any pressure by that, because this 
was merely transmitting a statement of the situation. I did not tell 
the French Government that the Fiihrer would remove them and 
that therefore they would have to do such and such a thing. 
merely negotiated. 

M.HERZOG: But you did state, and I ask you to confirm it, 
you did state in the course of that conference that the F'iihrer had 

I 
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decided to rule in France, if need be, even without a French 
Government? 

Did you say that? I ask that you answer me "yes" or "no." 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I repeated that, but not with the intention of 
doing that. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the discussioh which you had on 
14 January 1944 in Paris with various German personalities? 

SAUCKEL: Yes; it is possible that I had a discussion there at 
that time, but I cannot remember at  the moment what it was about. 

M. HERZOG: You do not remember.a discussion which you had 
on 14 January, and you do not remember the G e m a n  personalities 
who were present at  this meeting? 

SAUCKEL: Probably there were several conferences, but I can-
not tell you now which one you are talking about. Neither do I 
remember, of course, what the actual subjects of the discussions 
were. 

M. HERZOG: On 14 January 1944 you had a conference in Paris 
with Abetz, Von Stiilpnagel, Oberg, and Blumentritt. Do you re-
member that in the course of that discussion you submitted to 
your listeners the draft of a law which you had drawn up and 
which you wanted to  impose on the French authorities? 

SAUCKEL: I was not trying to impose it. I was trying to dis- 
cuss it. I was negotiating. I was not trying to impose it upon them. 
The wording of the minutes shows that quite clearly. 

M. HERZOG: Do you dispute the fact that you yourself drafted 
a law which you transmitted to the French Government? 

SAUCKEL: No, that I do not deny. That I submitted such a 
draft law and that I drafted it, I do not deny. 

M. HERZOG: You do admit then that you yourself drafted the 
text? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but I cannot tell you which one you mean. 
M. HERZOG: I submit to you Document Number F-813, which 

I put in under Exhibit Number RF-1512. I t  is the minutes of this 
meeting of 14 January 1944, Document Number F-813. These 
minutes are signed by Abetz, Oberg, Von Stiilpnagel, Blumentritt, 
and you. I read from Paragraph I11 the heading: "The Plenipoten- 
tiary General for the Allocation of Laborw--which was you-"has 
drawn up a draft law for the French Government." 

Do you still dispute the fact that you yourself direw up draft 
laws which you submitted to the French Government? 

SAUCKEL: That I do not deny; I had to submit a proposal. 
However, it was based on mutual negotiations. 
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M:HERZOG: Do you deny the fact that you imposed this law 
by pressure? 

SAUCKEL: That I imposed this law by pressure, that I do deny. 
I negotiated about it. 

M. HERZOG: Do you not remember that you gave an account to 
the Fuhrer of the mission which you carried out in Paris in Jan- 
uary 1944? 

SAUCKEL: I t  was my duty to report when I made such journeys 
for I was carrying out the Fiihrer's oraers. 

M. HERZOG: I submit to you this report, Document Number 
556-PS, which was submitted to the Tribunal under Exhibit Num- 
ber RF-67. Twice in the course of this report you speak of German 
demands. Do you not think that to give an account to the Fuhrer 
of German demands having been accepted is to give an account to 
him of the success of the pressure which you exerted? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot conceive in what other way a basis for 
negotiations could be found. The German Government made 
demands, and because of t h a e  demands there were negotiations 
with the French Government which had to  be considered by me 
as de  jure. 

M. HERZOG: Do you admit, therefore, that the German Govern- 
ment and you, who were its agent, were making demands? Please 
answer "yes" or "no." 

SAUCKEL: The German Government was making demands; 
yes, that is true. 

M. HERZOG: Thank you. And those demands, did they not, a t  
times, take the form of a veritable ultimatum? 

SAUCKEL: I am, not aware of that. I can only say that I was 
very polite and accommodating when talking to the French Premier 
and that our negotiations ran very smoothly. He often mentioned 
that, and it is in the record. 

M. HERZOG: When you took action concerning the mobilization 
of the 1944 class, do you not remember that you demanded this 
mobilization in a veritable ultimatum? Answer "yes" or "no." 

SAUCKEL: I cannot say so from memory. 
THE PRESIDENT: M. Herzog, I think you might put to him the 

last sentence in  the letter of the 25th of January 1944, 556-PS. 
M. HERZOG: "I have, however, allowed no doubts to remain 
that further and more severe measures will be taken if the 
demands for the transfer of workers is not met." 
SAUCKEL: Yes, I probably said that, though not in the form 

in which it is put down in this letter. 
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M. HERZOG: Do you remember that on 6 June 1944, the day 
of the dawn of our liberation, you addressed a letter to Ambassador 
Abetz? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you that from memory. 

M. HERZOG: Well, I am going to produce this letter. I t  is the 
French document, Number F-822, which I submit to the Tribunal 
under Exhibit Number RF-1513: 

"6 June 1944. Paris. 


"Your Excellency and dear Party Comrade Abetz: 


"The long-expected invasion has finally begun. Thus ends 

also for the Allocation of Labor a period of waiting which up 

to now has served as an obvious, sometimes tacit, pretext for 

saying that the sending of workers into the Reich was im- 

possible owing to the political atmosphere in the country." 


I skip a few lines and I quote again. 

"Now that the German soldier must once more fight and 
bleed on the Channel coast, now that the struggle may extend 
at  any hour to many other parts of France, any call or any 
words from Laval can have no weight whatsoever. The only 
language which can now be understood is that of the German 
soldier. I beg you, therefore, in these decisive hours to ask 
Premier Laval a t  last to do something which is obviously very 
difficult for him; that is to say, that h e  should a t  last sign 
the order for the calling up of the 1944 class. I do not wish 
to be kept waiting any longer. Neither do I wish to leave 
with an opinion which might be unjust but which a t  the 
same time is forced upon me, concerning the temporizing 
tactics of the French Government. 

"I beg you, therefore, most urgently, to obtain by 10 o'clock 
tomorrow morning the signature of the French Premier to 
the decree for the calling up of the 1944 class, or  else to in- 
form me quite clearly if Laval should answer with a cate-
gorical 'no.' I will not accept any delaying excuses, as  all 
technical preparations regarding the quotas from the dkparte-
ments, as well as the arrangements for transport, have either 
been made or are now about to be made, thanks to the joint 
discussions which have been going on." . 
Do you not call this a veritable ultimatum? 

SAUCKEL: , I t  is only an ultimatum insofar as my departure 
was in question and nothing else. I could not exert any pressure 
on Laval or use any, threats., 

M. HERZOG: What did you mean when you said: 
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"I beg you, therefore, most urgently to obtain by 10 o'clock 
tomorrow morning the signature of the French Premier to 
the decree for the calling up of the 1944 class, or else to in- 
form me quite clearly if Lava1 should answer with a 
categorical 'no.' I will not accept any delaying excuses.. ." 
Is that not an ultimatum? 

SAUCKEL: I t  is only an ultimatum insofar as I could not wait 
any longer. I had to leave, because I had orders to leave. I was 
trying to get a decision, a "yes" or "no," nothing else. 

M. HERZOG: And to demand an  answer "yes" or "now-you do 
not consider that an ultimatum, Defendant Sauckel? 

SAUCKEL: I had to leave, and I wanted a decision as to whether 
the French Premier would sign it or not. 

M. HERZOG: Thank you. The Tribunal will, I am sure, note 
your answer. 

Do you know how many French workers were deported to  Ger- 
many as the resuIt of your various actions? 

SAUCKEL: As far as  I can remember-I cannot say exactly off- 
hand-there were 700,000 to 800,000 French workers employed in 
Germany. However, I cannot teIl you exactly without documents. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  correct that in Belgium and in Northern France 
the deportation of workers for forced labor was regulated through 
laws of the army of occupation? 

SAUCKEL: I do not know about i t  being through the laws of 
the army of occupation but through labor administration. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  correct that it was the decree of 6 October 
1942 which instituted forced labor in Belgium and in Northern 
France? 

SAUCKEL: We called i t  "compulsory labor service" in German 
law. That is correct. 

M. HERZOG: Is it correct that General Von Falkenhausen, the 
German Military Commander in Belgium and in Northern France, 
who signed the order of October 1942, did so under pressure from 
you? 

SAUCKEL: No, he did not sign i t  under pressure from me, 
because I talked to him about i t  and there was not any argument. 
This was done at  the request of the Reich Government and the 
Fiihrer. 

M. HERZOG: I submit to you the interrogatory of General Von 
Falkenhausen, who testified before a French magistrate on 27 No- 
vember 1945. I submitted this interrogatory under Exhibit Number 
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RF-15 (Document Number RF-15) in the course of my 'presentation 
in January. I read from Page 1. Question 3: 

"Question: 'Will you swear that you will tell the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the truth?' 

"Answer: 'I swear.' 

"Question: 'On 6 October 1942 there appeared an  omrder which 
instituted compulsory labor service in Belgium and in the 
departments of Northern France.. ."' 

I skip two lines. 

"Answer: 'I was Commander for Northern France and 

Belgium.' 


"Question: 'Does the witness remember having promulgated 

this order?' 


"Answer: 'I do not remember exactly the text of this order, 

because i t  was drawn up after a long struggle with Sauckel, 

the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor.' 


"Question: 'Did you have any .difficulties with Sauckel?' 


"Answer: 'I was fundamentally opposed to the institution of 

compulsory labor service, and it was only after having re-
ceived orders that I consented to promulgate the decree."' 

Do you still deny that General Von Falkenhausen issued this 
order under pressure from you?' 

SAUCKEL: I deny the version as i t  is put before me now, 
emphatically. 

M. HERZOG: You dispute the testimony of General Von Falken- 
hausen? 

SAUCKEL:. In this version, yes, because the institution . . . 
M. HERZOG: This statement was given under oath, and your 

testimony today is given under oath. The Tribunal will take note 
of it. 

SAUCKEL: I say with full consciousness that to the best of my 
recollection this version is not completely correct. Laws regarding 
labor in occupied territories were not made on my order but on 
the order of the Fiihrer, and I did not have any argument about 
i t  with General Von Falkenhausen. We discussed i t  in a very 
friendly way, and h e  introduced the law. I do not remember having 
had any difficulties in this connection. And in another paragraph 
he states here that at that time he gave all his instructions on 
Hitler's orders. I myself had neither arguments nor difficulties 
With him. 
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M. HERZOG: Is i t  correct that i n  Holland the deportation of 
Dutch workers for forced labor was under the jurisdiction of the 
~eichskommissariat? 

SAUCKEL: Please, would you hear the Defendant Seyss-Inquart 
about that? The expression jurisdiction is entirely new to me. 
In France, Belgium, and Holland this matter was dealt with through 
the administration of the labor departments, that is to say.  . . 

M. HERZOG: Who signed the orders concerning forced labor in 
Holland? 

SAUCKEL: I assume that Herr Seyss-Inquart did. 

M. HERZOG: Is it correct that the orders signed by the Defend- 
ant Seyss-Inquart constituted only a local application of the general 
program which you were charged with carrying out? 

SAUCKEL: A local application in Holland? I do not quite 
understand it the way it is put in German. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  not correct that by signing the orders con- 
cerning forced labor in Holland the Defendant Seyss-Inquart was 
but implementing your program of forced labor? 

SAUCKEL: I t  was a realization of the Fuhrer's labor program 
as he, the Fuhrer, had ordered it. 

M. HERZOG: Did you go to Belgium or to Holland in order to 
control the implementation of the laws on forced labor? 

SAUCKEL: Not to control. I was in Belgium and Holland only 
for a very short time. I had conferences there with the leading 
men, and according to my recollection I visited the labor authorities 
in Antwerp and saw how they functioned-the German ones. 

M. HERZOG: And in the course of these journeys you were 
preparing detailed measures for the implementation of the labor 
program, is that not true? 

SAUCKEL: I did not draft them during those journeys; I dis- 
cussed them there. Of course, I did some work while traveling. 

M.HERZOG: I submit to you Document Number PS-556, Ex- 
hibit Number RF-67.I t  is a letter which you wrote to the Fiihrer on 
13 August 1943. In this you declare, Paragraph 1 of the letter: 

"My Fiihrer, 
"I take the liberty of informing you of my return from France, 
Belgium, and Holland, where I went on official business. After 
difficult and lengthy negotiations. I have imposed upon the 
occupied territories of the West, for the 5 last months of the 
year 1943, the program which is indicated below; and I have 
also prepared' detailed measures for its implementation-in 
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France through the military commander, the German Em- 
bassy, the French Government; in Belgium through the 
military commander; and in Holland through the offices of 
the Reich Commissioner." 
Do you still dispute, Defendant, the fact that you went to 

Belgium and Holland in order to prepare detailed measures there? 

SAUCKEL: I have never denied that, I would like to say that 
I do not resent the expression, but only the way you present it now 
and then. It  says quite clearly that they were discussed there; that 
is what is meant by preparation. 

M. HERZOG: One last question on this What is your 
estimate of the number of Dutch workers who were deported to 
Germany? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you exactly from memory how many 
Dutch workers were employed on the basis of contracts with them 
and on the basis of these laws. Maybe there were 200,000 or 
300,000, maybe more. I cannot tell you offhand what these Dutch 
figures were. 

M. HERZOG: Thank you. Is it correct that the forced recruit- 
ment of foreign workers was carried out with brutality? 

SAUCKEL: Regarding the instructions which I issued, that was 
discussed adequately and clearly yesterday. My instructions are 
available practically in their entirety, and ,discountenance any 
brutal recruitment which. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, you were not asked about your 
instructions, but you were asked whether brutality was shown. If 
you know, you can answer. 

SAUCKEL: I cannot know. From time to time I heard about 
excesses, and I stopped them at  once, and I protested against them 
when I heard of them. 

M. HERZOG: Did you have knowledge of protests concerning the 
manner in which the recruitment of workers was carried out in the 
occupied territories? 

SAUCKEL: I received protests, and that was discussed yesterday 
with my counsel. 

' M. HERZOG: And when you received those protests, what did 
you do? 

SAUCKEL: I had those cases investigated and left any further 
measures to the authorities concerned. I did everything on my side 
to prevent and stop such occurrences, and that can and will be 
testified to here. 

M. HERZOG: Is it correct that you appealed for the help of the 
Wehrmacht to insure the recruiting of foreign workers? 



SAUCKEL: In those areas where the Wehrmacht exercised juris- 
diction I passed on to the military commanders or commanders-in- 
chief, through the Quartermaster General of the Army, the 
instructions I received from the Fiihrer. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  correct that you asked the military authorities 
to put troops at  the disposal of your offices and services? 

SAUCKEL: I have no recollection of troops, but there were labor 
detachments there. I t  is true that in areas where there were 
uprisings or partisan fighting I asked that order be restored, so that 
the administration which had been disturbed or interrupted could 
be resumed. 

M. HERZOG: You therefore asked that troops should be put at  
your disposal? 

SAUCKEL: Not at  my disposal. It  was not my task to bring ' 

order to those areas. I explained that i t  was essential for the fulfill- 
ment of my own tasks and that I could only carry them out if 
proper administration were once more made possible by the estab- 
lishment of order; i t  was not for recruiting purposes. 

M. HERZOG: Did you not ask that those troops should partic- 
ipate in the tasks assigned to  the service for the recruitment of 
labor? I submit to you Document Number F-815, which I put in 
under Exhibit Number RF-1514. I t  is a letter of 18 April 1944 from 
General Field Marshal Von Rundstedt and addressed to you. I read 
the first paragraph of it: 

"On the part of the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation 
of Labor. . . "-that is you, is i t  not? 

SAUCKEL: That is I, but there was another department in 
France, too. . . 

M. HERZOG: ".. . . the request was made that the &m.mancEer, 
West should be approached to the effect that in sectors where 
there are units belonging to the Commander, West, the 
commanders of these units should receive orders to support 
the execution of the tasks assigned to the Allocation of La,bor 
by making troops available." 
Do you still deny that you requested that troops should be put 

at  your disposal? 

SAUCKEL: I personally did not ask for them. This appears to 
be the administrative office West. 

M. HERZOG: Are you not the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but this order is not known to me personally. 
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M. HERZOG: Do you know whether this request was seconded 
by the Defendant speer? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you. 

M. HERZOG: I submit to you Document Number 824-PS . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps you better put that off until after 

the adjournment. 

[The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Sessior~ 

M. HERZOG: Mr. President, I believe that Mr. Dodd has a state- 
ment to make to  the Tribunal. 

MARSHAL: May i t  please the Tribunal, the report is made that 
the Defendant Jodl is absent. 

MR. DODD: Document Number 3057-PS, concerning which 
M. Herzog questioned the defendant this morning, was in the docu- 
ment book offered by the United States with reference to  the slave- 
labor program, but i t  was not offered in  evidence, and I found 
the reference in  the record a t  Page 1397 of the transcript for 
13 December 1945 (Volume 111, Page 494) and the President of the 
Tribunal particularly asked why we had not read Document 
3057-PS. I answered that we had intended to  offer it, but that 
counsel for Sauckel had told me that his client maintained that he 
had been coerced into the making of the statement, and for that 
reason we preferred not to offer it, and were not offering it. 

THE PRESIDENT: I want to announce that the Tribunal will 
rise this afternoon at  half' past 4 to sit in closed session. 

SAUCKEL: May I be permitted to give my explanation on that 
document? 

M. HERZOG: What document are you speaking of? 

SAUCKEL: I am referring to the letter of the Field Marshal 
Von Rundstedt. This document represents a letter which is addressed 
to m e . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: I did not hear you ask any question. Did you 
ask your question? 

M. HERZOG: Yes, Mr. President. I t  is the document which I 
presented just before the recess, and the document shows that the 
official in charge of the recruitment and allocation of labor-that 
is he  himself-asked that t rmp  units should be put a t  his disposal. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you mean Document F-815? Yes, very well. 

M. HERZOG: That is correct, Mr. President. 
/Turn ing  to t h e  defendant.] I ask you whether you recognize 

that this document establishes the f ,ad that you requested t rmp  
units? 

SAUCKEL: As far  as  this question is concerned I cannot answer 
precisely, for I personally did not receive this letter. Instead i t  
was sent to Paris, to the office there. This letter is not initialed 
by me. But in order to clarify my position, I should like to 
emphasize specifically that I did not demand troops in order to 
recruit workers. I asked for troops when in certain areas the 
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administrative procedure could not be carried through because of 
resistance activities, et cetera. In that connection there is an error 
in this letter of Field Marshal Von Rundstedt. But I did not receive 
this reply myself. It is initialed by the office of the military com- 
mander in Paris. 

M. HERZOG: I submit Document F-824, which I hand to the 
Tribunal as Exhibit RF-1515. This Document F-824 is a letter from 
the Commander of the West, from his headquarters, dated 25 July 
1944. I quote: 

"One can conclude from this that on the order of the Fuhrer, 
and after the abrogation of all contrary decrees, the desires 
of the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor. . ." 
This Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor is you 

yourself; is that not so? 
". ..and of Reich Minister Speer must in principle be carried 
out. Following my telegraphic communication, on the basis 
of the conference of ministers of 11July in the Reich Chancel- 
lery, concerning which the Commander d the West will be 
informed by the military commander, the following directives 
are in force from now on: 
"Without taking into account justified misgivings concerning 
security and order within the country, recruiting must start 
everywhere where the possibilities referred to in my telegram 
present themselves. As an only exception the Fiihrer has 
decided that in the actual fighting zone no methods of coercion 
will be used against the population as long as the latter are 
helpful to the Wehrmacht. On the other hand, the recruit- 
ing of volunteers among refugees from the combat zones is 
to be handled energetically. Moreover, all means will be con- 
sidered justified, in order to recruit as much labor as possible 
from elsewhere by means at the disposal of the Wehrmacht." 
Do you again deny that at your request, and a t  that of Reich 

Minister Speer, troop units carried out the recruiting of labor? 

SAUCKEL: I should like to remark in this connection that I 
do not dwpute what has just been described. A.t that time the 
commander-in-chief was under the stress of battle and the evacua- 
tion of the population. But I can testify that after the date of 
25 July 1944 these things did not apply any longer, for the with- 
drawal of German troops was much too rapid; so that this decree, 
which had been issued by the Fuhrer, was no longer in effect. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the conference, the ministers' 
conference of 11 July 1944, to which the document I have just 
read refers? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I recall it. 



M. HERZOG: Do you remember the persons who were present 
at this meeting? 

SAUCKEL: Not all of them. 
M. HERZOG: I submit to you the minutes of this meeting. It 

is Document 3819-PS, which has been handed to the Tribunal under 
number. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal would like you to read the last 
passage in Document F-824-that is, not the last, but the last on 
that page beginning with "Afin . .. ." It is on Page 346 of the French 
translation. 

M. HERZOG: "In order to make the measures undertaken as 
effective as possible, the troops must be informed of the 
necessity of the Arbeitseinsatz organization so that they may 
put down the many acts of subversive and open resistance. 
The field commanders and military administration offices 
must give as much aid as possible to the delegates of the 
Plenip~tenti~aryGeneral f o r  the Allocation of Labor and 
refrain from encroaching on their activif;ias which are in con- 
formance with instructions. I therefore ask you to give 
the necessary directions to this effect.. ." 
Do you still deny that a t  your request the Army was used for 

the recruitment of workers? 

THE PRESIDENT: There is a passage on the next page, too, 
in the supplementary note, Paragraph 1. 

M. HERZOG: "Supplementary note by the Commander of the 
West. 

"The Commander of the West reported to the Chief of the 

OKW on 23 July as follows: 

"1) In spite of anxieties concerning internal security, I have 

authorized the application of the Sauckel-Lava1 agreement of 

12 May 1944. 

"2) I shall issue further instructions for the applimtion 

of these measures in the combat zone in agreement with 

OKW/WFSt/Qu. (Verw. 1) 2 (West) Number 05201144, Secret, 

of 8 July 1944. 

"The Commander of the West, signed Von Kluge, Field 

Marshal. 

"Further instructions follow. For the Commander of the 

West. The Chief of the General Staff," e t  cetera. 

I come back now to the conference of 11 July 1944. I submit 

to you Document Number 3819-PS, submitted under Exhibit Number 
GB-306. The Tribunal will find i t  under Document 3819-PS in the 
first part of my document book. It represents the minutes of the 
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ministers' conference which took place on 11 July 1944 in Berlin, 
a gathering of ministers, chiefs of the Party, and of administration. 

You will find on Page 6 of the French translation the list of 
all the persons who were there. Do you remember who, among the 
defendants, were among those present? Do you recognize the sig- 
nature of Defendant Funk? That of Defendant Speer? 

SAUCKEL: I have not found it yet. 

M. HERZOG: Have you found them? 

SAUCKEL: I have not found Speer's signature yet. 

M. HERZOG: Was Defendant Speer present a t  this conference? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you from memory. I cannot find his 
name. 

M. HERZOG: Were you yourself present at this conference? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I participated. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the propbsals which, in the 
course of this conference, General Warlirnont made to you in the 
name of the General Staff? Do you remember the reply that you 
made to these proposals? 

SAUCKEL: I recall a conversation between General Warlimont 
and myself on that occasion, and I gave an answer; but I cannot 
give it to you verbatim without having some data at my dispcxsal 

M. HERZOG: Well, I am going to read you the text. I t  is on 
Page 10. The Tribunal will find it a t  the bottom of the page: 

"The representative of the Chief of the OKW, General 
Warlimont, referred to a recent order of the Fiihrer accord- 
ing to which all German forces would have to be used in the 
task of recruiting labor. Where troops of the Wehrmacht are 
stationed, whenever they are not engaged exclusively in 
military tasks-such a s  the construction of coastal fortifica- 
tions-they will be available, but they cannot be detached 
solely for the purpose of the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor. General Warlimont made the following 
practical proposals: 
"(a) Troops which are in action against partisans will, in 
addition, have to be used for recruiting labor in the zones 
held by partisan bands. .. ." 
SAUCKEL: Would you please tell me where that is. I have 

not this passage on this page. Will you please show me the page? 

M. HERZOG: I will have i t  shown to you. Point it out to the 
interpreter also. 
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SAUCKEL: Yes, I find the place about General Warlimont, 

but in the German translation it sounds entirely different from 
what you are reading. 

M. HERZOG: It is on Page 3. Have you found it? 


SAUCKEL: Yes. 


M. HERZOG: Then I can resume the reading of it. 
"(a) Troops which are in action against partisans will, in 
addition, be used for recruiting labor in the zones held by 
partisan bands. Any person who cannot give a satisfactoy 
reason for his staying in that region will be compulsorily 
recruited. 
"@) If large towns are totally or partially evacuated owing 
to food difficulties, all the population capable of work will 
be recruited for labor with the aid of the Wehrmacht. 
"(c) A special effort for recruiting labor among refugees from 
areas close to the front must be made with the aid of the 
Wehrmacht. 
"Gauldter Sauckel accepted these propmab with gratitude 
and expressed the hope that results would be obtained by 
these means." 
Do you still continue to claim that the Wehrmacht did not co-

operate in the recruiting of labor? 

SAUCKEL: I did not deny that in the combat area, and 'for 
the purpose of maintaining order in the rear areas, these measures 
were propwed, but they were not carried through. 

M. HERZOG: Well, I am going to produce a document which 
refers to 3 or 4 days after this meeting of ministers. It is a telegram 
from Defendant Keitel, Document Number F-814, which I submit 
to the Tribunal under ~ x h i b i t  Number RF'-1516. I t  is a telegram 
addressed by Defendant- Keitel to all military commanders. I call 
your attention to  the fact that i t  bears the stamp of the labor 
department of the military commander in France. This is dated 
15 July and here is the text of i t . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: M. Herzog, some of these documents are not 
tabbed and it is quite impossible to find them unless you tell us 
where they are. 

M. HERZOG: I have tabbed only those documents which 
intend to use several t ims,  so that the Tribunal will be able to 
find them easily. Otherwise, the documents must be in the order 
in which I use them. Document F-814 should, therefore, be imme- 
diately after Document 3819-PS, unless I am mistaken. 

THE PRESIDENT: 3819, you mean? 

I 
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M. HERZOG: Actually i t  is after the document marked Docu- 
ment RF-15; it is the fourth document after Document F-814. 

THE PRESIDENT: We have got 815 after that; after RF-15, we 
have Document F-815. 

M. HERZOG: After 815 we have Document F-823, then F-824, 
and ~ ~ 8 1 4 ,  Mr. President. 


THE PRESIDENT: Yes, yes, now I see it. 

M. HERZOG: This document contains the instructions which 

Keitel gave in connection with this meeting of leaders. I read the 
second paragraph: 

"The present situation demands the use of all conceivable 
means for the procurement of additional labor, because it is 
the fighting men who benefit first d all by all armament 
measures. In view of this fact, all questions concerning 
internal unrest, the increase of resistance and such matters 
must be put in the background. We must. concentrate on 
giving every help and support to the Plenipotentiary General 
for the Allocation of Labor. I refer to my directives for the 
co-operation of the Wehnnacht in the procurement d workers 
from France" 
Do you still contend that the Wehrmacht was not used for the 

recruitment of labor? 
SAUCKEL: I must emphasize here again that I did not dispute 

that these things had been planned and ordered. I did not dispute 
that fact, and I should like to emphasize that again. But these 
measures were not carried through, and I would like to emphasize 
that also. And besides that, I did not send this telegram. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  correct to say that the German Police pro- 
ceeded to take steps to recruit foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: How far the Police carried through their measures 
in  detail, I do not know, but I do know that they carried through 
some measures cm their own accord. 

M. HERZOG: But is i t  not true that you recommended your 
offices to put themselves in touch with the chiefs of the Police, the 
SD, and the SS? 

SAUCKEL: I considered both the SD and the Police to be regular 
and justified institutions, and I had to ask for their help when 
it was necessary. 

M. HERZOG: You, therefore, admit that you recommended your 
offices to put themselves in contact with the chiefs of the Police, 
the SD, and the SS for the accomplishment of their tasks? 

SAUCKEL: To support me in  my tasks only where an  orderly 
participation or the use of the Police was necessary from an 
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administrative point of view-pot for the recruitment d workers 
as such, but only to remove difficulties or disturbances in adrnin- 
istration. 

M. HERZOG: I ask you the question again, and I ask you to 
answer "yes" or "no." Did you recommend your offices to get in 
touch with the chiefs of the Police, the SS, and the SD? 

SAUCKEL: I can olnly answer that question with a qualified 
"yesv--on occasions when it was necessary to call in police aid; not 
in order to carny through the task itself. 

M. HERZOG: Is it true that the chiefs of the German Police 
assisted in the conferences which you held with the French author- 
ities concerning the recruitment of labor? 

SAUCKEL: Sometimes representatives of 4he Higher SS and 
Police Leader were present just as in the case of the French, where 
the Minister of the Interior or the Minister of the Police was present. 
I neither demanded that nor proposed it. 

M. HERZOG: But you admit that the representatives of the 
German Police were present a t  these discussions? Can you give 
the name of one of these representatives? Do you h o w  Standarten- 
fuhrer Knochen? 

SAUCKEL: Standahnfuhrer Knochen was in Paris, and on 
occasions he was present at these c~nferen~ces. 

M. HERZOG: Is it correct that the chiefs of the German Police 
attended the conferences which the German authorities held con-
cerning labor problems? 

SAUCKEL: To my recollection they attended various confer-
ences, but that occurred at the proposal of the military commander, 
under whose direction these conferences took place. 

M. HERZOG: Was there a representative of the Police at the 
conference of chiefs on 11 July 1944, which we mentioned just now 
in Document 3819-PS? 

SAUCKEL: Do you mean the meeting at Berlin? 
M. HERZOG: Yes, the Berlin meeting on 11 July 1944. 

SAUCKEL: I believe Kaltenbrunner attended that conference. 
The meeting had been called by Relch Minister Lammers. 

M. HERZOG: Did you never ask Himmler, in the presence of 
the Fiihrer, for the help of the SS in the recruitment of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: At a discussion with the Fiihrer in January, Reichs- 
fuhrer SS Himmler was present. On this occasion, as far as I 
recollect, I pointed out that the program for the year 1944, which 
had been drawn up by the Fiihrer, could not be carried through 
by me if the partisan menace and obstruction in certain areas were 
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not removed. And that, of course, could only be done by the author- 
ities who had jurisdiction there. 

M. HERZOG: You admit, therefore, that you asked Reichsfuhrer 
SS Hirnrnler to put his police forces at  your disposal? 

SAUCKEL: No, it is not correct to put i t  in that way. I have 
to contradict you there. Neither I nor my offices could have police 
forces put at  our disposal. I merely asked for help in those areas 
where I was supposed to carry through administrative measures 
and where a pacification and restoration of order was first necessary. 
Otherwise, I could not carry out my task. 

M.HERZOG: I am going to show you Document Number 
1292-PS. It has already been submitted to the Tribunal under Ex- 
hibit Number USA-225. It is 'the minutes of a meeting held in the 
presence of the F 'hrer  on 4 January 1944. In my document book 
it is a Little way after the mjarked document and is also marked 
with a tab. 

On Page 3 of the French text, Page 5 of the German text, you 
declared: 

"Success will depend mainly on what Germlan executive 
forces are made available. My action cannot be carried 
through yi th  native executive forces." 
Do you recognize that declaration? 

SAUCKEL: Will you please indicate the place to me? I have 
not found i t  yet. Which page in German? 

M. HERZOG: It must be on Page 5 of the text which was given 
to you. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. That is a statement, a 
rather abbreviated statement, probably made by Reich Minister 
Dr. Lammers. But I should like to say emphatically that it can 
be interpreted only in this way: In #those areas, which were very 
numerous a t  the t ine,  I could not put into effect an adrninktra-
tion to deal with manpower until order had been restored through 
executive forces. This statement, therefore, is not quite correct 
as presented here. 

M. HERZOG: Defendant Sauckel, you said to us only yesterday 
that you were formerly a worker. Did you ever consider that a 
worker could be taken to  his work handcuffed? 

SAUCKEL: NO, I never thought of such a thing. I hear now 
for the first time that I am supposed to have sent, or had workers 
sent to their places of work handcuffed. I do not remember that. 
In any oase, I never decreed anything like that; .that much 
I can say. 



M. HERZOG: On 30 August 1943, you made a speech in Paris 
to the Allocation olf Labolr staffs which you were setting up in 
France. I give you Document Number F-816, which I submitted 
to the Tribunal this1 morning, and I ask you to look.at i t  again. 
I ask you to read.. . 

Mr. President, I think I have made a mistake. I do not think 
I submitted that do~cumen~t, and, therefore, I submit it now, under 
the Exhibit Number RF-1517. 

!Turning t o  the defendant.] Please look at Page 10 of the 
photostat which has been given to you-Page 38 of the French 
translation, the last line cm the page: 

"The most severe measures for recruiting labor-police action 
or the use of handcuffs-must be applied by us in the most 
unobtrusive manner." 
That is what you declared on 30 August 1943 to  the Allocation 

of Labor staffs when they met in Paris. 

SAUCKEL: I have not found the place. Will you please have i t  
shown to me? 

M. HERZOG: It is on Page 10, some 14 lines down. Have you 
found it now? 

SAUCKEL: Yes; I have found it. 

M. HERZOG: And you considered that handcuffs could be used 
in the recruitment of labor? 

SAUCKEL: It  can only be a statement regarding cases of flagrant 
resistance to the authority of the state or to the execution of some 
administrative action. Experience shows us that this has been found 
necessary the whole world over. I merely said that everything 
should be done in an orderly and correct way. I did not call that 
a rule to be applied for the recruitment of labor. It cannot be under- 
stood in any other way. 

M. HERZOG: But you said that to the Allocation of Labor offi- 
cials' in France. The Tribunal will judge that. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but it must be interpreted as being applied only 
if there were flagrant resistance to an  executive authority; other- 
wise it was never intended. 

M. HERZOG: The Tribunal will form its own opinion. 
Defendant Sauckel, have you ever created any special police for 

the recruitment of labor? 

SAUCKEL: No, I established no special police; I explained that 
yesterday. That was a suggestion put forward by the French units 
themselves for protection. At a conference I exaggerated and called 
it "police," but i t  was not a police farce.' 
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M. HERZOG: Have you heard of a "Committee for Social Peace"? 
SAUCKEL: Yes, that was talked about. 
M. HERZOG: Have you heard a committee mentioned which was 

called the "League for Social Order and Justice?" 


SAUCKEL: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: Have you ever drafted any order or sent any 

instructions which advised the institution of these committees? 
SAUCKEL: It was proposed, yes, and i t  was discussed. As far  

as I remember that was in the spring of 1944. 
M. HERZOG: And you claim that you never set up these com- 

mittees, or drafted any instructiow concerning the setting up of 
these committees? 

SAUCKEL: I have already said that I did that. 

M. HERZOG: ~ o u ' a d m i t  that you drafted instructions concerning 
the formation of these special police forces? 

SAUCKEL: That was done on the basis of discussions which I 
had with these French units. 

M. HERZOG: So you did do this? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, in agreement with these French units. 


M. HERZOG: Very well. 
, I submit to the Tribunal Document Number F-827, under Exhibit 

Number RF-1518. These are instructions of the Defendant Sauckel 
for the formation of these special police forces. The document con- 
sists of several sets of instructions. On Page 6, there is an  order of 
25 January 1944 by the Defendant Sauckel. 

THE PRESIDENT: Where is it? 
M. HERZOG: On Page 6, immediately after Document 1292 in 

my document book, you will find the instructions of the Defendant 
Sauckel. I read: 

"Berlin, 25 January 1944. Secret. 

"Subject: Formation of a protection corps for the execution 

of the tasks of the Allocation of Labor in France and in Bel- 

gium during the year 1944. 

"1) To the Military Commander in France, Paris. 


To the Military Commander for Belgium and Northern 
France, Brussels. 

"In order to secure the carrying out of the necessary tasks of 
the Allocation of Labor in Belgium and France, especially the 
assignments for Gennany, and to  strengthen the executive, a 
protective corps, the Committee for Social Peace, is to be 
created in France and Belgium. This protective corps is to 
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consist of indigenous forces with a nucleus of German police 

who will a d  as leaders. This protective corps will consist of 

approximately 5,000 men in France, and approximately 1,000 

men in Belgium. I give the following provisional instructions 

for the formation of this protective corps and the accomplish- 

ment of its tasks: 

"I. Selection of members of the Protective Corps. 

"The selection, shall be made in  close agreement with the 

competent Police and SD olffices, which shall approve the can- 

didates, especially from the point of view of their loyalty. The 

selection shall be made especifally among the members of 

political movements favorably disposed to collaboration with 

Germany. 


"11. Organization of the Protective Corps. 

"The Protective Corps will be directed from centsal offices to 

be set up in Paris and Brussels. The heads of these dfices 

shall be designated by me."-That is to say, by you, Defend- 

ant Saucke1.-"They shall take orders from my delegates in 

France. In purely police questions, the Protective Cops  shall 

be directed by the Higher SS and Police Leader. The regional 

groups of the Protective Cops  shall take orders from the 

commanders of German police forces, and the latter will 

receive technical directions from the Feldkommandantur and 

from the recruiting offices as to their participation in tasks 

concerning the Allocation of Labor. The German Police and 

the services of the SD will deal with instruction in police 

matters; technical training, as far w the Allocation of Labor 

is concerned, will be given insofar as is necessary by the 

experts of the Feldko~mrnandantur and the recruiting offices. 

"The members of the Protective Corps will not wear uniform; 

they will however, carry firearms. 


"111. Execution of orders. 

"The members of the Protective Corps assigned to the recruit- 

ing offices olr to the Feldkomrnandantur shall be employed in 

such a way as to insure maximum efficiency in the execution 

of measures ordered. Fojr example, they must be informed 

immediately i f  Frenchmen who have been summoned by Ger- 

man offices do not appear. They must find out the domiciles 

of these persons and bring them to report in accordance with 

instructions from the German police leader in collaboration 

with the French and German police. hrthermore, they must 

track down immediately all those who have refused to appear 

when summoned, and those who have broken t h & ~  contracts. 

In the interests of an effective executive, it is expedient that 
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they receive regularly Lists of pensom summoned and persons 
liable for service, henable them to act immediately in cases 
where German directives have nolt been complied with. 
"It is to be presumed that these quick methods, coupled with 
fitting punishment and immediate publication of the punish- 
ments, will have a more deterrent effect than that achieved 
by tracking down the men afterwards, as has been dune up 
to now. Furthermore, members of the Protective Corps are 
to keep the German offices informed of any particular diffi- 
culties in recruitment. . .." 
And all that, Defendant, is signed "Sauckel." DYFYOU st i l l  claim 

that you did not form a special police corps in France and Belgium? 
SAUCKEL: I already told my attorney yesterday that in agree-

ment with French organizations such a protective corps was set up, 
so that on the one hand people who wanted to  work could be pro- 
tected, and on the other hand administrative measures could be car- 
ried out. Since the Frenchmen themselves declared that they were 
ready and willing to collaborate, I did not see anything unfavorable 
in this or anything that was in any way out of order. 

It was to alleviate the conditions of the indigenous people them- 
selves. 

M. HERZOG: I ask you to answer my question "yes" or "no." 
Do you admit that you set up this special police service? 

SAUCKEL: I admit that I suggested this Protective Corps, and 
that i t  was set up, but only on a small scale. 

M. HERZOG: Is it true that you issued instructions, or imposed 
measures of constraint against those who evaded the compulsory 
labor service? 

SAUCKEL: I did not issue them myself, but rather the French 
Government did. That is correct; for in every oocupied territory 
--and that is true the whole world over-the autho'rity of the occu- 
pying power must be respected. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  true that you demanded that the death penalty 
should be applied to officials who, for instance, hindered your action? 

SAUCKEL: It is true that at  a conference with the French 
Premier Laval, I demanded, by way of negotiations, the death 
penalty in cases of very serious obstruction. 

M. HERZOG: Then you admit that you demanded the appLication 
of the death penalty in  the case of these officials? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, if a serious case of sabotage was in question- 
according to martial law. 

M. HERZOG: Is it true that your task was to procure for, the 
German war industry the labor i t  required? 
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SAUCKEL: That was one of my tasks. 
M. HERZOG: In this respect were you responsible to the Defend- 

ant Speer, Minister for Armaments and Munitions, for the carrying 
out of your task? 

SAUCKEL:I was responsible to the Four Year Plan and to the 
Fuhrer, and I had instructions from the Fiihrer to meet the require- 
ments of Reich Minister Speer as far as it was posible for me 
to do so: 

M. HERZOG: Did the Defendant Speer approve of all the steps 
which you took in recruiting foreign labor? 

SAUCKEL: At all events he agreed, or he demanded, that work- 
ers should be put at his disposal. Sometimes, however, we did not 
entirely agree as to how i t  should be done; for instance, we did 
not agree about the protected factories in France. 

M. HERZOG: We will come to that later. I ask you to tell me 
whether you always succeeded in satisfying the demands for work- 
ers which were made to you by the different sections of German 
industry? 

SAUCKEL: No, I was not always successful. 
M. HERZOG: And when you failed, did the orders that were 

sent to you by Defendant Speer have to have priority over all 
others? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, they had to have priority. 

M. HERZOG: Were there not incidents in this respect? For 
instance, did it not happen that some transports of workers were 
diverted from their original destination on instructions from Defend- 
ant Speer? 

SAUCKEL: It  did happen that, contrary to  my instructions, labor 
transports were stopped, or transferred to other regions or to other 
factories. But whether the order always emanated from Herr Speer, 
or from an armament commission, or from another office, I do not 
know. It was not always from the same quarter. 

M. HERZOG: In your interrogatory you declared, however, that 
the original destination of these transports was sometimes changed 
in order to satisfy the demands of Speer's office. Do you con-
firm this? 

SAUCKEL: Yes; but I meant by that something rather different. 
In that case I was informed about it. There were two kinds of 
changes, or deviations: those which I did not know about, and those 
which were agreed upon. 

M. HERZOG: Will you tell sthe Tribunal what was understood by 
the "red ticket" system? 
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SAUCKEL: The red ticket system was applied when there was 
a demand for workers, mostly specialized or skilled workers, which 
had to take priority over all other demands because the work was 
necessary. 

M. HERZOG: The system of the red ticket was applied to the 
armament industry, was it not? 

SAUCKEL: The red ticket system was applied to the arma-
ment industry. . 

M. HERZOG: And i t  was established by agreement between the 
Defendant Speer and yourself? 

SAUCKEL: That was a system which, in my opinion, was always 
intended to meet emergencies; there were variations, such as lists 
or red tickets. Originally, there were only lists, and the red ticket 
was added by decree. 

M. HERZOG: You therefore admit that by these various systems 
you share with the Defendant Speer the responsibility of having 
compelled workers to work in Geman  factories for the needs of 
the war which Germany was fighting against their own native 
lands? 

SAUCKEL: I should like to emphasize particularly that this red 
ticket system did not apply only to foreign workers; i t  applied 
especially to German workers t-German skilled workers. 

M. HERZOG: But it was applied a h  to foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: It applied to foreign workers as well, if they were 
specialists and declared their willingness. 

NI. HERZOG: Will you tell the Tribunal what is meant by the 
"blocking" of factories? 

SAUCKEL: A factory was "blocked" if it. was manufacturing 
articles which were not essential for war, or if it was a question 
of so-called luxury articles. 

M. HERZOG: I do not think you understood my question. What 
were, for instance, the "S" factories in France'--the factories pro- 
tected by Speer? 

SAUCKEL: "sperrbetriebei' known as "S" factories-is that what 
you mean? 

M. HERZOG: Yes. 

SAUCKEL: Sperrbetriebe were factories which worked for Speer 
in France, which had been agreed to by the French Minister 
Bichelonne, and they were blocked as  far as labor recruitment was 
concerned. 
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M. HERZOG: Did you not exert strong pressure on the'Defend- 
ant Speer to get him to abandon the practice of blocking industries? 

SAUCKEL: I asked him and I urged him,but. I could not snc- 
ceed in putting an end to the blocking d these factories. 

M. HERZOG: Did you ever bring up the matter with Hitler 
and insiist that Speer should give up his position? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I was very insistent with Hitler about it, but 
I had no success. 

M. HERZOG: -In t& connection did you not ask the Fiihrer 
to increase your powers at the expense of the Defendant Speer? 

SAUCKEL: I did not ask for a general extension of my powers, 
but I asked that conditions should be allowed to remain as they 
had been previously, folr-I ask to be permitted to explain this 
to the Tribunal-my task was to bring wo,rkers from France to 
Germany-may I make this statement: 

The departments under Speer demanded skilled workers from 
me. There were skilled workers already in the factories which 
Speer had blocked. Similar industries in Gennany would, of course, 
be worse off if instead of having skilled French workers they were 
supplied with unskilled French workers, or men without experience 
in that particular trade. I had to procure workers in any case, but 
I considered i t  wiser for German economy to procure for it the 
right kind of workers and not workers who were unskilled. 

M. HERZOG: I beg the Tribunal to turn back to Document 
Number 3819-PS, the second part of 3819-PS. It consists of two 
letters, each addressed to the F'iihrer, by the Defendant Sauckel 
and by the Defendant Speer, on this subject of the blocking of 
industries. 

First of all, I will read to the Tribunal some extracts from 
Sauckel's letter, which happens to be the second. 

THE PRESIDENT: Have these not both been read already? 

M. HERZOG: I think they have already been read, Mr. President; 
I cannot affirm it, but believe so. Docutnknt Number 3819-PS has 
already been submitted to the Tribunal as Exhibit Number GB-306. 
If the Tribunal wishes, I can limit myself to very short extracts. 

THE PRESIDENT: You need not read them for the purpose 
of your question of the defendant. 

M.HERZOG: [Turning to the defendant.] In this letter, on 
Page 27, you asked whether you could obtain in a general manner 
a free hand for the rational utilization of labor. 

Do you admit that you asked the Fiihrer for this free hand? 
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SAUCKEL: I have hot found the place. I could never have 
asked for a free hand, but I did ask to be permitted to recruit as 
before. I cannot find the place that you are quolting. 

M. HERZOG: You will find it on Page 27. 

SAUCKEL: In this German text i t  says: "In this situation, i t  
is absolutely necessary that I should again have a free hand." That 
means that I should have a free hand Dnce again, as I had had 
before the blocked industries were instituted. That is correct, 
for I was interested in a rational use of labor. 

M.HERZOG: !lkat is what I asked you to confirm. Did you 
ask that your powers should be increased a t  the expense of those 
of your Codefendant Speer? Will you answer "yes" or "no," if 
you can? 

SAUCKEL: I do not understand the question. Was i t  obtain 
them o r  ask for them? 

M. HERZOG: Ask for them. 


SAUCKEL: Yes, I asked for them, for i t  was to Speer's advantage. 


M. HERZOG: You asked for that? 


SAUCKEL: Yes, I asked for that in the interests of my taSks. 


M. HERZOG: And do you not remember that on other ocoasions, 
the Defendant Spe& Likewise asked that his powers should be 
in,creased a t  the expense of yours? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that might have happened also. 

M. HER.ZOG: You declared in your interrogatory that the very 
close relations between Speer and Goebbels after the fall of Stalin-
grad made Speer want particularly to have you under his authority. 
Can you confirm this? . 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: Is i t  true that your general program for recruiting 
labor included the employment of prisoners of war? 

SAUCKEL: The employment of prisoners of war as far  as they 
should and could be put to work under the care of the Wehrmacht. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the decree which we mentioned 
this morning, your Decree Number 10, which stipulated the order 
of priority of work and gave priority to armament? Was this 
order applicable to prisonem of war a s  well? 

SAUCKEL: As I explained yesterday, this decree was appLicable 
to prisoners of war only by way of exchange, and to the extent 
as  set forth in the rules of work issued by the OKW and by me 
in a catalog of work. 
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M. HERZOG: But Article 8 of this decree stipulates only that 
it was applicable b prisoners of war. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, in acco'rdance, of course, with the other decrees 
which existed; that was a matter of course. 

M. HERZOG: You spoke to us yesterday about inspectorates. 
Is it true that in September 1943 you came to an agreement with 
Dr. Ley coacerning the setting up of a central impedorate for 
foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, for the purposes of their welfare. 

M. HERZOG: In consequence, you admit that you are respon-
sible for the measures concerning the treatment of foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: I am responsible for the directives which I issued; 
they are all available. 

M. HERZOG: Do you consider yourself responsible for the feed- 
ing of foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: I consider myself responsible for the directives 
which I issued regarding the feeding- of foreign workers. The 
actual feeding of these people was not the task and responsibility 
of the labor authorities. That was the responsibility of the factories, 
or the camp leaders who had been charged by the factories to look 
after this. 

M. HERZOG: I am going to have submitted to you Document 
Number 025-PS. This document was'submitted to the Tribunal 
under Exhibit Number USA-698. You already had it yesterday. It 
consists of the report of a meeting in the office of the Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Labor-that is to say, you 
yourself-on 3 September 1942. The document is dated 4 September. 

This document, Mr. President, is at the end of my document 
book, after Document .F-827, the last page of the French trans-
lation. I read: . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: The last page is Document F-857, is it not? 
The document called 857-the last page I have got. It is just in 
front of Document 2200-PS. Did you come across that? It is just 
after Document 1913-PS. 

M. HERZOG: After Dlocument 1913-PS, Mr. President. 


THE PRESIDEWT: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: I read: 

"The Fiihrer cannot understand that, in the struggle for 

the future of Europe, the country which has to bear the 

brunt of this struggle is the one to suffer mast from hunger; 

whereas in France . . ." 

THE PRESIDENT: It is on Page 1 or Page 4? 
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M. HERZOG: No, Mr. President, on Page 4 of the French text- 
that is to say, on the last page. 

"The Fiihrer cannot understand that, in the struggle for 
the future of Europe, the country which has to bear the 
brunt of this struggle is the one to suffer most from hunger; 
whereas in France, in Holland, in Hungary, in the Ukraine, 
or anywhere else, there is no talk of hunger. He desires 
that i t  should be the reverse in the future. As regards the 
foreign workers living in the Reich-with the exclusion of 
the Eastern Workers-little by little their rations must be 
reduced and made to correspond to their output. I t  is not 
admissible that lazy Dutchmen or Italians should receive 
better rations than good Eastern Workers. In principle the 
guiding rule of utmost output must apply equally to feeding." 

/Turning to the defendant.] I ask you what you meant when 
you stated that, "In principle the guiding rule of utmost output 
must apply equally to feeding?" 

SAUCKEL: There was a standard ration in the Reich which was 
increased by additional rations based on output or performance. 
I fought for the principle that these additional rations, which the 
workers from the West were already largely receiving, should be 
granted to the workers from the East as well; and that where 
western workers-that is, Dutch and Belgian workers-did not 
keep up their output in the same way as the Eastern Workers, 
these additional rations should be cut down accordingly, but not 
the standard ration which applied to the German people as  well. 

M. HERZOG: You therefore consider that if the output of one 
worker is smaller than that of another, his food rations must be 
smaller. Is that what I am to understand? 

SAUCKEL:No, it is not right to interpret i t  that way. I should 
like to explain the system again. In Germany each worker received 
his ration as fixed by the Reich Minister for Food. In addition to 
that there were special increases as a reward for increased output. 
At the beginning these additional rations were not granted to 
Russian workers, and i t  is these additional rations we are dealing 
with here; not with starving people, or cutting down their standard 
food rations-additional rations for increased output. 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps we had better adjourn now. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

MARSHAL: If i t  pleases the Tribunal, the report is made that 
the Defendant Raeder is absent. 
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THE PRESIDENT: M. Herzog, do you anticipate being able to 
conclude your c r ~ e x a m i n a t i o n  before half past 4? 

M. HERZOG: Yes,Mr. President, I think that I might even 
finish before that. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 

M. HERZOG: Defendant Sauckel, I offered in  evidence this morn- 
ing Document Number F-810, which is an  account of the conference 
which you held on 15 and 16 July 1944 a t  Wartburg with the heads 
of the regional labor offices. Do you remember? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I remember. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember whether during this conference 
the question was raised as to the discipline to be imposed upon 
the workers? 

SAUCKEL: I t  js possible that during this conferenceor con-
ferences--this question was discussed. I cannot remember exactly; 
I did not participate in  all the sessions. 

M. HERZOG: Do you know Ministerialrat Dr. Sturm? 
SAUCKEL: Ministerialrat Dr. Sturm is not personally known 

to me. 
M. HERZOG: Do you remember the statements made at  the con- 

ference of 15 and 16 July 1944 by Dr. Stunn? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot remember any particular statements by 
Dr. Sturm. 

M. HERZOG: I shall hand you once more the minutes of that 
meeting. I t  is Document Number F-810 which was presented this 
morning under Exhibit Number RF-1507. Will you please look a t  
Page 25 of the German text. It is also Page 25 of the French 
version. There you s e e 1  read the first line: "Sturm gave the 
following report from his sector on work discipline." 

I shall p a s  to the next page, where I read, "We are working 
with the Gestapo. . ." 

THE PRESIDENT: Where is this? 

M. HERZOG: Document F-810, Mr. President; i t  is a document 
which is marked..  . 

THE PRESIDENT: I know i t  is 806, but I thought you told us 
that they followed on. 

M. HERZOG: 810, Sir, 810. 


THE PRESIDENT: I have got that. 

M. HERZOG: Page 25. 


THE PRESIDENT: Yes, go on. 
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M. HERZOG: With your pennissih, I will begin again. 
"Sturm gave the following report from his sector on work 

discipline. . ." 
And on the following page: "We are working with the Gestapo 

and the concentration camps, and we are certainly on the right 
track." 

Did you make any observations when that statement was made? 

SAUCKEL: I did not hear that statement myself.. He gave a 
specialized report on questions of labor legislation, as  it says at the 
beginning. I am seeing the record for the first time in my life. 
There were several parallel meetings a t  the same time. I did not 
hear i t  myself, but it stands to reason that some sort of ruling 
regarding penalties had to be made, as is done in all labor legis- 
lation. 

Perhaps I may read to you from the same document, the 
beginning: 

"Measures regulating the employment of labor and wages 
are only possible on the basis of a healthy working morale. 
Regulations of a disciplinary and penal character for securing 
such morale require unified handling, the details of which 
will be dealt with a t  a subsequent meeting of experts on 
penal law." 
That is, of course, not one of my offices. 

M.HERZOG: I asked you what you thought of Dr. Sturm's 
statement. 

SAUCKEL: May I read i n  connection with Dr. Sturm's state-
ment, a t  the end of the first page. .  . 

M. HERZOG: Will you please answer my question first? What 
do you think of this statement? 

SAUCKEL: I have already answered. 
M. HERZOG: Please answer my question. What do you think 

of this statement? 

SAUCKEL: I did not know of this statement, as Sturm, I believe, 
came from some other department. I do not know whether he 
belonged to the Ministry of Labor itself, or to some other depart- 
ment; that I cannot say. I did not hear these statements. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Watch the light. Do you not see the Light in 
front of you? 

M. HERZOG: Do you not remember that an agreement was 
reached between you and the Chief of the Police and SS to hand 
over to the Gestapo those workers who were guilty of leaving 
their work? 
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SAUCKEL: Well, there had to be an authority in Germany 
which dealt with workers who left their places of work without 
being entitled to do so. It could not have been done by any 
authority other than the Police; there was no other way. In con-
nection with this document I beg to be allowed to read some more 
from Page 1: 

"Apart from that, the number of penalties imposed by the 
authorities on German workers, mch as reprimands, fines, 
concentration camps, and legal penalties, was relatively sur- 
prisingly small. In cases dealt with by the public prosecutor 
the penalties inflicted amounted on an average to 0.1 to 0.2 
for every 1,000 workers." 

M.HERZOG: What has that to do with the question which I 
asked you about your relations with the Gestapo and the concen- 
tration camps? 

SAUCKEL: But there was no other authority except the police- 
who could make an arrest if it were necessary and legally justified 
by court rulings. 

M. HERZOG: You admit, then, that it was with your agreement 
that the Gestapo proceeded to arrest workmen who had broken 
what you call their contract of work, and send them to concen-
tration camps? 

SAUCKEL: Not to concentration camps, no, but into the custody 
which was prescribed. The penalties were decreed in accordance 
with certain regulations. I made no other agreement. 

M. HERZOG: I submit in evidence Document Number 2200-PS, 
which becomes Exhibit Number RF-1519. It is a service memo- 
randum of the Gestapo 'addressed to the district police officials of 
the Cologne and Aachen districts. It  refers to the struggle against 
breaches of contract on the part of foreign workers. Mr. President, 
i t  is  the fourth document from the end in my document book. I 
read from it: 

"The considerable number of refractory foreign workers.. . 
is dangerous to the security of the Reich. . . . There is always 
danger of actual sabotage in such cases, .. .the Reichsfiihrer 
SS and Chief of the German Police has reached an agreement 
with the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor 
that all charges of absenteeism against foreign workers shall 
be dealt with by the Gestapo. 

". . . the district police authorities are expected to examine 
anything bearing on this matter. They are authorized by 
me to give warnings to absentees by order of the Gestapo 
State Police office, Cclogne, and to wder corrective custody 
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up to 3 days for all cases of minor importance. The instruc- 
tions concerning the attitude to be taken toward the individual 
groups of foreign workers are to be noted. . . . 
"In more serious cases of absenteeism the district police 
authorities will submit the files concerning the cases to the 
competent Gestapo office (Cologne, Aachen, or Bonn) for 
decision. The Gestapo will examine the matter and order the 
necessary measures-detention, sending to corrective labor 
camps, or concentration camps." 
/Turning to the defendant.] Do you still deny that it was with 

your agreement that refractory workers were first handed over to 
the Gestapo, and then sent to concentration camps? 

SAUCKEL: I did not deny it, but as  staied in the first paragraph, 
this only happened if public order was disturbed by punishable 
offenses, that is in serious cases, or when t h ~ r e  were breaches of 
working contracts. There was nobody except the police to under- 
take the search for such people, and I consider the procedure to be 
perfectly correct. 

M. HERZOG: You think that it is a correct manner of proce-
dure to hand over foreign workers to the Gestapo and to con-
centration camps? I note your answer. 

SAUCKEL: Only in the case of serious offensles. It says "in' 
serious cases" in the document. That was the demand imposed 
on me. 

M. HERZOG: At what period did you learn about the atrocities 
which were committed in concentration camps? 

SAUCKEL: I can say with a good conscience that I gained 
knowledge here of the cruelties which were committed in the con- 
centration, camps; after the collapse of the Reich. 

M. HERZOG: Do you think that it was the same with all the 
Hitlerite chiefs? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot speak for the others. I myself did not know 
of such measures, which I abhor and which I only learned of here. 

M. HERZOG: Do you think that the Reichsfuhrer SS Himmler, 
for example, was aware of the atrocities which were committed 
in the concentration camps? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot say whether the Reichsfuhrer SS knew of 
them, whether he himself instigated them. During the whole of 
my career I hardly ever spoke tb the Reichsfuhrer SS because our 
personal relations were rather strained. 

M. HERZOG: During the interrogation by your counsel yesterday 
you declared that you once W t e d  the concentration camp of 
Buchenwald; did you not? 
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SAUCKEL: Yes, in 1937 or 1938. I cannot tell you that from 
memory now. 

M. HERZOG: You declared you made this visit in  the company 
of an  Italian commission, did you not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. 

M. HERZOG: Do you know that there is in existence an album 
of official photographs of the concentration camp in Buchenwald? 

SAUCKEL: I do not know that. 

M. HERZOG: I offer that album in evidence to the Tribunal 
under Exhibit Number RF-1520. I t  bears the Document Number 
D-565. I t  is a document of the Briti.;h Delegation. 

!Turning to  the defendant.] Do you recognize yourself in these 
photographs? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I recognize myself in this picture. 

M. HERZOG: With whom are you there? 


SAUCKEL: That is the Reichsfuhrer SS. 


M. HERZOG: Himmler? 


SAUCKEL: H i d e r ,  yes. 


M. HERZOG: Thank you. And you contend that you, a Gau-
leiter and Reidxstatthalter of Thuringia, visited the Buchenwald 
concentration Camp in  the co,mpany of the Reichsfuhrer SS, and- 
I call your attention t o  this-in the company of the commander 
of the camp, without knowledge of what w,as happening inside the 
camp? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you when this picture was taken or 
whether i t  was taken in the camp itself. I was once outside the 
camp together with the Reichsfuhrer SS-there was another large 
site t h e r e b u t  I was never inside the camp together with the 
Reichsfuhrer SS. I was there only once with an Italian commission. 

This picture does not show that there was an  inspection. Here 
you see some troops lined u p .  . . 

M. HERZOG: The Tribunal will decide about that. 
I offer in evidence under Exhibit Number RF-1521 the' cer-

tificate establishing the origin of this album. 
In October of 1945 you were interrogated on the expulsion of 

Jews from industry. You said this: 

"I never had anything to do with it. I had nothing to do with 
the question of the eviction of Jews from industry. I had no 
influence in this matter. I t  was an enigma to me." 
Can you coniirm this declaration? 
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SAUCKEL: That is perfectly correct. I did not say the eviction 
of the Jews from industry was a secret to me; I said that, to the 
best of my recollection, I had nothing to do with it. 

M. HERZOG: Your counsel gave you a document yesterday, 
Document Number L-61, which you thought you had to contest. 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: The point that you raised against this document 
was that it was dated 1942, and that i t  dealt with questions prior 
to your appointment. Did I understand you correctly yesterday? 

SAUCKEL: The enclosures to the document deal with questions 
that had already been started before I was appointed. 

M. HERZOG: I ofFer in evidence Document Number L-156, which 
becomes Exhibit Number RF-1522. I t  is a letter written under the 
authority of the Delegate for the Four Year Plan, the Plenipotenti-
ary General for the Allocation of Labor, which is you. I t  is dated 
26 March 1943. It is addressed to the chiefs of the regional labor 
offices, and it deals with the question of the eviction of Jews. It 
begins thus: 

"In agreement with me and the Reich Minister for Armaments 
and Munitions, the Reichsfiihrer SS, for reasons of state secu-
rity, removed from their place otf work at the end of February 
such Jews as were not living in camps and who were working 
a s  free workers. 
"They have been formed intoworking units or assembled for 
deportation. In order not to endanger the efficacy of this 
measure, I have avoided issuing any notification beforehand, 
and I have notified only those regional labor offices in whose 
districts free Jewish manpower was employed in large num-
bers. 
"So as to have a general view of the effect of those measures 
on the manpower position, I ask you to let me have, as from 
31 March 1943, returns showing how many Jews were re-
moved from their work, and how many it has been found 
necessary to replace by other workers. 

"When giving the numbers of the factories and of the Jews 
employed by them, one should take into account the situation 
which existed before the evacuation. The enclosed form 

.should be used for making reports, et cetera." 
Do you still say that you had no part in the matter of the evic-

tion of Jews and their replacement by foreign workers? 

SAUCKEL: Here again I I& state emphatically that this letter 
was never put before me. It has no signature, and here again it 
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comes from a subdivision in  the Reich Ministry of Labor at 96 Saar-
landstrasse. Some official dealt with it there. I myself have abso- 

' lutely no recollection of having ever had knowledge of this letter. 
I did not write it, it does not come from my office, i~t has been 
written "by order," and the signature is not mine, 

M. HERZOG: Will you please look on the left in the corner. It 
says: 

"The Delegate for the Four Year Plan, the Plenipotentiary Gen- 
eral for the Allocation of Labor." Is not that you? You talk of a 
subordinate. Are you trying to throw the responsibility on one of 
your subordinates? 

SAUCKEL: No, I do not want to do that. I merely want tot say 
that the letterhead belongs to some office, but I have never known 
anything about the letter. This is the first time in my life that 
I have seen it, and I myself did not have it written. I can say that 
under oath. 

M. HERZOG: With this letter is an application form for replace- 
ment for the expelled Jews. Who else but you could have anything 
to do with this, you -who were the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, my department-I told my counsel yesterday 
that my department, of course, had to furnish replacements if work- 
ers were taken away from a concern, either by being called up for 
service or for some other measure. I did not always know the 
details. 

M. HERZOG: You are not answering my cp&tion, the fact that 
this letter. .. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I have answered your question properly. 

M. HERZOG: The fact that this letter contains an application 
relating to the replacement of workers, is that not proof that i t  
comes from your department, you being the Plenipotentiary General 
for the Allocation of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: Such a request could not come from my department. 
The evacuation of Jews was entirely the responsibility of the Reichs- 
fiihrer SS: I had only troubles because of such measures, as i t  was 
very difficult to replace workers. I had no interest in it. 

M. HERZOG: In short, you deny that you ever proposed special 
working conditions for Jews? 

SAUCKEL: That is just what I am denying. I had nothing to do 
with it. It  was not my task. 

M. HERZOG: Would you please refer once more to Document 
Number F-810, which I offered under Exhibit Number RF-1507?We 
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will hand it to you if you have not got it. Please look at Page 16, 
under the heading: "Gauleiter Sauckel." I quote. . . 

SAUCKEL: I have not the document at  hand-oh yes, I think 
I have it. 

M. HERmG: It was passed to you about 2 minutes ago. If you 
have not got it, i t  will be handed to you again. 

SAUCKEL: Will you please give me the number again? 

M. HERZOG: Document F-810, but I do not think it is marked 
on the photostat you have. Have you that document? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: Under the heading "Gauleiter Sauckel," I read-it 
is on Page 16 of the document: 

"Sauckel objected very emphatically when i t  was said that 
the inmates of concentration camps and the Hungarian Jews 
constituted the best manpower on constructional work. This . 
is not true to fact, because they produce on an average 65 to 
70 percent of the work of a normal worker; never 100 percent. 
Besides, it is unworthy to put the German worker and the 
German moral conception of work in the same category as 
this pack of traitors. To an inmate of a concentration camp 
and to a Jew, work is not a mark of nobility. Things cannot 
be permitted to reach the point where inmates of concen-
tration camps and Jews becosme articles in demand. I t  is 
absolutely essential that all concentration camp inmates and 
Jews working on building sites be kept apart from the re- 
mainder of the workers, including foreigners. 
"Gauleiter Sauckel ended by pointing out that as a matter of 
fact he did not object to the employment of Jews and concen- 
tration camp inmates, but only to such exaggerations as men- 
tioned above." 

I would ask you, Sauckel, you who yesterday described your awp 
life as a workman, what you meant when you said: "To an inmate 
of a concentration camp and to a Jew work is not a mark of 
nobility." 

SAUCKEL: I want to say most emphatically that this paragraph 
is a very condensed and free rendering, and not a shorthand report. 
I raised an objection because I assumed that inmates of concen-
tration camps would be traitors. My only object was that these 
people should not be taken to the same places of work as the other 
workers, the Jews either. But I did not employ them; that was the 
business of the Reichsfiihrer SS. I was speaking a t  a conference of 
leaders and in the interests of workers with a clean record and the 
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other foreign workers. I objected to their being put to work to- 
gether. 

M. HERZOG: I ask you this question again. What did you mean 
when you said: "To an  inmate of a concentration camp and to a 
Jew work is not a mark of nobility?" 

SAUCKEL: By that I meant that the work of men who had been 
found guilty of offenses should not be compared with the work of 
free workers with a clean record. There is a difference if I employ 
prisoners in custody or if I employ free workers, and I wanted to 
see the two categories separated. 

M. HERZOG: So that Jews were prisoners in custody, were 
they not? 

SAUCKEL: In this case the Jews were prisoners of the Reichs-
fiihrer SS. Actually, I regret the expression. 

M. HERZOG: You dispute, therefore, that this phrase is an  ex- 
pression of the hostility which you showed to  Jews for instance? 

SAUCKEL: At that time I was, of course, against these Jews, but 
I was not concerned with their employment. I was against these 
workers, whose employment was the concern of the Reichsfiihrer 
SS, being put with the other workers. 

M. HERZOG: Did you ever conduct any propaganda against the 
Jews? 

SAUCKEL: I conducted propaganda against the Jews with regard 
to their holding positions in the Reich which I considered should 
have been occupied by Germans. 

M. HERZOG: I will submit to you an  (article which you wrote 
in June 1944, a time when I think in your Germany there were 
not very many Jews still occupying important posts. This article 
appeared in a newspaper, Die Pflicht, which you published in the 
Gau of Thuringia. It  is Document Number 857 which I offer to the 
Tribunal as Exhibit Number RF-1523. I shall read extracts from 
this article. 

/The document was handed to the defendant.] 

First extract from Page 1,Column 1, the last paragraph but one: 

"The old and finest virtues of the sailors, airmen, and soldiers 

of Great Britain can no longer stop the Jewish plague of cor- 
ruption which is making such rapid ravages in the body of 
their country." 
Then, on Page 2, Column 2, the Last paragraph but one: 
"There is no example in the history of the world to show that 
anything of lasting value has been created in the course of 
centuries by the Jews anmd their foolish followers who were 



bound to them and corrupted by their customs and their 
women." 
I ask you, Defendant Sauckel, what did you mean by the "Jewish 

plague of corruption"? 

SAUCKEL: I meant that it was the outward sign of disintegra-
tion witkin the nations. 

M. HERZOG: I ask you again my question. What do you mean 
by the "Jewish pl~ague of corruption"? 

SAUCKEL: I t  was my opinion that disintegration had set in 
among the nations owing to certain Jewish circles. That was my 
view. 

M. HERZOG: The Tribunal will draw its own conclusions. 
Mr. President, I have no further questions. 

MAJOR GENERAL G. A. ALEXANDROV (Assistant Prosecutor 
for the U.S.S.R.): I would like t o  make a general summary of your 
activities in your function of Plenipotentiary General for the Allo- 
cation of Labor. 

Tell me how many foreign workers were employed in  German 
economy and industry a t  the end of the war? 

SAUCKEL: As far as  I oan tell you without documents, not 
counting prisoners of war, there were about 5 million foreign work- 
ers in Germany a t  the end of the war. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You already quoted that number during 
your direct interrogation by our counsel. I believe that  number 
applies not to the moment of the capitulation of Germany but to 
the date of 24 July 1942. I shall quote somewhat different data on 
that subject and will use your own documents. You were nominated 
Plenipotentiary General on 21 March 1942. On 27 July 1942,-that 
is to say, 3 months later-you submitted to Hitler and Goring your 
first report. In this report you stated that from 1 April to 24 July 
1942 the requested mobilization quota of 1,600,000 persons was even 
surpassed by you. Do you confirm this figure? 

SAUCKEL: I quoted that figure, and as far  as I can remember 
that did not include only foreigners but also German workers. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In the final part of yyor report you state 
that the total number of the population of the occupied territories 
evacuated to Germany, up  to 24 July 1942, numbered 5,124,000 per- 
sons. Is that number exact? Do you confirm it? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but I believe that figure at  the time included 
prisoners of war who had been employed in industry. Then I must 
say in this connection that in the case of all neutral, allied, and 
western countries there was a continuous exchange, because 
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these workers worked either 6 months, 9 months, or 1year in Ger-
many, and at the end of the period agreed on they returned to their 
own countries. That is why this figure may have been correct. 
Toward the end of the year, however, they could not have increased 
very much because this continuous exchange has to be taken into 
consideration. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: But the fact remains that, according 
to your figures, the population evacuated to Germany numbered 
5,124,000 persons up to 24 July 1942; is that not so? 

SAUCKEL: If it says so in the document, then i t  may be true. 
It is possible, or  rather i t  is probable, that this takes into account 
the prisoners of war employed. I cannot say that without any 
records. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I will show you later another document 
referring to this matter. On 1December 1942, you compiled a sum- 
marized report on the utilization of manpower up to 30 November 
1942. In this summary you quote a figure referring to the number 
of workers assigned to German war industries from 1 April to  
30 November 1942, and these workers number 2,749,652. On Page 8 
of your report you state that by 30 November 1942, in the terri- 
tory of the Reich, 7 million workers were employed. Do you con-
firm these figures? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot confirm the figures without records. Again, 
I assume that French and other prisoners of war were once more 
included. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: But the figure 7 million employed in Ger- 
man industry-foreign workers employed, even if you include the 
prisoners of war-is that figure exact? Will you now say how many 
workers were brought to Germany from occupied territories during 
the year 1943? Tell me that figure. 

SAUCKEL: The number of foreign workers brought to Germany 
during the year of 1943 may have amounted to 1'12 or  2 million. 
Various programs had been made in  that connection which were 
being continually changed. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am now interested to .know approxi- 
mately how many workers were brought to Germany in 1943. You 
need not give an exact figure. Approximately. 

SAUCKEL: I have already said from 11/2 to 2 million. I cannot 
be more exact. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I understand. Do you remember what 
task was assigned to you for the year 1944? 

SAUCKEL: In 1944 a total of 4 million, including Germans, was 
demanded. But of these 4 million only 3 million were supplied, 
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and of these approximately 2,100,000 were Germans and 900,000 
foreigners. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Now can you give us at  least a general 
summary of your activities? Holw many persons were brought to 
Germany from the occupied territories during the war, and how 
many were employed in agriculture and industry at the end of 
the war? 

SAUCKEL: As far  as I know and remember there were 5 million 
foreign workers in Germany a t  the end of the war. Several million 
workers returned to neutral and allied and western countries during 
the war, and they had to  be replaced again and again, which was 
the cause of those new programs which were constantly being made. 
That is the explanation. Those workers who were already there 
before my time, and those who were brought in, probably might 
have reached a figure of 7 million, but during the war there were 
several millions who returned to their home countries. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: And also, a large number perished as a 
result of hard slave labor! That is not what I have in  mind at  the 
moment. In your documents you probably meant actual manpower 
and not those who perished or those who were absent. Could you 
tell us how many were brought to Germany from occupied terri- 
tories during the war? 

SAUCKEL: I have already given you the figure. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Five million?: 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: You continue to assert that that is so? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I maintain that a t  the end of the war there 
were, according to my statistical department and as far  as  I can 
remember, 5 million workers in Germany, because millions of work-
ers continuously returned. The experts can give you a better answer 
than I. The contracts with the others were only 6 and 9 months, 
you see. 

THE PRESIDENT: Your question is, is i t  not, how many were 
brought into Germany, how many foreign workers, during the whole 
of the war? Is that the question you are asking? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes, i t  is, Mr. President. 

THE PRESIDENT: What is your answer to that? 

SAUCKEL: I have already stated that, including the workers 
who were there before my time, before I came into office, and 
including those who were there a t  the end, there may have been 
about 7 million. In accordance with my records, there were 5 mil-
lion at  the end, because the othe;s had gone back. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yes, but that is not what you are being asked. 
You are being asked: How many persons were brought to Germany 
from foreign countries during the whole of the war? You say there 
were 5 million a t  the end of the war, and there were constant 
changes in the preceding years. It  follows that there must have 
been more than 5 million people brought to Germany in the course 
of a year. 

SAUCKEL: I would estimjate 7 million, but I cannot give you 
the exact figures because I am not sure about the figures before 
my time. At any rate, there must have been millions who returned 
home. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Up to 30 November 1942 you quoted the 
figure of imported labor a t  7 million.. . 

SAUCKEL: Workers employed in Gennany, and that includes 
prisoners of war, in 1942. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: All right, including prisoners of war, 
7 million. Is that right, 7 million by 30 November? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you for certain. I t  may be correct, but 
I cannot tell you without documentary evidence. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I will show you the document tomorrow. 
Today, please answer my question. You said that during 1943 
approximately 2 million additional workers were imported. 

SAUCKEL: In 1943? 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes, in  1943. 
SAUCKEL: I said 11/2 to 2 million. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is to say, 7 million plus 2 million 

make 9 million in  all. Is that correct? 
SAUCKEL: No. I said expressly that some were going back 

all the time, and I did not add the prisoners of war to the new 
imported labor. 

GEN. ALZXANDROV: You do not seem to understand me. I am 
speaking of those who were brought to Germany from the occupied 
territories, who passed through your hands. To answer this it is of 
absolutely no importance how many of them perished in Germany, 
or how many left. That does not change the total number of work- 
ers brought to German territory fro'm abroad. 

If, therefore, by 30 November 1942 there were 7 million workers 
in Germany, and, according to you, in  1943 a further 2 million were 
brought in, and in 1944, as you just said, 900,000 were again brought 
in; then, according to  you, the total number of workers imported 
into Gennany during the war must have amounted to 10 million. 
Is, that right? 
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SAUCKEL: I can say that only with the reservation that I do not 
know how many were actually there before my time. That may 
be correct as a guess, and including all prisoners of war who were 
assigned for work. You have, however, to deduct the prisoners of 
war from the civilian workers who were brought into the country. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will adjourn now. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 31 May 1946 at 1000 hours.] 



ONE HUNDRED 

AND FORTY-THIRD DAY 


Friday, 31 May 1946 

Morning Session 

/The Defendant Sauckel resumed the stand.] 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Defendant Sauckel, I did not get a satis- 
factory answer yesterday to my question as to how many foreign 
workers were imported into Germany from the occupied territories. 
You will now be handed Document Number 1296-PS. I t  is your 
report of 27 July 1942. In addition, Document Number 1739-PS will 
also be handed to you. It  is your survey of condi'tions as of 30 No- 
vember 1942. I wish to explain to you that in this case we are 
dealing with the number of foreign workers imported into Germany, 
including prisoners of war. The loss of this manpower in this case 
is of no importance, since it will not change the number of persons 
imported into Germany. They were brought to Germany, but later 
perished either as a result of work beyond their strength, or else 
were returned as incapable of work. Did you receive these docu- 
ments? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. Please let us have a look at  the documents, as 
we are dealing with figures. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Pray do so. In Document Number. . . 
SAUCKEL: I have not yet finished. I cannot. . . 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: It is not essential for you to acquaint 

yourself with the contents of all the documents. In Document Num- 
ber 1296-PS, on the last page of the report, a t  the end, you will find 
Section V. It  is entitled, "General Summary. . ." Have you found it? 

SAUCKEL: No, I have not yet found the passage. Which docu- 
ment, please? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Document Number 1296-PS. Have you 
found it? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I have found this passage. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: It gives the total figure as 5,124,000. Is 
that correct? 

THE PRESIDENT: 12 million, did you say? 12 million? 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: 5,124,000 persons. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yes. The translation said 12 million. 


GEN. ALEXANDROV: That was an error. 


SAUCKEL: In connection with this document I must state 

emphatically that the figure here is indicated a s  5,124,000. I t  
includes 1,576,000 prisoners of war, but the latter do not rank with 
the civilian workers. The prisoners were the responsibility of the 
Armed Forces and during their employment, or during their 
employment by the generals in charge of the prisoner-of-war camps, 
they were housed and cared for in the individual military areas. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: They were employed in the German 
industries. Please read after me Subparagraph V: "General Sum- 
mary of Foreign Workers. ..at  present employed in Germany." 

SAUCKEL: Yes. That is correct. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is all I want. Now take. . . 
SAUCKEL: Please, have I your permission to explain that these 

prisoners of war were not housed and cared for in the factories or 
by the DAF (German Workers' Front) but were billeted in the camps 
which were under the jurisdiction of the generals in charge of 
prisoners of war in the military areas, and they were consequently 
not included with the civilian workers in my statistics. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: As far as the number of prisoners of war 
working in your organization is concerned, a supplementary question 
will be asked later on. Actually, I am interested to know how many 
civilians and how many prisoners of war were employed in the 
German industries. Do you confirm this figure of 5,124,000? Is this 
figure correct or not? 

SAUCKEL: That is a correct figure for this particular time. But 
in order that the Tribunal may get an exact picture of the procedure 
I should like to be allowed to refer to a very accurate document. 
That would be Document Number 1764-PS. It  deals with the exact 
enumeration of individual workers from individual countries, and 
of prisoners of war about 6 months later. I submitted it to the 
main Reich offices, and to the Party offices in Posen. It  was also 
submitted to the Fiihrer and to the Reich offices. .. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I have to interrupt you. . . 
SAUCKEL: I beg you to allow me to complete my explanation. 

I must completely clarify these matters here and now. My conscience 
demands that I do so before the entire world. 

For February 1943, that is half a year later, there appears on 
Page 7 of Document Number 1764-PS another exact enumeration 
with a figure of 4,014,000 civilian workers and 1,658,000 prisoners of 
war. The sum total-this figure was very accurate-was 5,672,000. 
That in spite of the inclusion of more foreign civilian workers this 
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figure was not materially increased has been proved by the fact- 
as I already stated yesterday-that civilian workers from western, 
southern, and' southeastern territories for the most part had labor 
contracts binding them for 6 months only. Whenever possible, when 
under my charge, these contracts were observed; for otherwise, had 
1 failed to keep to the contracts, that is, if I had not insisted on 
doing so, I would never have obtained any more workers. 

If I employed several hundred thousand workers in half a year 
and then sent them back again, this figure would always disappear 
again because they went home. Therefore, far  more civilian workers 
entered Germany than officially stated at  any one time-than 
appeared in the total amount-far the number of those returning 
would always have to be deducted, and there were very many of 
them. 

A French document has been presented which is a report from 
the Envoy Hemrnen in Paris. My counsel will be good enough to tell 
me the PS number later. I t  shows that French workers, about 
800,000 of them came to Germany; but these figures are not in 
accordance with those issued by my department, but in accordance 
with a statement from the French Embassy. In 1944 there were 
only 400,000 left in Germany as, owing to the time limits of their 
contracts, these contracts were expiring every day and thousands 
were returning home daily. Roughly 50 percent of the contracts 
would expire while another 50 percent would still be working. That 
is an exact explanation of this statement, made in all conscience. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: As to, what these labor contracts actually 
were, those so-called labor contracts, I shall mention a t  a later date. 
My French colleague, during his examination, sufficiently proved 
the criminal methods used in the mobilization of workers in the 
West. How this was done in  the East I will tell you a little later 
on. I should now like you to confirm the figures of your report- 
5,124,000 persons. Is this an exact figure, or is i t  not? I am not 
asking for any superfluous explanations. You are asked to state 
only whether thi,s figure is correct or not. 

SAUCKEL: It  is correct for the time this statement was made, 
but it changed constantly for the reason I have mentioned. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: This figure is dated 24 July 1942; that is 
quite clear to everybody. Now, take the second document, 1739-PS. 
The last page of 1739-PS, where you will find the following sentence: 

"Only then can we be sure that the immense number of 
foreign workers, both men and women, in  the territory of the 
Reich-which has now reached 7 million, including all 
working prisoners of war-will furnish the greatest possible 
assistance to the German war industry." 
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Does this sentence occur there? Is the number of 7 million given 
there? 

SAUCKEL: The figure of 7 million is quoted here and includes 
all prisoners of war employed as labor at that particular time. . . 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I know what is written there. I am asking 
you: Is this figure of 7 million contained in the document or not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, it is written in this document. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: It is the correct figure? 

SAUCKEL: It is the correct figure, and I am asking the Tribunal 
that I be allowed to read the two following sentences as well because 
you are accusing me of resorting to criminal methods. I, on my 
part, did all I could, and used all the influence I had, to prevent the 
use of criminal methods. This is proved by the two following 
sentences which I shall now read, and which state . .  . 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am obliged to interrupt you once more. 
SAUCKEL: Please, may I add to the explanation I have already 

given, in accordance with the possibilities granted to me by the 
Tribunal, two more sentences in support of miy declaration: ". . . un-
dernourished ha l f . .  . " 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Defendant Sauckel . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Let him read the two sentences he wants 

to read. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: They have absolutely nothing to do with 

the question of the number of workers imported into Germany. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: I have not got the translation of the docu- 

ment, so I cannot tell. I want-to hear him read the sentences.. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Then read them, please. 

SAUCKEL: ". . . half-desperate Eastern Workers would be 
more of a hindrance than a help to the war economy. 
"It is essential that all the government offices, right down to 
the factories concerned"-for these, I must add, I was not 
responsible-"should be quite clear on the subject, and that 
is my constant endeavor." 
I merely wanted to show my conscientiousness by those twc 

sentences, and how sincerely I endeavored to carry out my task 
which was an extremely difficult one for me. 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, Defendant, will you kindly answer the 
quest i~nsand only give explanations when it is necessary to explain 
the answer. All you were asked was whether the figure of 5,124,000 
in the first document was correct and whether the figure of 7 million 
in the second document is correct, and you said both of them were. 
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Now go on, General. 

SAUCKEL: I have already answered that it is correct, that the 


figure of 7 million is given in this document.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: Well, we do not want any more explanations. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: I can understand perfectly well that you 

are not interested in increasing these appalling figures even by 
a single point, let alone by several millions'. 

Yesterday you stated that in 1943, 2 million more foreign workers 
came to Germany, and in 1944 a further 900,000 persons. 

SAUCKEL: I must definitely correct that. I did not say that, 
but it is true that from July 1942 until the end of 1943 about 2 mil-
lion f ~ r e i g n  workers came to Germany, not in 1943 only. From 
February 1943, for instance, until the end of 1943 only 1 million 
came to Germany because we were experiencing considerable diffi- 
culties at  the time. But from July 1942 until the end of 1942 about 
1'12 million arrived, so that in 1'12 years 2 more million were added 
to the first number which I mentioned yesterday. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: I t  is already known how many you 
received in 1942. Yesterday you stated quite definitely that in 1943 
about 2 million workers came to Germany. Is that correct? I am 
talking of 1943. 

SAUCKEL: If I am supposed to have said that yesterday I do 
not remember it, for it is not true; but the truth is that from about 
July 1942 until the end of 1943 about 2 million foreign workers were 
sent to Germany. 

THE PRESIDENT: General, the Tribunal is not really interested 
in the exact number of foreign workers who came to Germany. It 
does not seem to us to make very much difference whether 5 million 
or  6 million or 7 million came there. I t  is extremely difficult to 
folldw the figures. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I do not intend to determine the numbers 
of workers brought to Germany with mathematical precision. I do, 
however, consider i t  quite indispensable to realize the scale on 
which these crimes were committed. I would like the Defendant 
Sauckel to state definitely how many workers were brought to 
Germany during the war. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, I just told you we do not consider i t  
important. You say that you do not want to ascertain with mathe- 
matical accuracy, but we have spent a considerable time in attempt-
ing to do so. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: This can be explained by the fact that 
the Defendant Sauckel does not give a precise reply to the questions 
put to him. 
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!Turning to the defendant.] Tell me, .do you consider such 
methods of warfare, the mass driving into slavery of millions of 
people from the occupied territories, to be in accordance with the 
laws and customs of war and human morality in general? 

SAUCKEL: I do not consider slavery and deportation admissible. 
Please allow me to add the following explanation to this clear reply. 
Personally, I was firmly convinced that it is no crime. . . 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Please do not evade the question. 

SAUCKEL: I am not evading the question, but I may and I have 
the right to give an explanation of my reply; I have already given 
the answer. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Give a direct answer. 


SAUCKEL: I t  is necessary for my defense ... 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I do not think it is necessary. Answer 

directly: Do you consider these methods criminal or do you not? 

THE PRESIDENT: One moment, General, you asked the defend- 
ant whether he considered it honorable. Let him answer it in his 
own way. I t  is not a question whether a thing is honorable. He is 
entitled to answer it freely. 

SAUCKEL: Now that I have given a clear reply to the effect 
that I could not be convinced in all conscience that I was committing 
a crime, I ask permission to read out the relevant sentences from 
Document Sauckel-86 in Document Book 3. They contain the 
instructions which I gave to my department and to  the industrial 
concerns: 

"We are not concernedn-I quote--"with material things but, 
and I would emphasize this again very definitely, with human 
beings, with many millions of human beings, every single one 
of whom-whether we want i t  or not-makes his criticism 
'from his own point of view, be he  a German or a foreign 
worker. 
"On the other hand, the output of the individual, be he a 
Vo1ksgenosse"-that means a German-"or not a Voks-
genosse7'-that means an alien-"be he a friend or an enemy 
of Germany, will always depend on whether he admits to 
himself that he is being treated justly, or whether he comes 
to the conclusion that he has been exposed to injustice. 
"Be justn-I may add that this was my order to my depart- 
ments-"Be just! There are many questions which you cannot 
always answer by merely studying my instructions, or the 
Gesetzblatt, or the Reichsarbeitsblatt. . .." 
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THE PRESIDENT: We do not want to go into a very long speech, 
you know, about a question like that. I mean, you do not want to 
read all your instructions to your subordinates again. 

SAUCKEL: No, I only want to read two more sentences, Your 
Lordship: 

"The worker's life is so rich that i t  cannot be comprised even 
in many thick volumes. But every human breast harbors a 
feeling which says to him, 'Have you been treated with 
kindness and justice. . .' " 
THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, that is enough. We have heard 

enough of that. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Defendant Sauckel, in July 1944 a con-
ference was held at Hitler's headquarters to deal, with the question 
of the treatment of foreign workers in case of a further successful 
advance of the Allied armies. Do you know anything of this 
conference or not? 

SAUCKEL: May I ask once more-what was the date? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am asking you about the conference 
which was held a t  Hitler's headquarters in July 1944. Do you know 
anything about this conference or do you not? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot remember for certain. I must ask you to 
place some document before me. I cannot remember any meeting 
in July because from 20 June 1944, or thereabout, I was no longer 
admitted to the Fiihrer for any discussions. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is enough for me. That means that 
you do not know anything at  all about this conference? 

Tell me, for what purpose, for what kind of work were the 
foreign laborers employed who had been imported into Germany? 
Is i t  correct to state that they were primarily employed in  the 
armament and munitions industries? 

SAUCKEL: Workers were brought to Germany for employment 
in the armament industry. The armament industry is a very wide 
term, and is not identical with -the manufacture of arms and 
munitions. The armament industry includes all products-from 
matches to cannons-that have anything to do with supply for the 
army. I t  is, therefore, necessary, within this broad, far-reaching 
term, to limit or isolate the manufacture of arms and munitions. 

Moreover, workers were brought to Germany for all other 
branches of civil economy essential to the war effort, such as agricul- 
ture, mining, skilled trades, and so forth. We made three distinctions: 
War economy, which meant the entire German economy in wartime; 
armament economy meant. . . 
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THE PRESIDENT: Well, Defendant, we do not want a lecture 
upon that, you know. All you were asked was whether they were 
brought there for work in the armament industry. 

SAUCKEL: A part of them. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I should like you to answer whether the 
workers brought to Germany were primarily employed in Ger-
many's war industries and for military purposes? Is that right or 
not? I mean in the broad sense of the word. 

SAUCKEL: In the broad sense of the word, yes, including the 
entire economy in wartime. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Then the utilization of imported man-
power was subordinated entirely and fully to the conduct of the 
war of aggression by Germany? Do you admit that? 

SAUCKEL: That is stretching the idea too far. My own views, 
according to which I acted and could only act at the time, excluded 
the word "aggressive." 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Please answer briefly if i t  appears to go 
too far. Tell me do you admit it or do you not? 

SAUCKEL: I have already answered. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Your part as organizer of the mass drive 
into slavery of the peaceful population of the occupied territories 
is sufficiently clear. I should now like to pass over to the elucidation 
of the part played by the individual ministries in  this matter. Please 
enumerate the ministries and other government organizations which 
directly participated in carrying out the requisite measures for the 
mobilization and utilization of foreign manpower. Mention has 
already been made of the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Ter- 
ritories, of the War Ministry and of the OKW, so that it is not 
necessary to speak about them again. Kindly enumerate the others. 

SAUCKEL: On the plan, which has also been submitted to your 
delegation, Mr. Prosecutor, there are some small inaccuracies, inac- 
curacies made by the draftsman. I have not seen the completed 
drawing, but I took it for granted that the original drawing, as 
submitted to me, was correctly made by the draftsman. These small 
inaccuracies and deviations can be rectified, and the plan will then 
be unmistakably clear and offer the soundest explanation. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Your defense counsel has stated here that 
this plan is not sufficiently accurate. It  is precisely for that reason 
that I ask you this question and request you to explain which -
ministries and other government offices plaj.ed an immediate part 
in the mobilization and utilization of foreign manpower, over and 
above those which I have already indicated. 
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THE PRESIDENT: General, he says that it is substantially 
correct, and that there was only one minor alteration suggested in 
it. Surely that is sufficient for us. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Mr. President, Sauckel's defense counsel 
has himself stated that there are a number of inaccuracies jn the 
plan. I will, however, endeavor to facilitate this task. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Please tell me how the Foreign 
Office was connected with this matter. 

SAUCKEL: The Foreign Office was connected with this matter 
in the following way: 

It  had lo establish connections with countries where embassies, 
legations, or German delegations were acting. Negotiations would 
then take place under the chairmanship of the head of an embassy 
or delegation. The Foreign Office always made every effort to con- 
duct these negotiations in a suitable way and in a proper manner. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: On 4 January 1944, a meeting was held 
with Hitler. This is Document 1292-PS. It  is written in Subpara- 
graph 4 of the minutes of this meeting, "The Plenipotentiary 
General for the Allocation of Labor must, before taking measures, 
contact the Minister for Foreign Affairs." What did that mean in 
this particular case? 

SAUCKEL: In this case it meant that if I had to negotiate with 
the French or the Italian Government, I would first have to get in 
touch with the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: After this meeting, which was held with 
Hitler on 4 January 1944-on 5 January 1944 you sent a letter to 
Lammers in which you related the question regarding the necessity 
for issuing a special directive as a result of this meeting, in order 
that all aid should be given you by the following authorities-I 
will enumerate them: The Reichsfiihrer SS, the Minister of the 
Interior, the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Field Marshal Keitel, the 
Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Rosenberg, the Reich 
Commissioners, the Governor General, and others. Do you remem- 
ber this letter? 

SAUCKEL: I remember that letter; will you be kind enough 
to put it before me. I cannot, of course, remember the contents 
in detail. 

THE PRESIDENT: What is the number of that document, 
General? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is Number 1292-PS, Page 6 of the 
Russian text. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Have you found the passage? 
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SAUCKEL: Yes. I t  is on the last page? May I ask if this is 
correct? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: This means you considered that all these 
organizations were to participate fully, one way or the other, in the 
execution of measures for the recruitment and utilization of man-
power. Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: That is correct and I ask permission in this connec- 
tion to give the following explanation: I t  is obvious that I myself, 
in my office, could not do certain things without informing the high- 
ranking authorities of the Reich. I t  merely proves that I was attempt- 
ing to work correctly, and not to interfere wildly within the Reich, 
or in other administrative departments. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I would like you to explain the following: 
When the Hitlerite government resorted to these criminal measures 
for driving off into slavery the population of the occupied territories, 
did practically all the government organizations of Hitlerite Ger- 
many-besides yourself-and the Party machinery of the NSDAP 
participate in these activities? Would it be correct to say so? 

SAUCKEL: I protest against the words "driving off." Please 
hear my defense counsel on the subject in rebuttal. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: It is not a question of the words used. 
Answer me-is it correct or not? 

SAUCKEL: The words are extremely important. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did the entire machinery of the German 
State participate in this matter or not? 

SAUCKEL: In this form I must ahswer your question in the 
negative. There was. .  . 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: No other reply is demanded of you. 

SAUCKEL: In t h e 1  might explain this. For the recruiting of 
manpower, that is in the registration according to German orders, 
it was the chief, duly authorized and appointed for this purpose at  
the time, of a territorial government, a Reich commissariat, or the 
like, who participated-for I emphasize that I was unable to issue 
any laws in that field and was not allowed to do so. I could not 
interfere in any government department; that is impossible in any 
government system in the world. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes. But you were obliged to co-ordinate 
the activities of all these representative organizations in Germany. 
That was the task assigned to you? 

SAUCKEL: Not to co-ordinate, but to instruct them: and to ask 
for their co-operation where the case arose, if it came within their 
jurisdiction. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is not quite so. I did not wish to 
touch on this question, but I must revert to it now as you have 
somewhat minimized your part in this matter. 

SAUCKEL: I request permission to reply to the word "minimize." 
The distribution and direction of manpower in the Reich was my 
principal task. I t  included, with the German workers, 30 million 
persons. I do not wish to minimize this task, for I did my best to 
introduce order into this mlass of workers, as dictated by my sense 
of duty. I do not wish to minimize anything. It  was my task and 
my duty towards my people. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: We need not argue on this subject. It  
would be much simpler to consult the document. An order by 
Goring &ll be handed to you in a moment. 

SAUCKEL: I wish-I must apologize to you if you have mis- 
understood me. 1-1 have no intention of arguing. I am only asking 
for permission to clarify my conception of duty with regard to this 
task, for it was the most personal task I had. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is quite apparent in this order by 
Goring of 27 March 1942. It  is Document Exhibit Number USSR-365. 
I t  will be handed to you in a minute. I will read a brief excerpt 
from it, showing the powers you were enhowed with. 

THE PRESIDENT: What is the number of it? 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: I t  is Exhibit Number USSR-365. 
THE PRESIDENT: Has i t  got a PS number? 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: No. This is a Soviet exhibit. 
[Turning to  the defendant.] Please read Subparagraph 4 which 

clearly states: 
"The Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor for 
the execution of his tasks is given authority through power 
assigned to me by the Fuhrer to issue instructions to the 
highest authorities of the Reich and to their subordinate 
offices, as well as to the offices of the Party and to its organi- 
zations and affiliated organizations, to the Reich Protector, 
the Governor General, the military commanders, and the 
heads of civil administration." 
That is what we read in Subparagraph 4 of this order. I believe, 

therefore, that on the strength of this order you were appointed 
Plenipotentiary General, with extraordinary powers, for the Allo- 
cation of Labor. Is that correct or not? 

SAUCKEL: That is correct. I should like to add that this author- 
ity was limited to my own special sphere, and I take the liberty of 
reading the following sentence: "Orders' and directives of funda-
mental importance are to be submitted to me in advance." 
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Also I might point out that a restriction was imposed on my 
deputies later in the autumn. There is a witness who can make a 
statement to that effect. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: I am not talking about your deputies. 
Your powers are only too clearly defined in Subparagraph 4 of 
Goring's order. 

Now, will enumerate which of the defendants, at the same 
time as yourself, directly and in his own sphere of action partici- 
pated in the execution of measures for the mass deportation into 
slavery of the population of the occupied territories and their 
employment in Germany. Name them in succession. Did Defendant 
Goring participate in all these crimes, as your immediate chief and 
leader? 

SAUCKEL: I want to point out most emphatically that I could 
not possibly have been aware that entire populations had been 
carried off by means of lawful recruitment and service engage- 
ments based on legal decrees. I deny this. I had nothing to do 
with measures concerning prisoners, et cetera, b u t . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: The question was, did the Defendant,Goring 
participate with you in the bringing of foreign workers into 
Germany? You do not seem to me really to be answering it a t  all. 

SAUCKEL: I was directly subordinate to the Reich Marshal of 
the Greater German Reich in the question of the introduction of 
foreign manpower. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then why do you not say'so? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: So the Defendant Goring participated in 
the execution of these criminal measures? 

THE PRESIDENT: General Alexandrov, when you want to ask 
a question' of that sort I think i t  would be much better that you 
should not allege the fact that i t  is a crime. If you want to know 
whether the Defendant Goring took part with this defendant in 
the work that he was doing you can refer to that without calling 
it a crime; and then he perhaps will answer you more easily. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes, My Lord. 
[Turning to the defendant.] Did the Defendant Von Ribbentrop 

participate in carrying out these measures on diplomatic lines, and 
did he sanction the violation of international treaties and conven-
tions where the utilization of foreign workers and prisoners of war 
in bhe German industries was concerned? 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, there again, these defendants are 
saying that there was no violation of international law; so the 
question you should put to him is: Did Von Ribbentrop participate 
with him in these measures as far as diplomacy was concerned? 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am now asking what was the connec- 
tion between the Defendant Von Ribbentrop and the allocation of 
labor, and I would like to receive an answer to this question from 
the Defendant Sauckel. 

SAUCKEL: The part played by Defendant Ribbentrop consisted 
in holding conferences with foreign statesmen or foreign govern- 
ment offices in the occupied territories as well as in neutral and 
friendly foreign countries; and he considered it highly important 
that these conferences should be conducted in a correct manner 
and that the aim should be to obtain the best possible conditions 
for foreign workers. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I will question you about that a little 
later, when the question arises concerning the employment of 
prisoners of war in the German industries. 

Please tell me now, what was the attitude of the Defendant 
Kaltenbrunner regarding these measures? 

SAUCKEL: In -this connection I met the Defendant Kalten-
brunner on one single occasion during a conference-the date of 
which I cannot at present remember-at the Reich Chancellery with 
Minister Lammers. I believe it was in 1944. Apart from that, I had 
no interview of any kind with Kaltenbrunner, nor did I reach any 
agreements with him on questions concerning the employment of 
labor. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yet the Defendant Kaltenbrunner placed 
police forces at your disposal for carrying out the recruitment of 
labor, did he not? 

SAUCKEL: I have repeatedly emphasized the fact that the 
recruitment of workers was no concern of the Police. I must ask 
my defense counsel to submit the relevant regulations, of which 
there are numerous specimens available. They prove quite clearly 
and unequivocally and irrefutably the division of tasks between the 
Police and my department. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did the Police participate 'in the execu-
tion of these measures or did i t  not? I am not reproaching you now. 

SAUCKEL: In my opinion the Police participated only in cases 
where the execution of administrative duties was rendered impos- 
sible in partisan areas. In White Ruthenia alone 1,500 local 
were murdered by the partisans. This is seen from the document. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: But was recruitment, even in normal 
circumstances, hot carried out by police methods? Did you know 
nothing at  all about that? 

SAUCKEL: I will tell you exactly what I know about it. There 
were in the occupied territories of Europe about 1,500 districts-
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here I mean areas or departments, the Feldkommandanturen, which 
we in German administration would describe as being the size of a 
Kreis (district)-and these 1,500 districts contained 1,500 admin- 
istrative centers staffed partly by local and partly by German 
personnel. In addition to this personnel, in the territories of the 
Soviet Union alone, 1,000 Russian workers who were previously 
employed in Germany were acting as recruiting officers. Now if 
each of these administrative centers, which would correspond to a 
German Landkreis $and have a population of 40,000 to 70,000 in- 
habitants, selected in a proper way, examined, and tested five 
persons daily, that alone would amount to 2 million people a year; 
a perfectly clear method of administration, such as I ordered, 
organized, and carried out to the best of my administrative pos- 
sibilities. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You are giving needlessly detailed ex-
planations in reply to these questions, and under such conditions 
the interrogation is being greatly prolonged. I consider it necessary 
that you answer briefly. You are perfectly able to do this, for I 
am putting the questions to you clearly. 

SAUCKEL: I am trying to answer as briefly as possible. I regret 
that a specialized field is always difficult to understand and calls 
for explanations; I found it very difficult myself. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Please answer: What part did the Defend- 
ant Kaltenbrunner play in the execution of measures on the allo- 
cation of labor? Did he participate in this or did he not? 

SAUCKEL: I have already given you that answer. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I did not understand you. Did he partic- 
ipate or did he not? 

THE PRESIDENT: I beg your pardon. He said that he only met 
Kaltenbrunner on one occasion and that the task of the recruitment 
of labor was not one for Police. That is what he  said. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: It is not necessary to multiply the num- 
ber of meetings in order for Kaltenbrunner to have participated 
in the execution of these measures. He did not have to meet 
Defendant Sauckel frequently. 

THE PRESIDENT: General Alexandrov, I do not want you to 
argue with me. I have told you what his answer was. I t  seemed 
to be an answer to your question. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am not arguing. I am merely explain- 
ing the reason for this question. 

[Turning to the defendant.] As far as the participation of Defend- 
ant Rosenberg is concerned, I shall not ask you any questions, as 
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Defendant Rosenberg gave sufficiently clear answers when ques-
tioned by my American colleague, Prosecutor Dodd. Now tell me, 
what part did Defendant Frick play in the execution of these 
measures? 

SAUCKEL: Defendant Frick, as Reich Minister of the Interior- 
I do not know how long he remained in office-scarcely participated 
at all. As far as I can remember I had discussions with his Reich 
Ministry of the Interior concerning the most necessary laws to be 
promulgated within Germany for German workers and the validity 
of those laws. Apart from that, he had no further part in this task; 
his work was quite different. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: We are discussing the question of foreign 
manpower. It  was not merely by accident that you mentioned, in a 
letter to Lammers written after a meeting at  Hitler'q headquarters 
on the 4 January 1944, that the Ministry of the Interior was among 
the government offices detailed to operate with you. That is why 
I ask you, what part did Defendant Frick play in the execution of 
these measures for the recruitment of labor? You yourself asked 
for the co-operation of the Ministry of the Interior. Then how was 
this co-operation to be expressed? 

SAUCKEL: To my very great personal sorrow Frick was at  that 
time no longer Reich Minister of the Interior, but Himmler-if I 
remember correctly. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: What co-operation did you expect from 
the Ministry of the Interior? 

SAUCKEL: I t  is, I believe only natural that in every form of 
government the internal and the general administration should be 
kept informed of events occurring and should participate as well, 
and so important a sphere as the employment of human beings 
calls for many ordinances. I could not possibly issue legal decrees, 
nor had I authority to do so. I had to submit them to theMinisterial 
Council for the Defense of the Reich. I could only issue technical 
directions, and that is quite a different thing altogether. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Were Defendant Funk, as Minister of 
Economics, and Defendant Speer, as  Minister for Armaments, the 
principal intermediaries between the industrialists and yourself as 
suppliers of manpower? Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: The end of your sentence contains a very erroneous 
conclusion. They were not middlemen between myself and the 
industries, but the industries were responsible to the Ministry for 
Armaments. Of course there were personal instructions issued 
about this in the course of years. I did not negotiate with the in- 
dustries. The industries asked for workers and they got them, as 
did the agricultural industries. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: Please tell me, what part did the Defend- 
ants Funk and Speer play in the execution of these measures? I do 
not want any long drawn-out explanations. Answer me briefly. 

SAUCKEL: Those two ministers were heads of the various 
business enterprises inside German economy which came within the 
jurisdiction of their ministries. They received their workers, and 
that was the end of my task. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did the Defendants Frank, Seyss-Inquart, 
and Neurath participate in the execution of these measures for the 
allocation of labor in such territories as were under their juris- 
diction? I mean the territories of Poland, Bohemia and Moravia, 
and Holland. Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: These gentlemen, within the framework of their 
duties inside their own territories, supported me in issuing decrees 
and laws, and they themselves attached great importance to the 
proper and humane drafting of these laws and decrees. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: What was the part played by Defendant 
Fritzsche? . ? 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot tell you. I only met Dr. Fritzsche in 
Germany on one occasion-and tha.t a very brief one-in, I believe, 
1945, the beginning of 1945. I never spoke to him at  all about my 
work, nor do 1,know whether he  had anything to do with it. I can 
only state that I made repeated applications to the Reich Ministry 
for Propaganda to have my instructions and directives-as contained 
in the document books submitted by my defense counsel-widely 
circulated, particularly to the industries and other circles which 
received these workers. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: But one defendant is left-Bormann- 
and he is missing. What part did he  play? He placed a t  your 
disposal the entire Party machinery of the NSDAP, did he not? 

SAUCKEL: No, he did not. He placed the Gauleiter at  my dis- 
posal. The instructions which I issued to the Gauleiter and the 
letters which I addressed to them-three of which are available 
here, and there never were many more of them-were to the effect 
that I was entitled to call on the Party for assistance in insuring 
the welfare, feeding, and clothing of the workers, and to see that 
they received everything that was humanly necessary and all we 
could possibly supply in view of existing wartime conditions. That 
was the role played by the Party, to the extent that it was asked to do 
so for me. Thus i t  was a form of control for the benefit of the 
foreign and German workers employed in  Germany. Otherwise the 
Party had nothing to do with it. Incidentally, I did not much like 
interference on the part of outside offices. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is incorrect. I would remind you of 
your program for  the allocation of labor which was Issued in 1942. 
This is Document Number USSR-365 which states that the Gau- 
leiter are appointed as your plenipotentiaries where the question 
of manpower is concerned, and that they will utilize this manpower. 

SAUCKEL: Where does it say that? I could not appoint my 
plenipotentiaries myself. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You will be shown the document in one 
moment. I do not quote the paragraph, I merely mention the con- 
tents, the gist of the paragraph, where it states that the Gauleiter 
will use the Party organizations in the districts subordinate to them. 
I therefore assume that the Party machinery as a whole participated 
in the execution of these measures. 

SAUCKEL: It  does not say so at all, Mr. Prosecutor. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Have you found it: "The plenipotenti-

aries. . . make use of their.  . ."? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, and I &id this only for the purpose I have de- 
scribed. Will you be good enough to read on? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Read it yourself. 
SAUCKEL: Thank you. 
"The leaders of the highest departments of the state and of 
economy which are competent in their respective Gaue shall 
advise and instruct the Gauleiter on all important questions 
dealing with the allocation of labor." 
That means within the scope of their spheres of duty; and then 

the latter are specified: 
"The president of the Regional Labor Officew-that is not a 
Party but a government department-"the Trustee for Labor" 
-not a Party but a government department-"the Regional 
Peasant Leadern-not a Party but a government department 
-"the Gau Economic Adviser"-now, that is a Party depart- 
ment. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Please observe the light, to be sure the 

interpreters are getting it. 
SAUCKEL: I apologize, Your Lordship. 
". . .the Gau representative of the Labor Frontn-a depart-
ment of the Labor Front-"the Regional Leaders of the 
Women's League.. ." 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Everything is perfectly clear, you need 

not enumerate. I should like to draw your attention to Subpara- 
graph VI. I t  clearly states that the Gauleiter, functioning as pleni- 
potentiaries for the allocation of labor, will, in their own Ga.ue, 
make use of the Party organizations under them. Is it written there? 



SAUCKEL: Yes. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: I t  next enumerates the methods by which 

this task was executed, also through what institutions and what 
authorities. I conclude from this subparagraph, which states that 
they will utilize the Party institutions under their control, that the 
entire organization of the NSDAP participated in the execution of 
these measures, and I wish you to answer "yes" or "no." 

SAUCKEL: No. 

GEN-ALEXANDROV: There is no more to say. 

SAUCKEL: No. May I supplement this reply of "no." You, in 
your first reply, told me that my description was not quite correct. 
My description is absolutely correct, that the Party was employed 
to deal with the welfare of German and foreign workers and to 
see to it that they were properly cared for and supplied. The Party 
organizations here mentioned were only entrusted with this kind of 
task, and could have had no other; and I, a former workman myself, 
was eager that these workers, both German and foreign, should be 
cared for as well as wartime conditions allowed. Hence this employ- 
ment of Party organizations and no others. Therefore, my reply 
was absolutely correct. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did the district leaders of the Hitler 
Youth also participate in the execution of these measures? 

SAUCKEL: The district leaders of the Hitler Youth participated 
in order to protect and care for the young people as expressly re- 
quired by Reichsleiter Schirach and later by Reich Youth Leader 
Axmann. Protection had to be provided for the young people 
against any danger. The Hitler Youth did this, including young 
people employed from foreign countries. I must expressly emphasize 
this. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did you personally approve of the policy 
of the Hitlerite Government with regard to the deportation into 
slavery of the population of the occupied territories in order to 
insure the waging of a war of aggression? Did you approve of 
that policy? 

SAUCKEL: I am forced to consider your question in the light of 
an  accusation. 

I personally have said over and over again that I had nothing 
to do with either foreign or domestic politics; nor was I a soldier, I 
meant to say. I received a task and I received orders. As a German, 
I tried to carry out that task correctly for the sake of my people 
and its government and to carry it out to the best of my ability, 
for i t  was made perfectly clear to me that the fate of my people 
depended on the accomplishment of this task. I worked with this 

1 
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in mind, and I admit that I did my utmost to accomplish that task 
in the manner which I have pointed out here. I conceived this to 
be my duty and must acknowledge this fact here. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In order to define your personal attitude 
to these crimes, I would like to remind you of a few of your own 
statements. These are taken from Document Number USSR-365. 
This document is a program for the utilization of labor in 1942, 
Page 9. You will now be shown the passage which I am about to 
quote: "I beg you to believe me, as an old and fanatical National 
Socialist Gauleiter . . ." Is it written there? 

SAUCKEL: That is written there. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Now we will go on to Document Num- 

ber 566-PS. It is your telegram to Hitler dated 20 April 1943 which 
you sent during your flight to Riga. This telegram will now be 
handed to you and you will be shown the excerpt which I am about 
to read: 

"I shall devote my entire strength with fanatical determination 
to the accomplishment of my task, and to justify your con- 
fidence." 
Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: It  is correct. I saw in Hitler, whom a t  that time I 
revered, a man who was the leader of the German people, who had 
been chosen by the German people; and I, as a German citizen and 
a member of a German government department, considered it my 
duty to justify by my work in my own sphere the confidence placed 
in me by the head of the State. I might say regarding this telegram. . . 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: No explanations are needed about this 
telegram. I am not interested in your attitude towards Hitler. I 
am only interested in your personal attitude to those measures for 
compulsory labor which were carried out by you. I t  is essential to 
keep all questions within these limits. Now follows Document 
Number 1292-PS. This is a record of the meeting at  Hitler's head- 
quarters on 4 January 1944. . . 

SAUCKEL: I request the permission of the Tribunal to add a 
few words to your last statement, Mr. Prosecutor. I was unable 
to see a criminal in Hitler at that time, and I never felt he was 
one; but I did feel obliged to do my duty, nothing else. As a 
human being and as the result of my upbringing I would never 
have supported crime. 

THE PRESIDENT: What was your question, General? Simply 
whether this was a telegram sent to Hitler? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I asked about the telegram, from which 
I have read one sentence into the record, in order to obtain a con- 
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firmation from the Defendant Sauckel that this telegram had been 
sent. I was not interested in anything else. 

[ T u r n i n g  t o  t h e  de fendan t . ]  The next document is 1292-PS. Have 
you got this document? 

SAUCKEL: No. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: You have already been shown the passage 

I am about to read. Your statement reads as follows: "GBA Sauckel 
declared that with fanatical determination he would attempt to 
secure this manpower." 

You were, a t  that time, speaking of the mobilization of 4 million 
workers. It  says further: "He would do everything in his power to 
obtalin the manpower desired for 1944." 

Did you say that? Is the statement correctly rendered in the 
minutes of the report? 

SAUCKEL: I did say that, and I ask to be allowed to  add the 
following to my affirmative reply. I knew that the German people, 
and they were my people, were in dire-may I add an explanation 
to my clear reply, stating why I answered as I did? I am entitled 
to do so. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Defendant Sauckel, you accompany every 
answer you give with lengthy supplementary explanations. You are 
merely delaying the interrogation. I am quite satisfied with your 
reply; what you have told me is perfectly sufficient. , 

THE PRESIDENT: General, he has given a perfectly clear 
answer that he did say it, and I think he  is entitled to give some 
word of esplan'ation. It  is perfectly true that his explanations are 
intolerably long, but he is entitled to give some explanation. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Mr. President, if every answer is to be 
accompanied by such extensive explanations. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: General Alexandrov, I have said that he is 
entitled to glve some explanation. 

[ T u r n i n g  t o  t h e  de fendan t . ]  Now then; please make it short. 

SAUCKEL: I knew that the German people were engaged in 
their most bitter struggle. It  was my duty to carry on with my 
task with all my strength-that is what I meant by "fanatical." 
I further explained, in another sentence, that I could not accomplish 
my task that year. As far as I was able to accomplish it in 1944 
two-thirds were German workers, not mainly aliens but more than 
two-thirds Germans; and I was trying my utmost to put all German 
women to work, as far as they were capable of working, and in 
1944 there were over 2 million of them. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In April 1943 in order to accelerate the 
deportation of manpower to Germany from the occupied territories 
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you visited Rovno, Kiev, Dniepropetrovsk, Zaporozhe, Simferopol, 
Minsk, and Rga.  In JGle of the same year you visitcd Prague, 
Kiev, Krakbw, Zaporozhe, and Melitopol. Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: That is true, and during those journeys I personally 
satisfied myself that my departments were working properly. That 
was the object of my journey. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Thus you personally organized the de-
portation into slavery of the peaceful population of the occupied 
territories. Is that correct too? 

SAUCKEL: I must protest against that statement in the most 
vehement and passionate way. I did not do that. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Then why did you go to all these towns 
and inhabited places? Did you not do so in order to enforce the 
deportation of the people in the occupied territories? 

SAUCKEL: I visited these areas to satisfy myself personally as 
to how my offices in these cities-I should not say "my," but the 
labor offices of the local administrations-were working; whether 
they were conscientiously carrying out their obligations towards the 
workers; whether they were attending to medical examinations, 
card indexing, et cetera, according to my instructions. That is 
why I went to those towns. I negotiated with the chiefs in the 
matter of quotas, that is quite true, since i t  was my task to recruit 
workers and to check the quotas, but during my visits to these cities 
I inspected the offices personally to satisfy myself that they were 
functioning properly. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: And also to insure the speedy deportation 
of compulsory labor to Germany? Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: To employ the best possible methods for the purpose 
in view. That is indisputably stated in my orders, and the manifesto 
which has been submitted to the Tribunal was written on this very 
journey which you have just mentioned. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You specially visited these cities in order 
to improve the methods of compulsory recruitment? Have I under- 
stood you correctly? 

SAUCKEL: I went to these towns to see for myself whether the 
methods were correct or not, and to discuss them with the depart- 
ments. That is true, for i t  was not necessary for me to visit Kharkov, 
Kiev, or any other town to discuss my task in terms of figures. For 
that I would only have to talk to the reporter for the East, whose 
olfice was in Berlin, or with the Reich Commissioner-whom I did 
not contact as he was sometimes in Rovno. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: In your statements to your defense 
counsel you declared that no cases of criminal or illegal methods of 
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compulsory recruitment had ever come to your knowledge. Then 
what was the reason for such extensive trips 'to the occupied terri- 
tories? Does it mean that some indication had already reached you 
that large-scale, illegal practices were taking place in the process of 
labor recruitment? Was that the reason for your journeys? You 
visited over 10 cities. 

SAUCKEL: May I inform you, Mr. Prosecutor, while we are on 
this subject, that my defense counsel has already asked me that 
question and that I answered it with "yes," and that, generally 
speaking, whenever complaints reached me I discussed them with 
Rosenberg, and that wherever a wrong could be righted it was 
righted. Please hear my defense counsel and my witnesses in this 
connection. . . 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: The witnesses will be called on the 
decision of the Tribunal. I should now like to ascertain that you 
took those trips in order to improve methods of recruitment. I have 
come to the logical conclusion that in all these towns, prior to your 
arrival, a certain lawlessness had prevailed and crimes had been 
committed during the recruiting of manpower. That is what I am 
speaking about. And now will you give me a definite answer as to 
why you visited these places? 

SAUCKEL: I have already answered that question in every 
respect. However, I would add that I assume that you, Mr. Prose- 
cutor, have yourself had sufficient administrative experience to 
realize that in every department, anywhere in every country of the 
world, it is a matter of course that administrative orders should 
be checked. One does not need to know that mistakes are made in 
human life and in every human organization; a control must be 
exercised all the same. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: If you deny that you went there in order 
to improve conditions and to suppress the crimes perpetrated in the 
course of labor recruitment, then you must have gone there to 
accelerate the deportation of manpower into Germany. It is one 
thing or the other. Choose for yourself. 

SAUCKEL: No, I must emphatically deny that. I undertook these 
journeys in order to satisfy myself, wibhin the scope of my duties, 
how this task was being carried out, and to stop defects which were 
reported to me, as for instance-as I once told my defense counsel 
during my interrogation-I had also been asked to do so by Field 
Marshal Kluge. But I also wanted to look into matters carefully and 
myself give appropriate admonitions and instructions to the depart- 
ments. My best evidence of this is the manifesto produced during 
this journey. 
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THE PRESIDENT: General Alexandrov, can you tell the Tri- 
bunal how much longer you will be? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am afraid to make an exact statement, 
hut I should imagine about 2 more hours. 

THE PRESIDENT: You are not losing sight of the fact, are you, 
that we have already had a thorough cross-examination by the 
French Prosecutor? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Mr. President.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: The Trlbunal hopes that you will try to make 

your cross-examination as short as possible, and the Tribunal will 
adjourn now. 

LA recess was taken.] 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Defendant Sauckel, tell us what attitude 
you, as Plenipotentiary General, adopted toward the employment of 
Soviet prisoners of war in the German industries? 

SAUCKEL: I must reply to your question by saying that I had 
no collaborators in the employment of prisoners of war, for I did 
not employ prisoners of war. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: And you never saw to their mobilization; 
you never registered them? 

SAUCKEL: As the authorized mediating agency I had to have 
the administrative measures carried out through the labor offices, 
or the Gau labor offices, which served as intermediaries between 
the factories and the Stalags or the generals in charge of prisoner- 
of-war affairs, who in their turn supplied prisoners of war for the 
industries. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: And what were these organizations? What 
kind of organizations were they? 

SAUCKEL: They were either the generals in charge of prisoner- 
of-war establishments in the military administrative districts, or 
the organizat5ons of the industries, or the factories themselves. 
These worked through the respective ministries, such as the Reich 
Ministry of Food and Agriculture, in which case the majority of the 
prisoners were billeted with farmers for  work on the land or in war 
industries. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In other words, you had nothing to do 
with it? I would remind you..  . 

SAUCKEL: I had to include the labor offices and the Gau labor 
offices to the extent that they had under.taken to act officially as 
intermediaries, but only if they dlid not act directly between the 
factories and the Stalags. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: I shall now quote an excerpt from your 
report to Hitler on 27 July 1942. It  is Document Number 1296-PS. 
In this report, Part 111, tihere is a particular sedion. It is entitled. . . 

SAUCKEL: I1 or 111, please? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: 111. I t  is entitled: "Employment of Soviet 
Russian Prisoners of War." You write there: 

"In addition to the employment of civilian manpower, I have 
increased the employment of Soviet prisoners of war, accord- 
ing to plan, in co-operation with the Prisoners of War Or- 
ganization of the OKW." 
And further on. 
"I particularly stress the importance of a further increased 
and expedited deportatim of the maximum number of pris-
oners of war possible from the front to work within the 
Reich." 
Is this correct? 
SAUCKEL: That is correct, and it corresponds exactly to what 

1have stated before. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: It does not altogether correspond. 

SAUCKEL: But it does. 
GEN. ALEXANDROY: You mentioned that you did not have 

mything to do with the employment of prisoners of war in the 
German industries and now, in your report, you give perfectly 
different data. So I am asking you, in connection with what I have 
read into the record: Did you not plan in advance the employment 
of Soviet prisoners of war as workers in the industries? That was 
provided for in your plans and your report covers that. Was that so, 
or was i t  not? 

SAUCKEL: I must point out one fundamental error on your part. 
Labor procurement, the whole world over, whether operated by the 
state or by private individuals, is not an  organization or institution 
which exploits workers, but rather which procures workers. I must 
establish this fundamental error. It  was my duty to provide the 
necessary connection, so that prisoners of war in Stalags in the 
occupied territories-let us say in the Government General-could 
be registered by local generals in charge of prisoner-olf-war estab-
lishments, for work contemplated in Germany in certain agri-
cultural or other sectors, and then allotted accordingly. Employment 
of labor in factories was not under my supervision and had nothing 
to do with me. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In other words, you participated in 
supplying Soviet prisoners of war for utilization in German industry. 
Is that correct? 
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SAUCKEL: That is not correct, according to my use of the Ger- 
man language, as I understand you. Rather, to act as agent is quite 
a different thing from utilization; concerning this, other gentlemen 
would have to comment. I can only speak as far  as agency is con- 
cerned. In Germany this was managed by the State. In other 
countries it is managed privately. That is the difference, but I have 
never exploited anybody. As Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor I did not employ a single worker. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did you know that the Soviet prisoners 
of war were being employed in the armament industries in 
Germany? 

SAUCKEL: It  was known to me that Soviet prisoners of war 
were being employed in the German war industry for this industry 
was vast and widespread, and covered the most varied branches. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Were you acquainted, in particular, with 
the directive of Defendant Keitel regarding the employment of 
Soviet prisoners of war in the mining industry? This directive is 
dated 8 January 1943. Do you know anything a t  all about this 
directive? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot recollect it in  detail. I have not got it. Will 
you be good enough to put i t  before me? 

[The document was handed to the defendant.] 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Have you read it? 
SAUCKEL: I have read it. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: It clearly mentions the employment of 

Soviet prisoners of war in the mining industry for military purposes. 
Is that correct? 

SAUCKEL: I t  refers to the employment of prisoners of war in 
the mining industry in Germany. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: For what purpose? It  is clearly stated in 
this document. 

SAUCKEL: For employment in the mining industry. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: But for what purpose? What purpose was 
it to serve? It  is clearly stated here. 

SAUCKEL: For work, I presume. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In the interest of the war? 
SAUCKEL: Well, as a matter of fact, the German mining 

industry did not only work in the interest of the war; Germany also 
supplied quite a lot of coal to neutral countries. It varied according 
to circumstances. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Follow this document; read it with me: 
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"For the execution of the expanded iron and steel program 
the Fuhrer ordered on 7 July the absolute guarantee. . ." 
SAUCKEL: I have not been given the part you are reading. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: "For the execution of the expanded 
iron and steel program the Fiihrer ordered on 7 July the 
absolute guarantee of the coal and means of production 
needed. For this purpose he has also ordered that the 
necessary manpower be supplied by prisoners of war." 
Now, have you found the place? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I have read it. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Thus the Soviet prisoners of war were to 

be employed ih the mining industry for the purposes of the war. 
Is that right? The fact is definitely established by this document. 

SAUCKEL: Yes; it says so--I might remark that this document 
is not addressed to me. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: I asked you whether you knew of this 
document. You said "yks," did you not? 

SAUCKEL: I am not acquainted with it-no; I do not know i t  
now. I did not know it previously as  it was not addressed to me. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You said that, broadly speaking, you did 
know about this directive and you asked me to allo'w you to acquaint 
youhelf with it in detail. This is how i t  was translated to me. 

SAUCKEL: No; I told you-and I should like to emphasize this-- 
that I did not remember; I only asked that this document might 
perhaps be placed before me. The document is not addressed to me. 
The office to which it is addressed is clearly indicated and according 
to that i t  never came into my hands nor reached my office. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In order that you may fully understand 
this question, I shall give you Exhibit USA-206. That is your direc- 
tive of the 22 August 1942 with regard to supplying manpower by 
means of importation from the occupied territories. Do you know 
about this directive? 

THE PRESIDENT: What is the PS number? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: One minute, please. Unfortunately I have 
no information about the PS number. All I have is the USA Exhibit 
Number, which is 206. Defendant Sauckel . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Have the United States prosecutors got the 
corresponding number to USA-206? 

MR. DODD: I could have it in a few minutes, Mr. President. 
I do not have it right a t  my fingertips, but I will obtain it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Right; thank you. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: Defendant Sauckel, Subparagraph 8 of 
this order states: "This order applies also to prisoners of war." 
Does i t  contain a reference of this description? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Theref ore, you yourself did not diff eren- 
tiate between prisoners of war and the civilian population as far as 
their utilization in the German war industries was concerned. DO 
you admit that? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, and I have already replied to my defense 
counsel, I think it was yesterday, that a catalog was given to me 
and the Ministry of Labor in general showing how prisoners of war 
might be employed. But this Paragraph 8 has nothing to do with 
this document, for that was an agreement or an order which d4d not 
come to me and was also not addressed to me. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Mr. President, Exhibit USA-206 bears the 
following number: 3044-PS. 

[Turning to  the  defendant.] In addition to those statements to 
your defense counsel which you have just mentioned, you also 
declared that, although employing prisoners of war in the German 
war industries, the requirements of the Geneva and Hague Con- 
ventions were nevertheless observed. Do you remember saying that? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, and i t  is also proved by documentary evidence 
that in the Reich Ministry of Labor, and in my offices, the directive 
was issued and circulated that the Geneva Convention was also to 
be observed with regard to Soviet prisoners of war. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You did not differentiate at all between 
Soviet prisoners of war and civilian workers? Does that result from 
the foregoing? 

SAUCKEL: No, that is not so a t  all. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In other words, a violation of these cod- 
ventions occurred in the utilization of manpower, inasmuch as they, 
the prisoners of war, ware treated by you in the same way as the 
civilians, and were utilized in industries for the purpose of waging 
war. 

SAUCKEL: In that case, I must have misunderstood you, or you 
may have misunderstood me. I particularly declared that I did 
attach importance to it, and that it was printed and that during the 
time I was in office a special copy was published for the factories 
and the interested parties in which it was stipulated'that the Geneva 
Convention was to be observed. I could do no more than that. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Your defense counsel questioned you in 
connection with the operation known under the code name of "Hay." 
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You answered his question as follows and I quote from the trans- 
cript: "Sauckel: No, I hlad nothing to do with these particular 
measures." 

I'shall now hand you a letter from Alfred Meger dated 11 July 
1944. This is Document Number 199-PS. I t  is a letter adldressed to 
you. Will you please study Subparagraph I; i t  reads: 

"Army recruiting staff 'Mitte,' hitherto stationed in Minsk, 
must continue its activities with regard to the recruitment of 
young White Ruthenian and Russian workers for military 
employment within the Reich. The staff has the additional 
task of bringing into the Reich young folk from 10 to 14 years 
of age." 
Have you found this passage? 

SAUCKEL: I have read the passage and my reply is that the 
letter, to be sure, is addressed to me, but only for my information, 
and I had nothing to do with those proceedings either in my office 
or personally. I h a v e t h a t  was-it has been mentioned already in 
the case of the Defendant Schirach-that was carried out within 
those offices, and the Allocation of Labor, as an office was not 
involved in it. I personally do not remember it. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: What were your relations with the army 
recruiting staff Mitte? Was that your staff? 

SAUCKEL: I do not understand your question. What staff do 
you mean? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: The staff referred to in Alfred Meyer's 
letter, staff Mitte, dealing with the employment of labor. 

SAUCKEL: I cannot find the word "staff." 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Right in the beginning of the sentence: 
"It is imperative that the army recruiting staff. . . " 

SAUCKEL: The army recruiting staff Mitte is a term completely 
unknown to me. I do not know what it was, or whether it was a 
military or a civil office. It  had nothing to do with me. I do not 
know it. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You have testified hei-e that the Reich 
Security Office had introduced special identification badges for 
people brought in from the occupied territories. For the Soviet 
citizens the badge was-can you not hear me? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot understand the translation. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You have testified before the Tribunal 
that for people brought in from the occupied territories special 
identification badges were introduced. For the Soviet citizens the 
marking was "Ost," for Polish citizens it was the letter "P." You 
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testified that you were not in agreement with the marking. What 
did you do to stop this insult? 

SAUCKEL: I persistently tried to avoid the identification mark- 
ings altogether. But the Reichsfuhrer SS categorically demandied- 
to the best of my knowledge there is a letter from him to that 
effect-that these foreign workers who, a t  my request, were free to 
move about Germany, should bear a distinguishing mark when they 
went out of their camps. I t  was no insult. I should like to emphasize 
expressly that I did not look on this as an insult. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: That is your point of view. Did you 
discuss the matter at all with your immediate superior, the Defend- 
ant Goring? 

SAUCKEL: I can no longer remember today whether I spoke 
directly to Goring or not. I can only declare that I miade repeated 
efforts to stop the practice, and that in the spring of 1944, in March 
I believe, my efforts were actually crowned with success and the 
small badge "Ost" was changed to a national badge on the sleeve, 
as had been suggested by liaison officers for the various peoples in 
the East. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I asked you whether you discussed the 
matter with Goring? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot remember. Perhaps I did: perhaps not. I t  
was frequently discussed. 

THE PRESIDENT: General Alexandrov, I think you might pass 
on from this. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: In reply to questions by your defense 
counsel and by my French colleague in regard to Speer's attitude 
to your appointment as Plenipotentiary General, you mentioned 
that you did not know anything at  all about it. You will now be 
handed an article from the newspaper, Volkischer Beobachter. This 
is Exhibit Number USSR-467 and I am submitting it to the Tribunal. 
This article was published on 28 March 1942 in connection with 
your appointment as Plenipotentiary General. It  has even got 
your photograph, as you can see foq yourself. Have you found the 
passage with the following statement: 

"The appointment, a t  the wish of Reich Minister Speer, of , Gauleiter Sauckel was also due to the extraordinary impor- 
tance of labor allocation in the armament industry." 
We assume that you must have read the article. Did you read the 

article? 

SAUCKEL: I really cannot say so positively at  this moment. I t  
is however possible or probable. I did not have much time to read 
the papers then. But I should like to tell you very definitely, 
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Mr. Prosecutor, that during my term of office I transferred over 
5 million German workers from the most widely different branches 
of German industry to the armament industry. Therefore, it was a 
task which dealt principally with German workers and their 
transfer. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I was interested in something else: Why 
was Defendlant Speer interested in your personal appointment as 
Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor? That is what 
I wanted to ascertain. Can you tell me anything in this respect? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell you why Reich Minister Speer was 
interested in my appointment. I have already told my defense 
counsel that I myself was surprised at  the time. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Your defense counsel acquainted you 
with Document EC-68 during the session of May 29. This document 
deals with the treatment of foreign workers of Polish nationality. 
I shall not dwell upon the subject, since your defense counsel has 
already quoted the document in detail, and I will limit myself to 
your reply intended for your defense counsel, as i t  appears in the 
transcript of that session. 

I read from the transcript: 

"Sauckel: First of all, I should like to point out that this 'docu- 
ment is dated 6 March 1941-that is more than one year 
before I assumed office. . .. Since this document, Number 4, 
has been submitted to the Tribdnal, L must add supplemen- 
tary documents to my case which confirm that I automatically 
destroyed all such unnecessary directives. . . . In such a case I 
could not have issued orders of this description to any govern- 
ment office in the Reich." 

Do you remember these depositions given at the session of the 
29th of May the current year? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: General, I am told that this is an incorrect 
translation. It  was "revoked" and not "destroyed." You said 
"destroyed," did you not? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am reading from the Russian transcript 
and perhaps there are certain inaccuracies in it, but I do not object 
to replacing "destroy" by "revoke." The meaning remains the same. 

SAUCKEL: May I ask for the context to be repeated? I t  is not 
quite clear. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: No, I do not want to revert to Document 
EC-68. All I want is to establish what you said in reply to your 
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defense counsel in connection with this document. You do not con- 
tradict your testimony which I have just read into the record? Does 
it correspond to the statement you m,ade here on the 29th of May? 

. SAUCKEL: No. But I do not understand what the term 
"destroyed" has to do with it. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: We should not read "destroy," but should 
use the word "revoke." 

SAUCKEL: That is possible. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: So you confirm the testimony which I 
have just read into the record from the transcript. 

Now, tell us, do you remember the living conditions you imposed 
on the Ukrainian women and girls from the occupied territories, on 
those who had been mobilized for work in German agriculture? 

I shall now hand you Document Number USSR-383. 
[The document was handed to the defendant.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you have the PS number? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: No, Sir; that is a USSR document. 
[Turning to the defendant.] There is an addendum, Number 2, 

to your directive dated 8 September 1942. This addendum is entitled, 
"Memorandum for housewives concerning the employment of 
domestic workers from the East in urban and rural households." DO 
you know t>his document? This memorandum? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I shall now quote a few excerpts in order 
to describe the conditions which you imposed on those Ukrainian 
women and girls who had been sent to work on agricultural tasks 
in Germany. Please find Section B, "Registration with the Police, 
Identification, Supervision." Have you found that section? 

SAUCKEL: No. not quite. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Section B. H,ave yon found it? 

SAUCKEL: Page 4? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Section B, "Registration with the Police, 
Identification, Supervision," contains the following instructions: 

"The Eastern female worker is obliged to wear the identifi- 
cation badge 'Ost' on the right breast of each of her outer 
garments." 
SAUCKEL: I cannot find it. I have not found it. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You will find it later. That order is in- 
cluded there. 

.SAUCKEL: Yes; but, please, I must be able to follow you. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: Have you found it? 
SAUCKEL: Yes. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Now Paragraph 4. I t  is entitled "Labor 

Conditions." It  is written there: 
"Women domestic workers from the East employed in the 
Reich are under special working conditions." 
We shall see later on what these special conditions were. Please 

find Paragraph 9, Sentence 1, "Free Time." The opening sentence 
states: 

"No claim to free time exists." 
SAUCKEL: Yes, but I must ask you to read on. It  says exactly 

the same as in  the case of the German household staff, who also. . . 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: I shall now read the whole of Paragraph 9 

into the record. 
THE PRESIDENT: General, I do not think you should interrupt 

him when he is making a legitimate explanation. You should wait 
until he has made his explanation, and then draw attention to 
anything in the rest of the document that you wish to. Now, what 
did you wish to say, Defendant? 

SAUCKEL: I asked for a further part to be read. There is a 
sentence in which it is stated a weekly outing can nevertheless be 
granted. May I read the sentence once more: 

"Women domestic workers from,the East may, as  a matter 
of principle, only go outside the confines of the household 
when attending to household matters. However, on a pro-
bationary basis, as a reward, the opportunity may be given 
them once a week to remain outside the household for 3 hours 
without having work to do." 
The same also held good for German domestic workers a t  that 

time. Free time amounts to the same thing. 
GEN.ALEXANDROV: It is written differently here. No free 

time was allowed them. It says: 
". . .. as a reward, the oppolltunity may be given them to 
remain outside the household once a week 3 hours without 
having work to do. This outing must end before darkness 
falls, but by 2000 hours a t  the Latest." 
So there is no mention here of a day off, but of 3 hours off. Now 

find Paragraph 10. 
SAUCKEL: But I did not say that. Because of the blackout, this 

curfew applied also to German employees during the war. 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Now find Paragraph 10: "Leave and 

return home." That is the healding of this particular passage. Have 
you found it? It  is written: 

a 
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"For the tsime being no leave shall be granted. Women 
domestic workers from the East are recruited for an in-
definite time." 

SAUCKEL: I should like to add, in this connection.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: General, I think yo~u can pass on from this. 

You kno7w-this is not a matter of very greet importance. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Mr. President, I should like Defendant 
Sauckel to explain the discrepancies which have arisen in his testi- 
mony with regard to Document EC-68, and with regard to what 
was written in his directive concerning the employment of Ukrai-
nian women for domestic service in Germany. I wish to receive this 
reply in order to eliminaate the discrepancies which have arisen. 

SAUCKEL: I am in a position to answer that question very 
precisely. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes? 

SAUCKEL: This directive was not composed by me alone. Quite 
a large number of paragraphs were introduced a t  that time by the 
Reichsfuhrer SS. Already as far back as the spring of 1943 I suc- 
ceeded in having these paragraphs altered and the indefinite time 
of employment for the Eastern Workers was limited to 2 years. 
Furthermore, in a document which I believe my defense counsel 
will also submit to the Tribunal, it is proved that the removal of 
the restrictions applied to the Eastern Workers was the result of my 
endeavors. I tried to remove these restrictions in the very beginning, 
as I correctly stated in my first answer, so that the Eastern Workers 
stood on equal footing to other foreign workers and to the German 
workers. 

That was my aim and my conception of my duty as I performed 
it. I was particularly glad to do this for the Eastern Workers as 
they were the best workers we had in Germany. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I now go on to the next question. On 
18 August 1942 you had a meeting with Defendant Frank in Krak6w. 
I shall read out what has been written about this meeting in Frank's 
diary. That is Document Number USSR-223. In the diary for 1942, 
Volume 111, Page 918, is written: 

"I am happy to be able to inform you officially that we have 
so far  transported more than 800,000 workers into the Reich. 

"A short time ago you applied for 140,000 more workers. 

"Over and above this figure of 140,000, however, you can next 
year count on a further number of w,orkers from the Govern- 
ment General, for we shall employ the Police for recruiting 
purposes." 
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Does that tally with the actual facts? Did such a conversation 
between you and Frank take place? Has i t  been correctly entered 
in his diary? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot possibly confirm an entry which I have 
never seen before, and details of which I cannot possibly recollect. 
I therefore cannot say that all of it is correct. Those were future 
possibilities visualized by Herr Frank. I can, however, on the 
strength of the documents before me, say that the employment of 
Polish civilian workers . .. 

THE PRESIDENT: If you do not remember, why can you not 
say so and stop? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: But did he speak to you about resorting 
to police methods in the recruitment of manpower, or did he not 
mention it? Do you remember this, or do you not? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot possibly remember this communication 
which took place in 1942. Conditions at  that time were so utterly 
different. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: In his activities, where the recruiting of 
manpower was concerned, did Defendant Funk resort to police 
measures or not? Do you know about it? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot, from my own knowledge, tell you whether 
the Governor General solved this problem by the employment of 
police forces or not. Please ask him himself. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I am submitting a document to the Tri- 
bunal, Document Number USSR-469, which describes the methods 
of labor recruitment as applied in the territory of Poland. This 
document is an official directive, printed by the Kreishauptmann of 
the Minsk and Warsaw district. It is dated 2 February 1943: This 
directive was handed to Kazimir Navak, who was born on the 6 May 
1926, and resided in Dyzin in the Kolbey community. I t  reads: 

"Pursuant to the compulsory service decree dated 13 May 
1942 Verordnungsblatt, GG, Page 255, I direct you to labor 
service in the Reich." 
The following stands at  the bottom of this page: 
"In case of insubordination. . ." 
THE PRESIDENT: Is this a document you are putting in 

- evidence now for the first time? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: This document is being presented for the 
first time. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, we have not got the document. Have 
you any copies of it? 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes, it should have been handed to you. 
The document, Mr. President, is not included in the document book. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are you offering it now for the fiist time, or 
is it already in evidence? 

Did you not hear that? * 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Yes, I hear you, Mr. President. This 

document is being presented for the first time. 
THE PRESIDENT: We do not seem to have i t  anyhow. I mean, 

I have not a copy of it. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: The original document has just been 
handed to the defendant, and he has got it. The copies in German 
were handed to the Tribunal. 

THE PRESIDENT: I have it now in German. 


GEN. ALEXANDROV: I t  is stated at the bottom of this decree: 

"Should you disobey this compulsory service decree, the 

members of your family (parents, wife, brothers, sisters, and 
children) will be placed in a punitive camp and will be 
liberated only after you have presented yourself. Moreover, 
I reserve for myself the right to confiscate your personal 
and real property as well as the personal and real property 
of the members of your family. Moreover you, in accordance 
with Paragraph 5 of the above-mentioned decree, will be 
punished with confinement in prison, or with penal servitude, 
or with internment in a concentration camp. 

"Kreishauptmann Dr. Bittrich." 
Did you know anything about the application of such methods 

for the recruitment of manpower in the territory of Poland and of 
the existence of Defendant Frank's decrees? 

SAUCKEL: I can openly and clearly answer that the threat of 
such penalties in this form was completely unknown to me and that 
I would never have mentioned it. If I had learned of it, I would 
have stopped it immediately. I must, however, beg permission to 
tell the Tribunal that this appendix at  the end of the document, 
regarded as coming from my office, is incorrect, and was not sanc- 
tioned by me. The first paragraph of this document reads correctly 
and I request permission to quote it. It  is in keeping with German 
labor legislation and runs: 

"Pursuant to the compulsory service decree, Verordnungs-
blalt, GG, Page 255, dated 13 May 1942, I d!irect you to labor 
service in the Reich. 
"Your employment in the Reich will be under properly 
regulated working conditions and your wages will be paid 
according to a regular scale. Wage savings can be transmitted 
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regularly by you to your home. Close relatives, to whose 
support you have hitherto been substantially contributing, 
may apply to the labor office for special allowances." 
GEN. ALEXANDROV: Was that written at the bottom of the 

decree? 
THE PRESIDENT: I do not think we need the details. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I want to remind you now of certain 
directives which were issued with regard to the so-called recruit-
ment of labor, directives which were issued by your government 
organizations in Germany, and personally by yourself in your own 
famous program. The document is Document Number USSR-365, 
and you wrote the following.. . 

SAUCKEL: I have not got i t  here. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You will be helped to find it. 

Have you been shown the passage which I am now going to read 
into the record? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: It is written there: 
"It is therefore unavoidably necessary to exhaust completely 
the manpower reserves now available in  the conquered Soviet 
territories. If it is not possible to obtain required workers on 
a voluntary basis then steps must be taken immediately to 
conscript them or bring in compulsion." 
Did you issue these instructions? 

SAUCKEL: I have not found these passages so far. They have 
not been pointed out to me properly. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You will a t  once be shown the passage 
agqin. 

Did you ever issue these instructions? , 

SAUCKEL: I myself was not able to issue orders for compulsory 
service in the occupied territories, that had to be done by the district 
authorities. But by compulsion I did not understand thfat penalties 
would be threatened to the extent as stated in that one document 
signed by Bittrich, but that they would be in keeping with German 
regulations. That is a very substantial difference. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Was that which I have just read out to 
you included in your program or not? 

SAUCKEL: I t  is in my program-but I have expressly stated 
that I was directed to do that by the Fiihrer. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Let us proceed. In the letter of 3 Octo- 
ber 1942 addressed to Gauleiter Meyer you wrote-this document, 
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Number 017-PS will be handed to you in a moment. Please follow 
me when I read: 

"I do not underestimate the difficulties connected with the 
execution of the new task, but I am convinced that with the 
ruthless employment of all meansn-I should like to underline 
that 'all means'-"and with the absolute devotion of all con- 
cerned, the new quota can be filled by the date fixed." 
Did you write that? 
SAUCKEL: I wrote that, yes. But I want you to let me give 

you an explicit explanation: In all my directives I invariably 
demanded the most considerate treatment for the workers; that has 
already been proved in the Trial. When I refer here to the ruthless 
use of all means, I only mean the ruthless use of all technical means 
and propaganda, because I had been told from different sources that 
such means were not available there to a sufficient degree. This is 
an explanation of what led up to this letter. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: On 31 March 1942 you addressed a letter 
to the Reich commissioners. This letter will be presented to you in 
a few minutes. I t  is Document Number USSR-137. Here you wrote 
as follows: 

-	 "I request that the recruitment, for which you together with 

the commissioners are responsible to me, be speeded up on 

your part by adequate measures, if necessary by the appli- 

cation of compulsory labor in the severest form, so that the 

recruitment figures may be trebled in the shortest possible 

time." 

Did you issue this directive? 

SAUCKEL: That is my directive and I issued it. By the severest 

use of compulsory labor I meant no wicked or criminal measures, 
but rather, if it was necessary that it should be used, it was with 
reference to the number, the number to be made up. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I shall now quote a few excerpts from 
the documents of other people. I shall begin by reading an excerpt 
from a speech by Defendant Rosenberg, Document Number 
USSR-170, which was delivered a t  the conference of the German 
Labor Front in November 1942. I shall quote a brief excerpt from 
this speech: 

". . . millions of Russians, trembling with fright, react in the 

same way. .  ." 

SAUCKEL: I have not found it. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: You will be helped in one moment. 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps we had better adjourn now. 


/Th,e Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

DR. NELTE: I should like to draw the,TribunalJs attention to the 
following fact: General Alexandrov this morning referred to Docu- 
ment Number 744-PS. First of all a document was given me which 
was described as a German translation. That translation contains 
things which are obviously impossible. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Nelte, you said 744? 

DR. NELTE: 744-PS. 

THE PRESIDENT: I haven't got any note that he referred to that 
document. I don't know whether h e d i d  you refer t o  744-PS this 
morning, General Alexandrov? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I referred this morning to the document 
in question. I t  was a directive of the Defendant Keitel, dated 8 July 
1943, referring to the employment of prisoners of war in the mining 
industry. 

DR. NELTE: Then the Russian Prosecution presented me with 
the original, that is the photostatic copy of a letter dated 8 July 
1943, signed by Keitel. I now have two German versions before me. 
Not only do they differ greatly as far as the contents are concerned, 
but also the translation contains something additional which is not 
in the original, namely that to the heading of the letter, "Chief of 
the High Command of the Wehrmacht," is added "Army General 
Staff." 

I do not want to delay you by reading the other incorrect trans- 
lations, but I must assume that you have before you the texts in 
the foreign languages, which, as I see from the translation back into 
German, are incorrect. As this document, the original, is the evi- 
dence and is not being objected to, I should like to ask you to order 
that the translations in the foreign languages, which you have before 
you, be checked in order to find out to what extent they differ from 
the original document. 

THE PRESIDENT: Had the document been put in evidence 
before? Had it been offered in evidence? Was it an exhibit? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: 744-PS. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, that does not mean that i t  has been put 
in evidence. That 'only means that it is identified in that way. Had 
it been offered in evidence before? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I do not know the U.S.A. number of this 
document, but according to the data a t  my disposal I am able to 
state that it was submitted in evidence to the Tribunal. In the Ger- 
man copy, presented in the German language, it is written that the 
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German translation was made on 26 November 1945 by Second 
~ ieu tenan t  of the U. S. Infantry, Fred Niebergall. As Dr. Nelte has 
discovered certaln inaccuracies in the translation, I consider that the 
Translation Division should be asked to check these divergencies. 

DR. NELTE: I am convinced, Mr. President. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: I think that is the best thing to do, to have 

i t  checked by the Translation Division. We will order that that shall 
be done at once. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: [Turning  t o  the  defendant.] The transcript 
of Defendant Rosenberg's speech will be handed over to you imme- 
diately. I shall limit myself t o  a very short excerpt from this tram- 
cript. Please read after me: 

"Part of them imagine that the road to Germany is somewhat 
s imlar  to the road to Siberia." 

And further: 
"I know that if 1'12 million people are brought here, they 
cannot be given the best accommodations. The fact that thou- 
sands of people are badly housed or badly treated is obvious. 
It  is not worth while worrying about that. However, this is 
a very reasonable question, and I beheve that Gauleiter 
Sauckel has already discussed it, or will do so. These people 
from the East are being brought to Germany in order to work 
and to endeavor to reach as high a level of production as 
possible. This is quite a reasonable transaction. In order to 
reach this production capacity one should naturally not bring 
them over three-quarters frozen or let them stand for 10 hours. 
One must rather give them enough to eat that they will have 
reserve strength." 
Does Defendant Rosenberg correctly describe the conditions in 

whch the workers you brought from the occupied territories found 
themselves, or do you consider that Defendant Rosenberg has not 
described them correctly? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot say and do not know when Rosenberg 
made this speech. I mygelf did not hear i t  or receive a copy of 
it. I can, however, definitely state that as soon as I came into office 
I made most extensive arrangements, so that the conditions which 
Rosenberg discusses here-and which can have nothing to do with 
my term of office-might be avoided under all circumstances. It 
was for that purpose that I issued those most comprehensive 
orders. To prevent such conditions I planned hundreds of valid and 
binding instructions of a legal nature, affecting every nationality 
working in Germany, which would make such conditions impossible. 
That is what I have to say to that. I t  cannot refer to conditions 
during my term of office. 
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GEN. ALEXANDROV: Mr. President, 1 shall limt myseif to tiis 
one single excerpt frow the speech of the Defendant Rosenberg, 
and I shall not avail myself of the numerous documents already 
presented to the Tribunal, documents which confirm beyond all 
manner of doubt the criminal methods applied-with the full cog- 
nizance of the Defendant Sauckel-for the mobilization of manpower 
in the occupied territories and for the exploi~tation of the workers 
as slaves in Germany. 

I shall only submit to  the Tribunal one single new document, 
listed as Document Number USSR-468. This document is a worker's 
identity card issued by the German authorities in Breslau to a 
Polish citizen, Maria Atler. This card is characterized by the fact 
that i t  is stamped on the reverse side with the image of a pig. 
Maria Atler has stated on oath that such worker's identity cards 
were issued to all foreign workers in 1944 by the German authorities 
in Breslau. Together with this original document I am submitting 
a certificate of the Polish State Commission which quotes the testi- 
mony of the witness Maria Atler. 

/Turning to the defendant.] Defendant Sauckel, have you looked 
at that worker's identity card? Have you found the image of a pig 
on that card? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

GEN.ALEXANDROV: Did you know of the existence of such 
workers' cards, stamped with the image of a pig as an insult to 
human dignity? 

SAUCKEL: I did not have cards like that, and I knew nothing 
about it. I cannot quite make out what this image is meant to be. 
I have nothing at all to do with this. I am not familiar with such 
an identification mark on a card and do not know what I am to 
say about it. I do not know whether it was possible for some labor 
administration office to use such identification marks or not. I 
should like permission to see the original. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Did you know of the existence of such 
cards and of their utilization? 

SAUCKEL: No, I had no idea of the existence of such cards with 
images like that. It  was not to my advantage, and I had no reason 
at all to offend such people who were working in Germany. I had 
no idea of that, and I do not know what this was meant to  be. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I shall now quote a brief excerpt from 
Document Number USSR-170. This is a transcript of the minutes 
of a conference held with Reich Marshal Goring on 6 August 1942. 
I shall quote that pa.rt of the statement in which the Defendant 
Goring expresses his appreciation of your activities. I quote:. 
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I ' 

"To that I must say that I do not wish to praise Gauleiter ' 

Sauckel; he  does not need it. But what he has don6 in this 
brief time to collect wo,rkers from all over Europe and bring 
them to our factories with such rapidity is a unique feat. I 
will say this to you all: If everybody in his own sphere would 
apply a tenth of the energy which Gauleiter Sauckel has 
applied, then indeed the tasks which have been assigned to 
you would be easily fulfilled. That is my inner conviction 
and not mere words." 
Did you hear such an appreciation of your activities from the 

lips of Reich Marshal Goring? 

SAUCKEL: It  is possible that the Reich Marshal said that. I 
cannot remember the details of a meeting that took place so long 
ago. What is correct is that I, as  a human being and as a member 
of my nation, was obliged to do my duty. My documents prove 
that I tried to do my duty decently and humanely. I did my utmost 
to do that. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: I nosw submit to. the Tribunal a document 
listed as Document Number USSR-462. I t  is an article by Dr. Fried; 
rich Didier, published in the Reichsarbeitsblatt of 1944. This is an  
official publication of the Reich Ministry of Labor and of the Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Labor. The article is 
entitled "Fritz Sauckel on his Fiftieth Birthday." 

I do not intend to quote this article as it is written entirely in 
praise of Sauckel's activities, and there is no reason to dwell on 
it. I only wish to ask you, Defendant Sauckel, are you acquainted 
with this article? 

SAUCKEL: I do not know this article. I cannot say what is in 
it. I was not always able to read through the Reichsarbeitsblatt-it 
wasn't published by me. I t  is an old institution of the Labor Ministry 
which contains all the decrees published by that Ministry and also 
my decrees. The decrees in the Reichsarbeitsblatt all testify to my 
concern for foreign and for German workers. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: Then you will have to acquaint yourself 
very rapidly with the contents of this article. It  will be handed 
to you immediately. 

THE PRESIDENT: What document is this he is reading? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV,: It  is an article in the Reichsarbeitsblatt 
entitled "Fritz Sauckel on his Fiftieth Birthday." We are submitting 
this document for the first time as Document Number USSR-462. 

/Turning to the defendant.] Are you now conversant with it? 
Tell us, does this article correctly characterize your political and 
governmental activity? 
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SAUCKEL: The author of this article is not an expert. I can-
nct make any further comments on the contents of a birthday 
article. It  contains a very cursory description of my career and 
my sphere of work. 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: And now, one l a d  question. In your . 
speech at  the first meeting of the staffs for the Allocation of Labor, 
held in Weimar on 6 January 1943, you stated-and I quote from 
the third document book of your defense counsel, Document Number 
Sauckel-82: 

"Now, where the foundations of our work are concerned . .."-
I skip the first paragraph and pass directly to the second- 
"We are true to our Fiihrer and to our people. This loyalty 
justifies us in  the execution of the harshest measures."-And 
then, at  the end-"In this respect I will assume ever-increas- 
ing responsibility." 
Tell us now, are you assuming responsibility for the enforced 

mass deportation into slavery of the  population of the occupied 
territories, for the suffering and misery of the millions you drove 
into slavery, for the grim period of slaveholding which you revived 
in the twentieth century? 

SAUCKEL: I am most grateful to you that you quoted this docu- 
ment at  this very moment. Would you show me this document so 
that I can give the correct explanation of my views as contained 
therein? 

GEN. ALEXANDROV: If necessary, your defense counsel will 
acquaint you with this document. 

Mr. President, I have finished my cross-examination. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Thoma, do you want to re-examine? 

DR. THOMA: Witness, what was R o ~ n b e r g ' s  role, as Minister 
for the Occupied Eastern Territories, in  the execution of the Alloca- 
tion of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: The Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, 
in carrying out the Allocation of Labor, had to pass on my wishes 
and demands to the offices under him in  that Ministry insofar as  
they related to my tasks. I cannot, of course, comment on the other 
departments in the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories, 
which I do not know. 

DR. THOMA: Did not Rosenberg tell\you repeatedly that he 
would give Reich Commissioner Koch directions to make use of 
his authority? 

SAUCKEL: That is correct. I t  was one of Rosenberg's tasks to 
give orders t o  Reich Commissioner Koch, who was under him, in 
every field of administration there. 
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DR. THOMA: So that the way you understood it was that he  
was to give him instructions. In  what way? 

SAUCKEL: Rosenberg did and should-as we had expressly 
agreed-give instructions to  Koch to put a stop to any wild and 
objectionable methods which were contrary to my instructions; 
and that Rosenberg did, as fa r  as  I know. 

DR. THOMA: Rosenberg, by referring to the authority of the 
Reich Commissioner, meant that he  was to prohibit your recruit- 
ing methods and no longer permit your recruiting units to bring 
away Eastern Workers? 

SAUCmL:  Rosenberg never said that to me, rather he  denied 
it; for these commissions, while they were in the Ukraine, were 
subordinate to and part of the labor allocation department 02 Reich 
Commissioner Koch. Koch was the supervising authority and the 
administrative authority for such matters. Those are the undeniable 
facts. 

DR. THOMA: May I point out to the Tribunal that a Document, 
Rosenberg-10, shows that Sauckel did not understand this state-
ment of Rosenberg's. 

THE PRESIDENT: Did you refer to some document there, 
Dr. Thoma? 

DR. THOMA: Rosenberg-10. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. president, the re-examination of the wit- 

ness by the defense counsel for the Defendant Rosenberg must 
limit itself to new matters which have been brought up and are 
the subject of argument. There was every opportunity, when his 
client was in the witness stand, to clarify these questions. At the 
time I wanted to clear up this question on my own initiative, but 
I was informed that I ought to ask Sauckel. He made a clear state- 
ment here, and in my opinion there is no cause once more to come 
back in this connection to documents which belong to a previous 
period of the defense. I object to such questioning. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, Dr. Thoma, I think you had better go 
on and ask your next question. I have not got the document before 
me yet that you are putting to the witness, or referring to. What 
is your next question? 

DR. THOMA: Witness, did you not in your program assume 
full responsibility for the Allocation of Labor? 

SAUCKEL: I assumed responsibility, and I acknowledge it, for 
what came within the limits of my power-I cannot do more than 
that-and for what I ordered and for what I caused to be done. 
This collection of decrees, Dr. Thoma, has been submitted and was 
shown to Herr Rosenberg . . . 
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THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Thoma, the defendant has been over this 
all before. He has been all through this before-abcmt his respon- 
sibility. 

DR. THOMA: Mr. President, may I point out that regarding the 
question of responsibility, there is a certain paragraph-the decisive 
paragraph-which has not yet been read. I t  is Document 016-PS 
concerning the labor allocation program, and i t  says on Page 21, 
Figure 1. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Just say what the document is again, will 
you Dr. Thoma? 

DR. THOMA: 016-PS, Page 20 of the Gennan document. I t  says: 
"All technical and administrative procedure of labor alloca- 
tion is subject exclusively to the jurisdiction and respon- 
sibility of the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of 
Labor, the regional labor offices and the labor offices.. ." 
SAUCKEL: Inside Germany, Doctor. Outside Gennany I was, 

of course, subject to the competent chiefs of the areas in question. 
That is quite obvious. 

DR. THOMA: In reply to that answer I draw the attention of 
the Tribunal to Page 15 of this labor program. This Figure 1, 
which I have just read, comes under the paragraph, "Prisoners of 
War and Foreign Workers." 

SAUCKEL: To the extent that they were employed in Germany. 

DR. THOMA: May I point out that i t  states clearly under Figure 1: 
"All technical and administrative procedure of labor allocation. .." 

SAUCKEL: And may I point out that it was not possible for 
me to interfere with Reich commissioner Koch's authority. He had 
said expressly that he  would not permit that. 

DR. THOMA: Witness, the Delegate for the Four Year Plan gave 
you special powers concerning conscription in dealings with all 
authorities (and, in my opinion, it is not right that you should now 
deny these methods of recruitment and pass responsibility for them 
on to the Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories. 

I have no further questions. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, the defense counsel for Defend- 
ant Fbsenberg may engage in crass-questioning, but i t  does not 
appear to me to be the right moment for him to make a speech 
of accusation against my client. 

MR. DODD: Mr. President, I am well aware of the facts that 
there have been two cross-examinations, and I have no desire to 
go on with another one. However, we do have one document that 
we think is of some importance and which was turned over to 
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General Alexandrov, but I think there must have been some 
language difficulty. The translation of it was not presented. I would 
like the permission of the Tribunal to ask one or two questions 
of this defendant about i t  and to  present it. I think it is rather 
important that i t  be presented. 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Dodd, the Tribunal does not think that 
this ought to create a precedent, but in view of your statement 
that the document was supplied to General Alexandrov and that, 
for some reason, he did not deal with it, we will allow you to cross- 
examine upon it. 

MR. DODD: Very well, Sir. 
Witness, do you remember an occasion in  1942, just after your 

appointment, when you met with some officials of the Ministry of 
Labor and you discussed with them the program which you were 
about to institute and for which you were about to take respon- 
sibility? Do you recall it? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot, of course, remember details of that dis- 
cussion. Various points of the program were discussed, and I might 
also say in connection with the comments made by the defense 
counsel for the Defendant Rosenberg since what he has been 
quoting i s .  . . 

MR. DODD: Just a minute, just a minute. I simply asked you 
if you remembered this meeting, and you said you did not, and 
now there is the document. 

SAUCKEL: Details of that conference I do not remember. 
MR. DODD: And now take a look a t  the minutes of the meeting. 
THE PRESIDENT: What is the document? 
MR. DODD: This is EC-318. 
THE PRESIDENT: What is the exhibit number? Has i t  been 

offered or not? 
MR. DODD: I am now offering it. I was waiting to get the 

number from the secretary. 
I will have to get the number a little later, Mr. President. I had 

not made preparations to submit, this document, so I did not have 
the number in advance. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Now, I want to call your attention 
particularly to a few passages. You start out by telling the officials 
who were gathered there that you want to co-operate closely with 
them; and then, moving along, you give some idea of the number 
of workers whom you intend to recruit. You say there is an 
estimated requirement of 1 million; and you also made perfectly 
clear that day that you were to get most of your people, most of 
these workers, from the East and particularly from Soviet Russia. 
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You told these officials that you had talked for several hours 
with the Fuhrer and for 8 hours with the Reich Marshal, and that 
you all agreed that the most important problem was the exploita- 
tion of the manpower in  the East. 

You further stated-do you see that in  there? 
SAUCKEL: Where does it say exploitation? I cannot find that 

word. 
MR. DODD: Well, do you find where you say you had discussed 

your task with the Fuhrer in a conversation that had lasted for 
several hours? Do you find that? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot find it. 

MR-DODD: You have the German there before you, have 
you not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but will you please be kind enough to tell me 
the page? 

MR. DODD: In the middle of Page 2. Have you found it? 

SAUCREL: Mr. Prosecutor, I want particularly to point out to 
you the difference in German between the words "Ausnutzung" 
and "Ausbeutung." "Ausbeutung" (exploitation) is a word which, 
in the language of the workers, has a rather bad implication, but 
"Ausnutzung" (use of) is quite an ordinary concept; to use something 
means making i t  useTul. That is a great difference in meaning in 
the German language. 

MR. DODD: Well, we will stand by ours and you may stand 
by yours, and the Tribunal will ascertain between the two of us 
who has the correct translation. 

In any event, whether you said "use of" or "exploit," you did 
ssy that the most important solution was either the use of or the 
exploitation. . . 

SAUCKEL: But that is not the same thing, Mr. Prosecutor. 
In German there is a fundamental difference in meaning. I must 
point out that the word exploitation is a word which I did not 
use and did not want to use. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, would you speak a little bit 
lower. You quite drown the interpreter's voice. 

SAUCKEL: I beg your pardon, My Lord. 

MR. DODD: I am not concerned with whether or not you agree 
with the word "exploit." That is a very unimportant part of this 
document, as I think you probably already recognize. 

SAUCKEL: I beg to contradict you. That word is most impor- 
tant from the humane point of view. 
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MR. DODD: I don't care to have any argument with you a t  all. 
We . . .  

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, the Tribunal is perfectly well 
able to understand the difference between the use of the words, 
and you have told us the translation you say is right. 

MR. DODD: Now, if you move down a Little bit, do you recall 
having said that 1 million Russians would have to be brought 
into Germany as rapidly as possible, to become available even 
prior to the offensive? 

I t  is the next sentence or two there in  your text. You won't 
see it by looking at me. Do you read the next sentence? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I should like permission to read the next 
sentence: 

"The necessary condition for taking on the task would be 
the assurance that Russians would be given approximately 
the same rations as have been in force for the German civilian 
population." 

MR. DODD: You have skipped the sentence that I want you to  
read. I know that one comes along, but I want you to read the 
one where you say you would have to bring 1 million Russians 
into the Reich as  rapidly as possible, and that is the very next or 
almost the next sentence after the one you have been discussing, 
about the word "exploit" or "use of." 

SAUCKEL: ". . .must be brought to the Reich as quickly as 
possible." 

MR.DODD: That is all I want to know. Do you remember 
saying that? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, I said that. I must say in connection with this 
that this is a record which I have never seen before or  checked. 
Someone made it, but the record itself I was not familiar with, 
and it was never submitted to me. 

MR. DODD: Well, I suppose i t  could be truthful even though 
you didn't make it. 

Let us move on here to the next to the last paragraph, and you 
will find a sentence which says or suggests: 

"Theyn-referring to the Russians-"will have to be handled 
so roughly by the German administration in the East that 
they will prefer to go to Germany rather than stay in Russia." 
Do you find that? 

SAUCKEL: Will you tell me where that sentence is? 

MR. DODD: Well, it is right after the sentence where you talk 
about your negotiations with Hirnrnler. Maybe that will help you. 
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Do you find where you say you had negotiations with the Reichs- 
fiihrer SS? You succeeded in getting him to remove the barbed 
wire. Surely you have read that. 

Now you find the sentence, do you? 
"They would have to be handled so roughly by the German 
administration in the East that they would prefer, t o  go to 
Germany rather than stay in Russia." 
Do you remember saying that? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot say that I used these specific words in 
speaking to him, for, as  I have already stated, it is a record of 
statements of a problematical nature which I myself did not check, 
and I cannot be sure how a third person came to write this record 
from memory. These are  not shorthand minutes; i t  is merely a 
record which is not signed by anyone and in  which.. . 

MR. DODD: I don't think you need to give us any long disserta- 
tion on the fact that it is somebody else's minutes. I t  is not offered 
to you as being your own. 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but I have the right and am obliged to say that. 

MR. DODD: I wish you would wait a minute and let me put a 
question to you once in a while. I have not suggested that these 
are your minutes. I have merely put i t  to you for the purpose 
of determining whether or not on seeing i t  you remember it. And 
do you, or do you not remember it? 

SAUCKEL: I certainly do not remember that passage. Id can 
merely read here something written by a third person, and I do 
not know who i t  was. This person may quite well have misunder- 
stood me; that is possible.. . 

MR. DODD: Well, you also find you did have some conversa- 
tions with the Reichsfuhrer SS. Do you remember having said that, 
in the course of this conversation or speech or whatever i t  was that 
you were making? 

SAUCKEL: The Reichsfuhrer SS put me off on several occasions, 
and I had to insist to get the Reichsfiihrer SS to remove the barbed 
wire fences. I did that. From the very beginning of my term of 
office I moderated the orders of the Reichsfuhrer SS; and that, of 
course, caused vigorous arguments between us. 

MR. DODD: Then that part of the minutes of this meeting is 
correct, isn't it? The reporter, or whoever i t  was that took this 
down, correctly reported what you said about your negotiations 
with the. Reichsfuhrer SS, did he? You find no fault with that? 

SAUCKEL: What he  wrote do,wn in detail about what I am 
supposed to have said I have not yet read. 
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MR. DODD: Now, listen. You read back and look a t  that paper 
at  which you have just been looking. You find fault with the 
sentence that reports that you said they were to be handled roughly 
in the East, but you do not find any fault with the sentence ahead 
of it which says you had the barbed wire taken down, isn't that so? 

You seem to be complaining about the fact that this was some- 
body else's report and not yours. Have you read it? 

SAUCKEL: No. 
MR. DODD: Well, i t  is the sentence just before the one we have 

just been talking about. 
Do you really mean you cannot find it? Do you want help? 
SAUCKEL: Two pages appear in duplicate here. 
MR. DODD: All I have asked you, Witness, is whether or not 

the sentence about your meeting with Himmler is a 'falrly accurate 
report of what you said. Is it? 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot tell you from memory. I very seldom 
spoke to Himrnler and then only cursorily. It  may have been 
negotiations carried out by my office on my order. That I cannot 
tell you. 

MR. DODD: Well, your answer to all of this is, then, that you 
don't remember what you said there; this doesn't help you any 
to remember. 

SAUCKEL: You cannot possibly expect me to remember exactly 
events which lasted very briefly and took place so long ago. 

MR. DODD: I am perfectly willing to let i t  rest there. There 
Jis the written record against your failure of memory, and I will 

leave that with the Tribunal. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Dodd, I think you should put to h im. .  . 
SAUCKEL: With which, however, I was not familiar before this. 

THE PRESIDENT: I think you should put to him the next para- 
graph, "Thirdly. . ." which follows after the sentence about handling 
them so roughly. 

MR. DODD: Yes, Sir. 
[Turning to the defendant.] Now, if you will keep your finger on 

that place that you have there, you won't lose it, and you will find 
the next sentence is-begins: 

"Thirdly, he termed intolerable the wage rates previously 
decreed by the Reich Marshal, and has persuaded the Reich 
Marshal that Russians should have the possibility of earning 
up to one half of the wages of German workers." 
With reference to that statement, what had the Reich Marshal 

suggested, by the way? 
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SAUCKEL: Before I took up my office-and I hlrve talked about 
that at length with my defense counsel-there existed decrees of the 
Ministerial Council regarding wage regulations, and I continually 
improved those wages-four times, in fact, as  far as I could manage 
it, during my term in office. 

THE PRESIDENT: That is not an  answer to the question. The 
question you were asked was: What had the Reich Marshal sug- 
gested as wages for these workers? You can answer that. 

SAUCKEL: The Reich Marshal did not make any suggestions to 
me. When I entered office I found regulations in existence which 
I considered insufficient. 

MR. DODD: Well, tell us a Little more about it. What do you 
mean insufficient? You used here the word intolerable. What was 
the situation when you came into the office with respect to wages? 

SAUCKEL: I already explained that yesterday, during the exami- 
nation by my defense counsel, and I gave as an example the fact 
that an Eastern Worker, when I came into office, drew wages of 
about 60 pfennigs per hour, which, after deductions for food and 
lodging, would leave him about 4l/2 marks in cash. I altered 
that after I came into office and doubled the cash payments. The 
purpose of the instructions which existed before my service was 
probably to prevent too great a circulation of money for reasons 
concerning currency. I do not know the details. 

MR. DODD: This exhibit, Mr. President, becomes USA-881. 
I have no further qudstions. 

DR. WALTER BALLAS (Counsel for Defendant Raeder): I am 
replacing Dr. Horn for Defendant Von Ribbentrop. 

I have a few questions to put to the witness. 
Yesterday in cross-examination you spoke about a French diplo- 

matic organization, formed under the French Ambassador Scapini, 
for Frenchmen in Germany. Is i t  true that it was at  Defendant 
Ribbentrop's wish that this organization was formed? 

SAUCKEL: At our mutual wish and agreement. We both had 
the same interests. That is correct. 

DR. BALLAS: Can you tell me the reasons which caused Von 
Ribbentrop to create this organization? 

SAUCKEL: The reason for  this was, in my opinion, to bring 
about an understanding between the French and German populations 
by giving assurance that particular care would be taken of French- 
men working in Germany. 

DR. BALLAS: This diplomatic organization was also responsible 
for the treatment of French prisoners of war? Can you tell me for 
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what reasons the German Foreign Office decided on so unusual an 
arrangement at  a time when a state of war still existed between 
France .and Germany? 

SAUCKEL: There were conferences between the French Govern- 
ment of Marshal Petain and the German Government, and both 
nations tried conscientiously to bring about an  understanding. 

DR. BALLAS: And because of that came these unusual measures 
concerning prisoners of war? 

SAUCKEL: Not only because of that; I considered i t  a particular 
necessity, and I might mention in this connection that this organi- 
zation was later divided or supplemented. In addition to M. Scapini, 
who took care of French prisoners of war in particular, a M. Broehne 
took special charge of French civilian workers. 

DR. BALLAS: Is i t  true that Defendant Von Ribbentrop in the 
Foreign Office created an organization to bring into Germany from 
occupied countries artists, lecturers, newspapers, books, et cetera, 
for foreign workers so that these workers would return home well 
inclined toward an understanding with Germany? 

SAUCKEL: I t  was the purpose of an agreement established by 
the Reich Foreign Minister in collaboration with the Reich Ministry 
of Propaganda, the German Labor Front, and my office, to improve 
the leisure time of the foreign workers by means of foreign artists 
and lecturers. Many Russian artists were in Germany for this pur- 
pose. I t  also had the purpose of bringing Libraries and periodicals to 
these people from their home countries. 

DR. BALLAS: Thank you. I have no further questions. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, in order to rectify an error in 

a chart in Document Sauckel-1, I just want to have the witness' con- 
firmation. 

/The document was handed to the defendant.] 
Witness, among the employers of labor you mentioned the depart- 

ments of Minister Funk, did you not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And going down you find written i n  the third 
square ''armament inspectorate," and under that, "Reichsautobahn." 
These two squares have been incorrectly put in. They do not belong 
there. Is it true that these two squares should be crossed out? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I therefore ask that the chart be rectified by 
having these two squares crossed out. They belong to Speer's Min- 
istry, but I have not given any close attention to that side, and I 
do not wish to discuss i t  here. 
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Then, from the Buchenwald photograph album there were a 
number of pictures submitted which show the defendant together 
with Himmler. 

Witness, can you tell from the picture the approximate time of 
that meeting? There are certain indications which you discussed 
with me yesterday. Will you briefly describe these?. 

SAUCKEL: Yes. The left-hand top picture shows that construc- 
tion is still going on; I can see unfinished roadbeds and the like. 
This may therefore be during the construction period. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what can you say about the time from 
the dress of the various people? 

SAUCKEL: The dress shows quite clearly that this is at  a time 
before the war, for Hirnmler is wearing a black uniform which he  
never wore during the war. Apart from that he  is wearing a sword, 
which was forbidden during the war. It is quite clear that this meet- 
ing took place before the war. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Are these people wearing decorations? ' 

SAUCKEL: 1 cannot see whether they are wearing decora-
tions; no. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And so I can conclude that this picture was 
taken sometime before the war? 

SAUCKEL: Quite definitely sometime before the war, because 
I myself did not wear an  SS uniform during the war. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Document Number F-810 was submitted yester- 
day. That is a report about the meeting at the Wartburg. Beginning 
on Page 25 of the Gennan text there is a report by Dr. Sturm, which 
was shown you and in which i t  is said among other things that there 
was collaboration between the Gestapo and the concentration camps 
and that that was the right road to take. You were asked whether 
that was your view too, and whether such collaboration was correct. 

What did you understand by that? Do you mean that you agreed 
to the methods used in concentration camps, M practiced by Himmler? 

SAUCKEL: Under no circumstances, I wanted to indicate that it 
was correct, as the document shows, that workers' discipline should 
be enforced step by step, as provided for in cases of disobedience: 
First a reprimand, then small fines imposed by the factory, as laid 
down, in fact, in my Decree Number 13, which I want to submit as 
documentary evidence. Only then, after reprimands and small dis-
ciplinary penalities at  the factory had proved inadequate, should 
there be further treatment of these cases, as  is mentioned in the 
document, by having them brought to court by the public prose- 
cutor. I called a proper penal procedure correct. By no means did 
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I want thereby to characterize methods in concentration camps as 
correct. I was not at all familiar with these methods a t  that time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I have a document, Number 
1764-PS, before me. I have not been able to ascertain when and if 
i t  has already been submitted. I have just received it in the form 
of a photostatic copy. I t  is the so-called Hernmen report, a report 
v~hich Envoy Hemmen made about a sector of the labor allo-
cation in France. I want to read a short. passage to the defendant 
which deals with the number of Frenchmen employed ,in Germany, 
and I want him to confirm it. 

/Turning to the defendantt.7 Witness, I shall read you a passage 
and ask you t o . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, it is not usual to allow docu- 
ments to be put in re-examination. Why was this not used in 
examination-in-chief? 

DR. SERVATIUS: The figures were questioned during the cross- -
examination, not before. I attach no great importance to finding out 
in detail how many hundred thousands came or went. I can omit 
this question and come back to i t  i n  the final pleadings. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal was not saying you could not 
use i t  now. As i t  arose out of the cross-examination, I think you 
may be able to use it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I should Like briefly to read to you 
the relevant passage; and I want you to tell me whether the vifws 
presented there are correct. 

Envoy Hemmen reports here, in a letter recelved a t  the Foreign 
Office on 6 February 1944, unfder Paragraph I11 as follows: 

"Allocation of- Labor in Germany: 


, "It started with the voluntary recruitment of workers which, 

up to the end of 1942, produced 400,000 men. During the first 

half of 1943 two further voluntary recruitmpts of 250,000 

men each were effected. The first, by granting the privileges 

of the rel8ve-which allowed leave for prisoners of war at  a 

ratio of 1 prisoner to 3 recruits-or the granting of worker 

status, produced some 200,000; whereas the second could be 

carried out only by using the new compulsory service law, 

that is to say, coercion, and produced only 122,000 men." 


I skip the end of the page and read from Page 8: 

"As the total result of the Sauckel Action 818,000 persons all 

told, mostly men, went to Germany; 168,000 of them owing 

to the compulsory service law. Of all these there were only 

420,000 still there a t  the end of January 1944." 
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As far  as you can recollect, are these statemenis generally 
correct? 

SAUCKEL: May I remark in this connection that the Envoy 
Hemmen at  the Embassy in Paris dealt with these questions there, 
and they are given correctly. Finally, you meant to say 420,000 and 
not 420, did you not? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Thousand. 

SAUCKEL: The decisive point is that because of the short term 
of the contracts, the French workers were changed every 6 months, 
thus only one half could be here at a time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, you have already said that. 

SAUCKEL: As an explanation I should Like permission to  tell 
the Tribunal that while there wa8 a ratio of 1 to 3-meaning that 
Germany gave back 1 prisoner of war in return for 3 workers-both 
the prisoner of war and the French civilian workers who had replaced 
him for the most part had returned to their own country after 
l l / z  years, as each stayed for only 6 months. 

It  was very hard to win the Fiihrer over to this regulation. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have no further questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

. THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will hear some supplementary 
applications for witnesses and documents a t  2 o'clock on Monday. 

M. HERZOG: ntr. president, I should like to come back briefly to 
Document D-565, that is to say, to the photographs showing. the 
Defendant Sauckel at the Concentration Camp of Buchenwald. 

The Prosecution has never claimed, and does not claim now, that 
these photographs date from a period during the war. Quite the 
contrary, the original, which has been shown to you, has the date 
of these photographs and the year is 1938. 

The defendant, when he was examined by his counsel, told us 
that he visited Buchenwald in the company of Italian officers. I do 
not see a single Italian officer in these photographs; I simply see the 
Reichsfiihrer SS Hirnrnler. 

However, I do not dispute, and I never claimed that these 
photographs dated from a year other than 1938. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I have one last question in con- 
nection with Exhibit Sauckel-82 from Document Book Sauckel 3, 
Page 206 and following. On Page 207 we find a statement under 
Number 3 which I should like to put to the defendant again, because 
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the prosecutor for the Soviet Union has stated that Sauckel declared 
here that he gave no protection against crime. I should like to read 
the sentence to the defendant again and ask him for an explanation. 
I myself have already quoted i t  once before; apparently there is a 
misunderstanding. I t  is a very short sentence; it reads: "You can 
demand of me every protection in your labor area, but no protection 
for crimes." 

Does that mean, Witness, that you did not grant protection 
against crimes? 

SAUCKEL: On the contrary, it can be seen very clearly from 
that document that I did not tolerate any crime. I would not pro- 
tect these pecple, uiho were not subordinate to me, if they committed 
crimes there. They were not to do that; that was what I pro- 
hibited. .. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I believe that the Gennan shows very clearly 
that this explanation, as the defendant has just given it, is correct. 

I have no further questions to put to the witness. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Defendant Sauckel, I want to ask 
you a number of questions. And will you try to speak a little more 
quietly, and will you listen carefully to the questions and try to 
make your answers responsive to the questions? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. I 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, first, I am going to ask you 
a little bit about your personnel. You had one large central office, 
I take it, did you not-one large central office? 

SAUCKEL: I had a small central office, Your Honor. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): A small central office. And how 
many people.. . 

SAUCKEL: An office of my own. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): How many employees were in 
that office? 

SAUCKEL: In this personnel office, Your Honor, there were two 
personnel experts; a Ministerial-t, Dr. Stothfang; a Landrat Dr. .. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Just a moment; how many, just 
how many? 

SAUCKEL: Two higher officials and about eight middle and 
lower officials as assistants and registrars. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Did your inspectors work out of 
that office? 

SAUCKEL: The inspectors belonged to Department 9 of the Reich 
Ministry of Labor which had been installed there. That was a 
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special department which was established in the Reich Ministry of 
Labor at my request, with higher officials who. .  . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now the inspectors worked, I sup-
pose, under your instructions and reported to you, did they? 

SAUCKEL: The inspectors reported first to Department 5 in the 
Reich Ministry of Labor. I was informed in important cases. The 
inspectors had the right and the duty to correct bad conditions on 
the spot when they were confirmed in the labor administration. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Haw many inspectors were there? 

SAUCKEL: There were in Department 9, I believe.. . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): No, n v i n  all, how many in all? 

SAUCKEL: There were various inspection offices, Your Honor. 
This inspection.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): One moment, Defendant. Just 
listen to the question. I said how many inspectors in all the inspec- 
tion offices were there? 

- SAUCKEL: From my own knowledge I cannot say how many 
there were in the Labor Front. The extent of inspection offices in 
the Labor Front would have been a matter for Dr. Ley to explain. 
That I do not know in detail. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, do you kno; about how 
many inspectors were working to inspect the labor work. You must 
know about how many were there, don't you? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot give you accurate figures, but it  may have 
been approximately 60 or 70, if  you take all of them together 
including those of the German Labor Front. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, did they go outside of Ger- 
many, or did they work only in Germany? 

SAUCKEL: These inspectors worked for the most part only in' 
Germany. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And they would inspect such mat- 
ters as food and travel and conditions of the camps, and so on, 
would they not? 

SAUCKEL: That was their task. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Yes. And the important reports 
would come to you? 

SAUCKEL: No. According to an agreement the reports had to 
be sent to the highest competent Reich authorities for bad con-
ditions to be corrected. For bad conditions in industry and in camps 
the competent authority was the Industrial Inspectorate under Reich 
Minister of Labor Seldte. That was the highest.. . 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, did not any of them come 
to you? 

SAUCKEL: Complaints were also brought to me, but I could do 
nothing but send them back to the competent offices and ask that 
everything be done to remedy the conditions and that is what I did. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Did the inspectors' reports come 
to you, any of the inspectors' reports? 

SAUCKEL: The reports did not come to me directly; they went 
through channels to those offices which were concerned with cor-
recting such abuses. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Defendant, I am asking you not 
whether they came directly; but did they come to you eventually? 
Did you get. them? Did you see them? 

SAUCKEL: Such reports came very seldom to me. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So you do not know what the con- 
ditions were then, since you did not get the inspectors' reports, is 
that right? 

SAUCKEL: Four times or twice a year I also sent my assistants 
and these inspectors in person to the Gauleiter in  the German Gaue, 
and I received reports on what they discussed during these private 
conferences with the regional offices and on what they inspected 
and observed. There was nothing of a catastrophic nature, merely 
shortcomings in the execution of the directives which I had issued. 
I was informed about things of that sort . .  . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So you are telling us that you 
never got any reports or complaints of a catastrophic nature; is 
that right? 

SAUCKEL: I did not quite understand that question. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr.Biddle): You never got any reports or com- 
plaints of what you call a catastrophic nature; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Within Germany-I received reports and complaints 
such as I described to my counsel from Field Marshal Kluge, or else 
they were made known to me in discussions with Rosenberg. Imme- 
diately I took the necessary measures. But that was not frequently 
the case.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Defendant, if you would listen to 
the question and try to answer it, I think we would get along much 
faster. You used the expression "catastrophic nature;" those were 
your words. Did you get any reports of a catastrophic nature? 

SAUCKEL: I learned through Field Marshal Kluge, and through 
reports, which have been mentioned here, from Rosenberg, about a 
few cases which I considered catastrophic and tried to correct. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): These were what you call cata- 
strophic cases? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): What were they? 

SAUCKEL: There was the case in the East which Field Marshal 
Kluge reported to me, where motion picture houses were surrounded 

\ by recruiting agents. I considered that catastrophic. The second 
case was the case of the returning transport, where according to 
the report-it is called the later report, but I do not remember the 
number of the document-children are said to have died on the way 
and 'been placed outside the train. I considered that catastrophic. 
But there could.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You have answered. 

SAUCKEL: But .. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You have answered that now. 

Did you get any complaints about Koch? 

SAUCKEL: I received complaints about Koch a t  times from the 


Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Rosenberg, and also 
from another source. Koch, of course, always defended himself very 
vehemently. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Then you had complaints from 
several people about Koch? 

SAUCICEL: Yes. I could. . . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And the complaints said what 

Koch was doing, did they? 
SAUCKEL: I did not receive complaints from many sides about 

Koch, but rather from one side. . . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, wait.  . . 
SAUCKEL: But from several people .'.. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Wait. Won't you answer the ques- 

tion? I did not ask you if you have received many complaints. I 
said, "The complaints said what Koch was doing." Is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, in some cases. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And what did you do with those 

complaints? 
SAUCKEL: As far  as my field of work was concerned, when I 

received complaints such as have been discussed here, I called a 
conference in my office. That was the case immediately after the 
complaints from Raenberg, and on that occasion I adopted the 
attitude which my 'defense counsel cited and pointed out with respect 
to the conference of 6 January 1943. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And the Koch matter ended after 
the conference, I take it? That was all you did? 

LThere was no response.] 
That was the end of it as far as  you were concerned? 

SAUCKEL: As far  as I was concerned, I personally pointed out 
to the Fiihrer on several occasions that I considered i t  quite out of 
the question to treat the Eastern Workers and the people in the East 
badly; and by means of the decrees which I issued continually, and 
which are contained in my documents, I did whatever I could to 
protect them. I ask.  . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I have asked you about your cen- 
tral office. Did you have any branch offices? 

SAUCKEL: No, I had no branch offices. Two departments of the 
Ministry of Labor, 5 and 6, were put at  my disposal for the carrying 
out of my tasks of an administrative and technical nature. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): All right. That is enough. 
SAUCKEL: There business matters of an  administrative nature 

were carried on. I ask. .  . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Wait a minute. Now, were the 

recruitment offices in the Ministry of Labor? 
SAUCKEL: No. In  the Ministry of Labor there were. .  . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Never mind. That is all you have 

to say. 
Where were they, where were the recruitment offices? 
SAUCKEL: The recruitment offices were in the occupied terri- 

tories. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I understand that. But under 

what office? What administration? What department? 

SAUCKEL: The departments for labor were themselves incor- 
porated in the administration of these territories. That can be seen 
very clearly from my Decree 4, for that had been done in the same 
manner before I came into office. They were integral parts of the 
local admidtration. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. ~ i d d l e ) :  Of the local administration? When 
you mentioned the 1,500 district offices, were those the recruitment 
offices? 

SAUCKEL: Those were the offices in all the various territories 
which represented these various administrations on the lowest level, 
as I have just mentioned. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You do not answer the question. 
I asked you whether they were recruiting offices. Were they recruit- 
ing offices? 
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SAUCKEL: They were not only recruiting dfices, they were the 
offices of the territorial labor administration on the lowest level. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So they did administration and 
recruiting? 

/There was no response.] 
They did recruiting, did they not? 
SAUCKEL: I understand 'that that was one and the same thing. 

The recruitment was carried on according to German principles as 
part of the administration. Outside the administration recruitment 
could not be carried on. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): They were recruiting offices, then? 
The answer is "yes," is it not? They were recruiting offices? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Right. You should have said that 

in the beginning. That is what I wanted to know. Now, I want to 
know the relation of your offices to the Party offices. The Gaue and 
the Gauleiter worked in co-operation with you as plenipotentiaries, 
working with you, did they not? 

SAUCKEL: No, Your Honor, that is a mistake. The Gauleiter 
had nothing to do with recruiting, that was. .  . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, wait. I said nothing about 
recruiting. I asked you the relation of your offices to the Gauleiter. 
The Gauleiter co-operated with you in the general program, did 
they not? 

SAUCKEL: Not in the general program, Your Honor; only in the 
program of caring for German and foreign workers. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I see. The Gauleiter, then, had 
nothing to do with rec&ting; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: No; that is right. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is right? T%ey looked after 
the care and comfort of the men who were recruited, is that right? 

SAUCKEL: If they were working in the Reich, yes. 
-THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): In the Reich? 
SAUCKEL: In the Reich. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Did the Gaue outside the Reid1 in 
the occupied territories also work for you, or do you consider that 
they were part of the Reich? 

!There was no response.] 
Let me ask the question again. I do not think i t  is very clear. 

Certain of the occupied territories had been incorporated into the 
Reich, had they not? 
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SAUCKEL: In the East only the territories Wartheland and West 
Prussia were incorporated into the Reich.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now again I am not asking you 
the number that was incorporated; I just said certain of the occu- 
pied territories, certain parts of them, were incorporated into the 
Reich. Is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is correct. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Yes, and when you say the Gau- 

leiter in the Reich, that includes, does it  not, the Gauleiter in those 
territories which had been incorporated into the Reich; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but in this case they could not function in their 
capacity as Gauleiter, but o'dy if they were Reichsstatthalter, that 
is, only if they had a state administration under them. These were 
two entirely separate institutions with different personnel. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Did each Gauleiter have a labor 
office connected with his Gau, in his Gau? ,. 

SAUCKEL: May I ask if you mean all German Gaue, or only 
those Gaue of which we have just spoken, Your Honor? 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I mean only the Gaue of which 
we have spoken. They each had a labor office, had they not? 

SAUCKEL: They had a labor administration at the head of which 
there was a Gau labor president. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That's right. That is enough. NOW, 
do you know the organization of the Gau in the labor administra- 
tion? Did they also have a Kreisleiter who attended to the labor 
work? 

SAUCKEL: No, they did not have that. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And I take it  there were no Orb-

gruppenleiter that worked on the labor program, then? 
SAUCKEL: No, that was not the case; rather that was a strictly 

separate administrative concept.. . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is all right. 
SAUCKEL: But that was. . . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): No, that is all right. 
Now I would like to know a little bit about what you call this 

private recruitment. Who appointed the agents who were to do 
private recruiting? Who appointed them? Did the employers hire 
agents to get workmen for them? 

!There u7as no response.] 
Do you know what I mean by private recruiting? 
SAUCKEL: Yes. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That was done by agents, was 
it  not? 

SAUCKEL: Only in one case: In the year 1944 in France and in 
part in Belgium, by way of exception, I permitted agents to act on 
the basis of agreements with these French organizations. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Again, Witness, I did not ask you 
that at all. You do not Listen. I said: Who appointed these agents 
that worked as private recruiting agents? Who appointed them? 

SAUCKEL: In* those countries, the commissioner for labor allo- 
cation appointed them-I myself could not appoint them-together 
with the French organizations. That was an understanding, not a 
set appointment.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I see. And they would be paid on, 
I think you said, a commission basis; is that right? They would be 
paid, in other words, so much per workman? Every workman they 
brought in, they would get a fee for that; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. I do not know tlie details myself any more, but 
for the most part that is correct. 

THE T R I B U N a  (Mr. Biddle): Now, I take i t  when you used 
the word shanghai, which you referred to and explained, that simply 
means private recruiting with force. That is all it  means, is it not? 

[There was no response.] 
That is all it  means, is it not? Private recruiting with force? 

SAUCYEL: No. :. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, wait a minute. Can you 

shanghai a man without using force? You do not mean that you 
shanghaied them by persuasion? Did you? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, for I wanted to recruit these French associations 
in just this voluntary, friendly way, over a glass of beer or wine 
in a cafi., and not in the official offices. I don't mean shanghai in 
the bad sense as I recall its being used from my sailor days. This 
was a rather drastic expression, but not a concrete representation 
of the actual procedure. Never, Your Honor, in France or anywhere 
else, did I order men to be shanghaied, but rather..  . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Oh, I know you did not order it. 
That was not my question. You mean that "shanghai" just meant 
that you had a friendly glass of wine with a workman and then he 
joined up? Was that what you meant? 

SAUCKEL: I understood i t  in that way. I described it  to the 
Central Planning Board in a somewhat drastic form in order to 
answer the demands made of me with some plausible counterargu- 
ments as to the efforts I was making. 



THE TRIBUNAL, (Mr. Biddle): Why did you object to this private 
recruitment? What was the objection to it? 

SAUCKEL: In this case I did not object, but it was contrary to 
German ideas concerning the procurement of labor. According to 
German principles and . .. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Was it contrary to German law? 
SAUCKEL: It was against my convictions and contrary to Ger- 

man laws. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I did not ask you that. I am not 
interested for the moment in your convictions. I said: Was it con- 
trary to German law? It was, wasn't it, against law? 

SAUCKEL It was in general contrary to  the German labor laws. 
As far as possible no private recruitment was to take place. But 
may I say as an explanation, Your Honor, that after the workman 
had been won over, he nevertheless entered into an obligation on 
the basis of a state contract. Thus it must not be understood to 
mean that the worker in question came into the Reich without a 
contract approved by the state; a contract was granted td him just 
as it was to all others. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You mean, a laborer that was 
shanghaied by private agents had the same rights, once he was in 
the employment, as anyone else; is that what you mea?? 

SAUCKEL: The same rights and assurances that everyoAe else had. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is right, Now I am going to 
come to another subject for a moment. I simply want to understand 
your defense and what your point of view is. Now see if this is cor-
rect. You did no recruiting yourself. The Police did no recruiting. 
Your main job was, in the first place, to see that everything was 
done lawfully and legally. Was not that right, that was your im- 
portant fufiction? 

SAUCKEL: That was my endeavor. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr.Biddle): In order to do that you had to 
arrange to have the proper laws passed so as to have the recruiting 
done under the law; that is right, isn't it? That was your job? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Yes. And very often those laws- 
by the way, those laws were simply decrees, of course. They were 
just orders that were signed by the Fiihrer, or by you, or by some 
of the ministers. When you say laws, you mean, of course, decrees? 

SAUCKEL: The laws in the occupied territories for the recruit- 
ment of manpower had to be decreed by the Fiihrer and issued by 
the chiefs in the territories. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): What I mean is, in.order to make 
this ,use of foreign labor lawful, you simply had to get certain 
decrees signed; that was part of your duty, to get them signed? 
Now. . . 

SAUCKEL: I did not sign these decrees. . . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I understand that. I did not say 

you signed them. I understand that. You have explained that in 
great detail. Now let us see where the Police came in. They had 
nothing to do with the recruiting. Once a decree was signed, it 
became law, did it not? When a decree was signed, it was law? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And if any man resisted being 

brought in as a workman, or did not register, or did not Live up 
to his contract, he became a criminal. Thaf is right, isn't it? 

SAUCKEL: In this case he violated the law. We did not call i t  
a crime, but rather an offense. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): But he broke the law? 
SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE ?"RIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You mean he did not commit a 
crime? Did he or did he not commit a crime? Supposing a man 
failed to register when he was told to register for work, was that 
a crime? 

SAUCKEL: No, that was not a,crime. We called that an offense 
in Germany. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): ~ n dthen when he committed this, 
he was then turned over to the- Police. Is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Not immediately; in the preliminary proceedings he 
was told by the local labor office to appear and to report and. .  

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, you explained all that. He 
got 3 or 4 days, and then if he did not finally register, for the offense 
he was turned over to the Pbfice? Is that right? 

SAUCKEL: How that was actually handled in the various terri- 
tories I cannot say. I t  differed greatly, and was in part very lax. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You told us already in your cross- 
examination that if a man broke the law that was when the Police 
came in. The Police were there simply to see that the law was not 
broken. That is right, isn't it? That was their function? 

SAUCKEL: No, that was not my task; that was the task of the 
service authorities. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, why do you always say, "it 
was not my task"? I did not ask.yau if it was your task. I am just 
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talking about the Police; I am not talking about you. Now when 
those labor decrees were violated, then i t  was, at  a certain time, 
that the Police began to function. Isn't that right? 

SAUCKEL: That would have been the normal way, the cor-
rect way. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Go.od. Or after the men-let us 
say in Paris-were rounded up, if they offered physical resistance; 
then the Police had to be called in, had they not? If there was 
physical resistance you had to  call in the Police, had you not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but I can say that that was hardly ever reported 
to me. In most cases the men were then released. I t  can be clearly 
seen from the lists of the workers' transports--for instance, in  the 
year 1944-that of a large program not even 10 percent came to 
Germany. Then there was nothing else for us to do but to shanghai. 

THE TRIEUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Please don't go on. You have 
given all that evidence before. I just want to get a picture of the 
whole system. Now the Army. I think you said the role the Army 
played was where there had been sabotage or resistance in the occu- 
pied territories the Army would have to clean that out, so that the 
labor administration could work. That would be right, wouldn't it? 

SAUCKEL: In  so-called resistance areas in which the admin- 
istration was handicapped by resistance movements, not only in the 
field of labor allocation but alsb in  other directions, and the public 
safety of German troops could no longer be guaranteed. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I am not interested in other func- 
tions. I am interested particularly in the field of manpower at  this 
time. So that, for instance, i n  Poland or Russia, where i t  was im- 
possible to recruit people on account of the resistance to the recruit- 
ing or the resistance to the Army, the Army would go in and help 
with the recruiting. I t  would not be unfair to say that, would it? 

SAUCKEL: One can say that. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is right. Now, by the way, 

did any of these workmen who resisted or who broke the law or 
who did not register after 3 days, were they ever tried by a court, 
or were they simply handled by the Police i f  necessary? They were 
never tried by court, were they? 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot tell you in detail or in general. Prob-
ably there were various ways of handling that. I do not know the 
details. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, let us get that in particular. 
Did any of your decrees provide for trial by a court of such persons? 

SAUCKEL: No, my decrees did not do that. I was not authorized 
to issue such decrees within the territories with regard to court 
proceedings, because I was not the competent regional authority. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): All right. I am not very clear on. 
this picture of camps. Let us look a t  that for a moment. There were 
what you called, I think, distribution or transition camps, were 
there not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): How many? 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot tell you from memory. 

THE TR.IBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): No, of course not; but do you think 
there were more than a hundred? 

SAUCKEL: No, I do not think so. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Hardly. But perhaps nearly a 
hundred? I 

SAUCKEL: No, I do not think that is quite correct either. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You could give no figure on that? 

SAUCKEL: I assume that perhaps in the Reich there were 30 
or 	40 transition camps. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): In the Reich? 

SAUCKEL: In the Reich. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And were those transition camps 
also in the occupied territories, or  in  France? 

SAUCKEL: In the occupied territgries? Whether there were any 
transition camps in France and, if so, how many, that I cannot say. 
In the West, along the border, there were reception stations; and in 
the East, along the border, there were transition camps which had 
as their purpose an  additional physical examination, delousing of 
clothing, and.  .. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I think that is enough. I think 
you have answered that enough. Now there were also what you 
called the labor training camps. Do you remember, you said there 
were also labor training camps? 

SAUCKEL: These training camps. . . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Can't you say "yes" or "no"? 

SAUCKEL: No. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): How many? 

SAUCKEL: Of that I have no idea. .  . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So  you have no idea of that? 

Maybe 50 or  loo?,  
SAUCKEL: No. I cannot tell you even approximately how many 

because I have never received a List. They were not under me. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): To whom were they subordinate? 
SAUCKEL: They were subordinate exclusively to the Police, that 

is, as far as I know, to Gruppenfuhrer Muller. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And I presume that they were 

staffed and officered by the SS, as were the other concentration 
camps? 

SAUCKEL: I have to assume that also, but I cannot say definitely 
because I have never seen any such camps. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): But that would not be improbable, 
would it? 

SAUCKEL: No. These camps were subordinate exclusively to 
the Police. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): To the' Police. Now who went to 
the labor training camps? Who was sent to them? 

SAUCKEL: As far as I know-I heard very little about that- 
people were sent there who in a number of cases had committed 
violations of the labor regulations, or of discipline in the factories, 
and so on. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is right. That is fine. Thank 
you very much. That is all I want to know about that point. In 
other words, people who did not turn up for registration, or who 
broke their contracts, were sent for training. Now what was the 
training? What does that mean, "training"? How are you trained? 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot tell you. I assume that they had to 
work. A period d time was provided of from about 8 days to 
56 days, I believe; I cannot say exactly. I also heard about that in 
this courtroom for the first time. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, let us get a little more light 
on that subject. You see, you were after all, were you not, Pleni- 
potentiary, so you must have known something about these matters. 
There were labor camps as well as labor training camps, were 
there not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, and I want to distinguish between them..  . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I will distinguish. Let me ask you 

the question. The labor camps were camps where workmen were 
sent and housed who were working in industry; isn't that right? 
They were simply camps where workmen were housed and lived. 
Is that right? 

SAUCKEL: They were camps where workers were billeted; 
where they Lived. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is right; and labor training 
camps were different from the labor camps, weren't they? 
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SAUCKEL: They were basically different. The labor training 
camps were an institution of the Reichsfiihrer SS; the labor camps, 
in which they lived, were set up by the factory or group of fac- 
tories where the workers were employed. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So when a man was sent to a 
labor training camp, he was not sent simply to labor; he was being 
punished, wasn't he, for having broken the law? That must be right, 
is i t  not? 

SAUCKEL: To my knowledge, he came to a labor training camp 
in order to be trained to be punctual a t  work, and at the same time 
it was a punishment for his offenses at the factory. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Were there any decrees with 
respect to the labor training camps, any regulations? 

SAUCKEL: I know of no regulations. They had to be issued by 
the Reichsfuhrer SS, by the Chief of Police. I issued no regulations. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So, although part of your duty 
was to look after the foreign laborers who were brought over here, 
that stopped after they were turned over to the Police, and you had 
no more jurisdiction; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: That is right; but in one respect I have to correct 
that. I did not have the task of looking after the workers; I merely 
had the task of getting workers for the industries. The supervision 
of the camps and the care of the workers was in no way my task. 
I have. . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Stop, Defendant, we clearly under- 
stand that. You had practically no executive functions, but you 
repeatedly said that you passed decrees-by the hundreds, you 
said-for improving the condition of the men. Now, we know that 
you didn't have the job to feed them or to house them; but you 
did have one of your main jobs-one of your main jobs was to try 
to keep them in as good condition as possible, and that was the 
reason you were interested in any complaints. We all understand 
that, don't we? That is correct? One of your functions was to do 
that, wasn't it? 

SAUCKEL: I had taken over this task; it was not one of the 
duties with which I had been entrusted. The complaints with which 
I was confronted every day were to the effect that there were not 
enough workers available. My task was the direction and the acqui- 
sition of workers, but in my own interest I pointed out the neces- 
sity of caring for the workers and keeping them in good condition. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I see, that was a voluntary job 
on your part. I t  was not part of your duty, but nevertheless you 
did it. But, now, let me come a little bit to the workers themselves. 
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I-think we are very clear, or comparatively so, as to the numbers 
that were brought in. I want to know how many were voluntary 
and how many were involuntary. Now, before you answer that, I 
mean those workers who were brought in, not under law, but simply 
who volunteered for work of their own accord. There were not 
very many of those, I ,suppose, were there? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, there were a great many workers who volun- 
teered without legal compulsion, as the result of propaganda and 
recruitment and because of the fact that in Germany wages and 
such things were comparatively high and regulated. There were a 
great many workers. . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, let us take a look a t  that. 
There came a time when the laws applying to German workers 
were applied to workers for foreign countries; is that not true? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I mean, every ~ e r m a nhad to 
work, had he not, under the law? Right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, that is right. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr.Biddle): And that law was fmally applied 
to foreign workers as well, as you just said. Right? 

SAUCKEL: That law was also introduced into the occupied terri- 
tories. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Right. For everyone alike. So ' 
that after that law was introduced, there was no such thing as 
voluntary work because after that law was introduced everyone had 
to work, had they not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, as far  as demands were made for them in the 
occupied territories and elsewhere, according to need. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): So when you were talking about 
involuntary work, that must have applied to the time before that 
law was passed? Right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, however. .. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): When was the law passed? 

SAUCKEL: That law was introduced at various dates in the late 
autumn of 1942. I cannot tell the exact dates in the various terri- 
tories, but I should Like to say that under this law, as well, voluntary 
workers still came voluntarily, to Germany. They.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You are right. If they had not, 
they would have gone involuntarily, wouldn't they? 

SAUCKEL: No. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Why not? 
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SAUCKEL: Only certain quotas were raised but not all the 
workers were demanded for Germany. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, then those certain quotas 
that were requested would have to have gone involuntarily; right? 

SAUCKEL: No. There was also voluntary recruitment carried 
out, and that means that among the workers.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): ,Wait, wait, Defendant. Don't let 
us fool over this. It is quite simple. If there was a law which made 
it necessary for men to work when their quotas had been called up, 
they had to work, had they not? - Right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, they had to work, in their own countries first 
of all, but they also could volunteer to work in Germany instead 
of working in their own country. And' we attached great importance 
to this. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): In other words, a man had a choice 
of forced labor in an industry in France or in Germany, so in that 
sense it was voluntary; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, just two or three more ques- 
tions. You have answered clearly, I think. I just want to ask you 
about three documents. I think that is all. I am not going into 
detail. Do you remember the document known-as R-124, which was 
the conference on March 1st of 1944? You remember that con-
ference? 

Would someone show him the German notes of that, please, if 
you have them? 

/Turn ing  to t h e  defendant .]  Do you remember the conference? 
Have you looked a t  the notes? 

SAUCKEL: That was the conference about the Central Planning 
Board. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Yes, that is right. Did you look 
over those notes? 

SAUCKEL: Now? 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Yes. 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Do they about tell what took place 
in substance? In substance, there was an account of the conference, 
wasn't there? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, at this moment-I beg to be excused-I cannot 
remember the concrete topic of discussion at that conference. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, did you find anything in the 
notes, as you read them over, which you thought in substance was 
a great mistake? 

SAUCKEL: I cannot tell now what subject'is meant. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Have you read the notes? Have 

you read them? 

SAUCKEL: I did not read all the notes about the Central Plan- 
ning Board. At that time the notes about the Central Planning Board 
were not available t o  me. Therefore I did not know that notes were 
taken about the Central Planning Board. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Don't go on with all this talk. I 
simply asked whether you read them and you said you had not read 
them all. That i s  all we need. 

SAUCKEL: No, I have not read them all. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Of the portion that you read, did 

you find any mistakes? 

SAUCKEL: I found inexact passages, yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Inexact passages? 

SAUCKEL: Inaccuracies. For instance, the report of my inter- 
polation "200,000 to 5,000,000"; that is an  utterly impossible pro- 
portion. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Quite. Now, you used one expres- 
sion in those notes which I did not understand; and I am going to 
ask you what you meant by it. You spoke of your special labor 
supply executives. Was that the committee for social peace that 
you spoke about yesterday-about a thousand people in it? DO 
you remember? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is the same thing? That was 
the committee that you said had to be specially trained by the SS, 
I think, and by the police in  France, or wherever they were used? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): By the way, you spoke of them 
being armed. Why were they armed? Why did they carry arms? 

SAUCKEL: For their own protection and for the protection of 
those whom they recruited; they had to have some means of defense 
against attacks. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You.did not usually have anything 
to do with the Police, did you? Why did you organize this police 
corps? Why did you help organize this police corps, an armed police 
corps? Why did you do it? 
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SAUCKEL: That was not an armed police corps in the usual 
sense, rather it was. .. 

THE TkiIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Never mind describing it. We 
know what lt was. Why dtd you orgamze it? I thought you kept 
away lrom police measures. I 

SAUCKEL: In order to have protection for these people and for 
these places whch irequently were ralded, demohshed, or harassed 
by the resistance movement. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I see what you mean. This was 
an orgamzauon to protect the recruiting that was going on; is that 
right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I see. Now, I just want to ask one 
q u e ~ o n  about another manuscript, 016-PS, dated 20 April 1944, 
whch was the l a ~ o r  mobllizatlon program. That is the program 
whch you issued and signed, is it not? You look a t  it. That is the 
program you signed'! 

SAUCKEL: No. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): It is not? I do not know what 
you mean. 

SAUCKEL: I have not understood you correctly, I believe. 
understood 1944. It was.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): No, no, on 20 April 1942. YOU 
issued the labor mobihzation program. Is that the program signed 
by you, shown in the Document 016-PS? That is the program, is 
i t  not? 

SAUCKEL: The program-may I say the following in this con- 
nection: It wasra program which did not become effective imme- 
diately. . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Defendant, please answer the 
question. All I want to know is, first, you did issue a mobilization 
program, did you not? 

SAUCKEL: That I did, but . .  . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Right. And that is the one shown 

in that exhibit, is it not? I am simply identifying it. 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr.Biddle): Right. I wanted to ask you a 
little bit about bringing the youths of the occupied territories into 
the Reich. Certain of the youths were brought in, were they not? 

SAUCKEL: Youths were brought in, but against my.  . . 

I 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Against your desire, you said. 
How many were brought in? 

SAUCKEI;: That I cannot possibly say from my own knowledge. 
I do not know. There were youths. .. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, what were the ages? HOW 
young were they? 

SAUCKEL: That I cannot say either-what age the youths 
were--because they were with their families who came into the 
Reich as a result of refugee measures or  the evacuation of other 
localities, Then another time, in connection with the so-called "Hay 
Action" in 1944, youths came to the Reich, but without my having 
anything to do with it. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You know there were young 
adolescents, of course, young adolescent children, do you not? You 
know that, do you not? 

SAUCKEL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): What was the purpose of bringing 
them in? Were they recruited for labor, or were they to be trained 
in the Reich and educated? 

SAUCKEL: There are various explanations for the fact that 
youths were brought into the Reich. Some of these youths were not 
recruited or brought in by agents; rather they came with their 
families, a t  the latter's wish, when refugee and evacuation measures 
were carried out. Others came. . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Wait a minute. We will leave out 
the ones that came with the families. Some were recruited for 
labor, were they not? Some for work, were they not? 

SAUCKEL: Youths under the legal age of 14 years could not be 
brought in for work. By agreements, such as can be found in the 
documents, other offices brought youths i n  to train and care 
for them. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You just do not answer the 
questions. I asked you whether some were brought in for work. 
Children over 14, who were still under 20, were brought in for 
work, were they not-recruited for work? 

SAUCKEL: But only volunteers were brought in. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): only volunteers were bropght in? 

SAUCKEL: Youths were supposed to be brought in only as 
volunteers. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You did not recruit any youth 
involuntarily; you mean that? 
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SAUCKEL: I did not. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I do not mean you personally; 

I mean the administratlon. 
SAUCKEL: No, the labor administration was not supposed to 

bring in any youths, especially) girls, by compulsion; only vol-
untarily. Domestic servants were,only volunteers. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Some were brought in to be 
educated in Germany and to become German citizens, were 
they not? 

SAUCKEL: That I found out from the documents; but I was not 
responsible for that. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You did not know about that 
before? Did anyone advise you that it was in accordance with 
international law to force people in occupied countries to come to 
Germany to work? 

SAUCKEL: I was expressly urged by the Fiihrer to take that 
measure, and i t  was described to me as admissible. No office raised 
any objections to or had any misgivings about this measure; rather 
it met with the requirements of all offices. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I did not ask you that. I asked 
you whether anybody advised you that i t  was in accordance with 
international law. 

SAUCKEL: No. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You knew, did you not, that the 

Foreign Office had to consider such matters? 

SAUCKEL: I spoke with the Foreign Office on various occasions 
and this was found to be in order, because we were convinced that 
in these territories, on the basis of the t e r n  of surrender, the 
introduction of German regulations was permissible and possible 
under the conditions prevailing and in view of existing agreements. 
That was my belief. , 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Do you say that you were advised 
by the Foreign Office that you were entitled under international 
law to force people to come from Russia to work i n  Germany? 

SAUCKEL: The Foreign Office never told me anything to the 
contrary; but the Foreign Office, I believe, was not competent for 
questions concerning the East: I do not know. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Whom did you ask for advice on 
the subject? 

SAUCKEL: I found these regulations in existence before I took 
office. These regulations had already been issued. The Fiihrer 
expressly charged me to carry them out. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr.Biddle): Then, the answer is that you 
asked nobody? Is that right? , 

SAUCKEL: I did not ask anybody. I could not ask anybody, 
because all offices wanted these measures and accepted them. There 
was never any discussion to the contrary. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And did you say that it was not 
the task of the Police to enforce recruiting for labor? 

SAUCKEL: It was not the task of the Police to carry out 
recruitment. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mk. Biddle): Well, why did you say a t  the 
conference on 4 January 1944, which is reported in the Document 
1292-PS, that you would do everything in your power to furnish 
the requested manpower in 1944; but whether it would succeed 
depended primarily on what German enforcement agents would be 
made available, and that your project could not be carried out 
with domestic enforcement agents? .Does that not mean that the 
Police would have to enforce your recruitment programs? 

SAUCKEL: No, i t  means-the reproduction of these minutes is 
not very exact-I explained to the F'iihrer that I probably would 
not be able to carry out his program because there were very large 
partisan areas; and a s  long as these partisan areas were not cleared 
up, so that a regular administration could be established there, 
no recruitment could take place there either. First of all, therefore, 
normal administrative conditions would have to be established 
again. That could be done only by those organs whose task it was. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): What did you mean by German 
enforcement agents? 

SAUCKEL: By German enforcement agencies I meant the 
normal administration a,s such, but in some territories that was 
too weak. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, then, why was it that the 
Reichsfiihrer SS explained that the enforcement agents put at his 
disposal were extremely few, if those enforcement agents were not 
police agents? 

SAUCKEL: I did not understand the question correctly in the 
first place. The Reichsfiihrer, I believe, said-according to my recol- 
lection-that for the pacification of these areas he did not have 
troops enough because they were all at the front. That did not 
refer to the recruitment and management of compulsory labor, but 
to the re-establishment of nonnal conditions in these areas. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well then, are you saying that 
it!was not the task of the Police to help you in recruitment, but that 
it was the task of the military? 
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SAUCKEL: That differed greatly depending on the various regu- 
lations in the territories. There were areas in which the military 
commanders had the sole executive power, and there were areas 
in which civilian authorities had the executive power on the German 
side. There was a third kind of area, military operational zones 
with rear areas, in which the commanders of the armies had the 
executive power. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, then, either it  was the Police, 
or it  was the military, or it  was some other force which was going 
to carry out your forcible recruiting; is that right? 

SAUCKEL: Yes, but in these areas as well, the machinery of 
the civilian administration was available, which was not identical 
with the military or with the Police, but represented within these 
Wehrmacht organizations separate branches of the administration 
under a special administrative chief. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, I don't understand then 
what you meant by saying that your project could not be carried 
out with domestic enforcement agents. 

That is all I have to ask. Then the defendant can return to 
the dock. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I am asking the Tribunal to 
look at Document Sauckel-3, which is a list of Sauckel's offices, to 
see the position of the witness whom I am about to call. 

Under Sauckel in the Reich Ministry of Labor there were various 
departments, one of which, the department of the witness Timm, 
was the so-called Europe Office, which had three subdepartments- 
one for the West, one for the East, and the third for the South 
and Southwest. 

With the permission of the Court, I call the witness Timm. 
[The witness Timm took the stand.] 
THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name. 
MAX TIMM (Witness): Max Timm. 
THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 

by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

[The witness repeated the oath.] 
THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you worked in the Reich Labor 
Ministry in the Allocation of Labor department? 

TIMM: Yes, that is correct. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Were you already there when Sauckel tobk 

office? 
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TIMM: Yes, and I had been in the labor administration for some 
years before that. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the impression you had of your new 
superior when Sauckel took over the office? 

TIMM: When Sauckel assumed office, I had the impression of 
a very energetic, hard-working man, who was inclined to get ex- 
cited a t  times, even angry no doubt, and who demanded much of 
his co-workers, but also made great demands on himself. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How was he in carrying out his measures? 
TIMM: When h e  assumed office there was a good deal of con-

fusion in the field of labor allocation. Everybody had something 
to do with labor allocation. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was that the reason why that office was 
created? 

TIMM: The previous chiefs had not had enough force to push 
their program through against the opposition of various offices; and 
Sauckel was the strong man, and particularly the strong political 
figure, who was to put things in order. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How did Sauckel approach this new task? Did 
he adhere to the administrative regulations, or did he  do i t  in his 
otwn way, in-as one says--an unrestrained new manner? 

TIMM: He considered his task very much a political task, but 
he always did his best to handle administrative matters in an 
orderly way. He was known generally as a Gauleiter who was 
friendly to the civil servants. Also, in  order t o  instruct. all the 
offices under his administration, he  held so-called staff meetings . 
at regular intervals in which the most important things were dis- 
cussed. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was your position in  'that office? 
TIMM: In the Allocation of Labor department I had first a 

subdepartment and later a department. 
DR. SERVATIUS: What did that department deal with? 
TIMM: That department had to deal with all questions concern- 

ing the assignment of labor, particularly the classification of skilled 
workers, training of workers, vocational advice, and employment 
agencies for apprentices. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was your office called the Europe Office? 
TIMM: Yes. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Did you have an over-all view of what went 

on in the office? 
TIMM: Not completely, owing to the fact that Gauleiter 'Sauckel 

at the same time remained Gauleiter in Thuringia and he worked 
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in Berlin in Thuringia House, whereas the special departments put 
at his disposal remained in the Ministry of Labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: No, you did not understand my question. The 
question was whether you, from your office, had an  over-all view of 
what went on in the field of labor allocation without regard to 
Sauckel's activity. 

TIMM: Yes, but not entirely, because we were not informed 
about all events, due to the separation of the offices. I 

DR. SERVATIUS: What were the staff meetings? Who took part 
in them and of what kind of people were they composed? 

TIMM: For the most part the liaison men of the various branches 
were called to staff conferences. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of people were they? 
TIMM: There were various kinds of people, civil servants but 

also economists, and the like. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But you should tell us from what offices these 
people came, or  were they people who Were in Sauckel's office? 

TIMM: They were mostly people from other branches, as, for 
instance, a representative of the Delegate for the Four Year Plan, 
the representatives of the Ministry for Armament and War Produc- 
tion, of the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories, and of 
other departments. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was that the so-called specialist labor staff? 

TIMM: That was the specialist labor staff. 

DR. SERVATIUS: About how many people were in it? 

TIMM: In my estimation there were probably about 15 to 20 
people. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Besides that, Sauckel had a personal labor 
staff. What kind of people were in that? 

TIMM: The personal labor staff consisted mostly of men whom 
Sauckel had brought with him from Weimar, men of his own im- 
mediate circle. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did he also have consultants? Who were 
these? 

TIMM: He had two personal consultants, andr rat Berch and 
Ministerialrat Dr. Stothfang. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what position did Dr. Didier hold? 

TIMM: Dr. Didier, as  far  as I remember, was the press expert. 
DR. SERVATIUS: How were these staff meetings carried on? 

What was discussed? 
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TIMM: At those staff meetings all matters of labor allocation, 
that is the entire German labor allocation program, were discussed; 
and the sessions were generally opened with a complete report by 
Herr Sauckel, i n  which h e  explained his plans for the future. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were questions of recruitment in occupied 
territories also discussed; and what is of importance here, the diffi- 
culties which existed then, and the methods of which we have 
heard? What was said about that? 

TIRIM: Questions of recruitment were generally not discussed 
there so much but rather questions concerning the Reich. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I asked you first about the occupied territories. 
Was, for instance, that case discussed which has been brought up 
here, the surrounding of a motion picture house and the seizing of 
people there, and similar cases? 

TIMM: Yes, the case of the motion picture house is known to me. 
DR. SERVATIUS: That was discussed? 
TIMM: Yes, that was discussed. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what was done about it? 
TIMM: Sauckel at  once instructed several gentlemen-I don't 

remember whom-to make all possible investigations in order to 
clarify the case. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were other cases reported? 
TIMM: There were no other cases which could be compared in 

seriousness with that case which has just been described. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Was there also discussion about the question 

of labor conditions in Germany for foreign workers? 
TIMM: There were discussions a t  the staff conferences about 

labor conditions. 
DR. SERVATIUS: And was it not reported there that conditions 

existed in individual camps or industries'which were objectionable? 

TIMM: Cases of that kind were discussed. In general they con- 
cerned clothing, nutritio,n, and similar things. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How did these reports come to the staff con-
ffxences? Who reported them? From what source did one find out 
about them? 

TIMM: Herr Sauckel always attached importance to having 
these things examined on the spot, and he maintained an  extensive 
system of inspection in order to get an  accurate picture of these 
questions; and these inspection reports were then discussed in detail 
at  the staff conferences. 

THE PRESIDENT: I have an announcement to make. 
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Upon consideration of the motion of the Prosecution, dated the 
21st of May, and the memorandum of the Defense Counsel in reply 
thereto, dated the. 29th of May, the Tribunal makes the  following 
order: 

The motion of the Prosecution that arguments as to the guilt or 
innocence of the individual defendants be heard at the conclusion 
of the evidence relating to the individual'defendants and before the 
introduction of evidence relating to the accused organizations is 
granted. The Tribunal, however, will not decide the question of 
the guilt or innocence of any defendant until after all the evidence 
has been heard; and, if any of the evidence relating to the accused 
organizations is thought by counsel for any defendant to support his 
defense, he may ask to be heard further with regard thereto. The 
Tribunal, at the conclusion of the evidence relating to the individual 
defendants, will accordingly hear first the argument in their behalf, 
and then the summing up of the Prosecution. The statements of each 
of the defendants in his own behalf will b'e heard at the conclusion 
of the Trial before judgment. 

The Tribunal is of opinion that the argument relating to the guilt 
or innocence of the individual defendants will be more helpful if 
heard immediately at the conclusion of the evidence bearing thereon, 
and before the Tribunal has departed from this and goes into the 
branch of the case relating to the organizations. This arrange-
ment, furthermore, will give the commissioners, who are taking the 
evidence as to the organizations, further time in which to complete 
their work. The defendants will not be prejudiced in any way by 
this arrangement; for, apart from the fact that their cases are 
essentially different from the cases of the organizations, they will be 
allowed to call to the attention of the Tribunal any circumstance 
developed on the hearing of the organizations which is thought to- 
be helpful to  their defense. The Tribunal finds nothing in the 
Charter which forbids this procedure, and Article 9 leaves to the 
discretion of the Tribunal the manner of hearing evidence on behalf 
of the accused organizations. 

Counsel for the individual defendants will not be permitted to 
cross-examine the witnesses called by counsel on behalf of the 

' organizations; or to take part in such proceedings save when 
specially authorized to do so by the Tribunal. 

That is all. 
The Tribunal will sit tomorrow at  10 o'clock in open session 

until 1 o'clock. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 1 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 
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Saturday, 1 June 1946 

Morning Session 

DR.KUBUSCHOK: May I ask permission for the Defendant 
Von Papen to be absent on Monday and Tuesday to prepare his case. 

He will be represented by my colleague Dr. Nelte. 
[The witness Timm resumed the stand.] 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, yesterday we were speaking, at  the 
end, of the staff conferences. I should like to leave this question 
now, but we will come back'to it later when we talk about controls. 
First, I should like you to explain the relationship of Sauckel's office 
to the higher authorities. Whom did Sauckel come under? 

TIMM: The Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor 
was under the Delegate for the Four Year Plan. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what did he have to do with Hitler? 

TIMM: The Plenipotentiary General. kept in the closest touch 
with Hitler, and as far as  possible he presented his plans to Hitler 
a t  personal discussions. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was there a constant connection with the 
Four Year Plan through a liaison man, or how was that done? 

TIMM: There were various ways of keeping the contact active. 
There were liaison men on both sides. The Plenipotentiary General 
sent men from his select staff to the office of the Four Year Plan for 
a preliminary co-ordination of his plans, and on the other hand, as 
far  a s  I can recall, there were almost constantly delegates from 
the office of the Four Year Plan who took part in the staR con- 
f erences. 

In addition, the Plenipotentiary General frequently had personal 
talks with the Delegate for the Four Year Plan. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How was the co-operation with the other 
ministries conducted? With Goebbels, to begin with? 

TIMM: The Plenipotentiary General felt in principle that i t  was 
important to keep as close a contact as possible with the other 
departments and to have his plans and intentions co-ordinated 
beforehand. Co-operation with the Ministry of Propaganda was 
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no longer so good, especially at  the time when the Minister, 
Dr. Goebbels, was Delegate for Total War Effort. 

DR.SERVATIUS: After the proclamation of total war was 
Sauckel subordinate to Goebbels? 

TIMXI: The relationship was never quite clear. In my opinion 
it had to be looked a t  this way: The Delegate for Total War Effort 
receivedl comprehensive powers for all tasks, and was therefore in 
fact superior to the GBA (Plenipotentiary General for the Allo- 
cation of Labor). 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the relation with the other author- 
ities, folr instance with the Rdch Ministry for Food? 

TIMM: The co-operation with the Reich Ministry for Food was 
. 	very good. The relations with State Secretary Backe especially were 

always very good as far as I could judge. There were also continual 
conferences between the experts of both offices on questions of 
feeding in general. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, what was the date of the proc- 
lamation of total war? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Does the witness know when total war was 
declared? 

TIMM: I do not remember the date. ~r 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  was after the fall of Stalingrad. I cannot 
give you the exact date. 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on, please. 

DR. SERVATIUS: As to relations with Himmler, what co-
operation 'was there with that office? 

TIMM: I know nothing of any close personal relations between 
the GBA and Himmler. On Sauckel's labor staff there was a liaison 
man from the Reichsfiihrer SS, especially for any general police 
questions that might arise concerning the allocation of labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of questions were there? 

TIMM: All kinds of questions; especially the question of badges 
in connection with the employment of foreigners. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And probably also questions concerning 
barbed wire? 

TIMM: Yes; questions concerning barbed wire, and all the ques- 
tions which arose in police spheres. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And also the question of labor training camps? 

TIMM: As I was not an  expert on those questions I cannot 
remember very well, and I do not know whether there were any \ 

detailed conferences about them. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Now, I should like to pass on to the connec- 
tion of the authorities with the occupied territories. 

With whom were negotiations carried on and to whom did one 
apply when making demands on the occupied territories? 

TIMM: One had to apply to the respective district governments 
at  the time-military commanders, Reich commissioners or some-
thing similar. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of position did Sauckel's deputies 
have? 

TIMM: The deputies were organized and intended to be men who 
were to exert a direct and vigorous influence on the execution of 
Sauckel's plans, instructions and orders. 

This goal, however, was not reached as they were not able to 
succeed. I remember that the Plenipotentiary General therefore 
intended to ask Hitler for more comprehensive instructions and 
more comprehensive powers. 

I seem to recall that the Plenipotentiary General once announced 
that he had learned from Hitler himself, or from his entourage, that 
Hitler was not inclined to extend these powers as he  could not 
release the local governments, especially the military commanders, 
from the& comprehensive responsibility and powers; so the Pleni- 
potentiary General had only one recourse, that of putting forward 
his wishes through the channel of direct negotiations. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Why were the deputies not able to succeed? 

TIMM: The deputies could only try to consult with the existing 
regional governments, but the opposition was so strong that they 
could not carry any weight. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did these deputies not hold another position 
a t  the same time? 

TIMM: As they could not attain an independent position, the 
deputies were generally incorporated into the existing local admin- 
istration by way of negotiations. With few exceptions they were. 
entrusted with the management of the labor section, or were in- 
corporated into the section for economy and labor. 

Generally they were placed within the staffs of the military 
commanders as administrative officials and that was the position 
which they held ostensibly. 

DR. SERVATIUS: So it was a combination of two or more posi- 
tions held by one person? 

TIMM: It was, to a certain extent, a combination of different 
positions held by one person, of which, without doubt, the most 
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important was the position of section chief in the existing regional 
government. 

DR. SERVATIUS: With whom did this arrangement of a dual 
position originate? 

Was i t  Sauckel who insisted on it, or the responsible regional 
authorities? 

TIMM: As far as  I know, i t  resulted from talks with the regional 
governments on the question of the position of the deputies. The 
regional governments wanted on no account to have any men in 
their .districts who were independent of their administration and 
had special powers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: So that curbed the initiative of the deputies? 

TIMM: Their initiative as originally planned was no doubt 
checked. 

DR.SERVATIUS: How did Sauckel exercise his authority to 
issue instructions? 

TIMM: The authority to issue instructions to the offices abroad 
was generally exercised by means of sending instructions, directives, 
and decrees through normal administrative channels via the central 
offices. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Could he issue instructions to cover everything 
that happened there, or were there other offices which dealt with 
the recruitment of labor? 

TIMM: At that time, unfortunately, the situation was such that 
even after the appointment of the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor other agencies there repeatedly interfered in 
labor matters or carried on recruiting too-that is, agencies which 
had neither the power nor the authority to do so. 

THE PRESIDENT: What time is he  talking about; he says "at 
that time"? 

DR. SERVATIUS: I did not quite understand. 

THE PRESIDENT: I say what time. He said "at that time." At 
what time? What time is he speaking about? 

DR. SERVATIUS: [Turning to the witness.] What time are you 
speaking about? 

TIMM: It w& at the time when the Plenipotentiary General for 
the Allocation of Labor was appointed. 

DR. SERVATIUS: When was he appointed? 

TIMM: He was appointed in March 1942. 

DR. SEWATIUS: How was the recruiting carried out? Was it 
voluntary? How would you differentiate between the types? 
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TIMM: In principle, recruiting was carried out on a voluntary 
basis because from the technical point of view-that is, from the 
point of view of the utilization of the labor recruited-only volun-
tary recruiting could lead to success. That is to say only voluntary 
recruiting could bring people who were happy and willing to work, 
and who could achieve the output necessary for production. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was that the point of view which Sauckel 
emphasized? 

TIMM: During the whole time that I worked with Sauckel in 
the Ministry of Labor I never heard of any events which indicated 
any other point of view. He repeatedly emphasized that the basis 
of recruiting must be voluntary. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. He issued many directives and held 
many speeches. But did he not within the select circle. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, and Witness, will you try and 
pause between the sentences, and between the questions and the 
answers? The witness' sentences seem to me to be running on, 
whereas if he would pause it would give the interpreter some chance. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 
[Turning to the witness.] Sauckel issued a number of directives 

and made speeches to that effect. Did he not give you more precise 
instructions for the guidance of the department? 

TLMM: The instructions which we received always agreed in 
principle with the instructions which he issued to larger circles at  
presidential or similar conferences. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the result of voluntary recruiting? 
Did the workers come solely on the basis ofcthat recruiting, that is 
on the basis of the conditions as described to them? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: About how many were there? 

TIMM: It is, of course, not possible for me to give exact figures. 
Thinking it over I believe I can say that about 2 to 3 million 
workers might be considered voluntary workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Other workers came by virtue of the com-
pulsory service laws which were introduced in those countries? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What do you estimate the number of those 
people to be? 

TIMM: I can hardly give an  estimate. As about 2 to 3 million 
may be considered volunteers, the rest must reach this figure too. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: 'People were deported too. Do you understand 
what is meant by deportation? 

TIMM: If I may ask, does that mean the people who were trans- 
ported for military or similar reasons? I am not quite clear as to 
what you mean by that. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You do not know what deportations are? 

TIMM: You mean forcible deportations, do you not? I cannot 
remember and do not know anything about such measures in con-
nection with the activity of the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: 1n connection with the obtaining, recruiting, 
and conscription of labor, there are quite a number of serious 
charges concerning abuses which occurred. To what extent did you 
learn of them?- 

TIMM: I understand your question to mean abuses in the re-
cruiting itself? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

TIMM: I have no practical knowledge of the recruiting itself. 
As far as I had a general view of the situation, serious abuses, such 
as you mention in your question, were not reported to the GBA. 
Yesterday in an answer I pointed out that I knew of the case of the 
surrounded cinema, and that I could recall no events surpassing 
that case in gravity. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now I come to conditions in  Germany. Did 
you hear anything about conditions of the worst kind there? You 
probably read the papers and know what these charges mean. You 
were one of the people most closely involved there, so what did 
you learn? 

TIMM: Complaints about the treatment of foreigners came 
through various channels to the GBA too. They referred in general 
to questions of clothing and food, and that of barbed wire which 
came up repeatedly, and the question of badges, the marking of 
foreign workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, the Prosecution is speaking here of 
Crimes against Humanity. 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Are  those only things which happened daily 
in a normal administratioli, or are they, so to say, things which 
were reported? 

TIMM: Such things as you call catastrophic, Doctor, did not 
come to my knowledge, because if they had, I should still remember 
them now. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Who supervised the execution of the orders, 
and how did that come to your knowledge, or how should that have 
come to your knowledge? 

TIMM: Various authorities were concerned with supervising the 
work of foreign workers. These were five or six different offices. 
There was in particular the German Labor Front, which, on the 
basis of a so-called Fiihrer decision, claimed for itself the question 
of the treatment and care of foreign workers. And I may mention 
in this connection that it repeatedly said this assignment went 
beyond the order given by the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor to the German Labor Front, and that to a 
certain extent it was bound by a higher authority to carry out this 
task of welfare and control of treatment, et cetera. On this funda- 
mental question there were repeated conferences between the office 
of the GBA and the German Labor Front, and these later led to an 
agreement according to which the GBA also transferred this ques- 
tion to the German Labor Front. To settle these matters, the Ger- 
man Labor Front established a central inspectorate whose mission 
it was to look after foreign workers throughout the whole Reich. 
In addition to this central inspectorate, the Office for the Allocation 
of Labor within the German Labor Front was still functioning. 

DR. SERVATIUS: We will come to that in a minute. 


TIMM: Yes. 


DR. SERVATIUS: What connection was there between Sauckel's 
office and this inspectorate of the Labor Front? How were contacts 
maintained? 

TIMM: In the first place, a man from the German Labor Front 

worked as liaison man on Sauckel's technical staff. . . 


DR. SERVATIUS : Who was that? 

TIMM: That was Herr Hoffmann. And secondly, the central 
inspectorate of the German Labor Front constantly had conferences 
on their inspection activities to which an official of the GBA was 
invited. 

DR. SERVATIUS: This liaison man, H o h a n n ,  pr&urnably re-
ported on what he heard from the Labor Front? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What did he report? 

TIMM: The things which he reported covered the same ground 
as I have already told you about. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The German Labor Front already had this 
task before Sauckel's office was set up? 
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TIMM: The German Labor Front .was of the opinion, as I, 
for several . . : 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you must answer me. The German 
Labor Front had this task before Sauckel came? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did it consider that its authority was restricted 
by. the fact that Sauckel was appointed? 

TIMM: I was just about to explain that i t  considered its task a 
general, comprehensive one; and when the newly appointed Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Labor occupied himself so 
intensively with these matters, i t  did see in  this a certain encroach- 
ment on its task. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And was this agreed upon between Ley and 
Sauckel? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: At whose instigation was this agreement 
reached? 

TIMM: As far as I can recall the suggestion was the outcome of 
a wish of the German Labor Front. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what was the aim? 

TIMM: Of course, I can give only my personal opinion. I believe 
that the aim was in any case to express the fact that the German 

eLabor Front was generally competent for these questions. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who presented. the agreement, Sauckel ...? 

THE PRESIDENT: Have we not got the agreement between 
Sauckel and Ley? 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  was submitted by the Prosecution. 

THE PRESIDENT: If we have it, we do not want to have his 
personal recollection of it, do we? 

DR. SERVATIUS: The witness goes back too far. I would Like to 
know who suggested it and drew i t  up, and when i t  was signed. 
There are two dates at  the foot of this document as far  as I remem-
ber today. 

M. HERZOG: Mr. President, the document which is being men- 
tioned now was submitted to the Tribunal. I t  is Document Number 
1913-PS. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  is in my document book, in the first docu-
ment book, Page 79. In the English book it is Page 74. Here in the 
first text may be found.. . 

219 
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THE PRESIDENT: What are you after? There is no use in 
getting the evidence of a witness, who said he does not remember 
in detail about it, about a document which we have got before us. 
I t  does not seem to me to be in the least bit useful to know who 
suggested that the agreement should be entered into. 

DR. SERVATIUS: /Turning to the witness.] There were still 
other inspectorates. For example, the Gauleiter was an authorized 
agent for the Allocation of Labor Department. To what extent did 
the Gauleiter report things which occurred in their Gaue during the 
allocation of labor? 

TIMM: The Gauleiter were appointed by the Plenipotentiary 
General for the Allocation of Labor by virtue of his Decree Num- 
ber 1, to be his authorized agents, with the task of applying them- 
selves precisely to this question. 

' DR. SERVATIUS: What did they repoft? 

TIMM: I do not know of any written reports from the Gauleiter 
on this question; at least, not to any extent wolrth mentioning. 
Hardly any written reports from the Gauleiter came in on this 
question; at least, not to our office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: At this opportunity I should like to clear up 
the question of the position held by the Gauleiter as authorized 
agents for the Allocation of Labor in relation to the Gau labor 
offices. Was the Gauleiter president of the Gau labor ocffices, or in 
what relation did they stand to each other? 

TIl!.'IM: In administration and matters of personnel, the president 
of the Gau labor offices was undoubtedly subordinate to the Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Labor, or to the Reich 
Minister for Labor. But the Plenipotentiary General had made it 
the duty of these presidents to keep in closest contact with the 
Gauleiter and to make constant reports on the things which occurred 
in their sphere of work. In particular, if there were any tension 
or difficulties in the Gau, they were to apply to the Gauldter for aid. 

DR.>ERVATIUS: If I understand you correctly, the Party as 
such had nothing to do with the actual utilization .of labor itself? 

TIMM: I believe that is so. If the question is to  be considered 
in that way, I would say that the institution of a Plenipotentiary 
General emphasized the political aspect of the Allocation of Labor, 
and that the Gauleiter, according to their varying personal opinions, 
concerned themselves to a greater or lesser extent with the Allo- 
cation of Labor. 

. DR. SERVATIUS: As an organ for care and control? 

TIMM: Yes; for all questions concerning 1abor.allocation. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you will understand that your testi- 
mony concerning your knowledge of the events submitted by the 
Prosecution is received with great skepticism. Did you not un-
officially hear and see things which, if they did not come to your 
attention officially, certainly should have given you cause to in- 
vestigate them more thoroughly? 

TIMM: Of course, one heard here and there of cases where 
foreign workers were allegedly ill-treated in some way. As far as 
such things came to my attention I always considered them official 
matters, and made out a report accordingly or had them attended 
to. In such cases, the necessary investigations were made imme- 
diately and everything necessary was done to clear up the matter. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were these individual cases not symptoms of 
conditions as a whole? 

TIMM: I do not believe so. At any rate, events which one might 
call catastrophic never came to my attention. As I have already 
said, they were nearly always only things which were connected 
with the question of treatment-that is to say, questions of accom-
modations in camps, clothing, and so forth. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the output and the morale of the 
workers? 

TIMM: The output ahieved by foreign workers varied. The 
output of the Eastern Workers was especially good. In general, be- 
cause of this output, the demand for Eastern Workers was great. 
The output was also very good in particular of the skilled French 
workers. . . , 

DR. SERVATIUS: That is enough. Now, I must come back again 
to your connections with the occupied territories. Did you take part 
in negotiations with authorities in the occupied territories? 

TIMM: Not in the East. A few times I went on journeys in the 
West with the Plenipotentiary General and took part in negotiations. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were you with him once when he visited 
General Falkenhausen? 

TIMM: Yes, I was present at the negotiations. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Of what nature were these negotiations, as 

far  as the atmosphere was concerned? Were they tense, were they 
friendly, or what were they like? 

TIMM: The conferences with General Falkenhausen at which I 
was present were generally comparatively short. I had the feeling 
that the two gentlemen did not care for each other.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: What does it matter whether they were tense 
or friendly or short? 
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DR. SERVATIUS: General Falkenhausen made an affidavit, which 
was submitted here, in which he  said that Sauckel gave him orders 
and negotiated with him in a manner which caused him to offer the 
strongest opposition. 

THE PRESIDENT: If you want to contradict Falkenhausen's 
affidavit you can put it to the witness, if that's what you are trying 
to do. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I do not have it here a t  the moment. I will 
forego that question. 

/Turning to the witness.] You were in France? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were you present a t  negotiations with the 
French authorities? 

TIMM: I was present at  negotiations with Laval, who was 
Premier a t  that time. 
. DR. SERVATIUS: Of what nature were these negotiations? 

TIMM: One can certainly say that the negotiations were carried 
on in a very friendly manner. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did the French not bring any complaints? 
TIMM: Individual complaints were made. I remember that the 

complaints were especially about the question of the transfer of 
wages. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I should like to ask you whether complaints 
about treatment, the methods of recruitment, coercive measures, and 
so on-whether complaints were made about those things? 

TIMM: No, I do not remember any complaints of that sort. I 
should certainly remember them if there had been any. * 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have a few more questions concerning 
Sauckel's relations with the Central Planning Board and with Speer. 
You yourself repeatedly represented Sauckel a t  the Central Plan- 
ning Board. Is that correct? 

TIMM: Yes, a few times. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the position of the Central Planning 
Board as far  as Sauckel was concerned? 

TIMM: The Central Planning Board was a branch of the Four 
Year Plan. Its task, as far as the GBA was concerned, was to collect 
the demands for workers made by the big employers, and to adjust 
these demands a t  regular sessions. As the Plenipotentiary General 
for the Allocation of Labor could not judge himself the importance 
of the use made of workers by the various industries, this question 
was decided in the Central Planning Board. An attempt was made, 
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for certain periods of time, for as long a time, as possible, to  work 
out a balance of workers, I might say, and in  connection.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant Sauckel told us all about this 
already, didn't he? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then there is no need to go into i t  with 
another witness. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, Mr. President. 
/Turning to the witness.) Do you know Speer's position? 

TIMM: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was Speer's position in relation to 
Sauckel and vice versa? Could Speer give orders to Sauckel in 
particular? 

TIMM: Speer was Plenipotentiary General for Armament while 
Sauckel was Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor, 
and Speer held the point of view that he, as Armament Minister, 
should have decisive authority in all matters pertaining to the 
production of armaments, that is raw materials, coal and conse-
quently also the allocation of labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Could Speer give Sauckel orders and instruc- 
tions, or did he actually give them? 

TIMM: Yes, as a matter of form. As I have just said, the ques- 
tion was not quite clear, and the two conceptions were opposed. 
In reality there was always a certain tension between the two men 
because the Armament Ministry wanted more or less to claim the 
power to issue instructions. This tension was generally cleared up 
through talks, or the exchange of letters between the two men. 
Sometimes i t  led to what one might call "agreement conferences," 
headed by Reichsrninister Lammers, as he was at  that time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the result of these conferences, 
these agreement conferences? 

TIMM: These conferences led to agreements which, as fa r  as I 
remember, were several times taken down in writing, and in my 
opinion they led to an  increasingly strong influence by the Arma- 
ment Ministry on questions concerning the allocation of labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have no more questions to put to this witness. 

THE PRESIDENT: Does any other counsel want to ask any 
more questions? 

DR. HANS FLACHSNER (Counsel for Defendant Speer) :Witness, 
in connection with your last statement, I should like to ask one 
question. You have testified to tension between the Defendants 
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Sauckel a d  Speer because Speer claimed the right .to give instruc- 
tions. Do I understand you correctly if I assume that the tension 
arose from the fact that Sauckel energetically disputed this right 
to issue instructions? 

TIMM: As I wanted to express in my last answer, the diffi- 
culties consisted in the fact that Speer, as Plenipotentiary General 
for ~ r m k e n t s  said: "I must have control of all the things which 
belong to actual manufacture. So it is essential for me as regards 
the direction 02 labor allocation. . ." 

DR. FLACHSNER: I understood that, Witness; my question is 
only, did this tension arise from the fact that Sauckel emphatically 
refused to recognize this right to issue instructions which you say 
was assumed by Speer? 

TIMM: As Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor 
Sauckel felt himself competent and responsible for all questions 
concerning it. 

DR. FLACHSNER: With regard to the demands of the Arma- 
ment Ministry which he did not feel he could consider justified, did 
Sauckel not hold the point of view that he was responsible only to 
the F'iihrer? 

TIMM: I do not remember anything so definite. He was Pleni- 
potentiary General for. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Surely this is very far removed from any- 
thing we have got to deal with. He says that the tension was cleared 
up by conferences. What more is there to discuss? 

DR. FLACHSNER: That was the last question I wanted to ask 
the witness. 

Witness, you spoke of conferences which are supposed to have 
taken place with Minister Lammers. In the minutes of the session 
of 11 July 1944 and of 4 January 1944, which have been previously 
submitted here, there is no mention at all of such differences. I 
would be grateful to you, if you could tell me what session with 
Lammers you have in mind? 

TIMNI: Unfortunately, I cannot give the dates of the sessions 
exactly. I know only that the Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor several times wished to report these circum- 
stances to the Fiihrer, and that the two men, as far as I can remem- 
ber, agreed that these questions should be discussed with the Fiihrer. 
Then, however, in order to avoid always taking things to the 
F'iihrer they agreed to have matters talked over with Reichsminister 
Lammers. 

DR. FLACHSNER: You cannot give any details about that? 
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TIMM: Only if-I remember, for example, that the question of 
the blocked industries in France was discussed. 

DR. FLACHSNER: Very well. 
THE PRESIDENT: Does the Prosecution wish to cross-examine 

the witness? 
M.HERZOG: Witness, were you a member of the National 

Socialist Party? 
TIMM: Yes. 
M. HERZOG: From what date? 

TIMM: In 1933 I applied for admission. My application was at  


first refused, and as far a s  I remember i t  was approved in 1934 
or 1935. 

M. HERZOG: Were you a member of the SA? 

TIMM: I was a member of the SA for a short time. I left the 


SA when proceedings for my expulsion were instituted against 
me i n  the SA, and I resigned. 

M. HERZOG: Were you a member of the SS? 


TIMM: No. 

M.HERZOG: What were your functions up to the time you 


entered Sauckel's office? 
TIMM: I was employed in that branch of the Reich Ministry of 

Labor which had the employment agency, the office for vocational 
guidance, and the training agency. 

M.HERZOG: When did you first meet Sauckel? . 
TIMM: As far as I can remember, I saw Sauckel for the first 

time when he  visited State Secretary Syrup in the Reich Ministry 
of Labor, and the individual officials were invited to meet him. 

M. HERZOG: At what time did this take place? 

TIMM: I cannot give the date exactly. I believe i t  was about a 


few weeks after the appointment of Sauckel as Plenipotentiary 
General for the Allocation of Labor. 

M. HERZOG: What was your position a t  the time when Sauckel 
was appointed Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor? 

TlMM: I was in the department for employment and unemploy- 
ment relief-the employment department . . . 

M.HERZOG: And at  the end, what was your position? 
TIMM: At that time I was a Ministerialrat in the Reich Ministry 

of Labor. 
M. HERZOG: Will you tell me where Sauckel's offices were in 

Berlin? 
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TIMM: I did not understand the question. 

M. KERZOG: Will you tell me where Sauckel's offices were in 
Berlin? 

TIMM: In Berlin, Sauckel himself worked in Thuringia House, 
while the special sections made available by the Reich Ministry of 
Labor were in the building of the Reich Ministry of Labor a t  Saar- 
landstrasse 96, and some, after a part of the building had been 
destroyed, were in alternative quarters near Berlin. 

M. HERZOG: Thank you. The offices at  Saarlandstrasse 96 there- 
fore came under Sauckel's administration? Is that right? 

TIMM: The office at Saarlan&trasse 96 was not a new office; i t  
was the Reich Ministry of Labor. The two sections had been made 
available by a Fiihrer decree to carry out the tasks of the GBA. 

M. HERZOG: A document headed "Delegate for the Four Year 
Plan, Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor, Berlin 
SW 11, Saarlandstrasse 96" therefore comes from Sauckel's office? 

TIMM: I did not quite understand. 

M. HERZOG: A document which has the following heading: 
"Delegate for the Four Year Plan, Plenipotentiary General for the 
Allocation of Labor. . ." 

THE PRESIDENT: Why not show him the document? 

M. HERZOG: I show you Document Number L-61, which was 
submitted to the Tribunal in the course of the last few sessions. 
This document bears, as you see, the following heading a t  the top 
on the left: "The Delegate for the Four Year Plan, the Plenipoten- 
tiary General for the Allocation of Labor." On the top in the right- 
hand corner, "Berlin SW 11, Saarlandstrasse 96." It is dated 26 No-
vember 1942, and comes, therefore, from Sauckel's offices. Is that 
right? 

TIMM: This document comes from the GBA, therefore from 
Sauckel's office. 

M. HERZOG: Thank you. Did you represent Sauckel at  the con- 
ferences of the Central Planning Board for the Four Year Plan? 

TIMM: I either represented him, or I went with the GBA to 
take part in the sessions. Not always, but frequently. 

M. HERZOG: When you represented him there, you received 
instructions before going there, did you not? 

TIMM: When we had to go to larger and more important con- 
ferences, we were informed by Thuringia House that there were to 
be sessions, and we received our instructions as to how we were to . 
represent the GBA a t  these sessions. 
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M. HERZOG: And when you came back from these meetings, you 
gave Sauckel a report on them, did you not? 

TIMXI: After the sessions we either reported the results of the 
conference to him personally, or through his personal advisers. 

M. HERZOG: Sauckel then had to take the responsibility for the 
declarations you made at the various meetings? Is that right? 

TIMM: As an official, it was always my duty to make sure when 
I made reports in a session and to ascertain. . . 

M. HERZOG: That is not what I asked. Will you answer my 
question? You received instructions before the conferences began. 
You reported to Sauckel afterwards what was discussed at  these 
conferences. Consequently Sauckel was responsible for what was 
discussed there, was he not? 

TIMM: If I might be allowed to explain about this . .  . 
THF, PRESIDENT: Is not that really a matter of law, not a 

matter of evidence? 
M. HERZOG: Yes, of course, Mr. President. 
[Turning to the witness.]You declared a short while ago that the 

conversations at which you had been present in Paris were of a 
friendly nature. Do you remember taking part in the conference of 
12 January 1943? 

TININI: At the moment I cannot remember just from the date 
whether I took part, but I could tell from the subject of the dis- 
cussion whether I was present or not. 

M. HERZOG: I have already submitted Document Number 
F-809 to the Tribunal. It contains the minutes of this conference. 
In the course of the conference, Laval, among other things, said to 
Sauckel: 

"It is no longer a matter of a policy of collaboration; it is 
rather, on the French side, a policy of sacrifice, and on the 
German side a policy of coercion.. . 
"We cannot take any political measure without everywhere 
coming up against some German authority which has substi- 
tuted itself in our place. 
"I cannot guarantee measures which I do not take myself.. . 
"It is not possible for me to be a mere agent far German 
measures of coercion." 
Do you think that those are friendly remarks? 

TIMM: I did not understand one word. "Do you believe that 
those. . ."? 

M. HERZOG: "...friendly. remarks." You said that these con-
versations were friendly. I have given you an extract from the 
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contents of these conversations. Do you still say that they were 
friendly? 

TIMM: I can only confirm the spirit of the negotiations in which 
I took part. I do not recognize these statements in the form you 
give them to me. 

M. HERZOG: If you had known them, would you still have said 
that they were friendly conversations? 

THE PRESIDENT: He was not there. He just said that he did 
not know about it. We can judge for ourselves whether the tone of 
it is friendly. 

M..HERZOG: Witness, you stated earlier that you had no 
knowledge of forced deportations. 

TIMM: I said that I knew of no forced deportations under the 
authority of the GBA; and I do not know o,f any deportations. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember a conference held on 15 and 
16 July 1944 at  Wartburg, which you attended, and a t  which Sauckel, 
a number of chiefs of Gau labor offices, and people who worked with 
Sauckel were also gathered? 

TIMM: At Wartburg there was a conference of the presidents of 
the Gau labor offices. I was there for that conference. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember having spoken there? 

TIMM: Yes. 

M. HERZOG: Do you remember the statements you made about 
recruiting methods? 

TIMM: I do not recall that so well; no. 

M. HERZOG: I will now show you Document Number F-810, 
which I submitted to the Tribunal under the Exhibit Number 
RF-1507. The Tribunal will find the extract I want to submit to the 
witness on Page 10. 

You were speaking of the conferences which the Plenipotentiary 
General for Allocation of Labor was having with the Wehrmacht 

~about its co-operation in compulsory recruiting, and you said: "The 
Fiihrer has approved the use of measures of coercion to the fullest 
extent." 

Do you deny that you knew that workers were being recruited 
for forced deportations? 

TIMM: I ask for a moment's time. I have not yet found the place. 
It  was not shown me before. 

These are notes made by some one present, presumably the 
Military Commander in Paris. I have not my statements on this 
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question at hand, but I should imagine that the GBA, in view of the 
difficult. . . 

M. HERZOG: Will you please look a t  Page 8, Paragraph IV? 
TIMM: Page 8, yes. 
M. HERZOG: Under Paragraph IV, on Page 8: 
"As regards the employment of European labor and the 
problems, methods, and means for the same, Timm made the 
following remarks: 1) Northern Europe; 2) Southeast; 3) Italy; 
4) France." 
Then we come to the passage about which I am asking you for 

an explanation, because you made this statement. Will you answer 
that? Do you still deny your knowledge of the fact that these 
deportations were forced? 

TIMM: I have no intention of denying anything. I can only say 
that Sauckel probably had powers from the Fuhrer to use all 
reasonable means to speed up the procurement of workers. 

Measures were introduced and carried out in France which, 
even if they were approved by Laval, the Premier at the time, might 
nevertheless be termed compulsory. 

M.HERZOG: Thank you. I have one last question to ask you. 
In this quotation you say, "The F'iihrer has approved.. . ." If the 
F'iihrer approved something, it means, that something was suggested 
to him. Is that not a fact? 

TIMM: As far as I can remember, Gauleiter Sauckel always 
reported the results'of his talks in Paris to the F'iihrer. It is possible 
that he reported to the F'iihrer the question of recruiting methods 
which he had discussed with Laval; and it was customary for him, 
as I have already said in my testimony, always to make sure of the 
F'iihrer's approval, so that he did not work against the Fuhrer's 
ideas. 

M. HERZOG: Thank you. 'I have no more questions. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, the document which was last sub- 

mitted to you, L-61, from Saarlandstrasse, is not in the original, 
but i t  contains the words: "Signed, Sauckel." The Defendant Sauckel 
has informed me that it is possible he did not sign it himself, but 
that he may have been informed, in a general way only, that there 
were letters about one thing and another-routine office corre-
spondenceand he might have given authority for them,to be 
sigried. Is that possible? 

TIMM: It was like thiq the departments in Saarlandstrasse . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, did Sauckel state that in 

evidence, or are you telling us simply what he said to you? Do you 
remember? 
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DR. SERVATIUS: I cannot say exactly whether he stated that 
here. 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on then. 

DR. SERVATIUS: !Turning to  the witness.] Answer the question. 

TIMlVI: Yes. As Sauckel continued to exercise his functions as 
Gauleiter in Weimar, it sometimes happened that things did not 
reach him. The sections in Saarlandstrasse submitted their drafts 
to the personal adviser in Thuringia House, and it is quite possible- 
as I know from my own knowledge of condition-that the contents 
of the drafts were transmitted by telephone, and that the personal 
advisers were authorized to sign the name of the Plenipotentiary 
General. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was the mail so extensive that he did not take 
exact cognizance of individual letters? 

TIMM: That is hard for me to judge. 
DR. SERVATIUS: That is enough. One more question: Fiihrer- 

Sauckel-Speer. Is it true that the Defendant Sauckel told you that 
the Fiihrer had ordered him to fulfill all Speer's demands? 

TIMM: I do not know whether exactly such a statement was 
made. 

DR.SERVATIUS: We have shown you the document in which 
Laval complains about the conduct of the German authorities. Did 
this complaint refer to Sauckel's activities, or was it not that he 
had told Sauckel of these complaints and was thanking him per- 
sonally for his attitude? 

TIMM: I recall from the talks with Laval, that Laval repeatedly 
expressed his gratitude to Sauckel for having put into effect 
measures and means for facilitating matters which he had suggested. 
Laval attached special importance-to use his own expression-to 
putting the climate and the ,atmosphere in order, and to having 
talks with Hitler himself as soon as possible; and he asked Sauckel 
to pave the way for him. As far as I know, Sauckel did actually 
arrange for talks of this kind and Laval thanked him for doing so. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have no more questions for this witness. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): The job of the GBA was to get 

workmen to replace the men who had been taken into the Army 
out of industry. That was largely your work, was it not? 

TIMM: The task of the GBA was much more comprehensive, as 
previously all the tasks. . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Well, I understand, but that was 
part of your work, was it not? 

TIMNI: Yes. 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): All right. Now, you were therefore 
told beforehand the number of people that the Army was taking 

.out of industry, weren't you, so you could make up your estimates? 

TIMM: The numbers were adjusted in the central Planning 
Board. It was precisely the task of the Central Planning Board, that 
the plans made in the OKW . .. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Wait a minute. I don't care who 
examined the figures, but your organization certainly had knowl- 
edge of the needs of the Army, of the number of people the Army 
was taking out of industry. You had to have that information, had 
you not? 

TIMM: The number of men to be drafted was reported to the 
Central Planning Board. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): All right, reported to the Central 
Planning Board. Now then, they were taking people out of industry 
also who were not needed for the Army, weren't they? I mean Jews. 
They were taking Jewish people out of industry, were they not? 
Sauckel said yesterday that Jewish people were being taken out of 
industry. You admit that, don't you? 

TIMM: Yes.Jews were eliminated from industry. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): All righG and I suppose the Cen- 
tral Planning Board was given the number of Jewish people that 
were taken out of industry, were they not? 

TIMM: I do not know that. In the conferences at which I w+ 
present.. . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Do you not assume that that must 
have been the case, if they had to find the number of replacements. 
It must have been so, mustn't it?. 

TIMM: I cannot judge as to that because I learned only the total 
number of men to be drafted, independently 02 the Jewish question. 
I will not venture an opinion; I do not knolw. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Do you not know that Hirnmler 
and the SS told the Central Planning Board the nu,mber of Jews 
that were being taken out of industry for whom replacements were 
needed? You know that as a fact, don't you? 

TIMM: No. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): You do not? 

TIMM: No. I know only that we received certain statements 
from the Reichsfuhrer SS that people were being taken out of 
industry, and owing to the objections of the Plenipotentiary General, 
who had to supply the replacements-I remember that this measure 
was partly withdrawn. 
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, THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): And you do know that one of the 
duties of the Reichsfiihrer SS was to withdraw Jews from industry? 
You know that? 

TlMM: I know from statements in reports that Jews were to be 
withdrawn from industry. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): That is all. 

THE PRESIDENT: The witness may retire and the Tribunal will 
adjourn. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

[The witness Hildebrandt took the  stand.] 
THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name. 


HUBERT HILDEBRANDT (Witness): Hubert Hildebrandt. 


THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 

by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

[The witness repeated the  oath.] 
THE PRESIDENT: You may sit  down. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you were working i n  the office of 


Sauckel, is that correct? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You were subordinate to Timm. What was 
your special field? 

HILDEBRANDT: In the Reich Ministry of Labor from 1930 I dealt 
with questions concerning labor for the iron and metal industry, the 
chemical industry, and the textile industry. After 1940 I also dealt 
with questions concerning workers in the West. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Regional questions in the West? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes; in France, Belgium, and Holland; some of 
those questions. 

- DR. SERVATIUS: You must remember to  pause before you 'an- 
swer. Did you have any general idea about what happened in 
Sauckel's office? 

HILDEBRANDT: No; I did not. 


DR. SERVATIUS: But you participated in the staff conferences? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes; I was present at  most of those. 


DR. SERVATIUS: And in that way you found out, to a certain 

extent, about what happened in other offices? 


HILDEBRANDT: Yes. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: I want to ask you especially about conditions 
in France. What was the position of the Plenipotentiary General 
for the Allocation of Labor in France? 

HILDEBRANDT: The Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation 
of Labor in France, just as  in other occupied countries, had 
appointed special deputies who transmitted his wishes, and helped 
to carry out these wishes and these tasks. The organization of the 
entire labor strength from the occupied western territories remained 
in the hands of the German military or civil administrative offices 
there. 

DR. SERVAT1US:sSo he did not have an organization of his own? 
HILDEBRANDT: The first deputy in France tried to establish 

an organization of his own, but after a short time he met with the 
opposition of the German administrative offices, and the offices 
which he had established in the meantime were taken over by the 
military commander. 

DR.SERVATIUS: What was the position of the mi l i ta~y com- 
mander? 

HILDEBRANDT: The military commander wlas and remained 
responsible for the entire allocation of the labor in his district, and 
also for the labor sent from his district to  Germany. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the position of the G e m n  Embassy? 

HILDEBRANDT: The German Embassy took the leading part 
in all negotiations which were to be carried out by the Plenipoten- 
tiary General or  his deputies, with French Government offices. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the position of the French Govern- 
ment as regards the allocation of labor? 

HILDEBRANDT: The French Government made agreements with 
the Plenipotentiary General concerning the carrying out of his pro- 
grams, and ordered its own offices to carry out certain tasks, 
especially when compulsory labor was introduced in France. I t  
published the necessary decrees and gave the necessary directives 
to the subordinate offices. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And who had the executive power to recruit 
labor? Was that done by the French or the Germans? 

HILDEBRANDT: One must distinguish between two periods. 
When i t  was still a question of recruiting volunteers, until the fall 
of 1942 these volunteers could report to German offices as  well as  
to French offices; and also to recruiting offices which had been 
established by German firms, and some by branches of the Wehr- 
macht. After the introduction of compulsory labor, the administra- 
tive executive for the carrying out of the decrees rested solely with 
the French authorities. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: And what happened when somebody did not 
report? 

HILDEBRANDT: Then a first summons to appear was received 
from the French authorities, and then repeated summonses, and if 
these proved to be unsuccessful the French.authorities called in 
the French police. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were those who did not come brought before 
the courts? 

HILDEBRANDT: I assume that that may have happened some- 
times. I do not know for certain. 

DR. SERVAT'WS: German or French courts? 

HILDEBRANDT: French courts, according to French regulations. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What would be your estimate of the number 
of voluntary workers who came from France to Gennany? 

HILDEBMNDT: The number of voluntary workers from France, 
until the middle of 1942-but I can only give approximate figures 
from memory. . . 

DR. SERVATIUS: Please, just the approximate figure. 

HILDEBRANDT: Something over 200,000. After the compulsory 
labor decree had been introduced in the course of 1942, there were 
still voluntary recruitments a% well on a fairly large scale. The 
number of volunteers was, at times, considerably larger than the 
number of conscripts, so that altogether more than half of all the 
labor recruited in France consisted of volunteers. It is noticeable 
that women were only recruited if they volunteered. There was no 
compulsory service for them. With regard to the compulsory labor 
assignments moreover, it must be pointed out that a number of 
them were only formal. In reality these people had come volun- 
tarily, but for economic reasons, or out of consideration for their 
relatives and friends in their home towns, they attached importance 
to being conscripted. We had compulsory labor assignments which 
were only put on an official basis afterwards. Such requests reached 
the German labor offices especially during the last months before 
the end of the war; and the Foreign Office requested the Pleni- 
potentiary General to approve such demands, and that was done. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you hear anything in your department 
about recruiting measures such as the surrounding of churches, 
cinemas, and similar places in France? 

HILDEBRANDT: No; I do not know of any such recruiting 
measure. I know that in France, as well as in Belgium, identity 
papers were controlled among members of the age groups which 
had been called up to register. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: You were also probably in Paris, and you 
spoke to the German authorities there; is that right? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes. Every time I was in Paris I took the 
opportunity to talk to members of the offices about current events. 

DR.SERVATIUS: Did they not tell you about things which 
must have surprised you? 

HILDEBRANDT: With each major task we carried out we had 
some difficulties, of course, and certain excesses. Once it was 
reported to me, among other things, that there were impossible 
conditions in the "P6pini6rew-a camp, a kind of transit camp for 
people who had to leave. These conditions were reported immedi- 
ately to the Town Major of Paris who remedied matters. Then 
there were irregularities in the recruiting in Marseille, where 
recruiting agents used blackmail. This was also stopped immediately. 

Beyond that, a fairly large number of individual cases were 
brought to me. These were minor difficulties about vacations, 
salaries, and so forth, which I transmitted each time to the com- 
petent offices for further action. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was it part of your official duties to follow 
these things up? 

HILDEBRANDT: As far as they came within my sphere, I took 
the necessary steps immediately. As far as it was the business of 
other departments I immediately transferred them to those depart- 
ments for further attention. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I did not ask what you did, but 
whether it was your official duty to look after these things. 

HILDEBRANDT: The general problems of recruiting and statis- 
tical checking of programs came within my field of duty. Questions 
of housing, pay, and transport were dealt with by other depart- 
ments. Of course, when I found out about bad conditions it was 
my duty to investigate them at  once, if only in the interests of 
further recruiting. 

We considered it of the greatest importance that every abuse 
should be stopped immediately, because it was only in this way 
that further recruiting of volunteers could be guaranteed. Labor 
conscription was therefore looked on as a last resort. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I would like to know whether it was 
your official duty, or your moral duty to look after these things? 

HILDEBRANDT: In this case it was my moral duty as well as 
my official duty. 

DR. SERVATIUS: As regards the way transports were effected, 
I have one question. Mention has been made of irregularities on 
transports. That is why I would like you to tell us what steps you 
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took to have the transports that came from France supervised and 
directed. Can you describe that briefly? 

HILDEBRANDT: A special department was created in the office 
of the military commander in France for the carrying out of trans- , 
ports. For each man who went to Germany, it was already settled 
to what firm he was to be sent. The recruiting was effected on 
the basis of planned contracts and definite working conditions, so 
that i t  was known what route could be chosen for the journey. 
Transports were assembled to include as many as possible, so that 
a definite number of workers would go in the same direction and 
to the same finn. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, these details are of less interest to 
me than the question of how you conducted these transports and 
kept a check on them when something irregular happened on 
the way. 

HILDEBRANDT: In giving a few details, I only wanted to 
indicate that there was a detailed check made of every person 
intended for Germany. For each transport there was an exact list 
of the persons and of the firms to which they were sent. The trans- 
ports were given guides who brought them to their destination, 
and there they were turned over to the presidents of the regional 
labor offices whose duty it was to take further care of them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I should like to put a concrete case to you. A 
case has been reported here of a transport train which was left 
in the Saar district, and when it was opened, after a few days, 
most of the people had been frozen to death. Did you have control 
of such trains? Should that have been reported to you? Could that 
train have been sent upon your orders? How do you explain that? 

HILDEBRANDT: Such an incident would have become known 
to us immediately. As the coming of transports was reported 
beforehand to the presidents of the regional labor offices, we were 
informed immediately when they did not arrive. That happened 
frequently, namely, when difficulties arose because of some emer- 
gency on the way, and a transport was held up-for instance, in 
the last days of the war, when traffic obstructions caused by bomb 
damage had to be cleared away, and so on. We could then imme- 
diately have inquiries made concerning the transports, which was 
always done. I know nothing of the case which you have just 
mentioned. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you must speak more slowly. The 
interpreters cannot possibly f o l l o ~ .  

Will you state your opinion as to the incident, which I have 
described, of the train with the people who froze to death in the 
Saar district. 
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HILDEBRANDT: The incident could not possibly have occurred 
on transports of labor recruits. The transports were well prepared. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You have said that before. 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How do you explain then, the case of that 
transport? 

HILDEBRANDT: I learned for the first time through the press 
during the last few months that the SS also conducted transports 
to Germany, and that conditions such as you have just described 
are said to have been present. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, were you present during the negoti- 
ations between Sauckel and Laval? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes, I was frequently present. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In what kind of atmosphere were these negoti- 
ations conducted? 

HILDEBRANDT: These negotiations were conducted in a friendly 
manner; but occasionally, especially when promises on the part of 
the French Government had not been kept, quite violent disputes 
occurred. Any real difficulties, however, did not as a rule arise 
during these negotiations. Arrangements were made concerning the 
number of people who were to be sent to Germany. As a matter 
of principle, Laval was always willing to put manpower at the 
disposal of Germany. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what, in particular, were the relations 
between Laval and Sauckel? Did Laval speak well of Sauckel 
or not?' 

HILDEBRANDT: M. Laval expressed his gratitude from time to 
time for the way in which things had been made easier for France, 
too. For instance, as regards the status of French prisoners of war, 
the permission given to the wives of French workmen to visit their 
husbands, and the taking over of welfare work for the relatives of 
the French workmen in Germany. All these things, as I have said, 
took the form of agreements whereby one party put labor at the 
disposal of the other party, and that party in return gave back 
manpower or granted other advantages. Laval certainly expressed 
repeatedly his urgent wish to do more for Germany if he could 
only be given political advantages for it. Therefore, he asked the 
Plenipotentiary General repeatedly to make it possible for him to 
have discussions with the Fiihrer in order to create a favorable 
atmosphere in France for further efforts. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did these friendly relations prevail until the 
end? 
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HILDEBRANDT: Until the last negotiation, which I think took 
place a t  the end of 1944. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I believe the question of relBve 
and "transformation" has been clarified sufficiently, so that I need 
not question the witness about it again. 

!Turning to the witness.] Witness, in what manner did the 
negotiations with the German military commander take place? 
Did Sauckel give orders there? Was he the highest authority, or 
was it the military commander? 

HILDEBRANDT: The negotiations were never carried out in 
the form of a transmission of orders. The Plenipotentiav General 
described the situation in Germany and what needs. . . 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you can be very brief. 

HILDEBRANDT: I only want to say the following: Of course, 
the military commander, as was the case with the civil adminis- 
tration in Holland, was more interested in receiving orders to be 
filled than in sending manpower to Germany, and that led to con- 
flict.. The authorities, however, had to be convinced in each instance 
that manpower must be sent to Germany-for agricultural work, 
for example, which could not be done in Holland, and also for a 
number of branches of the German armaments industry. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, a few questions now concerning 
Belgium and Northern France: Was the position of Sauckel as 
regards the chief authorities there the same as in France on the 
whole; and was everything conducted similarly, or were there any 
differences? 

HILDEBRANDT: No, the conditions were the same as in France, 
only that the deputies of the Plenipotentiary General were, from 
the very beginning, incorporated into the military administration. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you receive any reports or discover any- 
thing yourself about irregularities in that territory? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes. There were isolated cases of irregular-
ities. For instance, I was informed one day that reprisals were to 
be taken against relatives of members of age groups who had not 
appeared when they were called up. We stopped that immediately 
by discussing the matter with thy representatives of the military 
commander. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And how did Sauckel negotiate with the 
military commander there? 

HILDEBRANDT: He also told him what he wanted. Von Falken- 
hausen was, of course, also interested in the first place in having 
orders for the German armaments industry carried out in Belgium; 



but it was also agreed that manpower should be sent to Germany. 
He certainly made frequent efforts to proteck students, school 
children, and members of younger age groups. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I will show you the minutes of an 
interrogation of General Von Falkenhausen on 27 November 1945. 
I want you to look at a few sentences. If you take Page 2, you will 
find there in the middle of the page, in answer to the question: "IS 
the witness in a position. . .",, 

THE PRESIDENT: What is the number of the document? 

DR. SERVATIUS: It is Document Number RF-15. 
[Turning to the witness.] It is the following question: 
"Is the witness in a position to define to us the limitations 
of his powers and the competence of the administration for 
the Allocation of Labor?" 
Answer by General Von Falkenhausen: 
"Up to a certain time there was a labor office in my territory 
which was concerned with the recruiting of voluntary workers. 
I cannot remember the exact date any longer-it may have 
been in the fall of 1942-when the labor office was put under 
Sauckel; and from then on I had only to carry out the orders 
I received from him." 
Is this position of the military commander in relation to Sauckel 

correct? 

HILDEBRANDT: It is not quite correct in several points. In 
Belgium there was not just one labor office, but a number of labor 
offices which dealt with the recruiting of volunteers, and also a num- 
ber of recruiting offices which worked with them. But from the very 
beginning these labor organizations worked under the supervision 
of the Feldkommandanturen in Belgium. These Feldkommandan- 
turen were offices of the military commander. There was no ques- 
tion of the Plenipotentiary General taking over the work. Before 
he appointed his deputies he could only send his requests directly 
to the military administration, to General Von Falkenhausen, but 
not directly to a labor office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What were the conditions in Holland? Who 
was the competent district head there? 

HILDEBRANDT: It was the Reich Commissioner. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And was there a deputy of Sauckel's with him? 
HILDEBRANDT: Yes, a deputy was abpointed there too, who 

was a member of the administration of the Reich Commissioner. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who issued the labor service decrees there? 
HILDEBRANDT: The Reich .Commissioner. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: And who carried out the recruiting? German 
or Dutch ~ffices? 

HILDEBRANDT: As far as I reinember there were Dutch labor 
offices. m e  heads of these labor offices were Germans; the rest 
of the personnel was mainly Dutch. These offices took the neces- 
sary steps f o ~  the allocation of labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now, I have one more question concerning 
Germany. The metal industries came into your field, did they not? 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Krupp, for instance. 

HILDEBRANDT: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What kind of reports did you receive about 
conditions in the Krupp works as far as the welfare of the workmen 
was concerned? 

HILDEBRANDT: I had no unfavorable reports about Krupp. 
The personal adviser of the Plenipotentiary General, Landrat Berk, 
visited the Krupp works frequently and informed me of the requests 
made by the firm and of the impressions he had received, but he 
never said that proper care was not taken of foreign workmen. 
I myself never visited the Krupp firm during the war. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have no more questions for the witness. 
THE PRESIDENT: Do any of the Gerinan counsel want to ask 

questions? Prosecution? 

M. HERZOG: Mr. President, we have the same problems here. 
The Tribunal has already heard explanations on these points. The 
Tribunal is in possession of the documents which I have submitted, 
and I have, therefore, no questions to put to the witness. 

THE PRESIDENT: The witness can retire. 


[The witness left the stand.] 


DR. SERVATIUS: Then with the permission of the Tribunal, 

I will call the witness Stothfang. 

[The witness Stothfang took the stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Would you state your full name? 

WALTER STOTHFANG (Witness) : Walter Stothf ang. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat these words after me: 
swear by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the 
pure truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

/The witness repeated the oath.] 

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, what was your position with Sauckel? 

I 
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STOTHFANG: I was personal adviser to the Plenipotentiary 
General for the Allooation of Labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: When did you assume that position? 

STOTHFANG: One year after the Plenipotentiary General for 
the Allocation of Labor had assumed office; that was on 19 April 1943. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was the witness Timm there when you came? 

STOTHFANG: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And the witness Hildebrandt? 
STOTHFANG: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What orders did you receive when you came? 

STOTHFANG: The Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of 
Labor did not give any special personal directives because his 
general principles could be clearly seen in  his decrees and in his 
program, and I only started work 1 year later. 

DR.SERVATIUS: Before that, had you already been in the 
Ministry of Labor? 

STOTHFANG: Yes, I had been connected with that type of work 
since 1926; and for the last 8 years I was the personal assistant of 
State Secretary Dr. Syrup in the Ministry of Labor. 

DR. SEXVATIUS: Was i t  a considerable change when you came 
to Sauckel? 

STOTHFANG: No. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What did your colleagues in the office tell you 
about the whole work, and Sauckel's attitude to the work? 

STOTHFANG: The work, as such, was carried out according to 
principles and decrees which were not essentially different to 
previous ones. In practice of course, they were much more far 
reaching than anything hitherto. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you work very closely with Sauckel in 
your sphere? You were his personal assistant. 

STOTHFANG: As far  as that was necessary for carrying out the 
task of the Plenipotentiary General for the war effort. Sauckel was 
not only Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor, but a t  
the same time he had remained Reichsstatthalter and Gauleiter in 
Thuringia. Besides that, during the last 11/2 years of his activities, 
he  was very much occupied with the construction of an  under-
ground factory in Kahle, in Thuringia; so that h e . .  . 

DR. SERVATIUS: We will come back to that later. 

STOTHFANG: ...could only be in Berlin from time to time; a t  
the most 1day a week, and often only half a day. 
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DR.SERVATIUS: And what was your task as his personal 
adviser? 

STOTHFANG: We had to receive incoming mail, sort out what 
had.to be reported, and pass on the rest to the competent depart- 
ments. We also had to submit newly arrived drafts to the Pleni- 
potentiary General. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who called staff conferences? Do you know 
that? 

STOTHFANG: That was generally done by the office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You always attended these conferences? 

STOTHFANG: Yes, from the time I first came into the office. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you participate in conferences to which 
individual members returned from so-called inspection trips and 
made their reports? 

STOTHFANG: Later that no longer happened or only very 
seldom. It  was only in  the beginning. 

DR. SERVATIUS: That you were present, or that inspection trips 
took place? 

STOTHFANG: No; that reports were made. 

DR. SERVATIUS: There were fewer reports later? 

STOTHFANG: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the reason for that? 

STOTHFANG: I do no,t know the reason. 

DR. SERVATIUS: During the period when you were present, did 
you learn of anything particularly shocking as regards irregularities 
in Germany? We will include transports to Germany, transit camps, 
the workshops themselves, the camps, and the factories. 

STOTHFANG: I myself found out about some irregularities on 
the occasion of inspection trips which I made on orders, but these 
were at  once discussed with the competent offices and steps were 
taken to put a stop to them. J 


DR. SERVATIUS: Sauckel had to work with a number of offices. 
Was there any special opposition to overcome here? 

STOTHFANG: With the exception of two cases, no. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What cases were these? 

STOTHFANG: One was the Party Chancellery; and the other 
was the Reichsfiihrer SS and' Chief of the Secret State Police. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Do you know of specific instances in the case 
of the Reichsfiihrer SS? 
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STOTHFANG: The general treatment of foreign workers- 
particularly of those coming from the East-as far  as i t  was deter- 
mined by the Reichsfiihrer SS or the principles laid down by the 
Reichsfuhrer-SS, was contrary to the ideas of the Plenipotentiary 
General for the Allocation of Labor. The Reichsfiihrer SS was not 
inclined to meet the far-reaching, definite demands of the Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Labor. The same thing 
happened, in other directions, in the case of the head of the Party 
Chancellery. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In what directions? 

STOTHFANG: For example, where social insurance was con-
cerned. In this case the Party Chancellery was of the opinion that 
equality with German workers was not justified on either practical 
or political grounds; nor was as  high a rate of pay. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what did Sauckel say to that? 

STOTHFANG: He tried, again and again, to regulate all these 
matters according to his principles. In some things h e  was definitely 
unsuccessful, and in others he  was successful only after great 
efforts. I would remind you of the equal status given to the Eastern 
Workers which was actually only put into effect in March 1945 
through a decree. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you receive any special reports from the 
Gauleiter who were appointed deputies for the Allocation of Labor, 
or did you speak to the Gauleiter? 

' STOTHFANG: There were instructions that on inspection trips 
the competent Gauleiter of the district visited had to be seen, so 
that any relevant questions could be discussed with him. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you take part in meetings of the Central 
Planning Board? 

STOTHFANG: I went to one single meeting of the Central 
Planning Board with the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation 
of Labor. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you have just mentioned March 1945 
as the date when the Eastern Workers were given equality with the 
rest of the workers. Are you not mistaken in  the year-1944? I will 
show you the decree. 

STOTHFANG: As far  as  I remember, i t  was March 1945. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I will have i t  shown to the 
witness in a moment; we are looking for it. 

[Turning t o  the witness.] What was the relationsgp between 
Speer and Sauckel? 
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STOTHFANG: Apparently the appointment 6f the Plenipoten- 
tiary General for the Allocation of Labor was due to a suggestion 
which Minister Speer had made to the Fuhrer. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I refer to Document 58, in Document Book 
Number 2, Page 167 of the German text, and Page 156 of the 
English text. That is the decree concerning the conditions of 
employment of Eastern Workers, of 25 March 1944, and I read 
Paragraph 2: 

"Wages. 
"For Eastern Workers the same conditions apply for wages 
and salary as for other foreign workers. Eastern Workers are 
paid wages only for work they actually do." 
THE PRESIDENT: How did the wages compare with the wages 

of the German workers? 
STOTHFANG: It was a fundamental rule that they must be 

based on the German wages for the same type of work, in order to 
avoid additional profits for the industries which employed Eastern 
Workers. 

DR.SERVATIUS: Do you remember a conference a t  which 
Goebbels stated his opinion to Sauckel as regards the latter's policy 
concerning social questions and questions of wages? 

STOTEFANG: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Can you describe it to us? 
STOTHFANG: I myself did not take part in that conference. I 

only knew about it from the description given by my colleague 
Dr. Hildebrandt, who was present a t  the meeting with Gauleiter 
Sauckel. 

I t  was the first discussion between the two gentlemen after 
Reich Minister Goebbels had become Reich Plenipotentiary for Total 
War Effort. At this conference Minister Speer was also present, 
and in the course of the conference Reich Minister Dr. Goebbels 
reproached the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor 
with the fact his previous measures. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: He is now telling us, is he not, what Hilde- 
brandt told him? , 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, Hildebrandt has been in the w!itness 
box and he has not been asked about it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: There has been confusion of the two witnesses. 
They arrived only a short time ago. I ask permission for this 
witness to say what Hildebrandt told him. I t  can be explained by 
the fact that the witness was here for only a irery short time. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, the Tribunal does not think 
that you ought to be allowed to ask him that question. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were 'there any difficulties with Speer? 
STOTHFANG: Not at the beginning. In the course of years 

difficulties arose because of the fundamentally different ideas of the 
two men. 

THE PRESIDENT: We have had the relationships between 
Sauckel and Speer gone into elaborately. 

DR. SERVATIUS: ,Yes. I will withdraw that question. 
/Turning to the witness.] What did the offices have to do with 

the employment of concentration camp prisoners? Did they deal 
with that? 

STOTHFANG: No. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Did you not receive reports that manpower 

was disappearing from other industries, and in this way became 
concentration camp workers? 

STOTHFANG: No reports were received about that. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Are you aware that concentration camp 

workers were employed in large numbers for work? 
STOTHFANG: It was the general practice of the Police to put 

prisoners to work. 
DR. SERVATIUS: You did not receive any reports about that, 

did you? 
STOTHFANG: No. An effort was made to gain influence to the 

extent of having reports sent to the offices d the labor adminis- 
tration concerning the employment of concentration camp prisoners, 
so that they could be considered in the general planning of labor 
allocation. But these reports were not received by the labor offices. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now I have only a few more questions con-
cerning the control offices, and other control agencies, which had 
been established in order to investigate conditions among the 
workers in Germany. Do you know haw far foreign workers them- 
selves were included in that control system? I am thinking first of 
all of the office of Ambassador Scapini. How did this office work? 
Did you hear anything about it? 

STOTHFANG: I do not know many details about the office of 
Scapini. I know of its existence, but to the best of my knowledge 
Scapini's office was chiefly occupied with the welfare of French 
prisoners of war rather than with the welfare of French civilian 
workers, because for the latter a special office existed under M. 
Bruneton. But generally the foreign workers were represented by 
the German Labor Fr6-t. So-called Reich liaison offices were set up 
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everywhere, from the central office via the Gaue to the small 
districts, and each employed several people who visited the camps, 
listened to complaints and negotiated with the offices of the German 
Labor Front, or with other offices of the labor administration. 

DR.SERVATIUS: Those were German employees that you 
mentioned? 

STOTHFANG: No; they were fo,reign employees from countries 
abroad, in fact from almost every country. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In the factories themselves, did the workmen 
have any representatives who had contact, as  liaison men, with the 
supervisory offices of the German Labor Front? 

STOTHFANG: Not t o  my knowledge. 

DR. SERVATIUS: For the Eastern Workers there was also a 
control office. Do you know that office? 

STOTHFANG: In Rosenberg's department there was a special 
one for that purpose. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How did that office work? Did you hear 
anything about it? 

STOTHFANG: Yes. I t  had regular contact with the technically 
competent offices of the labor administration. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And whom had this office to contact if i t  
received complaints? The Labor Front, Sauckel's office, or the 
Minister of Labor? To whom did they have to go? 

STOTHFANG: That depended on the nature of the irregulari- 
ties, or the complaints which were made. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I will give you an example-complaints about 
labor conditions. 

STOTHFANG: In that  case one had to go first to the competent 
local labor office in order to have detailed inquiries made into the 
case, and to see about the general conditions, o r  the actual 
conditions. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And if i t  was a matter of housing and nutri- 
tion, to whom did one go? 

STOTHFANG: First to the offices of the German Labor Front, 
which, by a decree of the Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation 
of Labor-I believe it was Decree Number 4-was given the general 
task of looking after the foreign workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And did the Labor Front report to you further? 

STOTHFANG: Within the scope of their capacity they tried to 
put ma-tters right. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Then the Labor Front itself, in  fact, was the 
highest authority for questions of complaints about the welfare of 
workers? 

STOTHFANG: If you put i t  like that, yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who supervised the treatment .of prisoners of 
war? Did the complaints come to Sauckel? 

STOTHFANG: No. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who had charge of that? 

STOTHFANG: The High Command of the Armed Forces. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The Reich Inspection Board was also a control 
office. What did Sauckel have to do with the Reich Inspection Board? 

STOTHFANG: That must be an incorrect designation. I do not 
know what you mean by the Reich Inspection Board. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I mean the Trade Inspection Board, the 8eich 
Trade Inspection Board. 

STOTHFANG: In Germany the trade inspection boards in prin- 
ciple were competent for labor protection in factories. As far as 
labor protection in factories was concerned, they had to see that the 
decrees which had been issued, and were in force, were carried out 
and obeyed. Therefore in case of complaints they were the competent 
authorities. 

DR.SERVATIUS: Was Sauckel accused by other offices of 
looking after the workmen too well? And was there not, in some 
cases, even envy of the situation of certain foreign workers? 

STOTHFANG: Yes. Such accusations came from three places. 
First, from the two offices I mentioned before, which offered general 
objections and resistance to the fir-reaching demands of the Pleni- 
potentiary General for the Allocation of Labor. Then Bormann's 
office, and Himmler's office. I t  went so far that the Plenipotentiary 
General for the Allocation of Labor was even suspected of being 
pro-Bolshevik. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have no further questions to put to the 
witness. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do any other defense counsel wish to ask any ,
questions? 

[There was no response.] 
Does the Prosecution wish to? 
[There was no response.] 
The witness can retire. 
/The witness left the stand.] 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I do not know wh,ether the 
witness Jager has arrived yet. 

THE PRESIDENT: I am told not. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I assume that he will be here by Monday, and 
I would suggest that I be permitted to submit some documents now, 
or perhaps an interrogation of the witness Goetz, which is in the 
document book. Perhaps I may refer to several passages. I t  is a very 
long affidavit, and it throws some light on the matter in this con- 
nection and will make i t  easier to understand. 

THE PRESIDENT: You probably have some remarks to make 
about your documents, have you not, which will take you up until 
1 O'CIOC~? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, the document books contain 
primarily the decrees which Sauckel issued, and they cover what 
has been said here by the witnesses and by the defendant himself 
as a witness. As far  as possible, the book is divided up into sections 
dealing with special subjects, but as the decrees which were issued 
frequently applied to several subjects at the same time, the separate 
divisions overlap in this book. 

I refer principally to Volume I, to all the decrees included there, 
which I do not want to read individually. I should like only to call 
special attention to the decrees about police matters. That is Docu-
ment 6, which is on Page 16; Document 10, on Page 20; and Docu- 
ment 15, on Page 25. These documents.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: You understand that you must offer in 
evidence each document or number of documents that you want to 
put in evidence? I t  is not sufficient to put it in your document book. 
So please state the document which you wish to put in evidence. 

DR. SERVATIUS: These documents are included in a collection 
of laws which has already been submitted. 

THE PRESIDENT: The whole thing you mean? The whole thing 
has been submitted? 
' 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  has, as  far  as I know. That is Document 
Number 3044-PS: "Enactments, Decrees, Announcements." 

. THE PRESIDENT: Well, probably only a small part of 3044-PS 
has been read and, therefore, unless i t  is translated into the four 
languages, i t  does not form part of the record. Dr. Servatius, if you 
will go into the matter and offer what you want to offer in evidence 
on Monday morning, that will be quite satisfactory. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But may I refer to them now, and then submit 
the documents on Monday? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: These three decrees and enactments of the 
Reichsfuhrer SS I have submitted in order to show how efforts were 
made at  improvement even in this difficult field. Decree Number 6 
was issued shortly before Sauckel came into office, and one must 
assume that this was done in order to produce a fait accompli. 

The next decree, Document Number 10, already shows an 
improvement. I t  deals with the barbed wire and the workers' 
outings, and this is even more relaxed in the next document. Docu- 
ment Number 15, that is Decree Number 4, which has already been 
submitted, is probably the most important first decree, which de- 
scribes the fundamental authority and directives, as well as recruit-
ing methods, transportation, and treatment in Germany. 

Decree Number 16 deals with the employment of Eastern 
Workers and gives the first basic regulations, because until then 
there was no definite legal regulation of a uniform type. 

Then I come to Document Number 19, which is on Page 54 in 
the English text. This is a decree and a letter from Sauckel to the 
Gau labor offices and the Gauleiter, of 14 October 1942, concerning 
good treatment for foreign workers. This letter is* an  intervention 
on the part of Sauckel to remove poor conditions and to correct 
certain abuses of which he had been informed. I quote here in the 
German text on Page 59 the following. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, that document has been quoted already 
I think, hasn't it? 

DR. SERVATIUS: A part of the document has already been 
mentioned. 

THE PRESIDENT: Which part has not been quoted? 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  is Page 59 in my book; in the English text, 
Page 54. 

THE PRESIDENT: Page 54 is only the heading. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Heading: "Decree and letter of Sauckel dated 
14 October 1942," and on the next page the text begins. The first 
page contains only the title of the decree. 

THE PRESIDENT: But Page 55 in the English text, the begin- 
ning of the document has already been read. 

DR. SEWATIUS: The beginning has already been read. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then what did you want to read? 

DR.,SERVATIUS: I should like to read the whole thing in order 
to show how far Sauckel . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, you see, beginning with the words, "If 
in a Gau district the statement was recently still made," that has 
been read already, down to the bottom of that paragraph. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: I have here only a short note. If i t  has already 
been read, then I need not read it again. I will dispense with the 
reading. 

Document Number 20 on Page 56 in the English document book 
deals with compulsory labor service for foreign female domestic 
help and shows the regulations in force at that time. .. 

THE PRESIDENT: Which document? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Document Number 20. 
THE PRESIDENT: Continue. 

DR. SERVATIUS: . . .whereby it is pointed out particularly that 
a forced transfer of foreign women for domestic help would not be 
carried out; and the statement made by Sauckel emphasizes that 
only voluntary workers should be taken for domestic employment. 

Decree Number 21 introduces the labor book. That is in the 
English text on Page 57. The purpose of the labor book was, as 
Sauckel has stated here, to facilitate a registration of manpower, SO 

that one could review it and not lose control. Above all, in con- 
nection with this, there was to be an allocation of land to the Eastern 
Workers, as the Defendant Sauckel has explained. A central file 
was to be compiled, and with the help of this the regular trans- 
portation of the workers home again was to be arranged at a later 
date. That was the preparatory measure of the labor book. 

Then we come to Document Number 22, of 23 July 1943, which 
deals with the limitation of the duration of employment of Eastern 
Workers. It is said in this connection that the duration of employ- 
ment should be for 2 years, with certain modifications, and that 
there should be facilities for leave, and premiums should be given 
for the work done. There was to be leave in Germany, and, under 
certain conditions, home leave. For vacations in Germany, as can 
be seen here, special leave camps were set up for Eastern Workers. 
The reason was that, on account of transport conditions and other 
circumstances, these workers could not go home, especially if they 
came from territories which in the meantime were no longer occu- 
pied by Germans. 

Then there follows Decree Number 13. That is Document Num- 
ber 23, Page 62 in the English document book. This decree deals 
with the keeping of order in factories and works. It is the decree 
on the basis of which measures could be taken for the maintenance 
of discipline. I have submitted i t  in order to show that it was valid 
both for German and for foreign workers, and is not a decree which 
discriminates against Eastern Workers. 

Now I will refer to Document Number 26. That is Page 66 in the 
English document book. This is a decree of 25 July 1944 according 
to which the position of female domestic workers from the East was 
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in  principle to be equal to that of the German domestic help. 
Working hours are regulated and.  also time ofT. It  reads: "Every 
week the female Eastern Worker is to have an adequate amount 
of free time." 

The question of vacations is regulated in Paragraph 7, to the 
effect that they will be granted leave after -12 months' work in 
Reich territory. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are those figures right in Document 26, 
Page 67 in the English document book? Working hours to fall 
between 6 o'clock in the morning and 9 o'clock a t  night? 

DR. SERVATIUS: It  says there: "The regular working hours, 
including rest periods and preparation for work, are to fall between 
0600 and 2100 hours, unless special conditions call for other arrange- 
ments." That does not mean that the work is to be  done from 
6 o'clock in the morning until 9 o'clock at  night. I t  means that 
between these two time limits these people have to work. They 
cannot work before 6 o'clock in the morning, and these girls cannot 
work after 9 o'clock at  night. I t  cannot.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: I am only asking if the figures are correct. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The figures are correct. 

Document 27 deals with the position of foreign workers in 
factories. I t  is a decree of the German Labor Front and there are 
one or two basic statements made in it. Here for example: 

"The pleasure they take in their work and the willingness of 
German workers must in no circumstances be endangered by 
preferential treatment for foreign workers. 
"As regards the treatment of foreign workers, i t  must be taken 
into consideration that they came ~ e r m a n ~to voluntarily 
and are giving us their services for the carrying out of tasks 
of military importance. In order to maintain their pleasure 
in their work, the conditions of their contracts must be 
respected, and absolutely fair treatment and comprehensive 
care and attention must be given them." 
Document 28 is the agreement between Ley and Sauckel institut- 

ing the supervision by the Central Inspectorate. I t  has already been 
submitted by the Prosecution. 

Document 30 deals with the tasks in detail and it states: 
"The Reich Inspectorate, with regard to allocation of labor, 
affairs of the Reich Trustee, and administration, is entrusted 
with the following tasks: 
"The supervision of the execution of my regulations and 
decrees. On the basis of the practical knowledge gained, the 
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Reich Inspectorate is to make suggestions, propose improve- 
ments and foster mutual exchange of experiences." 
The last document in this book deals with the establishment 

of French offices. It is in the English document book on Page 79, 
and is entitled, "French agencies for the care of the French workers 
employed in the Reich." 

I believe I have already read the document here. With that, I 
have finished Document Book 1. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well; we will adjourn. 

!The Tribunal adjourned until 3 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 



ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-FIFTH DAY 


Monday, 3 June 1946 

Morning Session 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, the witness Jager is to appear 
in about half an hour. I shall read some other documents from my 
document book, if i t  please the Tribunal. 

In the last session I had read all the documents from the first 
document book with the exception of Document Sauckel-16, which 
I left out by mistake. It is a leaflet for Eastern Workers. I need 
not read it, but I shall refer to it. 

I have submitted as  Exhibit Sauckel-1 the Handbuch fur  die 
Dienststellen . . . (Manual for Labor Employment), and in this exhibit 
we find the following documents which I have read in part, and 
shall read some now: Documents Sauckel-12, 13, 15, 22, 28, 58(a), 
67(a), 82, 83, 85, 86, and 88. 

Then, I have submitted Exhibit Sauckel-2, SonderverojJentlichung 
des Reichsarbeitsblattes (Special Publication of the Reichsarbeits- 
b1att)-namely, Einsatzbedingungen der Ostarbeiter, sowie der 
sowjetrussischen Kriegsgefangenen (Conditions for the Employment 
of Eastern Workers and Soviet Russian Prisoners of War), which 
contains the following documents: Documents Sauckel-6, 32, 36, 39, 
47, and 52. 

Then, as Exhibit Sauckel-3, I have submitted the Manifest des 
Generalbevollmachtigten fur  den Arbeitseinsatz (Manifesto of the 
Plenipotentiary General for the Allocation of Labor), Document 
Sauckel-84. 

Then, as Exhibit Sauckel-4, Arbeitsgesetze: Textsammlung des 
Deutsclten Arbeitsrechtes (Labor Laws: Collection of German Laws), 
which contains Documents Sauckel-16, 31, and 49. 

As Exhibit Sauckel-5, I have submitted a book, Fritz Sauckels 
Kampfreden (Fritz Sauckel's Battle Speeches). That is Document 
Sauckel-95. 

As Exhibit Sauckel-6, Nationalsozialistische Regierungstatigkeit 
in Thiiringen, 1932-33 (National Socialist Governmental Activity in 
Thuringia, 1932-33)) has been submitted. It is contained in  Dscu- 
ment Sauckel-96. 
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Exhibit Sauckel-7, Nationalsozialistische Regierungstatigkeit in 
Thiiringen, 1933-34 (National Socialist Governmental Activity in 
Thuringia, 1933-34), is contained in Document Sauckel-97. 

I have once more submitted as Exhibit Sauckel-8 the publication 
entitled Europa arbeitet in DeutschEand (Europe Works in Germany), 
which has already been submitted as  Document W-5. 

Then I shall submit an  affidavit of Sauckel's son, Dieter Sauckel, 
which is very short. I t  refers to the evacuation of the Buchenwald 
Camp which Sauckel is said to have ordered. I shall read the eight 
lines of the affidavit: 

"Between 4 and 7 April 1945, approximately, I was present 
when my father, Gauleiter Fritz Sauckel, had a conference 
in his study. On this occasion the question of the Buchen- 
wald Camp was discussed, and the following was decided: A 
certain number of guards should remain in the camp until 
the arrival of the enemy in order to hand the camp prisoners 
over to them."-This is Sauckel Document Book 3, Document 
Sauckel-94, Page 247. 
"I swear to the truth of the preceding statement for the pur- 
pose of having i t  submitted to the International Military Tri- 
bunal in Nuremberg. 
"I am ready to swear upon oath to the truth of my state- 

ment. Schonau, 22 March 1946. Dieter Sauckel." 

I submit this as Exhibit Sauckel-9. 

In Exhibit USA-206, Document 3044-PS, which has been sub- 

mitted already, the following documents of Volume I1 are contained, 
which I shall read later: Sauckel-7, 10, 14, 18, 19, 27, and 41. 

The documents which have;not been read yet are in the official 
collections of laws. I have had the individual laws laid aside in the 
library. I do not know whether i t  is necessary to submit them indi- 
vidually, or whether i t  is sufficient for me to state here in what 
volume of the Reichsgesetzblatt they can be found. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are they in your document book? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. They are  short excerpts from the official 
legal gazettes. In each case the relevant passages have been extracted. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, I think i t  would be convenient 
if you gave their exhibit numbers, if they are in your book; but 
I do not quite understand how you are arranging these. You told 
us ihat Number 1 contained a great number of other numbers. Now 
is Number 1 the exhibit number? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Number 1 is the exhibit number, and this 
exhibit contains these documents with the numbers they have in 
the document book. 
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THE PRESIDENT: In the books? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, I understand. So that you are  only 
submitting-up to the present you have only got as far as nine 
exhibits. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: And then you are going to give these various 
laws which you have in your books additional exhibit numbers. 
They will be 10 to.  . . 

DR. SERVATIUS: I did not know whether it was necessary to 
submit these Reich legal gazettes as exhibits. As far  as I know they 
have already been submitted because they are an  official collection 
of laws from the Reichsgesetzblatt of 1942 and 1940. Of course, I can 
take out these individual issues and submit them here. 

THE PRESIDENT: Would i t  not be best if you submitted them 
as, say, Exhibit 10, and then told us the numbers in your books 
which are contained in Number lo? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then it would be necessary to submit the orig- 
inal text of the collection of laws. I wanted to avoid that. 

THE PRESIDENT: We can take judicial notice of them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then I ask the Tribunal to take judicial notice 
of them. I shall point out in what volumes these documents can be 
found. That will be Reichsgesetzblatt 1942 in which Documents 
Sauckel-8, 11, and 17 are contained; Reichsgesetzblatt 1940 which 
contains Document Sauckel-45; Reichsgesetzblatt 1943, which con-
ta.ins Document Sauckel-21 . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. Which was the first Reichs- 
gesetzblatt? The one which contained 8, 11, and 17? 

DR. SERVATIUS: 1942. 

THE PRESIDENT: Oh yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: The second was Reichsgesetzblatt 1940, with 
Document Sauckel-45. The third was Reichsgesetzblatt 1943, with 
Document Sauckel-21. The fourth is Reichsarbeitsblatt 1940, Docu- 
ment Sauckel-33.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: What year, though? 

DR. SERVATIUS: 1940. Reichsarbeitsblatt, Document Sauckel-33. 
The fifth is Reichsarbeitsblatt 1942, which contains Documents 
Sauckel-9, 35, 40, 46, 50, 51, 64(a). The sixth, Reichsarbeitsblatt 1943, 
contains Documents Sauckel-20, 23, 37, 42, 43, 44, 48, 54, 55, 57, 60, 
60(a), 61, 62, 64, and 68. 
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And the last, Reichsarbeitsblatt 1944, has Documents Sauckel-26, 
30, 38, 58, 59, 65, 67, and 89. 

I shall now go briefly through the document book. I begin with 
Sauckel Document Book 2, Document Sauckel-32, "Orders and De- 
crees Concerning the Employment of Prisoners of War." That is 
the agreement of 27 July 1939. This is an excerpt concerning the 
work of prisoners of war, and in Article 31 prohibited labor is listed. 

In the next document, Sauckel-33, there is a decree of the Reich 
Minister of Labor, "Use of Prisoners of War in Places of Work." 
There the types of work for which these prisoners of war are being 
used are listed in detail. Among the types of work not included is 
the manufacture of arms; but included is work in factories, agri- 
culture, forestry, work on roads, canals, and dams of importance 
to the war, work in brickyards, and so forth, as can be read in 

,detail. 
In Document Sauckel-35 we can see how the employment of 

prisoners of war took place, namely by co-operation between the 
prisoner-of-war camp and the contractors, and how a contract 
regulated in detail the conditions under which the emplovment of 
prisoners of war took place. It can be seen from this that Sauckel's 
labor recruitment had nothing to do with that. 

In Document Sauckel-36 we find a circular decree concerning the 
treatment of prisoners of war-a memorandum concerning the treat- 
ment of prisoners of war-which was drawn up jointly by the OKW 
and the rnnistry for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda: 

"Treatment of prisoners of war: Prisoners of war must be 
treated in such a way that their full production capacitv may 
benefit industry and food economy. To insure this, sufficient 
nourishment is necessary." 
This I wanted to underline. 
Document Sauckel-37 deals with the question of an improved 

status, namely the conversion of prisoners of war into civilian work- 
ers for work of importance to the war in Germany. It shows that 
in this case they get special allowances, such as an allowance of 
money for maintaining a separate household-a so-called comnas-
sionate pay. It shows that these workers were treated like civilian 
workers, 

The next document, Sauckel-38, is along the same lines and deals 
with the visits of relatives to French, Belgian, and Dutch prisoners 
of war and to Italian military internees in the Reich. I t  says there: 

"Visits to French, Belgian, and Dutch prisoners of war as well 
as to Italian military internees are permitted only for wives, 
parents, children, and brothers and sisters, who work in Ger- 
many or have their homes in Alsace or Lorraine, and then 
only on Sundays and holidays." 
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This shows that actually the prisoner-of-war status had ceased. 
Document Sauckel-39 is a memorandum with respect to general 

conditions valid for the employment of prisoners of war. It deals 
with the working hours: "The daily working hours, including the 
time of marching to and from work, should not be excessive." And 
in another passage it says, "The prisoners of war have a right to a 
continuous rest period of 24 hours, to be granted on Sundays when 
possible. . ." 

Under Paragraph 7 i t  is stated that neither the employer, nor 
his relatives, nor his employees are entitled to carry out any punitive 
measures against prisoners of war. 

Then there follows an excerpt about housing and other accom- 
modation in camps. It is Document Sauckel-40, which decrees-on 
the basis of Sauckel's Order Number 9-the inspection of housing, 
food, heating, and upkeep of the camps by workmen employed at 
the camps. I t  is dated 14 July 1942. It says: 

"By 10 August 1942 an inspection of all industrial establish- 
ments employing foreign labor must be made by all labor 
offices in their respective districts to determine whether they 
have duly carried out regulations and decrees governing hous- 
ing, feeding, and treatment of all foreign male and female 
workers and prisoners of war. It is my desire that the offices 
of the NSDAP and the DAF should participate in this inspec-
tion to a proportionate extent. Where shortcomings are dis- 
covered, the manager of the works is to be given a time limit 
within which such shortcomings are to be remedied." 
Further on, under 2(a) it is stated that provision should be made 

for feeding in winter. And finally: "All factories are to make pro- 
vision for camps and billets to be heated when cold weather sets in 
and to see that the necesgary fuel is ordered in time." The decree 
states at the end that workmen, paid by the factories, are to be 
employed in the camps to see to the upkeep of the camps. 

Then there is Document Sauckel-18, a memorandum for works 
managers and Eastern Workers, which contains camp rules. The 
introduction says: 

"In response to a wish of the Plenipotentiary General for 
Allocation of Labor, Gauleiter Sauckel, I recommend that the 
officials satisfy themselves from time to time that the regula- 
tions issued with respect to the employment of Eastern Work- 
ers are being adhered to within the establishments." 

That shows that control was emphasized here once again. 
The camp rules then go on to say: 
"Eastern Workers, you are finding in Germany wages and 
bread, and by your work you are safeguarding the main-
tenance of your families. .. ." 
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THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Could you not summarize these 
documents more shortly? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Document Sauckel-41 shows that caring for 
the Eastern Workers was especially the task of the German Labor 
Front, which is explained here in detail. 

Document Sauckel-42 deals with the  same subject. I t  stresses 
above all the importance of trade inspection and says that all neces- 
sary measures for the welfare of foreign workers must be taken 
immediately and all shortcomings remedied a t  once. The inspection 
officials and the local authorities have to arrange matters together 
with the Labor Front. I t  is issued by Reich Minister of Labor 
Seldte, not by Sauckel, which makes it evident that Sauckel had not 
become the Reich Minister of Labor. 

In Document Sauckel-43 there are explanations of the camp 
regulations to which I shall refer in detail later. But in  Document 
Sauckel-43 I should Like to stress again the position of the Trade 
Inspection Board. Here the question of responsibility for hygienic 
conditions and for the extermination of vermin is regulated; and it 
says at  the end: "The supervisory authority in accordance with the 
new regulations is the Trade Inspection Board.. . ." 

Document Sauckel-44 contains ,specifications about sleeping 
quarters: Their size, the number of beds, and the administration of 
medical care. This again is signed by the Reich Minister of Labor, 
Franz Seldte, and not by Sauckel. . 

The next group of documents deals wi.th food. Document 
Sauckel-45 is the meat inspection law which deals with the question 
of how far meat of inferior quality is fit for consumption. That law 
too has a certain importance with regard to the witness. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, a b o t  the inspection of meat, 
we do not require any further information about it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Document Sauckel-46 shows merely that the 
foreign workers received their food ration cards when away from 
the camp. 

Document Sauckel-47 is a decree by the Reich Minister for Food 
and Agriculture, and shows that he was responsible for determining 
the food quotas. The document also gives the rations. I mention 
only a few: For the ordinary workers, 2,600 grams of bread per 
week. That increases, and i t  may be read here, if questions of 
importance. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Page 128 shows that prisoners of war are 
employed in the armament industry, does it not? Page 128. 

DR. SERVATIUS: It  says there: "Food rations of Soviet prisoners 
of war working in the armament industry or in trade industries, if 
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they are accommodated in camps.. ." and then follows a list of 
rations. I cannot see how far  that shows.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: 128 in English, Page 128, Lines 4 to 12: "Treat- 
ment of the sick. All prisoners of war and Eastern Workers, male 
and female, who are employed in the armament industry. . ." 

DR. SERVATIUS: It  says there, "All prisoners of war or Eastern 
Workers. . . who are employed in the armament industry.. ." Arma-
ment industry is not the manufacture of weapons. 

Document Sauckel-48 only refers to a law-I see the translation 
department has left out a short paragraph, but I can do without 
that. The heading indicates the subject. It  refers to taking food for 
the journey home. It  thus concerns supplies for the return journey. 

Document Sauckel-49 shows a regulation whereby additional food 
could also be given; and special diets in the hospitals were also 
provided. 

In the next gkoup, questions of wages are dealt with. The first 
decree is Document Sauckel-50. 

THE PRESIDENT: How far you go-it seems to me sufficient if 
you give us a group, and then tell us  what i t  deals with. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. That is from Documents Sauckel-50 to 59, 
omitting Document Sauckel-56. The questions of wages and scales 
of wages are included here. One will have to look a t  these more 
carefully if these questions become crucial. Therefore, I shall not 
make any further specific statements about that now. 

Sauckel Document Book Number 3 is a group of documents 
containing legal orders. Documents Sauckel-60 to 68 refer to medical 
care. I believe here also I need not go through the individual docu- 
ments, because they become of interest only when the subject is 
dealt with. 

THE PRESIDENT: Give us a group and tell us what it is about, 
and then we can look at  it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. It  deals with medical care; and as I said, 
the details become of interest only when the question becomes im-
portant. There is no point in speaking of them now. 

The next group is speeches made by Sauckel on the subject of 
labor allocation, and they are contained in the manual. I should 
Like to refer to one in particular-a speech of 6 January 1943 which 
was made after the conference between Sauckel and Rosenberg. It  
says there at  the beginning: "The Plenipotentiary General for Allo- 
cation of Labor on 5 and 6 January. .  ." 

THE PRESIDENT: Which page? 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  is 204 in my book, and in the English text 
i t  should also be Page 204. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Probably that 8,000 should be 800. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, it should be 800. I have also mentioned 

that document already, and read the main parts. 
Documents Sauckel-82 and 83 have also been mentioned already 

in their essential parts. 
Document Sauckel-84 is a manifesto which has already been 

presented in detail. 
Document Sauckel-85 shows the generally valid and binding 

principles followed by Sauckel, all of them well-known principles. 
The main fact is that after 1943 they showed the same tendency as 
they had before. 

Document Sauckel-86 is a later speech-a speech of 24 August 
1943-to the presidents of the Gau labor offices. Here again in his 
speech to the responsible Gau labor presidents Sauckel stresses his 
basic attitude, as he has often stated it here. He adheres to the same 
attitude on 17 January 1944-that is, Document Sauckel-88-when 
he again emphasizes to these presidents, that: 

"The foreign workers must be treated better. The reception 
camps are not to be primitive; rather they must be a recom- 
mendation for us." 

And a t  the end: 
"The more I do for the foreign laborers working in Germany, 
the better I treat them, the more I influence them-the 
greater the extent of their available production capacity." 
And that was shortly-2 months-before he succeeded in putting 

the other foreign workers on an equal footing with the German 
workers. 

TIlE PRESIDENT: We have heard the Defendant Sauckel ex-
plain. . . 

DR. SERVATIUS: I beg your pardon? 

THE PRESIDENT: . . . that the work was carried on. And will 
you tell us where the group of speeche-how far does the group go? 

DR. SERVATIUS: It is Document Sauckel-89. 
Document Sauckel-94 I have read already. Documents Sauckel-95, 

96, 97 I have already read to the extent necessary. And that brings 
me to the end of the presentation of documents. 

NOW, comes an affidavit of the witness Karl Goetz, which is 
included in the document book. I submit it as Exhibit Number 10, 
the affidavit by Karl Goetz. This is an interrogatory which was sub- 
mitted very early and was therefore considered in a very abridged 
form, as the details had not become apparent at that time. Conse-
quently, the witness answered very shortly and could say nothing 
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specific to a number 6f questions. Where he did answer the ques- 
tions, he refers to an introduction which he wrote, and in answering 
the questions raised by the Prosecution he also refers to that intro- 
duction. Therefore, I believe that I might also read this introduc- 
tion as far as is necessary. 

The affidavit is of 20 March 1946. In this introduction, on the 
second page, I should like to call attention to a conference in Paris. 
This witness Goetz was a bank expert in Weimar. He had known 
Sauckel before and had worked on his staff of experts. He had been 
with him in Paris and had taken part in the negotiations with Laval. 
He says here: 

"The negotiations led to an extensive talk, which was con- 
ducted in a proper and polite manner as far as I could judge. 
Laval took note of Sauckel's proposals and agreed to accede 
to his request. But he made counterproposals. . ." 
I do not think I need go into detail, because what was then 

negotiated is of minor significance. He says on the third page: 
"During a later conference in Paris the proceedings were 
similar. ~ a v a 7  assumed a stiffer attitude, and he pointed out 
the great difficulties which would impede the recruitment of 
additional workers. He emphasized in particular the necessity 
of not stripping the French labor market of its best forces." 
I think I can go on to Page 4. The witness says there under 5: 
"My last mission, at Sauckel's request, was to ascertain 
whether it was possible by means of using our banking con-' 
nections to purchase an additional amount of grain in Romania 
and Hungary-about 50,000 to 100,000 tons was the figure 
given. Tliis grain was to be used as additional food for foreign 
laborers in the form of a light afternoon meal." 
Then he says that that project failed due to  circumstances. He 

gives a general impression of Sauckel, and says briefly: 
"Sauckel approached that task with the energy and vigor 
peculiar to him. He pointed out repeatedly what conditions 
were necessary for the success of the task and repeatedly 
emphasized that it was the major duty of all authorities to 
see that correct treatment w& given to workers at their . 

places of employment." 

Then he describes the details: 

"Above all, he demanded that foreign workers should not be 

given the feeling of being imprisoned in their camps. He 

demanded the removal of all barbed wire fences." 

He continues by saying: 

' I .  . . Sauckel said that the workers must return to their native 
countries as propaganda agents." 
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Then the witness gives an important statement concerning infor- 
mation as to atrocities and bad conditions. I should like to read 
something from Page 6 to show what kind of person this witness 
Goetz is. He says. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: What page is your excerpt from? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Page 6, or Page 266 of the document book, at 


the top of the page. 
THE PRESIDENT: Yes. Go on. 
DR. SERVATIUS: He says: 
"I feel also that I should mention that following my arrest by 
the Gestapo, after the affair of 20 July 1944, Sauckel spoke on 
my behalf to the RSHA (Kaltenbrunner). I cannot say to what 
extent my release from the Ravensbruck Concentration Camp 
was brought about by this. 
"I wish to state further that I did not receive from Sauckel 
any material remuneration, awards, or decorations. 
"I found it expedient to conceal from him my own inner polit- 
ical convictions and my connections with Goerdeler and Popitz. 
In his blind obedience to Hitler-and in spite of our old friend- 
ship-he would otherwise no doubt have handed me over to 
that Gestapo from which he  endeavored to free me in Novem- 
ber 1944." 
I have read this in advance and I return now to Page 265, because 

the witness, who was then working on Sauckel's staff, states his 
attitude to that question which is of great interest to all of us. 
He says: 

"Now that the extent of atrocities in concentration camps has 
become known to me from publications, I ponder and rack my 
brains as to how the picture drawn above can be made to 
tally with the events now brought to light. Although I have 
thought it over for weeks, I can find no explanation for this." 

THE PRESIDENT: What page is this? Page 265? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Page 265. It  is near the top of the page. Where 
it is in the English text, I cannot say; but i t  should be Page 265. 

1 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: "On one side I see the foreign workers, men 
and women who move freely about in great numbers and 
associate with the German population. Frenchmen and Bel- 
gians, with whom I spoke out of personal interest, were usu- 
ally happy to hear their native tongue, conversed freely, 
hoped the war would soon end, and criticized their work, but 
rarely sharply. On the other side appears the totally unbear- 
able sight of the recently revealed mass atrocities. One had 
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heard that foreign workers were tried and sentenced-they 
were certainly subject to the same arbitrariness and the same 
methods of punishment as were the natives-but not that mass 
sentences were passed. But that really had nothing to do 
with the Allocation of Labor. I find it impossible to reconcile 
what I heard and what I saw in those days with the present 
revelations. Either this was a development which took place 
in the last year and a half, when I was not able to observe ' 

the situation because of my arrest and my retirement to the 
country, or else there existed, besides the regular Allocation 
of Labor, an employment of concentration camp inmates on 
a vast scale. It is also possible that Sauckel was not able to 
supervise things and was not informed or that he deceived 
himself with his general orders and oral statements, which I 
could not comprehend." 

I considered these statements of particular importance, because 
the witness stood on the side of the men of 20 July 1944 and cer- 
tainly observed carefully, and great importance has to be attached 
to his judgment. 

As to the qu/estions themselves, Question Number 1and its answer 
I consider irrelevant; also, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 .  All of these are answers 
which are of minor importance. 

To Question Number 10, Page 276: 

"Who was responsible for the billeting, treatment, and feeding 

of foreign workers after they had arrived at the place of 

work?" 


The answer is: 

"The only thing I heard was that from the moment work was 

started responsib,ility for that rested with the factory man-

agers, and in most cases with special employees under them." 

Question 11 is: 

"What kind of orders did Sauckel issue for the treatment of 

workers in the factories?" 

The witness in his answer refers to the introduction which I have 
read. 


The next questions-13, 14, 15, 16, and 17-are irrelevant. 


Question 18 is: 

"Did Sauckel receive reports about irregular conditions? What 

measures did he take? Do you know of any individual cases?" 


The answer is: 


"I remember only one case. Sauckel was informed that the 

workers of a certain factory were still housed in a camp 




surrounded -by barbed wire. I cannot recollect the name of 
the place or  the factory concerned. I heard that he  ordered 
the immediate removal of the fence." 
Then we come to the questions which are put by the Prosecution. 

I consider that Question Number 1 is not relevant because it deals 
with personal, unofficial relations with Sauckel, and how he  became 
acquainted with him. He made his acquaintance when a prisoner 
of war. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, Mr. Biddle thinks that the 
Prosecution ought to be asked to read anything they wish to out 
of those interrogatories. 

M. HERZOG: The Prosecution, Mr. President, does not wish to 
read any excerpts from this interrogatory. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, you know that the witness 
Jager is present, do you not? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, h e  is present. 

THE PRESIDENT: You know he  is present. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then, with the permission of the Tribunal, I 
will call the witness Jager. 

/The witness Jiiger took the stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name, please? 

DR. WILHELM JXGER (Witness): Dr. Wilhelm Jager. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 
by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

/The witness repeated the oath.] 

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, during the war you worked a s  a doc- 
tor with the firm of Krupp, in  Essen, and were entrusted with the 
medical care of the camps of foreign workers? Is that true? 

JbGER: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Who put you in charge there? 

JbGER: I was appointed by the firm of Krupp which employed 
me when a change in the care of foreign workers was brought about 
through the public health administration having to take it over. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were you not also appointed to this post by 
the German Labor Front? 

J ~ G E R :No. The contract which the firm of Krupp made with 
me was made through the German Labor Front. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: If I understand you correctly, you did not con- 
clude the contract directly with the Labor Front; but you were 
under obligations to the German Labor Front, were you not? 

JAGER: I have never felt that I had anything to do with the 
Labor Front in that respect. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, did you not continuously send reports 
to the German Labor Front about the conditions in  the camps? 

JAGER: That happened only in a few cases, as  far as I can 
remember. I generally sent these reports to the public health 
authorities and to the firm of Krupp. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you not also report to the Trade Inspec- 
tion Board? 

JAGER: Not always. I reported just a few cases to  the health 
office of the city of Essen, but only in  individual cases when i t  
appeared important to me that the health office should be informed. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Do you know the office for public health and 
medical care? 

JAGER: Yes. 
DR. SERVATIUS: With what office was that connected? 
JAGER: That was in Essen. 
DR. SERVATIUS: I do not mean the locality, but with what office 

was i t  connected? Was i t  nat with the German Labor Front? 
JAGER: I cannot say that precisely. I know only that i t  was a 

subdepartment of the public health administration in Essen. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Is i t  known to you that the foreign workers 

were under the care and control of the German Labor Front? 
JAGER: Yes. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Also with respect to their health? 
JAGER: On only one occasion did I meet a commission from the 

Labor Front in my camp. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Do you know the institution of Gau camp 

doctors? 
JAGER: An institution of that kind was to have been created 

.in Essen, but i t  did not happen. At that time, when we had just 
had a typhus epidemic, I suggested to the health officer-who was 
then Dr. Heinz Biihler of Miihlheim-that something of the sort 
should be instituted. Then also at  a meeting I spoke about my idea, 
but I did not hear anything more about this Gau office for camp 
doctors. 

DR. SERVATIUS: That will do. How many camps did you super- 
vise? 
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JAGER: That varied. First, there may have been 5 or 6 ,  then 
later maybe 17 or 18, and later again it fell to  a lower figure. But 
I am not able at  this moment to give you the exact figure. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the nature of your task? 

JAGER: Above all, I was supposed to assure the medical care of 
foreign workers. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you have anything to do with the treat- 
ment of the sick? 

JAGER: Only when they were brought to me and when I was 
in the camps. I always concerned myself personally with individual 
cases in the camps whenever I inspected them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You had not only a supervisory capacity, but 
you also gave treatment yourself? 

JAGER: Whenever I was in  a camp I would be consulted by the 
camp doctors and I would advise them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was the job of the camp doctors? 

JBGER:The camp doctors had their daily duty in the infirmary 
and the care of the patients in general. 

DR. SERVATIUS: So your work was supervisory? 

JAGER: Yes; supervisory. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, the Prosecution has repeatedly inter- 
rogated you outside this courtroom? 

JAGER: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You have been in Nuremberg before-in this 
building here? 

JAGER: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did you make an affidavit about the conditions 
in the Krupp camps? 

JBGER: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I will put this affidavit to you. This is an affi- 
davit of 15 October 1945. Did you give that affidavit as a witness 
for the Prosecution? 

JbGER: As far as  I can remember, yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Now I ask you to state whether you still stand 
by the statements which you made at  that time? 

JBGER: Yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I shall read the statements to you: "My name 
is Dr. Wilhelm Jager. I am a physician in Essen . . ." 
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THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, we cannot have the whole 
document read to him. You can put to him anything you want to 
challenge him upon. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Very well. 
/Turning to the witness.] You say; at about the middle of the 

first page: 
"I began my work with a thorough inspection of the 
camps. At that time, in October 1942, I found the follow- 
ing conditions.. ."-and you go on to say-"The Eastern 
Workers were housed in  the following camps: Seumann-
strasse, Grieperstrasse, Spendlerstrasse, Hoegstrasse, Ger-
maniastrasse, Dechenschule ..." 
THE PRESIDENT: Are you challenging that? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 
THE PRESIDENT: Where were these camps? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes, that is what I want to ask him. 
lTurning to the witness.] Did these camps exist a t  the time, and 

were they occupied? 

JbGER: As far as I can remember. One has to take into con- 
sideration that until I started my work I did not know at  all what 
camps existed. At a meeting which had been called, where there 
were doctors of the various nationalities, I asked first of all what 
camps there were. They did not know; and then a list was procured 
in which the camps were given. Then. .  . 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you have mentioned the camps here 
by name, and yet you are not certain that these camps existed a t  
that time, in October 1942? 

JbGER: I have given the camps which existed a t  the beginning 
of my activities, as far a s  I could remember. I had to go to each 
one of these camps personally, and I had to depend entirely upon 
myself. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Further, concerning the food of the Eastern 
Workers-if you will look at  the second page of the document-you 
state the following: 

"The food for the Eastern Workers was completely inadequate. 
They received 1,000 calories less per day than the minimum 
for Germans.. . ." 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, below the names of the camps 

he says: ". ..all surrounded by barbed wire and were closely 
guarded." I understand you are challenging that? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were the camps surrounded by barbed wire 
and closely guarded, as it says here? 
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JAGER: In the beginning, yes. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But you do not know whether that was the 
same case in all camps, do you? 

JAGER: The camps which I visited, where I was as yet unknown, 
for instance, Kramerplatz and Dechenschule, were closely guarded, 
and I had to show my credentials in order to get in. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I repeat the question concerning the food. YOU 
said the Eastern Workers received 1,000 calories less per day than 
the minimum for  Germans. Whereas German workers who did hard 
work received 5,000 calories per day, the Eastern Workers who per- 
formed the same kind of work received only 2,000 calories per day. 
Is that true? 

JAGER: That was true a t  the beginning of my activities. The 
food for Eastern Workers-as could be seen from the posted lists- 
had been determined as to quantity, and there was a difference 
between that for Eastern Workers and that for German workers. 
The 5,000 calories mentioned here were given to specific categories 
of German workers who did the hardest type of work. That was 
not given to everybody. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I shall put to you a chart of the 
calories. 

I submit to the Tribunal a copy of this chart. That is an exact 
table of the calories to which the individual categories of workers 
were entitled. I t  begins with 9 February 1942 and shows the indi- 
vidual quotas for the various types of workers; an$ on the last page 
there is a summary of the average quotas of calories which were 
allotted. 

It  is shown there in the summary, Group 1. Eastern Workers 
and Soviet prisoners of war: Average workers, 2,156 calories; heavy 
workers, 2,615; very heavy workers, 2,909; for long hours and night 
workers, 2,244. Are you familiar with these figures? 

JAGER: Approximately. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Will you compare that with what the German 
workers received: The normal consumer, 2,846 calories; heavy work- 
ers, 3,159; very heavy workers, 3,839; for long hours and night 
workers, 2,846 calories. Is that in accordance with your statement, 
according to which you said that German workers doing the heaviest 
work received 5,000 calories, whereas the Eastern Workers received 
only 2,000 calories? 

THE PRESIDENT: I t  is very hard to follow these figures unless 
you give us the exact page. Are you on the last page? 

DR. SERVATIUS: This is a summary. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Well, on which page are you? 
DR. SERVATIUS: On the last page, the last sheet on the right 

side. First, there are the food groups 1, 2, 3 on different pages; and 
then on the last page, on the right side next to Group 3, which con- 
cerns the Poles, there is a summary of calories for Eastern Workers, 
for Germans, and for Poles. If you compare the amounts of calories 
here in the columns, that should tally with what the witness has 
stated. He singled out the very heavy workers and said that the 
Germans received 5,000 calories; the table shows that they received 
only 3,839. He also says the Eastern Workers received 2,000 calories; 
whereas, according to the table, they received 2,900-that is, 
instead of a proportion of 5,000 to 2,000, it is from 2,900 to 3,800-in 
round figures about 1,000 calories and not, as the witness has said 
here, 3,000 calories. Is that correct? Do you stand on your state- 
ment? A distinction has to be made. .. 

THE PRESIDENT: I did not hear the witness' answer. 
MR. DODD: I think it would be more helpful to  the Tribunal, 

and certainly to the Prosecution, if it were established who made 
up this chart, and whether or not the figures given here cover the 
camps where this witness had jurisdiction. From looking it over I 
cannot tell where it was made up, except on the front page i t  says: 

"According to the food table by Dr. Hermann Schall, Medical 
Superintendent of the 'Westend' Sanatorium. Calculations of 
controlled foodstuffs for the camps of the firm of Krupp . . ." 
And so on. 

But these things can be made up by the bale and presented to wit-
nesses. Unless there is some foundation laid, I think it is an im- 
proper way to cross-examine. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I have an affidavit which can prove where 
that chart comes from. 

.THE PRESIDENT: Have you ever seen this chart before? 
DR. SERVATIUS: It is the affidavit of the witness Hahn. 
JAGER: Was a question put to me, please? 
DR. SERVATIUS: The witness has the original. I t  is attached. 

May I ask the witness to return the document to me? 

JAGER: I wanted to make a statement on this subject. 
At the beginning of my activity the Eastern Workers' food defi- 

nitely differed from that of the ~ e r m a n  people, and also from that 
of the so-called western workerethe  French, the Belgians, and so 
on. It can be seen from the figures that,, even though it may not 
be stated exactly, at least there is a difference of 700 to 800 calories. 
In the beginning until, I believe, February or March 1943, the 
Eastern Workers received rto additional rations for long hours, heavy 
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work, or very heavy work. These additional quotas were given only 
after Sauckel had ordered it; and that was, if I remember correctly, 
at the beginning of 1943. At that time, as far as I remember, the 
Eastern.Workers were put on an equal footing with the German 
workers as far as food was concerned; and they received additional 
rations for long hours, heavy work, and very heavy work, which 
they had not received at all before. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, if I understand you correctly, you 
want to say that this chart may be right but that in reality the 
workers did not receive what is listed on the chart. Did I under-
stand you correctly? 

JAGER: Even from this chart you can see the difference. 

DR. SERVATIUS: I t  was a difference of 3,000 calories which you 
mentioned, whereas the table shows a difference of about .1,000 
calories. 

JAGER: I said before that there were individual categories of 
workers doing the heaviest type of work-such as stokers and 
miners-and that they received up to 5,200 calories. That, how-
ever, was not the rule. Only very special workers received up to 
5,200 calories. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then what you say here is hot correct, because 
you did not mention that. You say generally that, whereas the Ger- 
man worker who did the heaviest type of work received 5,000 
calories, the Eastern Workers who did the same type of work 
received only 2,000 calories per day. That is, however, a general 
statement; and it  does not show that you are referring to exceptional 
cases of individual groups of workers., Is that correct? 

JAGER: That is the way I saw it, and I believe that you under- 
stand it as it appears here. * 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, where ,does this chart come from, and 
are you putting it  in? Will you put it in? 

DR. SERVATTUS: In the affidavit this assertion is made, and the 
witness said clearly at that time that the workers doing the heaviest 
type of work received 5,000 calories if they were German, and 8 
they were Eastern Workers, they received only 2,000. That is a very 
clear statement in the affidavit, which is not in accordance with 
the chart. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are you offering it in evidence? 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 
THE PRESIDENT: What will it be? What number will it  be? 

DR. SERVATIUS: That will be Exhibit Sauckel-11. 

THE PRESIDENT: Does the affidavit refer to the chart? 

, 
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DR. SERVATIUS: I asked because I questioned the correctness 
of the affidavit. 

THE PRESIDENT: No, I asked whether the affidavit refers to 
and identifies the chart, the chart which the witnes has just had in 
his hand. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Servatius, you have put in an affidavit by 

Walter Hahn. Does that affidavit mention the chart and say where 
the chart comes from and by whom it  was made up and to what 
it refers? 

DR. SERVATIUS: The affidavit which is here as Document Num- 
ber D-288 does not mention the chart, but only the affidavit which 
I have submitted. Now I understand it is the affidavit by the wit- 
ness Hahn, and the chart is attached; and it is covered by the affi- 
davit made by the witness. That document I submit in evidence. 

THE PRESIDENT: I said the affidavit by Walter Hahn-does it 
identify and is it attached to the chart? What page? There are 
seven pages, you know. We cannot find it unless you tell us. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In the German text on Page 4. 
THE PRESIDENT: Well, do you mean where it says, "The amount 

of calories contained in this food can be seen from the calorie table 
made by me which covers the whole period of the war"? Is that 
what you mean? That is on Page 4 of our copy. It is under the 
heading "C":"Food Supply of French Prisoners of War and Italian 
Military Internees." 

DR. SERVAT1US:Tt is there, as I have said before, on Page 4 
of the German text, where it says that the rations were based on 
calories; and that the caloric content of the food can be seen from the 
calculations made which, cover the entire duration of the war. That 
is the document attached. 

THE PRESIDENT: But it is all right to say that the document is 
attached, but it does not refer to it by any name. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But the document is attached, so that it is 
obvious that it must belong to it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 
MR. DODD: Mr. President, I do not want to be contentious about 

this, but-maybe I do not understand-I think we ought to know 
when this schedule was made; by whom. This affidavit says i t  is 
an appendix. Maybe it was made by the man Hahn, but we do not 
know it yet; and this witness has not testified to it, and counsel has 
not told us. 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Dodd, the position is this, is it not: The 
man named Walter Hahn made an affidavit annexed to this chart. 
That affidavit is dated, I imagine.. . 
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MR. DODD: Yes, 1946. 

THE PRESIDENT: . . . after the affidavit had been made by this 
witness, and replies in detail to the evidence given by this witness. 

MR. DODD: Yes. What I wanted to understand fully was that 
this schedule, concerning which this witness is being cross-examined, 
was apparently not made up at the time when he had responsibility 
for these camps; and so far  i t  does not appear from the examination 
that that is so, and I think it would have greet bearing on the 
weight of the evidence adduced through the cross-examination. 

I would like to point out that it was the defense of Sauckel that 
he had nothing to do with the feeding and care of these workers 
after they came into Germany, but that it was the responsibility of 
the DAF. I think it might be more helpful if counsel cleared that 
up, so that we would know whether he does admit responsibility 
after they came in and whether that is the purpose of this cross-
examination. 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. The Tribunal does not think 

that you need interrupt your cr&-examination. You can go on. 
DR. SERVATIUS: The Prosecution has just made that assertion 

as an accusation against Sauckel. If the Prosecution today is of the 
opinion that Sauckel was not responsible for the happenings in the 
factories but rather the works manager was responsible and that 
he was not responsible for prisoners of war but that the Armed 
Forces were responsible for them, then I do not need this witness 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on with your cross-examination, please. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you have made some statements con- 
cerning the clothing of Eastern Workers. You said that they slept 
in the same clothes in which they had come from the East and that 
almost all of them had no overcoats and were therefore forced to 
use their blankets-even in cold and rainy weather-to carry their 
blankets in the place of coats. .) 

Was it always like that, or only for a time? Was that a general 
occurrence or only an individual case? 

JAGER: In order to avoid another misunderstanding I have to 
state again: At the beginning of my activity I depended entirely on 
myself. There was no camp command. There was nobody else to 
work with me. The calorie tables as well as the clothing charts 
were not made until later. 

The camp management which existed, according to Hahn-if 
remember correctly-was only until February or April 1943. The 
phase which I intended to describe, and have described here, refers 

I 
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strictly to the time when I started my work. At that time the con- 
ditions were actually as I have described them, and I had to go by 
that. That also included clothing, as I have confirmed. These people 
remained in the same condition as on arrival, as far as clothing was 
concerned, for quite a while; and as far as I know they did not 
receive anything a t  that time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: What was done about that? 

JAGER: I reported these conditions as soon as possible. I do not 
&member when. As far as I could see, the intention was to establish 
tailor shops, shoe repair shops, and other work shops in the camps; 
and some of them were actually established. 

DR. SERVATIUS: One question. Did things generally get much. 
better in the course of your activities, or did they become worse? 

JAGER: They did not become worse after 1943. After the first 
heavy air raids, of course, the confusion was always very great. 
A great deal was destroyed by fire. I recall that during one night 
19,000 persons became homeless; and, of course, clothes and under- 
wear were destroyed also. It naturally tmk quite some time to 
make up these losses. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Were these conditions caused by the firm of 
Krupp, or by lack of supervision on the part of the Labor Front? 

JAGER: As I have said, I saw members of the Labor Front only 
once in a camp. Then that commission did actually criticize con- 
ditions. It  was in the camp at Kramerplatz, and the firm of Krupp 
was fined at that time, because of the conditions. But that was the 
only time that I got in touch at all with the Labor Front. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Did the firm of Krupp object in ,any way to 
the improvements, so that the Labor Front had to intervene?, 

JAGER: That I cannot say. I had no influence in that respect 
and did not know anything about it, because I had to  deal only 
with medical affairs, and did not participate in meetings of the firm 
of Krupp or the Labor Front. I could only make reports. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you also made statements concerning 
the conditions of health; and you said that the supply of medical 
instruments, bandages, medicines, and other medical equipment was 
completely inadequate in these camps. Is that true, or were those 
exceptional cases; or was it  a condition which existed all the time? 

JAGER: That was how I found the camps in October 1942, and 
slowly I had to clear up these conditions. Later, of course, there 
was an improvement. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You say here that the number of Eastern 
Workers who fell sick was twice as high as the number of German 
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workers; that tuberculosis was especially prevalent; and that the 
percentage was four times as high among the Eastern Workers as 
among the Germans. Is that correct? 

JAGER: That was the case at the beginning when we received 
workers who had not had any medical examination at all. When 
I went through the camps, I heard from the camp doctors-and saw 
for myself on the occasion of inspections-that very many people 
were sick. The figure was considerably higher than among the 
Germans, as far as I could see at that time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And what was done about that by the 
Krupp firm? 

JAGER: After we had found out that it was tuberculosis we had 
to deal with, we made examinations in large numbers, even X-ray 
examinations. Then those affected with tuberculosis were separated 
from the others and put into the Krupp hospital for medical treat- 
ment. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then you mentioned typhus, and said that that 
was also widespread among the workers. 

JAGER: I busied myself with that in particular, as we had about 
150 cases. 

DRs SERVATIUS: At what time? 

JAGER: During the entire period from 1942 to 1945. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How many workers did you have during that 
time? 

JAGER: Oh, that varied. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Give us some approximate figure. 

JAGER: Well, if I remember correctly, there may have been 
23,000 or 24,000; there may have been more. Later, there were about 
9,000. .But these figures varied. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Do you consider i t  correct, i f  150 people out 
of such a large number are affected by typhus over such a long 
period of time, to say that i t  was very widespread among the 
workers? 

JAGER: YES, for we had no typhus at all among the German 
population. So that statement may be justified. If among a popu- 
lation of 400,000 or 500,000--such as there was in Essen a t  that 
time--there was no typhus a t  all, and if one then takes an average 
of 20,000, with 150 cases among the 20,000, then that statement can 
quite well be made. 

DR. SERVATIUS: In other words, you maintain your statement, 
that it is a correct statement that typhus was widespread. You say, 
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furthermore, that carriers of these diseases were fleas, lice, bedbugs, 
and other vermin which tortured the inhabitants of those camps. 
Was that true of all the camps? 

JAGER: It  was the case in almost all the camps when I began -
my work. Then a disinfection station was set up by the firm of 
Krupp, which was hit in an air attack immediately. It was then 
rebuilt, and then destroyed a second time. 

DR. SERVATIUS: You say that in cases of illness the workers 
had to go to work until a camp doctor certified that they were unfit 
lor work. In the camps at Seumannstrasse, Grieperstrasse, Ger- 
maniastrasse, and Kapitan-Lehrnannstrasse there were no daily con- 
sultation hours, and that at these camps the camp doctors appeared 
only every second or third day. Consequently workers were forced 
to go to work despite illness, until a doctor appeared. Is that correct? 

JAGER: Naturally a worker had to work unless a camp doctor 
certified he was unfit. It was the same with the German population. 
1,am a panel doctor myself and I know that in many cases a man 
had to go to work if he did not report himself sick; there was no 
difference in that respect. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And you say that that was the case in the 
camps mentioned; that there was no real consultation hour, which 
meant that a man could not possibly report sick? 

JAGER: But he could go to a doctor. Because there were no 
doctors there, I purposely arranged that whenever possible people 
should come to me during my consultation-to me personally. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But you have said here. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: I think we had better adjourn now. 

lA  recess was taken.] 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, you just said that the workers could 
report ill even when there was no doctor present, that there was 
some other provision for them. Here you say that these camps were 
visited only every second or third day by the competent camp doc- 
tors; that as a consequence the workers, despite illness, had to report 
for work until a d o c k  was actually there. Is that correct? 

JAGER That is wrongly expressed. If anyone reported ill he 
had to be taken to a doctor, or the doctor was notified. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I should like to return once more to 
the subject of the spreading of typhus. How many deaths resulted? 

JAGER: Only about three or four cases of death resulted, and 
they occurred only because the case was diagnosed too late. I always 
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took personal charge of the typhus cases and had them brought to 
the hospital immediately, for I was responsible for this. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then you say in another .place, on Page 2: 
"The plan of supplies prescribed a Little meat each w.eek. Only 
Freibankfleisch could be used for this purpose, which was 
horse meat, meat infected with tuberculosis, or meat con-
demned by the veterinary." 
Does that mean that the foreign workers received bad meat? 
JbGER: One must define the expression "Freibankfleisch." That 

was meat which was not released for general consumption by the 
veterinary but which, after being treated in a certain way, was 
quite fit for human food. Even in times of peace and afterwards, 
the German population bought this meat. During the war the Ger- 
man population received in return for their coupons a double quan- 
tity of Freibankfleisch. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then the veterinary allowed it for con-
sumption? 

JAGER: Meat which had been condemned a t  first was released 
for human consumption after it  had been treated in a certain 
manner and was then not harmful. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then the expression "condemned by the veter- 
inary" means that i t  was first condemned and then allowed? 

JbGER: Yes, then allowed. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, regarding the French prisoner-of-war 
camp in Noggerathstrasse you said the following: 

"This camp was destroyed in a bombing attack; and the 
inmates for almost half a year were housed in dog kennels, 
latrines, and old baking ovens." 
Is that correct? 

J ~ G E R :  That is how I found this camp. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And you saw that yourself for a half year? 

JAGER: I was there only on three occasions. It  was described 
to me in that way, and I found the camp in that condition. As far 
as I could determine at the time, it  had been in that condition for 
about 4 months; then it  was rebuilt. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, I am interested in the dog kennels. 
How many dog kennels were there? Were they really dog kennels, 
or was that only a derogatory remark about some other kind of 
billets? 

. J ~ G E R :It was an expression of mine, because the inmates built 
and hammered these huts together themselves. 
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DR. SERVATIUS: Is the same true of the latrines, or what does 
that mean? 

JAGER: That was the place where the doctor had his consul- 
tations. 

.DR. SERVATIUS: Was that a former latrine, or was i t  a latrine 
that was being used as such? 

JAGER: A former latrine. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then i t  was a former latrine which had been 
'rebuilt? 

JAGER: I t  had not been rebuilt; it was just as  i t  had been. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was this latrine then still being used? 
JAGER: I t  was not being used. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Then you say that there were no tables, chairs, 

or cupboards in this camp. 
JAGER: That was also not the case. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, did you swear to this testimony which 
you have seen? 

JAGER: Yes, to the one I saw before. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Are you sure i t  is that testimony which you 

have just had in your hands? 
JAGER: In my home in Chemnitz I crossed out various things 

i n  the record of the interrogatory which was submitted to me, and 
initialed these corrections. . . 

DR. SERVATIUS: This very sentence, did you not .  . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Please do not interrupt him. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Please continue. 

JAGER: I must assume that this is that corrected record. 

DR. SERVATIUS: But you have it before you? 

JAGER: Yes, I have a record before me. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Can you not determine which passages you 
crossed out? Were there many passages like that, or was it just 
single words? 

JAGER: No, sometimes entire sentences. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And you swore to that? 
JAGER: Yes. After I had made these changes, I swore to this 

record. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, I should like to call the atten- 
tion of the Tribunal to the fact that this statement was in the Krupp 
files at  the beginning of the proceedings, and that i t  was considerably 
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shorter, and that a number of sentences which the witness has sworn 
to here were lacking in that statement. I would suggest, therefore, 
that the Prosecution should submit the original, which the witness 
states he has altered, so that it can be seen just what he did write. 
As far as I know, he struck out a t  the time a few of those very state- 
ments which he has just repeated here. 

As an example, I mention that he stated that in this camp there 
were no chairs, tables, or cupboards. That is a sentence which was 
struck out. The witness thus had doubts at the time, and did not 
swear to these facts. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not know what you are talking about. 
We have before us what is called a sworn statement, which was put 
in evidence and which is signed by the witness. The witness is now 
saying that that statement is correct, subject to any alterations which 
you have extracted from him in cross-examination. 

DR. SERVATIUS: He said it might be entire sentences. I should 
like to ask the Prosecution to produce the original document with 
the passages crossed out, because I have seen two statements: a brief 
one in which these passages are apparently left out, and a complete 
one, such as we have before us, and which the witness says had 
been cut short. 

THE PRESIDENT: All that the witness is saying, is it not, is 
that it was originally submitted to him in a certain form? He made 
certain alterations in it. Then, when those alterations had been 
made-I do not know whether it was fair-copied or not-he then 
signed it and swore to it, and that is the document that we have. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, my contention is this: The docu- 
ment which we have before us does not show these crossings out. 
The words which were struck out are still contained in the document. 

THE PRESIDENT: You may ask the witness any question you 
like about it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: How did you mark your alterations? 

JAGER: I crossed the passages out with ink and put my name 
next to the alterations. I t  is difficult, of course, and today I am not 
able to say what I did strike out at that time, as I did not retain 
a copy. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, if this document which we have 
before us were reproduced correctly these crossed-out passages 
would have to be shown, especially as the witness says that he put 
his initials in the margin. 

THE PRESIDENT: Did you sign the document after it had been 
fair-copied? Witness, did you sign the document after it had been 
fair-copied? You know what a fair copy is, do you not? 



JAGER: Yes. I must try to remember exactly. 
The document was submitted to me. I made the alterations, and 

then I signed three or four of these statements. Then these records 
were taken away; and on the same day or the following day, I was 
in Essen and swore to this record. Then I received a record which 
I read before the court. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was that a fair copy without any alterations? 

J ~ G E R :That was a fair copy. I do not remember exactly; I 
really cannot. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And why did you make these alterations? 

JAGER: The record came about in this way. Captain Harris 
came to me and interrogated me on these matters. Notes were 
taken; and then Captain Harris, I think, compiled this record and 
asked me to sign it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: And why did you make these alterations? 

JAGER: Because I could not swear to those things-the things 
that I struck out I could not swear to. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Was it incorrect, or did i t  go too far? 

JAGER: In part it went too far, I think I can put it that way; 
and in part i t  was incorrect-unintentionally, of course. But I had 
to make those changes, and I did make them. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Witness, if I show you a document in which 
I mark in red the passages that you struck out, would you recognize 
those passages? 

JbGER: That is very difficult, for I cannot remember that. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Then I have no further questions. 

MR. DODD: I am not clear on this. I do not know whether 
counsel is claiming that we have another document, one which we 
have not submitted. I do not know of any such. We submitted the 
only one that came into our possession.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Have you got that original, or  is it with. .  . 
MR. DODD: There were a number of these made up, and they 

were all signed as originals. The first was the copy made with the 
typewriter, the others carbon copies. It was a joint British-American 
team that interrogated the witness, and this one copy was turned 
over to us, andowe submitted it. That is the only one we  have 
ever seen. 

THE PRESIDENT: I see in the certificate of translation i t  refers 
to a certificate dated 14 October 1945, signed by Captain N. Webb. . . 

MR. DODD: Yes. 
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THE PRESIDENT: You will find that at the end of the document, 
I think. 

DR. BALLAS: As former counsel for Herr Krupp Von Bohlen, I 
wish to make a statement about this. 

In the Krupp file which the counsel for Krupp . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. What have you got to do with 

it? We are now considering the suggestion made by Dr. Servatius 
that this document, which we are now considering. .. 

DR. BALLAS: I am sorry. I did not quite follow you, Your Honor. 

THE PRESIDENT: We are now considering the Document Num- 
ber D-288. You haven't anything to do with that document. 

DR. BALLAS: Yes, this document does concern me. The Krupp 
portfolio .. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. What right have you to  speak 
about it? You are only a former counsel to Krupp. 

DR. BALLAS: I want to help explain the matter. At present I 
am appearing for Dr. Siemers, counsel for Admiral Raeder. 

THE PRESIDENT: But how can you help us about the framing 
of the affidavit of this witness by the Prosecution? You cannot do 
anything about that. 

DR. BALLAS: I just wanted to refer to the different versions of 
the document. 

In the Krupp file there is a Document D-288 which is consider- 
ably shorter than this Document D-288 which has been submitted 
by the Prosecution in the case of Sauckel. At the time I called 
Dr. Servatius' attention to this difference, and we checked point by 
point just how far the deviations went. There are thus two docu- 
ments-the one original Document D-288 and the one in  the Krupp 
file which differs from the document presented in the case of Sauckel. 

THE PRESIDENT: But this document was signed by this witness. 
There may have been some other document signed which was put 
in the Krupp file, but this witness has said that he signed this docu- 
ment. Therefore, i t  does not seem to me tha;t i t  is material. 

DR. BALLAS: I just wanted to call your attention to the fact 
that there are two different documents. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes; thank you. Is there any other member 
of the Defense that wants to ask questions of this witness? 

IThere was no response.] 
Then, Mr. Dodd, do you want to re-examine him? 

MR. DODD: No, Sir-except that I would like to say, with respect 
to the Tribunal's question concerning this certificate of translation 
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where the name Captain N. Webb appears, that I am informed that 
refers to a certificate which is attached to all British documents and 
that is a certificate which goes along for the purpose of the trans- 
lators. Undoubtedly, that is what i t  is. However, I will have a 
search made in the document room and clear i t  up. I t  is better that 
way. But my British friends say that is so-they do send a cer-
tificate; and the only possible explanation is that i t  is the certificate 
with a mistake in the date. But in any event, I will look into it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Has the witness had the original of that affi- 
davit put to him? 

MR. DODD: I believe he has. I understood he had the one which 
is before the Tribunal. 

THE PRESIDENT: Has he acknowledged the signature? 

MR. DODD: Well, I understood so. I can inquire. 
[Turning to the witness.] 
Witness, you saw the signature? Is it your signature? 

JAGER: Yes. 

MR. DODD: As a matter of f ad ,  I talked to you personally on 
this matter; and you told me that this was a statement you gave. 

.Do you remember that? Do you recall when you and I talked, and 
you told me this was your statement? You looked i t  over and 
read it. 

JAGER: Yes. 
MR. DODD: You read English as well as German, do you not? 

You have some knowledge of English. 

JAGER: Some knowledge, yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: Witness, the document is being handed to you. 
It is in German, is i t  not? 

JbGER: It  is in German. 

THE PRESIDENT: And it is signed by you, is it? 

JAGER: Yes. 
THE PRESIDENT: Is there any passage in  i t  which you want to 

strike out of it? 

JAGER: May I read the document first? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes; you may read i t  as  quickly as you can. 

MR. DODD: While the witness is reading the document, I should 
like to inform the Tribunal that we made a call to the document 
rcom and have been told by the officer there that there is only one 
Document D-288, and this is it; there is no duplicate signed, a s  
counsel for Krupp stated. 
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JAGER: Yes, here there is an alteration which is written in 
pencil, on Page 2. I crossed that out, but that was not written 
by me. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Mr. President, may I submit the document 
which I received from the counsel for Kmpp at the beginning? I 
also have here an English document, Document Number 288 and the 
passages which allegedly were crwsed out at the time have been 
marked by me in red. I should like to submit this document for 
the information of the Court; I believe i t  will help in clarifying 
this matter. There are many passages struck out. 

THE PRESIDENT: No, Dr. Servatius, that is a different docu- 
ment, as I understand it. 

DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: We do not need that. We have this document 
before us, signed by the witness; and we have asked him whether 
he has anything in it which he thinks did not form part of the orig- 
inal document which he signed. 

JAGER: On Page 1 it  says, "Conditions in all these camps were 
extremely bad." I 'would have probably limited this statement, 
because I . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute, Witness, we do not want to 
know whether you think you expressed yourself too strongly. We 
only want to know whether the document represents the document 
which you signed-accurately represents the document which you 
signed. If there is anything which you want to change now, you can 
say what it is. 

JAGER: The record, as i t  is before me, I would not change in 
any way. 

THE PRESIDENT: Just one or two questions I want to ask you. 
Were prisoners of war employed at Krupp's during the time you 
were supervising these camps? 

JAGER: I did not supervise the prisoner-of-war camps. That is 
a wrong expression. I received the permission to visit the prisoner- 
of-war camps which were under the sole jurisdiction of the Wehr- 
macht, and I was told that these prisoners of war were all working 
for Krupp. 

THE PRESIDENT: Were any of the people who were working 
at the camps, which you mentioned in this, prisoners of war? 

JAGER: In Hoegstrasse. 

THE PRESIDENT: Prisoners of war were working there, were 
they? 

JdGER: Yes. 



THE PRESIDENT: Krupp's? 

JAGER: For the Krupp Works, yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: What sort of work was it? 


JAGER: These things were not under my jurisdiction. It depended 

on their trade-locksmiths probably worked in the locksmith shop. 
But there were also many unskilled laborers. But I am naturally 
not able to give you all the details; these matters were not under 
my jurisdiction. I was concerned with these people only in my 
capacity as a physician. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 
/The witness left the stand.] 
MR. DODD: Mr. President, I have found that certificate; and i t  is 

as I described it for the Tribunal. I t  is a certificate by Captain 
Weber of the British Army service that he received a copy of this 
document from the American team; and it is signed by him, Captain 
H. 	Weber, IMT Corps, British Army, European Sector. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is that your case then, Dr. Servatius? 
DR. SERVATIUS: Yes. There are two more witnesses, Bieder- 

mann and Mitschke. I can dispense with both of these witnesses. 
Then we still do not have the sworn affidavits, the interrogatories 

from Dr. Voss, Dr. Scharmann, a witness by the name of Marenbach, 
and the witness Letsch, who was an  expert in Sauckel's office., We 
have received interrogatories from the witnesses Darri. and Seldte, 
but these have not been translated as yet. I shall submit them as 
soon as they have been translated. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 
DR. SERVATIUS: Then I have concluded my case. 
THE PRESIDENT: Now, counsel for the Defendant Jodl. 
DR. EXNER: Your Honors, with your kind permission I shall 

present my case in the following manner. First of all, I shall call 
the Defendant Jodl to the stand and use all documents, with a single 
exception, during his examination, and submit them to the Court. 

I do not need to bore the Tribunal with lengthy readings. I have 
three document books which are numerically arranged, Jd l  1, 
Jodl 2, and so forth-and I shall in each case quote the page which 
is found in the upper left-hand corner on every page of the trans- 
lation. The numbering is the same as in the original; they cor-
respond. I am sorry to say that the documents a re  not exactly in 
the order in which I shall read them, and this is due partly to the 
fact that they were received too late and partly to other factors. I 
still do not have several interrogatories, particularly one which is 
very important to me. I hope that I shall be able to submit them 
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later. I was granted five witnesses, but I can dispense with one of 
them. The four remaining witnesses will take up Little time. 

Now, with the kind permission of the Tribunal, I should like to 
call the Defendant Jodl to the witness box. 

!The Defendant Jodl took the stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name? 

ALFRED JODL (Defendant): Alfred Jodl. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 
by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

/The defendant repeated the oath.] 

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. EXNER: Generaloberst Jodl, in the English-American trial 
brief it says that you are 60 years old. That is a mistake. You 
became 56 recently. You were born when? 

JODL: I was bo,m in 1890 on 10 May. 

DR. EXNER: You were born in Bavaria, and both of your parents 
are descended from old Bavarian families. You chose the military 
profession; what was the chief reason for your choice? 

JODL: A great-grandfather of mine was an officer; my father 
was an officer; an uncle was an officer; my brother became an 
officer; my father-in-law was an officer-I can well say that the 
military profession was in my blood. 

DR. EXNER: And now I should like to hear something about 
your political attitude. To which of the political parties which existed 
in Germany before 1933 were you closest in spirit? 

JODL: As an officer all party politics were entirely remote to 
me; and especially the offshoots of the post-war period. If I look a t  
the background from which I come, the attitude of my parents, I 
must say that I would have been closest to the National Liberal 
Party and its ideas. In any event, my parents never voted anything 
but National Liberal. 

DR. EXNER: Tell us in a few words what your attitude was to 
the Weimar Republic. 

JODL: True to my oath I served the Weimar Republic honestly 
and without reserve. If I could not have done that, I would have 
resigned. Moreover, a democratic system and a democratic con-
stitution was not at all a foreign idea to us southern Germans, for 
our monarchy was also democratic. 

DR. EXNER: And what were your relations to Von Hindenburg? 



JODL: I knew Hindenburg. I was assigned to him after his first 
election to the Reich Presidency when he spent his first vacation in 
Dietramszell. Then I spent a day with the Hindenburg family a t  
their Neudeck estate together with Field Marshal Von Manstein. 
I can only say that I admired him; and when he was elected Reich 
President for @e first time, I considered that the first symptom of 
the German people's return to self-respect. 

DR. EXNER: What was your attitude toward the National So- 
cialist Party? 

JODL: The National Socialist Party I hardly knew and hardly 
noticed before the Munich Putsch. I t  was this Putsch which dragged 
the Reichswehr into this internal political development. At that 
time, with few exceptions, i t  met this test of obedience. But after 
this Putsch there was a certain cleavage in the views of the officers' 
corps. Opinions varied as to Hitler's worth or worthlessness. I was 
still extremely skeptical and unconvinced. I was not impressed until 
Hitler, during the Leipzig trial, gave the assurance that he was 
opposed to any undermining of the Reichswehr. 

DR. EXNER: Did you attend meetings at which Hitler spoke? 

JODL: No, never. 
DR. EXNER: Tell us which leaders of the Party you knew 

before 1933. 
JODL: I knew only those who had previously been officers: for 

example, Epp, Hiihnlein, and Rohm. But I no longer had any con- 
nection or contact with them after they had left the Reichswehr. 

DR. EXNER: Before the seizure of power had you read the book 
Mein Kampf? 

JODL: No. 

DR. EXNER: Did you read it later? 

JODL: I read parts of i t  later. 

DR. EXNER: What. was your opinion on the Jewish question? 


JODL: I was not anti-Semitic. I am of the opinion that no party, 

no state, no people, and no race-not even cannibals-are good or 
bad in themselves, but only the single individual. Of course I knew 
that Jewry, after the war and in the moral disintegration that 
appeared after the first World War, came to the fore in Germany in 
a most provocative fashion. That was not anti-Semitic propaganda; 
those were facts, which were regretted very much by Jews them- 
selves. Nevertheless, I was most sharply opposed to any outlawing 
by the state, any generalization, and any excesses. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution asserts that all the defendants 
cried, "Germany awake; death to the Jew." 
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JODL: As far as I am concerned, that assertion is wrong. At 
every period of my life I associated with individual Jews. I have 
been a guest of Jews, and certain Jews have visited my home. But 
those were Jews who recognized their fatherland. They were Jews 
whose human worth was undisputed. 

DR. EXNER: Did you on occasion use your influence on behalf 
of Jews? 

JODL: Yes, that too. 

DR. EXNER: Did you know that the Reich Government in the 
year 1932 counted on the possibility of attempts to overthrow it 
and sought to save itself in this direction? 

JODL: I certainly knew that, for when I came to Berlin at that 
time I did not find in the later operational division any preparations 
for war; but I found preparations for the use of the Reichswehr in 
the interior of the country, against the extreme leftists as well as 
the extreme rightists. There were plans for maneuvers of some 
sort in that connection in which I myself participated. 

DR. EXNER: What was your attitude to the appointment of Hitler 
as Reich Chancellor in the year 1933? 

JODL: The appointment of Hitler as Reich Chancellor was a 
complete surprise to me. That evening when I was returning home 
with a comrade, through the excited crowds, I said to him, "This is 
more than a change of government; it is a revolution. Just how far 
it will lead us we do not know." But the name of Hindenburg, 
who had legalized this revolution, and the names of such men as 
Von Papen, Von Neurath, Schwerin-Krosigk exerted a reassuring 
influence on me and gave me a certain guarantee that there would 
be no revolutionary excesses. 

DR. EXNER: At this point I should like to read a part of General 
Vormann's interrogatory. This is Page 208 of the third volume of 
my document book. I should Like to call the attention of the / 

Tribunal to the fact that Page 208 in the upper left hand corner- 
I submit the original-refers to the period from 1933 on. Jodl was 
then at the group headquarters (Gruppenamt), and Vormann was 
in his group. I read under Figure 2: 

"Jodl, who at that time was a major on the General Staff, was 
my group (Gruppe) leader in 1933. He shared completely the 
view of the Chief of the Army Command at that time, General 
Von Hammerstein, and was thoroughly opposed to Hitler and 
the Party." 
I shall now skip a few lines; they are not so important. Then 

in the center of the page, I continue: 
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"When on 30 January 1933 Hitler was appointed ~ e i &  Chan-
cellor, Jodl was dismayed and astonished. I clearly recall 
that on 30 or 31 of January, at his request, I had to call 
together the officers of his group for a conference. At this 
conference he explained that Hitler had been called to be 
the head of the Reich according to the existing constitution 
and the laws in force. I t  was not for us to criticize this, 
particularly the behavior of Reich President and Field 
Marshal Von Hindenburg. We must obey and do our duty 
as soldiers. The kind of criticisms made hitherto, of the new 
measures initiated by the new chancellor, were not to be 
made in future for they were inconsistent with his and our 
own position. 
"His entire speech showed great worry and apprehension 
with regard to the coming development of the situation. . ." 
and so forth. 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, this would be a convenient time 

to break off. 

/The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, Sir  David, you were going to show 
these applications. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: Yes, My Lord. 
I wonder if I might leave, for the moment,.Number 1, which my 

friend General Rudenko will deal with, because he will deal with 
another one; and if I might deal with the ones which I have? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYF'E: The second one is on behalf of 
Defendant Kaltenbrunner and is an application to cross-examine 
three witnesses whose affidavits were used by the Prosecution. The 
first is Tiefenbacher, and he dealt with conditions a t  Mauthausen; 
the second, Kanduth, who dealt with the same subject; the third, 
Stroop, dealt with the reception of orders from the Defendant 
Kaltenbrunner by Stroop as SS and Polizeifiihrer in Warsaw. The 
Prosecution submits that in these cases cross-examination by way 
of interrogatories would be sufficient. Next, I do not know i f . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: Interrogatories are all they asked for, cer-
tainly in the case of-in all three. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: We will have no objection to 
cross-interrogatories as long as they are not brought here as . 
witnesses. 

My Lord, the next application is on behalf of the Defendant 
Von Neurath to use M. Francois-Poncet as witness. The Prosecution 
will be grateful if the Tribunal would allow that to stand over for 
a day or  two, as my French colleagues are awaiting instructions 
from Paris at  the moment and they have not got a reply yet. I do 
not think i t  will prejudice the Defendant Von Neurath's case. It  
will be time for a reply before there is any difficulty as to time. 

Then, My Lord, the next is an application on behalf of the 
Defendant Von Schirach. I think that all that is now wanted is to 
use an affidavit from Dr. Otto Wilhelm von Vacano. The affidavit 
is 12 pages long and is a highly academic statement on the edu- 
cational philosophy underlying the Adolf Hitler Schools. The Prose- 
cution feel that the matter has been thoroughly covered by the 
Defendant Von Schirach himself and also by his witnesses Hoepken 
and Lauterbacher, and they feel that the affidavit would be cumu- 
lative and repetitive. But, of course, it is an affidavit it is not a 
question of an oral witness, and if the Tribunal feel that they ought 
to have it, the Prosecution do not wish to press their objection 
unreasonably. 

THE PmSIDENT: Has the affidavit been translated yet? 
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SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: Well, I have certainly got an 
English-I have read the English translation of it, My Lord, so I 
assume that i t  has been translated into the other languages. 

The next, applications,from thd Defendants Hess and Frank to 
put an interrogatory to General Donovan. If I may put the objec- 
tion quite shortly, that raises the same point as the application on 
2 May 1946 for Mr. Patterson of the United States War Department. 
The objection of the Prosecution is the same as I made on that 
occasion, that when you are cross-examining a witness as to credi- 
bility you are bound by his answer, and should not, in the opinion 
of the Prosecution, be allowed to call evidence to contradict him. 
So i t  is on exactly the same point, the relationship between the 
witness Gisevius and the United States Office of Strategic Services. 

The next application is on behalf of the Defendant Speer for the 
approval of certain documents which are in his possession. The 
Prosecution have no objection to the application. They reserve the 
right to make any individual objection when the documents are 
produced a t  the Trial. 

My Lord, the next is a purely formal application on behalf of 
the Defendant Jodl, whose case is now before the Tribunal, to use 
an  affidavit of Dr. Lehmann. There is no objection to that. 

Next is the application on behalf of the Defendant Hess . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Sir David, that application we have already 

heard. We have heard the arguments for that in full and the Tribu- 
nal will consider that. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: If Your Lordship pleases. 
Then I think that only leaves an application of the Defendant 

Keitel for the use of a decree of Hitler of 20 July 1944, and the 
Prosecution has no objection to that. 

My Lord, I think I have dealt with every one except t h e  first 
one, which my friend General Rudenko will deal with-the appli-
cation of the Defendant Goring. 

GENERAL R. A. RUDENKO (Chief Prosecutor for the U.S.S.R.): 
Members of the Tribunal, the Soviet Prosecution have several times 
expressed their view respecting the application of Defense Counsel 
to call witnesses with regard to the mass shooting of Polish officers 
by the Fascist criminals in Katyn Forest. Our position is that this 

, episode of criminal activity on the part of the Hitlerites has been 
fully established by the evidence presented by the Soviet Prose- 
cution, which was a communication of the special Extraordinary 
State Commission investigating the circumstances of the mass shoot- 
ing of Polish officer prisoners of war by the Gennan Fascist aggres- 
sors in Katyn Forest. This document was presented by the Soviet 
Prosecution under the Document Number USSR-54 on 14 February 
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1946, and 'was admitted by the Tribunal; and, as provided by 
Article 21 of the Charter, it is not subject to argument. 

Now the Defense once again are putting in an application 
for the calling of three supplementary witnesses-a psychiatrist, 
Slockert; a former adjutant of the Engineer Corps, Bohmert; and 
a special expert of the staff of the Army Group Center, Eichborn. 

We object to the calling of these three witnesses for the follow- 
ing reasons: 

The calling of the psychiatrist Stockert as a witness must be 
considered completely pointless as the Tribunal cannot be interested 
in the question of how the commission drew its conclusion-a con-
clusion which was published in a Hitlerite White Book. No matter 
how this conclusion was drawn, the fact of the mass shooting of 
Poles by Germans in Katyn Forest has been unequivocally estab- 
lished by the Soviet Extraordinary State Commission. 

Stockert himself is not a doctor of forensic medicine but a psychi- 
atrist-at that time a member of the Hitlerite commission, not on 
the basis of his competence in the field of forensic medicine, but as 
a representative of the German Fascist military command. 

The former adjutant, Captain Bohmert, is himself a participant 
in the crimes of Katyn Forest, having been a member of the 
Engineer Corps which carried out the executions. As he is an inter- 
ested party, he cannot give any useful testimony for clarifying the 
circumstances of this matter. 

Third, the ekpert of the staff of the Army Group Center also 
cannot be admitted as a witness because he, in general, knew 
nothing at all about the camp of the Polish prisoners of war, and 
could not have known all that pertained to the matter. The same 
reasons apply to his potential testimony to the fact that the Geq- 
mans never perpetrated any mass shooting of Poles in the district 
of Katyn. Moreover, Eichborn cannot be considered an unprejudiced 
witness. 

Regardless of these objections which express the opinion of all 
the prosecutors, the Soviet Prasecution especially emphasize the 
fact that these bestial crimes of the Germans in Katyn were investi- 
gated by the special authoritative State Investigating Committee, 
which went with great precision into all the details. The result of 
this investigation has established the fact that the crimes in ~ a t y n  
were perpetrated by Germans, and are but a link in the chain of 
many bestial crimes perpetrated by the Hitlerites, a great many 
proofs of which have previously been submitted to the Tribunal. 

For these reasons the Soviet Prosecution categorically insists on 
the rejection of the application of the Defense Counsel. 

I have finished my statement. 
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THE PRESIDENT. Counsel lor Raltenbrunner, Sir David was 
right, was he not, in saying that you were only asking for cross- 
interrogatories, which the Prosecution do not object to? 

DR. KURT KAUFFMANN (Counsel for Defendant Kalten-
brunner): Mr. President, I have no objection to questionnaires, but 
I would then ask that these witnesses be heard in my presence 
outside this courtroom; and then, on the basis of this interrogation, 
questionnaires can later be submitted to the Tribunal. 

THE PRESIDENT: But are the witnesses here? 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Mr. President, I do not know. 

THE PRESIDENT: We granted interrogatories, and you now 
ask for crolss-interrogatories; that is all you ask for, and that do= 
not involve bringing the witnesses here at all. The cross-interroga- 
tories will be sent to them; they will answer them. If, for any 
reason, on the cross-interrogatories being answered, you want to 
make further application, you can always do so. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: The rule of the Court so far was, as I under-
stood it, that I have the right to cross-examine in this courtroom 
if the Prosecution submits affidavits of these witnesses here. That 
has, so far, been the ruling of the Court. 

THE PRESIDENT: I think it depends on what the substance of 
the affidavit is. If it is a matter of importance, no doubt we-we 
have never made any general rule, but we have generally allowed 
the witness to be brought here for cross-examination if the matter 
is of importance; but if the matter is of less importance, then we 
have very frequently directed that there should be crass-inter-
rogatories. 

DR: KAUFFMANN: May I add to thiq last sentence? I consider 
this testimony extremely important. The Court will probably know 
the contents. 

THE PRESIDENT: Again in your application you say that three 
interrogatories were used by the Prosecution on the understanding 
that the deponents would be subject to cross-interrogation. That 
means, I suppose, cross-interrogatories. I t  does not say cross-
examination; it says cross-interrogation. Do you want to have them 
brought here for cross-examination? 

DR. KAUFFMANN: That is what I had intended, unless my first 
suggestion is accepted. My first suggestion is simpler, in my opinion, 
and it would save time. It proposes that I be allowed to be present 
at the questioning of the witnesses outside this courtroom. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, we understand your point of view, 
Dr. Kauffmalm, and we will consider it. 
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DR. KAUFFMANN: Thank you. 
DR. OTTO STAHMER (Counsel for Defendant Goring): May I 

make a brief statement with reference to General Rudenko's motion? 
General Rudenko wishes to reject my application for evidence, 

referring to Article 21, I believe, of the Charter. I do not believe 
that this regulation opposes my application. I t  is true of course, 
that government reports are evidence.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Stahmer, I think the Tribunal has already 
ruled that that article does not prevent the calling of witnesses; but 
General Rudenko, in addition to an argument based upon Article 21, 
also gave particular reasons why he said that these particular 
witnesses were not witnesses who ought to be called. He said that 
one of them was a psychiatrist, and the other one could not give 
any evidence of any value. We should like to hear you upon that. 

DR. STAHNIER: In the report submitted by the Soviet Union, 
the charge is made that members of the engineer staff which was 
stationed near Katyn carried out the execution of these Polish offi- 
cers. They are mentioned by name, and I am bringing counter- 
evidence-namely members of the same staff-to prove that during 
the whole time that this staff was stationed there no killings of 
Polish officers occurred. I consider this is a pertinent assertion and 
a presentation of relevant evidewe. One cannot eliminate a witness 
by saying that h e  was involved in the act. With reference to these 
people, that is not yet settled, and it is not mentioned a t  all in the 
record. Neither are these people, whom I have now named, listed 
in the Russian record as having taken part in the deed. Apart from 
that, I consider i t  out of the question to eliminate a witness by 
saying that he committed the deed. That is what has to be proved 
by hearing him. 

THE PRESIDENT: About the psychiatrist, was he  a member of 
the German commission? 

DR. STAHMER: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: He was a member of it? 
DR. STAHMER: Yes. He was present at  the unloading, and he 

ascertained from the condition of the corpses that the executions 
must have been carried out at  some time before the occupation by 
the German Army. 

THE PRESIDENT: But he does not actually say in the appli- 
cation that he was a member. He said he  was present during the 
visit of the military commission; he knows how the resolution of 
the commission was produced. 

DR. STAHMER: I do not think he was an appointed member, but 
he took part in this inspection and in the duties connected with it. 
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As far as I know, he  was a regimental doctor in some regiment 
near-he was a regimental doctor of a regimental staff in the 
vicinity. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well, we will consider your argument. 
Then, is the counsel for Von Neurath agreeable that that matter 

should stand over? Is counsel for Von Neurath here? He is not here? 
Very well then, we will consider that. 

Then, Counsel for the Defendant Schirach, do you wish to say 
anything in answer to what Sir David said? 

DR. NELTE: My colleague Dr. Sauter asked me, if necessary, to 
represent the interests of the Defendant Von Schirach. 

As to the statement of Sir David, I have only to say that, accord- 
ing to the opinion of the Defendant Von Schirach, the witness Von 
Vacano, who made and signed this affidavit, makes statements on a 
number of points on which Herr Von Schirach did not speak when 
he was examined as a witness. I therefore ask the Court to examine 
this affidavit to determine whether i t  does not contain individual 
points which would be important in connection with the charges 
against Von Schirach, and then to decide whether to admit it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then does counsel for the Defendants Hess 
and Frank want to say anything about the application for an inter- 
rogatory to General Donovan? Dr. Seidl, we have already heard the 
argument about it. 

DR. ALFRED SEIDL (Counsel for Defendants Hess and Frank): 
I have nothing to add to the arguments which I have already offered 
on the application to obtain official information from the War 
Department. I have also withdrawn my request for a decision on 
my first application, which was to obtain information from the War 
Department. , I t  has not yet been decided, however, whether a 
questionnaire is to be submitted to Secretary of War Patterson. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well, the matter will be considered. 
There was no objection to the other three applications, so it is un- 
necessary to hear argument. Then the Tribunal will consider all 
these matters. 

Now, Dr. Exner. Dr. Exner, if it is convenient to you personally, 
the Tribunal thinks that you might go a little bit faster in  your 
speech through the earphones. 

DR. EXNER: Before the recess, we heard what you told your 
officers when Adolf Hitler entered the government. -Now I should 
like to hear what you felt about the appointment of Hitler as  head 
of the State in 1934. 

JODL: The union of the two offices in one person gave me much 
concern. When we lost Hindenburg, we lost the Field Marshal loved 
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by the Wehrmacht and by the whole German people. What we 
should get with Hitler, we did not know. It is true, the result of 
the plebiscite was so overwhelming that one could say that a higher 
law than this popular will could not possibly exist. Thus we soldiers 
were quite justified in taking the oath to Adolf Hitler. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution speak of your close relationship 
with Hitler. When did you learn to know Adolf Hitler personally? 

JODL: I was presented to the f i h r e r  by Field Marshal Keitel 
in the command train on 3 September 1939 when we were going 
to the Polish Eastern Front. At any rate that was the day I first 
exchanged words with him. 

DR. EXNER: Two days after the outbreak of war? 

JODL: Two days after the beginning of the war. 

DR. EXNER: Did the Fuhrer have confidence in you? 

JODL: That came about.very gradually. The f i h r e r  had a cer- 
tain distrust of all General Staff officers, especially of the Army, as 
at that time he was still very skeptical toward the Wehrmacht as 
a whole. 

I may, perhaps, quote a statement of his which was often heard: 
"I have a reactionary Army, a Christian9'-sometimes he said too-
"an imperial Navy, and a National Socialist Air Force." 

The relations between us varied a great deal. At first, until about 
the end of the campaign in the West, there was considerable reserve. 
Then his confidence in me increased more and more until August 
1942. Then the great crisis arose, and his attitude to me was severely 
caustic and unfriendly. That lasted until 30 January 1943. Then 
relations improved and were* particularly good, sincere, after the 
Italian betrayal in 1943 had been warded off. The last year was 
characterized by numerous sharp altercations. 

DR.EXNER: To what extent did the Fuhrer confide in you 
regarding his political intentions? 

JODL: Only as far as we needed to know them for our military 
work. Of course, for the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff 
political plans are somewhat more necessary than for a battalion 
commander, for politics is part of strategy. 

DR. EXNER: Did he permit discussions of political questions 
between himself and you? 

JODL: Discussion of political questions was generally not admis- 
sible for us soldiers. One example is especially characteristic. When 
I reported to the Fiihrer in September 1943 that Fascism was dead 
in Italy, for party emblems were scattered all over, this is what he 
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said: "Such nonsense could only be reported by an officer. Once 
again it is obvious that generals do not understand politics." 

I t  can be easily understood that after such remarks the desire 
for any political discussions was slight. 

DR. EXNER: Were political and military questions therefore kept 
strictly separate? 

JODL: Yes, they were strictly separated. 

DR. EXNER: Was it possible for you to consult him on military 
matters or not? 

JODL: Consultation on military questions depended entirely on 
the circumstances of the moment. At a time when he  himself was 
filled with doubts, he often discussed military problems for weeks 
or months, but if things were clear in his own mind, or if he  had 
formed a spontaneous decision, all discussion came to an end. 

DR. EXNER: The system of maintaining secrecy has often been 
discussed here. Were you also subject to this secrecy? 

JODL: Yes, and to an  extent which I really first realized during 
this Trial. The Fuhrer informed us of events and occurrences a t  the 
beginning of the war-that is, the efforts of other countries to 
prevent this war, and even to put an end to it after it had already 
begun-only to the extent that these events were published in the 
press. He spoke to the politicians and to the Party quite otherwise 
than to the Wehrmacht; and to the SS differently again. 

The secrecy concerning the annihilation of the Jews, and the 
events in the concentration camps, was a masterpiece of secrecy. It  
was also a masterpiece of deception by Himrnler, who showed us 
soldiers faked photographs about these things in particular, and told 
us stories about the gardens and plantations in  Dachau, about the 
ghettos in Warsaw and Theresienstadt, which gave us the impresson 
that they were highly humane establishments. 

DR. EXNER: Did not news reach the Fiihrer's headquarters from 
the outside? 

JODL: The Fiihrer's headquarters was a cross between a cloister 
and a concentration camp. There were numerous wire fences and 
much barbed wire surrounding it. There were outposts on the roads 
leading to it to safeguard it. In the middle was the so-called 
Security Ring Number 1. 

Permanent passes to enter this security ring were not given even 
to my staff, only to General Warlimont. Every guard had to check 
on each officer whom he  did not know. Apart from reports on 
the situation, only very little news from the outer world penetrated 
into this holy of holies. 
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DR. EXNER: But what about foreign papers and radio reports? 

JODL: Among foreign papers we studied very carefully the 
illustrated American and English papers, for they gave us very _ 
good information on new weapons. The foreign news itself was 
received and censored by the headquarters civilian press section. 
I was given only what was of military interest. Reports concerning 
internal politics, police, or the present situation were forbidden. 

DR. EXNER: How did your collaboration with the Fuhrer take 
place? 

JODL: It took place as follows: Every day I made at least two 
reports on the situation. Some time ago it was asserted, rather indig- 
nantly, that I took part in 119 conferences. I took part in far more 
than 5,000 conferences. This discussion of the s?tuation and reporting 
cn the military position was at the same time an issuing of orders. 
On the basis of the reports on events, the Fuhrer decided imme- 
diately what orders were to be given for the next few days. 

I worked in this way: When my report was finished, I went into 
an adjoining room. There I immediately drew up the teletype 
messages and orders for the next few days, and while the reports 
on the situation were still going on, I read these drafts to the F'iihrer 
for his approval. Warlimont then took them along to my staff where 
they. were sent off. 

DR. EXNER: Were you also present at political talks? 

JODL: May I add-to complete the picture it should be said that 
I did not hear many things which were discussed during these 
reports on the situation. The same is true of Field Marshal Keitel, 
who worked in a similar manner. 

DR. EXNER: Were political matters also brought up at the dis- 
cussions of the situation, and to what extent were you present at 
discussions of a political nature? 

JODL: As I have already said at the beginning, political problems 
were discussed only to the extent that was necessary for our 
military measures. Also on occasions when political and military 
leaders came together, when the Reich Foreign Minister was present, 
problems were discussed which lay on the borderline between 
politics and the conduct of the war. I did not take part in the 
exclusively political talks with foreign politicians, neutral or allied, 
or with the Reich Foreign Minister. I did not even take part in the 
discussions on the organization, armament, and administration of 
the occupied territories, for the purely military discussions of the 
situation in which I had to take part often lasted or required as 
much as 6 or 8 hours a day. I really needed the time I then had 
left for my own work. 
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DR. EXNER: It  has often been stated here that i t  was impossible 
to contradict the Fiihrer. Did you have any success with remon- 
strances? 

JODL: One cannot say i t  was really impossible to contradict the 
Fuhrer. Very many times I contradicted him most emphatically, but 
there were moments when one actually could not answer a word. 
Also by my objections I induced the Fiihrer to desist from many 
things. 

DR. EXNER: Can you give an example? 

JODL: There were a great number of operational questions 
which do not interest the Court; but in the sphere of interest to the 
Court, there was, for example, Hitler's intention to renounce the 
Geneva Convention. I prevented that because I objected. 

DR. EXNER: Were there other possibilities of influencing Hitler? 

JODL: If it was not possible by open contradiction to prevent 
something which according to my innermost convictions I should 
prevent, there was still the means I often employed of using delay- 
ing tactics, a kind of passive resistance. I delayed work on the 
matter and waited for a psychologically favorable moment to bring 
the question up again. 

This procedure, too, was occasionally successful, for example, in 
the case of the intention to turn certain low-level fliers over to lynch 
justice. I t  had no  success in the case of the Commando Order. 

DR. EXNER: We will speak about that later. The Fuhrer there- 
fore ordered that himself. 

The witness Gisevius in answer to questions by the Prosecution, 
said that "Jodl had a key position with Hitler." 

Did you know this witness by sight, or by hearing about him, or 
in any other way? 

JODL: I did not have that honor. I heard the name of this 
witness for the first time here, and I saw him for the first time here 
in Court. 

DR. EXNER: What, if anything, could you influence Hitler not 
to do? 

JODL: Obviously, I could give the Fiihrer o n 9  an  extract of 
events. In view of his inclination to make emotional decisions I 
naturally was particularly cautious in presenting unverified reports 
made by agents. If the witness meant this by his general term of 
"key position," he  was not wrong. But if he intended i t  to mean 
that I kept from the Fiihrer atrocities committed by our own Wehr- 
macht, or atrocities committed by the SS, then that is absolutely 
untrue. Besides, how was that witness to know about it? 
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On the contrary, I immediately reported any news of that kind 
to the Fuhrer, and no one could have stopped me from doing so. 
I will give examples: An affidavit by Rittmeister Scheidt was read 
here. He testified that Obergruppenfuhrer Fegelein told the Chief 
of the General Staff, Colonel Guderian, and Generaloberst Jodl of 
atrocities committed by the SS Brigade Keminski in Warsaw. That 
is absolutely true. Ten minutes later Ireported this f a d  to the 
Fuhrer and he immediately ordered the dissolution of this brigade. 
When I heard through the American radio, through my press chief, 
of the shouting of 120 American prisoners near Malmkdy, I imme-
diately, on my own initiative, had an investigation started through 
the Commander, West so as to report the result to the Fiihrer. 
When unimaginable horrors committed by an --Ustashi company 
in Croatia came to my knowledge, I reported this to the Fuhrer 
immediately. 

DR. EXNER: I should like to interrupt you a moment. In your 
diary Document Number 1807-PS, you write, on 12 June_ 1942- 
Page 119, second document book: 

"The German field police disarmed and arrested a Ustashi 
company because of atrocities committed against the civilian 
population in Eastern Bosnia." 
I should like to add here that this is noteworthy because this 

Ustashi company was something like an SS troop in Croatia and 
was fighting on the German side. Because of the atrocities, the 
German field police arrested this Ustashi company. 

"The Fuhrer did not approve of this measure, which was 
carried out by order of the commander of the 708th Division, 
as it undermined the authority of the Ustashi on which the 
whole Croatian State rests. This is bound to have a more 
harmful effect on peace and order in Croatia than the unrest 
of the population caused by the atrocities." 
Was this the incident of which you were thinking just now? 

JODL: Yes. 

DR. EXNER: Have you another example? 

JODL: After the issuing of the Commando Order, I reported 
enemy violations of international law to the Fuhrer only when he 
would be certain to have heard of them through other channels. 
I reported cases of Commando undertakings and capture of Com- . 
mandos only when I could be quite sure that he would hear of them 
through other channels. In this respect I did try to hold back any 
new spontaneous emotional decisions. 

DR. EXNER: Was it possible to hold Hitler back? 

JODL: Unfortunately not. 
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DR. EXNER: I do not understand. 

JODL: I can only say, unfortunately not. There were endless 
ways through which the Fuhrer was informed about military 
matters. Every individual and every office could hand in reports 
direct to the adjutant's department. The photographer sent out by 
the Fiihrer to take pictures at  the front, found it expedient to use 
this opportunity to report to the Fuhrer on military matters also. 
When I objected to this, the Fuhrer answered, "I do not care from 
whom I hear the truth; the main thing is that I hear it." These 
reports, however, were not reports of atrocities, but just the 
opposite. Unfortunately, through many channels hostile to the Wehr- 
macht, inciting reports against the correct and chivalrous attitude of 
the Wehrmacht reached the Fiihrer. I t  was these reports which 
brought about these decisions which led to brutal proceedings. 
A tremendous amount of damage would have been avoided if we 
soldiers had been in a position to hold the Fiihrer back. 

DR. EXNER: What role did Canaris play in this connection? 

JODL: Canaris saw the F'iihrer dozens of times. Canaris could 
report to him what he  wanted and whatever he knew. It seems to 
me that he knew far more than I, for I was concerned exclusively 
with the operational conduct of the war. But he  never said a word. 
He never said one word to me, and i t  is quite clear why; this witness 
was on the best of tenns-this man, who is now dead, was on the 
very best of terms with Hirnrnler and with Heydrich. I t  was 
necessary that he should be so that they would not become suspi- 
cious of this nest of conspirators. 

DR. EXNER: The witness Gisevius said a great deal about revolts 
and intentions to carry out a Putsch. Did you personally ever learn 
anything about such plans? ' 

JODL: I never heard a single word or intimation about any 
revolt or about any intentions to carry out a Putsch. 

DR. EXNER: At any time, before or during the war, would you 
have considered a revolt possible or promising? 

JODL: The witness spoke of revolts as casually as of washing his 
hands. That alone proves to me that he never thought about i t  
seriously. The results of the Kapp Putsch in 1921, of the Hitler 
Putsch of 1923, are well known. If more proof is necessary, there is 
the result of 20 July 1944. At that time no one any longer hoped for 
victory in the true sense of the word. Nevertheless, in this revolt, in 
this attempt, not one soldier, not a single arm of the Wehrmacht, 
not one worker, rose up. All the perpetrators and all the members 
of the Putsch were alone. To overthrow this system a revolution 
would have been necessary, a mightier, a more powerful revolution 
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than the National Socialist one had been. And behind such a 
revolution there would have had to be the mass of the workers and 
the majority of the Wehrmacht as a whole, and not simply the 
commander of the potsdam garrison of whom the witness spoke. 

'But how one could wage a war for Life or death with other 
countries and at  the same time carry on a revolution and expect to 
gain anything positive for the German people, I do not know. Only 
geniuses who Lived in Switzerland can judge that. The Gennan 
Wehrmacht and the German officers were not trained for revolution. 
Once the Prussian officers struck the ground with their swords- 
that was the only revolutionary deed of the German Armed Forces 
that I know of. That was in the year 1848. If today people who 
co-operated actively to bring Hitler to power, who had a part in 
the laws which we soldiers with our oath of allegiance to Adclf 
Hitler were bound to support, if these people demanded revolution 
and mutiny of the Wehrmacht when they no longer liked the man, 
or  when reverses occurred, then I can only call that wicked. 

DR. EXNER: Did tension and crises arise in your relations with 
Hitler? You have already intimated something in that connection. 

JODL: I could write a book about that more easily than give a 
brief answer. I should like to say only that, apart from many 
exalting moments, our Life in the Fuhrer's headquarters was in the 
long run a martyrdom for us soldiers; for i t  was not a military 
headquarters, i t  was a civilian one, and we soldiers were guests 
there. I t  is not easy to be a guest anywhere for 5l/2 years. I 
should like to add just: one thing. Among the few officers who 
d-ared to look the Fuhrer squarely in the face, and to speak in a 
tone and manner that made listeners hold their breath because they 
feared a catastrophe--among these few officers, I myself belonged. 

DR. EXNER: Give us an example of such a crisis in your relations 
with Hitler. 

JODL: The worst crisis was in August 1942, in Vinnitza, when 
I defended Generaloberst Halder against unjustified criticism. It  
was my operational problem, the details of which will not interest 
the Court. Never in my life did I experience such an outbreak of 
rage from any human being. From that day on he never came to 
dinner. 

DR. EXNER: To your mess? 

JODL: No, he never came to the mess during the remainder of 
the war. The report on the situation was no longer given in my 
map room but in the Fiihrer's quarters. At every report on the 
situation from that day on an SS officer took part. Eight stenog- 
raphers were ordered to be there, and from then on they took down 
every word. The Fuhrer refused to shake hands with me any more. 
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He did not greet me any more, or rarely. This situation lasted 
until 30 January 1943. He told me, through Field Marshal Keitel, 
that he could no longer work with me and that I would be replaced 
by General Paulus as soon as Paulus had taken Stalingrad. 

DR. EXNER: Did you yourself not try during this time to be 
released from the OKW? 

JODL: During all this time, every other day I asked General 
Schmundt to see to i t  that I should be sent at  last to a position at  
the front with the mountain troops in Finland. I wanted to go 
there. But nothing happened. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution has asserted that you enjoyed the 
good graces-of the Fiihrer and that the Fiihrer lavished his favor on 
you. How much of that is true? 

JODL: I need not waste many words on that. What I said is the 
actual truth. I am afraid that what the Prosecution said is imagi- 
nation. 

DR. EXXER: It  was also said that you were ambitious in  your 
military career. How about that? 

JODL: If the Prosecution mean that as a so-called political soldier 
I was promoted especially quickly, they are mistaken. I became a 
general in my fiftieth year. That is quite normal. In July 1940, 
when I was appointed general of Artillery i t  is true I skipped the 
grade of lieutenant general, but that was only an  accident. A much 
younger general in the Air Force, Jeschonnek, Chief of the General 
Sta.ff of the Luftwaffe, was to be promoted to Air Chief Marshal. 
Then Schmundt said to the Fiihrer: "Jodl could perhaps do that 
too." Thereupon, shortly before the Reichstag session, the Fiihrer 
decided to promote me also-to general of Artillery. This Jeschonnek, 
who is much younger than I am, became Generaloberst much sooner 
than I. Zeitzler, who was formerly my subordinate, became General- 
oberst at  the same time as I did. 

THE PRESIDENT: I think we will break off. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn this afternoon at 4:30. 

DR. EXNER: We were discussing to what extent you enjoyed 
the favor of the Fiihrer, that is with regard to-

Did you not receive exceptional decorations from E t l e r?  
JODL: To my su~prise,  when the Vinnitza crisis was over, on 

30 January 1943, I received from the Fiihrer the Golden Party 
Badge. That w'as the only decoration I received from the Fiihrer. 
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DR. EXNER: In the entire 5 '12  years of war? 
JODL: Yes. 
DR. EXNER: Did you receive a gift or donation from Hitler, or 

from the Party? 
JODL: Not a single cent. If I am to conceal nothing I must , mention the fact that at headquarters we received a package *of 

coffee from the Fiihrer each Christmas. 
DR. EXNER: Did you acquire any property in the territories 

occupied by us, or receive any as a gift or as a token of remembrance? 

JODL: Nothing at all. When in the Indictment the sentence is 
found to the effect that the defendants enriched themselves from 
the occupied territories, as far as I am concerned I have only one 
word for that, and I must be frank-it is a libel against a decent 
German officer. 

DR. EXNER: During the war you saved some of your pay as a 
Generaloberst. How did you invest this money? 

JODL: My entire savings of this war are at the moment in Reich 
bonds. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: He said that he could not save a penny. He 
has not yet been cross-examined about it. 

DR. EXNER: During the entire period of the war you were with 
Hitler and therefore you must really know him best. So I should 
like to ask you in detail about the personality of the Fiihrer, but 
the Court is not very fond of repetition. Therefore tell us quite 
briefly what particularly influenced you in Hitler's behavior, what 
impressed you particularly? What were the things you disliked? 

JODL: Hitler was a leader to an exceptional degree. His knowl- 
edge and his intellect, his rhetoric, and his will power triumphed 
in the end in every spiritual conilie over everyone. He combined 
to an unusual extent logic and clarity of thought, skepticism and 
excess of imagination, which very frequently foresaw what would 
happen, but also very often went astray. I really marveled at him 
when in the winter of 1941-42, by his faith and his energy, he 
established the wavering Eastern Front; for at that time, as in 1812, 
a catastrophe was imminent. His life in the Fiihrer headquarters 
was nothing but duty and work. The modesty in his mode of life 
was impressive. There was not one day during this war . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: One moment. As you said, Dr. Exner, the 
Tribunal has had to listen to this sort of thing over and over again 
already. We are not interested in that. 

DR. EXNER: Perhaps you can tell the Tribunal something which 
they have heard less frequently, namely what you disliked in the 
personality of Hitler. 
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THE PRESIDENT: I do not think that, put in that general way, 
it is of any interest to the Tribunal, what he disliked in Hitler. 
I mean, can he not get on with his own case? 

DR. EXNER: Did you feel that you were close to the Fiihrer 
personally? 

JODL: No; in no way at all. 

DR. EXNER: All your relations were essentially official? 

JODL: Yes, purely official. I did not belong to his private circle, 
and he did not know any more about me than that my name was 
Jodl, and that therefore, presumably, I came from Bavaria. 

DR. EXNER: Who belonged to the private circle? 

JODL: Chiefly all the old guard from the time when the Party 
was in its developing stage: Bormann first of all, the original women 
secretaries, his personal physician, and the political or SS adjutants. 

DR. EXNER: Your Gauleiter speech was used' by the Prosecution 
to prove that you were an unconditional follower of the Fiihrer 
and his enthusiastic adherent. Tell us, how did you come to make 
that speech? 

JODL: Bormann proposed this speech to the Fiihrer, and the 
Fiihrer ordered it, though I undertook this speech very reluctantly, 
chiefly because of lack of time. But i t  was generally the wish in 
this period of crisis . . . 

DR. EXNER: When was this speech? 

JODL: In November 1943. The Italian defection had preceded 
it. It was the time of the heavy air attacks. At that moment it was 
naturally necessary to give the political leaders at home a com-
pletely unembroidered picture of the whole military situation, but 
at the same time to fill them with a certain amount of confidence 
in the supreme leadership. This speech, which had the title, "The 
strategic situation of Germany at the beginning of the fifth year of 
the war," could obviously not be made by a Blockleiter, i t  could 
only be made by an officer of the Armed Forces Operations Staff, 
and so I came to deliver this speech. 

" 
DR. EXNER: What were the contents of this speech? 

JODL: The contents, as I have already said, were an over-all 
picture of the strategic situation. Here, before the Tribunal natu- 
rally only the introduction was read. This introduction painted a 
picture of what lay behind us, but not from the political point of 
view, rather from the strategic angle. I described the operational 
necessity for all the operations of the so-called wars of aggression. 
In no way did I identify myself with the National Socialist Party, 
but, as is only natural for a General Staff officer, with my Supreme 
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Commander; for at  that time it was no lmger a question of National 
Socialism or democracy. The question was the "to be or not to be" 
of the German people. And there were patriots in Germany too, 
not only in the neighboring states; and I shall count myself among 
these patriots while I have breath. Moreover, i t  is not important to 
whom one speaks, but i t  is important what one says and what one 
speaks about. Besides, I may also state that I delivered that same 
speech to the military district commanders and to the senior officers 
of the reserve army. 

DR. EXNER: The beginning and the end of the speech contain 
a eulogy of the Party and the F'iihrer that is incontestable. Why 
did you include that in a purely objective military speech? 

JODL: It  was impossible for me to begin a speech of that kind 
with a critical controversy about the Party or about my Supreme 
Commander. I t  was necessary to create confidence between the 
officer and the Party leader; for this confidence was not only 
necessary in order that the speech would serve its purpose; this 
confidence was the prerequisite for victory. Moreover, I should Like 
to make an  important point; that which the Prosecution submitted 
as Document Number L-172 . . . 

DR. EXNER: Is that the Gauleiter speech? 

JODL: That is-not the Gauleiter speech a t  all; i t  is not the speech 
which I delivered. That is nothing else but the "wastepaper basket" 
version of this speech. I t  is the first rough draft which wias com- 
pletely revised and altered because i t  contained many things which 
were not important. The entire nucleus of the speech, namely the 
section about the situation a t  the time, the part dealing with the 
enemy and the means a t  his disposal and his intentions, all that is 
missing. The things contained in this document are many hundreds 
of notes for the speech which were sent to me by my staff. I 
compiled my speech from these notes, and then I returned all this 
material to my staff. 

DR. EXNER: Then i t  is not the manuscript of your speech? 

JODL: It  is in  no way the manuscript; that looks entirely 
different. 

DR. EXNER: Now we shall turn to a different point. Which 
leaders of the Party did you get to know from the time of the 
seizure of power until the outbreak of the war? 

JODL: Not mentioning the soldiers, Reich Minister Frick alone. 
I was with him twice when the questions of Reich reform were to 
be discussed. 

DR. EXNER: And which of the defendants here present did you 
know before 1939, or before the beginning of the war? 
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JODL: Of the defendants here, I knew only the Reich Marshal, 
Grossadmiral Raeder, Field Marshal Keitel, and Minister Frick; no 
one else. 

DR. EXNER: In the meantime, had you concerned yourself at all 
with the literature of National Socialism? 

JODL: No. 
1 


DR. EXNER: Did you participate in Reich Party rallies? 

JODL: In the year 1937, in my official capacity, I participated 
the last 3 days in Nuremberg, when the Labor Service, the SA, and 
the Wehrmacht were reviewed. 

DR.EXNER: Did you participate in the commemorations at 
Munich, that is, every year on 9 November? 

JODL: ~ b .I really did not belong there. 
DR. EXNER: Can you tell us what your position 'was with 

respect to the semimilitary units of the Party? 

JODL: These semimilitary organizations sprang up like mush- 
rooms after the seizure of power; but only the SA under Rohm 
tried to seize complete power. The witness Gisevius said here that 
there was no Rohm Putsch. That is correct, but i t  was just about 
to happen. At that time in the Reich War Ministry we were armed 
to the teeth, and Rohm was a real revolutionary, not a frock coat 
insurgent. When the Fuhrer intervened in June 1934, from that 
moment there were no more conflicts between the Wehrmacht and 
the SA. The Wehrmacht became all the more suspicious of the 
units of the SS, which from that moment multiplied in an extraor- 
dinary fashion. The Army, one can very well say, was never 
reconciled to this dualism of two armed organizations within the 
country. 

DR. EXNER: Now I should Like to quote various excerpts from 
your d5ax-y-Document Number 1780-PS, Page 2 of the first volume 
of the document book-in order to  show that Jodl again and again 
concerned himself with this infiltration of the SS into the Army. On 
19 April-that is the second paragraph-or before that, on 22 March, 
there is an entry to this effect. Then on the 19th of April: "H. visits 
chief of the Armed Forces Department; tells him his misgivings 
concerning development of the SS." 

In the French translation this "H" is replaced by "Heydrich." 
That, of course, has no sense, for Heydrich certainly had no mis-
givings concerning the development of the SS; but the "H" quite 
obviously stands for "Halder," who was Quartermaster General. I 
do not know whether this correction was made in the French docu- 
ment book. I am sorry to say that I noted quite a few mistakes 
in translation in the English and French document books and have 
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applied to the General Secretary in this connection to have correc- 
tions made. I must certainly say that this large number of errors 
in translation makes a doubtful impression, especially if for an "H" 
the word "Heydrich" is substituted, and the chief of the Armed 
Forces is connected with one of the most unpleasant figures in the 
SS. I must say that I am filled with misgivings-I must emphasize 
this-because in the course of the last few months hundreds of 
documents have been submitted to the Tribunal, the translation 
of which we could not check. When we did make a check on one 
occasion we found quite a few defects, as did Dr. Siemers recently. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, you are supposed to be asking the 
questions. You are making some long statements now. 

DR. EXNER: I should like to refer to the next to the last point 
of 3 February, on the same page.. . 

THE PR.ESIDENT: Professor Exner, we cannot have counsel 
making long statements which are not in evidence. You cannot 
mske statements of that sort. If there is any mistranslation you can 
draw our attention to it; but that is not the way to do it, making 
general statements about the translation of the documents. 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, I do not wish to give any more 
explanations now, but I should like to quote passages from my docu- 
ment book referring to 3 February.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: You have corrected one apparent mistrans- 
lation or misinterpretation of the letter "H." Well, you can do SO 

again, i f  necessary, in other places. You cannot make general state- 
ments about it. 

DR. EXNER: I will only read what is permissible. I will read 
extracts from the document book without making any criticism. I 
have nothing further to say about that. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 

DR. EXNER: It says, on 3 February: 
"General Thomas reports that the liaison officer to the 
Ministry of Economy . . . Lieutenant Colonel Drews, visited 
him by order of Schacht. He was of the opinion that the SS 
would employ all means to cast suspicion on the Wehrmacht 
and to force it to the wall in its present weak state." 
Then it says under the date of 10 February: 
"Himmler is said to be distressed that senior officers of the 
Wehrmacht had made unheard of accusations against him." 
Then perhaps one other passage; from the next document, on 

Page 4 of the document book, again the same diary, Document 
Number 1809-PS, the entry of 25 May 1940: 
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"The plan for the unlimited expansion of the SS sounds 
generally suspicious." 
Did you, even at that time, have misgivings about the dangers 

of this dualism that you just mentioned? 
JODL: As a man very well versed in history, I had many mis- 

givings about this. Not only did I have misgivings, but even during 
the waq I quite openly expressed these misgivings to Himmler and 
Bormann. 

DR. EXNER: How did it come about that Himmler acquired 
more and more influence in military spheres? 

JODL: That can be explained by the fact that the Fiihrer had 
the feeling-which perhaps on the whole was right-that a large 
section of the officer corps opposed his ideas. He saw in this attitude 
not only an inner political danger but also saw in it a danger to 
victory, which he believed was to be attained only through ruthless 
methods. 

DR. EXNER: And what practical results came about through this? 

JODL: The practical results were these: The SS units were 
multiplied tremendously; the Police received authority which 
extended even into the operational sphere of the Army, and later, 
the Higher SS and Police Leaders were created; the intelligence 
service was transferred to the SS-where, by the way, it was 
organized by Kaltenbrunner far better than before-the reserve 
army was put under the jurisdiction of Himmler, and, in the end, 
also the entire Prisoners of War Organization. 

DR.EXNER: In your diary you express satisfaction at the 
appointment by the Fiihrer of General Von Brauchitsch as the 
Commander-in-Chief of the A h y .  At that time there was a choice 
between him and General Reichenau. Why were you glad +at 
Brauchitsch was chosen? 

JODL: General Von Reichenau was known as a truly political 
general, and I was afraid that he might perhaps have no scruples 
in sacrificing all the good old tradition of the Army to the new 
regime. 

DR. EXNER: I should like to refer in this connection to Jodl's 
diary, Document Number 1780-PS, Page 6 ,  first volume, with the 
entry of 2 February 1938, second paragraph, and again to the entry 
of 3 February 1938 to be found on Page 7, where he appears partic- 
ularly happy: 

"The chief of the Armed Forces Department informsme that 
the battle bas been won. The Fiihrer has decided that General 
Von Brauchitsch should be appointed Commander-in-Chief of 
the Army." 
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THE PRESIDENT: I do not think you need read this. I t  simply 
says that he is in favor of Von Brauchitsch. 

DR. EXNER: You thought about the particular consequences for 
the generals concerned in  case Von Reichenau were appointed? 

JODL: Yes. There was no doubt that the senior generals, such 
as Rundstedt, Bock, Adam, List, Halder, and so on, would never 
have subordinated themselves to Von Reichenau. 

DR. EXNER: After this introduction, let us turn to the crimes 
against the laws of war and humanity which have been charged 
against you. There is very little time left. Therefore, I should Like 
to clarify your participation in the Commissar Decree. A draft by 
the High Command of the Army on the treatment of Soviet com- 
missars was submitted to you, and you put a notation in the margin 
of this draft on the grounds of which the Prosecution has accused 
you. .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: What is the number of the document? 

DR. EXNER: The number of the document is 884-PS, Exhibit 
'Number USSR-351, Page 152, second volume of my document book. 
The whole is a set of notes on a report. 

/Turning to  the defendant.] Perhaps you can tell us this first of 
all: What connection did you have with this matter, that is, with 
the treatment of commissars? 

JODL: I did not participate in preparing this draft. I was not 
concerned with prisoners of war nor with questions of martial law 
a t  that time. But the draft was submitted to me before it was 
transmitted to Field Marshal Keitel. 

DR. EXNER: All right. Now you added: "We must count on 
retaliation against German fliers. I t  is best, therefore, to brand the 
entire action as retaliation." 

What do you mean by this statement? 
JODL: The intention of the f i h r e r  which was set forth in this 

draft was rejected unanimously by all soldiers. Very heated dis-
cussions took place about this also with the Commander-in-Chief of 
the Army. This resistance ended with the characteristic sentence by 
the Fiihrer: "I cannot demand that my generals.should understand 
my orders, but I do demand that they follow them." Now, in this 
case; by my notation I wanted to indicate to Field Marshal Keitel 
a new way by which one might possibly still circumvent this order 
which had been demanded. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution, as you probably remember, have 
made this order the subject of such a serious charge against the 
German military authorities because it was drafted before the be-
ginning of the war. These notes are dated 12 May 1941, and there 
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ydu say: "It is best to brand the entire action as retaliation." What 
did you mean by that? 

JODL: It is correct that, because of his ideological opposition to 
Bolshevism, the Fuhrer counted on the possible authorization of the 
commissars (decree) as a certainty. He was confirmed in this belief, 
and gave his reasons by saying: "I have carried on the wlar against 
Communism for 20 years. I know Communism, but you do not 
know it." I must add that we as well were, of course, to a certain 
extent under the influence of what had been written in the litera- 
ture of the entire world about Bolshevism since 1917. We also had 
had some experiences, for example, the %te Republic in Munich. 
Despite that, I was of the opinion that first of all we should wait 
and see whether the commissars would actually act as the Fiihrer 
expected them to act; and if his suspicions were confirmed, we could 
then make use of reprisals. That was what I meant by my notation 
in the margin. 

DR. EXNER: That is to say, you wanted to wait until the begin- 
ning of the war; then you wanted to wait until you had had 
experiences in this war; and then you wanted to propose measures 
which, if necessary, could be considered as reprisals against the 
methods of fighting used by the enemy. Was that what you meant 
when you said: "It is best, therefore, to brand the entire action as 
retaliation"? What do you mean by "Man zieht auf"? These words 
were translated by the Prosecution a s .  . . 

MR. G. D. ROBERTS (Leading Counsel for the United Kingdom): 
My Lord, in the examination of my learned friend, Dr. Exner, he 
has for several minutes now been asking the defendant very long 
leading questions as to what was the meaning of the passage in that 
letter. In my submission, that is not evidence at all by the witness; 
it is a speech by Dr. Exner, and I would ask him not to make another 
one now. 

DR. EXNER: I still think that it is necessary in the presentation 
of evidence to determine what the defendant thought when he wrote 
those words. 

THE PRESIDENT: You have heard me say on several occasions 
that when counsel ask leading questions, which put the answer into 
the mouth of the witness, it carries very little weight with the Tri- 
bunal. I t  is perfectly obvious that if you wanted to ask what the 
witness meant by his note he could have answered; and that is the 
proper way to put the question, and not to suggest the answer 
to him. 

DR. EXNER: First of all I put the question, and then I believe I 
was summarizing the main points of what the witness said. 
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There is also a difficulty here with translation which I should 
like to overcome; that is, I am not sure about it. "Es wird auf-
gezogen" or "man zieht es am besten auf als Repressalien is trans-
lated as, "It is best therefore to brand" in English, and in French as 
stigmatiser. It seems to me as though this were not quite correct, 
and as though one should say, "It is best to handle it as a reprisal," 
and in French to say traiter. 

!Turning to the defendant.] Then what happened? 

JODL: I believe one should further explain the expression "auf- 
ziehen." The German word "aufziehen" also has something doubtful 
about it. It has been said that that was a typical military expression 
used by the Defendant Jodl at .that time. That does not mean, as 
is assumed by the Prosecutioll, "to camouflage." Rather, I would 
say Literally: "I believe we must handle this operation quite dif- 
ferently," that is, tackle it in a different way. We would say that 
we would handle the demonstration to the Fiihrer of new weapons 
in a different way; that means, for instance, "in a different sequence; 
in a different manner." Among us soldiers "aufziehen," to handle, 
meant exactly the same as "to tackle" or "to arrange" something. 
But it did not mean "to deceive." 

DR. EXNER: You mean that the word "aufziehen" has no second- 
ary meaning indicating deception? 

JODL: No. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 4 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 
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AND FORTY-SIXTH DAY 
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Morning Sesshn 

/The Defendant Jodl resumed the stand.] 

DR. EXNER: General, yesterday afternoon we started dealing 
with war crimes, but today I should like first of all to put a few 
preliminary questions to you. What position and what tasks were 
yours during the period of the war? 

JODL: I had to deal with the entire general staff work 
concerning the strategic operational conduct of the war. Then, sub-
ordinate to me was the military propaganda department, whose duty 
it was to co-operate with the press; and thirdly, I was head of an 
office which, speaking broadly, had to distribute means of com-
munication to the various branches of the Wehrmacht. The whole 
of this sphere of work took up my time to such an extent that as 
a rule I worked night after night, until 3 o'clock in the morning. 
I had no time at all to concern myself with other things. I already 
had to delegate to my personal adjutant almost all my work with 
the press, which had to receive daily information. 

DR. EXNER: These tasks, which you have just named, weTe all 
tasks connected with your office, and that was the Armed Forces 
Operations Staff, of which you were chief, is that not so? 

JODL: Yes, of which I was chief. 

DR. EXNER: And one department of the Operations Staff, the 
main and most important one, was the operations department? 

JODL: Yes, operations. 

DR. EXNER: And most of your tasks were concerned with this 
department. The Prosecution say you were Chief of Staff to Field 
Marshal Keitel. Do you agree? 

JODL: That is not correct as has already been shown by the 
organization which was explained here during Field Marshal Keitel's 
case. There is a great difference. As Chief of Staff, I would have 
been Field Marshal Keitel's assistant, concerned with all of his 
duties. I was, however, only the chief of one of the many depart- 
ments subordinate to Field Marshal Keitel. 
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Beginning with the year 1941 it became the practice for me and 
my operational branch to report to the f i h r e r  direct on all matters 
concerned with strategics, while Field Marshal Keitel, using my 
quartermaster department as a sort of personal working staff, took 
over all other tasks. 

DR. EXNER: Did you, as Chief of the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff, have authority to issue orders? 

JODL: No-or rather only through my working staff. I was sub- 
ordinate to Field Marshal Keitel, and even Keitel himself was not 
a commander but only the chief of a staff. But in the course of this 
war I naturally decided many operational details myself and signed 
them myself. There was no disagreement of any sort in these mat- 
ters with the commanders-in-chief for I had their confidence, and 
I worked on the best possible terms with them. 

DR. EXNER: For someone on the outside it is not quite easy to 
understand that even though you had no authority to issue orders, 
so many orders have been submitted here which were, in fact, 
signed by you, and signed in different ways-sometimes with your 
full name, sometimes with a "J," the first letter of your name. 
Please explain these differences. 

JODL: One must differentiate as follows: The decrees which the 
Fiihrer himself signed, if they were of an operational nature, bear 
my initial at the end, on the lower right; and that means that I at 
least assisted in the formulation of that order. Then there were 
orders which also came from the Fuhrer, though they were not 
signed by him personally, but were signed "by order, Jodl"; but 
they always had at the beginning the sentence, "The Fiihrer has 
decreed," or that sentence was found somewhere in the course of 
the order. There would be a preamble, usually giving reasons for 
the order, and then, i t  would read: "The f i h r e r  has therefore 
decreed." 

DR. EXNER: And what was the difference between these two 
groups of orders? Why was one group of orders signed by the 
Fiihrer, and the other only by you? 

JODL: The difference was merely that the orders signed by me 
were of less importance. 

DR. EXNER: Now, there were other orders which did not begin 
with "The Fuhrer has decreed," but were signed by you never-
theless. What about these? 

JODL: These orders were as a rule signed: "The Chief of the 
High Command of thee Armed Forces, by order, Jodl." These were 
orders which emanated from me, that is, I or my staff formulated 
them. The Fiihrer himself and Field Marshal Keitel had perhaps 
been informed of these orders, but not in every case. 
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Then there were other orders, which bear my initial on the first 
page, in the upper right-hand corner. Those were orders issued by 
other departments. My initial "J" on the first page was merely an 
office notation to show that the order had been submitted to me. 
But it did not mean that I had read it for i f ,  on perusing the first 
page, I saw that the decree dealt with a matter not connected with 
my sphere of work, then I initialed i t  and put it aside, because I 
had to save time. 

DR. EXNER: Now, there is another large volume of documents, 
of which some are being used as very incriminating evidence against 
you; they are not orders but summarized notes. Can you comment 
on these? 

JODL: These summarized notes were an arrangement used on 
higher staff levels for the convenience of people who had not time 
to study enormous files. The summarized notes contained, in a short 
condensed form, a description of some matter or other, frequently 
the views taken by other departments and sometimes even a pro- 
posal. The important point, however, is that it was not an order; 
it was not a draft of an order, but it formed the basis for an order. 

DR. EXNER: Perhaps the situation will best be clarified if you 
can explain this to the Tribunal in connection with the draft notes 
concerning the commissars, which were touched on yesterday. It 
is 884-PS, Exhibit USSR-351; Volume I1 of my document book, 
Page 152. 

Before you start I should like to call the attention 02 the Tri- 
bunal to an error in the translation. On Page 152, under Figure I, 
it says: 

"The OKH has presented a draft for instructions regarding 
political officials et cetera . ..regarding commisisars .. ." 
The English translation says: "The Army High Command 

presents a statement. . ."; but it is a draft. And I cannot quite follow 
the French; it says: Confirmation des instructions. It should ob- 
viously be projet. 

In any case the German original says: 
"The OKH has presented a draft for instructions regarding 
treatment of political bfficials et cetera, for the uniform appli- 
cation of the order issued on 31 March 1941." 

And these are the commissars. The whole of this is a condensed 
draft. Will you please explain what it means? 

JODL: This document is a typical example. First of all it con- 
tains the draft by another department of the Army High Command, 
not verbatim, but in a bnief, condensed form. Then, secondly, under 

Figure  11, on Page 153, the views of another department-that of 
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Reichsleiter Rosenberg's-are set forth. Then, under Figure 111, it 
ccntains a proposal of my own staff. 

The whole matter, therefore, is far from being an order; it is 
to become one. And on a summarized draft Like that, I naturally 
made very many, I might say, cursory marginal notes to serve as 
a guide for the further treatment and discussion or disposal of the 
whole question. Therefore one cannot apply to this the same cri- 
teria as would be applied to the well-considered words contained 
in an actual order. 

DR. EXNER: All right. So much for the summarized draft and 
your notes. 

Now we turn to the very delicate topic of the Commando Order. 
This matter has been dealt with here on various occasions; and 
indeed, it goes beyond this Court in its importance and its reper- 
cussions, as we know from the newspapers. 

I should like to hear from you something about the factors that 
led to this order. This order is Document 498-PS, Exhibit Number 
USA-501. I do not have it in my document book, but I asked the 
General Secretary to have i t  put at the disposal of the Tribunal in 
the various languages. I hope this has been done. 

Then there is an explanatory decree in addition to  the marin 
order; both are signed by the Fiihrer. That is Document 503-PS, 
Exhibit Number USA-542. 

MR. ROBERTS: It is 498-PS. It is in the Keitel and Jodl Docu- 
ment Book, Number 7, Page 64. 

DR. EXNER: The first order is addressed to the troops; the second 
is an explanatory order addressed to the commanders-in-chief. The 
first order threatens enemy soldiers with death if they engage in 
bandit-like warfare; and it refers to the Wehrmacht communiqu6 
in this connection. 

Can you first explain the connection between the Commando 
Order and the Wehrmacht communiquC of 7 October '42? 

JODL: May I ask the Tribunal to pennit me, as an exception, 
to go into greater detail. Very much depends on this order; not my 
person, my own person does not matter in this Trrial, but the honor 
of German soldiers and German officers whom I represent here is 
in question. 

' The Commando Order is inseparably linked with the announce- 
ment in the Wehrmacht communiqui! of 7 October 1942, for this 
announcement in the Wehrmacht communiqu6 heralded the actual 
Commando Order. 

DR. EXNER: And who was responsible for this announcement in 
the Wehrmacht communiquC? Who wrote it? 
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JODL: This Wehrmacht communiqu6 of 7 October 1942-it was 
7-

really a supplement to the communiqu&emanated in the main 
from me. It deals with the denial of a report by the British 
Ministry of War, a matter which I will not discuss further, for it 2 
is a very delicate point. The Prosecution especially does not wish 
it to be brought up. 

DR. EXNER: But this supplement. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, we do not know-at least I have 

not seen the document of 7 October 1942, and the Prosecution has 
made no objection to any answer to any English documents as far 
as we know. 

DR. EXNER: I wished to submit this document but objections 
were raised. 

THE PRESIDENT: What does the defendant mean by saying 
that the Prosecution does not wish him to present i t  or to answer it? 

'DR. EXNER: He probably refers to the f a d  that we were not 
allowed to present this Wehrmacht communiqu6; but he can give 
us the contents of it briefly. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, i t  may be a question of translation, but 
if he means simply that no evidence h been given by the Prose- 
cution on the subject, of course, there is no objection to his saying 
that; but when he says that the Prmecution does not want him to 
put forward or does not want him to answer the document, that 
is a most improper statement to make. 

DR. EXNEX: Yes, I understand. 
/Turning t o  t h e  defendant.] Perhaps you can tell us briefly the 

contents of this Wehrmacht communiqui. of 7 October 1942. I 
believe you have i t  in your own document book. 

THE PRESIDENT: No, but, Dr. Exner, that is not quite what 
I mean. What the defendant has said was that the Prosecution d o 6  
not want him to deal with this subject. 

DR. EXNER: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, if that is the remark that is made, that 
is an improper remark to make. The Prosecution have no com-
munication with the Defense upon this subject, presumably, except 
that they have put it forward in the evidence in this case. 

DR. EXNER: lTurning  t o  t h e  defendant.] Did you understand? 
You must not say that you are not allowed to touch upon this 
subject. Perhaps you will give us an explanation of what you 
meant? 
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JODL: This communiqui. is in direct connection with the Com- 
mando Order. Only the last paragraph of this Wehnnacht com-
muniqui. is important. It was written by the F'iihrer himself, as 
Field Marshal Keitel has already stated, and Professor Jahrreiss 
read it here before the Tribunal. It is the sentence which reads: 

"...in future all terror and sabotage troops of the British 
and their accomplices who do not a d  Like soldiers but like 
bandits will be treated as such by the German troops and 
will be ruthlessly eliminated in battle wherever they appear." 
This sentence was written, word for word, by the Fiihrer himself. 
DR. EXNER: And then you were instructed to issue a detailed 

order to that effect.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. Wait a minute. 
Defendant, what the Tribunal wants to know is this: You said 

that the Commando Order appeared originally in a Wehnnacht 
report of the 7th of October 1942 which, in the main, emanated 
from you, and that that report refuted an English statement by 
the Ministry of War which the Prosecution did not want you to 
deal with. What ,do you mean by that? 

JODL: By that I meant that my defense counsel intended to 
submit the entire Wehrmacht communiqui. of 7 October 1942 as a 
document in evidence. But he refrained from doing so when the 
Prosecution objected to the document. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: My h r d ,  I have certainly never 
objected to this document. I have asked Mr. Roberts and he tells 
me that he has never objected to it; and, as far as we know, no 
one on behalf of the Prosecution has ever objected to it. I certainly 
have no'objection to it at all myself; as a member of the English 
Gbvernment at the time when this matter was issued, I have never 
heard anything about i t  before; but I have no objection to it at all. 

DR. EXNER: May I say something? 
THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 
DR. EXNER: If there has been a misunderstanding here, we 

shall be all the more pleased, and we shall submit this Wehrmacht 
communiqu6 either this afternoon or tomorrow. 

I should like to clarify one point regarding the question which 
Mr. President put to the defendant. The defendant said that the 
Wehnnacht communique?., in the main, emanated from him, but 
that the Fiihrer wrote the supplementary sentence.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, if ,you want to correct anything 
that I hmave said you must do it through the witness and not 
through yourself. You are not entitled to give evidence. You only 
give evidence through the witness. . 
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DR. EXNER: Yes. 
[Turning to the defendant.] Please, state once more which part 

of f i e  Wehrrrvacht communiqui! you wrote and which part was 
added by the Fiihrer. 

JODL: The entire first part of this Wehnnacht communiqub 
h8as nothing whatever to do with Commando troops, but is con-
cerned with the well-known affair of the shackling of German 
prisoners of war on the beach of Dieppe. I shall refer to that 
again later. 

THE PRESIDENT: You mean that I was correct in saying 
that in the main it emanated from you? 

JODL: Yes, absolutely. The first part of this Wehrmacht com-
muniqui! was formulated by me and contains an authentic refuta- 
tion of a statement of the British Ministry of War broadcast by 
the British radio. 

This statement of the British Ministry of War was false, and 
I established the reasom why it  was false on the basis of records, 
photographs, and affidavits which we possessed. Initially this 
affair had nothing to do with Commandos and reprisals. That was 
only introduced into the Wehrmacht communiqud through the 
supplement by the Fiihrer, which begins with the sentence: "The 
High Command of the Wehrmacht is therefore compelled to decree 
the following." 

DR. EXNER: And i t  was considered necessary to make this 
announcement known in the Wehrmacht communiqud in an exec- 
utive order. Did the Fiihrer demand from you drafts for an exec- 
utive order? 

JODL: When the Fiihrer had written this last supplementary 
sentence, he turned to Field Marshal Kaitel and to me and 
demanded an executive order to follow this general announcement 
in the Wehnnacht mrnmuniqu6 And he added: "But I do not 
want any military court.." 

DR.EXNER: Did you make a draft? 

JODL: I had very many doubts which a careful study of the 
Hague rules of warfare could not dispel. Neither Field Marshal 
Keitel nor I prepared such a draft; but members of my staff, on 
their own initiative, asked for drafts and for the views of various 
departments. Thus Document 1263-PS_-gme into being, to which 
I shall return later. 

THE PRESIDENT: That is Document 1263-PS? 

DR. EXNER: 1263. It is Page 104, Volume I1 of my document 
book, 126a-PS, RF-365; but we shall deal with that later. 



THE PRESIDENT: Did you say Page 204? 

DR. EXNER: No; Page 104, Volume 11. 

[Turning  t o  t h e  defendant .]  Please continue. 

JODL: My wish was an entirely different one. I t  was my inten- 
tion to avoid an order altogether, and I rather expected that as 
a result of the announcement in the Wehrmacht cornrnuniquiL 
an announcement which was certainly not kept secret but which 
was broadcast over the air to the entire world-the British Ministry 
of War would approach us again, either directly o'r via Geneva, 
as it had done on several previous occasions. And I hoped that 
in this way the whde matter would be shifted to the sphere of 
the Foreign Office. However, that did not happen. The British 
War Ministry remained silent. 

In the meantime 10 days had passed and nothing had been 
done. Then on 17 October General Schmundt, the Chief Adjutant 
of the Fiihrer, came to me and said that the Fuhrer was dernand- 
ing an executive order. I gave him the following answer, word 
for word: 

"Please give him my best regards, but I will not issue an 
order like that." Schmundt laughed and said, "Well, I can- 
not tell him that," and my reply was, "Very well, then, tell 
the Fuhrer that I do not see how a decree like that could 
be justified under international law." 
And with that he left. I hoped now that I would be asked to 

come to the Fuhrer, so that at last, after many months, I should 
again be able to speak to him personally. 

DR. EXNER: And this coincided with the Vinnitza crisis? 

JODL: Yes. I wanted an opportunity either of telling him my 
misgivings or else being thrown out altogether. Either eventuality 
woul,d have helped me but neither occurred. A few minutes later 
Schmundt called me on the telephone and informed me that the 
Fuhrer was going to draw up the orders himself. On 18 October 
Schmundt again came in person and b,rought with him these two 
orders of the F'iihrer-the order to the troops, and an explanation 
for the commanders. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are you referring to two documents which 
are before us? 

JODL: These are the two documents, 498-PS and 503-PS. The 
papers submitted to the Tribunal as documents are not the originals 
of the Rihrer; I personally handed over the originals at Flensburg. 
The documents which are in the hands of the Tribunal are copies 
of the originals, or mimeographed copies of my staff. 
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DR. EXNER: Now, I should like to interpolate a question. You 
mentioned that your staff worked out something in detail, and you 
referred to 1263-PS, which has been submitted to the Tribunal- 
Page 104 of Volume 11. In this document you wrote two remarks 
on Page 106. The first remark on that page is "No." In the French 
translation this non is missing, and should be added. On the 
same page a little further down, it says in your own handwriting, 
"That will not do either," and your initial "J" for Jod.  

Can you explain in general what this means? 

JODL: As I have already said, the members of my staff-as 
may be seen under the first figure on Page 104--on their own 
initiative asked for propcsals, firstly, from the foreign intelligence 
department, Canaris, because he had a group of experts on inter- 
national law and, secondly, from the Wehrmacht legal depart- 
ment, since, after all, we were concerned with a legal problem. 

On Page 106, under paragraph "a," there is the propma1 which 
the foreign division of the intelligence department made: 

"Members of terrorist and sabotage troops who are found. . . 
without uniform, or in German uniform, will be treated as 
bandits.. .or if they fall into German hands outside battle 
operations, they are to be taken at once to an officer for 
interrogation. Thereafter they are to be dealt with by sum- 
mary court martial." 

That was quite impossible, for if one came across a soldier 
in civilian clothing, without uniform, no one could know just who 

-	 he was. He might be a spy or an escaped prisoner of war or an 
enemy airman who had saved his life by jumping from his plane 
and now hoped to escape in civilian clothing. That had to be 
determined by an experienced interrogating officer and not by 
a summary court martial consisting of a lieutenant, two non-
commissioned officers, and two soldiers. In paragraph "b" . . . 

DR. EXNER: And for that reason you wrote "No"? 

JODL: For that reason I wrote "No." 

In paragraph "b" i t  was suggested that if such sabotage groups 
were captured wearing uniforms, a report should be made to the 
Armed Forces Operations Staff, wKch should then decide what 
should be done. But in that case the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff would have assumed the function of a military court, and 
that it could never be. 

I really must claim for myself that, thanks to my wider 
experience, I saw these problems a little more clearly than some 
of my subordinates. 
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DR. EXNER: And so you rejected this prqmial. You said that 
you also had grave misgivings about the Fiihrer Order. Will you 
tell the Court now what misgivings you had? 

JODL: First of all I had a number of doubts as to its legality. 
Secondly, the order was ambiguous, and a h  it was not sufficiently 
clear for practical application. Particularly in this case I considered 
military courts absolutely necessary. I know well that even 
judges may oh occasion, consciously ofr not, be under coercion and 
may pass judgment not strictly in accordance with the law; but 
at least they provide some safeguard against a miscarriage of 
justice. , 

DR. EXNER: Therefore, if I understand you rightly, you wanted 
to install some legal procedure. What did you mean by unclear 
and ambiguous? 

JODL: The theory was that soldiers, who by their actions put 
t,hernselves outside the laws of war, cannot, claim to be treated 
in accordance with the laws of war. This is a basic principle 
definitely recognized in international law, for instance in the case 
of a spy or a franc-tireur. 

The aim of this order was to intimidate British Commando 
troops who were using such methods of warfare. But the order 
of the Fiihrer went further and said that all Commando troops 
were to be massacred. This was the point on which I had grave 
misgivings. 

DR. EXNER: What legal doubts did you have? 

JODL: Just this doubt-that on the basis of this order, soldiers 
also would be massacred.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, it is not necesisary to speak so 
slowly, if you can speak a Little bit more fast. 

JODL: I was afraid that not only enemy soldiers who, to  use 
the Fiihrer's expression, really behaved like bandits, but aho decent 
enemy soldiers, would be wiped out. In addition-and this was 
especially, repugnant to me-at the very end of Document 503-PS 
it was ordered that soldiers were to be shot after they had been 
captured and had been interrogated. What was totally unclear 
to me was the general legal position, namely, whether a soldier 
who had acted like a bandit would upon capture enjoy the legal 
status of a p r i m e r  of war, or whether an account of his earlier 
behavior he had already placed himself outside this legal status. 

DR. EXNER: By that you mean the Geneva Convention? 

JODL: Yes, I mean the Geneva Convention. 
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DR. EXNER: Could you understand the idea that enemy soldiers 
' 

who had acted in an unsoldierly manner should not be treated 
as soldiers? 

JODL: Yes, I could quite understand that, and so could others, 
for the Fuhrer had received very bitter reports. We had captured 
all the orders of the Canadian brigade which had landed at Dieppe, 
and these orders were put before me in the original. These orders 
said that, wherever possible, German prisoners were to have their 
hands shackled. But after some time, through the Commander, 
West, I received authentic reports and testimony of witnesses, with 
photographs, which definitely convinced me that numerous men of 
the Todt Organization, fathers of families, unarmed, old people, 
who were wearing an arm band with a swastika-that was their 
badge-had been shackled with a loop around their necks and the 
end of the rope fastened around their bent-back legs in such a way 
that they had strangled themselves. 

I may add that I kept these photographs from the Fiihrer, 
and I did not tell him of these aggravating incidents which to 
me had been proved. I concealed them from the German people 
and from the Propaganda Ministry. Then came the English radio 
report denying emphatically that any German soldier had been 
shackled at Dieppe. 

Some time I,ater, a Commando troop made an attack on the island 
of Saercq. Again we received official reports that German prisoners 
had been shackled. 

Finally we captured the so-called British order for close combat. 
That was the last straw for the Fiihrer; I also studied it very 
carefully. These close combat instructions showed by pictures 
how men could be shackled in such a way that they would strangle 
themselves through the shackling, and i t  was stated exactly within 
what time death would occur. 

DR. EXNER: Therefore, the reasons which Hitler gave for his 
Order 498 were actually based on reliably reported facts. I remark 
that Hitler referred to prisoners who had been shackled, prisoners 
who had been killed, and that criminals, as Commandos.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: You are paraphrasing the evidence in a way 
that is inaccurate, because the defendant has just said that he 
kept these things from Hitler. You are now saying that Hitler 
knew about them. That is not what the witness said. 

DR. EXNER: Then, I musit ask you whether the facts upon 
which this order is based were reported to you. 

JODL: I believe the Tribunal has Document 498-PS. In it the 
Fiihrer first makes the general statement that for some time our 
opponents in their conduct of the war have been using methods 

I 
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which violate the international Geneva Convention. I must support 
this statement as true on the basis of reports which, regrettably, 
we had been receiving since the summer of 1941. I do not wish to 
go into individual cases. There was an outrageous incident with 
a British U-boat in the Aegean Sea. There was the order in North 
Africa that German prisoners of war should not be given water 
before they were interrogated. There were a large number of such 
reports. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, the Tribunal thinks that it is 
very difficult to go into individual incidents which occurred long 
before this order was drafted, and you have told us what you 
said the order was drafted in respect of, namely the shackling; 
and you are now referring to other things which you allege hap- 
pened long before that. It does not seem that it is possible for the 
Tribunal to investigate all those matters which happened long 
before. 

JODL: And I do not want to speak about these matters any 
longer. I only want to point out, as I think I must, that generally 
speaking the reasons given by the Fiihrer for this order did not 
spring from a diseased imagination but were based on actual proof 
in his and in our possession. For it is certainly very different 
whether I, in my own mind, had to admit there was some justi- 
fication for this order or whether I considered the whole order an 
open scandal. That is a vital point for my own conduct. But I 
shall try to be very brief. The fact that many previously con-
victed persons and criminals were included in the Commandos, 
who were of course reckless people, was proved by the testimony 
of prisoners; and the fact that prisoners were shackled was obvious 
from captured orders and the testimony of witnesses. 

THE PRESIDENT: You have told us that already. We have 
heard that more than once-that you had evidence before you 
that prisoners were shackled and that you had the Canadian 
orders before you. 

DR. EXNER: Perhaps you can just say a few words on the 
subject of killing prisoners. 

JODL: In conclusion, I want to say that I did not see any 
order, any captured order, which decreed death for German 
prisoners of war, though this was also contained as a reason in 
the Fuhrer Order. But I must explain that the British Ministry 
of War advised us-I cannot recall exactly whether it was via 
Geneva or through the radio-that situations might very well 
arise in which prisoners of war would have to be killed-no, 
rather, in which prisoners of war would have to be shackled 
because otherwise one would be forced to kill them. And so, if 
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at the end here the Fuhrer says orders have been found according 
to which the Commandos were on principle to kill prisoners, then 
I think he is referring to the British close-combat instructions 
which described a method of shackling which would cause death. 

DR. EXVER: And that was your own part in this Commando 
Order? 

JODL: My part consisted only in distributing this order, or 
having it distributed, in accordance with express instructions. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution said once that you also signed 
this order-one of these two orders, I do not know which one. That 
is not correct? 

JODL: No, I signed only a general decree to have one of the 
orders kept secret. 

DR. EXNER: Yes, we will deal with that in a moment Could 
you have refused to transmit this order? 

JODL: No, if I had refused to transmit an order of the Fuhrer, 
I would have been arrested immediately; and I must say, with 
justification. But as I said, I was not at all sure whether this 
decree, either in its entirety or in part, actually violated the law; 
and I still do not know that today. I am convinced that if one 
were to convene here a conference of experts on international 
law, each one of them would probably have a different opinion 
on the subj ect. 

DR. EXNER: General, you can speak a little faster. 
Could you have made counterproposals? 
JODL: At any other time, probably yes. At that time, how- 

ever-a time of conflict with the F'iihrer-it was not possible for 
me to speak to him personally at all. To broach the subject 
during the general conference on the situation was quite out of 
the question. Therefore I intended in the execution of this order 
to adopt a very magnanimous attitude, and I was certain that the 
commanders-in-chief would do the same. 

DR. EXNER: And what do you mean by magnanimous? Could 
this olrder have been interpreted in different ways? 

JODL: Yes. The order offered two ways of avoiding the treat- 
ment of really decent soldiers Like criminals. If a Commando troop, 
mostly encountered in fights at night, was not wiped out but 
captured,. as was the rule in almost all cases, that was already 
certain proof that our troops did not consider these men as bandits. 
It was then the task of the commanders-in-chief to make an investi- 
gation. If it was purely a reconnaissance operation, the entire 
action did not fall within the sphere of the Commando Order at 
all and would not be reported as a Commando raid. However, 
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if the operation was really carried out by a sabotage and demoli- 
tion unit, its equipment had to be examined. I t  had to be investi- 
gated whether the men were wearing civilian clothing under their 
uniforms; whether they were carrying the famous ampi t  guns, 
which go off automatically when the arms are lifted in the act 
of surrender; or whether they used other despicable methods 
during the fighting. The commanders-in-chief could then act in 
accordance with the outcome of such an investigation. I believe 
that in that way it was quite pas ible iand in fact it happened 
many times, I might almost say in the bulk of cases-that the 
shooting of brave, decent soldiers was avoided. 

DR. EXNER: Could you yourself exert any influence on the 
practices followed by the troops? 

JODL: I tried to exert my influence on various occasions. When 
it was reported to me that a Commando unit had been captured- 

' 	 which according to the Fuhrer decree was not allowed-then I 
raised no questions or objections. I made no report at all to the 
f i h r e r  on Commando operations which met with only minor suc- 
cess. And finally, I often dissuaded him from taking too drastic 
views, as in the Pescara case, which Field Marshal Kesselring has 
already described here, when I succeeded in convincing the Fiihrer 
that only a reconnaissance unit was involved. 

DR. EXNER: Were many units actually wiped out? 
JODL: Commando operations decreased considerably as a result 

01 the public announcements in the Wehrmacht comrnuniqui.. I 
believe that not more than 8 or 10 cases occurred in all. 

For a time, during the months of July and August 1944, increas- 
ingly large numbers of terrorists were reported killed in the Wehr- 
macht communiqui.; these, however, were not Commando troops, 
but insurgents who were killed in the fighting in France. That 
may be proved if the Tribunal will read Document 551-PS, Figure 4. 
There the order is given-it is USA-551, on Page 117. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, it is Page 70 of Book 7. 
JODL: Or Page 117 of our Volume 11. There it is ordered.. . 
DR. EXNER: What is ordered? I should like to deal now with 

another document, Document 532-PS. 

THE PRESIDENT: It is time to break off. 


/ A  recess was taken.] 

DR. EXNER: With reference to the Commando Order, I want 
to mention Document 532-PS, Exhibit Number RF-368, which is 
in our Document Book 2, Page 113. 
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This document was offered on a previous ocoasion, and I objected 
to it because it was not signed, or rather because i t  was crossed out. 

Will you explain why you crossed out the draft order which 
is contained in this document? 

JODL: Immediately before this draft order was written, the 
Commander, West requested that now, after the invasion, the 
Commando Order should be rescinded altogether. I approved that 
proposal. A draft was submitted to me here which rescinded the 
order only partially, namely in regard to the immediate area 
of the beachhead and that part of Brittany, a little further from 
the beachhead, where landings by parachutists were taking place 
daily at that time. 

THE PRESIDENT: At the time of your objection was this 
document not rejected? You told us that you objected to the docu- 
ment. What I am asking you is, what did the Tribunal do upon 
your objection? Did they maintain it, or did they deny it? 

DR. EXNER: The objection was allowed, and I think the docu- 
ment was struck off. I do not think that I am mistaken. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, why are you putting it in now? 

DR. EXNER: I did not ask at the time to have the document 
struck off. I merely raised the objection that no mention was made 
of the facts that the draft order in the document was crossed out, 
and that it clearly bore a handwritten marginal note by Jodl reject- 
ing it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Just a minute. Either the document was 
offered in evidence or it was not; and either it has got an ephibit 
number or it has not; and, as I understand, your objection was 
rejected. 

MR. ROBERTS: It was in fact objected to by Dr. Exner, after 
having been given the French Exhibit Number RF-368; and after 
discussing it, it was then stricken from the record, the English 
shorthand note reference being Page 3631 (Volume VI, Page 360). 
My Lord, I think in fact both the Prosecution and the Defense agreed 
it has Jodl's writing upon it; and, therefore, I feel certain that there 
can be no question as to its admissibility, either on behalf of the 
Prosecution or the Defense. My Lord, I certainly intend, with the 
permission of the Tribunal, to cross-examine him about it; and I 
have not the slightest objection to my friend Dr. Exner putting it in. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. It may, therefore, be left in as 
RF-368. 

DR. EXNER: Will you continue? 
JODL: At that time i t  was my intention to get rid of the Com- 

mando Order entirely. For that reason I wrote, next to the sentence 
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under Figure 4: "That is just what they should not7'-the entire 
first page. That was of no use, however, because on that very day 
the F'iihrer made a different decision with regard to the request of 
the Commander, West, and his decision is contained in Document 
551-PS. 

DR. EXNER: 551-PS, E*bit Number USA-551. That is con-
tained in the second volume on Page 115; it is an order on the treat- 
ment of men belonging to Commandos. Tkis order contains the 
following handwritten remark of yours: "Similar action should be 
taken in the Italian theater of war." This is on Page 117. 

Will you briefly explain the contents of that order and the reason 
for your remark. 

JODL: That can be quickly explained. In that order territorial 
limits were set restricting the use of the Commando Order, which 
henceforth was to apply only to enemy operations behind the corps 
command posts but not to the battle area of the beachhead. These 
were territorial limitations which had not so far been fixed or 
ordered; and I immediately accepted this order for the Italian theater 
of war, because in Italy also there existed a fighting front on land. 
If this order were put into practice in Italy, it would mean that no 
Commando operation which began with a landing on the coast need 
be regarded as a Commando operation, because all these landings 
took place in front of the lines of the corps command posts. There- 
fore I was very anxious to have the same lighter conditions applied 
to the whole Italian theater of war. 

DR. EXNER: I just want to read one paragraph on Page 116. It 
is the second paragraph under Number 1. In the first paragraph it 
says: ". . . the order remains in force. . . ." But the second paragraph 
reads: 

"Excepted are enemy soldiers in uniform in the immediate 
battle area of the beachhead-that is in the area of the divi- 
sions fighting in the front line--as well as reserve troops up 
to and including corps commands, in accordance with Figure 5 
of the basic order.. . ." 
The word "Generalkommando" means "corps command," and it 

has not been quite correctly translated into English and French. 
This limitation'of the order to certain areas was, on the basis of 
Jodl's comment, also to1 apply to the Italian theater. 

Now finally-but before that I have another important ques- 
tion . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: What is it you are saying about this trans- 
lation? 
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DR. EXNER: Yes; the word "Generalkommando" has been trans- 
lated into the French, RBgion Militaire. RBgiori Militaire is not 
quite clear. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is that in the English? 

DR. EXNER: And in the English it says, "corps command." That 
is correct. The English is correct: "corps command." That is the 
same as "Generalkommando." 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, the Tribunal would prefer that you 
should draw the attention of the Tribunal to anything which you 
say is a mistranslation, rather than stating that it is a mistrans-
lation. I call it a question of opinion whether it is a mistranslation 
or not. I t  is not for you to tell us that it is a mistranslation. You 
may draw our attention to i t  and say that you submit it as a mis- 
translation. But now, will you tell us this also: In one copy of this 
Document 551-PS, it appears to be signed by, or initialed by Warli- 
mont. In the other, in your version of the translation, it appears 
to be signed by the Defendant Keitel. What is the explanation 
of that? 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, might I make a suggestion? I think 
the Court should get the original from the Exhibit Room. 551-PS in 
fact consists of three documents. The first. is a draft altered in 
pencil; and the second is a draft initialed "W"-that is Warlimont, 
with Jodl's penciled note at the end extending it to Italy; and the 
third is the final order in which the penciled note of Jodl and the 
alteration of distribution to Italy is incorporated. So, there are 
really three documents, and the last is a mimeographed document 
with the mimeographed signature of Keitel. That appears from the 
original draft. 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on, Dr. Exner. 

DR. EXNER: [Turning to the defendant.] The Prosecution has 
been emphasizing that you gave strict instructions to have this order 
kept secret, and that you ordered its distribution only down to the 
level of commanding officers to avoid its falling into enemy hands at 
all costs. You gave these instructions for the second order, the 
explanatory order, 503-PS. Will you explain why you ordered such 
strict secrecy? 

JODL: These instructions for secrecy refer actually only to Docu-
ment 503-PS. 

DR. EXNER: That, I may add, is in the second volume of my 
d~cument book, on Page 102. That is the order for secrecy, signed 
by Jodl. 

1Turning to the defendant.] Will you continue? 
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JODL: Particular secrecy for this order was quite inevitable. 
First of all, it was directed only to the commanders. Secondly, the 
order contained in great detail information on the considerable 
damage which the Gennan Wehrmacht had already suffered through 
these Commando operations, and the damage which might still be 
caused under certain circumstances. If the order were to fall into 
enemy hands, it would certainly be an incentive for the enemy to 
continue that particular type of warfare in increased measure. 
Thirdly, the order, 498-PS, could be considered as a reprisal. But 
the last sentence in Document 503-PS, a sentence which can easily 
be recognized as a later addition-as the order seems to end before 
it-that sentence, I must say, made me indignant and was one of 
the reasons why I insisted on such particularly strict secrecy for 
this order. 

THE PRESIDENT: Which sentence are you referring to? 

JODL: I refer to the last sentence of document 503-PS, which 
says: 

"If it should serve some useful purpose to save one or two 
men temporarily to interrogate them, they are to be shot 

immediately after interrogation." 

I cannot prove i t .  . . 

THE PRESIDENT: That is not in 503, is it? 


DR. EXNER: 503-PS. 


THE PRESIDENT: You have not printed the whole of 503 in 

your document book. Is that it? 

DR. EXNER: Unfortunately, 503-PS is not in it, but only the 
secrecy order, Page 102. I expressly requested, however, that it 
should be submitted to the Tribunal. 

JODL: May I add that this sentence became the source of all 
trouble. The troops made use of that sentence and on principle, or 
as a rule, did not kill Commandos but took them prisoner. 

DR. EXNER: You said this last sentence made you indignant. 
Were you also convinced that i t  was against international law? 

JODL: One might have doubts in that respect too. But I found 
it distasteful from a human point of view, for if one does shoot a 
man, I think it is base to extort all information out of him first. 

DR. EXNER: I want to ask one more question concerning what 
you mentioned before the recess. You said that you did not report 
everything to the Fiihrer; you did not report all Commando raids 
to him. That is quite clear. But you said you also did not report 
information which you obtained from the enemy-killings, and so 
on. What did you mean by that? 
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JODL: I reported the results of Dieppe and, should we say, the 
violations of international law which we considered had been com- 
mitted there-the shackling of German prisoners, and so on. There 
was only one thing which I did not report, namely, the shackling 
of some men belonging to the Todt Organization in such a manner 
that they strangled themselves. I did not report that, and it did 
not appear in any order or Wehrmacht communiqu6. 

THE PRESIDENT: The defendant has already told us about this, 
so why you should ask him again I don't know. 

DR. EXNER: I thought i t  was not quite clear. 

[Turning t o  the defendant.] We now pass to another subject, the 
order regarding Leningrad and Moscow. How did Hitler's order 
about the fate of Leningrad and Moscow come into being? It is 
C-123, second volume, Page 145 of my document book; i t  was sub- 
mitted under the number U-SSR-114. This is the order stating that = 

surrender was not to be accepted. How did this order come into 
being? 

JODL: At the beginning of the second paragraph appears the 
sentence: "The moral justification for this measure is clear to the 
whole world." I shall now explain that. The first reason was a 
report from Field Marshal Von Leeb, the Commander of Army 
Group North at Leningrad. He reported that the population 
of Leningrad had already begun to flock out toward his Lines in the 
south and west. He pointed out that it would be absolutely impos- 
sible for him to keep these millions of Leningrad people fed and 
supplied if they were to fall into his hands, because the supply 
situation of the army group was deplorable at that time. That was 
the first reason. But shortly beforehand Kiev had been aban-
doned by the Russian armies, and hardly had we occupied the 
city when tremendous explosions occurred one after another. The 
major part of the inner city was destroyed by fire; 50,000 people 
were made homeless; German soIdiers were use& to fight the 
flames and suffered considerable losses, because further large 
masses of explosives went off during the fire. At first the local 
commander at Kiev thought that it was sabotage on the part d 
the population, until we found a demolition chart, listing 50 or 
60 objectives in Kiev which had already been prepared for destruc- 
tion some time before; and this chart was in fact correct, as investi-
gation by engineers proved at once. At least 40 more objectives 
were ready to be blown up, and for most of them a remote-control 
was to set off the explosion by means of wireless waves. I myself 
had the original of this demolition chart in my hands. That proved.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: I don't think we need go into the details of 
Kiev. This deals with Leningrad. The defendant might briefly 
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state in substance what he says happened at Kiev; but we cannot 
investigate details of it.. 

DR. EXNEX: Mr. President, the defendant wanted to show that 
it was feared these happenings in Kiev might repeat themselves in 
Leningrad. 

THE PRESIDENT: I quite understand that; but if he said that 
he had plans of the blowing up of Leningrad, it would be a different 
matter, and he could give that in more detail. But what I am saying 
@ we cannot go into the details about Kiev. 

DR. EXNER: No. I only want to refer without quoting to my 
Exhibit AJ-15 (Document Jodl-50), on Page 149 of my second vol- 
ume. That is a report on these expl&ions in Kiev. We will not 
delay over this matiter any more now. I just wanted to bring it to 
the: notice of the Tribunal. 

!Turning to the defendant.] Please continue. 

JODL: Then I only'need to say in conclusion that the Fiihrer 
always expected that what had happened in Kiev, in Kharkov, and 
in Odessa would happen also in Leningrad, and possibly in MOSCOW. 
That was the decisive reason why this order, which already had 
been put into writing, was given by him orally to the High 
Command of the Army. And the order was given, added weight 
because the Russian radio reported that Leningrad had been under- 
mined and would be defended to the last man. 

The purpose of the order was exclusively that of protecting 
German troops against such catastrophes as had already occurred; 
for entire staffs had been blown into the air in Kharkov and Kiev. 
For this reason the Fuhrer issued this order, which I in turn, at his 
express request, put into writing. Therefore the order began with 
the words, "The Fiihrer has again decidedw-that means "once 
more," "for the second time." 

DR. EXNER: What was the reason for the order to leave open- 
ings to the east in the encirclement of Leningrad and Moscow? 

JODL: We did not want these masses of the population. We 
had had our experiences in Paris. There it had even been necessary 
to use the transport space of four divisions and the whole relief 
train "Bavaria," which could supply tens of thousands of people, 
to save the population from starvation. In Leningrad that would 
have been quite impossible, because in the first place the railways 
had been destroyed; the rails had not yet been adjusted to our 
gauge, and the supply situation was very difficult. It would have 
been impossible to help these millions of people in any way; there 
would have been a real catastrophe. Hence the idea of pressing 
them back to the east, into the Russian areas; an idea, incidentally, 
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not in conformity with the assertion which has been made here that 
we wanted to exterminate the Slavs. 

DR. EXNER: I now come to another subject. The French prose- 
cutor has accused you of ordering in Document UK-56-which is 
Exhibit RF-335 in my document book, the second volume, Page 
153-of ordering the deportation of ~ e w s , '  thereby giving, as chief 
of a military staff, a political order. 

Will yqu explain how this order came into being? 

THE PRESIDENT: I think the translation must have come 
through wrong. You said-at least, I took i t  down-Page 153. 

DR. EXNER: Page 155. I beg your pardon, it is on Page 155 of 
the second volume of my document book. The actual order is on 
Page 156. 

[Turning to  the defendant.] Please reply. 

JODL: I must explain in connection with this document that the 
deportation of Jews from Denmark was discussed during a confer- 
ence at which I did not participate. Himmler suggested it to the 
Fuhrer; and the Fuhrer approved or ordered it. I was informed of 
it either through General Schmundt or Ambassador Hewel. 

Then on instructions conveyed to me by Schmundt, I transmitted 
to the military commander in Denmark the details of this order. 
The heading, or rather, the address of this teleprint message shows 
that it was directed to two offices, namely to the Foreign Office 
and to the commander of the German troops in Denmark. These 
afe the two principal offices for which it was destined. The Reichs 
fuhrer SS received the letter only for information purposes, as is 
noted on i t  in accordance with our office practice. He did not have 
to act upon it; it was not an order for him, but it was merely for 
information. He already knew the Fuhrer's decision. 

I did not in any way order the deportation of the Jews, but I 
wrote, "The deportation of Jews will be carried out by the Reichs- 
fuhrer SS . . ." 

DR. EXNER: That is under Figure 2? 

JODL: Figure 2. Ha'd this been an order, it would have had to 
be addressed to the Reichsfuhrer SS; and i t  would have had to be 
worded like this: "Reichsfuhrer SS is to deport Jews from Den- 
mark" But i t  is exactly the other way about. This Figure 2 informs 
General Von Hannecken in Denmark that he has nothing to do with 
this affair, but that it is being handled by the Reichsfuhrer SS. But 
General Von Hannecken had to be told of this, because at that time 
a state of military emergency existed. He had executive power in 
Denmark, and if anything like that had been done without his 
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knowledge he might immediately have objected to it and for-
bidden it. 

The matter appeared to me so urgent that, in order to avoid 
incidents, I informed the military commander in Denmark about 
it over the telephone, quite openly and without regard to its secrecy. 
The French Prosecution mentioned an indiscretion which enabled 
most Jews to escape from Denmark into Sweden; presumably it was 
tkis telephone call which made that pchssible. 

Finally, therefore, I repeat that I was far from ordering the 
deportation of Jews; I merely informed the military commander 
in question that he was to have nothing to do with the matter. 
Besides, as I heard afterwards on making inquiries, these Jews 
were taken to Theresienstadt, where they were cared for and visited 
by the Red Cross; and even the Danish minister declared himself 
satisfied with their treatment. 

DR. EXNER: May I draw the attention of the Tribunal to what 
I consider is an inadequate translation into English and French. 
Under Figure 1 on Page 156 of the second volume the word "volun- 
teers" does not appear in the translation. It says here, "The Reichs- 
fiihrer SS has permission to recruit volunteers from the former 
members of the Danish forces who are to be released.. ." The word. 
"volunteers" is missing in the English translation; the French merely 
says hmmes-"men." / 

[Turning to the defendant.] You actually had no dealings with 
matters in occupied territories; they were outside your jurisdiction. 
How then did you come to sign this order? 

JODL: Actually this affair did not concern me at all. I signed 
the order because Field Marshal Keitel was away on that day. 

DR. EX'NER: As we are just talking of the Jews, will you tell 
the Court what you knew about the extermination of Jews? I 
remind you that you are under oath. 

JODL: I know just how improbable these explanations sound, 
but very often the improbable is true and the probable untrue. I 
can only say, fully conscious of my responsibility, that I never heard, 
eitKer by hint or by written or spoken word, of an extermination 
of Jews. On one single occasion I had doubts, and that was when 
Hirnmler spoke about the revolt in the Jewish Ghetto. I did not 
quite believe in this heroic fight; but Himmler immediately supplied 
photographs showing the concrete dugouts which had been built 
there, and he said, "Not only the Jews but ako Polish Nationalists 
have taken refuge there and they are offering bitter resistance." 
And with that he removed my suspicions. 

THE PRESIDENT: Are you speaking of Warsaw? 
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JODL: I am speaking of the uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto of 
which I heard through a personal report from Hirnmler given in 
our presence, in the presence of soldiers a t  the Fiihrer's head-
quarters. Himmler spoke only of an uprising and of bitter fighting. 
As far as the activities of the Police are concerned, of the so-called 
action groups, Einsatzgruppen and EXnsatzkommandos--a concep-
tion, incidentally, of which I first heard here in detail-there was 
never any explanation through the Fiihrer himself other than that 
these police units were necessary to quell uprisings, rebellions, and 
partisan actions before they grew into a menace. This was not a 
task for the Armed Forces, but for the Police, and for that reason 
the Police had to enter the operational areas of the Army. I have 
never had any private information on the extermination of the 
Jews; and on my word, a s  sure as I am sitting here, I heard all 
these things for the first time after the end of the war. 

DR. EXNER: What did you know about concentration camps.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: I don't think it is necessary to point out to 

you that you cannot speak about there having been no explanation 
to the Fiihrer; you can only speak about there having been no ex- 
planation to yourself. The translation I heard was, as to these 
Einsatzgruppen, that there hqd been no explanation to the Fiihrer. 

THE INTERPRFETER: From the' Fiihrer. 

THE PRESIDENT: From the Fiihrer? 

THE INTERPRETER: Yes,My Lord. 

JODL: I said that the Fiihrer bad never given us any other 
reason for the presence of police forces than his statement that 
police measures were necessary. 

THE PRESIDENT: I misheard the translation. 
. DR. EXNER: Did you know anything about concentration camps, 
or what did you know about them? Please be brief. 

JODL: I can briefly say that I knew there were concentration 
camps a t  Dachau and Oranienburg. Some divisional officers visited 
Oranienburg once in 1937 and gave me very enthusiastic accounts 
of it. I heard the name of Buchenwald for the first time in the 
spring of 1945. When the name was mentioned, I thought it was 
a new troop training camp; and I made inquiries. The inmates were 
always described as Gennan habitual criminals and certain in- 
veterate political opponents, who however, like Schuschnigg or Nie- 
moller, were held there in a kind of honorable detention. I never 
heard a single word about tortures, deported persons, or prisoners 
of war, crematoriums or gas vans, torments reminiscent of the 
Inquisition, and medical experiments. I can only say that, even if 
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I had heard of these things, I would not have believed them until 
I had seen them with my own eyes. 

DR. EXNER: The F r e n 9  prosecutor read a statement by the 

German Police General Panke, according to which you were pres- 
 ', L,q3
ent at a conference withHitler on 30 December 1942, when terror 

and .counterterror and so on, and reprisal murders in Denmark were 

said to have been discussed. What do you say to that? 


JODL: I think it was on 30 December 1943.-
DR. EXNER: Was it? 

JODL: In some points that statement is correct; in others it is 
incorrect. During that conference, at  least as long as I was present, 
the word "murder" was never mentioned. The Fuhrer said: 

"I want to fight the terror of sabotage and attach, now begin- 
, ning in Norway, with exactly the same weapons. That is to 

say, if a Danish factory working for Germany is blown up, 
which has happened, then a factory working solely for the 
Danes will be blown up also. If some of our strong points 
are attacked by terrorists, which has also happened, these 
terrorists will be hunted, surrounded, and wiped out in fight-
ing; and I do not want courts martial, which only create 
martyrs." 
He did not say or suggest, however, that innocent Danes should 

now be murdered as a reprisal. I can only say that, in my presence 

and in the presence of Field Marshal Keitel, that and nothing else 

was said. Again, it k a very debatable question from the point of 

view of international law whether an army is not entitled to adopt 

the fighting methods of its opponents in its countermeasures, par- 

ticularly in such franc-tireur warfare and in rebellions like these. 

It  seems to me a very moot point. 


DR.EXNER: You just said, "as long as I was present." Were 

you not present during the entire conference? Can you remember? 


JODL: I do not think that even in my absence any other state- 

ments were made. Once during the conference I went out to tele- 

phone and was away for a short time, perhaps 15 minutes. 


DR. EXNER: We now come to the partisan fighting. 'Partisan 

fighting and partisans have been mentioned frequently here. Can 

you say briefly what these partisans were? 


JODL: It is not easy to define that clearly, considering all the 

types of fighting adopted in this world war; but there are five 

characteristics: 


1)A partisan group is a fighting unit formed behind one's own 

front; 2) it i s  not or is only partly in uniform; 3) i t  is not an 

organic part of the Armed Forces even though it receives its orders 
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from them; 4) it must be in a position, or i t  generally is in a posi- 
tion to .  . . 

-THE PRESIDENT: We don't require a lecture about this matter. 

DR. EXNER: Well, then we know approximately what partisans 
are. I now want to ask you about the fighting against partisan 
groups. First of all I must read what we have heard here about 
partisans, Document L-180, USA-276, which is contained in the 
second volume of my aocument book, Page 121. That is a complete 
report of an Einsatzgruppe in action against partisans; it is Appen- 
dix Number 9. What is found on Page 122 is, I think, of impor-
tance. First of all under Roman Numeral I, Figure 5, I quote: 

"In the larger cities, especially those with industrial works, 

so-called istrebitelni battalions (i. e. destruction battalions) 

were formed by the Soviets before the entry of the German 

troops. . . ." 

Then, under Roman Numeral 111: 
". . . the tasks and fighting methods of the various partisan 
groups have become known. . .partly from the captured com- 
bat directives of the partisans themselves. This statement of 
a captured partisan. . . is significant: 'A partisan must destroy 
everything that he can reach. . . .' " 
And then, in one of the "Combat Directives for Partisan Groups" 

received by us from the commander of the army, rear area North, 
we find stated: 

"Unbearable conditions are to be created for the enemy and -
his allies-in territories occupied by him. All the measures 
of the enemy are to be opposed." 
And then instructions are given to blow up bridges, to destroy 

roads, et cetera. I shall not read it all. In the last paragraph, which 
I have on Page 123, it expressly states that partisans are to disguise 
themselves cleverly; that they will sometimes appear as farmers or 
will work in the fields as soon as German forces appear in the 
vicinity. The witness Von dem Bach-Zelewski stated here that the 
fight against partisans was carried out in a chaotic manner. He 
meant by that that it was not directed from higher quarters. You 
must be informed about that. Is  that correct? 

JODL: No, that is not correct. This expert on partisan fighting 
obviously has a bad memory. I draw attention to Document F-665, 
in Document Book 2, Page 126. Here the first page is given of a 
directive for partisan warfare. It is called "Instructions for Par- -
tisan Warfare," and was signed by me personally on 6 May 1944. 
The Tribunal will see that in the second sentence it says that .  . . 

DR. EXNER: Page 126. 
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JODL: . .. the imtmctional pamphlet number so-and-so; "Instruc- 
tions for Partisan Warfare in the East," issued by the OKW, Armed 
Forces Operations Staff, dated 11 November 1942, is canceled. That 
proves that at least since 11November 1942, the troops had in their 
possession instructions issued by the Armed Forces Operations Staff 
as to how the battle against partisans should be conducted. 

DR. EXNER: May .I now draw attention to my Document AJ-1, 
Page 133. It is an affidavit of a Pastor Wettberg; I do not want to 
read it. Pastor Wettberg contacted me because he himself had been 
engaged in the warfare against partisans,, and he confirmed that 
the fighting was perfectly well directed even before the new instruc- 
tions were issued, that is, from 1942 onwards. In 1944 you issued 
this new directive without Hitler's permission; is that correct? 

JODL: Yes. 

DR. EXNER: What made you do that? Was it not an un-
usual step? 

JODL: I want to state that I did not submit this directive either 
to Field Marshal Keitel or to the F'iihrer, because it was a contra- 
diction of all existing orders. I shall prove in detail later that i t  
gives instructions for all so-called partisans in France and Yugo- 
slavia-partisan areas in Russia were now in front of our lines--to 
be treated immediately as regular fighting troops, and thus as  pris-
oners of war. 

I took this unusual step because I became convinced, after the 
shooting of the English Air Force officers at Sagan, that the Fiihrer 
no longer concerned himself with the idea of human rights; and 
also because after 1May 1944 I myself felt responsible for questions 
of international law, as the "Canaris" department had been dissolved 
on that day and the foreign section, together with the international 
law department, had come under my command. I was resolved not 
to tolerate and not to participate in any such violations of inter- 
national law on our part, and I acted accordingly from that day up 
to the end of the war. 

In this order I declared all partisans and those supporting 
them, and even those wearing civilian clothes, to be regular 
troops and prisoners of war, long before Eisenhower-on 7 July 
1944 only-demanded that terrorists in France should be given 

' that status. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution asserts that. the fight against. 
partisans was only a code name under which Jews and Slavs were 
killed; is that true? 

JODL: The fight against partisans was a horrible reality. 
In July 1943. t o .  quote some figures, 1,560 instances of railway 
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sabotage occurred in Russia. There were 2,600 in September; 
that is 90 per day. A book by Ponomarenko was published from 
which an American paper quoted 500,000 Germans as  having been 
killed by the partisans. If a nought is crossed off from that figure, 
i t  is still quite a considerable achievement for a peaceful Soviet 
population. But the book is also said to have stated that the 
population became increasingly hostile; that murder and terror 
became more frequent; and that the peaceful Quisling mayors were 
being killed. At any rate it was a tremendous fight which was 
taking place in the East. 

DR. EXNER: In this connection, I would like to draw the 
Tribunal's attention to an entry in Jodl's Diary, Document 1807-PS. 
It  is on Page 119 of the second volume of my document book. 
Under 25 May i t  says, "Colonel General Halder draws the atten- 
tion of the Fiihrer to increasing partisan activity.. ." 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. The defendant stated, I 
think, that in this directive of his on the 6th of May 1944 there 
was an order that guerrillas should be treated as prisoners of war. 
Will you refer us to the passage? 

DR.EXNER: Will you name the passage, Defendant? 


JODL: I t  is under Figure 163, on Page 131. 

DR. EXNER: Page 131 of the second volume. 


JODL: May I read it? 

DR. EXNER: Yes.. 


JODL: "All partisans captured in enemy uniform or'civilian 

clothing or surrendering during combat are to be treated in 
principle as prisoners of war. The same applies t o  all 
persons encountered in the immediate fighting area who may 
be considered as supporting the partisans, even when no 
combat action can be proved against them. Partisans in 
German uniform, or in the uniform of an  allied army, are 
to be shot after careful interrogation if captured in combat. 
Deserters, no matter how they are dressedn-and, may I add, 
even if dressed in  German uniform-"are, on principle, to  be 
well treated. The partisans must hear of this." 

THE PRESIDENT: Just a minute. Well, perhaps-it is 1 
o'clock-we might break off now. 

[The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

DR. EXNER: I have one further question concerning the par- 
tisan regulations. The Prosecution brings the charge that you, 
through Number 161 of the partisan regulations-that, Your Honors, 
is in the document we used last, F-665, Page 130 of Volume II- 
were responsible for the destruction of whole villages, and even 
of the total population of villages in France. Will you please 
comment on this? 

JODL: I believe the opposite is true. Through Number 161, 
I reduced the collective measures and collective punishments that 
the Fiihrer had decreed without restraint, to what was permitted 
by Article 50 of the Hague Rules of Land Warfare. In this article 
collective punishment is prohibited unless the entire population 
is equally guilty in terror activities of any kind. Therefore, with 
this Number 161 I did not order the burning down of villages, 
not even in exceptional cases, but on the contrary I said that such 
collective measures might be used only in very exceptional cases, 
and then only with the approval of a divisional commander, for 
he would have a tribunal and could make a judicial investigation. 

I do not wish to trouble the Tribunal with any other merits 
of mine, which may be read in this document. I discussed the 
good treatment of the population; the necessity of leaving them 
the necessaries of life, et cetera. I believe, at any rate, that this 
document actually serves as a model of how this sort of war may 
be brought within the scope of international law. I did this as I 
was convinced that at that time the French Maquis movement, 
and also the Tito revolt had gradually begun to develop into a 
regular war. 

Now the case of the 2d SS Panzer Division is cited as an 
example of things that I caused through this Number 161. I can 
say only that the behavior of the SS Panzer Division is the 
responsibility of its commander. I learned about it only months 
afterwards. I am grateful to the French Prosecution for having 
submitted this document, and I am grateful also for the statement 
that the Maquis movement in the beginning was nothing else than 
franc-tireur warfare, the heroism of which I do not dispute. 

DR. EXNER: Now we shall turn to a different problem, the 
low-level fliers. From Document 731-PS, Page 139 of the second 
document book, and Page 144 of Volume I1 of my document book- 
from these documents it can be seen that from various sources 
proposals had been made as to. the treatment of enemy airmen 
who had made emergency landings. Can you tell us, first of all, 
the reason for this, and what your attitude was toward these 
proposals? 
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JODL: I shall try to be as brief as possible. The reason was 
that numerous reports had been received of people being attacked 
by individual enemy aircraft contrary to international law. The 
Fiihrer demanded countermeasures, and that is the origin of the 
memorandum 731-PS, Exhibit RF-1407. It is not a draft for an 
order, still less an order. It is a note containing proposals made 
by the Luftwaffe in that connection. There was no talk as yet 
abut-lynching. The fact that I concerned myself with this problem 
at all may find its explanation in the responsibility which, as I 
have previously mentioned, I believed had rested with me since 
1 May with regard to questions of international law. The note 
which I wrote on the document has already been read. I objected 
to one paragraph-a case which I nevertheless considered entirely 
admissible according to international law. This was later crossed 
out and replaced by a statement that it was to be considered 
murder if one of our soldiers landing by parachute was shot. 
I wrote this objection on Document 735-PS. The concept of 
lynching . . . 

DR. EXNER: I should Like to state, for the assistance of the 
Tribunal, where this passage is. The remark made by Jodl in his 
handwriting is found on Page 144 of the document book. Various 
proposals are made in this memorandum, and then Jodl adds "To 
Number 3 . .  ."; and then there i s  a notation. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Please comment on this. 

JODL: My notation was: "Is the Foreign Office in agreement 
with Number 3b?"-namely, that the shooting of our own airmen 
who have been shot down and are parachuting to earth is to be 
considered a mean terrorist act. 

DR. EXNE,R: This Number 3b is  on the same page, a t  the top. 

JODL: I just wanted to add that lynching was suggested in an 
article by Goebbels, published in the Volkischer Beobachter. The 
more I concerned myself with this problem, the mo're, it was 
obvious that nothing at all could be achieved with measures of 
this kind, for one could never capture a guilty low-flying airman, 
for he would either escape or he wo,uld be dashed to pieces on 
the ground. This would only lead to a general murder of airmen. 
Therefore, I decided-and I was in complete agreement with Field 
Marshal Keitel on this point-to cause this entire action to fail. 
The Court can see that between Document 731-PS, which was com- 
piled on 21 May, and Document 735-PS, 16 days had elapsed 
wherein nothing had been done. When oa 6 June I received a 
rather lengthy report, I noted m it, "This is not sufficient; we 
have to start all over again; how can we be certain that other 
enemy airmen will not be treated in the same way? Should some 



legal procedure be arranged or not?" If I wrote that, then, Your 
Honors, it is absolute proof, if you consider my general method 
of work, that I had no othw intention than to delay and drag 
things out until the matter had solved itself. And I succeeded 
in this case. No military authority issued an order. We did not 
even go so far as to make a draft of an order. The only thing 
we had were these scraps of paper. It has been proved, and it 
will be proved further, that many months afterwards the F'iihrer 
brought the gravest charges against us, and against the Luftwaffe 
in particular, of having torpedoed his order. 

DR. EXNER: Now we shall turn to something entirely different. 
The'Chief of the OKW, in a letter written in 1941, called you and 
Warlimont his representatives for collaborating with Rosenberg's 
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories. That is Document 
8q5-PS, Exhibit USA-143. How did that work out in practice? 

JODL: Not at all. Apart from one conference in 1943 dealing 
with an appeal to the peoples of the East, I had no connection 
with Rosenberg's Ministry whatsoever. The only collaboration 
which took place constantly was carried on by my propaganda 
division, for all pamphlets which it compiled and which were 
dropped over Russia were discussed first with the Ministry of the 
Occupied Eastern Territories. 

DR. EXNER: Then why were you appointed at all? Why was . 

that necessary? f-

JODL: That was purely a matter of form, because Minister 
Dr. Lammers wrote to each of the higher Reich authorities in 
general asking that a deputy be designated; and so Field Marshal 
Keitel also designated a deputy. 

DR. EXNER: We shall now turn to something new. You have 
been shown the rather strange Document C-2, Exhibit USA-90. 
It is not contained in my document book, but the Court will 
remember it at once. It is a compilation in tabular form in which 
certain incidents of significance in international law are cited in 
the first column. In the second column there are examples; in the 
third and fourth. . . 

MR. ROBERTS: It is page 163 in the big documenit book. 

DR. EXNER: This is a diagramatic compilation ,which sets down 
on one side a certain incident, and on the other enumerates the 
consequences of this incident: its appraisal in the light of inter-
national law, its use for propaganda, and so forth. 

Will you explain how this came about? It is really a very 
strange document. m e l v e  infringements of international law by 
our side are set down, and, I believe, 13 infringements by the enemy. 
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JODL: I do pot think this document is so remarkable after 
all. I t  was compiled a t  the end of September 1938, shortly before 
the Munich Conference. As I, in my department, did not know for 
certain whether we would have an armed conflict or not, and as 
at that time the stipulations of international law were not clear 
to us, I wanted, by taking various examples, to find out from the 
experts on international law what the present attitude was towards 
such infractions. Every officer in my division then racked his 
brain to find an example, and we tried to cover every branch of 
international law through some specific instance. I consider i t  
worthy of note that even then we concerned ourselves with the 
conception of international law. There can be no doubt whatsoever 
that I alone carry responsibility for having thought out these 
examples. But if one were to take exception to the reply to these 
examples, that is to the judgment on the Lines of international 
law or to justification according to the rules of warfare, I can 
only say that this did not come from me; it emanated from the 
office d Canaris. Apart from that, i t  shows a very careful and 
noteworthy attitude toward internati'onal law, especially concerning 
air warfare. At any rate, it was on a much higher level than what 
tmk place in actual practice. 

DR. EXNER: Therefore, was it the intention to commit these 
infractions of international law? 

JODL: Not at all, but as one conversant with the history of war- 
fare, I knew that there has never yet been in this world a war in 
which infractions of international law did not occur. 

If, perhaps, objection should be raised that quite at the end of 
the paragraph there appears: "Explanation by the Propaganda Min-
istry," I should like to say that that comes a t  the end, after the 
justification according to the laws of war and the judgment from 
the standpoint of international law, and that Admiral Biirckner, 
who gave the reply, himself referred to it-that propaganda could 
be put into practice only after the aspects of international law had 
been clarified. Moreover the whole answer was only a preliminary 
one, as first the Foreign Office and the various branch chiefs of the 
Wehrmacht would have had to be heard on the subject. 

DR. EXNER: I asked for Admiral Biirckner as a witness on this 
question, but it really seems to be too unimportant a matter, and 
I shall therefore forego the calling of this witness. 

[Turning to the  defendant.] I want to ask you the following 
question in this connection: What was your attitude in general as 
to the limitations placed on the conduct of war by international law? 

JODL: I recognized and valued international law with which I 
was well acquainted, as a prerequisite for the decent and humane 
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conduct of war. Copies of the Hague Rules of Land Warfare and 
the Geneva Convention were always lying on my desk. I believe 
that by my attitude toward the Commissar Order, toward lynching, 
and toward the intention to repudiate the Geneva Convention-
bluntly rejected by all Commanders-in-Chief and all branches of 
the Wehrmacht, and by the Foreign Of f i ce1  have proved that I 
tried, as far as it was possible for me, to observe international law. 

Of course, there is a wealth of positive proof available. The 
pertinent documents will probably be submitted by my defense 
counsel. I will refer only to the behavior of the German Wehr- 
macht in Norway, a matter in which I collaborated. I refer to the 
partisan regulations. . . 

DR. EXNER: I submit Document AJ-14, Pages 99 and 100 in my 
document book, Volume I. These are special directives for conduct 
during the occupation of Norway and Denmark, directives which, 
therefore, were issued when those countries were occupied. There 
are some very characteristic sentencas contained in  this document, 
sentences which I should like to1 read. You will find on Page 98, 
Figure I: 

"The military occupation of Denmark and Norway is taking 
place for the purpose of ensuring the neutrality of these coun- 
tries. The aim must be to carry this out in a peaceful way." 

Then on Page 99, at  the top it says: 
"Directives for cohduct in personal intercourse with the Nor- 
wegian population. 

"Every member of the Armed Forces must remember that he 
is not entering enemy country, but that the troops are moving 
into Norway for the protection of the country and for the 
safety of its inhabitants. 

"Therefore, the following is to be observed: 

"I. The Norwegian has a strongly developed national con-
sciousness. Moreover the Norwegian people feel themselves 
closely related to other Nordic peoples. 

"Therefore avoid anything that might wound national honor." 
Figure 2 is also very characteristic. Then I shall turn to 

Figure 4: 

"The home of the Norwegian is sacred according to the old 
Germanic conception. Hospitality is offered generously. 
Property is inviolable. The house remains. .." 
THE PRESIDENT: It is not necessary to read all of this. One 

paragraph is enough to show the nature of the document, isn't it? 
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DR. EXNER: Then I will make mention of the remainder of the 
document which I shall not read, and ask that the Tribunal take 
official notice of this document. 

Then there is a directive here, Document AJ-16 . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: But, Dr. Exner, that last document does not 

appear to have been signed by the defendant, does it? 
DR. EXNER: lTurning to the defendant.] What had you to do 

with this document? Did you. . . 
JODL: I t  is signed by Von Falkenhorst, but it is well known 

that we-the Armed Forces Operations Staff and the staff of 
Von Falkenhorst-comprised one unit for the Norwegian enter-
prise. I participated in the drawing up of this document, and I mb- 
mitted i t  to the Fuhrer and the Fiihrer approved of it. There is 
even an entry to that effect in  my diary. 

DR. EXNER: Then comes Document AJ-16, which I submit 
herewith. 

"Special directives for the administration and pacification of the 
occupied areas of Holland, Belgium, and Luxembourg." This is 
Page 161, Volume I1 of my document book. I will quote only from 
Page 162 in order to save time. I will read perhaps the last sentence: 
"International law must be strictly observed in every case." But 
I request the Tribunal to take judicial notice of the other regula- 
tions. 

In this connection I should like to mention Document 440-PS, 
Exhibit GB-107, in  my Document Book 2, Page 164-Directive 
Number 8 regarding the conduct of war, dated 20 November 1939. 
I t  says in  respect to the tasks of the Air Force-I will read the 
last paragraph: 

"Localities, especially large open cities, and industries are not 
to be attacked without a compelling military reason, neither 
in the Dutch nor in the Belgian-Luxembourg areas.-Signed 
Keitel." 
Did you also draft that? 

JODL: I drafted ,that order. 
DR. EXNER: Then we might refer to the regulations for fighting 

partisans, a matter which has been discussed here also. 
JODL: And I should like to refer to something I believe I have 

stated already, that I ordered an  immediate investigation of the 
MalmCdy incident. 

DR. EXNER: Did you constantly bear in  mind the aspects of 
international law where your orders were concerned? 

JODL: I believe I have already stated that. I studied inter- 
national law very carefully in its bearing on my orders. I do not 
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wish to detain the Court with the knowledge I gathered from these 
regulations, for i t  is only incomplete, but I should like to conclude 
by saying that owing to the fact that there were no regulations 
governing air warfare, deplorable confusion In definition arose--for 
instance between rebellion and legal war force; between franc- 
tireur, bandit, and scout; between spy and sco~ut; demolition crews 
add saboteurs. Any time with the help of aircraft a rebellion might 
be converted into a legal war; and a legal war, on the other hand, 
might become a state of rebellion. That its the effect that parachute 
troops and the furnishing of supplies by air have had on inter-
national law. 

DR. EXNER: In this connection, I should like to submit the affi- 
davit of Lehmann, Exhibit AJ-10 (Document Number Jodl-63). This 
document has not been submitted to the Court because it was only 
yesterday that the Prosecution declared itself in agreement with 
the use of this affidavit. I believe it is the affidavit of the Judge 
Advocate General, Dr. Lehmann. If the Tribunal will declare this 
affidavit admissible, I can perhaps merely refer to i t .  . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Where is it? 

DR. EXNER: I submit it herewith but i t  has not been translated 
yet, as we received permission for it only yesterday in Court. 

MR. ROBERTS: As Sir David said yesterday there is no objec- 
tion, to the affidavit, although there was no actual order granting 
the affidavit of Lehmam. My Lord, it is very short, especially the 
copy I had, and I think there is no reason to object to it. 

DR. EXNER: Then, in mder to save time, I shall just refer to it; 
and I beg the Tribunal to read these statements of Dr. Lehmann. 
They seem to me to be significant, as after all it is the highest 
jurist in the German Wehrmacht, Judge Advocate General Leh- 
mann, who is giving information here. 

THE PRESIDENT: You had better give it an exhibit number. 

DR. EXNER: Yes, AJ-10 was the exhibit number I gave it, Your 
Honor. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

DR. EXNER: This gentleman mentions legal discussions, which 
he had occasion to carry on with Jodl, and he gives us Jodl's atti- 
tude toward legal questio,ns. 

And now, General, in connection with crimes against the laws 
of war there is one last question which comes to our attention. 
Numerous entries in the war diary, orders, e t  cetera, are the sub- 
ject of serious charges against you. Did you have the possibility, 
before you were captured, of destroying all this material? 
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JODL: Yes, between 3 May and 23 May I had time and leisure 
to burn every piece of paper, but I gave instructions to my staff 
not to destroy a single file, for I felt I had nothing to conceal. 
handed the complete files, and above all the especially important 
ones, all the original Fiihrer directives since 1940, to the American 
officer when I was captured. 

DR. EXNE3: And now I shall turn to the alleged Crimes against 
Peace. First of all we have to make i t  clear what posts you held 
during this critical period. Tell us, please, what posts you held 
from 1933. 

JODL: From 1932 to 1935 I was in  the division which was later 
called the Operations Division of the Army. From the middle of 
1935 until October 1938 I was Chief of the Department for National 
Defense in  the Wehrmachtsamt, which was later called the OKW. 

DR. EXNER: That means the Wehrmachtsamt was actually 
the OKW? 

JODL: Yes, later on. From October 1938 until shortly before the 
Polish campaign I was artillery commander a t  Vienna and at  Briinn, 
in Moravia; and from 27 October 1939.. . 

DR. EXNER: Just a mo,ment please. 27 September? 

JODL: No-August, rather. On 27 August 1939 I took over the 
office and the tasks of Chief of the General Staff. 

DR. EXNER: Now, let us take that period. Did you concern 
yourself with war plans in the years 1932-35 when you were in  the 
so-called Truppenamt? 

JODL: At that time there were no preparations in the Operations 
Division, except for combat directives for the improvised Grenz-
schutz Ost (frontier guard East). This was a militia-like organi-
zation, and preparations were made to evacuate the whole German 
border in case of enemy occupation. That was all. 

DR. EXNER: Had you anything 6 do with the proclamation of 
general conscription? 

JODL: No, I had nothing to do with that. I believe I heard &bout 
it the day before. 

DR. E X ~ R :What were your duties as chief of the Department 
for National Defense from Jyne 1935 to October 1938? 

JODL: In this position I had to'work out the operational stra- 
tegic directives according to the instructions of my chiefs, Keitel 
and Blomberg. I had to study and to clarify the problem of the 
leadership of the Wehrmacht; to prepare studies and exercises for 
the big Wehrmacht maneuvers in 1937. I had to supervise the Wehr- 
macht Academy; I had to work out drafts for laws in connection 
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with the general conscription order and with the unified preparation 
for mobilization in the civilian sector, that is, of state and people. 
The so-called Secretariat of the Reich Defense Committee came 
under me. 

DR. EXNER: Tell us, please, what were you at  that time? What 
was your military rank? 

JODL: I acquired that position while I was lieutenant colonel; 
and in 1936-1 believe-I became a colonel. 

DR. EXNER: Did you take any part in the Reich Defense Law? 

JODL: No, that law originated before I entered my office in the 
Wehrmachtsamt. 

DR. EXNER: But the Prosecution is accusing you of participa- 
tion in it on the grounds of a supplement which you made to the 
Document 2261-PS, Exhibit USA-24, which is to be found i n  Vol- 
ume I, Page 9. In this document i t  says, "Attached a copy of the 
Reich Defense Law of 21 May 1935.. ." The signature isBlomberg's 
and i t  is dated 24 June. Then comes a supplementary paragraph: 
"Berlin, 3 September 1935. To the Defense Economic Group la ,  
copy transmitted, Signed Jodl." What can you tell us about that? 

JODL: Indisputably that is a valid Reich law of which I had to 
transmit a copy to one of the other offices. I need not say more 
than that. 

DR. EXNER: You yourself did not participate in the drawing up 
of the law itself? 

JODL: No. 

DR. EXNER: Were you a member of the Reich Defense Council? 
JODL: No. 

DR. EXNER:Were you a member of the Reich Defense Com- 
mittee? 

JODL: I was that automatically from the moment I took over 
the direction of the National Defense Department. At  the tenth ses- 
sion of this meeting of experts, on 26 June 1935, General Von 
Reichenau designated me as his deputy. 

DR. EXNER: What was the purpose of this committee? This has 
already been discussed, I believe, so please be as bnief as possible. 

JODL: In a few words: With this committee a unified mobili- 
zation, not of the Army, but the mobilization of the State and 
people, corresponding to military mobilization, was prepared. These 
plans were laid down in the mobilization books giving final figures 
and various stages of tension. 

DR. EXNER: What were these various stages of tension? 



JODL: We had learned about this from France and had adopted 
it. The French had a system by which mobilization was carried out 
in five stages according to the degree of tension existing. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do we need the detail about this? Is it not 
sufficient to say it was copied from France? 

DR. EXNER: Very well. 
/Turn ing  t o  t h e  defendant .]  Perhaps you can tell us what this 

meant; why we adopted this system of stages of tension? What was 
the reason? 

JODL: The purpose was to have some means a t  our disposal-as 
was customary all over Europe at  that time-that would achieve 
an intensified readiness for war before the public order for mobili- 
zation was issued. 

DR. EXNER: Did the Reich Defense Committee concern itself 
with annament? 

JODL: No. I t  did not concern itself with annament a t  all. 

DR. EXNER: Did the Reich Defense Committee concern itself 
with political plans or intentions? 

JODL: I t  had nothing to do in any way with political problems. 

DR. EXNER: But how about war? 

JODL: I t  was concerned only with mobilization. 

DR. EXNER: That means, a certain particular war .  . . 
JODL: Mobilization is a necessity for every possible war. 

DR. EXNER: In this committee you concerned yourself with 
mobilization books. Is that correct? 

JODL: Yes. I believe I have already explained that. In  these 
books the details of all the chief Reich authorities were set down 
and indexed according to degrees of tension. 

DR. EXNER: What do you mean by chief Reich authorities? 

JODL: I mean all the ministries. 

DR. EXNER: You mean the civil authorities? 

JODL: Yes, the civil authorities. And the preparations made by 
them had to be brought into line with the preparations by the 
military. 

DR. EXNER: What were the preparations in the demilitarized 
zone? 

JODL: The preparations in the demilitarized zones were con-
nected solely with evacuation, that is the surrendering of the areas 
west of the Rhine in case of a French occupation. 
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DR. EXNER: I believe we have d i s c d e d  that at length already, 
and in this connection I should like to refer to Document EC-405, 
Exhibit GB-160, Page 11 of my document book, the first vdume, 
where the tenth session is mentioned. You are accused of having 
decreed the utmost secrecy concerning all these preparations, which, 
according to your description, were of a purely defensive nature. 
Why all this secrecy? 

JODL: Keeping measures of this kind secret is taken for granted 
all over the world. For us in Germany i t  was espdcially important, 
as for years the civil authorities had no longer been accustomed to 
concern themselves with military matters, and i t  seemed to me of 
particular importance that in foreign countries no misunderstanding 
should arise by, let us say, the capture of an order of this natures 
very characteristic misunderstanding such as occurred in these pro- 
ceedings in connection with the "Freimachung" of the Rhine. 

DR. EXNER: And why did you decree secrecy? So that foreign 
countries would not be disquieted? 

JODL: At that time we were even weaker than during the period 
when we had an army of only 100,000 men. This army of 100,000 
men had been broken up into hundreds of small groups. It was the 
time of our very greatest impotence, and at  that period we had to 
be extremely careful to avoid any and all tension with foreign 
countries. 

DR. EXNER: What were the military plans of those days? 

JODL: I have already said that there were the combat directives 
for the Grenzschutz Ost. I had also worked out instructions for the 
commander in East Prussia in case he were cut off from the Reich 
through a sudden attack by Poland. 

DR. EXNER: Did you know of any German intentions of attack 
at. that time? 

JODL: There was no thought or talk of that whatsoever. 

DR. EXNER: Well, I should like to quote one sentence from the 
twelfth session of the Reich Defense Council. It  is on Page 14 of 
Volume I of my document book, Document EC-407, Exhibit GB-247. 
At that meeting Lieutenant Colonel Wagner of the OKH said-who 
was he, by the way? 

JODL: He later became Quartermaster General. 

DR. EXNER: Lieutenant Colonel Wagner said: 
"The outcome of the warn-that is, the last war-"has 
resulted in a completely changed military and political 
situation in the case of a future war, namely the necessity 
for waging it in  one's own country." 



He said that on 14 May 1936. What would you gather from this 
sentence? 

JODL: Of course, one can perhaps s a y . .  . 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, surely i t  is a statement by some- 

body else, and this statement speaks for itself. I t  is not a matter 
that this witness can interpret to us. 

DR. EXNER: Very well. 
/Turning to the defendant.] Now, were you concerned with 

armament in the Truppenamt, and later in the Department for 
National Defense? 

JODL: I personally had nothing at  all to do with armament in 
the real sense. That was a matter for the various branches of the 
Wehrmacht-the Army, the Navy, the Air Force-and it was dealt 
with and handled by their organizational staffs. The Commanders- 
in-Chief discussed these matters with the FYihrer direct. But I hope, 
and I will not deny, that my work in  the General Staff contributed 
to the reconstruction of the German Wehrmacht. 

DR. EXNER: Your diary, 1780-PS, does not contain a word about 
armament, and it seems obvious that at  that time you did not con- 
cern yourself with this problem. What were your thoughts and 
ideas on the question of armament? Were you in favor of it? 

JODL: At that time I was of the same opinion as my superiors; 
and it was characteristic that on the day before the statement was 
made that 36 divisions were to be formed, Blomberg as well as 
Fritsch suggested to the f i h r e r  that only 24 divisions should b e  
formed. They feared a thinning down of the entire army. Perhaps 
they also feared too stormy a foreign policy, based on forces existing 
only on paper. 

DR. EXNER: Please answer a question which appears to be im- 
portant to me: What were the deadlines in connection with the 
armament in 1935? 

JODL: Various stages were provided for. The first deadline set 
was 1942-43. Most ocf the West Wall was to be completed by 1945. 
The Navy's plan of construction ran on to 1944-45. 

DR. EXNER: At that time what did you consider the objective 
of the armament? 

JODL: Since i t  was not possible to achieve general disarmament, 
the objective was to establish military parity between Germany and 
the neighboring countries. 

DR. EXNER: In this colnnection I should l i ke  to refer to a 
document which has already been submitted-the 2-year report 
of General George Marshall. This has already been submitted as 
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Raeder-19. I have a part of it here before m i  a part which I sub- 
mitted under Exhibit AJ-3, (Document Jodl-56) Page 168. Regard- 
ing the problem of rearmament, some sentences seem to hit the 
nail right on the head. 

In the seco,nd paragraph on Page 6, or rather the last sentence 
there, we see: 

"The world does not seriously consider the wishes of the 
weak. Weakness is too great a temptation to the strong, 
particularly to the brutal who scheme for wealth and power." 
Then on the next page there is another sentence: 
"Above all we must, I think, correct the tragic misunder- 
standing that a security policy is a war policy.. ." 
Can you tell us, please, what the ratio of our military strength 

to that of foreign countries was a t  that time? 

JODL: In 1935, when we set up 36 divisions, France, Poland, 
and Czechoslovakia possessed 90 divisions for times of peace, and 
190 divisions for war. We had hardly any heavy artillery, and 
tank construction was in its earliest stages. The conception of 
defensive and offensive armament has been discussed here on 
various occasions. It  would lead us too far afield to go into that 
in detail. But I should like to say only that as far  as  Germany 
was concerned, with her geographical position this conception did 
not apply. The disarmament conference too, after months of dis-
cussion, failed because a proper definition for this conception could 
not be formed. 

DR. EXNER: I should like to quote from an expert, George 
Marshall again, on Page 168 of my document book, from which 
I have just quoted; and again just one sentence. I t  is in the first 
paragraph: "The only effective defense a nation can now maintain 
is the power of attack..  ." 

Now, however, the Prosecution asserts that you should have 
known that such a tremendous rearmament as the German rearma- 
ment could serve only for an aggressive war. Will you comment 
on this, please? 

JODL: I believe this can only be explained as an expression 
of military ignorance. Up to the year 1939 we were, of course, in 
a position to  destroy Poland alone. But we were never, either 
in 1938 or 1939, actually in a position to withstand a concentrated 
attack by these states together. And if we did not collapse already 
in the year 1939 that was due only to the fact that during the 
Polish campaign, the approximately 110 French and British divi-
sions in the West were held completely inactive against the 23 Ger- 
mah divisions. 
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DR. EXNER: But tell us, when did intensive rearmament actu- 
ally begin? 

JODL: Real rearmament was only begun after the war had 
already started. We entered into this world war with some 75 
divisions. Sixty percent of our total able-bodied population had 
not been trained. The peacetime army amounted to perhaps 
400,000 men, as against 800,000 men in 1914. Our supplies of 
ammunition and bombs, as the witness Milch has already testified, 
were ridiculously low. 

DR. EXNER: In that connection I should like to read a diary 
entry of yours, Page 16 of Volume I of my document book, which 
is 1780-PS, USA-72. On 13 December you said: 

"After completion of project for L"-that is the Landesver- 
teidigung, National Defense-"Field Marshal reports on state 
of war potential of Wehrmacht, indicating chief bottleneck is 
inadequate stocks of ammunition for Army-10 to 15 days 
of combat equals 6 weeks' supply." 

JODL: That is right, we had ammunition for 10 to 15 days of 
combat. 

DR. EXNER: Now I shall turn to the question of the occupation 
of the a n e l a n d .  

THE PRESIDENT: Let us break off now. 

[A recess w a s  taken.] 


DR. EXNER: General, when did you first hear of the plans 
to occupy the Rhineland? 

JODL: On 1 or 2 March 1936; that is to say about 6 days 
before the actual occupation. I could not have heard of them any 
earlier because before that the Fiihrer had not yet made the 
decision himself. 

DR. EXNER: Did you and the generals have military objections 
to that occupation? 

JODL: I must confess that we had the uneasy feeling of a, 
gambler whose entire fortune is at stake. 

DR. EXNER: Did you have legal objections? 
JODL: No; I was neither an expert on international law nor 

a politician. Politically speaking i t  had been stated that the agree- 
ment between Czechoslovakia, Russia, and France had made the 
Locarno Pact void, which I accepted as a fact a t  the time. 

DR. EXNER: How strong were our forces in the Rhineland 
after the occupation? 
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JODL: We occupied the Rhineland with approximately one 
division, but only three battalions of that went into the territory 
west of the Rhine; one battalion went to Aachen, one to Trier, and 
one to Saarbriicken. 

DR. EXNER: Three battalions. That is really only a symbolic 
occupation, is i t  not? 

JODL: Yes, and they acted only symbolically. 

DR. EXNER: Did you do anything to avoid a military conflict 
because of that occupation? 

JODL: There were serious reports which came from our military 
attach& in Paris and London at  the time. I could not fail to be 
impressed by them. We suggested to Field Marshal Von Blomberg 
then that perhaps he ought to discuss withdrawing these three 
battalions west of the Rhine 0.n condition that the French would 
withdraw four to five times as many men from their borders. 

DR. EXNER: Was that suggestion ever made? 

JODL: Yes, i t  was made to the Fiihrer, but he turned i t  down. 
He rejected very bluntly General Beck's suggestion that we should 
declare that we would not fortify the area west of the Rhine. That 
was a suggestion of General Beck's, which the Fiihrer turned down 
very bluntly. 

DR. EXNER: Did you think at the time that that action was 
connected with any aggressive intention? 

JODL: No, there could not be any question of aggressive 
intentions. 

DR. EXNER: Why not? 

JODL: I can only say that, considering the situation we were 
in, the French covering army alone could have blown us to pieces. 

DR. EXNER: Do you think that the leading men had aggressive 
intentions then? 

JODL: No, nobody had aggressive intentions; but i t  is of course 
possible that in the brain d the Fiihrer there was already an idea 
that the occupation was a prerequisite for actions to be taken 
later in the East. That is possible; but I do not know, because I 
could not see into the Fiihrer's brain. 

DR. EXNER: But you did not see any outward signs of it? 
JODL: No, none whatsoever. 

DR. EXNER: Did you know of the so-called testament of Hitler 
dated 5 November 1937 which has been presented here? 

JODL: The first time I heard it read was here in Court. 
DR. EXNER: What did you learn about it a t  the time? 
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JODL: Field Marshal Von Blomberg informed Keitel and Keitel 
informed me that there had been a discussion with the Fuhrer. 
When I asked for the minutes I was told that no minutes had 
been taken. I refer to my diary, Document 1780-PS, as proof of 
this. What I was told was not at all sensational and hardly different 
in any way from anything contained in general directives for the 
preparation of a war. I can only assume that Field Marshal Von 
Blomberg at that time kept these things to himself because he  may 
not have believed that they would ever be carried out. 

DR. EXNER: Was there an operational plan against Austria? 
JODL: There was no operational plan against Austria. I state 

that most emphatically. 
DR. EXNER: Now we come to Document C-175, a directive 

which has the Exhibit Number USA-69. I t  is in Volume I; Page 18 
and the following pages. It  is a directive for the unified prepara- 
tion of the armed forces for war of the year 1937. The Prasecution 
quoted Case Otto only from this directive, so that the impresion 
was bound to be created that the whole was a plan for a campaign 
against Austria. Please explain what this directive means. 

JODL: It  was one of those typical standard preparations for 
war, for every conceivable eventuality. Such directives had come 
out every year in Germany ever since there was a General Staff 
and general conscription. These theoretical military studies made 
a distinction between two cases, namely cases of war which because 
of their nature were politically probable or might be probable, 
and cases which were improbable. As  far as the former were con- 
cerned, a plan of operations was to be drafted by the Army and the 
Air Force. For the latter appropriate suggestions only were to be 
brought forward. If the Tribunal would turn to Page 21 of the 
document, there appears at  the end of the page, Part  3, a sentence 
as follows: "The following 'special cases' are to be considered by the 
High Command in general without participation by regional author- 
ities. . ." and among such cases, on Page 22, is the special "Case 
Otto." 

DR. EXNER: On Page 18 of this document is a directive valid 
from 1 July 1937 until, probably, 30 September 1938, that is a 
little more than a year. That, in turn, replaces another similar 
directive which is referred to in the first paragraph, which had 
been drawn up for the same problems previously. Did you par-
ticipate in  discussions on the Austrian case? 

JODL: No, I did not participate in any discussions. 

DR. EXNER: It  is said in the trial brief that on 12 February 
1938 you had been at  Obersalzberg. Keitel has already rectified- 
that. Your entry in the diary under 12 March 1938 is, therefore, 
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based only on an account which you received through Keitel; is 
that right? 

JODL: Yes. I t  is merely a note on a brief account given to 
me b y '  General Keitel about that day, probably related a bit 
colorfully. 

DR. EXNER: But then i t  says, evening of 11February: "General 
Keitel with Generals Von Reichenau and Sperrle at Obersalzberg. 
Schuschnigg and G. Schmidt a re  being subjected to very great 
political and military pressure." In the English and French trans- 
lations i t  says that Schuschnigg and Schmidt are "again subjected 
to very great political and military pressure." This word "again" 
does not appear in  my German original. 

Now, did ,you suggest deceptive maneuvers against Austria? 
That is being held against you. 

JODL: I did not suggest any deceptive maneuvers. The Fiihrer 
ordered them; and I do not think that they are illegal, because 
I believe that in the gambling of world history, in politics and in 
war, false cards have always been played. But the Fiihrer ordered 
i t  and that is stated in the entry in my diary. I supplied military 
information and documents to Canaris as to where our garrisons 
were situated, what maneuvers were taking place. Canaris elabo- 
rated them and then released them in Munich. 

DR. EXNER: What did you think was the purpose o f . .  . 
JODL: I had been told that the purpose was to exert a certain 

amount of pressure so that Schuschnigg, when he  had returned 
home, would adhere to the agreement made at  Obersalzberg. 

DR. EXNER: How long before the actual entry into Austria 
did you know of such intentions? 

JODL: On 10 March in the morning just before 11 o'clock I 
heard of it for the first time. 

DR. EXNER: And the entry took place when? 

JODL: On the 12th. I t  was when General Keitel and General 
Viehbahn, who was then temporarily Chief o,f Armed Forces 

' Operations Staff, were suddenly ordered to the Reich Chancellery 
that I heard of the intention for the first time. 

DR. EXNER: Then did you have a plan made, or what? 

JODL: The Fiihrer surprised them by stating that the question 
involved was the Austrian problem; and then they remembered, 
that there was a General Staff plan called "Otto-." They sent 
for me and for the directive, and learned from me that such a 
directive actually did exist, but that in practice nothing a t  all 
had been prepared. As i t  had only been a theoretical plan and 
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drafted solely in the event of an Austrian restoration, and as 
such a restoration was not expected for the moment, the High 
Command of the Army had virtually done nothing about it. 

DR. EXNER: How did you yourself understand the entire 
Austrian action? 

JODL: It  appeared to me to be a family squabble which Austria 
herself would solve through her domestic politics in a very 
short time. 

DR. EXNER: And what made you think that? 
JODL: My own extensive knowledge of Austria. Through rela- 

tives and acquaintances, through the German-Austrian Alpine Club 
to which I belonged, as one who knew the Austrian mountains, I 
had been in closer contact with Austria than with northern 
Germany, and I knew that in  that country there had been a govern- 
ment against the will of the people for a long time. The peasant 
uprising in Styria was a characteristic example. 

DR. EXNER: Was the march into Austria the carrying out of the 
suggestion, C-175? 

JODL: No, i t  was completely improvised within a few hours 
with the corresponding result. Seventy percent of all the armored 
vehicles and lorries were stranded on the road from Salzburg and 
Passau to Vienna, because the drivers had been taken from their 
recruitment training to be given this task. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, you said just now, didn't you, 
that the Fiihrer told them i t  was the problem of Austria? You 
said that, didn't you? 

JODL: I said that the Fuhrer had informed General Keitel and 
General Viehbahn about that on 10 March, in the morning. He did 
not talk to me, and until that day I had not talked to the f i h r e r  
either. 

THE PRESIDENT: I only wanted to know the date. You said 
i t  was 10 March? 

JODL: Yes, on 10 March, in the morning. 
DR. EXNER: Is i t  correct that only peacetime formations marched 

into the frontier districts, into Austrian territory? 
JODL: Yes; i t  is a fact that only peacetime units which were 

intended for the parade in Vienna actually marched in. All units 
which might have been necessary for a military conflict, say, with 
Czechoslovakia or Italy, were stopped a t  the last moment and did 
not cross the border. 

DR. EXNER: Ammunition columns, for instance? 
JODL: No, everything remained behind. 
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DR. EXNER: Was there any hesitation among the political lead- 

ers a t  the last moment? 


JODL: On 11 March, in the afternoon, I had news from the ~ e i &  
Chancellery that the Wehrmacht was not to move in, but that the 
Police would pass through the Wehrmacht and move in alone. In 
the evening, however, on 11March, a t  2030 hours, the final decision 
reached me, which was that the Wehrmacht was to move in after 
all. I was unable to find out the reason for that hesitation. 

DR. EXNER: So that altogether there was not really an invasion 

by force? 


' 
JODL: No, i t  was a purely peaceful occupation. I t  was charac- 

terized by my suggestion to the chief of the operations department 
of the Army that he  should have bands marching a t  the head of 
the columns and that all drivers should be sure to wear goggles, 
otherwise they might be blinded by the flowers thrown at'them. 

DR. EXNER: What was the significance of the order you signed 
regarding the march into Austria? I t  has been put before you 
under Document Number C-182, Exhibit USA-77. You remember it, 
do you not? 

JODL: Yes, I remember. That is nothing other than the written 
record of something which had previously been ordered orally and 
which was already being carried out. That written order, you see, 
would have come much too late. 

DR. EXNER: And what is the significance of Document C-103, 
Exhibit USA-75, referring to a possible clash with Czech troops or 
Italian troops on Austrian territory? How did you come to that? 

JODL: That was based on an inquiry from the General Staff of 
the Army. They wanted to know, even in  the case of the remotest 
eventuality, how the troops were to comport themselves. I clarified 
the matter over the telephone, through General Schmundt, with the 
Fiihrer, and I then put his decision down in writing, by his order. 

DR. EXNER: And how did the operation come off? 

JODL: I t  came off exactly as expected. There was jubilation 
and a triumphal march, such as  the world probably has seldom 
seen-even though no one likes to acknowledge it today. The 
population came to meet us during the night already; the custom 
barriers were removed, and all the German troops called that march 
just a battle of flowers. 

DR. EXNER: We now turn to the question of Czechoslovakia. 
Did you participate in the conferences on 21 April 1938, and 28 May 
1938, which the Prosecution have described as conspirators' con-
f erences? 
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JODL: I did not participate in any of these conferences. 

DR. EXNER: What type of General Staff work were you carry- 
ing out for "Case Green9'-which is, of course, the Czechoslovakia 
operation? 

JODL: I must refer again to Document C-175, which is on 
Page 17 of the first volume of my document book. In that general 
directive for the unified preparation for war two important cases 
were dealt with, or were to be dealt with: A defensive deployment 
against France if she opened hostilities-"Case Red" and an offen- 
sive deployment-Case Green-against Czechoslovakia. That would 
have been worked out in just the same way, even if we had not 
had an acute conflict with Czechoslovakia, because a war on two 
fronts-which was the problem we always faced-could never be 
conducted or won in any other way than by means of an attack 
against the weaker. This directive, as far as the Case Green is con- 
cerned, had to be drawn up afresh the very moment that Austria 
automatically became a new assembly zone. Thus, on 20 May 1938, 
a new draft was made by me for Case Green which began with 
the customary words: "I do not intend to attack Czechoslovakia by 
military action in the near future without provocation.. ." 

DR. EXNER: Just wait a minute. That quotation is Document 
388-PS, Exhibit USA-26. I t  is the document dated 20 May 1938. 
"I do not intend to attack Czechoslovakia by military action in the 
near future without provocation.. ." Now, please continue. 

JODL: That was 20 May. On the 21st, the day after, a monstrous 
incident occurred. Czechoslovakia not only mobilized but even 
marched up to our borders. The Czechoslovakian Chief of General 
Staff explained this to Toussaint by saying that 12 German divisions 
had been assembled in Saxony. I can only state-and my diary 
entries prove it-that not a single Gennan soldier had been moved. 
N~thing, absolutely nothing had happened., 

DR. EXNER: In this connection I think I ought to draw the 
attention of the Tribunal to a questionnaire-Exhibit AJ-9 (Docu-
ment Jodl-62). It is a questionnaire submitted to General Toussaint 
who at that time was the German military attach6 in Prague. He 
confirms the mobilization of that time. Third volume, 199-Page 201 
of the document, at the bottom, there is the following question: 
"What was the reason for the Czechoslovakian mobilization in 
May 1938?" 

And he answered: 
"It is my personal opinion that the Czechoslovakian Govern- 
ment wished to force her political allies to take up a definite 
position. Krejci, the Czechoslovak Chief of General Staff, 
informed me, as the reason for the mobilization, that he 
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had exact information that 10 to 12 German divisions had 
assembled in the Dresden area, and that he could no longer 
bear the responsibility of not taking countermeasures." 
On the other hand a diary note from Jodl, Volume I, Page 26 

should be mentioned: 
"The Fuhrer's intention not to touch on the Czech problem 
yet is altered by the Czech deployment on 21 May, which 
took place without any German threat and without even any 
apparent cause. Germany's silence thereto would lead to a 
loss of prestige for the Fiihrer, to which he is not willing to 
submit again. Hence the issuing on 30 May of the new 
directive for Case Green." 
[Turning to the defendant.] That is from Jodl's diary, Page 26, 

first volume. Now continue, please. 

JODL: That was the information which I received, partly through 
General Keitel and partly through the then Major Schmundt, 
regarding the impression made on the F'hrer. The result was 
that he personally changed my draft of 20 May and put at  the 
beginning the following words: 

"It is my unalterable decision that Czechoslovakia must be 
destroyed'within a reasonable period of time by military 
action. To decide upon the militarily and politically opportune 
moment is a matter for the political leadership." 
DR. EXNER: These words appear in the Document 388-PS, which 

I have already referred to, which is Exhibit USA-26. It is the order 
of 30 May 1939. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Please tell us briefly what the con- 
tents of these directives were. 

JODL: In that order of 30 May three possibilities were men-
tioned by the Fuhrer as to how a conflict with Czechoslovakia might 
arise: 1) Without particular cause-politically impossible and out 
of the question; 2) after a prolonged period of tension-most un-
desirable, because of the lack of the element of surprise; 3) the 
best solution, after an incident, such as were happening nearly daily 
at that time, and which would justify us morally before the world 
if we decided to intervene. 

Furthermore, there was the command that on the first day the 
A m y  should break through the fortifications in order to clear the 
way for the free operation of the mobile forces, the armored divi- 
sions, so that after 4 days such a situation would be created that 
the military position of Czechoslovakia would become untenable. 

DR. EXNER: Why was the entire directive redrafted in June? 
JODL: The entire directive C-175 was thoroughly revised in 

June. This was done because on 1 October a new mobilization year 



began, and because this directive C-175 was in any case planned to 
be valid only until 30 September 1938. The old directive was, of 
course, still in force imtil 1 October, but became invalid on 1 Oc-
tober through that directive which had been drafted by me on 
24 June, or 18 June. In that directive the Case Green was men- 
tioned in the sense of the Fiihrer's intention-namely, that i t  was 
the immediate aim of his policy that from 1 October 1938-not on, 
but from 1 October 1938-every favorable opportunity was to be 
utilized to solve the problem of Czechoslovakia, but only if France 
did not interfere or march, or Great Britain either. 

I confirm that no date existed in any of the orders for the 
starting of a war against Czechoslovakia. In the directive of 30 May 
the date was left open altogether; and the new instructions, C-175, 
of 18 June stated only from 1 October, on the first favorable 
occasion. 

DR. EXNER: That is on Page 29 of our document book, second 
paragraph: "I have decided, from 1 October.. ." 

JODL: May I perhaps conclude this whole question by saying, in 
~ r d e r  to be explicit, that actually before 14 September, as far as 
the military forces were concerned, nothing happened. 

DR. EXNER: I once again refer to an entry in Jodl's Diary 
Volume I, Page 32. It  is an  extract from Document 1780-PS, Ex- 
hibit USA-72, and is the entry under 14 September 1938: 

"At noon it was announced that the general order for mobili- 
zation had been posted in Czechoslovakia.. . . This, how-
ever, did not take place, although approximately eight age 
groups were called up a t  short notice. As the Sudeten Ger- 
mans are crossing the border en masse, we request at about 
1730 hours, at  the suggestion of the OKH, ~ e ~ a r t m e n t  2, the 

a calling up of the strengthened frontier guard (GAD) along 
the Czech border in military districts VIII, IV, XIII, and XVII. 
The f i h r e r  gives his authorization from Munich." 

THE PRESIDENT: What was it that you were reading from then? 

DR. EXNER: I have read from Page 32 of my document book; 
Volume I, Page 32, and i t  is an  excerpt from Jodl's diary of 14 Sep- 
tember, therefore an entry made in the midst of that critical period. 

lTurning to the defendant.] Just what were these military meas- 
ures which were being introduced? 

JODL: On 13 or 14 September the eight age groups were called 
up in Czechoslovakia. We used the strengthened frontier guard so 
that the many escaping Sudeten Germans could be taken over. 

On 17 September the Fuhrer formed the Freikorps Henlein, 
contrary to the previous agreement and without telling us 
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beforehand. Previously it had been agreed that these Sudeten 
Germans of military age were to join the Reserve Army. 

Around that time the political discussions started. The first one 
at  the Berghof had already taken place. BeneS ordered mobilization 
in Czechoslovakia on 23 September and only now, and in accordance 
with the political discussions, did the military deployment against 
Czechoslovakia commence. 

I had no doubt that i t  was going to be used in the event of 
Czechoslovakia not submitting to any agreement we had made with 
the Western Powers; for the Fuhrer had clearly stated that he  
would negotiate only if France and England did not intervene 
politically or militarily. 

DR. EXNER: You made two more entries in your diary, on 22 
and 26 September, which prove that you were worried a t  the time. 
Statement made by Captain Burckner, in the first volume of my 
document book, on Page 34; again an  excerpt from 1780-PS, dated 
22 September: 

"Captain Burckner, chief of the foreign section, reports that 
according to an intercepted long-distance telephone conver-
sation between Prague and the local Czech Legation Coun- 
sellor, the German Embassy in Prague has just been stormed. 
I am immediately having connection made by telephone and 
wireless with Prague through Colonel Juppe. 
"1050 hours: Biirckner reports that the incident has not been 
confirmed. The Foreign Office has spoken with our Embassy. 
"1055 hours: I establish Liaison with Prague and with TOUS- 
saint. To my question as to how he is getting along, he 
replies, 'Thanks, excellently.' The Commander-in-Chief of the 
Air Forces, who had been informed of the first report. with 
the suggestion that he should think over what measures would 
have to be taken if the Fuhrer should wish for an imme-
diate bombardment of Prague, is informed through Ic about 
the false report which may have had the purpose of pro-
voking us to a military action." 
Then, on 26 September, it says: 
"It is important that false reports do not induce us to mili- 
tary actions before Prague replies." 
The Prosecution have stated that 1 October had long before been 

decided on as the date for aggression. Will you tell me what 
significance that date, 1 October 1938, had for Case Green? 

JODL: I have already said that, I believe. I explained that the 
new mobilization year had started, and that no order contained a 
fixed date for the beginning of the campaign against Czechoslovakia. 

DR. EXNER: Did you believe that the conflict might be localized? 



JODL: I was certainly convinced of that, because I could not 
imagine that the Fuhrer, in the position we were in, would start 
a conflict with France and Britain which had to lead to our imme- 
diate collapse. 

DR. EXNER: And the entries in your diary probably show your 
concern about incidents? 

JODL: Yes. In my diary on 8 September there is reference to 
a conversation with General Stiilpnagel. According to that, Stiilp- 
nagel was a t  the moment very worried lest the Fiihrer should depart 
from his oft-defined attitude' and allow himself to be dragged into 
military action, in spite of the danger of France's intervention. 

According to the entry in my diary I replied that actAally at 
the moment I shared his worries to some extent. 

DR. EXNER: This is an entry which the Tribunal will find on 
Page 26 of the first volume of my document book. Once again it 
is an extract from Document 1780-PS, and it  is the entry of 8 Sep-
tember 1938. 

/Turning to the defendant.] You have already said, have you 
not, what your worries were? Our weakness? 

JODL: It was out of the question with five fighting divisions and 
seven reserve divisions in the western fortifications, which were 
nothing but a large construction site, to hold out against 100 French 
divisions. That was militarily impossible. 

DR. EXNER: On 24 August, in a letter addressed to Schmundt, 
you referred to the importance of an incident for the tasks of the 
Wehrmacht in this case. You have been gravely accused of that, 
and I want you to tell me ,what the significance of that state-
ment is. 

Your Honor, it  is 388-PS, and i t  is on Page 35 of the first volume. 
It is 'an extract from the often quoted Document 388-PS: It is a 
report made at the time of the "X" Order and the preliminary 
measures. 

/Turning to the defendant.] Please, will you state what you 
intended in this work of the General Staff? 

JODL: The fihrer's order of 30 May which I have already ex- 
plained, assuming that it ever came to this action, left no other 
choice than to attack on a previously decided date. This could only 
follow as  the result of an incident, because without provocation the 
operation was out of the question; and it was not to be attempted 
if too long a time had passed. 

The Army, in order to be ready for such a surprise break-through 
of the Czech fortifications, required 4 days of preparation. If noth- 
ing happened after those 4 days, the military preparations could no 
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longer be kept secret and the surprise element would disappear. 
Therefore, nothing else remained but either a spontaneous incident 
in Czechoslovakia, which would then 4 days later have resulted in 
military action, or a date which had to be decided on previously. 
In that case an incident had to happen during those 4 days which 
the Army required for deployment. 

The Fuhrer's demands could, in fact, not bfe solved in any other 
way from the point of view of the General Staff. My letter to Major 
Schmundt was meant to explain that difficult situation to the Fuhrer. 

At  that time incidents occurred every day. May I remind you 
that since the first partial mobilization in Czechoslovakia the Sudeten 
Germans Liable to be called for military service had mostly evaded 
the order. They escaped over the border into Germany, and the 
Czechoslovakian border police shot at  them. Bullets were shot over 
daily into Germany. All together, more than 200,000 Sudeten Ger- 
mans crossed the border in that manner. 

From that point of view the conception of an incident was not 
so mean and criminal as i t  might have been, for instance, if peace- 
ful Switzerland had been involved. If I said, therefore, how keenly 
interested we would be in  such an  incident, that was meant to 
express that if one resorted to military action a t  all-all this is, of 
course, purely theoretical-one might use just such an incident as 
a casus belli. 

DR. EXNER:' And how do you explain this, remark of yours: 
". . . unless the intelligence department is ordered to organize this 
incident in any case"? 

That is at  the end of Page 38 in the second paragraph. I t  is 
an extract from 388-PS. 

JODL: Yes, I had too much knowledge of European military 
history not to know that the question of the first shot-the apparent 
cause of war, not the inner cause of war-has played an important 
part in each war and on each side. 

The responsibility for the outbreak of war is always attributed, 
to the enemy; i t  is not characteristic of Germany alone, but of 
all European nations who have ever been a t  war with one another. 
In the case of Czechoslovakia the deeper cause of the war was 
quite apparent. I need not describe the condition in which 3l/2 mil- 
lion Germans found themselves who were supposed to fight against 
their own people. I myself was able to watch that tragedy in my 
own house. In this case, the deeper cause of the war. was finnly 
established, and Lord Runciman, who came on that mission from 
London, left no doubt about it whatsoever. In such a situation I 
certainly had no moral scruples about exaggerating one of these 
incidents, and, by means of a counteraction in  vigorous reply to the 
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Czech doings and activities, extending and enlarging such an inci- 
dent in order that if the political situation allowed it, and England 
and France did not interfere-as the Fuhrer believed-we might 
find a really obvious reason for taking action. 

DR. EXNER: Gentlemen of the Tribunal, .there is one point to 
which I wish to draw your attention. In my opinion i t  is once 
more a mistake in translation. I refer to the second paragraph from 
the bottom on Page 36. It is the report about the incident. The 
second but last paragraph on Page 36 states: ". . . that Case Green 
may be set in motion as a result of an incident in Czechoslovakia 
which will give Germany provocation (Anlass) for military inter- 
vention." The translation in English of these last words is a "provo- 
cation"; "Anlass" is translated as "provocation." 

THE PRESIDENT: What are you saying? What is the alteration? 

DR.EXNER: I believe that the translation is not correct. I 
am not absolutely certain but I would like to call the Tribunal's 
attention to it. "Anlass" means "pr&textenin French-which as 
far as we know is "pretext." 

THE PRESIDENT: But, Dr. Exner, there is no difference in the 
meaning of the words, whether it is "provocation," or whether 
it is "cause." 

DR. EXNER: "Provocation" sounds a bit more aggressive, does 
it not? I just want to call your attention to it. In the German 
it is "cause" and not "provocation." 

[Turning to the defendant.] Now the Prosecution calls these 
considerations, which we have just talked about, criminal ideas 
and connects them with the supposedly planned murder of the 
German Ambassador in Prague. We are said to have planned 
that murder so as to have a cause for marching into Czechoslovakia. 
What do you have to say to that? 

JODL: This, of course, is grotesque. The example that the 
Fuhrer allegedly mentioned in his talks with Field Marshal Keitel, 
that the German Ambassador had been murdered by the people 
of Prague, was not even known to me. General Keitel did not 
tell me; I only heard of it here. Apart from that, I think i t  is 
useless to go on discussing i t  as we did exactly the opposite. We 
gave the order to General Toussaint to protect the German Embassy 
in Prague and to protect the lives of the people in it, because, in 
fact, a t  one stage i t  had been seriously threatened. 

DR. EXNER: This is proved by Exhibit AJ-9, Document Jodl-62, 
third volume of the document book, Page 200. That again is the 
interrogatory of General Toussaint, who was a military attache 
In Prague at that time. The third question is as  follows: 
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"Is it true or not that in the summer of 1938 you received 
the order to defend the German Embassy at Prague and to 
protect the lives of all the Germans in the Embassy?" 
And his answer is: 
"Yes, it  is true. I remember this order was given to me by 
telephone probably in September 1938. . ."--and so on and 

so fobh. 

Then in Question 4 . .  . 

"It is true that the German Embassy. .." 

THE PRESIDENT: The witness has already said once it was so. 

DR. EXNER: /Turning to the defendant.] Then I shall only 
refer to the testimony of Toussaint. In addition it  has been said 
that the incident had been staged by us. We need not go into 
that in detail. Did the incident really happen? 

JODL: No, there was neither a preparation for the incident, 
, nor was it necessary. Incidents kept multiplying day after day, 

and the solution was a political one and entirely different. 

DR.EXNER: So that this note, which we have often read, 
remained purely theoretical, did it? 

JODL: It was merely work'on paper, an idea, which was not 
really necessary at all. 

But it has already been made clear that as soon as the political 
discussions started I made continuous efforts to prevent the provo- 
cations, apparently desired on the part of the Czechs, from leading 
to any military measures on our part. 

DR. EXNER: Did the signatory powers in Munich a t  the end 
of September know of Germany's military preparations? Did the 
statesmen there know that we were militarily prepared? 

JODL: The Prosecution gave me the distinct impression that 
that had become known only today, and that it was unknown in 
the autumn of 1938 at  Munich. But that is quite impossible. All 
the world knew of the calling up of the eight age groups in Czecho- 
slovakia in September. The whole world knew of the total mobiliza- 
tion on 23 September. A political correspondent of The Times 
wrote an article on 28 September against this Czechoslovakian 
mobilization. Nobody was surprised that immediately after the 
signing of the Munich Pact, on 1 October, we marched into. .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner .. . 

DR. EXNER: Well, that ends this subject. 

Is it true that in August 1938 you prepared a new operational 


plan of which you had already spoken on 7 July? A new plan 
based on the previous one? 
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JODL: Yes. Already before the solution brought about by the 
Munich Pad,  I, on my own initiative, drew up a secret operational 
plan for the protection of all the German borders. It was so 
arranged that the borders only were to be protected while the 
bulk of the Army was to be kept in reserve in the center of 
Germany. That complete plan was available here during my inter- 
rogation. It is now no longer contained in Document 388-PS, but 
there is a reference made to it. 

DR. EXNER: On Page 40, Volume I of our document book, I 
again read an extract from 388-PS. At the very end the follow- 
ing is stated: 

".. . after the conclusion of Green, it must be made possible 
to put a provisional deployment into action soon." 
And then: 
".. .first the Wehrmacht will guarantee the protection of the 
German frontiers, including those of the newly acquired 
lands, while the bulk of the Army and of the Air Force 
will remain at our disposal. Such a future 'frontier pro-
tection' deployment should be executed separately on the 
various fronts." 
Why did you prepare this "frontier protection" deployment? 

What was the cause of it? 

JODL: The reason was that once the necessity for an o2eration 
against Czechoslovakia had become superfluous, through the 
problem being solved in some way, we would no ionger have had 
any deployment plan at all. And as no other intention of the Fiihrer 
was known to me, I on my own initiative drew up a plan for this 
operation which would be suitable for any eventuality. 

DR. EXNER: Did you know anything about the intentions of 
the Fiihrer, after the Munich Agreement, to go even further and 
occupy Bohemia and Moravia? 

JODL: No, I had no idea of that. I knew of his speech of 
26 September where he said: "Now we are facing the last problem 
to be solved." 

I believed in that assurance, and this is proved by the fact 
that during those days-it was .about 10 or 11 September-I sug-
gested to Field Marshal Keitel, then G-.neral Keitel, that he should 
ask the British Delegation, whose arrival had been announced, to 
come to Iglau in Moravia, because many Germans who were 
living there had been threatened by armed Czechoslovakian 
Communists. This of course was a suggestion which I would 
never have made if I had had any idea that the Fiihrer nourished 
any further intentions concerning Bohemia and Moravia. 
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DR. EXNER: These further intentions of the Fuhrer were 
recorded on 21 October 1938 in a directive. Did you know about 
that in the OKW, or what was the  position? 

JODL: No, I did not know about it. I did not see it. I only 
saw it here in this courtroom during my preliminary interrogation. 

DR. EXNER: Then were you transferred to .  . . 
JODL: I was transferred to Vienna as Artillery Commander 

of the 44th Division stationed there. 
DR. EXNER: That was the end of October, was it not? 

' JODL: The end of October. 
DR. EXNER: How did you imagine further military develop- 

ments would be? But, of course, you have already answered that. 

JODL: Actually, I expected an easing of the political tension 
and a period of peace. I can certainly say that. 

DR. EXNER: And what happened to you then? 

JODL: As I knew of no other plans, I transferred my home 
to Vienna taking all my furniture with me. Naturally I would 
never have done that if I had had the faintest idea that war was 
pending, because I knew that in the event of war I was to become 
the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff and so would 
have to return to Berlin. I asked General Keitel to help me to 
become the Commander of the 4th Mountain Division in Reichen- 
hall, from 1 October 1939, a request which again it would never 
have entered my mind to make if I had any idea of what was 
going to come. 

DR. EXNER: Did you as Artillery Commander in Vienna remain 
in contact with the OKW? 

JODL: No, hardly at  all. I had no connections with the OKW. 
I received no military documents from the OKW during all that 
period. 

DR. EXNER: And who informed you then about the situation 
during that time? 

JODL: Nobody. During that time I knew no more about what 
was going on or what was intended than any Lieutenant in my 
artillery. 

DR. EXNER: Did you have private correspondence with Keitel? 
JODL: I received one letter from General Keitel. It  was, I 

think, at  the end of July 1939. He personally gave me the good 
news that quite probably I would become Commander of the 4th 
Mountain Division in Reichenhall on 1 October, and that General 
Von Sodenstern would become Chief of the Armed Forces Opera- 
tions Staff, now on peacetime footing, on 1 October. 
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DR. EXNER: Did you help to draw up the plan for the occupa- 
tion of the remaining parts of Czechoslovakia? 

JODL: No, I did not. During this occupation I remained in 
Vienna for the time being and temporarily became Chief of Staff 
of the 18th Army Corps a t  Vienna. Then, later on, I was trans- 
ferred to Briinn in Czechoslovakia together with the entire 
44th Division. 

DR. EXNER: When did you hear about the whole thing? 

JODL: It  was through the orders of my divisional staff that 
I heard of that operation in March of 1939, some 2 or 3 days 
beforehand. 

DR. EXNER: Was this move into Czechoslovakia the carrying 
out of Case Green which you had originally drafted? 

JODL: No; it had no longer anything to do with that. There 
were completely different troop units, and not even half of the 
troops provided for in 1938 were actually used for the march into 
Czechoslovakia in 1939. 

DR. EXNE.R: Now, during that period when you were in Vienna 
there was a conference with the Fiihrer o'n 23 May 1939, which has 
often been mentioned here, concerning the disregarding of neu-
trality, et cetera. I t  has often been stated that Warlimont was 
present there as your representative. What was the position? Was 
he your representative? 

JODL: With great persistence i t  has been said again and again 
that General Warlimont took part in the conference as  the $repre-
sentative of Jodl, or even, it was once said, as his assistant. There 
is no question of that. He was my successor but not my repre- 
sentative. And even if it is repeated again and again, i t  still dbes 
not make it true. He was my successor. 

DR. EXNER: You had left the OKW, had you not? 

JODL: Yes, I had completely left the OKW. The fact that quite 
accidentally Warlimmt became my deputy later on has nothing 
whatsoever to do with the events of May 1939. 

DR. EXNER: When did you hear for the first time of this meet- 
ing in May 1939? 

JODL: Here in Nuremberg in 1946. 

DR.EXNER: Did you have any contact with Party leaders 
meanwhile, or with Austrian National Socialists? 

JODL: No, not at all; with nobody. 

DR. EXNER: Or with these defendants here? 
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JODL: No, not with them either. 

DR. EXNER-: Once during that time the Fiihrer went to Vienna 
with Keitel. I think they were there 2 days or so. Did you have 
to report to him on that occasion? 

JODL: Yes, coming from Prague he  visited Vienna quite unob- 
trusively, and on that occasion I spoke a few words to General 
Keitel, but I did not talk to the Fiihrer. 

DR.EXNER: You were not presented to him? 

JODL: No. 

DREXNER: What was your war appointment to be? 

JODL: As I have already said, in the wen t  of a war I was to 
'become Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff. 

DR. EXNER: What about your private personal plans for that 
summer? 

JODL: For that summer I already had tickets for a cruise in 
the eastern Mediterranean on 23 September 1939. 

DR. EXNER: On 23 September 1939 the voyage.. . 

JODL: The voyage was to  start a t  Hamburg; I had already 
paid for the tickets. 

DR. EXNER: When did you buy the tickets? Do you remember? 

JODL: I bought them about the second half of July. -
DR. EXNER: When did you return to Berlin? 

JODL: I am not absolutely certain about the exact date, but 
I imagine that i t  was on 23 or 24 August-according to  a telegram 
which reached me unexpectedly in  Briinn. 

' DR. EXNER: If you had not received that telegram, when would 
you have had to  go to Berlin? 

JODL: In case of a general mobilization I would have had to 
go to Berlin anyway. 

DR. EXNER: And did 'you now have to report to the Fuhrer 
in  Berlin? 

JODL: No, I did not report to him, either. I only reported, of 
course, to General Keitel and to the Chief of the General Staff 
of the Army and the Air Force and to the Commander-in-Chief 
of the Navy. 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, I have now completed that subject, 
and I thought that this would be a convenient time to adjourn. 

THE PRESIDENT: Can you tell us how long you are likely 
to be? 
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DR.EXNER: I very much hope--certainly it will be in  the 
course of tomorrow morning; but shall we say until noon? 

DR. GUSTAV STEINBAUER (Counsel for Defendant Seyss-
Inquart): Mr. President, as Counsel for Dr. Seyss-Inquart, I have 
to ask on behalf of my client that h e  may be permitted to be 
absent from the session for 2 days, to prepare his defense. 

THE PRESIDENT: Certainly. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 5 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 



ONE HUNDRED 

AND FORTY-SEVENTH DAY 


Wednesday, 5 June 1946 

Morning Session 

[The  Defendant Jodl resumed the stand.] 

THE MARSHAL: If i t  please the ~ h b u n a l ,  the report is made 
that Defendant Seyss-Inquart is absent. 

PROFESSOR DR. HERBERT KRAUS (Counsel for Defendant 
Schacht): Mr. President, in agreement with the Prosecution I ask 
permistion to submit a memorandum by Hitler, concerning the Four 
Year Plan of 1936. It is a certified copy, certified by a British 
officer in Dustbin Camp. I have numbered i t  Exhibit Schacht-48. 
In the afternoon session of 1 May my friend Dr. Dix referred to 
this memorandum, which could not at  that time be incorporated 
into the record. Dr. Schacht then quoted a few passages from this 
memorandum. The President stated that we could submit the 
memorandum at  a later date on condition, of course, that the Prose- 
cution agreed. The Prosecution has acquiesced and I therefore 
trust that I may now be permitted to submit it. 

Furthermore I am handing in a number of English translations. 
I regret I have not yet been able to have translations made in the 
other languages, and I ask permission to supply those translations 
later on. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Kraus, until the other translations are 
actually made, the documents will not become part of the record. 

DR. KRAUS: No. The English translations are available, and the 
others are not yet ready. May I submit them later? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, certainly. And they will then become 
part of the record. 

DR. KRAUS: Yes, as a supplement to the document book. 

DR. EXNER: Generaloberst, you told us yesterday that you were 
the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff during the war and 
that your main task consisted in the preparation of military opera- 
tional plans. That is correct, is it not? 

JODL: That is correct. 

DR. EXNER: Then, where did you get the plans? Who decided 
what plans you had to make? 
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JODL: It  was the same a in any other military staff. The Com- 
mander-in-Chief-in this case the Fuhrer personally-received data 
for the decisions to be made: maps, strength returns of both our 
own and enemy forces, and information about the enemy. He then 
made his own decisions, and thereupon I would set my general staff 
to work, giving these decisions the military form necessary for the 
entire machinery of the Wehnnacht. 

DR. EXNER: Now, in the course of these tasks and studies you 
also had to work on operations which were never actually car-
ried out? 

JODL: I have prepared a great number of such operations. Of 
the total number of operations for which I prepared orders and 
instructions there was only one which I definitely knew would be 
carried out; that was lhe operation against Yugoslavia. In the case 
of all the other operational plans, the decision as to whether it would 
be carried out or not remained undecided for a long time. 

As an example of operational plans which had been drafted in 
every detail but which were never carried out, I mention the 
invasion of England, the march into Spain, the seizure of Gibraltar, 
the seizure of Malta, the capture of the Fischer Peninsula near 
Petsamo, and a winter attack on Kandalakscha on the Murmansk 
Railway. 

DR. EXNER: Then, did these tasks of yours cover all the theaters 
of the war? 

JODL: At the beginning of the war the work of my general staff 
did not apply to theaters of war a t  all, but the Fuhrer's instruc- 
tions went only to the branches of the Wehrmacht-that is to the 
Army, the Navy and the Air Force; and it was only in the Nor- 
wegian campaign that circumstances developed for the first time 
so that the Armed Forces Operations Staff was made responsible 
for a theater of war. And this condition changed completely when 
in the beginning of 1942 the Fuhrer himself assumed supreme com- 
mand in the Army. Kesselring has already been asked about this, 
but did not answer. However, i t  stands to reason that the Fiihrer, 
as Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces, could not issue 
orders through Jodl to himself in his capacity of Cornrnander-in-
Chief of the Army and then have them carried out through General- 
oberst Zeitzler. Consequently a separation came about. From that 
moment on he, with the General Staff of the Army, directed the 
entire Eastern Front, while the Armed Forces Operations Staff 
became responsible for the general staff work of all the other 
theaters of war. 

DR. EXNER: Now, the witness Field Marshal Paulus stated 
before the Tribunal that the OKW was responsible for the order 
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to hold Stalingrad; and, as a matter of fact, both Keitel and Jodl 
have been repeatedly accused by the foreign press of having given 
that disastrous order. Is that true? 

JODL: No, that is not true. The witness, for whom I feel the 
deepest sympathy and with whom I have worked in the most com- 
radely fashion possible, could not have known anything at all about 
it. The facts are as follows: The moment danger threatened, the 
decision that Stalingrad must be held was made by the Fiihrer 
during a private conversation with Generaloberst Zeitzler and con- 
trary to the latter's advice. Zeitzler told me so himself on his return 
from this interview. At a later stage, when blizzards were already 
raging across the steppes of the Don, the question of a break-through 
by the Stalingrad garrison was discussed again. Field Marshal 
Keitel, Generaloberst Zeitzler, and I were present on this occasion. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, I do not quite see bow that is rele-
vant, although Field Marshal Paulus may have said something about 
it. I mean, he may have given some evidence o n  the fighting at 
Stalingrad, and he undoubtedly did; but I do not see how it  bears 
upon the case before us, or how it bears upon the case for Jodl. 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, this has already settled the matter. 
It  was necessary to clear up Field Marshal Paulus' error. But this 
has already settled the matter. 

[Turning  t o  t h e  defendant .]  We now come to the time when 
you were recalled from Vienna to Berlin in 1939. What state of 
affairs did you find in Berlin on your arrival? 

JODL: I found a completely incomprehensible state of affairs in 
Berlin-at least i t  was incomprehensible to me. Nobody knew what 
was really 'true or what was bluff. The pact with Russia sustained 
all our hopes for the preservation of peace, hopes which were im- 
mensely increased and strengthened by the surprise cancellation of 
the attack ordered for 26' August. None of the soldiers to whom I 
spoke expected a war with the Western Powers at  that time. Noth-
ing had been prepared except thse operations for the attack on 
Poland. 

There was only a defensive deployment of troops on the West 
Wall. The forces stationed there were so weak that we could not 
even man all the pillboxes. T"ne actual efforts for the preservation 
of peace, however, efforts I have heard about here from the Reich 
Marshal, the name of Dahlerus-all these negotiations remained 
unknown to me insofar as they were not published in the press. 
But there is one thing I can say in conclusion. When the declaration 
of war was received from England and France i t  was like a blow 
from a cudgel for us soldiers who had fought in the first World 
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War. And I heard in confidence from General Stapf-today the 
matter is no longer confidential-that the Reich Marshal reacted 
in exactly the same way. 

DR. EXNER: Do you know when Poland mobilized? 

JODL: That I cannot say. I only know that at  the moment when 
I arrived in Berlin and was being informed by General Von Stulp- 
nagel for the very first time about the situation and our own 
strength, a Polish deployment was already i n  progress along the 
frontier, as well as the German one. 

DR. EXNER: That in itself already answers the accusation 
brought against you in  the trial brief, namely "planning against 
Poland." 

Had you prepared a plan against Poland? 

JODL: No. Not by a single stroke of the pen did I participate 
in the preparations for the Polish war. 

DR. EXNER: Then I am right in saying, to sum up, that when 
you left Berlin there was not yet ? plan of operations against 
Poland? 

JODL: No. 

DR. EXNER: And when you returned to Berlin the plan was 
ready? 

JODL: Yes. The plan of attack was completely worked out. . 

DR. EXNER: Did you hear the Fiihrer's speech of 22 August 1939 
which has been so often quoted here? 

JODL: No; on that day I was still in Vienna. 

DR. EXNER: When did you hear of that speech? 

JODL: For the first time here in Nuremberg. 

DR. EXNER: Do you remember the meeting in the Fiihrer's 
special train on 9 September 1939, described here by General 
Lahousen? Can you remember that? 

JODL: Yes, I remember that meeting perfectly. 

DR. EXNER: What was the subject of ckversation during that 
meeting while you were on the Fuhrer's train? 

JODL: I met the Fuhrer in the so-called command car, in the 
chartroom, where Field Marshal Keitel, Canaris, and Lahousen 
were; and then Canaris made a brief report on the information he  
had received from the West and expressed the opinion that a 
French attack' in the Saarbficken sector was imminent. The Fiihrer 
contradicted this, and so did I. Apart from that nothing else was 
discussed. 
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DR. EXNER: Then Lahousen's statement is correct that you were 
only present during that particular part of the discussion? 

JODL: As far as I am concerned I have not a word of objection 
to raise against Lahousen's statement. Absolutely correct. 

DR. EXNER: Frequent mention has been made during this Trial 
of the artillery and air bombardment of Warsaw. Did you par-
ticipate in the giving of the orders for this? 

JODL: Yes, I participated insofar as the Commander-in-Chief 
of the Army had applied to the Fiihrer for permission for the artil- 
lery to bombard Warsaw as soon as the deployment of artillery 
units had been completed. The Fiihrer refused this. He said, "What 
is happening here because of the Poles is madness." He ordered 
me to draft new leaflets-which I did personally and imrnediately- 
and have them dropped again over the city of Warsaw. I t  was only 
when this renewed demand to cease the hopeless resistance had 
proved absolutely unsuccessful that he  sanctioned artillery bom- 
bardment and air attacks on the fortress of Warsaw-and I empha- 
size the word "fortress." 

DR. EXNER: When issuin; orders, did you have anything to do 
with the co-ordination of German and Soviet Russian operations? 

JODL: Yes. When we were still 3 days' march away from the 
Vistula, I was informed to my great surprise-by, I believe, the 
representative of the Foreign Office-while I was entering the 
Fiihrer's headquarters, that Soviet Russia would occupy the Polish 
territories. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, if it is convenient to you, I think 
you might speak a little faster. 

JODL: . . . that the Polish territories east of an  agreed demar- 
cation line would be occupied by Soviet Russian troops at  the 
appointed time. When we were approaching this agreed demarcation 
line, which was shown to me on a map-the Line was the East Prus- 
sian Lithuanian border, Narew, Vistula, San-I telephoned to our 
military attache in Moscow and informed him that we could prob- 
ably reach individual points of this demarcation line in the course 
of the following day. Shortly afterwards I was informed over the 
telephone that the Russian divisions were not yet ready. 

When, the day after the next, we reached the demarcation line 
and had to cross it in pursuit of the Poles, I once again received 
news from Moscow, at  0200 hours, that the Soviet Russian divisions 
would take up their position along the entire front at  0400 hours. 
This maneuver was punctually carried out, and I then drafted an 
order to our German troops that wherever they had contacted the 
troops of the Soviet Union, and in agreement with them, they were 
to withdraw behind the demarcation line. 
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DR. EXNER: Do you know on what day all this happened? 

JODL: I cannot tell you exactly when the troops reached the 
line, but I would say i t  was about 14 or 15 September. 

DR. EXNER: We shall now deal with aggressive wars against 
the neutral countries. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, now all that the defendant has 
just been telling us seems to be to me a simple waste of our time, 
with absolutely no relevance to this case a t  all; and why you let 
him do it, I do not know. 

DR. EXNER: You have been accused of having used your per- 
sonal influence and your close relations with the FYihrer to attack 
a whole series of neutral countries. Tell me, is that true? 

JODL: No, i t  is untrue. I remember that a witness here spoke 
of a sinister influence, of a key position of a sinister kind-at any 
rate, something sinister. But my influence on the Fiihrer was un-
fortunately not in the least as great as i t  might, or  perhaps even 
ought to have been in view of the position I held. The reason lay 
in the powerful personality of this dsspot who never suffered ad- 
visers gladly. 

DR. EXNER: When did you first hear of a plan for a possible 
occupation of Norway? 

JODL: The Fiihrer first spoke to me--I think it was in rnid- 
November 1939-at any rate, a fairly long time after Grossadmiral 
Raeder had first spoken to him. At that first conference, which I 
believe took place on 10 October, I had not yet heard of anything 
nor did the Fiihrer give me any information. But in  the middle of 
November he spoke to me about it. I first learned the details during 
the oral report made by the Commander-in-Chief of the Navy, 
which took place on 12 November and a t  which I was present. 

DR. EXNER: In this connection I would draw your attention to 
Document C-64, Exhibit GB-86, Page 46 of the document book. But 
I do not need to read it aloud. Volume I, Page 46. 

What was the Fiihrer's point of view? 

JODL: The general attitude of the Fiihrer at  that time was-it 
is also established in writing: "I am not a t  all interested in extend- 
ing the theaters of war, but if the danger of an occupation of Nor- 
way by England really exists and if that is true, then the situation 
would be quite different." 

DR. EXNER: Was anything ordered at  that time? 

JODL: Nothing was ordered at  that time, but he merely in- 
structed me to think this problem over generally. The preliminary 
work, as has been proved by documents, began on 27 January 1940. 
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DR. EXNER: That may be seen from Document C-63, Exhibit 
GB-87. 

Were you at that time of the opinion that the assurance given 
by Hitler in December and October 1939 that Norwegian neutrality 
would be respected-were you of the opinion that this assurance 'was 
given for the purpose of lulling Norway into a state of security, as 
has been alleged by the Prosecution? 

JODL: That allegation can be definitely refuted, and by means 
of a few dates which I shall now enumerate. These assurances, these 
political assurances, were given by the Fuhrer-or by the Reich 
Government, I do not know which-on 2 September and 6 October. 
On 9 Oztober the Fiihrer read and signed the famous memorandum 
known as Document L-52. I do not know whether the Tribunal is 
aware of the fact that it is a personal memorandum by the Fiihrer. 

DR. EXNER: That is Document L-52, Exhibit USA-540. It is 
printed on Page 48, Volume I, of my document book. 

In this memorandum-for whom was the memorandum pre-
pared? 

JODL: This memorandum, as I think is obvious from the docu- 
ment, went out to the three Commanders-in-Chief and to the Chief 
of the High Command of the Armed Forces. It was dictated word 
for word by the Fuhrer himself and was completed in 2 night.. 

DR. EXNER: I shall read Paragraph 2, printed on Page 48 of 
my document book: 

"The Nordic States. 
"Their neutrality, provided no completely unforeseen circum- . 
stances arise, may be assumed also for the future. The con- 
tinuation of German trade with these countries appears 
possible, even if the war is of long duration." 

JODL: It is quite out of the question that the Fuhrer, in this 
extremely secret memorandum, could have mentioned anythmg but 
his true purpose at that particular time. That, however, is all the 
more comprehensible since it was not until 1 day later, namely 
10 October, that Grossadmiral Raeder first mentioned these fears 
to the Fuhrer. 

DR. EXNER: Was the occupation of Norway a very weighty 
decision for the leadership? 

JODL: It was a terribly weighty decision. To put it shortly-it 
meant gambling with the entire German fleet. The result of it was 
that we had to defend a coastline of over 3,000 kilometers, and that 
meant that nearly 300,000 men were lying idle there. The decision, 
therefore, depended on really reliable information that Norway was 
threatened by actual danger. That is the reason why no definite 
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date was fixed for this operation "Weseriibung," and the reason why 
I at  a later date suggested that the forces for the Norway operation, 
in case it became necessary, and for an attack in the West, should 
be completely separate from each other. 

DR. EXNER: What were the reasons why the occupation had to 
be prepared in every detail? 

JODL: The reasons are quite openly and definitely stated in the 
order of 1 March 1940 which is Document C-174.. . 

DR. EXNER: That is Exhibit GB-89. 

JODL.: Yes; we had to be prepared in any case. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is that Document 174-PS, or what? 
DR. EXNER: It  is not printed in my document book. I t  refers 

to a document which the British Prosecution has submitted under 
Exhibit GB-89. 

THE PRESIDENT: But 174 must mean something, must i t  not? 
The document said Document 174. 

DR. EXNER: Document C-174. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, i t  is C-174. 

THE PRESIDENT: C-174. Very well. 
MR. ROBERTS: And i t  was put in by Mr. Elwyn Jones, in Docu- 

ment Book 3. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

DR. EXNER: Now, you say in your diary that the Fiihrer was 
searching for a justification. The meaning has already been 
explained here; but you yourself should know best what the mean- 
ing is, since you wrote i t  yourself. What does i t  mean? 

JODL: The Fuhrer said in those days, when I wrote it-not in 
a diary, but in my notebook, my memorandum book-he said: 
"To carry out a decision of this kind I need absolutely reliable 
information with which I can really justify this decision before 
the world and prove that it was necessary. I cannot tell, I only 
heard the following from Herr Quisling.. ." And for this reason 
he  kept the Intelligence Service in particular very busy at  this 
time, in order to get even more precise information for the Fuhrer 
about these many reports which we received.. . 

DR. EXNER: Now, Grossadrniral Raeder has explained the facts 
from which England's plans could be deduced. Have you anything 
to add to that, or is the question settled? 

JODL: On the whole, Grossadrniral Raeder has already submit- 
ted all the information. There is one thing which remains in my 
memory and which is also written in my notebook. That is the 
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special insistence, quite openly advocated in the French press, 
that under all circumstances Germany must be cut off from the 
Swedish ore supplies. Then came the mine-laying in Norwegian 
territorial waters; and then came the Altmark case which, accord- 
ing to my study of international law, was a flagrant breach of the 
agreement ruling the rights and duties of neutral states in naval 
warfare, and Articles 1 and 2 . . . 

DR. EXNER: Regarding the first two points which the witness 
has mentioned, I should like to draw attention to Document 
1809-PS-that is, his diary, Exhibit GB-88, Page 53 of Volume I 
of my collection. There is a n  entry on 10 March: 

"The news about the Finnish-Russian negotiations is very 
gratifying from a political p d n t  of view. The French press 
is furious about it, because i t  considers i t  necessary to  cut 
Germany off from Swedish ore." 

And then the entry of 25 March: 
"The English have begun to molest or to fire on our mer-
chantmen in Danish and Norwegian territorial waters." 
Now, please tell us  what gave rise to the decision to attack? 

JODL: The Fiihrer's final decision was made on 2 April and 
was made on the basis of two pieces of information. First, the 
reports from the Navy regarding repeated firing on German 
merchant ships both in Norwegian and Danish territorial waters. 
Second, a report from Canaris that British troops and transports 
were lying in a state of readiness in the northern part of the 
English east coast. 

DR. EXNER: What would have been the consequences for us 
if England had got there first? 

JODL: As to that I can refer to Grossadmiral Raeder's testi- 
mony, and can only say that once Norway was in British hands 
the war would have been half lost for us. We would have been 
strategically encircled on the northern flank and because of the 
weakness of our fleet we would have been incapalble of ever rec- 
tifying this again. 

DR. EXNER: Was indisputable proof found later that the 
British plan really existed? 

JODL: We captured the entire records of the British brigade 
which landed in N a m  and in other places. We surprised and 
captured the British war correspondent Romilly in Narvik, where 
he expected anything rather than the arrival of German ships, 
otherwise he could have escaped capture. To the question what 
he wanted ta  report about the war in peaceful Narvik he could 
not give us any information at  all. 
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Later on we captured all the records of the French General 
Staff, a part of which have already been presented by Admiral 
Raeder's counsel. Particularly instructive, and of great interest 
to me, were the diaries carried by the English officers and some 
of the noncommissioned officers whom we captured in Norway. 
At least they proved one thing, namely, that all these troops had 
already been embarked and had been put ashore again the moment 
our German fleet advanced towards Norway. 

DR. EXNER: I should like to refer again to two entries in the 
diary, Page 54, Volume I of my document bmk, the entry of 
24 April and the entry of 26 April. There it says: 

"Major Soltmann reports on the interrogation of the English- 
men and submits additional important documents, among * 
them the secret Army list. At  noon the first prisoners 
arrived in Berlin. They are being interrogated in the 
Alexander Barracks and confirm the authenticity of the 
orders. All the material is being handed over t o  the Foreign 
Office." 
In conclusion, I also draw your attention again to Soltmann's 

interrogato'ry It is Document AJ, Number 4, Exhibit Jodl-57, w'hich 
I now present; Page 173 of Volume 11. I need not read i t  aloud; I 
merely draw your attention to Soltmann's answers to questions 
4 and 5. 

Now, one last question about this Norwegian affair. The English 
representative of the Prosecution has said that this shows how 
honorable the soldiers were who attacked Norway and then made 
use of lies and excuses. What do you say about this? 

JODL: The Prosecution has thereby placed a purely opera-
tional problem on the level of soldierly or  human honor. Until 
now that has never been the custom in  this wo~rld. I can only 
say that I neither attacked Norwegians, nor did I resort to  lies 
or excuses. But I did use all my strength to contribute t o  the 
success of an  operation which I considered abmlutely necessary 
in order to forestall a similar action on the part of the English. 
If the seals of the archives are ever broken, the rightness of my 
attitude will then be clearly shown. But even if it were wrong, 
the honesty of my own subjective opinion at  that time cannot for 
that reason be changed in any way. 

. DR.EXNER: We will now talk about the war in the West. 
After the end of the Polish campaign, was there already an opera- 
tional plan for attacks in the West? 

JODL: No. To begin with, there was no plan of attack in the 
West; but, on the contrary, there was, particularly in the Army, 
a widespread opinion that the war would die a natural death 
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if only we kept quiet in the West. That went so far that the Com- 
mander-in-Chief of the Army transformed even mobile infantry 
divisions into fortress divisions, and took away all their mobile 
equipment from them. 

DR. EXNEX: Did you already know during thelPolish campaign 
what the Fiihrer's intentions were concerning the West? 

JODL: The Fiihrer himself had his doubts during the Polish 
campaign. He too could find no plausible explanation for the 
complete inactivity of the French and English forces in France, 
who only staged a kind of a sham war with the help of their war 
communiques. In reality not a single shot was fired at the front. 
But by the end of September, if I remember rightly, the Fiihrer 
did realize that once England enters a war she fights i t  out to the 
bitter end. 

DR. EXNER: As an officer of the General Staff you should be 
able to answer the following questions better than anybody else. 
Could we, from a purely strategical viewpoint, have remained 
purely on the defensive as far as the West was concerned? 

JODL: I shall be very brief since such problems are not directly 
connected with the Trial. I will only say that i t  would have been 
the greatest possible error of strategy, because the superiority we 
possessed at that time would necessarily have diminished in pro- 
portion to our delay in making aggressive use of it; for England 
was continually bringing further divisions over to France, just as 
the French were from their colonial empire. 

I believe I need say no more' about that. 

DR. EXNER: I draw your attention to Document C-62, Exhibit 
GB-106, Volume I of my document book, Page 56. I need not, 
however, read it aloud. It is a directive for the conduct of the 
war, and contains the basic ideas which we have already heard 
expressed. 

JODL: One thing more is perhaps important. The Fiihrer took 
such a serious view of this danger, that we might not maintain 
our superiority in the long run, that he actually wanted to attack 
in the winter, although all soldiers without exception advised him 
against it. 

DR. EXNER: Here attention might be drawn to our document, 
Volume I, Pages 48 and 49. I t  is a memorandum of the Fiihrer on 
the conduct of the war in the West, from which Jodl has already 
quoted Document L52, Exhibit USA-540. A detailedl justification 
of this is on Page 49 of my document book. 

Why then was France not attacked without violating the 
neutrality of Holland, Luxembourg, and Belgium? 



JODL: It was no trifle for the Fiihrer to create new enemies 
possessing a strength of 500,000 men, which the Dutch and Belgian 
forces represented. It resulted in our having to make the attack 
in the West with actually inferior forces, namely, with 110 divisions 
against approximately 135 of the enemy. No military commander 
would do that except in an emergency. 

DR. EXNER: Now, what were the reasons? 

JODL: We were not in a position to break through the Maginot 
Line at its strongest points, which would then have remained 
uncaptured-namely, between the Rhine and the Luxembourg 
border, or the Upper Rhine where the Vosges mountains were an 
additional obstacle in breaking through this West Wall a t  these 
points, this Maginot Line. For this purpose heavy artillery was 
lacking. But that was not a moral reason; it was, in fact, rather 
an unmoral one. 

The great danger lay in the fact that so protracted an attack 
on the fortifications exposed us to an attack in the rear by the 
combined English and French mobile forces thrusting through 
Belgium and Holland; and they were north of Lille with their 
engines already running, one might say, for this very task. And 
the decisive factor was that owing to the many reports which 
reached us, the Fiihrer and we ourselves, the soldiers, were 
definitely under the impression that the neutrality of Belgium and 
Holland was really only pretended and deceptive. 

DR.EXNER: How did you arrive at that conclusion? 

JODL: Individually the reports are not of great interest. There 
was, however, an endless number of reports from Canaris. They 
were supplemented and confirmed by letters from the Duce, 
Mussolini. But what was absolutely proved and completely certain, 
which I could see for myself on the maps every day, were the 
nightly flights to and fro of the Royal Air Force, completely 
unconcerned about neutral Dutch and Belgian territory. This 
necessarily strengthened the conviction in us that even if the two 
countries wished to-and perhaps in the beginning they did so wbh 
--they could not possibly remain neutral in the long run. 

DR. EXNER: What danger would the occupation of Belgium 
and Holland by the English and French have meant to us? 

JODL: Those dangers were quite clearly indicated by the Fiihrer, 
first, in his memorandum, Document L 5 2 ,  which has been re-
peatedly quoted. There, on Page 48 of the document book, in the 
last paragraph of the page, is a reference to the enormous impor- 
tance of the Ruhr--of which, incidentally, there seems to be quite 
sufficient evidence even today. 
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In his address of 23 November 1939 to the Commanders-in-
Chief-Document 789-PS, or Exhibit USA-23-he describes once 
more, on Page 59, Volume I of the document book, precisely how 
that danger would be for the Ruhr district if one day British 
and French forces were to appear by surprise in that region. He 
referred to it there as the "Achilles' heel," and that is just what 
it was for German war strategy. 

DR. EXNER: And he said there, on Page 59 of our document 
book: 

"We have an Achilles' heel: the Ruhr district. The strategy 
of the war depends on the possession of the Ruhr district. 
If England and France t h s t  through Belgium and Holland 
into the Ruhr, we shall be in the very greatest danger." 

JODL: I cannot, of course, or could not at the time, swear to 
the absolute accuracy of the numerous reports from Canaris, but 
the material we captured afterwards-and in this connection I 
would draw your attention to the conference of the Supreme War 
Council in London of 17 November 1939-confirmed on the whole 
the accuracy of the intelligence reports. 

DR. EXNER: ,Presumably you had no reason a t  that time to 
doubt Canaris' honesty, had you? 

JODL: No. At that time there was not the slightest reason for 
doubt. 

DR. EXNER: Yes. But now some doubt has arisen as to his 
honesty. 

Now, the German attack was originally planned for November 
1939. Why did the Fiihxer postpone it over and over again? We . 
have before us no less than 17 orders postponing the attack time 
and again. 

JODL: It is not quite correct to say that the Fiihrer had ordered 
the 'attack for mid-November, but rather he wanted to order the 
attack for a time when the meteorologists could predict about 6 or 7 
days of clear, frosty weather. But the meteorologists failed com-
pletely in this. At times they thought they could predict such a 
state of the weather, and then all preparations would be made for 
the attack. Then they would cancel their weather forecasts again, 
and the final preparations for attack would be discontinued once 
more. That is why we so often prepared for the attack and then 
refrained fro,m carrying it out. 

On such an occasion I received a report from Canaris to the 
effect that one unit of the French Army had already crossed one 
part of the Belgian frontier. I do not know if that is true. 
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DR. EXNER: You have been accused by ,the Prosecution of first 
deceiving these countries and then invading them. Please tell us 
what you have to say on that subject. 

JODL: The same applies here as I said before. I was neither a 
politician, nor was I the military Commander-in-Chief of the Wehr-
macht. I was under the impression-and, indeed, an impression 
which could be proved-that in actual fact the neutrality of these 
two countries was no longer being respected. And as for the ethical 
code of my action, I must say that it was obedience-for obedience 
is really the ethical basis of the military profession. That I was far  
from extending this code of obedience to the blind code of obedience 
imposed on the slave has, I consider, been proved beyond all manner 
of doubt by my previous testimony. Nevertheless, you cannot get 
around the fact that, especially in operational matters of this par- 
ticular kind, there can be no other course for the soldier but obe- 
dience. 

And if the Prosecution today is in a position to indict German 
officers here at all, i t  owes this only to the ethical concept of obe- 
dience of its own brave soldiers. 

DR. EXNER: We now come to the Balkans. In your diary, Docu- 
ment 1809-PS, on 19 March you made the following entry: "The 
Balkans should and must remain quiet." That is on Page 61 of 
Volume I of my book, Exhibit GB-88, Document 1809-PS, the entry 
of 19 March. It says first: 

"The Fiihrer has returned beaming with joy and highly satis- 
fied from the conference with the Duce. Complete agree- 
ment.. . . The Balkans should and must remain quiet." 
What does that mean? 

JODL: Herr Professor, I must correct you. This is not my diary. 
DR. EXNER: Yes. Well then I must put in another question here. 

Your diary and your diaries are always being talked about. Explain 
just what this is--what we are dealing with here. Is one a real 
diary and the other not? 

JODL: There is only one diary, and that is Document 1780-PS, 
which is from the year 1937 to 1938, and I used to make entries in 
it every evening. 

DR. EXNER: And now this diary, Document 1809-PS, what was 
that? 

JODL: I kept no diary at  all during the war, but, of course, I 
filled up dozens of small notebooks. When one of these notebooks 
was full I marked important passages in red on the margin, and 
my secretary copied them out later, as they might be important for 
writing the history of the war and for the official diary of the 
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A~rned Forces Operations Staff. An example would be Document 
1809-PS. 

DR. EXNER: Did you check what your secretary had compiled? 

JODL: No, I did not check it, and never saw it again. It fell 
then into the hands of the Prosecution. 

DR. EXNER: Now, there is still a third one which is always 
quoted here as a diary. That is the Diary of the Armed Forces 
Operations Staff. 

THE PRESIDENT: You said i t  fell into the hands of the Prose- 
cution. Do you mean it was not one of the documents that you 
handed over to the Pr~ecut ion? 

JODL: No. I did not know at all where those extracts from my 
notebook had gone. The Prosecution captured it somewhere or 
other. The remainder are extracts, and partial extracts, from the 
official Diary of the Armed Forces Operations Staff. 

DR. EXNER: And who kept this, the official Diary of the Armed 
Forces Operations Staff? Not you? 

JODL: No. I t  was always kept by a highly qualified expert of 
my own selection. 

DR. EXNER: Did you check it? 

JODL: The final check was made by Dr. Schramm, a professor 
a t  the Gijttingen University. 

DR. EXNER: We shall hear him as a witness. 
Did you check the entries made in that official diary, or did 

you not? 
JODL: I usually did not have the time; but if General ScherfY 

read through i t  and discovered anything in particular he would 
. draw my attention to it. 

DR. EXNER: Well, so much for clearing that up. 
We now come back to the Balkan question again. I t  says in your 

so-called diary, "The Balkans should and must remain quiet." What 
was meant by that? 

JODL: That was a brief note on the statement by the Fuhrer- 
namely, that he was in perfect agreement with Muslsolini that the 
Balkans must be kept quiet. 

DR. EXNER: And did we not actually try to keep the Balkan 
states as quiet as possible? 

JODL: Yes. We made unremitting endeavors for that. Our atti- 
tude toward Yugoslavia was as considerate as if we were dealing 
with a prima donna. Matters went so far that when we had to 
prepare the Greek campaign the Fuhrer even refused a proposal 
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from the Quartemaster General of the Army that sealed trains 
-the supply trains-should be sent through Yugoslavia, which 
would have been permissible according to international law. More-
over, we brought pressure to bear on Bulgaria so that she should 
not participate in the impending campaign against Greece, above 
all so as not to alarm Turkey. And even after the Greco-Italian 
campaign, the Fuhrer still hoped that a conflict, an actual war, 
between Germany and Greece could be avoided. 

DR. EXNER: I refer here to Directive Number 18, printed on 
Page 66 of Volume I of our document book, which contains an 
extract from Document 444-PS, Exhibit GB-116, and here we find 
the following statement in the paragraph before the last: 

"The preparatory measures of the High Command for the 
conduct of the war in the near future are to be made in 
accordance with the following guiding principles. . ." 
And it is then stated in the last but one paragraph of that page: 
"The utilization of- the railway through Yugoslavia may not 
be counted on for the deployment of these forces.. ." 
Well, what forced us to give up this program? 

JODL: That program was completely wrecked by Italy's arbitrary 
act, about which the Reich Marshal and the Grossadmiral have 
already made statements. I have only a brief addition to make. 
Italy was beaten, as usual, and sent the Chief of the Operational 
Staff of the Supreme Command to me crying for help. But in spite 
of this calamity the Fiihrer did not intervene in the war in Albania. 
He did not send a single German soldier there, although the matter 
had been under consideration. He ordered only an operation against 
Greece, starting from Bulgaria, to be prepared for the following 
spring. Even that was for the primary purpose of occupying the 
Salonika Basin, thereby giving direct relief to the Italians and only 
in the event, which to be sure was feared, of English divisions now 
landing in the Balkans as the result of Italy's madness. In that case 
it was decided to consider the whole of Greece as an operational 
area, since we could not possibly tolerate a Royal Air Force base 
in the immediate vicinity of the Romanian oil fields. And this con- 
tingency is shown very clearly in the order which has been sub- 
mitted to the Tribunal as Document. 1541-PS, Exhibit GB-117, 
Pages 63 and 64 of the document book. I should like to quote two 
passages, two very brief passages from it. In Paragraph 2, Sub-
paragraph b of Page 63, i t  says: 

" 'Operation Marita.' My plan therefore isv-I am quoting- 
". . . to send these forces straight through ~ u l g a h a ,  for the 
occupation of the north Aegean coast and, if necessary, the 
entire mainland of Greece." 
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I then qubte from Page 64, Paragraph 4, Subparagraph a: 
"The primary objective of the operation is the occupation of 
the Aegean coast and the Salonika Basin. The continuation 
of the attack by way of Larissa and the Isthmus of Corinth 
may prove necessary." 
It  is quite obvious from these conditional orders that the occu- 

pation of the whole of Greece was intended only if we should be 
forced to take this measure by the landing of English troops, which 
at  that time was not yet the case. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will adjourn now. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

DR. EXNER: You said we had planned to leave Yugoslavia neu- 
tral. Now this plan was apparently changed by the Simovic Putsch. 
Why did this event alter our policy: toward Yugoslavia? 

JODL: This Putsch against a legal government, by officers 
meddling in politics, immediately after Yugoslavia had joined the 
Tripartite Pact had necessarily an anti-German tendency. We stood 
directly on the verge of the campaign against Greece, against the 
whole of Greece, for in the meantime English divisions had landed 
there, and this campaign could only be waged with a safely neu- 
tral Yugoslavia behind us. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, various other members of the 
defendants-Defendants Goring and Keitel-have dealt with the 
political aspects of the entry of Germany into Yugoslavia. Unless 
there is anything new for this defendant to give evidence about i t  
seems to be entirely cumulative. 

DR. EXNER: Then kindly just tell us, if you have anything new 
to add-some documents, et cetera. 

JODL: I have something to add which concerns myself per-
sonally. 

THE PRESIDENT: Nothing is coming through-the English was 
not coming through. Please, t ry  it again. Repeat what you said. 

JODL: I have something else to add which concerns me per- 
sonally with regard to the Yugoslav problem. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: No. There is nothing co,ming through to us. 
Go on then, Defendant. You were asked if there is anything new 
to say. 

JODL: Yes, I have something personal to add. 
DR. EXNER: Yes, do so. 



JODL: On this morning when the Fiihrer spontaneously ordered 
the immediate preparation of an attack on Yugoslavia, I proposed 
to him, or a t  least I mentioned to him, that after concentrating our 
troops we ought first to clarify the real situation, the political situ- 
ation, by an ultimatum. He refused to do so, He said, "That will 
not be of any use." Field Marshal Keitel has already confirmed 
this. 

DR. EXNER: Tell me, was *at on 27 March? 
JODL: Yes, that was on the 27th. May I give proof of this. On 

the evening of the 27th the order was issued.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: I do not think i t  is necessary if the Defendant 

Keitel said it, and you say it, and there is no cross-examination 
about it. 

DR. EXNER: But I feel that there is something important. 
JODL: A document was submitted, Document 1746-PS, Exhibit 

GB-120, on Page 70 of the document book. 
DR. EXNER.: Page 71. 
JODL: Yes, the text is on Page 71. If the Court will compare 

this sentence on Page 71, Paragraph 1, with the sentence on Page 69 
of the document book a difference will be noticed. Page 69 con-
tains the order signed by the Fiihrer, and i t  begins with this sen-
tence which I shall quote: 

"The military Putsch in Yugoslavia has altered the political 
situation in the Balkans. Even if she makes a declaration of ,
loyalty, Yugoslavia must be considered as an enemy and 
therefore beaten as quickly as possible." 
This,as appears from the date, was issued on 27 March. I worked 

that whole night a t  the Reich Chancellery, which is another proof 
of the sudden nature of the whole case. At 4 o'clock on the morning 
of the 28th, as stated on Page 71, I put the following aide-mgmoire, 
this operational aide-mgmoire, into the hand of General Von Rin- 
telen, our liaison officer with the Italian High Command. In it I 
had written-I quote: 

"Should political developments call for armed intervention 
against Yugoslavia, i t  is the German intention.. ." et cetera. 
I must admit that, in this instance, I ventured a Little into the 

political field, but in so doing I thought that if Germany did not 
clarify the political situation beyond any doubt, Italy perhaps might 
do it. 

DR. EX.NER: The next document is also evidence of the sudden- 
ness of this decision, and I have had it printed on Page 73, Volume 1. 
That is the order issued by the High Command of the Army on the 
basis of these dirediva-the order for deployment of troops for 
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the operation. That is Document R-95, Exhibit GB-127, Page 73, of 
Volume I, as I have already stated, and it says there: 

"As a result of the change in the political situation.. ." et 
cetera-and then-"there will be concentrated'. .."-and then 
the last paragraph states-"The operation will be given the 
code name 'Project 25.' " 

. I ask you, Generaloberst, can anything be gathered from this? 

JODL: The order issued was not until 3 April.. . 
. DR. EXNER: No, 30 March. 

JODL: .. .30 March. 
DR. EXNER: Did the operation receive the code name "Proj-

ect 25"? 
JODL: A code name for this operation was ordered for the first 

time 3 days after the Putsch, which proves that it had not been 
planned in 1937 as was once stated here. 

DR.EXNER: And now, just one last question on this Balkan 
matter. Was Greek neutrality still being maintained on 24 March 
1941 when we gave permission for the Luftwaffe attack on her terri- 
tory of Crete? In this connection I refer to Document C-60, Exhibit 
AJ-13. It is an order of 24 March 1941 which, as I have just stated, 
sanctioned air attacks on Crete and also on Greek shipping. Now, 
what about Greek neutrality on 24 March 1941? 

JODL: From the point of view of international law it no longer 
existed at that date. The English had in the meantime landed on 
Crete and at Piraeus, and we had already learned about this on 
5 or 6 March. The order, therefore, was in accordance with all the 
principles of international law. But to conclude the Yugoslav 
problem I may add that the allegation made by the Prosecution, 
that the plan to attack Yugoslavia emanated from Jodl's office, is 
a statement which has not been and cannot be substantiated by 
anything. 

THE PRESIDENT: What was that document that you were 
referring to? 24.March 1941? You said 360, which did not indi- 
cate anything to us. 

DR. EXNER: 24 March, which is Document C-60, Exhibit AJ-13. 
THE PmSIDENT: Thank you. What page? 

DR. EXNER: Page 76, Volume I. 
/Turning to the defendant.] We now come to the question of the 

Soviet Union. How many troops did we have in the East during 
the Western campaign? 

JODL: At first it was 10 divisions, which in the course of the 
Western campaign were reduced to 6 or 5 divisions. 
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DR. EXNER: What prompted us to send troops to the East after 
the Western campaign? 

JODL: The notification from the commander in the East that 
with such weak forces he  could neither keep Poland quiet nor 
guard the demarcation Line. 

DR. EXNER: In your diary--the so-called diary-Document 
1809-PS, Volume I of my document book, Page 83, you write on 
24 May: "Situation in the East becomes precarious due to the Rus-
sian menace against Bessarabia." That is on 24 May 1940. That is 
what you wrote i n  your diary. How did you come to this con-
clusion? 

JODL: The reason was a dispatch from Canaris reporting the 
concentration of 30 Russian divisions against Bessarabia. Whether 
the note expressing anxiety originated with me, or whether i t  was 
an idea of the Fiihrer's which I jotted down, I can no longer say 
today. 

DR. EXNER: Well, on 6 September 1940 you signed an order 
stating that the regrouping should not give the impression of an 
offensive preparation. HOWshould that be understood? 

JODL: This order signed by me was interpreted as the first 
attempt to conceal the impending attack on Russia. 

DR. EXNER: One moment. I want to point out the order in 
question to the Tribunal. I t  is Page 78, Volume I,Document 1229-PS, 
Exhibit USA-130. It  is an order by Jodl, addressed to the Foreign 
Intelligence Service, and i t  says there: 

"The Eastern area will be manned by stronger forces in the 
coming weeks. By the end of October, the status indicated 
on the enclosed map ought to have been reached." 
And now, Your Honors, I am sorry to have to  point out an  

omission in the English and French translations. The next paragraph 
is missing, and this is very important for the understanding of the 
entire document. It  says, namely, "For the work of our own Intelli-

*gence Service, as well as for answering questions asked by  the 
Russian Intelligence Service. .." 

THE PRESIDENT: I t  does not appear to be in our document. 
What paragraph are you reading? 

DR. EXNER: It  is Paragraph 2 in my document book, Page 78. 
THE PRESIDENT: It  has not been translated. 

DR. EXNER: That is just what I said. That is the error. There-
fore I will dictate i t  now, or read it slowly. 

THE PRESIDENT: You want i t  to  be translated? 
DR. EXNER: Yes. 
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THE PRESIDENT: You see, Paragraph 2 is not translated at  all. 
There is nothing here. 

DR. EXNER: These three lines were not translated at all, but 
they are very important. 

THE PRESIDENT: Just read i t  through the earphones, then. 
Read the passage. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, the full document is in the British 
Document Book 7, Page 102. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you very much. Go on. 

DR. EXNER: "For the work of our own Intelligence Service, 
as well as for answering questions asked by the Russian 
Intelligence Service, the following guiding principles apply.. ." 
And now explain the subject further 

JODL: Instructions such as these to Canaris' office were issued 
by me every 6 weeks. They formed the basis for the so-called 
counterespionage work, which I do not wish to discuss in detail 
here. In this case what matters to me was that the weak forces 
which we kept in the East at  this time should be made to appear 
actually stronger. That, for instance, can be clearly seen from Para- 
graph 3 which says, and I quote: 

"In statements on the equipment situation of the forces, 
especially of the armored divisions, i t  is advisable to exag- 
gerate if necessary." 
I also pointed out in the next paragraph that antiaircraft defenses 

should be exaggerated. All this was done became at that time 
anxiety had already arisen that possibly a Russian operation against 
Romania might develop. The purpose of this order was to deter 
them from that, and it was intended for the intelligence only. If 
on 6 September, I had already known of any aggressive intention 
against Russia I would have said exactly the contrary; for with 
this order, as I had issued it, I would have been working in the 
interests of Gisevius and his friends-namely, I would have been 
informing the Russians that we were beginning to deploy our 
troops. 

DR. EXNER: Now, when did you first hear of the Fiihrer's fears 
that Russia might prove hostile to us? 

JODL: For the first time, on 29 July 1940, at the Berghof near 
Berchtesgaden. 

DR. EXNER: In what connection? 

JODL: The Fiihrer kept me back alone after a discussion on the 
situation and said to me, m o t  unexpectedly, that he was worried 
that Russia might occupy still more territory in Romania before 
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the winter and that the Romanian oil region, which was the con-
ditio sine qua non for our war strategy, would thus be taken from 
us. He asked me whether we could not deploy our troops imme- 
diately, so that we would be ready by autumn to oppose with strong 
forces any such Russian intention. These are almost the exact words 
which he used, and all other versions are false. 

DR. EXNER: You have just mentioned Hitler's concern about 
the seizure of the Romanian oil fields. Did the Fuhrer do anything 
on account of this apprehension? 

JODL: I t  was precisely on the basis of this conversation-when 
I protested that it was quite impossible to carry out a troop de- 
ployment at that time for i t  would take 4 months-that the Fuhrer 
ordered that these deployment arrangements were to be improved. 
Two orders were then issued immediately. One, I believe, is of 
9 August. I t  was called "Reconstruction East" and included all 
measures to improve the deployment arrangemen,k in the eastern 
area. The second order was issued on 27 August. We do not have 
it here, but i t  has been recorded in the War Diary of the Naval 
Operations Staff. 

DR. EXNER: Yes, that is Page 85, Volume I of my document 
book. There is an entry, right a t  the end of the page, in the Diary 
of the Naval Operations Staff: 

"Transfer of 10 divisions and 2 armored divisions t o  the 
Government General, in case prompt intervention should 
prove necessary for the protection of the Romanian oil fields." 
That is an excerpt from Document C-170, Exhibit USA-136. 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, you seem to be reading from 

Page 85. Were you? 
DR. EXNER: Yes, from Page 85. I t  is Page 85 of the Gennan 

version. Perhaps the numbering of the pages does not quite tally 
with the numbering of the English version. I t  is the entry: "Trans- 
fer of 10 divisions and 2 armored divisions to the Government 
General." I 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, I see. 
JODL: This entry is a proof of the Fuhrer's intentions at that 

time with regard to this reinforcement in the East. 
DR.EXNER: Well, when was the Fiihrer's order issued to 

prepare for attack? 
JODL: The first order for deliberation concerning an  attack, 

or for the discussion of any aggressive operation a t  all, was issued 
in writing by the Armed Forces Operations Staff and submitted 
to the Fuhrer on 12 November. I t  is Document 444-PS . . . 

DR. EXNER: I t  is on Page 66, Volume I of my document book. 
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JODL: . . .and it is already known to 'the Tribunal. But this 
first order, which is known to me, had to be preceded by oral 
instructions from the F'iihrer to the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Army. 

DR. EXNER: That can be gathered from the document itself, 
namely from Page 67 which reads: 

"Irrespective of the result of these discussions, all prepara- 
tions for the East which have already been verbally ordered 
are to be carried out." 

This is proof, therefore, that oral orders and preparation had 
preceded. 

JODL: I am not in a position to say, however, when these oral 
instructions had been given to the Army. 

DR. EXNER: ell me, in these statements, which Hitler made 
to you, was there ever any mention made of such things as the 
extension of the "Lebensraum," and of the food basis as a reason 
for a war of conquest, and so on? 

JODL: In my presence the Fuhrer .never even hinted at any 
other reason than a purely strategic and operational one. For 
months on end, one might say, he incessantly repeated: 

"No further doubt is possible. England is hoping for this 
final sword-thrust against us on the continent, else she would 
have stopped the war after Dunkirk. Private or secret 
agreements have certainly already been made. The Russian 
deployment is unmistakable. One day we shall suddenly 
become the victim of cold-blooded political extortion, or we 
shall be attacked." 
But otherwise, though one might talk about i t  for weeks on 

end, no word was mentioned to me of any other than purely 
strategical reasons of this kind. 

DR. EXNER: According to the reports received, how did the 
military situation develop in the East after the Polish campaign? 

JODL: When we first contacted the Russians in the Polish cam- 
paign, relations were rather cml. We were carefully prevented 
from gaining any information about their troops or equipment. 
There were constantly unpleasant incidents on the San. The 
Russians shot at everything, a t  fleeing Poles or at German soldiers, 
and there were wounded and dead; and the demarcation line was 
flown over in numerous cases. The unusually strong forces 
employed by Russia for the occupation of the Baltic states, d 
Poland and Bessarabia struck us from the very beginning. 

DR. EXNER: Did the reports which you received contain indica- 
tions of military reinforcements for the Red Army? 



JODL: From maps which were submitted every few days, which 
were based on intelligence reports and information from the radio 
interception section, the following picture was formed: In the 
summer of 1940- there were about 100 Russian divisions along the 
border. In January 1941, there were already 150 divisions; and 
these were indicated by number, consequently the reports were 
reliable. In comparison with this strength, I may add that the 
English-American-French forces operating from France against 
Germany never, to my knowledge, amounted to 100 divisions. 

DR. EXNER: Did Hitler attempt to clear up the political situa- 
tion by diplomatic means? 

JODL: He attempted to do so by the well-known conference 
with Molotov; and I must say that I placed great hopes on this 
conference, for the military situation for us soldiers was as follows: 
With a definitely neutral Russia in our rear-a Russia which in 
addition sent us supplies-we could not lase the war. An invasion, 
Such as took place on 6 June 1944, would have been entirely out 
of the question if we had had at our disposal all the forces we 
had used and lost in this immense struggle in Russia. And it never 
for a single moment entered my mind that a statesman, who after 
all was also a strategist, would needlessly let such an opportunity 
go. And it is a fact that he struggled for months with himself 
about this decision, being certainly influenced by the many con-
trary ideas suggested to him by the Reich Marshal, the Commander- 
in-Chief of the Navy, as well as the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

DR. EXNER: On the basis of the reports which you received, 
what did the further military situation on both sides look like? 

JODL: The Intelligence Service was put to work as from 
January 1941. The divisions on our borders and also along the 
Romanian frontier grew rapidly. On 3 February 1941 the Chief 
of the General Staff of the Army informed the Fiihrer 03 the 
operations which he himself intended to carry out. At the same 
time he presented a map showing the Russian troop deployment. 
This map indicated-and this has been proved by do*mments--that 
there were 100 infantry divisions, 25 cavalry divisions.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, do we need all these strategic 
details of plans which were drawn up by the German General 
Staff? 

DR. EXNER: It is of very great importance to establish the 
picture facing the General Staff at that time. If an overwhelming 
concentration of Russian troops had not. . 

THE PRESIDENT: But that is not what he tells about. He is 
telling us about February' 1941. The OKW had produced plans 
to show the deployment of German troops. 
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DR. EXNER: That is a plan which was developed b y . .  . 
THE PRESIDENT: I do no~t think i t  is necessary to go into 

such details as  to tell us how many cavalry regiments they 
had there. 

DR. EXNER: [Turning to  t h e  defendant .]  Please tell us on general 
lines how Halder pictured the situation to you after the February 
1941 reports. One figure only: how many divisions were deployed? 

JODL: I have already said that 150 Russian divisions were 
deployed against, us in February. 

THE PmSIDENT: He said that already. 
DR. EXNER: And 'how many were there on our side? 
JODL: I should like to say in  reply that at  this same time our 

deployment, as reported by General Halder, had only just begun. 
And furthermore, I should like to point out that according to 
Documgnt C-39, Exhibit USA-138, Page 92 of the first document 
book, i t  .is clear from a study of thu document book-it is the 
timetable for the deployment-that it was not until 1 June that 
the actual attack formations, consisting of 14 armored divisions 
and 12 motorized infantry divisions, were brought up. In fact they 
were not actually moved until 10 June. I mention this so that i t  
cannot be said that the German intention to attack was already 
obvious in February 1941. Such was not the case. 

DR. EXNER: The Prosecution has especially emphasized that 
this plan for the attack on Soviet Russia had been drawn up long 
before then. Can you perhaps say anything more a b u t  that? 

JODL: I will explain the matter in  a few words. We had to 
use 10,000 trains for this deployment. If one could have run 100 
a day i t  would have taken 100 days; but we never reached that 
figure. So for purely technical reasons this deployment had already 
taken 4 months. 

DR. EXNER: Did events i n  Yugoslavia have any influence on 
the Fuhrer's decision? 

JODL: They gave i t  the final impetus. Until that time the 
Fiihrer still had doubts. On 1 April, not earlier, he decided to 
attack; and on 1 April he ordered the attack to be made ready for 
about 22 June. The order for the attack itself-that is, the real 
opening of the campaign-was issued only on 17 June, which is 
likewise proved by documents. 

DR. EXNER: Then, in your opinion, the Fiihrer waged a pre-
ventive war. Did l'ater experiences prove that this was a military 
necessity? 

JODL: It  was undeniably a purely preventive war. What we 
found out later on was the certainty of enormous Russian military 
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preparations opposite our frontiers. I will dispense with details, 
but I can only say that although we succeeded in a tactical surprise 
as  to the day and the hour, it was no strategic surprise. Russia 
was fully prepared for war. 

DR. EXNER: As an example, could you perhaps tell the Tri-
bunal the number of new airfields which were discovered in the 
Russian-Polish area? 

JODL: I recall approximately that there had been about 20 
airfields in eastern Poland, and that in the meantime these had 
been increased to more than a hundred. 

DR. EXNER: Quite briefly, under these conditions what would 
have been the result of Russia's having forestalled us? 

JODL: I do not want to go into the strategic principles, into 
the operations behind the front; but I can state briefly that we 
were never strong enough to defend ourselves in the East, as has 
been proved by the events since 1942. That may sound grotesque, 
but in  order to occupy this front of over 2,000 kilometers we 
needed 300 divisions at  least; and we never had them. If we had 
waited until the invasion, and a Russian attack had caught us in 
a pincer movement,~simultaneously,we certainly would have been 
lost. If, therefore, the political premise was correct, namely that 
we were threatened by this attack, then from a military point of 
view also the preventive attack was justified. The political situation 
was presented to us soldiers in this light, consequently we based 
our military work accordingly. 

DR.EXNER: Now, a few questions concerning Japan. What 
significance did Directive 24 of 5 March 1941 have for co-operation 
with Japan? It has already been mentioned, but the matter is 
not quite clear. That is Page 94, Volume I of our document book, 
which is Document C-75, Exhibit USA-151. Grossadmiral Raeder, 
in the witness stand, has already said something about this direc- 
tive. Can you tell me anything new? 

JODL: The document is very important. First, I must make a 
confession. So  far I have been accused of merely having received 
this document. But it emanated from me; I authorized it. It  was 
worked out by my staff in the N~avy group. Consequently, I knew 
this document better than anybody else. I t  is not an operational 
order, it is a guide for German officers. 

DR. EXNER: What does that mean? * 

JODL: All German officers who officially or unofficially came 
into contact with Japanese officers were to be told exactly what the 
aims of German policy were, namely, to attack England even in the 
Far East and precisely thereby to keep America out of the war. 



DR. EXNER: In Paragraph 3, Subparagraph a, of this directive 
we read: 

"It must be emphasized that the common aim in this war 
is to crush England as soon as possible and thereby keep 
the United States out of the war." 

JODL: Such a directive was necessary i n  order that oareless 
statements on the part of German officers should not be used by 
officers of the Japanese Army and Navy for their own political 
purposes. For this reason the Foreign Office also received a copy, 
as is shown in the distribution List on the bottom of Page 96. This 
would never have happened in the case of an operational order. 
Also that is why the Fiihrer did not sign it. 

DR. EXNER: The objechves of the German Navy are also stated 
on the top of Page 96. They read as follows: 

"Moreover, attacks on other British bases-on American 
naval forces only if the entry of the United States into the 
war cannot be prevented-are capable of shattering enemy 

-	 forces in those places." 
And so we again find the endeavor to prevent the entry of the 

United States into the war and to attack them-only if nothing else 
should prove possible. 

JODL: I should like to add that the purpose of this document 
was not to exert influence on Japan, as that would have been 
a political action; it was merely a directive for all officers telling 
them what to say in such a case. , 

DR. EXNER: Grossadmiral Raeder has already told us by what 
naval orders he had endeavored to keep the United States out of 
the war. Have you anything to add to that? 

JODL: Only one point, which the Grossadmiral did not mention. 
It  comes from Document C-119 and Exhlbit Jodl-37. It  can be 
read on Page 98 of Document Book Number 1. 

DR. EXNER: Page 98 of Volume I, Exhibit Jodl-37, which we 
submit. There we find: "Special regulations on deportment during 
the occupation of Denmark and Norway." And then. .  . 

JODL: Only the last sentence need be read. 
DR. EXNER: Please read it. 
JODL: "All warships and merchant vessels under the U.S.A. 
flag, as well as aircraft, are excepted from the prohibition 
to sail or take off." 
DR. EXNER: And that is the last sentence at  the bottom of 

Page 98. The paragraph speaks of prohibiting warships, merchant 
vessels, aircraft, et cetera, from leaving port, with the exception 
of the Americans. 
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JODL: And so, in all the war measures of the Naval Operations 
Staff, America was granted an exceptional position for a long time. 

DR. EXNER: Before Japan's attack on America, did you have 
any official dealings with Japanese officers? 

JODL: No, not before. 

DR. EXNER: None at  all? 

JODL: No. 

DR. EXNER: Did you expect the  attack on Pearl Harbor? 

JODL: The attack came as a complete surprise. I t  was a com- 
plete surprise to me, and I had the feeling it was also a surprise 
for the Fiihrer; for he came, in the middle of the night, to my 
map room in order to give the news to Field Marshal Keitel and 
myself. He was completely surprised. 

DR.EXNER: Now, I should like you to clear up an erroneous 
interpretation of this letter of Falkenstein's. It  is Page 81, Volume I, 
of our document book. A letter, Document 376-PS, Exhibit USA-161, 
can be found there. There is a letter from Falkenstein to yourself, 
I believe? 

JODL: No, no. 


DR. EXNER: No? 

JODL: No, to General Von Waldau, of the Air Force Operations 


Staff. 
DR. EXNER: I t  states. 
"With a view to a future war against America, the Fiihrer 
is considering the question of the occupation of the Atlantic 
islands." 
That can be interpreted to mean that he intended to attack 

America: "With a view to a future war against America, the 
Fiihrer is considering.. ." What is meant by that, and how did you 
interpret it? 

JODL: That is perfectly obvious. At that time consideration 
was actually being given to the occupation of the Atlantic islands, 
a thing the Fuhrer had always wanted to do. 

DR. EXNER: For what purpose? . 

JODL: As a certain security base, thus an outpost in case of 
American intervention; and so we had to, take this idea into con- 
sideration. Although the Navy as well as  the Armed Forces 
Operations Staff and the 'chief of the High Command of the 
Armed Forces definitely rejected it, we had to consider these 
matters in theory at least; and this is what he  tells General 
Von Waldau in this letter. 
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Furthermore, the same thing was then written in a document, 
later in an order, Document 444-PS, exactly as  written here. 

DR. EXNER: Did we have any interest at all in extending 
the war? 

JODL: I, personally, none. I can only say that the expanse from 
the North Cape to Tobmk, and from Brest to Rostov-on-the-Don 
was too great for my liking. 

DR. EXNER: And were we interested in having Japan a t  war 
with America? 

JODL: No, we would have much preferred a new and powerful 
ally without a new and powerful enemy. 

DR. EXNER: Did we drag Italy into the war? 

JODL: I do not know what was done politically; but after the 
collapse of France, when Italy also wished to take an active part 
in the war, we tried to prevent this, we soldiers in the OKW. But 
we only succeeded in delaying her intervention by 4 to 6 days; the 
Fuhrer could not refuse altogether. But during the whole of the 
war Italy was of no help to us, rather only a burden; and this 
will be confirmed by subsequent histories of the war. .  

DR. EXNER: As to all the accusations concerning Crimes Against 
Peace, I should like to refer to the relevant documents which have 
been submitted by Goring, Ribbentrop, Raeder, and Donitz. I do not 
know whether such a reference is a t  all necessary accprding to the 
rules of procedure. 

Now one final question. The Prosecution has represented th)s 
whole series of campaigns as a long premeditated and concerted 
plan of conquest which you, as a conspirator, both instigated and 
carried out. What have you to say to this? 

JODL: I believe I have already corrected this completely dis- 
torted picture by my testimony. The war against Poland broke out 
without my having taken any part in its preparation. It  developed 
into a World War contrary to the hopes of all soldiers. Everything 
had to be improvised for this war. There was nothing ready except 
the plan of attack against Poland. There were neither enough 
bombs nor enough ammunition. At that time not a single soldier 
thought about Norway, Belgium, Holland, Yugoslavia, Greece, or 
even Russia. No military agreements had been reached with Italy 
or with Japan. 

I acknowledge the statement of the American Chief of General 
Staff, General Marshall, to be absolutely correct in almost every 
point. 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, I have no further questions to ask. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Do any of the defendants' counsel want to 
ask any questions? 

DR. HANS LATERNSER (Counsel for the General Staff and 
Iligh Command of the German Armed Forces): General, as Chief 
of the Armed Forces Operations Staff, you were for many years 
the leading General Staff officer of the German Armed Forces? 

' JODL: Yes. 
DR. LATERNSER: In the course of your military activity you 

were also for a fairly long time a teacher a t  the War Academy? 
JODL: Not exactly at the War Academy but at  the General 

Staff courses which preceded the War Academy and which at  
that time were held at the individual district headquarters. 

DR. LATERNSER: As all our higher mihtary leaders came from 
the professional class of General Staff officers, I ask you to tell us 
briefly how these officers were trained at the War Academy. Please 
confine yourself exclusively to the following points: 

How was, or rather how much time was allotted to instruction 
on attack; then for propaganda for wars of aggression; and the 
attitude toward international law and politics? 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal think this question is com-
pletely irrelevant. 

DR. LATERNSER: If the Court considers these questions to be 
irrelevant, I will dispense with the answers to these questions. 

Generaloberst, you knolw the standpoint of the Prosecution, that 
the military leaders are supposed to have formed a group with 
the aim of unleashng wars of aggression and, in the course of 
these wars, committing crimes against military law and the laws of 
humanity. Please explain to the Tribunal your attitude toward 
this point, particularly as to whether the higher mllitary leaders 
ever actually formed such a group. 

JODL: I never understood the idea of such a group, and I never 
shall understand it. It is just as if the passengers of a passenger 
ship were to meet on an ocean liner and there form a unit-or be 
obliged to form a unit-under the authority of the captain. This 
so-called group of high-ranking officers might possibly have existed 
in imperial times as  an absolute entity, but not entirely even then. 
But here, after the National Socialist revolution, these groups broke 
up completely in all spheres of life, politically, philosophically, and 
ideologically. The goal that united them was the military profes- 
sion and the necessary obedience. 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps we had better adjourn at this time. 

[The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

DR. LATERNSER: Generalaberst, before the occupation of 
Czechoslovakia there was a meeting on 10 August 1938 a t  the Berg- 
hof between Hitler and the military leaders, at which you were 
also present. Up to now that conference has not yet been discussed 
here, and I want to ask you what was the subject of that conference. 

JODL: During that conference, the Fiihrer spoke to General 
Staff officers only, and gave them a talk that lasted for about two 
and a half hours on the whole mil~tary and political situation. In 
particular, he dealt with the Sudeten-German problem, and said 
that i t  would have to be solved no matter what happened. He 
described the various poss~bilities and, in particular, made it clear 
that he  intended to solve the question without interference from 
France and England and was confident he would succeed. 

DR. LATERNSER: That was the subject of that conference? 

JODL Yes, that in the main was the subject. 

DR. LATERNSER: Do you know for what reason the Com-
manders-in-Chief of the three b~anches of the Armed Forces and 
their chiefs were not there? 

JODL: I know the reason because the c h i e f - ~ d j u t a n t ,  Major 
Schmundt, informed me of i t  before the conference He told me 
that it was the Fiihrer's intention to speak directly to the senior 
General Staff officers a t  a time when tl.iey would not be under the 
influence of their too-critical Commanders-in-Chief and thus not 
inclined to balk or criticize. 

DR. LATERNSER: But then, during that conference there was, 
nevertheless, considerable criticism on the part of those officers, 
was there not? 

JODL: I could not say that there was criticism; but one of the 
generals believed that he  could or should draw the Fuhrer's atten- 
tion to the possibility that France and England might interfere 
after all, if 'he did something against Czechoslovakia. That was 
General Von Wietersheim. 

DR. LATERNSER: Did Hitler later on again follow the principle 
of excluding the highest military leaders from such conferences? 

JODL: The Fuhrer did that quite often. I would say that he 
did it on principle. For instance, after our unsuccessful attack on 
the bridgehead at  Nettuno, southwest of Rome, he ordered the 
junior officers, who were taking part in these battles, from the 
regimental commanders down to the company commanders, to come 
to the Fiihrer's headquarters. For days he personally interrogated 
each one of them alone wlthout their superiors being present. He 



did the same thing very, very often with Air Force officers, whom 
he interrogated without the Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force 
present. 

DR. LATERNSER: Generaloberst, you were present during most 
of the Hitler conferences on the situation. Could the commanding 
generals present at  the Fuhrer's headquarters at the time take part 
in such conferences without difficulties? 

JODL: As long as during these orientation conferences on the 
situation only things which had already happened were discussed, 
the Fuhrer was very generous about who took part in them; but 
as soon i s  something was discussed which dealt with future opera- 
tions-for instance, the attack on Russia in 1942-commanding 
generals of an army group from the Western Front could not take 
part; nor was it possible the other way round, so that so fa r  as 
his intentions were concerned, he would only initiate such officers 
as had to be Informed for official reasons. 

DR. LATERNSER: In such cases then, the so-called "smallest 
circle" was summoned to a situation conference? 

JODL: That is right. And so it was that the chief adjutant 
would announce, on behalf of the Fiihrer, that a discussion among 
the smallest circle would now take place in which only such and 

. such officers could take part. 
DR. LATERNSER: During such situation discussions, did you 

often hear energetic remonstrances on the part of the commanding 
generals of an army group? Who made these remonstrances, and 
on what occasion? Please limit yourself to the most important 
instances. 

JODL: I can only give you a very short answer to that question; 
otherwise, I would have to speak about it for an hour. I can say 
that not a single conference took place without the old traditional 
conceptions, ~f I may call them so, regarding operations coming 
into conflict with the revolutionary conceptions of the Fuhrer. 
Therefore, apa& perhaps from single operations during the first 
part of the war, I can state that whenever such a report was made 
by a commanding general of an army group, there was a clash of 
opinions. I could mention the names of all the commanding generals 
of army groups who ever held a post. I know of none to whom 
this would not apply. 

DR. LATERNSER: Of course, you knew all the commanding 
generals of army groups, dld you not? 

JODL: During the first half of the war I knew all the com-
manding generals dawn to, and including, c_ommanding generals 
of a m y  groups. Dunng the second half of the war, there were 
commanding generals of army groups in the East whom I did not 
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know. For the most part they did not come from the General 
Staff, but were line officers, so that I did not know some of them. 

DR. LATERNSER: Generaloberst, could, for instance, a com-
manding general of an army group report for a discussion with 
Hitler without difficulties? 

JODL: The commanding general of an army group could not do 
that. The commanding general of an  army group would, first of 
all, have to ask the Commander-in-Chief of the Army as long as 
there was one. When the Commander-in-Chief of the Army no 
longer existed, the commanding generals of army groups then 
applied to the military adjutant's office, or they applied to the 
Chief of the General Staff of the Army for permission to make a 
report, which the commanding generals could not do themselves. 

DR. LATERNSER: So that, if a commanding general of an  army 
group intended to protest against some measure which he  did not 
consider right, then he  had to go to the cosmmander-in-chief of his 
army group, who in turn would have to go to the commander-in- 
chief of the particular branch of the Armed Forces; so that this 
was practically the only channel through which objections could be 
made to Hitler in the normal official way? 

JODL: That is perfectly correct. All military departments did 
that, and it had been done for a number of years. 

DR. LATERNSER: What do you know about Himmler's attempt 
to set Hitler against the generals? When I say "generals" I mean 
the ones who are of the "group." 

JODL: I have perhaps already answered that in part when 
I complained that we were not in a position to prevent militaiy 
reports and news of irresponsible sources from reaching the Fuhrer. 
I t  was a standing rule that police circles particularly continually 
used the opportunity through Himmler to criticize the traditional, 
or-as they called it-the reactionary, humanitarian, chivalrous 
attitude of the higher military leaders, so that the 'severe orders of 
the Fuhrer for brutal action-as he called it-might be stayed. This 
was a constant state of affairs. All of them were by no means 
involved and i t  was not directed against all the commanding 
generals, but i t  was against quite a few. 

DR. LATERNSER: Generaloberst, you still have not quite 
answered my question. I asked you whether you knew anything 
about Himmler's attempt to make Hitler hostile, for reasons which 
I hope you will tell me. 

JODL: Well, the outcome of what I have just described was 
that Himmler went to the Fuhrer and reported to him, privately 
of course. He complained about certain commanding generals, all 
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of them of the Army; and we knew about it, because the following 
day the Fuhrer suddenly began to raise some objections to some 
commanding general without our knowing why, and would cause 
bad feeling. 

DR. LATERNSER: How were the relations between the OKW 
and the OKH? 

JODL: Before the war and during the first part of the war the 
relationship between the High Command of the Arrned Forces and 
the High Cocmmand of the Army was made difficult by considerable 
tension. The reason, however, was exclusively an internal military 
one. Because in the creation of the High Command of the Armed 
Forces a general staff group had come into being which was outside 
the jurisdiction of the Chief of the General Staff of the Army, and 
which was, I should say, even above the General Staff of the Army 
and gave orders to them. This constellation was, of course, 
regarded with a great deal of distrust by the General Staff of the 
Army. I might add, however, that Field Marshal Keitel and I, and 
many reasonable officers, succeeded in completely overcoming this 
tension as the war went on. 

DR. LATERNSER: I think, Generaloberst, that that is enough 
on that point;. 

The military leaders are accused of having delayed the end of 
a hopeless war unnecessarily. What do you know about the efforts 
of Field Marshal Von Rundstedt and Rommel after the invasion 
had succeeded? 

JODL: I remember a conference with these two commanding 
generals when the Fiihrer and I flew to the headquarters which had 
been prepared north of Reims. That was about July 1944. During 
that conference, both Field Marshal Von Rundstedt and particularly 
Rommel described in an unmistakable manner the seriousness of 
€he entire situation in France, characterized by the tremendous 
superiority of the Anglo-Saxon Air Force, against which ground 
operations were powerless. I remember quite clearly that Field 
Marshal Rommel asked the Fuhrer at  the end, "My Fuhrer, what 
do you really think about the further development of the war?" 
The Fuhrer was rather angry at this remark, and he answered 
curtly, "That is a question which is no part of your duty.. You will 
have to leave that to me." 

DR. LATERNSER: Did you read the letter which Field Marshal 
Von Kluge wrote to Hitler shortly before he died? 

JODL: I stood next to the Fiihrer when he  received this letter. 
He opened the envelope, read the letter, and then gave it to me to 
read. It said exactly the opposite of what I had expected, Field 
Marshal Von Kluge began his letter with fulsome praise for the 
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Fiihrer's personality and steadfastness in the conduct of the war. 
He said that he  was much more in sympathy with his ideals than 
the Fuhrer assumed. He had begun his task in the West full of 
confidence. But as the promised support of our own Air Force had 
not been given he was now convinced that the situation was 
hopeless, and his dying counsel was to make peace now. That 
briefly, was what the letter contained. 

DR. LATERNSER: Generaloberst, can you give further examples 
regardiig the efforts of the commanding generals to end the 
hopeless war? 

JODL: No commanding general could touch upon the political 
question, because the ending of a war is not a military but a 
political decision. But indirectly I must say that there was not 
one officer in a responsible position who did not tell the Fuhrer 
soberly, honestly, and openly what the military situation was and 
describe i t  as holpeless-as indeed i t  turned out to be at  the end. 
I, myself, too, expressed this view in writing in a memorandum 
to  the Fuhrer. 

DR. LATERNSER: I have a few questions regarding the various 
campaigns. 

What was the attitude of the High Command of the Army, 
particularly Field Marshal Von Brauchitsch, regarding the Austrian 
campaign? 

JODL: The evening before the march into Austria, at about 
2 o'clock in the morning, I was with Field Marshal Von Brauchitsch. 
I found him in a dejected mood. I saw no reason for it; but 
apparently he  was convinced that this march into Austria might 
possibly lead to a military conflict either with Italy or with 
Czechoslovakia. Or perhaps from a political point of view he 
was not quite pleased about this impending increase of the south 
German element in the Reich. I do not know. But at  any rate he 
was most dejected. 

DR. LATERNSER: What were the reasons for the tension which 
existed between Hitler on the one hand and the military leaders 
on the other after the Polish campaign? 

JODL:, The conflict was particularly serious a t  that time because 
the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and many of the higher 
generals held the view I described this morning-namely, that we 
sh,ould remain quiet in the West to end the war. As this again was 
a political argument, which they could not use, the Commander-in- 
Chief of the Army presented a military argument to the Fuhrer at  
that time. This argument was that considering the conditions in 
which our Army was a t  the time, it would not be in a position 
to defeat the French Army, strengthened by the British Army, in 
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an offensive. That made thy'Fiihrer extremely bitter, and this 
bitterness expressed itself repeatedly in every speech to the com- 
manding generals. The entire speech of 23 November, the entire 
memorandum which he wrote on 10 October can only be explained 
in the light of that conflict. 

DR. LATERNSER: The Prosecution, as a basis for the Indict- 
ment of the group, have presented a number of affidavits. I should 
like to ask you to state your views in connection with Affidavit 
Number 12, Document 3710-PS, Exhibit USA-557, which was made 
by Walter Schellenberg. There on Page 1 Schellenberg testifies 
that in the front zone the SD special task groups were entirely 
under the command of the armies-that is to say, tactically, 
technically, and from the point of view of troop service, as he  
says in his affidavit. Is that true, Generaloberst? 

JODL: It  is only true to a very limited extent. I must start my 
answer by saying I was not familiar with the idea of the Einsatz- 
gruppe and Einsatzkommando until I came here to Nuremberg. 
I must say that quite openly, even a t  the risk of being called a 
"Parsifal," but it is a fact. I only knew about the Police. The 
operational territory of the Army was divided into three sectors. 
The front line was called the fighting zone, and that went back 
approximately as far as the enemy artillery could fire. In that 
sector everything, that was anything at all, was in all respects 
subordinate to the Army. But in that sector there was no 
Police-except the Secret Field Police, who were in any case 
completely under the jurisdiction of the Army. 

DR. LATERNSER: The Secret Field Police were actually a part 
of the division, were they not? 

JODL: Yes, they were divisional troops which carried out police 
work among the troops. Then came the rear area of the armies 
which was under the commanding generals of the armies, and 
behind that were the lines of communication of the Army which 
comprised all the supply units and services of the Quartermaster 
General of the Army. In this main sector-which was by far the 
largest sector as it comprised 97 percent of the entire operational 
area-the entire Police and everything which did not belong to 
the A m y  organically was not under the command of the Army, as 
far as tasks were concerned, but under the Police, under the Reichs- 
fiihrer SS Himmler. Only from the standpoint of servicing the 
troops-that is, with regard to their supplies or movements during 
advance or retreat-did the Army, of course, have the right to 
give orders to the troops regarding their movements and their 
accommdation. 

DR. LATERNSER: Schellenberg states that in the rear opera-
tional areas and in the rear areas of the Army these special task 
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groups came under the Army only as far as supplies were 
concerned; and a s  far as orders and tasks were concerned, under 
the Reich Security Main Office. Is that correct? 

JODL: That is correct. The entire Police received orders about 
what they were to do from Hirnrnler only. 

DR. LATE.RNSER: Schellenberg also states further in his Affi- 
davit Number 12, Document 3710-PS, Exhibit USA-557, that this 
subordination as regards troop servicing also included the question 
of discipline. Is that true? 

JODL: That is wrong. An officer of the Army could never 
punish a member of the Police or. the SS. 

DR. LATERNSER: As has been established, the chief task of 
these special task groups was to carry out mass extermination 
of Jews and Communists. Schellenberg states in his Affidavit 
Number 12 that he  was convinced that the commanding generals of 
the army groups and armies had been clearly informed of these 
tasks through official channels. Since Schellenberg has stated his 
conviction in this affidavit I ask you to give us yours, because I 
think I am right in assuming that you were with the best informed 
cfficers of the Armed Forces. 

JODL: I cannot, of course, judge exactly what the commanding 
generals actually experienced while they were together at  the 
front; but I can say with absolute certainty that I have never seen 
an  order which revealed that these police units had been sent into 
the operational zone for any other purpose than that of maintaining 
quiet and order, from the police point of view, and uncovering 
revolts and partisan activities. I have never seen a report or an 
order which contained anything other than that. 

DR. LATERNSER: Do yo,u believe, Generaloberst, that the 
commanding generals of the armies or army groups would have 
tolerated those conditions without protest? 

JODL: I consider that out of the question, because even in the 
case of much smaller incidents they raised the most violent protests. 
Hundreds of documents which have been offered by the Prosecution 
here show how the troops a t  the front had objected to measures 
which they considered inadmissible from a humane point of view 
or dangerous to peace and order in the occupied territories. I have 
only to remind you of Blaskowitz' memorandum, which was one 
of the first. 

DR. LATERNSER: ,Did you read that memorandum? 

JODL: No, I did not read it. I only heard about it. 



DR. LATERNSER: Furthermore, the Prosecution have submitted 
Affidavit Number i3  from Rittmeistcr Wilhelm Scheidt. It is Docu- 
ment 3711-PS, Exhibit USA-558. Scheidt says in this affidavit, and 
I quote from Page 2: "It was a generally known fact that the 
partisan fights were conducted with cruelty on both sides." 

I skip a sentence. He goes on to say: 

"There is no question but that these facts must have been 
known to the leading officers in the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff and in the General Staff of the Army. I t  was also 
known that i t  was Hitler's view that in the fight against 
partisans only the use of cruel, intimidating punishment 
could be successful." 

Is Rittmeister Scheidt's statement correct, namely, that the 
leading officers of the Armed Forces Operations Staff and the 
General Staff of the Army knew of the cruelty employed by both 
sides in the partisan fighting? 

JODL: What we knew about the conduct of partisan warfare , 
has already been submitted to this Tribunal. I refer to the instruc- ' 
tions which I signed regarding the combating of partisans in Docu- 
ment F-665, Exhibit RF-411. I t  begins with a lengthy discourse on 
how the partisans conducted this war. Of course, we did not 
invent this. This was extracted from hundreds of reports. That 
troops in such a fight, seeing the methods employed by the enemy, 
would on their part not be exactly mild can readily be imagined. 
In spite of that the directives which we issued never contained 
a word to the effect that no prisoners were to be taken in these 
partisan fights. On the contrary, all reports showed that the 
number taken prisoner was larger by far than the number killed. 
That it was the Fiihrer's view that in  their fight against the 
partisans the troops should in no way be restricted is authentically 
proved by the many arguments which I, as well as the General 
Staff of the Army, had with the Fiihrer on this subject. 

DR. LATERNSER: What if the commanding generals received 
reports about cruelties committed by their own soldiers? 

JODL: Then they would be court-martialed. That again is 
established in the documents. I remind you of an  order, issued 
by the Fiihrer, which begins with the sentence, "It has been 
reported to me that individual soldiers of the Armed Forces have 
been dealt with by court martial because of their behavior when 
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fighting partisans." 

DR. LATERNSER: And that was the only thing the commanding 
general could do in a case like that? 



JODL: There was no other way open. And even on these orders, 
he always acted in accordance with his own legal judgment. Who 
could stop him from doing that? 

DR. LATERNSER: The Prosecution have also submitted Affidavit 
Number 15, by General Rottiger, Document 5713-PS which is 
numbered Exhibit USA-559. In this affidavit General Rottiger 
states, in the middle of Page 1: 

"Only now, on the strength of documents put before me, do 
I realize that in issuing the order to employ the severest 
measures to combat partisans, the highest levels might 
possibly have had in mind the final aim of using this com- 
bating of partisans by the Army to achieve the relentless 
extermination of Jewry and osther undesirable elements." 
Did the military leadership a t  the highest level hold any such 

point of view, and was that their final aim? 
JODL: No. Of course, one is wise after the event. I too have 

learned many things today which I did not know before, However, 
this4nowledge does not apply at  all here, because there were next 
to%no)Jews among the partisans. In the main, these partisans were / 	 fanatical Russian fighters-mostly W E e  Russians-and were as 

1 	 hard 5s steel. And, to a question put by my counsel, even the 
witness Bach-Zelewski had to admit that there were just about 
no Jews among these partisans. 

As regards the extermination of Slavs, I can only say that the 
Slavs who were killed in the partisan fighting amounted to no more 
than one-twentieth or one-thirtieth of the numbers which in the 
normal, large-scale battles with the Soviet Russian armies th/e 
Russians lolst i n  dead or wounded. As far as figures are concerned, 
that carries no weight at  all. Therefore that is a completely 
erroneous view. 

DR. LATERNSER: A further Affidavit, Number 16, by the same 
General Rottiger, was submitted by the Prosecution under DOCU- 
ment 5714-PS, Exhibit Number USA-560. In the last sentence 
General Rottiger states the following, and I quote: 

"Although generally speaking one knew what the special 
tasks of the SD units were, and although this apparently 
happened with the knowledge of the highest leaders of the 
Armed Forces, we opposed these methods as far as possible 
since it meant endangering our otwn troops." 
In other words, General Rottiger, in his affidavit, maintains that 

the special tasks of the SD units were apparently carried out with 
the knowledge of the highest military leaders. If that is correct, 
then, you, Generaloberst, must have known about the tasks and 
these questions you have already..  . 



JODL: Yes, I have already answered. I have never spoken to 
a single officer who had knowledge of these matters and told me 
about them. 

DR. LATERNSER: Also, in the case against the General Staff 
and the OKW, the Prosecution have submitted Affidavit 17, Docu-
ment 3715-PS, Exhibit Number USA-562. This affidavit comes 
from SS Leader Rael Rode states, a t  the top of Page 2: 

"As proof, one can quote the OKW and OKH order which 
stated that all members of partisan groups who had been 
captured, such as Jews, agents, and political commissars, were 
to be handed over by the troops to the SD for 'special treat- 
ment' without delay. Apart from that, this order contained 
instructions that in guerrilla fighting no prisoners, apart from 
the aboveimentioned, were to be taken." 
Generaloberst, was there such an order that in guerrilla fighting 

no prisoners were to be taken? 

JODL: Such an order never existed. I have never seen such an 
order. It  was not contained in the instructions regarding guerrilla 
fighting. Apart from that, practically every word in that statement 
is untrue. There never was an  order from the OKW-OKH-that 
is, an order which came from both departments. Jews among the 
guerrillas. I have already dealt with that. Agents among the 
guerrillas. Agents-that is a chapter by itself. Political commissars. 
That is quite another point. They were never handed over t o  the 
SD for special treatment-if they were handed over at  all-because 
the task of the SD was an entirely different one. They may have 
been handed over to the Security Police. In other words, every 
word is untrue. 

DR. LATERNSER: There is an  Affidavit Number 18,by the same 
SS Leader Rode, which the Prosecution have submitted under 
Document 3716-PS, Exhibit Number USA-563. Rode states as 
follows in this affidavit: 

"As far as is known to me, the SD special task groups, 
attached to the various army groups, were under the juris- 
diction of the latter in every way-that is to say, tactically, 
as well as in every other way. For that reason, the tasks 
and methods of these units were fully known to the com-
manding generals. They approved of the tasks and methods, 
since apparently, they never raised any decisive objections 
to them." 
Do you know SS Leader Rode? 

JODL: No, I do not know him. I do not think it is necessary 
to say much about this, because the General of the Police Schellen- 
berg, who led such a special task group himself, and who really 
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must know, has stated quite clearly on this witness stand what 
jurisdiction he was under and from whom he received his orders. 

DR. LATERNSER: That was not the witness Schellenberg; that 
was Ohlendorf. 

JODL: Ohlendorf? Yes. 

DR. LATERNSER: Now, I have a few questions about the Com- 
missar Order. Were you present a t  the conference when Hitler 
gave the Commissar Order orally to the commanding generals? 

JODL: As far as I remember, right a t  the beginning he spoke 
only to the Commander-in-Chief of the Army, or the Chief of the 
General Staff and a few officers of the OKW, about this Commissar 
Order. As far as I recollect he referred to that order of his at  a 
later date when addressing the commanding generals. I believe that 
it was during that second conference that he used the words, 
"I cannot expect that my generals understand my orders, but 
I must demand that they obey them." 

DR. LATERNSER: Do you know any commandirig generals who 
resisted that order? 

JODL: Later on someone told me-I do not know whether it is 1 true-that Fiel_d Marshal Rommel had burned this order. But .  . . 
DR. LATERNSER: Does not that recollection of yours refer to 

the Commando Order? General Field Marshal Rommel was . . . 
JODL: Oh, yes, that was the Commando Order. yo6 are talking 

about the Commissar Order, are you not? 
DR. LATERNSER: Yes, that is right. 
JODL: I remember that there were constant objections from the 

High Command of the Army which, unfortunately, had to carry 
oat this order, and these went on for a long time. Officers of the 
General Staff told me confidentially that for' the most part i t  was 
not being carried out. I know of one official application made to 
the Piihrer to have this order officially withdrawn. That was done, 
although I cannot remember when. 

DR. LATERNSER: Who made that application? 


JODL: The High Command of the AI&I~. Whether it was the 

Chief of the General Staff or the Commander-in-Chief, I cannot say. 

DR. LATERNSER: When was this application made? 
JODL: I believe i t  was in the spring of 1942. 
DR. LATERNSER: The spring of 1942? And to that application. . . 
JODL: I know for certain, the order was withdrawn. 

DR. LATERNSER: Did you talk to any commanding general who 
approved of that order? 
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JODL: No.' All the officers to whom I spoke considered, first, 
that the order should be turned down from the humane point of 
view and, secondly, that it was wrong from the practical point 
of view. 

DR. LATERNSER: When Hitler gave his reasons for this order 
orally-and you have already told us some of them-he is supposed 
to have mentioned additional reasons for making it. I should like 
you to tell us what they were so that we may get this matter 
quite clear. 

JODL: He gave a lengthy explanation-as he always did when 
he felt it necessary to convince somebody. 

DR. LATERNSER: Did he state . .  . 
THE PRESIDENT: Have no't these reasons already been given? 

DR. LATERNSER: As far as I am informed, Mr. President, they 
have not yet all been given. 

/ T u r n i n g  to the de fendan t . ]  During that conference did Hitler 
state. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: One moment. Haven't you already given the 
reasons which, you say, Hitler gave for this order? 

JODL: I have not given some very important reasons, which the 
Fuhrer also pointed out. They were. .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. 
Dr. Laternser, I have already had to ask you to be more brief 

on many occasions in which you have examined witnesses, and 
really you have spent over an hour already on this High Command 
Staff. Every witness who comes to the box you take a very long 
time over, and the Tribunal think that a great deal of their time 
has been wasted by you. Now, this witness can give any further 
reasons, but I do not want any argument about it. He can give his 
explanation now. 

JODL: I have only to add that the Fuhrer said on that occasion: 
"If you do not believe what I am telling you, then read the reports 
from Counterintelligence which we have received regarding the 
behavior of the Russian commissars in the occupied Baltic states. 
Then you will get a picture of what can be expected from these 
commissars." 

He also stated that. 

DR. LATERNSER: I should like to put a question to you about 
the report in Document 884-PS, submitted under Exhibit USSR-351. 

THE PRESIDENT: Repeat the number please. 

DR. LATERNSER: Number 884-PS, i t  is a document submitted 
by the Russian Prosecution on 13 February, and it is on Page 151 
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of the second document book for General Jodl. Under Number 11 
of this report, Page 153, there is the following statement. I quote, 
"TO this, Reichsleiter Rosenberg in Memorandum 3 suggests.. ." 
I do not want to read further. The next is a suggestion. 

I would like to ask you for what reason this Number I1 was 
brought out in this report. 

JODL: I can only guess because I did not write it. But I have 
no doubt . .  . 

- THE PRESIDENT: We do not want his guesses, you know. If 
he can only guess, then he had better not guess. We want evidence, 
not guesses. 

DR. LATERNSER: Yes, I will dispense with this question. 
I assumed that the witness would have personal knowledge 
about that. 

Witness, you said yesterday that the Commando Order of 
18 October 1942 had been changed-that is, partially revoked by 
application of the Commander, West. Who was that Commander, 
West who had applied for that change? 

JODL: General Field Marshal Von Rundstedt, and he applied to 
have the entire order withdrawn. 

DR. LATERNSER: You know the order by General Von Reichenau 
which the Russian Prosecution submitted on 13 February as Docu- 
ment USSR-12? I t  is dated 10 October 1941. Do you know the 
reasons this order was issued? 

JODL: Yes. Reichenau, at  that time, was commanding general of 
the 6th Army, and in his army sector was the town of Kiev. This 
morning I already started to describe events that took place in 
Kiev at  the end of September, and that was the reason for this 
order. 

DR. LATERNSER: How did the commanding generals exercise 
their jurisdiction-strictly, or not so strictly? 

JODL: I know this because Dr. Lehmann . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: That has nothing to do with the charge 

against -,the High Command. There is no charge against the High 
Command for having arranged courts martial or administering their 
courts martial improperly. 

DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, I believe I am of a different 
opinion on this point. If the commanding generals heard of any 
breaches of discipline or atrocities. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you know of anything in the Indictment, 
or anything in the evidence, which charges the High Command, or 
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any member of the High Command, with improper behavior a t  a 
court martial, or in connection with a court martial? 

DR. LATERNSER: No. I merely want to discover the typical 
attitude of the High Command. 

[Turn ing  t o  the  defendant.] What do you know about the reaso'ns 
for the mass deaths which occurred among Russian prisoners of 
war during the winter of 1941? 

JODL: I am info~rmed on this subject because several adjutants 
of the Fuhrer were sent there personally, and they reported to the 
Fiihrer in my presence. We were mostly concerned with the mass 
deaths after the last great battle for the Viazma pocket. The reason 
for the mass deaths was described by the Fuhrer's adjutants as 
follows: The half-famished encircled Russian armies had put up 
fanatical resistance during the last 8 or 10 days. They Literally 
lived, on the bark o'f trees and roots because they had retreated 
to impenetrable wooded country, and when they fell into our hands 
they were in such a condition that they could hardly move. I t  was 
impossible to transport them. The situation as regards supplies was 
critical, because the railway system had been destroyed, so that 
it was impossible to take them all away. There were no accom- 
modations nearby. Only immediate careful hospital treatment could 
have saved the majority of them. Soon afterwards the rain started, 
and then the cold set in, and that is the reason why such a large 
number of those prisoners-particularly these prisoners of Viazma- 
died. 

That is the report of the FYihrer's adjutants who had been sent 
there to investigate. Similar reports came from the Quartemrmaster 
~ e n e r a lof the Army. 

DR. LATERNSER: What do you know about the shelling of 
Leningrad by German artillery? You remember that a witness has 
been examined here on that point? 

JODL: I was present during two conferences which the Fuhrer 
himself had with the German artillery commander who was in 
charge of the artillery before Leningrad. He brought along the 
exact target chart, and i t  showed a very carefully% worked-out 
system, according to which only key plants in Leningrad were 
marked as necessary targets, so as to cripple "the power of resistance 
of the fortress. They were mostly factories which were still pro- 
ducing munitions. The ammunition for this heavy artillery, only 
a small portion of which could reach the center of Leningrad, was 
so scarce that one had to be extremely economical in its use. They 
were mostly captured guns from France, and we only had as much 
ammunition as we had captured. 
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DR. LATERNSER: You know that the witness has asserted that 
in his opinion the artillery deliberately destroyed the castles in 
Leningrad. You have seen the target chart for this artillery? 

JODL: Yes; I myself had the artillery target chart in my brief 
case for many weeks. Only the armament industry was marked 
on it. I t  would have been insane to shoot at  anything else. 0 1  
course, every artilleryman knows that through dispersion the shots 
can fall elsewhere. 

DR. LATERNSER: What do you know about the order from 
Hitler and the OKH to destroy dwellings and fireplaces during the 
retreat in the winter of 1941? What was the reason for that order? 

JODL: The reasons are t h a t . .  . 
DR. LATERNSER: I refer to the Order USSR-130. Unfortunately, 

I have not been able to ascertain on what day the Prosecution 
presented this order. I shall ascertain it later and have the Tribunal 
informed. 

, JODL: During that frightful winter battle, with a temperature 
of 48 degrees of frost, the commanders at the front reported to the 
Fuhrer in his headquarters that this battle was exclusively a battle 
for warm shelter. Those who did not have some sort of heating 
arrangement-that is to say, a village with serviceable stoves-
could not hold out and would not be able to fight the following 
day. One could say it was really-a fight for stoves. And when, 
because of this, we were forced to retreat, the Fiihrer then ordered 
that those fireplaces must be destroyed-not only the houses but 
also the fireplaces were to be blown up-because in such a critical 
situation that alone would prevent the Russians from pursuing. 
Since, in accordance with the Hague Regulations for Land Warfare, 
every type of destruction is permissible which is absolutely necessary 
from the military point of view, I believe that for this type of 
winter warfare-and it happened only during the winter-that order 
can be justified. 

DR. LATERNSER: What do you know about the case of Katyn? 

JODL: Regarding the finding of these mass graves, I received 
the first report through my propaganda department, which was 
informed through its propaganda company attached to the army 
group. I heard that the Reich Police Criminal Department had been 
given the task of investigating the whole affair, and I then sent 
an officer from my propaganda department to the exhumation to 
checlr the findings of the foreign experts. I received a report which, 
in general, tallies with the report which is contained in the White 
Book issued, I think, by the Foreign Office. I have never heard 
anyone raise any doubts as to the facts as they were presented. 
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DR. LATERNSER: You have also seen the film which the Russian 
Prosecution have shown in this courtroom, and which showed 
atrocities committed in the Yugoslav theater of war. Can you 
explain any of the pictures which you perhaps still recollect? 

JODL: I believe that every picture shown in this courtroom is, 
and was, perfectly truthful as a picture. These were captured 
photographs. But it has never been said what the photographs 
represented. It  was not clear from the film whether the dog that 
was mauling a human being was not photographed in an army 
dog training center. 

THE PRESIDENT: That is mere argument. 

DR. L A T ~ N S E R :  I was about to stop him. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

DR. LATERNSER: I was thinking of certain photographs which 
you might be able to clarify with a statement as: "I remember one 
photograph of a police dog jumping at  a human being or a dummy." 
Can you s a y . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: You asked him about these photographs, 
and he says that they were all true-in his opinion-true pictures; 
and he didn't take them. He doesn't know anything about them, 
and anything that he can say upon them appears to us to be 
argument. 

DR. LATERNSER: I will withdraw that question. 
Generaloberst, was Louvain captured in the manner as testified 

by the witness Van der Essen? The witness Van der Essen said that 
Louvain was taken without fighting. 

JODL: I have ascertained that the Armed Forces communique 
of, I think, 18 May contains the sentence, "Louvain taken after 
heavy fighting." But I do not believe.. . 

-THE PRESIDENT: What was the' place that you are asking 
about? 

DR. LATERNSER: I asked the witness in what way Louvain was 
captured: whether it was only evacuated by the enemy, and then 
occupied, or whether the town had to be fought for. The witness 
has stated that there was no fighting for Louvain, and that therefore 
it was a particularly despicable act. 

THE PRESIDENT: How did it affect the General Staff? 

DR. LATERNSER: Well, in that case, Mr. President, I do not 
know who should be blamed for this event. I cannot see any 
connection with any one of the defendants; and if nobody can be 
blamed for it, we must strike out the whole event. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Is i t  one of the events which is charged in 
the Indictment? 

DR. LATERNSER: No, the Indictment does not refer to it. 

THE PRESIDENT: And the evidence, did the evidence deal 
with it? 

DR. LATERNSER: There is no reference to it in the Indictment; 
but in the evidence, a witness was produced who stated that the 
Unive~rsity of Louvain was willfully destroyed by the German 
artillery although there was no reason to fire on the town. 

THE PRESIDENT: I didn't catch the place-but go on. 

JODL: I know that the Armed Forces communiquk of 18 May 
1940 contained the sentence, "Louvain captured after heavy 
fighting." Even though the German Armed Forces communiquh was 
silent on some things, i t  certainly never stated deliberate untruths. 
I can say that because I edited it. 

DR. LATERNSER: You already spoke yesterday about the case 
of Oradour. I merely wanted to ask you what Field Marshal Von 
Rundstedt did about this event when it was reported to him. 

JODL: Many weeks afterwards I learned that an investigation 
had been started by Field Marshal Von Rundstedt, and that there 
was correspondence about the case of Oradour between Field 
Marshal Keitel, the Armistice Commission, and Field Marshal Von 
Rundstedt. 

DR. LATERNSER: Did the Commander, West begin court-martial 
proceedings? 

JODL: He must have done so, because I read a statement of an 
SS court in connection with this event. 

DR. LATERNSER: What was the outcome of those proceedings? 

JODL: I cannot say. 

DR. LATERNSER: Then I come to the last points. How many 
conferences were there before the Ardennes Offensive in December 
1944? 

JODL: There were four conferences about the Ardennes Offensive. 

DR. LATERNSER: Did you attend all of them? 

JODL: I took part in all of them. 

DR. LATERNSER: Was there ever any request for an order, or 
was an order ever issued a t  one of these conferences to shoot 
prisoners during this offensive? 

JODL: Not. And I can also add that not once during any one of 
those conferences was a single word mentioned which did not deal 
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with purely operational considerations. There was no talk at  all 
about the conduct of the troops. 

DR. LATERNSER: Generaloberst, would you have known if such 
an order had been issued by-let us assume-Field Marshal Von 
Rundstedt? 

JODL: There can be no question of such an order. I t  never could 
have been issued through the military channels. It  could have been 
issued only through the Police-that is to say, Himmler or the SS. 

OR. LATERNSER: But then i t  would not have been binding on 
the units of the Armed Forces-that is, of the A m y ?  

JODL: It  is quite out of the question that any commanding 
general of the Army would even have accepted such an order; 
and I know of no order of the Fiihrer which was directed against 
ordinary prisoners in this way. 

DR. LATERNSER: I merely put that question because the witness 
Van der Essen also stated in this courtroom that, judging by the 
way the prisoners were treated, he had to draw the conclusion that 
it was the result of an order from a higher level. That is why 
I asked that question. 

Do you know the case-the Commando case? 

THE PRESIDENT: I thought you had put your last question. 
You said that was your last question. 

DR. LATERNSER: The last questions. Mr. President, I shall be 
through in about 5 minutes. I ask you to take into consideration 
the fact that Generaloberst Jotdl is a member of the indicted group, 
and that he is the officer who is best informed, and that an hour and 
a half for such an examination is not an excessive amount of time. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Do you know the Commando case in 
which the son of the British Field Marshal Alexander was a ,  
participant? 

JODL: Yes, I know the case. 

DR. LATERNSER: Please tell us about it. 

JODL: I heard about this affair through a report-I cannot quite 
remember whom it came'from. I discussed it with Field Marshal 
Keitel, and I exprwsed the view that it was not necessary to take 
court proceedings against a lieutenant just because he  was wearing 
a German cap during an action of this kind. Court proceedings 
were in progress against him, and Field Marshal Keitel gave the 
order that these proceedings be discontinued. 

DR. LATERNSER: And the proceedings were discontinued? 

JODL: Yes, they were. 



DR. LATERNSER: Well now, regarding the extent of the group, 
two more questions: What was the jurisdiction of the Deputy Chief 
of the Armed Forces Operations Staff? 

JODL: The Deputy Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff- 
1 would say-directed, in practice, the general staff work of my 
entire staff, from which, of course, I was separated to a certain 
extent because I was in the so-called Security Circle Number 1, 
and my staff was in Security Circle Number 2-that is to say, out- 
side; and the whole of this general staff work within the inner 
staff was directed by him, and if necessary, he acted, of course, as 
my deputy. 

DR. LATERNSER: The Prosecution have stated that the Deputy 
Chief of the Anned Forces Operations Staff was responsible for 
strategic planning. Is that correct? 

JODL: No. I was primarily respohsible. 

DR. LATERNSER: Is the significance of the position of this 
Deputy Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff equal to the 
significance of the other positions which are comprised in the in- 
dicted group? 

JODL: No, it is far below that. He did not have the position of 
a commanding general of an army, nor the position of a General 
Staff chief. 

DR. LATERNSER: Thank you very much; I have no further 
questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will adjourn. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Does any other defendant's counsel want to 
ask any questions. 

DR. STAHMER: Were you present, Generaloberst, when toward 
the end of March 1944 Himmler reported to Hitler, during the 
situation conference, that about 80 Royal Air Force officers had 
escaped from the camp, Stalag 111, at Sagan? 

JODL: At the moment when Himmler reported this fact, I was 
not in the big hall of the Berghof. I was in the next room 
telephoning. Hearing a very loud discussion, I went over to the 
curtain to hear what was going on. I heard that they were talking 
about the escape of the English airmen from the Sagan Camp. 

DR. STAHMER: Was Reich Marshal Goring present at this 
situation conference? 



JODL: The Reich Marshal .was not present at  this situation con- 
ference. I am absolutely certain about that. 

DR. STAHMER: In later talks with the Reich Marshal, did you 
find out what he thought of the shooting of some of the escaped 
officers? 

JODL: From talks with the Chief of the General Staff of the 
Luftwaffe, I learned that the Reich Marshal was indignant a t  this 
shooting, and I knew that particularly in situations such as these 
the former officer in him who did not approve of such incredible 
acts came to the surface. One must give him his due. There were 
repeated arguments over this between him and the Fuhrer, which 
I witnessed personally. 

DR. STAHMER: I have no more questions. 

HERR GEORG BOHM (Counsel for SA): With the permission 
of the Court, I will ask the witness a few questions. 

Witness, you were Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff, 
and the units at  your disposal were known to you. The Proisecution 
assert that you expected to find in the SA a fighting unit in the 
first days of aggressive war on the basis of the so-called Commando 
unit (Kommandotruppe). Now I should like to ask you if the term 
Commando unit is known to you in connection with the use of the 
SA by the Wehrmacht. 

JODL: No, that is not known to me. I heard the word Com- 
mando unit for the first time in connection with the undertakings 
of the English Ranger battalions. We never used this term. 

HERR BOHM: There can be no question then that the SA was 
used as a Commando unit behind the regular troops in the entry 
into Austria or in the occupation of the Sudetenland? 

JODL: I know of no case where formations of the SA co-operated 
in the occupation of another country-with the exception of the 
Henlein Free Corps; but that, however, conqisted primarily of 
Sudeten-German refugees. In the Henlein Free Corps there were, 
I believe, a few SA leaders who had formerly been officers. 

HERR BOHM: Was the Feldherrnhalle Regiment used as an 
SA unit or as a Wehrmacht regiment in the war? 

JODL: The Feldherrnhalle Regiment was definitely a Wehr-
macht regiment. I should like to say that i t  embodied the traditions 
of the SA, and it was recruited primarily from the SA, but i t  had 
nothing whatever to do with the Supreme SA Command. I t  was a 
Wehrmacht regiment in every sense of the word. 

HERR EOHM: Do you know anything about the fact that in 
25 group schools, and in 3 Reich leader schools of the SA, 22,000 
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to 25,000 leaders and assistant leaders were trained annually for 
the front, and that these 22,000 to 25,000 leaders and assistant 
leaders were used as such in the Wehrmacht? 

JODL: I know nothing about this, and I consider i t  impossible 
that the Wehrmacht had its leaders and assistant- leaders trained 
by anyone else than by its own personnel. 

HERR B&I'M: Would not the position be that all the SA 
members were drafted into the Wehrmacht as  ordinary soldiers, 
and had to rise from the ranks in the same way as any Wehrmacht 
soldier? 

JODL: The SA were drafted into the Wehrmacht the same as 
any other German. I know of many cases where high SA leaders 
started their service in the Wehrmacht in the very lowest positions 
as soldiers or as noncommissioned officers. 

HERR BOHNI: Then, the Prosecution also assert that after 1934 
the SA trained not only 22,000 to 25,000 leaders and assistant 
leaders, but that 25,000 officers, commissioned and noncommissioned, 
were trained by the SA for the Wehrmacht. Do you know anything 
about this? 

JODL: What I said before about assistant leaders is true to an 
even much greater extent among the officers. The officers were 
trained only in the military schools of the Army and nowhere else. 

HERR BOHM. The Prosecution assert further-and I ask whether 
you know anything about this-that in the course of extending the 
war effort, 86 percent of the professional leadership corps were 
made available. 

JODL: I cannot give a binding answer to that. I do not know 
about that. 

HERR BOHM: And the Prosecution assert further that the SA 
sent 70 percent of its millions of members straight to the Wehr- 
macht. It  may be that 70 percent of the SA members did their 
military service. I want to ask you whether these 70 percent were 
taken straight from the SA or whether they were called up in the 
ordinary groups which applied to the able-bodied male population? 

JODL: No importance whatsoever was attached to the SA when 
men were drafted into the Army. The SA man was drafted like 
any other German who was called up for military service. Whether 
or not a man had been in the SA previously, did not matter in the 
slightest. 

HERR BOHM: Did the Wehrmacht ever take SA signal units 
(Stiirme), engineer units, or cavalry units, or medical units, and use 
them in action inside or outside a division of the Wehrmacht? 
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JODL: I personally knew of no case where any SA unit 
appeared in action outside Germany during the war. 

HERR B&3M: Did the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations 
StaR have a liaison man with the SA? 

JODL: No. From time to time an officer came to me from the 
Supreme SA Command, and he generally inquired as to the fate  
and well-being of the Feldherrhalle Regiment, which had come 
primarily from the SA, or was composed mainly of members of 
the SA, and later, about a Panzer formation which also continued 
the tradition of the Feldhemhalle of the SA. 

HERR BOHM: The Prosecution have submitted a newspaper 
which shows that on the occasion of the mustering of SA members, 
Field Marshal Brauchitsch was present. They want to show from 
this the close connection between the training of the SA and the 
Wehrmacht. Can you explain this photograph? 

JODL: I believe it can be explained by the fact that Field 
Marshal Von Brauchitsch accompanied the Chief of Staff Lutze once 
when the latter inspected an ordinary SA unit, and h e  was 
accompanied by Field Marshal Von Brauchitsch because, as I have 
already said, after the Rohm Putsch we no longer had any cause 
for conflict with the SA. At the outbreak of war the SA placed 
all their equipment, including all tent squares, at  the disposal of 
the Wehrmacht. I remember very clearly. 

HERR BOHM: Could this visit of Field Marshal Von Brauchitsch, 
when he  inspected the SA members, be part of the official activity 
of the Field Marshal? 

JODL: No, in my opinion that was an act of courtesy. 

HERR BOHM: From the point of view of conspiracy with which 
the SA is charged here, do you know that i t  was said to have 
always been the task of the SA, especially in the years 1933 to 1939, 
to prepare Germany, and especially the youth, for a difficult war 
of conquest by instilling, increasing, and maintaining a warlike 
spirit in Germany, especially among the youth? Do you know 
anything in  this connection from personal observations? 

JODL: I do not know anything about that. That the SA, as a 
branch of the Party, also endeavored to foster the patriotic spirit 
within its ranks, to carry on physical training, is a matter of course. 
As to preparing for wars of aggression, no one ever did that. 

HERR BOHM: But that was asserted here in regard to the SA. 
You are of the opinion that it is not true? 

JODL: I have no reason to think that i t  is true. 

HERR BOHM: I have no more questions. 
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DR. MARTIN HORN (Counsel for Defendant Von Ribbentrop): 
Generaloberst, the 26th of August 1939 was fixed as X-Day for the 

,attack on Poland. Is i t  true that on 25 August the order to attack 
was withdrawn upon the urgent request of Ribbentrop because, 
according to the communication which reached the Foreign Office, 
Great Britain had ratified the Treaty of Alliance concluded with 
Poland on 6 April 1939, and Ri~bbentrop told the Fuhrer that 
the advance of German troops would therefore mean war with 
Great Britain? 

JODL: I cannot answer the whole of your question, but I do 
know something about it. When, on the 25th, to our great surprise 
we received the order, "The attack fixed for the 26th will not take 
place," I telephoned to the then Major Schmundt-Field Marshal 
Keitel was not there-and asked him what was the matter. He told 
me that shortly before the Reich Foreign Minister had reported to 
the Fuhrer that Britain had concluded a pact-a mutual assistance 
pact-with Poland, and for that reason he could expect British 
intervention in the war with Poland. For this reason the Fuhrer 
had withdrawn the order for attack. That is what I learned at  
that time. 

DR. HORN: In the spring of 1941, after the Simovic Putsch, the 
Fuhrer held a conference with the Commanders-in-Chief of the 
branches of the Wehrmacht and the Defendant Von Ribbentrop was 
called in to this conference later. Is it true that at this conference 
Von Ribbentrop represented the point of view that before military 
action was taken, an attempt should be made to settle the differences 
with Yugoslavia by dip10,matic mleans? How did Hitler react to 
this suggestion? 

JODL: I recall this incident especially well because about 1 
hour before I had said the same thing to the Fiihrer, that we should 
clear up the situation with an ultimatum. An hour later, without 
knowing about this, the Reich Foreign Minister made the same 
remark, and he fared considerably worse than I did. The Fuhrer 
said: 

"Is that how you size up the situation? The Yugoslavs would 
swear black is white. Of course, they say they have no 
warlike intentions, and when we march into Greece they 
will stab us in the b,ack." 
I recall that statement very exactly. 

DR. HORN: Generaloberst, is it true that the Foreign Office 
from the very outbreak of the Russian war was completely 
eliminated from Eastern questions, that Ribbentrop complained 
personally and through his liaison man, Ambassador Ritter, and 
that he had no success with his suggestions to the Fuhrer? 
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JODL: I know that Ambassador Ritter, who came to see me 
very often, repeatedly complained in private talks about having 
such a large part of its field of activity taken away from the 
Foreign Office, and I must assume that that was not only the 
opinion of Ambassador Ritter but also the opinion of the whole 
Foreign Office as well as of the Foreign Minister. 

DR. HORN: In your testimony you have already mentioned the 
fact that the Wehnnacht was against Hitler's intention to renounce 
the Geneva Convention. Do you know that Ribbentrop also 
energetically opposed Hitler's intention, and that after the objec- 
tions of the Wehrrnacht had been rejected at the beginning, Ribben- 
trop then succeeded in inducing Hitler to give up his intention? 

JODL: Put that way, I cannot confirm i t  fully. One thing 
I know for certain: the Foreign Office informed me in writing of 
its unfavorable attitude toward this suggestion or  idea of the 
Fuhrer. For me that was conclusive proof that the Reich Foreign 
Minister held this point bf view. I recorded this unfavorable 
attitude of the Foreign Office-together with the unfavorable 
attitude of the Army, Navy, and Luftwaffe-in a short memo-
randum, and submitted it to the Fiihrer. To what extent the Reich 
Foreign Minister personally remonstrated with the Fuhrer about 
the matter, I cannot say with certainty. 

DR. HORN: Is it true that Von Ribbentrop spoke against the 
chaining of English prisoners of war as reprisal for the chaining of 
German prisoners of war, and in agreement with the OKW induced 
Hitler to discontinue this measure? 

JODL: That is true. The Reich Foreign Minister, the Foreign 
Office, repeatedly remonstrated with the Fiihrer to withdraw the 
order concerning the chaining of Canadian prisoners, and i t  must 
be assumed that these many objections, which were also supported 
by the OKW, finally succeeded in having the order withdrawn. 

HERR BOHM: In the Tuesday afternoon seasion you discussed 
the question of terror-fliers. In this connection you stated that by 
making inquiries and observations you wanted to prevent the [cause 
for  the decision regarding the intended treatment of this question. 
The Prosecution submitted two documents on this question. One 
was the record of an alleged talk between Ribbentrop, Goring, and 
Himmler at  Klessheim, the other an opinion by Ambassador Ritter, 
who has already been mentioned. I would like to hear from you 
as to whether you know anything about Ribbentrop's attitude 
toward the handling of the question of terror-fliers, especially 
whether Ribbentrop advocated that this question be dealt with 
according to the Geneva Convention, and whether he thought that 
it was possible to deviate from this Convention only if decisive 
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military necessities demanded it, and even in that case only by 
expressly indicating beforehand to the protective powers that it 
intended to depart from the Geneva Convention? 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Horn, can't you put that question more 
shortly; what does he know about it? 

DR. HORN: Is it true, Generaloberst, with regard to the question 
of terror-fliers, that Von Ribbentrop, in the same way as the Wehr- 
macht, was against departing from the Geneva Convention, and he 
put this view to Hitler? 

JODL: To this I can say-again from talks with Ambassador 
Ritter-that I knew that the Reich Foreign Minister advocated 
official procedure, that is, official notice that we could no longer 
consider certain act,s of terror as belonging to regular warfare. 
That was the original point of view of the Foreign Office. To this 
I said at  the time that the Fiihrer would probably not be interested 
as I had concluded from his oral instructions. As i t  turned out, 
the suggestion, such as the Reich Foreign Minister intended to 
make, was never put forward, or a t  least I never saw it. 

DR. HORN: Do you know anything of a peace feeler by English 
officers on behalf of General Alexander, backed up by the English 
Government, in 1943? 

JODL: I know very well that at  that time, in Athens, an 
Englishman-I believe it was an English captain-established 
contact with us. This captain said that he came from English head- 
quarters in the southeastern area. I was present when the Reich 
Foreign Minister reported to the Fiihrer about this matter, and I 
know he suggested that this contact be tried to see what results 
it might bring. That was done; the Fuhrer agreed; but I heard 
nothing more about the matter, and apparently nothing came of it. 

DR.HORN: Do you know anything about any further peace 
attempts of Ribbentrop, especial'ry after the Polish campaign, after 
Dunkirk and 1943? 

JODL: I only knew of the attempts and intentions after the 
Western campaign. At that time the Fiihrer spoke quite openly 
and frankly with everyone. I myself, as well as the Reich Foreign 
Minister, heard the Fuhrer agree that peace would be concluded 
with England at  any time only if part of our fotrmer colonies were 
given back to us. 

DR.HORN: Is it true that the Defendant Von Ribbentrop 
suggested to Hitler that Hungarian Jews, insofar as they wished 
to do so, be permitted to emigrate? 

JODL: I recall that too. Shortly after the occupation of Hungary 
by our troops, at  about the beginning of May 1944, there was a 
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conference at the Berghof, at  which a decision was to be reached. 
The Fiihrer wanted to hear our views as to whether the Hungarian 
Army should be dissolved, or whether i t  should be left as  it was. 
At the end of this discussion, which was of a purely military nature, 
the Reich Foreign Minister said to the Fuhrer, "Can we not send 
all the Hungarian Jews by ship to some neutral country?" The 
Fuhrer answered, "That is easier said than done. Do you think 
that is possible? No one would take them. Besides, it is technically 
impossible." That is my recollection of this talk. 

DR. HORN: You spoke yesterday of the expulsion of the Danish 
Jews, and you said that this expulsion took place on Hirnrnler's 
orders. An affidavit by a Colonel Mildner has been submitted to 
me, in which i t  is asserted that this expulsion took place on the 
orders of the Reich Foreign Minister. Is that statement true? 

JODL: Before this Himmler-Fiihrer conference, which caused 
me to send my teletype message to the Wehrmacht Commander in 
Denmark, I never heard a word about the Jews being deported 
from Denmark, and I never heard that the Foreign Office had any 
part in it. 

DR. HORN: Did you ever get to know anything about the basic 
attitude of the Defendant Van Ribbentrop toward the Jewish 
questioa? 

JODL: Apart from this suggestion about the Hungarian Jews, 
I do not recall any talk by the Reich Foreign Minister, a t  which 
I was present, in which there was any mention of Jews. 

DR. HORN: Thank you. I have no further questions. 
DR. KRAUS: Did I understand you correctly, Generaloberst, 

when you testified yesterday that in 1935 it was decided to set 
up 36 divisions? 

JODL: That is true, yes. 

DR. KRAUS: I am interested to know how many divisions were 
ready by 1 April 1938? I am interested in this key date because 
on that day the financial aid of the Reichsbank stopped. Can you 
tell me how many divisions were ready on 1 April 1938? 

JODL: At that time there were about 27 or 28 divisions actually 
ready-that is, as regards personnel and materiel. 

DR. KRAUS: Can you tell me, Generaloberst, how they were 
made up? 

JODL: I cannot say with certainty. 

DR. KRAUS: Approximately? 

JODL: I do know that only one Panzer division was ready at 
that time, one cavalry division, one mountain division, and the rest 
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were probably infantry divisions. The other Panzer divisions were 
not yet equipped, and they existed olily as skeleton formations. 

DR. KRAUS: I would like to know to what extent this arma- 
ment was increased between that date and the outbreak of the war 
on 1 September 1939-that is, increased from 27 divisions? 

JODL: From the autumn of 1938 on, the picture became much 
more favorable because the preparations in the armament industry 
were now producing results, and plenty of equipment was being 
delivered for the divisions; also, because from this time on, the 
trained age groups were beginning to come in. Therefore, in the 
late autumn of 1938, we were in a position to set up approximately 
55 divisions-including reserve divisions-even though some of 
them may have been only poorly equipped. In 1939-as I said 
before, according to my recollection-there were between 73 and 
75 divisions. 

DR. KRAUS: Therefore, the number of divisions set up after 
March or April of 1938, after President Schacht left the Reichs- 
bank, increased by 200 percent in 15 or 16 months, whereas it took 
more than 3 years to set up 27 divisions? 

JODL: That is true, except that these 55 divisions, or rather 
these 75, were still very short of equipment in the same way as 
the small number in the spring of 1938, or in April 1938, which 
I mentioned. But the fact that from that time on armament went 
much faster was due-as I have said-to the very nature of things. 

DR. KRAUS: Thank you, I have no further questions. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Witness, you testified yesterday that' the 
Intelligence Service during Kaltenbrunner's time was better 
organized than before. Please tell me, what position did Kalten- 
brunner hold during your time in the OKW? 

JODL: I met Kaltenbrunner when. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Just a moment. Dr. Kauffmann, you have 

asked a general question. We have had all of Kaltenbrunner's 
positions given to us more than once. What is it you want to know? 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Mr. President, Kaltenbrunner only testified 
quite generally to the fact that his intelligence service was 
connected with the military Intelligence Service. This witness can 
tell us what this connection of the military Intelligence Service 
with the other intelligence service amounted to, especially as 
regards its scope and its influence on policy as a whole. 

THE PRESIDENT: I didn't understand you to ask him anything 
about the Intelligence Service. You asked him a quite general 
question about what relations he had had with the OKW during 
the time that the defendant was connected with the OKW, in 
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perfectly general t e r n .  It  might have involved an  answer which 
would take about an hour. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: May I restate the question which apparently 
did not come through properly? 

Witness, you testified yesterday that in Kaltenbrunner's time 
the whole Intelligence Service was better organized than before 
that time-that is, under Canaris. Now, I ask you what position 
did Kaltenbrunner have within the Intelligence Service? 

JODL: Kaltenbrunner . . . 
THE PRESIDENT: What is the particular question that you 

want to ask? The Tribunal do not think that you ought to ask 
general questions of this nature. If you have got anything partic- 
ular that you want to know about, you can ask it. 

DR.KAUFF'MANN: What did Kaltenbrunner do during the 
situation discussions which took place daily? 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Kauffmann, i t  is scarcely possible to 
imagine any more general question than that with reference to 
Kaltenbrunner: What was his activity over a number of years? 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Mr. President, I said, during the situation 
report, that is, the daily military conferences-how did Kalten- 
brunner conduct himself? What did he  do? What did he say? Did 
he report? What did his reports consist of? That, in my opinion, 
is a concrete question. 

THE PRESIDENT: What time are you asking about? 

DR. KAUFFMANN: I am asking about the time after his 
appointment as Chief of the Reich Security Main Office, the time 
from 1943 on. That is the only time which is in question. 

THE PRESIDENT: You can ask him with reference to partic- 
ular conferences, certainly. Why not ask him with reference to 
particular conferences, if you know any? 

DR. KAUFFMANN: That was my intention. 
Witness, do you understand what t.he question is? Will you 

please tell me? 

JODL: As far  a s  I recall, until the spring of 1945 when the 
headquarters were finally moved to the Reich Chancellery in Berlin, 
Kaltenbrunner did not take part in any situation discussions. 
I cannot recall ever seeing him a t  a discussion in the F'hrer 's 
headquarters. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Excuse me, do you mean 1944 or 1945? 

JODL: 1945. From the spring of 1945-that is, from the end of 
January, I frequently met Kaltenbrunner in the Reich Chancellery. 



Before that time he came to the Fuhrer's headquarters, fro,m time 
to time, and talked to me there-especially about taking over the 
Canaris Intelligence Service-but he was not present at  the situation 
conferences of the Fiihrer. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Did he submit written military situation 
reports? 

JODL: Before he took over the Intelligence Service from Canaris- 
he took it over on 1 May 1944-before he took over the Intel- 
ligence Service, he sent me from time to time very good reports 
from the southeastern area, and these reports first called my 
attention to his experience in the Intelligence Service. He then 
took over the Intelligence Service, and although I was against it 
at first, after I had expressed my views to him I even supported 
him, for I had the impression that the man knew his business. 
After that, of course, I constantly received reports from Kalten- 
brunner as I previously had received them from Canaris. Not only 
did I receive the daily reports from agents, but from time to time 
he  sent what I should call a political survey on the basis of the 
individual agent's reports. These comprehensive situation reports 
about the political situation everywhere abroad attracted my 
special attention because they summed up our whole military 
situation with a frankness, soberness, and seriousness which had 
not been at  all noticeable in Canaris' reports. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Witness,. you also testified yesterday that 
after the daily military situation conference was ended, Hitler 
gathered around him his trusted confidants and his political men. 
I ask you now: Was Kaltenbrunner in this circle of confidants? 

JODL: I never heard of Kaltenbrunner being in this private 
circle of the Fiihrer, and I never saw him there. What I saw was a 
purely official attitude. 

DR. KAUFFMANN: Thank you, I have no more questions. 

FLOTTENRICHTER OTTO KRANZBUHLER (Counsel for De- 
fendant Donitz): Generaloberst, Grossadmiral Donitz is accused of 
calling on the Navy to continue to fight in the spring of 1945. Did 
you yourself, as a responsible military adviser, advise the Fuhrer 
at that time to capitulate? 

JODL: I did not advise him to capitulate at  that time. That 
was completely out of the question. No soldier would have done 
that. It  would have been of no use. 

FLOTTENRICHTER KRANZBUHLER: Not even after the failure 
of the Ardennes Offensive in February 1945? 

JODL: Not even after the failure om$ the Ardennes Offensive. 
The Fiihrer realized the situation, a s  a whole, as well as we did, 
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and probably much sooner than we did. Therefore, we did not 
need to say anything to him in this connection. 

FLOTTENRICHTER KRANZBUHLER: What were the reasons 
for not doing this? 

JODL: In the winter of 1944 there were many reasons for not 
doing this, apart from the fact that the question of capitulation or 
discontinuing resistance concerns only the Supreme Commander. 
The reasons against it were, primarily, that we had no doubt there 
could be only unconditional surrender, for the other countries left 
us in no doubt on that score; and even if we had had any doubt 
as  to what faced us, i t  was completely removed by the fact that 
we captured the English "Eclipse"-the gentlemen of the British 
Delegation will know what that is. I t  was exact instructions about 
what the occupying polwer was to do in Germany after the capitula- 
tion. NOW-, unconditional surrender meant that the troops would 
cease to fight where they stood on all the fronts, and be captured 
by the enemy facing them. The same thing would happen as 
happened in the winter of 1941 a t  Viazma. Millions of prisoners 
woald suddenly have to camp in the middle of winter in the open. 
Death would have taken an enormous toll. 

Above all, the men still on the Eastern Front, who numbered 
about 3l/z million, would have fallen into the hands of the enemy 
in the East. I t  was our endeavor to save as many people as  possible 
by sending them into the western area. That could only be done 
by drawing the two fronts closer together. Those were the purely 
military opinions which we held in the last stages of the war. 
I believe that in years to come there will be more to say about 
this than I can say or wish to say today. 

DR. NELTE: Generaloberst, how long have you known Field 
Marshal Keitel? 

JODL: I believe I met'him in 1932 when he was chief of the 
organizational department of the Army. 

DR. NELTE: And from that time, except for the time you were 
in Vienna, you always worked with him? 

JODL: There was a time when Field Marshal Keitel was not in 
the War Ministry but in the field. I believe that was in 1934-35. 
I then lost sight of him. Otherwise I was with him all the time. 

DR. NELTE: Was your work with him only official, or dld you 
have personal relations with him? 

JODL: In the course of the years, as a result of all we went 
through together, these relations became very personal. 

DR. NELTE: The Prosecution have characterized Field Marshal 
Keitel as one of the most powerful officers of the Wehrmacht. They 
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charge him with using this position to influence Hitler. Other 
circles represented here called Keitel weak; and accused him of 
nott being able to achieve his purpose in his position. 

I do not want to ask any questions which have previously been 
asked and answered; but there are questions which have been 
previously answered in various ways-as you have heard-and only 
a person like you can answer them, a person who worked with the 
Field Marshal for more than a decade. Therefore, please tell me 
briefly-making your sentences short-what the olfficial relations 
were between Keitel and Hitler. 

JODL: The official relations between the Fuhrer and Field 
Marshal Keitel were exactly the same as between the Fuhrer and 
me, but on a somewhat different level. They were purely official, 
especially in the beginning. They were interspersed, just as in the 
cdse of all other higher officers, by constant clashes between a 
revolutionary and a Prussian officer bound by tradition. 

DR. NELTE: Then, these clashes, the result of differing opinions, 
were a daily occurrence? 

JODL: They were a daily occurrence and in  effect led to 
extremely unpleasant scenes, such scenes as  made m e  ashamed, as 
a senior officer, to have to listen to such things in the presence of 
young adjutants. The entry in my diary proves that on 19 April 
1940, for instance, Field Marshal Keitel threw his portfolio on the 
table and left the room. That is a fact. 

DR. NELTE: May I ask what the reason was? 
THE PRESIDENT: No, Dr. Nelte. If you want him to confirm 

the evidence which the Defendant Keitel has given, why don't you 
ask him whether he confirms it? 

DR. NELTE: These are questions, Mr. President, which I have 
not submitted to Field Marshal Keitel. My line of question-
ing became necessary because between the questioning of the 
defendant ... 

THE PRESIDENT: The question you put to him was: What 
were his relations with the Fuhrer? You could not have put it any 
wider than that, and you certainly covered that with the Defendant 
Keitel. 

DR. NELTE: I discussed i t  with Keitel. 
THE PRESIDENT: You have put the question to Keitel, and 

Keitel answered it a t  great length. 
DR. NELTE: Mr. President, after Keitel was questioned, a witness 

appeared here who would discredit the statement of Field Marshal 
Keitel, if what he says is true. Therefore, in order to clarify, 
I must . .  . 
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THE PRESIDENT: That is the very reason why I asked you 
whether you wanted this witness to confirm what the Defendant 
Keitel said, and-if you did-why you didn't ask him whether he 
did confirm the evidence of KeiteL 

DR. NELTE: Generaloberst, you have heard that we can simplify 
the question on this matter. I submit to you that which the 
witness Gisevius said here, in this room, about Field Marshal Keitel. . 

It  was, for the main part, in contradiction to what Field Marshal 
Keitel, and the other witnesses questioned about Keitel, had said. 
I point out that Gisevius did not speak from his own knowledge, 
but that he was given information from the OKW. If you want to 
consider that, please answer the questioa now: According to your 
knowledge of these things, is i t  true what Field Marshal Keitel said 
under oath-and which was confirmed by others, with the exception 
of Gisevius-or is i t  true what Gisevius said? 

JODL: Only that is true which Field Marshal Keitel said. 
I experienced it on thousands of days. What the witness Gisevius 
said in this connection are general figures of speech. Apart from 
Hitler, there was no powerful man; there was and could be no 
influential man next to him. 

DR. NELTE: The witness Gisevius mentioned an example to 
prove that Keitel prevented certain reports from being presented 
to Hitler. Since you had a part in this document, I should like to 
have this one document presented to you, and ask you to comment 
on it. I t  is Document 790-PS. This document is not an actual set 
of minutes, but a note for the files, as you see. It  is about the 
White Book which was prepared on the alleged Belgian and Dutch 
violations of neutrality. And in this connection, the witness 
Gisevius said: 

"I believe that I should cite two more examples which 
I consider especially significant. First of all, every means 
was tried to incite Keitel to warn Hitler before the invasion 
of Belgium and Holland, and to tell him-that is, Hitler-that 
the information which had been submitted by Keitel regard- 
ing the alleged violation of neutrality by the Dutch and 
Belgians was wrong. Counterintelligencey'-that is Canaris- 
"was to produce these reports which would incriminate the 
Dutch and Belgians. Admiral Canaris, a t  that time, refused 
to sign these reports. . . . He told Keitel repeatedly that these 
reports, which were supposedly produced by the OKW, 
were wrong. 

"That is one instance when Keitel did not transmit to Hitler 
that which he should have." 
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Generaloberst, I ask you to confirm, after you have looked over 
this document, that these notes show that Field Marshal Keitel and 
you were expected to cover false reports, and that on the basis of 
the Canaris report-contained in Part A-the OKW refused to 
cover this White Book. Is that true? 

[There was no response.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, if you understand the question, will 
you answer it? 

JODL: I understand the question, and I should like to establish 
the facts here briefly, and tell how it really was as far as I can 
without being choked with disgust. 

I was present when Canaris came to the Reich Chancellery with 
this report to Field Marshal Keitel, and submitted to him the draft 
of the White Book of the Foreign Office. Field Marshal Keitel then 
Icoked through this book and listened carefully to the essential 
remarks which Canaris made, at  the wish of the Foreign Office, to 
the effect that the intelligence needed perhaps some improvement, 
that he was to confirm that military action against Holland and 
Belgium was absolutely necessary, and that, as it says here, a 
final really flagrant violation of neutrality was still lacking. Before 
Canaris had said another word, Field Marshal Keitel threw the 
book on the table, and said, "I will not stand for that. How could 
I assume responsibility for a political decision? In this White Book 
are, word for word, the reports which you yourself-Canaris-
gave me." 

Whereupon Canaris said, "I am of exactly the same opinion. In 
my opinion, i t  is completely superfluous to have this document 
signed by the Wehrmacht, and the reports which we have here, as 
a whole, are quite sufficient to substantiate the breaches of neu-
trality which have taken place in Holland and in  Belgium." And he 
advised Field Marshal Keitel against signing it. 

That is what took place. The Field Marshal took the book with 
him, and I do not know what happened after that. But one thing 
is certain, that the imaginary reports of this e e r r  Gisevius turn 
everything upside down. All these reports about the violations of 
neutrality came from these peolple who now assert that we had 
signed therr. falsely. This is one of the most despicable incidents 
of world history. 

DR. NELTE: Generaloberst, Admiral Canaris played a part in 
this case. Giswius said, "It was not possible for Admiral Canaris 
to submit an urgent report to Hitler on his own initiative." He 
asserts that Canaris gave reports to Field Marshal Keitel who did 
not submit them. I ask you, is that true? 
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JODL: Of course, I did not follow up  every document that came 
to Field Marshal Keitel; but Field Marshal Keitel submitted 
everything which was considered necessary for the Fiihrer to know 
about. I have already said that if Canaris had not been satisfied 
in this connection, he could have gone to the Fuhrer directly. He 
had only to go into the next office and inform the Fuhrer's chief 
adjutant, or he had only to tell me. 

THE PRESIDENT: If you don't know, why don't you say so? If 
you don't know whether he gave i t  to the FYihrer or not, say so. 

DR. NELTE: I only asked whether the testimony is true, that 
Admiral Canaris could not go to Hitler. I wanted you to answer 
that question. 

JODL: In Iact, he  went to the Fiihrer dozens of times. 

DR. NELTE: If he wanted it, he had access at  any time? 
JODL: Absolutely, at  any time. 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, will you tell me what page in the 
shorthand notes this evidence is of Gisevius? 

DR. NELTE: The evidence about Keitel is in the transcript of 
the session of 26 April 1946 (Volume XII, Pages 265 to 271). 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 

DR. NELTE: I now want to show you two affidavits which you 
signed together with Field Marshal Keitel, which have also been 
submitted to the Tribunal. These are the Affidavit Number 
Keitel-9, High Command of the Wehrmacht and General Staff, and 
the Affidavit Number Keitel-13, Development of the Conditions in 
France, 1940 to 1945, and the military competencies. 

You remember that you signed these affidavits? 

JODL: I did so, yes. 

DR. NELTE: And if you are sure of that, do you remember the 
contents? 

JODL: Yes. 
DR. NELTE: You confirm the accuracy of your affidavit? 

JODL: I confirm this statement. 

DR. NELTE: I will not read these affidavits or  parts of them. 
On the subject of rearmament-that is, regarding General Thomas, 
who was also given here as a source of information-I should like 
to ask you a few questions. 

You know that the Prosecution submitted a voluminous book 
here, Document 2353-PS, which is a description of the rearmament, 
written by General Thomas. As General Thomas was also given by 
the witness Gisevius here as a source of information, I must 
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question you about Thomas. In his affidavit, which is attached to 
Document 2353-PS, he said that on 1 February 1943 he was 
released from the OKW. Do you know whether that is true or not? 

JODL: As far  as I can recall, he  was assigned to the group of 
officers for special employment by the High Command of the 
Wehrmacht. He was therefore a t  the disposal of Field Marshal 
Keitel. 

DR. NELTE: Did he  not have a special assignment when he  was 
made available for special employment? 

JODL: He took over several assignments after that, I believe. 

DR. NELTE: I only wanted to ascertain that also after 1February 
1943, General Thomas was still given assignments by the OKW, 
especially that of writing this book which has been submitted here, 
is that true? 

JODL: That is true, that he was engaged in writing what might 
be called the "History of Rearmament." 

DR. NELTE: What was his relation to Field Marshal Keitel? 

JODL: I know of that from the time when the two men worked 
together-that was only before the war and at  the very beginning 
of the war, and the relations were good. 

DR. NELTE: Do you know the reports of General Thomas 
concerning rearmament? 

JODL: I have no exact recollection of any reports about our 
own rearmament. I can only recall reports about the war potential 
of our enemies. I remember those. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Nelte, are you going to be much longer, 
because it is 10 minutes past 5, and if you are not going to 
conclude tonight we had better adjourn. 

DR. NELTE: I will need a quarter of an hour yet. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then we will adjourn at  this time. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 6 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 



ONE HUNDRED 

AND FORTY-EIGHTH DAY 


Thursday, 6 June 1946 

Morning Session 

/The Defendant Jodl resumed the stand.] 

DR. NELTE: General, yesterday in answer to my last question 
about General Thomas you said that he  regularly made reports on 
the k a r  potential of enemy polwers to you and Field Marshal Keitel. 
Were these important reports always submitted to Hitler? 

JODL: These reports, with detailed graphic descriptions, sketches, 
and drawings, were regularly submitted to the Fuhrer and often 
occasioned violent disputes, because the f i h r e r  considered this 
representation of the enemy potential as greatly exaggerated. 

DR. NELTE: Did you and Field Marshal Keitel hold th'e point of 
view that the representations of General Thomas were well-
founded? 

JODL: Field Marshal Keitel and I were both of the opinion that, 
after a very careful study of enemy achievements in armament 
production, these statements of Thomas were doubtless on the whole 
completely accurate. 

DR. NELTE: You heard the witness Gisevius say that Thomas 
was supposed to have been an opponent of Hitler's war leadership. 
In the course of years and in the reports made, did you ever realize 
this fact? 

JODL: I did not observe this. The only thing that I observed 
was that he objected to this exaggerated optimism in which the 
Fiihrer habitually indulged, and that perhaps in his basic attitude 
he was of a pessimistic rather than an optimistic nature. 

DR. NELTE: Was General Thomas dismissed from his position as 
head of the Economic Armament Office of bhe OKW through Keitel's 
eborts? 

JODL: No, at  the time he retired from active service General 
Thomas was under Minister Speer, but Minister Speer no longer 
cared to work with him and requested the Fuhrer that he be 
dismissed from the armament office which Minister Speer had taken 
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over. And that was done by t~he Field Marshal bn the order of the 
Fuhrer. 

DR. NELTE: I can therefore establish. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Nelte, how ki the evidence about General 

Thomas relevant to the case of Keitel-how is the question of 
whether General Thomas was acting against the supposed interests 
of Germany or not relevant to the cases of either Keitel or Jodl? 
The evidence of Gisevius was relevant to the case of the Defendant 
Schacht. I t  seems to me-and I think, to the Tribunal-to be entirely 
irrelevant to the case of either the defendant whom you represent 
or the case of the Defendant Jojdl. What does i t  matter to us whether 
General Thomas was acting in order to. try and overthrow Hitler 
or not? 

DR. NELTE: The question which concerns the Defendant Keitel 
is whether Field Marshal Keitel submitted and supported the reports 
handed in by Thomas. The witness Gisevius said here, referring to 
Thomas as a source of information, that these reports of Thomas 
were kept from Hitler. Therefore this evidence. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: We went into that yesterday and now the 
Defendant Jodl has said that the reports of Thomas were submitted 
to the Fuhrer. But what I was pointing out to you was that the 
question whether Thomas was making his reports honestly or not is 
a matter which is entirely irrelevant. 

DR. NELTE: Not as to the credibility of Gisevius' sources of 
information, in my opinion; but I will withdraw this question. 
However, In this connection I must ask one more question with 
regard to the other source of information, Canaris. 

[ Tu rn i ng  t o  the defendant.]  Canaris was a regular and frequent 
guest in the Fiihrer's headquarters and a guest of yours. What were 
the relations of Field Marshal Keitel to  his oldest office chief? 

JODL: The relations between Field Marshal Keitel and Canaris 
from the first day to the last were remarkably friendly, and 
unfol-tunately one of too much blind confidence. 

DR. NELTE: May I ask what the relatio'ns were after the 20th of 
July? 

JODL: I know that even after the 20th of July Field Marshal 
Keitel did not believe the charges againslt Canaris and that after the 
arrest of Canaris he supported his family with money. 

DR. NELTE: How were the relations between Canaris and 
Heydrich? 

JODL: I mentioned that once before. Canaris always tried to 
maintain especially good relations with Himmler and .Heydrrich so 
that they would not distrust him. 



DR. NELTE: What can you say about the attitude of Field 
Marshal Keitel to Hitler's plan in October 1939, the plan to attack 
in the West? 

JODL: I know that Field Marshal Keitel was apparently strongly 
impressed by the attitude of the Commander-in-Chief of the Army 
and the General Staff of the Army and also raised a warning voice 
against this attack in the West. I know it, although I did not 
experience i t  personally; but Schmundt told me about it later-I 
know that during this time he also had a controversy with the 
Fuhrer which led to the first request to resign. This is What I can 
report according to what Schmundt told we; I did not witness it 
myself, nor did Field Marshal Keitel tell me about i t  personally then. 

DR. NELTE: In Document 447-PS, which the Prosecution sub- 
mitted-these are the guiding principles for special tasks issued 
with Directive Number 21-under I, 2b, is the now famous paragraph 
accord5ng to which, in the operational area of the Army, the Reichs- 
fuhrer SS is given special tasks on behlalf of the Fiihrer in connec- 
tion with the preparation of a political administration, resulting 
from the inevitable conflict between two opposing political systems. 
So much for the brief citation. I will not hand the document to you 
since you are certainly well acquainted with it, and to make the 
matter brief I will only ask you to tell the Court how Field Marshal 
Keitel reacted to the issuing of this order. 

JODL: The claim of the Fuhrer to infringe upon the sovereignty 
of the Army in its operational area with Himmler and the Police 
led to days of bitter disputes with the Fuhrer. The same disputes 
had already taken place when Terboven was appointed in Norway. 
One need only read my entries in my diary, 1780-PS. Of course I 
know today why the Fuhrer insisted on this point of view under all 
circumstances and why he forced the Police, under Himmler, into 
the operational area. It  was against all our rules. It  was against all 
previous agreements with We Police tandl with Himmler, but in the 
end the Fiihrer put this measure through in spite of resistance all 
along the line. 

DR. NELTE: The Prosecution asserted here that in 1940 Field 
Marshal Keitel gave the order to kill General Weygand, at that time 
Chief of the General Staff of the French Army. This statement is 
based essentially on testimony 09 the witness General Lahousen. 
have a few brief questions to put to you on this matter. Was Field 
Marshal Keitel competent to order the killing o'f a general? 

JODL: No. Any death sentence at all had to be confirmed by the 
Fuhrer. 

DR. NELTE: Well, I naturally do not mean a death sentence-in 
this connection. 

I 
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JODL: Well. No one at all has the authority to order murder to 
be committed. 

DR. NELTE: I ask this because Lahousen's testimony made it 
appear as if this order had been given by Field Marshal Keitel to 
Admiral Canaris. If we assume that such an order was issued by 
Hitler, this would have been a politically highly important act con- 
sidering the importance of Weygand. 

JODL: Undoubtedly. 

DR. NELTE: Would it not also have been a foolish act in terms 


of policy? 
JODL: I t  would first of all have been a crime. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Nelte, this is all argument, and you are 

putting your questions in an  entirely leading form. The real objec- 
tion to it is that i t  is argumentative. Go on. 

DR. NELTE: If such an order had been given, could it have 
remained unknown to you? 

JODL: I cannot imagine that Field Marshal Keitel, charged with 
the ordering of the murder, would not have spoken about it to me. 

DR. NELTE: What exactly did you hear about the Weygand case? 
JODL: I never heard a single word about the Weygand case. I 

heard only one thing when Himmler reported to the Fuhrer in my 
presence: "I have given Weygand a very nice villa in Baden. He is 
completely provided for there in such a way that he can be satis- 
fied." That is the only thing I ever heard in which the name of 
Weygand figured. 

DR. NELTE: The witness Lahousen was also heard in the case 
of General Giraud. Did you also know anything of this case of 
Giraud which attracted much attention? 

JODL: I heard a little more about the Giraud case. Shortly after 
the successful flight of Giraud, Field Marshal Keitel told me once 
in a conversation that he was having Giraud watched by Canaris so 
that he would not, as  the Fiihrer always feared, go to North Africa 
and there direct the formation of the Colonial Army against us or, 
so that he could be arrested in the event that he should rejoin his 
family in the territory actually occupied. That is what he  told me 
Several months later he  said to me again, "I have now withdrawn 
this assignment to Canaris because the Fiihrer has given i t  to 
Himmler If two agencies a re  concerped with i t  there will only be 
difficulties and differences." The third time I heard about the Giraud 
case was -when Field Marshal Keitel told me that a deputy of 

, 	 Giraud-I believe it was about the end of 1943 or in the spring of 
1944-approached the counterintelligence service and said that 
Giraud. who could not agree with De Gaulle in North Africa, asked 
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whether he might not return to France. I told Field Marshal Keitel 
then that we absolutely must agree to that immediately because 
that was extremely favorable for us politically. That is the only 
thing I ever heard about the Giraud case. Nothing else. 

DR. NELTE: The day before yesterday you spoke about the balks 
in the Fiihrer's train in September 1939, at which General Lahousen 
was also present. In this connection you said, "I have no objections 
to Lahousen's statement." But to avoid misunderstandings, I should 
like you to say whether you mean by that that all the testimony 
of Lahousen, which also referred to Giraud and Weygand, is credible 
and correct, or only the part regarding your presence in the Fiihrer's 
train? 

JODL: Of course, I meant only those statements of Lahousen 
which he made about me. As for the other statem~ents which were 
macTe here, I have my o~wn opinion, but perhaps that is not appro- 
priate here. 

DR. NELTE: Yesterday, in answer to a question by Dr. Stahmer, 
you spoke about the dispute on the occasion of the 80 RAF officers 
who escaped. In order to clarify this question, which weighs heavily 
against Field Marshal Keitel, I should like to know the following: 
Did you hear that Keitel objected violently because the recaptured 
RAF officers were turned over to Himmler, that is, to the Gestapo? 

JODL: When I stood at the curtain for those 1 or 2 minutes, 
I heard the Fiihrer say first of all: 

"That js unheard of. That is the tenth time that dozens of 
officer prisoners have escaped. These officers are an  enormous 
danger. You don't realize"-meaning Keitel-"that in view 
of the 6 million foreign people who are prisoners and 
workers in Germany, they are the leaders who could organize 
an uprising. That is the result of this careless attitude of the 
commandants. These escaped Air Force pfficers are to be 
turned over to Himmler immediately." 
And then I heard Field Marshal Keitel answer: 
"My Fiihrer. some of them have already been put back into 
the camp. They are prisoners of war again. I cannot turn 
them over." 

And the Fuhrer said, "Very well, then they can stay there." 
That is what I heard with my own ears at that moment, until a 
telephone conversation called me away again. 

DR. NELTE: Afterwards did you speak again with Field Marshal 
Keitel a b o ~ t  this incident? 

JODL: We drove back to Berchtesgaden together from the Berg- 
hof. Field Marshal Keitel was beside himself, for on the way up 

C 
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he had told me that he would not report the escape of these fliers to 
the Fiihrer. He hoped that on the next day he would have them all 
back. He was furious with Himmler, who had immediately reported 
it to the Fiihrer. I told him thlat i f  the Fuhrer, in view of the total 
situation in Germany, saw such a great danger in the escape of 
foreign officers, then England should be notified so that the order 
might be rescinded-all officers who were prisoners had to make 
a n  attempt to escape. 

I must say openly that at this moment neither of us had any 
thought that these recaptured fliers might be shot. For they had 
done nothing except escape from a camp, which German officers had 
also done dozens of times. I imagined that he wanted to remove 
them from the disciplinary action of the Army, which certainly, in 
his opinion, would be far too lenient, and wanted to have them 
work as punishment for some time in a concentration camp under 
Ilimmler. That is what I imagined. 

DR. NELTE: In any case, in your presence and in your hearing. 
Hitler's orders to Himmler to' shoot these officers were not issued? 

,JODL: I know that with absolute certainty for I know how I felt 
when I suddenly reteived the news that they had been shot. 

DR. NELTE: Now I should like to ask you a few brief concludung 
questions. 

The Trlbunal asked the Defendant Keitel on the witness stand 
whether he had submitted written applications asking for his 
resignation. You were (present. What can you tell the Court about 
Keitel's efforts to resign from his position? 

JODL: The first case $hat I mentioned a while ago must have 
been in the spring of 1940, because of the Western campaign. 
Schmundt told me about it, but I did not see it myself. The second 
case about which I know exactly, was in 1941, November, when there 
was an enormous colitroversy between the Fuhrer and Field Marshal 
Keitel: and the Fiihrer chose to use the expression, "I am only 
dealing with blockheads." 

THE PRESIDENT: We do not want the details. I mean, if he can 
tell us when Keitel attempted to resign.. . 

JODL: This second case was in the fall of 1941. After the con- 
troversy, Field Marshal Keitel m o t e  his request for his resignation. 
When I entered the room his pistol lay before him on his desk, and 
I personally took i t  away from him. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Nelte, I have told you that the Tribunal 
does not want the details, and now we are being told about details 
about the resignation, about the way in which it was made. 
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DR. NELTE: Can it be of no importance to the Court to know 
how serious the matter was to the Defendlant Keitel that he even 
wanted to use his pistol? 

THE PRESIDENT: He is going into details about the particular 
desk on which the document was put, or something of that sort. He 
made his efforts to resign in writing. That is of im~portance. 

DR. NELTE: You can testify about this case when Field Marshal 
Keitel handed in his resignation in writing? 

JODL: I myself saw him writing it, and I read the introduction. 

DR. NELTE: If things like this occurred frequently, as you have 
stated in the course of your testimony, and went as far  as  the pistol 
incident indicates, how did it happen that Keitel always remained? 

JODL: Because the Fuhrer would not separate from him under 
any circumstances. He absolutely refused to let him go. I believe 
that various attempts were made in this direction from other 
sources, too; but the Fuhrer did not let him go. In the second place, 
of course our mutual attitude was that we were, after all, engaged 
in a war for existence in which an officer, in the long run, could not 
stay at home and knit stockings. Over and over again it was the 
sense of duty that won the upper hand and caused us to bear all 
the difficulties. 

DR. NELTE: You will understand that one must hold up to the 
generals "loyalty unto loyalty" and that duty can only go to the 
point where it does not injure human dignity. Have you ever 
thought of that? 

JODL: I have thought a lot about it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Surely that is not a question for counsel to 
put. I t  is an argument, is it not? It  is argument, not evidence. It  is 
not a proper question to! put. 

DR. NELTE: I have finished. 

DR. THOMA: Witness, is it true that Rosenberg, in  the middle of 
January 1943, gave you and General Zeitzler the draft of a proc-
lamation to the peoples of eastern Europe? 

JODL: That is true. It  was after the discussion on the situation. 
Rosenberg was present in headquarters. He asked me and Zeitzler 
to step into the next room for a moment and said that he wanted 
to report to the Fuhrer a proclamation to the Eastern peoples and 
that he would like to submit i t  to us first. I recall that. 

DR. THOMA: Do you still recall the contents? 

JODL: It  was a very extensive concession in  regard to the sover- 
eignty of these individual eastern states. I t  was an outspoken 
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attempt, through a policy of reconciliation, to combat unrest and 
anta.goaism to the German system. 

DR. THOMA: Did you express to Rosenberg your pleasure at  this 
proclamation? 

JODL: We said then that this had always been our idea, but that 
we had doubts whether i t  was not already too late. 

DR. THOMA: what  was the success of this memorandum? 

JOIIL: As Rosenberg told me after the conference, the Fiihrer, 
as he often did, pigeonholed the matter; that is, he  dird not reject it, 
but he said, "Put it aside." 

DR. THOMA: Did you. have the impression that Rosenberg's 
suggestions arose from concern about the dangers caused by Koch's 
methods? 

JODL: Undoubtedly it was an attempt to counteract these 
methods which were gradually used by Himmler andl particularly 
by Koch. 

DR. THOMA: Thank you, I have no more questions. 

DR. CARL HAENSEL (Counsel for SS): Was the strategic, assign- 
ment of the divisions of the Waffen-SS under you? 

JODL: The divisions of the Waffen-SS, in regard to assignment, 
were generally treated like the divisions of the Army. 

DR. HAENSEL: How many Waffen-SS divisions were there, 
according to your recollection? Please mention the number of Wehr- 
macht divisions also so that we have a means of comparison. 

JODL: At the beginning d the war, I believe, we began with 
three SS divisions. The number increased until the end of the war 
to an estimated 35 to 37 divisions, as against a number of A m y  
divisions which varied, but which one can give approximately as 
about 280, 290, 300. 

DR. HAENSEL: What was the procedure in setting up new 
divisions? Who decided whether such a new division would be a 
Waffen-SS division or a Wehrmacht division? 

JODL: As soon as the Fuhrer had ordered the establishment of a 
new series of divisions he said, after consulting Himmler, that 
so-and-so m n y  divisions were to be 'set  up and so-and-so many 
Waffen-SS divisions. He determined the number. 

DR. HAENSEL: w a s  there a certain standard, or was that done 
arbitrarily? 

J'ODL: I had the impression that in setting up the SS divisions, 
the Fiihrer wanted to go as far as he absolutely could. 
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DR. HAENSEL: And what do you consider-when you say 
"could.," what do you consider the limit? 

JODL: The limit was in the fact that the soldiers of these Waffen- 
SS divisions were to be Golunteers; and the time came very soon 
when Himmler had to report, "I do not get any more replacements 
for the divisions;" and from that time on the situation arose that, 
when the men came for military duty, the cream of the crop was 
taken by the SS, and these people, even if they were strict Catholic 
peasants' sons, were drafted into the SS divisions. I myself received 
bitter letters from peasants' wives about this. 

DR. HAENSEL: In connection with this drafting into Me Waffen- 
SS that you have just described, were political viewpoints taken 
into account? Was a recruit first questioned politically in some way 
before he was turned over to the Waffen-SS, or was no consideration 
taken of this? 

JODL: No, the decisive thing was that the fellow was big, looked 
healthy, and promised to become a good soldier. That was the 
decisive thing. 

DR. HAENSEL: You said yesterday that in the drafting of 
recruits no consideration was given to whether a man belonged to 
the SA or not. Is the same thing true of membership in the General 
SS? I mean in this sense, was no consideration given to whether 
the recruit belonged to the General SS, either in drafting, in training, 
or  in promotion? 

JODL: Not t.0 such a pronounced extent as  in the case of the 
SA. I believe that the majority of the men in the General SS came 
to the Waffen-SS and volunteered. But I also know that very many 
did not do that and were drafted in the normal way by the Army, 
so that they were treated in the Army just Like any other German. 

DR. IIAENSEL: If I understand you correctly then, there were 
inany members of the General SS on the one hand who served in 
the Army; and on the other hand, there were many who belonged 
neither to the Party nor to the SS but served in the Waffen-SS? 

JODL: That is true; i t  does not apply to the very beginning of 
the war, but i t  is absolutely true for the second half of the war. 

DR. HAENSEL: And this second half of the war contained the 
greater number? 

JODL: Undoubtedly, that-the second half-I always call that 
part after the big losses in the first Russian campaign of 1941. 

DR. HAENSEL: HOW strong was the total Waffen-SS at  the end 
of the war, approximately? 

JODL: About 480,000 men. 
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DR. HAENSEL: And the l o w ,  that is the dead and captured, 
would be added to this number? 

JODL: Yes, they wo,uld be added. 

DR. HAENSEL: And do you have any figures in mind about that? 

JODL: It  is hard to give an  estimate in regard t6. the SS. 

MR. ROBERTS: Witness, you told the Tribunal 2 days ago that 
you had soldiering in the blood, is that right? 

JODL: Yes, this is true. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very goold. And you said yesterday that you 
were here to represent the honor of the German soldier, is that right? 

JODL: Yes, I do that to a high degree. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good, yes. And you put yourself forward 
as an honorable soldier. 

JODL: With full consciousness, yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: And you put yourself 'fo'rward as a truthful man. 

JODL: I represented myself as such a man, and I am. 

MR. ROBERTS:.Very good. Because of the things you say you 
have been made to do in the last 6 or 7 years, do you think your 
honor has become at  all soiled? 

JODL: My honor was certainly not soiled, for I guarde,d it 
personally. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good, you say your honor is not soiled. 
Have you-during th6 last 6 or  7 years, when causing to be said 

the things which you say you had to circulate-has your truthful- 
ness remained a t  the same high standard? 

[There was no response.] 
Can't you answer t h a t  question? 


JODL: I believe I am too dull for that question. 


MR. ROBERTS: Very good, then if you are too dull, I won't 

persist in it; I will go on. I will leave the question and I will go on. 

In 1935 you were lieutenant colonel at  the head of the Home 
Defense Department of the Wehrmacht, is that right? 

JODL: Absolutely right. 

MR. ROBERTS: That is Department L, Landesverteidigung, is 
that right? 

JODL: Yes, that is correct. 

MR. ROBERTS: And was Field Marshal Von Blomberg your 
superior? 
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JODL: Field Marshal Von Blomberg was not iZy direct superior, 
but one of my superiors. 

MR. ROBERTS: Did you work a good deal with Field Marshal 
Von Blomberg? 

JODL: On various occasions I reported to him personally, of 
course not nearly so much as the Chief of the Armed Forces Depart- 
ment. 

MR. ROBERTS: Did you attend stafT talks with him? 

JODL: I did not attend large conferences with Blomberg. I 
believe that there were seldom more persons than General Keitel 
and I and perhaps o7ne other chief of a department. 

MR. ROBERTS: And would they be  called staff talks? 

JODL: No, those conferences took place in the Office of the 
Chief of the Armed Forces Department. 

MR. ROBERTS: Did you go to staff talks? 

JODL: Of course, since I belonged to the st&. 

h!IR. ROBERTS: Very good; I thought that. 
Now, will you please look a t  the Document C-139, Exhibit 

USA-53. First look a t  the signature, will you. That is signed by 
Blomberg, is i t  not? 

JODL: That is signed by Blomberg, y e .  

MR. ROBERTS: Now, that is dezling with "Operation Schulung." 
Do you remember what Operation Schulung was? 

[There was no response.] 
That is the reoccupation of the Rhineland, isn't it? 
[There was no response.] 
Can't you answer me? 

JODL: I can answer you as soon as I have read that. 
THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, the question was whether you 

remGmber what Operation Schulung was. It isn't necessary to read 
the document in order to answer that question. 

JODL: According to my recollection-I do not know whether 
it comes from studyil~g the documents here in Nuremberg-the 
term Schulung meant preparations for the occupation of the Rhine- 
land after evacuation of the West Rhine territories in the case of 
French sanctions. . . 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good, I agree. 

JODL: But-there is more to be said in that connection. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, wait a moment. That is then dealing with 
the reoccupation of the Rhineland; do you agree with that? 
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JODL: No, that does not deal with the reoccupation of the Rhine- 
land. That is absolutely false, but i t .  . . 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, just let us look at  thls document together 
and see what it says. Now, first of all, it is dated the 2d of May 1935. 

"For the operation. . ." I am reading i t  to you if you will follow 
it, and might I make this point first: I t  is apparently so secret that 
it couldn't be entrusted to a stenographer, isn't it? The whole docu- 
ment is written in manuscript, handwriting, isn't it? 

/There was no response.] 


MR. ROBERTS: You can answer that question surely. Can't you 

see whether' it is in handwriting or not? 


JODL: I t  is in  handwriting, yes. 


MR. ROBERTS: Well, why not say so? 

Now then, let's just look at  the document. Lt is from the Reich 

Minister of Defense; that is Von Blomberg, isn't it? I t  is the second, 
copy, "By hand only." I t  is, to the Chid  of the High Command, 
Chief of the Naval High Command, and the Reich Minister for Air. 

"For the operation suggested in the last staff talks7'-that is 

why I a+ed you whether you went to staff talks, you see- 

"of the Armed Forces, I lay down the code name, 'Schulung."' 

Then, may I just refer briefly to the contents: 

"This is a joint undertaking of the three branches of the 

Wehrmacht .. . The operation must be executed"-and this is 

a phrase we have become familiar with later-"by a surprise 

blow at  lightning speed. 

"Strictest secrecy is necessary.. ..only peacetime strength. . . ." 

And Number 3: 

"Every improvement of our armaments will make possible 

a greater measure of preparedness. . . ." 

And then: 

"The High Command of the Anny is asked: How many divi- 

sions ready for action?" 

Not one token battalion as you said yesterday. 

"Reinforcement of the necessarily inadequate forces therev- 

that is in the West-"by the East Prussian divisions which 

will be brought here at cmce by rail or sea transport.. . High 

Command of the Navy to look after the safe transport of the 

East Prussian troops by sea, in case the overland route is 

closed." 

What could that refer to; that secret instruction-so secret i t  

had to be in manuscript-if it wasn't the reoccupation of the 
Rhineland? 



JODL: If you will permit me to make quite a brief explanation, 
then the Tribunal will be saved a tremendous lot of time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Please, Witness, answer my question first and 
then make an explanation after, if it is brief. The question is, what 
could i t  refer to except the reoccupation of the Rhineland? 

JODL: I am not here as a clairvoyant; I do not know the docu- 
ment; I have never read it; a t  this time I was not in the Armed 
Forces Department-that has entirely different signatures-I was in 
the operations section of the Army. I neither saw nor ever heard 
of this paper. If you look at  the date, 2 May 1935, it is proven there 
in writing, for I entered the Armed Forces Department only in the 
middle of June 1935. Thus, only on the basis of my general staff 
training can I give you some assumptions; but the Couct do not 
want assumptions. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good: if that is your answer. And are you 
saying that you, who heard General Field Marshal Von Blornberg's 
staff talk, cannot help the Court at  all as to what that secret 
operation order is about? 

JODL: It  was before my time. I was not with Von Blomberg 
then. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now, will you look, please at  EC-405. 
Now-let him see the German book, Page 277. 

My Lord, that is Page 26.' Hasn't he  a German book? 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, you did say, did you not, that/ 
, you remember that the Operation Schulung was the preparation for 

the occupation of the Rhineland? 
JODL: No, I said the contrary. I said that I heard the wwd, 

Schulung, for the first time here in the Court; and then I wondered 
what that could have been. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, the Court will be able to judge as to 
what you said by the shorthand notes. You say, do you, that you did 
not say Schulung meant the preparation for the occupation of the 
Rhineland? Is that right? 

JODL: I mean, that as General Staff officer of the operations 
section at that time I had to know what military preparations were 
made. 

THE PRESIDENT: But, that is not what I asked yolu. What I 
want to know is what you said just now when you were asked if 
you remembered what Operation Schulung meant. What did you 
say? It  is suggested that ii may have come through wrongly to us 
in the translation. What did you say? 

JODL: I said, "I believe I recall, but I am not certain whether 
this recollection did not result from studying the documents 
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here or earlier, that the word, Schulung, meant the prep- 
arations for the evacuation of the western Rhine territory 
and occupation of the Rhine boundary in case of French 
sanctions, for that was the only thing with which we were 
concerned at that time." 
All the evacuation measures which I later mentioned anyway in 

Document EC-405 were part oi that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, you remember the date of that first docu- 
ment, 2d of May 1935. Now I refer to EC-405 which is in the big 
Document Book 7, Page 261, and it is on Page 277 of the German 
book, 277. Now this, Witness, is a meeting-I want you to look, 
please, at Pages 43 and 44 of the original which you have. Have 
you got 43 and 44? 

JODL: 43 and 44, yes. 
MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Well, now, you see t h e r e i t  is a 

meeting of the working committee of the Reich Defense Council. 
It is dated the 26th of June 1935 and at letter "F:" "Lieutenant 
Colonel Jodl ...about 'participation in Mobilization Preparations,' " 
and the first three paragraphs deal with general mobilization; 
and I do not want to read them, but the fourth paragraph reads: 

"Demilitarized zone requires special treatment. In his speech 
of 21 May 1935 and other utterances the Fiihrer has stated that 
the stipulations of the Treaty of Versailles and the Locarno 
Pact regarding the demilitarized zone are being observed. To 
the aide-~n6moireof the French Charge d'Affaires of 17 June 
1935 on 'Recruiting Offices in the Demilitarized Zone,' the 
German Reich Government has replied that neither civilian 
recruiting authorities nor other offices in the demilitarized 
zone have been entrusted with mo~bilization tasks such as the 
raising, equipping, and arming of any kind of formatio~m for 
the event of war or in preparation thereof." 
Now, if Von Blomberg's handwritten letter of the 2d of May 1935 

did refer to preparations for reoccupying the Rhineland by surprise, 
it was highly dishonest of the Fiihrer, 19 days later on the 21st of 
May, t,o say that the Locarno and Versailles treaties were being 
observed, wasn't it? 

JODL: No, it wasn't dishonest, for if i t  is true a t  all that the 
term, Schulung . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: I think that is a matter of comment, if you 
please. 

MR. ROBERTS: I shall, of course, My Lord, have to make certain 
comments on the witness as I proceed. No doubt Your Lordship 
will realize that I am not endeavoring to d&part from this particular 

'ruling which is only for this particular question, presumably. 
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THE PRESIDENT: I think-the Tribunal think that you ought 
not to make comments but you ought to confine yourself as far as 
possible to cross-examination about the facts. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, My Lord I-about your Lordship's ruling- 
I have had, of course, a very extensive experience in cross-exami- 
nation in many courts, and I bow entirely to Your Lordship's 
ruling; but it is very difficult for a cross-examiner to confine himself 
entirely to the fads. But I shall do the very best I can. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Then I shall read on: 
"Since political entanglements abroad must be avoided at 
present under all circumstances, only those preparatory 
measures that are urgently necessary may be clarried out in 
the demilitarized zone. The existence of such preparations or 
the intention of making them must be kept strictly secret in 
the zone itself as well as in the rest of the Reich.. .. 
"Weapons, equipment, insignia, field~gray uniforms, alld oither 
items stored for mobilization purposes must be kept from 
sight." 
And now I want to refer to the last paragraph: 
"Commitment to writing of directives for mobilization pur- 
poses is permissible only insofar as it is absolutely necessary 
to the smooth execution of the measures provided for the 
demilitarized zone. Without exception such makerial must be 
kept in safes." 

, You were collecting weapons and uniforms in the demilitarized 
zone, were you? 

JODL: They were weapons and items of equipment of the 
Landespolizei, the Order Police, and the Gendarmerie. There were 
no troops there. Consequently, there were no weapons there for them, 

MR. ROBERTS: Did the Police wear field-gray uniforms? 

JODL: To my knowledge the Police wore a gray-green uniform 
or a green uniform. 

MR. ROBERTS: Then what was the need of this greak secrecy 
if this was only police equipment? 

JODL: It was the equipment in addition for the reinforced 
border guards-the customs inspectors--about which I have already 
said that it was intended. . . 

MR. ROBERTS: My question, Witness, was what ,was the need 
for secrecy? What was the need for secrecy if you were not breaking 
the Treaty of Versailles? Can't you answer that? 

JODL: I have already testified to the reasons for keeping all 
these measures secret in detail during my direct examination, and I 
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confirm that in all these preparations i t  was a question-in case of an 
occupation of the western Rhenish territory by France-of setting 
up a blockade along the line with the aid of the Police, the Gendar- 
merie, and the reinforced border guards. That was the intention 
a t  that time, only for this eventuality. I have already testified under 
oath that I learned about the occupation of the Rhineland only 
6 or 8 days beforehand. 

MR. ROBERTS: I know you have, you see, and I am suggesting 
to you that your evidence was quite untrue on that point; and I 
am going to suggest it is quite untrue on many points. Now then, 
will you please go back to the first paragraph that I read. You say: 

"To the aide-mBmoire of the French Chargi! d'Affaires.. . the 
German Reich Government has replied that neither civilian 
recruiting authorities nor other offices. . . have been entrusted 
with mobilization tasks such as the raising, equipping, and 
arming of any kind of formations for the event of war.. . ." 
Doesn't that subsequent paragraplh about the weapons, equip- 

ment, insignia, and field-gray uniforms show that the truth was not 
told to the French Chargi! d'Affaires? 

JODL: I only repeat the answer that was given to the French 
Chargi! dlAffaires. I believe that that was essentially true: NO 
mobilization tasks, such as disposition, equipment, and arming of 
formations for the event of war. There was no thought of war, no 
one mentioned i t  with even one word. 

MR. ROBERTS: I will not repeat the point, I submitted-may 
I just remind you-and I think there are copies for the Tribunal 
too-of Article 43 of the Versailles Treaty. 

Article 42 defines the area, the left bank of the Rhine and the 
right bank to the west of a line drawn 50 kilometers to the east. 
Article 43: 

"In the area defined above the maintenance and the assembly 
of armed forces, either permanently or temporarily, and 
military maneuvers of any kind; as well as the upkeep of all 
permanent works for mobilization, are in the same way for- 
bidden." 
I suggest to you the step you were taking-mentiming a t  that 

meeting-was a clear breach of Versailles. Do you agree, or don't 
you? 

JODL: No, I do not agree to that. They were taken in the everit 
that the enemy should not abide by the treaty and should attack us 
again, as that time in the Ruhr district. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now I propose to refer to you a 
document which has been described as your speech, L-172, from 
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time to time-and I want to make i t  quite clear first as to what 
you say the document is, because you wouldn't say one thing one 
day and the opposite the next, would you, Witness? That docu- 
m,ent has your writing in places, has it not? I can refer you to the 
palges if you Like. If you look at  page. . . 

JODL: That is unnecessary. I t  contains many handwritten mr-
rections and notations by me. But I have. .  r 

MR. ROBERTS: Thank you, Witness, for saving me that trouble 
then. And is that a speech-the notes of a speech-which you 
delivered a t  Munich to the Gauleiter in 1943? 

JODL: I have already clearly said that this was the rough 
draft, not the speech that I made but parts d the first draft and 
most of the contents consist of notes by my staff, which they sent 
me for the preparation of this speech. I crossed out whole pages 
and sent the whole rough draft back again and only then did I 
make my speech. 

. MR. ROBERTS: Well now, I want to examine that, because 
you said quite differently, did you not, when you were interrogated 
by one American officer on two separate ocoasions? You said quite 
dserently, did you not? 

[There was no response.] 
Were you interrogated on this matter on the 8th of October 

last year by Colonel Thomas Hinkel? Do you remember that? 
Perhaps you would not remember the date. 

JODL: No. Oh, we spoke 'about this matter ,a few times. 
MR. ROBERTS: Yes, and you were s w m  when you gave your 

answers to the interrogators? 
JODL: Yes. 
MR. ROBERTS: Well now, may I read, to refresh your memory, 

a copy from the shorthand notes of the interrogation? 
"I show you a photostatic reproduction of a number of pages 
of a lecture, which was purported to have been given by you 
on the 7th of November 1943, and ask you if those pages 
represent the lecture that was delivered. For the record, that 
is identified as  L172." 

Then you answer: 
"Yes. A number of things are not contained therein, which I 
explained with the map. 
"Question: 'You interpolated the r e m r k s  that do not appear 

\in  the written part; is that correct?' 
"Answer: 'Yes, many particulars I set forth just. with the map 
a t  hand.' 
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"Question: 'Is thlat your handwriting appearing on the cover 

page?' 

"Answer: 'No, it is not mine.' 

"But the remaining sheets you identify as tihe mitten version 

of a lecture at' Munich? 

"Answer: 'I cannot say whether it was actually my lecture as 

it was, because I see the signature of Buttlar. It isol't the 

lecture itself. That is the materials of the brochures which 

had been furnished to me."' 


Then: 
"Do you identify.. ." 

Just follow this, will you, Witness? 
"Do you identify the first 29 pages as constituting the lecture 
that you delivered? 
"Answer (after examining the document): 'Yes, that is my 
lecture.' " 

Do you want to altw that sworn answer now? Do you? 


JODL: I have not read the transcriplt of the notes which were 
taken here. I do not know the translation. I made several other 
statements in that regard. I observed in the second interrogation 
that that was not actually my speech, and that . .  . 

MR. ROBERTS: I d l 1  read the seaond one, Witness. I have that 
for you. This was on the 16th . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, hsad you finished what you wanted 
tcj sag? 

JODL: No, I had not finished. I was interrupted. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then finish what you want to say. 

JODL: I wanted to say that before I had looked over the whole 
document, at the first moment, of course, I had the impression that 
that was the copy from which I delivered my speech. However, 
when I looked at it more carefully in the course of the Werroga- 
tions, I noticed that it was only the material collected for this 
speech, and I said clearly and distinctly: 

"It contains the first draft, bhe outline and the conclusion by 
me. The whole middle part is only material furnished by my 
s.taff, and the whole thing is not at all the speech which 
I gave." 
That is word for word w,hat I told Colonel Hinkel. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. Let me read now what I was going to 
read, the second interrogation. This k the 16th af November 1945, 
4 days before the Trial: 
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"This document is identified for the record as L-172. I show 

you the photostatic reprodudon in order to refresh your 

irecollection concerning it. 


"As I remember your previous testimony, it was to the effect 

that the first part of the document is the speech that you 

wrote for delivery to that meeting. The second p r t  coIlsists 

of various thoughts on the b& of w!hic.h this speech was 

prepared; is that right? 


"Answer: 'One moment, please. This is not my real ledure. 

This is a conglomeration of the pieces of writings which are 

partly drafts of my own, that is, the introduction; but all the 

appendices are the basis of my ledure furnished me by my 

staff. 


" 'The photostats appended to the original lecture--it was a 

photographed copy-and also a number of maps which were 

drawn up were included. 


" 'This is not my ledure as  such; and the annotations made 

here, in this calligraphic manner, were not mine. I made them 

in my own handwriting. 


" 'I do not know the origin of this copy. Most likely it was 

furnished me by the OKW for the purpose of my giving this 

ledure. It is altogether a conglomeration of various pieces of 

writing, and it is usable only with 1imiDatiom. However. ..'" 

And just listen to this, will you? 

('6.. . as to the broad lines of it, this is what I have used as a 

lecture.' " 

Then the next question was: 

"I believe you stated before that the written speech that you 
had was not given as set forth in the text because you inter- 
polated various remarks in the course of .the speech, p d c -  
ularly whenever you referred to one of the inaps that you 
placed before the audience, in order to follow the campaigns 
which you discussed. Isn't that correct? " 

Now listen to this: 

"What I have written down I have actually spoken and I 
followed this text written down by myself. But in regard .bo 
the momentary situation on the wrious fronts"-and that is 
Part 3 and 4, where you will find a note "delivered extempo- 
raneously"-"I had that so clearly in mind that I did not need 
to base my ,speech on any writiten statements. Also, I referred 
to the maps freely." 
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Then the last question on this point: 
"Is it not true, however, that the document before you 
represents, in general, the speech that you gave at Munich in 
November 1943 to this meeting? " 
The answer is: 
"Yes;much, without doubt, is the same. All the appendices 
with regard to these various theaters of war and other appen- 
dices I had not used during my speech. I had returned them." 
Do you agree with your answer to that interrogation? 

JODL: On the whole, you have confirmed just what I said. 
However, I do not know why we have to talk so long about, it. The 
case is completely clear. It is ... 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, please do not worry yourself. I know I am 
stopping you; but I apprehend that I am stopping you from saying 
something quite irrelevant, and in the interest of time I regard i t  
as my duty to stop you. Please do not worry about why I should 
do something. 

I want to know whether that docum'ent roughly represents what 
you said in the speech. It is quite a different thing to being in a 
wastepaper basket. 

JODL: The introduction and the conclusion, as contained here in 
the first draft were, of course, basically retained in the speech in this 
form. However, the whole speech was only finally worked out on 
the basis of this first draft; it was shortened, changed, parts were 
crossed out, and mistakes were eliminated. And only then came the 
main part of the speech for which only the material is here. There 
is no proof, and I am not in a position to say whether I actually 
spoke even one sentence of those which are here in the forrn 
in which it is found in the f h t  draft. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good; I will accept thaft. 

JODL: If you give me a copy of my actual speech I will 
recognize it. , 

MR. ROBERTS: That is all we can give you, Witness, because 
that is all we found. 

THE PRESIDENT: I think we might as well adjourn now. 

MR. ROBERTS : If Your Lorhhip please. 

/ A  recess was taken.] 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, I should like to call attention to the 
following: When my client was interrogated here, h e  was heard 
through an interpreter, since he doas not understand the English 
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language. On the basls of this test~mony the minutes were, as I 
have just heard, set down in the English language. These minutes he 
never saw and he did not sign them. And now these minutes, which 
were aompiled in English, are submitted to him in a German trans- 
lation. In my opinion it is quite impossible under such circumstances 
to tie the defendant down to specific words which are contained in 
the minutes. He abides by what he  said, but he cannot recognize 
everything that is in those minutes when. .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: That is true. We will keep these f a d s  in 
mind. The Tribunal will keep these fa& in mind, if you will draw 
them to their attention. 

MR. ROBERTS: If it please the Tribunal, I am passing from that 
point. The witness, I think, said the document was the basis of his 
speech; and I accept that answer and I paas to another pdnt. 

Would you please give the witness his diary, 1780-PS, German 
C-113. And it is Page 133 in the large document book, Page 133. 

Witness, I think you have seen this entry. My Lord, it is the 
5th of November 1937 1 am dealing with: 

"Fiihrer develops his ideas about intentions for future course 
and conduct of policy.. . ." 

Page 133 of the large book. 

THE PRESIDENT: When you say, large book, you mean 
Number 7? 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, Number 7; I am sorry. I should have given 
it a number. 

[Turning to the defendant.] 5th of November 1937: 
"Fuhrer develops his ideas about intentions for future course 
and conduct of policy to the Commanders-in-Chief of the 
Armed Forces. . ."-et cetera. 
There is a divergence in the recording of his ideas as made by 

the chief of Armed Forces and by the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Air Force. 

". .. the intention of L . .  ."-does that mean ;our department, 
Landesverteidigung-its intention to have these thoughts put on 
paper? 

[There was no response.] 
MR. ROBERTS: Please answer my question, Witness. 
JODL: "Intention of L," that means the intention of the Depart- 

ment of National Defense (Landesverteidigung) Q have these 
thoughts put down on paper land transmitted to the branches of the 
Wehmacht. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now, the meeting that you were 
talking about was what we have called the Hwbach Conference, 
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was it not, which is 386-PS? The Tribunal is very famibar with it. 
You remember the conference, do you not? You have read i t  many 
times here? 

JODL: Yes, but I was not present a t  this conference. I do recall 
the things that were read here. 

MR. ROBERTS: I know you were not present. But presumably 
you, as head of the Home Defense Department, were told osf what 
was said at the conference? 

JODL: I have already stated with regard to that that the report 
which I received was in no way sensational. The directives for the 
preparations after this time are available to the Court in  writing; 
what we prepared and worked out a t  the time is proved thereby. 
We have the orders d 20 May and of 14 June; they are available. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, you were only asked whether you 
were told what happened at  the confmence. I t  was not necessary 
io make a long statement about that. 

MR. ROBERTS: You see, I t ry to put simple questions, and I am 
asking for simple answers. The last thing I want is to interrupt you. 

Were you told that a t  that conference Hitler said that Germany's 
problem was a question of space? 

JODL: No, not one word. 

MR. ROBERTS: Were you told that Hitler said tha,t the German 
question could only be salved by force? 

JODL: No. 

MR. ROBERTS: And were you told that Hitler said tha;t German 
rearmament was practically complete? 

JODL: No. 

MR. ROBERTS: And the l& question I will ask you: Were you 
told that Hitler said that the first aim in We event of war would be 
Austria and Czechoslo~vakia? 

JODL: The report about the more a&ive preparations for the 
march against Czechoslovakia was, I believe, contained in these 
statements. But I can only say that the details which I received 
from Field Ma~shal  Keitel are not in. my recollection at  present. I 
recall only one thing, that it was no surprise or sensation for me, 
and only small corrections of the directives which had been given 
out up to that p i n t  were necessary. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Thank you. Now then, you were not 
present at  Obersalzberg when Keitd was there with Schuschnigg 
the following February, were you? 

I 

JODL: No, I was not present. 
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MR. ROBERTS: But Kdtel  later told you what ha.d happened? 

JODL: He made a few brief remarks about that in na~ra t ive  
farm, for after all, I had no f u d e r  concern in tixis matter. 

MR. ROBERTS: Did you make that entry in your diary; that is, 
the next entry tol the m e  I was referring to, Page 133, Book 7, the-
same page, under 11th of February 1938: 

"Evening 12 February Genwal Keitel. with General Reichenau, 
and Sperrle at Obersalzberg. Schuschnigg and Schmidt were 
again put under severest plitioal and military pressure." 
Did Keitel tell you that? 

JODL: Yes. You have only inserted the wolrd "again." That is 
not in my diary. This entry I made personally, because Keitel told 
me that during lunch Reichenau and Sperrle had carried on warlike 
conversations, that they had talked about the new rearmament of 
Germany. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now, in March-I think this is 
common ground-you signed or initialed one or two orders for the 
"Operation Otto." 

JODL: Yes; but at  that time i t  was not called Otto but "Far the 
March into Austria." 

MR. ROBERTS: Hitler, when he heard that Schuschnigg was 
going to obtain the opinion of the people by plebiscite, decided to 
invade at  once, did he not? 

JODL: Yes, I was tdd ,  when he  heard that there was to be a 
grotesque violation of public opinion through the trick of a plebisute, 
he said that he m u l d  certainly not tolerate this under any circurn-
stances. This is what I was told. 

MR. ROBERTS: He would not tolerate public o m o n  being 
ascertained? 

JODL: No; he would not tolerate public opinion being abused 
through this trick. That is how it was told to me. 

MR. ROBERTS: So the Armed Forces of Germany then marched 
into Austria? That is right? 
- JODL: That is right; the Wehnnacht marched in. 

MR. ROBERTS: And Austria, f m  that day, received all We 
benefits of National So~dalism, is that right? 

JODL: That is a political question. At any rate it could perhaps 
have become the happiest country on earth. 

MR. ROBERTS: I wasn't asking what i t  could have become, but 
what it received. It  received the SS, the Gestapo, the concentration 
camps, the suppression of opponents, and the persecution of Jews, 
didn't it? 
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JODL: Those are questions with which I did not concern myself. 
Those questions you have to put to the competent authozities. In 
addition i t  received mle as  artillery commander; and they loved me; 
I only want t o  confirm that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. You say the people appeared pleased 
to see you? 

JODL: The people who w'ere under my juMdiction were very 
happy about this officer; I can say that. 

MR ROBERTS: They had to appear to be, whether lhey were ar 
not, didn't they? 

JODL: No, they did not have to be. At any !rate, after I had 
been away for a long time, they c d i n l y  did not have to write 
enthusiastic letters to me, letters which I received throughout the 
war from these Austrians t o  whom my heart belonged. 

MR. ROBERTS: There was one man who was not pleased to  see 
you, wasn't there? 

JODL: I know no such person. 
MR. ROBERTS: Don't you? 

JODL: No. 

MR. ROBERTS: What a b u t  Schuschnigg? 
JODL: I never saw Schulschnigg. He doesn't know1 me and I do 

not know him. I don't know.. . 
MR. ROBERTS: He wxn ' t  pleased to see you come in, was he? 

JODL: I cannot say that. 

MR. ROBERTS: What happened to him? 

THE PRESIDENT: We know that, Mr. R o b e .  
MR. ROBERTS: I quite realize that. I can't imagine my question 

is not admissible, but if you don't want me to put it-it is one of a 
series of questions-I won't. 

Schuschnigg was put in a concentration oamp, wasn't he? 

JODL: I was told that the Fiihrer had decided: "I do not want 
a martyr, under any circumstances, but I cannot liberate him; I must 
put him in honorary custody." That was the i m p r d o n  I had 
during the entire war. 

MR. ROBERTS: Honorary custody? 

JODL: I t  was called honorary custody. 
MR. ROBERTS: What? Was he a n  honorary member of Dachau? 

JODL: That I do not know. Those are not questions that you 
can put to me, for I was a soldier and not the commandant of a 
concentration camp. 
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MR. ROBERTS: That is an honor that. one would be glad to dis- 
pense with, isn't it? 

JODL: I would gladly dispense with much that took place during 
these years. 

DR. EXNER: Please, I must protest against questions like that, 
purely political and based purely on legal questions and on matters 
which the defendant oannot a t  all answer through his own knowl-
edge. It  is not a fact whether Schuschnigg was happy. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, in my respectful submission, these 
questions are perfectly proper; they are questions the like of which 
have been put by every counsel who has cross-examined both for 
the Prosecution and the Defense. 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Roberts, the Tribunal thinks that the 
crms-examination is proper. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, I am passing from that point. I am 
grateful to you. 

[Turning to the defendant.] The only question I ask in conclUs;ion 
is that Schuschnigg was kept in prison or kept in confinement for 
several years without any cha~ge  and any trial. That is right, isn't it? 

JODL: I t  may be, I do not know. 

MR. ROBERTS: You knew, did you not, when you signed those 
orders for the march into Austria, that Gennany had given an 
assurance in May 1935 to respect the territorial integrity of the state 
of Austria and that on the 11th of July 1936 there had been entered 
into by your Government and the Austrian Government an agree-
ment by Gennany to recognize the full sovereignty of the Federal 
State of Austria? Did you know of these things? 

JODL: At that moment I did not know that; in  my pcsiticm as a 
colonel in the General Staff that did not concern me in the least. 
What would that have led to? 

MR. ROBERTS: I am passing from Austria with this one last 
question: Is there an entry in your d i a r y ~ i t  is a passage in L-172, 
the basis for the draft of your speech-that after the Anschluss 
Czechoslovakia was enclosed by pincers and was bound to fall 
a victim? My Lard, that is Page 290 of Book 7. Do you remember 
that passage? 

JODL: In the first draft which I made for my Gauleiter speech 
it was put down exactly what stnategic improvements had taken 
place through the various actions of the Fiihrer, in retrospect, but 
only these strategic results. . . . 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, but-again I do not want to stop you, but 
did you say that--something to thls effect-and I will give you the 
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document if you like-that Czechoslovakia was enclosed by pincers 
and was bound to fall a victim? 

JODL: In the first draft I set down that through the taking 
over-through the Anschluss of Austria-the strategic situation of 
Czechoslovakia had become so hopeless that a t  any time it must fall 
a victim to a pincers attack; a stnategic retrospect about facts, 
indisputable fa&. 

MR. ROBERTS: I accept that, Witness. Now I go very shortly to 
the case of Czech~slovakia. I only want to deal really with a couple 
of documents. I want to deal with item 17, which the Tribunal will 
find on Page 29 of Book 7. And it is marked-if you'll hand i t  u p  
and I have flagged that for you, Witness, item 17. 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: You are familiar with that? 

JODL: Yes, I know that. 

MR. ROBERTS: And I do not propose to read i t  again, because i t  
was read very recently; but you agree, do you not, you said yester- 
day, the problem was this: First of all, you must have a surprise 
attack; if you were going to attack at all, you must have a surprise 
attack. 

JODL: On the basis of the stipulations made by the F'i.ihrer; yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: You must have a surprise attack first, and your 
troops would take 4 days to get into their battle p&tiion. 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBEXTS: And therefore you must know the time, the 
incident which is going to be the cause of the attack; you must know 
the time when the incident is going to take place. 

JODL: Yes, I said that one would either have to predetelrmine 
the time or one must know it in advance; otherwise the demands 
could not be carried out. 

MR. ROBERTS: And, therefore, you must create the incident 
yourself. 

JODL: I testified to that a t  length yesterday. Either one of the 
many had to be exploited or perhaps one would have to  help the 
situation along a bit; but, as I said, those are General Staff con-
siderations which, when we capture them from the French, you 
consider entirely irrelevant. 

MR. ROBERTS: It  is set down mat the end of the document on 
Page 30 that either the Wehrmacht or the counterintelligence 
section would be charged with the manufacture of the incident in 
the last paragraph. 
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JODL: Yes, I therefore wrote: "In case the counterintelligence 
.service is not charged with the organization of an incident aside 
from thatv-"in case." These are all theoretical dlelibei-ations of the 
General Staff in a situation, which I depicted quite accurately 
yesterday, where silch incidents already occurred every dlay. 

MR. ROBERTS: I know. Then,if this had taken place, the world 
would have been told that because of that incident Germany had 
been compelled to go to war? 

JODL: I do not believe that this would have been reported to the 
world. Rather, I believe the true reason would have been told the 
world, which, furthermore, was made known constantly through the 
press, that 3lIz  million Germans cannot be used as slaves by another 
people permanently. That was the issue. 

MR. ROBERTS: If the world is going to be told the truth, what 
is the earthly good of manufacturing an incident? 

JODL: I testified as to that yesterday-I can only repeat what I 
said yesterday at length: I knew the history of war too well not to 
know that in every war things like that happen-the question as to 
who fired the first shot. And Czechoslovakia at that time had a6eady 
fired thousands of shots which had fallen on this territory. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, I say, Witness, subject to correction, that 
you are not answering the question at all. The question was a very 
short one and you make a long speech about something quite 
different. The question is, if the truth was sufficient to justify your 
going to war, why should you want to manufacture an incident? If 
you can't answer it, say so. 

JODL: Well, it isn't at all confirmed that I wanted to bring about 
an incident. I wrote, "in case. . . not." We never prepared one and 
that is surely the essential thing. 

MR. ROBERTS: I won't argue any further with you. I have put 
my point and will leave it. But now I want, on quite another paint, 
to refer to the last paragraph on Page 29, the same document: 

"Even a warning of the diplomatic representatives in Prague 
is impossible before the first air attack, although the conse- 
quence could be very grave in the event of their becoming 
victims of such an attack." 

Perhaps you would read this paragraph, known already to the 
Tqbunal. 

". . .death of representatives of friendly or confirmed neutral 
powers." 
That means an air raid before there has been any declaration of 

war or any warning to the civilian population, doesn't it? 
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JODL: That meant that I called the attention of the Fiihrer, 
through this document, to the fact that on the basis of his decree 
that result could or would come about. 

MR. ROBERTS: Would you call that a terror attack? A terror 
attack? 

JODL: I t  cannot be said under what conditions such an action 
would be launched. These are all theoretical tasks for our General 
Staff. How and if that was translated into practice, that no one can 
say, whether with justice or injustice; that depended on the political 
decision. 

MR. ROBERTS: I will show you later how those thoughts were 
carried into practice in the case of other countries. So we will leave 
that document altogether now and I will leave the case of Czecho- 
slovakila. Now you were recalled to the OKW on the 23d of August 
1939, from your artillery employment. We know that, don't we? 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: That was a great compliment to the opinion that 
the Fiihrer had of you, wasn't it? 

JODL: The Fiihrer was not responsible for my being called back. 
I do not know whether he  knew about it at  all. I do not believe so. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. On a very small point, Witness, you 
told the Court yesterrday or the day before that you never had a 
conference wfith the Fuhrer, I think, until September 1939; but your 
diary, on the 10th of August 1938-it is Page 136 of Book 7-your 
diary said you attended a conference a t  the Berghof with the Army 
chiefs and the Air Force groups. Didn't you meet the F'iihrer then? 

JODL: That which you asserted in your first sentence, I did not 
say. What I said was, word for word:' 

"On 3 September I was introduced to the Fiihrer by Field 
Marshal Keitel, and on this occasion, at  any rate, I spoke with 
him for the first time." 
That is what I testified to, word for word, yesterday. I had seen 

the Fuhrer a dlozen times before then and I had heard him when he  
delivered his big speeches, after he was Reich Chancellor and 
Supreme Commander. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, I accept that. I t  is quite likely that I was 
wrong. Now, with regard to the Polish campaign, did I hear you 
right when you said that Warsaw was only bombed after leaflets 
had been dropped? 

JODL: That applies to the period of the siege of Warsaw. The 
terror attack, I might say, which was to hit the entire city through 
artillery bombardment, that took place after two previous warnings. 



MR. ROBERTS: It is a matter of history, is i t  not, that Warsaw 
was bombed, writh many other Polish towns, in the early hours of 
the 1st of September 1939 before any declaration o~fwar? Isn't that 
a mlatter of history? 

JODL: As far as this historioal fact is concerned, Field Marshal 
Kesselring, who is very well informed about this, testified to that 
here in detail. He said-and also Reich Marshal Goring-that on 
this date the militarily important objectives throughout Poland 
were attacked but not the population of Warsaw. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. You are quite right, now Kessel-
ring-If the Tribunal wants the reference, he gave evidence as  to 
the bombing of Mrarsaw, the English tramckipt,' Page 5731 
(Volume IX, Page 175). 

. [Turning to the defend'ant.1 Now, I suppose the result of the 
Polish campaign was naturally a source of satisfaction to all of you? 

JODL: The military development of the Polish campaign, from 
the military point of view, was extremely satisfactory to us. Of 
course things happen in life that would give more satidaction than 
a military 'action. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, now, I want you to look a t  a letter. This 
is-My Lord, this is a new exhibit, D-885, and it is GB-484. 

That letter is in your writing, is it not? Is it in your writing? 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now, it is written to Police President 
Dr. Karl Schwabe, Briinn, Moravia, Police Presidency, dated 
October .28, 1939: 

"My dear Police President: Far your enthusiastic letter of 
22 September, I thank you heartily. I was quite particularly 
pleased about it. This wonderful campaign in Poland was a 
grand opening for this hard and decisive struggle and has 
brought about f w  us an unusually favorable point of 
departure politically as well as militarily. The difficult part 
for the people as well as the Armed Forces is still ahead."- 
I propose to read i t  without comments and comment afterward. 

"But the Fuhrer and his associates are full of the greatest 
confidence; for the sanctimonious Bnitish will not succeed in 
throttling our economy, and militarily we are without worry. 
Decisive is the will of the people to stick it out, and this the 
rnany strong-willed and devoted men who are today at the 
head of the districts and in other responsible posts will take 
care of. This time we will show that we have better nerves 
and greater unity. That you, Police President, will contribute 



your weighty share to keeping the Czechs at it and not let 
them perk up, of this I am convinced." 

Then he is very pleased about the high recagnition granted to 
the troops: 

"Thanking you heartily once more for your words of appre- 
ciation which exceed my modest contribution in the shadow 
of the powerful personality of our Fiihrer. I am with a Heil 
Hitler." 

Why did you call the British sanctimonious? Because they keep 
treaties and don't have concentration camps and don't persecute 
Jews? Is that why you thought we were sanctimonious, because we 
don't break treaties? 

JODL: No, that was not the reason. The reason was that the 
political situlation generally was represented that way, and that I 
was actually of that opinion a t  the time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now you deal with: 
"Decisive is the will of the people to stick it out, and this the 
many strong-willed and devoted men who are at the head of 
the districts and in other responsible posts will take care of." 
Who were these strong-willed and ,&voted men? Ls that the SS 

and the Gestapo? 

JODL: No, these are the Gauleiter. 

MR. ROBERTS: The Gauleiter? 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, but I mean we have one crr two Gauleiter 
here, Gauleiter Sauckel, for instance; in a large area Like Thuringia, 
he couldn't do much by himself, could he? He would have to have 
some SS or Gestapo, wouldn't he? 

JODL: We are not at (all concerned with that here. The fact is 
that these Gauleiter actually directed the organization of the State 
and the administration in this war in a noteworthy way. Despite 
the catastrophe the people were much better taken care of than in 
the years 1914-18. That is uncontested and it is to the credit of these 
people. 

MR. ROBERTS: They were better taken care of? 

JODL: Even in the most terrible conditions at the end every 
men In Berlin received his normal rations. 1.t was a model of organ- 
ization, I can only say that. 

MR. ROBERTS: And a model of organization because no 
opposition to the governme~it or the panty was allowed, was it? 
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JODL: Certainly, it made it easier ion one 'hand, and on the other 
hand, led to terrible catastrophes about which, of dourse, I only 
heard here for the first time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Well, the letter speaks for itself, and 
I will go along. Nay I just ask you about this last sentence: 

"That you, Police President, will contribute your weighty 
share to keeping the Czechs a t  i t  and to  not let them perk 
up .. ." 
What did you mean by that? 

JODL: Since h e  WQS Police President i n  Briinn, i t  was his task 
to see that quiet and order were maintained in Briinn and not to 
tolerate a Czech uprising a t  our backs while we were at war. That 
is a matter of course. I did not say that he was to murder or 
germanize the Czechs at  all, but he had to keep them in order. 

MR. ROSERTS: Very good. I pass from that now and. I want to 
go to the various campaigns in the West. Now, with regard rta Nor-
way, of course you knew that your country had given its solemn 
word repeatedly to respect the integrity d Norway and Denmark, 
did you not? 

JODL: I said yesterday, with reference to the two declarations 
of ... 

MR. ROBERTS: Please answer my question, it is such a simple me.  

JODL: Yes, I believe, I recalled that at the time. I am quite sure. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good; and we know there was an assurance 
a t  the beginning of the war to reassure all  these western neutrals, 
and there was another assurance on the 6th of October; and you say 
that in November Hitler decided to  invade Denmark and Norway? 

JODL: Yes. I testified as  to that a t  length yesterday. 
MR. ROBERTS: I know you did. Please don't always say that. 

I have got to ask you to go over the sama 'ground from the other 
angle, you see. "Norway," as your speech said-and I 'am quoting 
from Page 291 of Book 7-perhaps you had better give it to him- 
Page 11 otf your notes. .. 

[Turning to the Tribunal.] I t  is in the middle, My Lord, under 
Paragraph 8: 

"In the meantime we were confronted by a new and urgent 
problem: The occupation of Norway and Denmark.. . . 
"In the first place there was danger that England would seize 
Scandinavia and thereby, besides effeoting a strategic encir- 
clement from the north, would stop the imp& of iron and 
nickel which was of such importance to us for war purposes. 
Secondly; i t  was with the realization af our own maritime 
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necessitiesw-"Notwendigkeiten"-that is the word, isn't it- 
"Notwendigkeiten" . . . 
My Lord, that ought to be "necessary" and not "imperative"-- 

"erforderten." 
". ..which made i t  necessary for us to secure free access to the 
Atlantic by a number of air and naval bases." 
[Turning to the defendant.] You wanted air bases and U-boat 

bases, didn't you? 

JODL: Militarily they were tremendously important to us, there 
is no doubt about that; but the prerequisites to faking them, those 
were the reports which we had, the threat to Norway. 

MR. ROBERTS: What I suggest to you, you see, is W: In tkis, 
like the case of the other three Low Countries-in this case, you 
simply made an excuse. You thought England might do something, 
although she had not done it for months, and you breached Norway's 
neutrality at  your own chosen time. Is  that right? -

JODL: In order to answer that question "yes" or "no," one would 
have to undertake a very thorough study d all the historical docu- 
ments on both our own and the other side. Then one can say if i t  is 
correct or not. Before that has been decided, only a subjective 
opinion exists. I have mine, and you have another. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. And I point out to you Mat i t  was Germany 
on every occasion who violated the neutrality. The other countries, 
the Allies, did not. 

JODL: In the case of No'rway, the English did that first in the 
case of the Altmark by laying mines and by firing upon German 
ships in Norwegian territorial waters. That has been proved indis- 
putably. There is no doubt about that. 

MR. ROBERTS: The Altmark, as you very well know, Witness, 
was no~t an occupation at  all; i t  was merely the act of the British 
Navy in taking British prisoners from a Germ,an prison ship, and I 
imagine your Navy would have done the same if they had had the 
chance. What is the good of talking about the Altmark? I t  was not 
an occupation at  all. 

JODL: But it was a violation of international law as far as Nor- 
wegian sovereignty was concerned. You could only request that 
Norway do that, but you yourselves could not carry out a combative 
aclhn in Norwegian waters. I knbw the regulations in this con- 
nection exactly. 

MR. ROBERTS: Why should you break your word to Norway 
and cause untold suffering and misery to the inhabitants of that 
country because the British went into the territorial waters and 
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took out a few hundred prisoners? m a t  is the logic of it? Why 
should the Norwegians suffer for it? 

JODL: You are just quoting one small example from the tre- 
mendously real picture of England's occupation, but there are hun- 
dreds of them. 

MR. ROBERTS: It is the example you quoted, Witness, not I. 
I did not quote it. 

JODL: I can only say that we were under the definite subjective 
impression that we carried through an enterprise, in the last second, 
for which British troops were already embarked. If you mn prove 
to me 'chat is not true, I shall be extremely grateful to you. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, now I am gdng to call your attention to 
the only outside evidence that you have produced about that, be- 
cause it was read rather hurriedly-quite rightly, yesterday. 

/Turning to the Tribunal.] My Lord, it is kn Jodl's Document 
Book 2, and it is Page 174. Well, My Lard, it begins a t  Page 174. 
My Lord, that is on the left-hand top corner. Page 174 says that 
Albrecht Soltrnann was an expert specialist, that he evaluated files 
from the British landing brigade, and that he examtined diaries. That 
is on the second page, and the bottom of Page 175: 

"The documents and statements by pnkoners showed that a 
short time before our landing in Norway the British invasion 
troops had been embarked on destroyers. On the following 
day they were again disembarked and remained in the 
vicinity of the purt of embarkation. They were then re-
embarked after the German invasion of Norway for the 
second time and transported to Norway. What intention the 
English pursued in the embarkation of their troops before our 
landings could not be determined from the documents and 
from the statements of prisoners. Whether they intended to 
occupy Norway before our invasion could at that time only 
be conjectured, because the prisoners did not make any exact 
statements in this respect. The conjectures are biased on the 

' 
special equipment of these British troops. Insofar as I could 
evaluate the documents and sktements furnished by prisoners 
they did not contain proof of the English plans with regard 
to Norway." 
And this is the next question: 

"Have not the results of all documents and statements 

furnished by prisoners been to Me effect that in the invasion 

of Norway we arrived only just ahead of the English? 

"Answer: 'Yes, the information in the documents and the 

statements furnished by prSsoners could be interpreted to 
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mean that in our invasion we were ju& ahead of the EnglisK. 
However, whether this was consid'ered unmistakable evidence 
I cannot judge.' " 
And then they 'deal with French documents captured in a railway 

train. The witness does not know anything about them. 
[Turning t o  the defendant.] That is pretty poor evidence, isn't it, 

on which Norway was to be invaded, contrary to all the treaties and 
all the assurances? 

JODL: I quite agree with you on that; you are quite correct. But 
that is only because Soltmann was unfortunately not the expext in 
this field. He was not even an officer of the General Staff. I had 
forgotten that. We had further and quite different evidence which 
lay before me on my desk; namely, all the commands carried by the 
English landing brigade. They confimed our assumptions absolutely 
and definitely. 

MR. ROBERTS: An invasion without any warning or any dec- 
laration of war? 

JODL: That is a poliitical question. 
MR. ROBERTS: You have told the Court yesterday what a 

stickler you were about international law, how keen you were to 
see that international law was observed. You knew that wks against 
international law, didn't you? 

JODL: These matters were not in our regulations, but only the 
provisions which applied to the Wehmacht. The concept of an 
aggressive war was not found in any regulation. We went only by 
the Geneva Convention and the Hague Land Warfare Regulations. 

MR. ROBERTS: I mean if an honorable German gives his word 
he keeps it, does he not? He does not break his word without saying 
that he is going to depart from it, does he, an honorable German? 

JODL: That seems to be a practice which is generally observed 
all over the world when human beings work together, but not in the 
sphere d politics. 

NLR.ROBERTS: If that is your code of honor, why is it not grossly 
dishonorable for Germany to break her word over and over and 
cver again? Or would you rather not answer that question? 

JODL: No, you would do better to put that question to the people 
who were responsible for German politics. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very well, I will leave that. Now I want to come 
to the invasion of Holland, Belgium, and the Netherlands. I beg 
your pardon, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg. 

You have no doubt at all, have you, on the documents that in 
the event of war in the West, it was always Hitler's intention to 
violate the neurality of those three small countries? 
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JODL: From the beginning, in his orders for the attacks in the 
West, he had the intention to go through Belgium; but he had 
reservations with regard to HolLand far a long ,time, which were 
only rescinded later-I believe in the middle cd November. Regard- 
ing Holland his intentions were not specific. Regarding Belgium his 
intentions in that direction were known comparatively early, that is, 
about the middle or the early part of October. 

MR. ROBERTS: You could not, of cowse-I mean Germany 
naturally wanted to wage an offensive war and an  offensive war in 
somebody else's country. That is the ambition, naturally, isn't it? 

JODL: The German objective in this war was to win, at that time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. You couldn't attack in the West unless you 
attacked through Belgium, could you? 

JODL: . In any event, any other attack was tremendously difficult 
and w+s highly doubtful. I have already said that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. That is why, d course, France built the 
Maginot Line, so that you couldn't attack her frontally. 

Well, now, if you secured the coast of Belgium and Holland, you 
secured air bases from which you could annihilate England or Great 
Britain. That is what you hoped, wasn't it? 

JODL: No doubt the strategic position of Germany in the battle 
against England improved through our having the coast; that is true. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. May I just remind you d a f e w  documents 
which the Tribunal know already. I do not intend to read them, but 
the first document in order of date is 375-PS, USA-84, dated 
25 August 1938. It is during the Fall Griin time. That was the Air 
Force appreciation which, in the last paragraph of the document, 
Page 11, I think, it says: 

"Belgium and the Netherlands in G m a n  hands would 
represent an extraordinary advantage in the air war against 
Great Britain. .. ." 

&d the Army is asked to say how long it would take. 
That was at the time of the Czechoslovakian crisis, wasn!t it? 

JODL: Yes, but this document, I believe, has already been 
characterized as a ridiculous piece of paper, being the work of an 
insignificant captain. 

MR.ROBERTS: He seems to have bem a very good judge, at 
any rate, judging what happened afterwards. 

Well now, the next document-I know you were in Austria, but 
no doubt you heard about it from Keitel-was the Chancellery 
meeting the 23d of May 1939. That is L-79, it is Book Number 7, 
Page 275. Do you remember there that the Fuhrer said: 
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"The Dutch and Belgian air bases must be militaa-ily occupied. 
Declarations of neutrality must be ignored. . . . 
"In this mratker, considerations of right and wrong olr treaties 
have no significance. . . . 
"The Army will have to take psitions essential to the Navy 
and the Air Force. If Belgium and the Netherlands are suc- 
cessfully occupied and held, if France is also defeated, then 
fundamental conditions for a succesful war against England 
will have been secured... . 
"Daily attacks by the German Air Force and Navy will cut 
her life lines." 
There wasn't any doubt as to the policy of the Fiihrer in 

May 1939, was there? 

JODL: I t  was in Court here that I first heard about this con-
ference and about the things which were purportedly discussed a t  
that time; and I am not able t o  judge whether it is correct, for I did 
not hear it, not even from Keitel, not even later. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Did you hear about the speech made 
by the  Fiihrer on the 22d of August 1939? 

[Turning to the Tribunal.] I do not know if the Court has got 
this. I t  is not in the Document Book; 798-PS, in Document Book 
Number 4. There are some loose copies, My Lord. 

[Turning to the defendant.] 
"Those countries7'-Holland, Belgium-"and Scandinavia will 
defend their neutrality by all available means. England and 
France will nolt violate their neutrality." 
You always thought Hitler was a good prophet, didn't jou? You 

thought Hitler was a good judge. 
JODL: Very often, yes, very often. 
MR. ROBERTS: And he was a good judge that England and 

France would keep their word, whereas Germany would break hers. 
Now,, then, that is August. Now then I want t o . .  . 
JODL: But that I don't know. 
MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now, I want to come to the docu- 

ment which you put in yesterday. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, wait a minute. Defendant, what do 
you mean by saying you don't know that? Do you mean that you 
did not know the document? You said, "I don't know that." 

JODL: I do not know what the Fiihrer actually said in his con- 
ference on the 22d of August. I did not even know that a discussion 
had taken place, folr I was in Vienna. I only know what is ostensibly 
in documents which have been submitted here. 



MR. ROBERTS: Now I want to put the whole Document L-52. 
Dr. Exner, quite properly of course, read some extracts; but I want 
to read some more. Have you got copies for the Tribunal? 

Now, L-52 was Hitler's memorandum, on the 9th of October 1939. 
May I point out that the 9th of October 1939 was 3 days after h b  
renewed assurances to the western neutrals. 

I want to refer-certain passages you have read; I want to refer 
to others. 

/Turning t o  t he  Tribunal.] My Lord, what I am now reading 
from, starting with the outside page, is the 5th page. It is Page 27 
of the original, which appears in the bottom right-hand corner. 

/Turning to t h e  defendant.] I read the paragraph an Page 25 of 
your original, Witness. 


"Germany's military means of waging a lengthy war are, as  

far as our main enemy is concerned, the Air Force and the 

U-boat arm. 

"The U-boat can even today, if ruthlessly employed, become 
an extraordinary threat to England. The weaknesses of Ger-
man U-boat warfare lie in the great distance of approach to 
the scene of their activity, in the extraordinary danger 
attached to these approaches, and in the continual threat to 
their home bases. That England has not, for the moment, laid 
the great mine fields as in World War I, between Norway and 
the Shetland Islands, is possibly connected-provided the will 
to wage war exists at all-with a shortage of necessary 
blockade materials. But if the war lasts long an increasing 
difficulty to our U-boats must be reckoned with in the use of 
these only remaining inward and outward routes. Every 
creation of U-boat bases outside these constricted home bases 
would lead to an enormous increase in the striking power of 
this arm." 
Is Chat a covert reference to the Norwegian bases, do you think, 

giving access to the Atlantic? 

JODL: I do not believe so. 1 believe it is a general correct naval 
strategic consideration and can apply just as well to .a base at 
Murmansk which, for instance, we already had at that time, or in 
Spain, or in some other state that was neutral at the time; but it is 
not a reference to Norway, for I have declared under oath that a t  the 
time, the F'iihrer never gave a thought to Norway, not the slightest 
thought, before he received the report from Quisling. 

MR. ROBERTS: I have your answer. Now, may I go on reading? 
"The German Air Force: It can only succeed in effective oper- 
ations against the industrial center of England and her south 
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and southwest ports, which are gaining in importance durhg 
the war, when it is no longe~ compelled to openate offen- 
sively from our present small North Sea coast by tremen-
~dowly devious routes involving long flights. If the Dutch- 
Belgian area were to fall into the hands of the English and 
French, then the enemy air forces, in order to strike at the 
industrial heart of Germany, would need to cover barely 
a sixth of the distance required by the German bomber to 
reach really important targets. If we were in possession of 
Holland, Belgium, or even the Straits of Dover as jumping-off 
bases for German air attacks, then, without a doubt, Great 
Britain could be struck a mortal blow, even if the strongest 
reprisals were attempted. 

"Such a shortening of the air approaches would be all the 
more important to Germany because of our greater difficulties 
in fuel supply. Every 1000 kilograms of fuel saved is not only 
an asset to our national economy, but means that 1000 kilo- 
grams more of explosive can be carried in the aircraft; that 
is, 1000 kilograms of fuel would become 1000 kilograms of 
bombs. This also leads to economy in aircraft, in mechanical 
wear and tear, and above all, in the precious blood of 
soldiers." 

Then I ask you to turn to your Page 41. 

My Lord, it is two pages on, and Your Lordship will see "41" ' 

nearly at the top of the page, with an asterisk, and the heading, 
"The German Attack" Has Your Lordship got it? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: "The German Attack. The German attack is 
to be launched with the fundamental object of destroying the 
French Army, but in any case it must create a favorable 
initial situation which is a prerequisite for a successful con- 
tinuation of the war. Under these circurnsCances the only 
possible area of attack is the sector between Luxembourg in 
the south and Nijmegen in the north, excluding the fortress 
of Liege. The object.. . is to attempt to penetrate the area 
Luxembourg-Belgium, and Holland in the shortest pmible 
time and to engage and defeat the opposing Belgian-French- 
English forces." 

I suppose I can't ask you to say what is your opinion of the 
honesty of giving those western neutrals a guarantee on the 6th of 
October and saying that is the only possible means of attack in that 
memorandum of the 9th. I suppose that is a question of politics, . 
is it? 



JODL: That is a political quesbion, but the declarations were 
always made only on the condition of the strictest neutrality of these 
countries. But this neutrality was not kept, for British fliers flew 
over this area by day and by night. 

MR. ROBERTS: Why should the wretched people of the Nether- 
lands and Belgium be destroyed and mutilated because British 
airmen fly over their territory-destroyed and mutilated by the 
German Army? What is the logic of your remark at all? 

!Turning to the Tribunal.] My Lord, there was one more passage 
from that document I should like to read. If Your Lordship is 
thinking of adjourning, perhaps I might read it, and then I will 
have finished with the document. My Lord, it is the next page, and 
it is toward the end of the page. It is against the lettering-the 
number L-52. It is just above, :'Time of Attack." 

[Turning to the defendant.11t is on your Page 52, Witness, a t  the 
very beginning, or just at the end of Page 51: 

"A11 the leaders must keep firmly fixed in their minds the fact 
that the destruction of the Anglo-French Army is the main 
objective, the attainment of which will make possible the 
prerequisite conditions for later and successful employment of 
the German Air Force against other objectives. The brutal 
employment of the German Air Force against the heart of the 
British will to resist can and will follow at the given moment." 
Did that mean terror attacks against the civiIian population? 

JODL: You are asking me continually about a document which 
from the first to the last word was written by the Fuhrer, as I have 
already told you. You are producing a rather interesting picture of 
the Fuhrer as a strategist and as a military leader, and i t  is of interest 
to the world; but I cannot see how this concerns me. These are the 
thoughts which the Fiihrer put down as military commander and are 
of great interest for all soldiers in the world. But what does it have 
to do with me? That I do not understand. 

MR. ROBERTS: But may I point out, Witness, that your own 
counsel produced it and you relied on certain parts of it. That is 
how it concerns you; you relied on it. 

JODL: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now. 

/The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

MR. ROBERTS: Witness, I only have two other questions on the 
alleged aggression against the Low Countries. Will you look at your 
diary, 1809-PS, for the 8th of May 1940. It is Page 141 in Docu- 
ment Book 7, and i t  is Page 115 in the German book. The actual 
quotation is Page 143 in the Document Book 7; at the top of the 
page: "8 May. Alarming news from Holland, canceling of furloughs, 
evacuations, road blocks, other mobilization measures." 

Were you afraid that the Dutch might actually take some steps 
to defend themselves against your invasion? 

JODL: I was mre  that the Dutch would defend themselves against 
Germany. 

MR. ROBERTS: Was it alarming you because you thought the 
Dutch might have suspected you were going to break your treaties 
and assurances? 

JODL: I did not understand the question. 
MR. ROBERTS: I will go on: 
"According to the intelligence reports the British are said to 
have asked for permission to march in, but the Dutch refused. 
According to reports, measures of the Dutch partly directed 
against the coast and partly against us. Not possible to obtain 
a clear picture whether the Dutch do not work hand in hand 
with the English or whether they really want to defend their 
neutrality against the first attacker." 
It is clear from that, is i t  not, that you had no information at 

all that Dutch neutrality was going to be broken? 

JODL: That is not clear from the entry; it is only a brief argu- 
ment on the basis of masses of reports which we received from 
Canaris on that day or on the previous day. If they were to be 
followed up accurately, the reports immediately preceding this 
entry would have to be a t  hand; the entry refers to the latest 
reports, and not to the many thousands which had come in before. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, on the 10th of May without any declara- 
tion of war these three countries, small countries, were invaded 
with all of the armed might of Germany, were they not? 

JODL: The attack began on the 10th of May along the whole 
front. 

MR. ROBERTS: What had those countries done at all to deserve 
the horrors of invasion and the misery of German occupation? 

JODL: That, again, is a his,torical question. I have already said 
that according to my personal point of view England and France in 
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fact forced them to give up their strictly neutral attitude. That 
was my impression. 

MR. ROBERTS: Their only fault, was i t  not, was that they stood 
in the way of your air bases and U-boat bases? 

JODL: They were not only in the way, but by tolerating actions 
incompatible with neutrality, they helped England in the war 
against us. That was my subjective impression. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, I have only got-with the permission of 
the Tribunal, there was one question I should have asked on Nor- 
way; only one; and if I might go back to that, I want to ask you 
about your diary entry, 1809-PS, Page 143 in Document Book 7. 
I have not got a reference to the German but i t  is about a t  that 
place. I will read i t  slowly: "13 March: Fuhrer does not give order 
yet for 'W' "-Weser-"He is still looking for an excusen--or "justi-
fication''-to use your word. And the next day: "14 March: Fuhrer 
has not yet decided what reason to give for Weser Exercise." 

If you had a good reason for breaking Norwegian neutrality, 
why should the Fuhrer be unable to find one? 

JODL: Because for this operation the Fuhrer considered it abso- 
lutely necessary to have some documentary proof. So far, there had 
only been very strong indications which came near to a proof, but 
we had as yet no documentary evidence. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. I leave that part of the case, and 
I now go to Yugoslavia, and I have only two or three questions on 
Yugoslavia. 

I want you to look at  Document 1746-PS, Page 127 in Document 
Book 7; German book, 112. 

B e f ~ r ewe deal with the document, Witness, Yugoslavia had also 
received assurances from Hitler. That is so, is it not, or do you 
not know? 

JODL: Yes. Not only did Yugoslavia receive assurances from 
Hitler, but we also received them from the Yugoslav Government, 
which had concluded a treaty with us on.the previous day. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, you will find the document I am going to 
refer to-it has got a piece of paper headed with the German word 
for "discursion," "Besprechung." Have you found it? It  should be 
a piece of paper with the word "Besprechung." 

JODL: "Discussion on the Situation in Yugoslavia"; yes. 
MR. ROBERTS: Yes, that is right. 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Dated 27 March 1941? 
JODL: Yes. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Now if you turn to-I think it is Page 2: 

"The Fiihrer is determined, without waiting for declarations 

of good faith from the new government, to make all prepara- 

tions to destroy Yugoslavia militarily and as a national unit. 

No diplomatic inquiries will be made; no ultimatum pre-

sented. Assurances of the Yugoslav Government, which cannot 

be trusted for the future, will be taken note of. The attack 

will start as soon as the means and the troops suitable are 

ready. It  is important that action be taken as fast as pos- 

sible." 

Now I go to Page 3, Witness: 

"Politically it is especially important that the blow against 

Yugoslavia is carried out with unmerciful harshness and mili- 

tary destruction is done in a lightning-like undertaking." 

Now I go to Page 5, Witness: 

"The main task of the Air Force is to start as early as pos- 

sible with the destruction of the Yugoslav Air Force ground 

installation, and to destroy its capital, Belgrade, in waves of 

attacks." 


The Fuhrer was not going to give the civilian population even 
half an hour's warning, was he? 

JODL: I do not know what preparations for warning the Yugo- 
slav Government had been made, but a t  the moment of the Putsch it 
immediately made military preparations and deployed its forces 
along our border. 

MR. ROBERTS: May. I ask you this? Do you approve, as  an  
- honorable soldier, of attacking a city crowded with civilians with- 

out a declaration of war or even half an  hour's warning? 

JODL: I do not hold that view. I have already said that I, per- 
sonally, and half an hour or an hour later the Reich Foreign Min- 
ister, suggested an ultimatum. 

MR, ROBERTS: When you lost air superiority and people were 
able to hit back, you Germans made a great deal of fuss then about 
terror attacks, did you not? 

JODL: This city was at  the same time the center of a Putsch 
government which had annulled a treaty concluded with Germany, 
and which from that moment on had made preparations along the 
whole front for war with Germany. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, I am going to leave the incident. Do you 
remember how you referred to it in the notes for your lecture? 
I t  appears on Page 127-no, My Lord, it does--I beg your pardon, 
it appears on 292 of Book 7 and a t  304 of the German. You refer 
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to i t  as "an interlude." Do you remember? The German word is 
"Zwischenspiel," "interlude." Is that your idea of an  interlude? 

JODL: To be juridically exact, you mean the first draft of my 
lecture and not my lecture which you do not know. However, even 
in this first draft I cannot recall mentioning an  interlude. 

MR. ROBERTS: How many civilians, how many thousands, do 
you thin$ were killed in the first movement of that "interlude"-in 
the bombing of Belgrade without warning? 

JODL: I cannot say, but surely only a tenth of the number 
killed in Dresden, for example, when you had already won the war. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now I come to the alleged aggression against 
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Hitler decided to attack 
the Soviet Republic in July of 1940, did he  not? 

JODL: In July of 1940 he had not yet reached that decision. 

MR. ROBERTS: But at  any r a t e 1  do not want t o  waste time- 
we know that on the 22d of June 1941 Germany invaded the Soviet 
Union contrary to her nonaggression pact. That is history, is i t  not? 

JODL: Yes. The surprise attack on 22 June 1941 is a historical 
fact which took place because the politicians were of the opinion 
that the Soviet Union had not kept the pact. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, Witness, I am going to pass from this part 
of the case altogether. I want to put one last question: Do you not 
think that this record of broken pledges will dishonor the name of 
Germany for centuries to come? 

JODL: I t  might, if historical research after exact investigation 
of Russian documents delivers clear proof that Russia had no inten- 
tion of strangling us politically or of attacking us. In that case, yes; 
otherwise, no. 

MR. ROBERTS: I now want to ask-to come to quite a different 
part of the case under Count Three and Count Four. The docu- 
ments have been put to you so often. I do not want to put them 
again. 

But, you remember the "Barbarossa" order. That is C-50, in  
Document Book 7, Page 187; and German book, 146. That was cir-
culated by your office, was i t  not, Wehrmachtfiihrungsstab, L? 

JODL: I t  was dealt with in the Quartermaster Section of the 
Wehrrnachtfiihrungsstab. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well now, would you agree that that was a 
shameful order to have to issue? 

JODL: I agree. I have already said that there was no soldier 
who was not opposed to t h u  order; they all did so. 
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MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now we know that on the 17th of 
July-and this is Document C-51, which is in Document Book 7, a t  
Page 190, German Page 150-we know that from the  same office, 
the WFSt, L, there was issued an  order that the previous order was 
to be destroyed, but its validity was not to be affected, destroyed 
below corps level. What was the object of the destruction of that 
order? 

JODL: Unfortunately I cannot tell you; I do not recall this 
order. I do not believe I ever saw it, at least not before this Trial. 

MR. ROBERTS: Perhaps you would look a t  it, Witness, C-51, 
Page 190, Bouk 7; 150, German book. Now, that com~es from 
WFSt-that is, Wehrrnachtfiihrungsstab-Department "L"; and then 
"Q" for "Quartermaster," in brackets. That is your office, is it not? 

JODL: That is a part of the Wehrmachtfuhrungsstab. 

MR. ROBERTS: I t  is signed Keitel. 

JODL: Yes. But I do no4 know this order; i t  was shown to me 
for the first time here in Nuremberg; I had never seen it before. I 
do not know what i t  is about or what order is being rescinded. I 
have already said that these questions of military legal jurisdiction 
were dealt with by Field Marshal Keitel, and that he  used my 
Quartermaster Section a s  a working staff without my having any 
part in these matters. I do not know this order. 

MR. ROBERTS: And you cannot suggest any reason why i t  had 
to be destroyed? 

JODL: No; I cannot give you any information about it. 

I=. ROBERTS: Now then, I want C-52, which has not yet been 
put in. Your Lordships wili find it on Page 191 of Book 7. I offer 
it as GB-485, and i t  is in the German book on Page 153. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Now, this is another Keitel order. 
It  comes from Wehrmach~tfuhrungsstab, L; then, in  brackets, "I Op." 
Is that your department? 

JODL: That is the section which worked with me on all opera- 
tional questions. 

MR. ROBERTS: Do you remember that order? 

JODL: Yes, I remember the order. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now-I think you took part in drafting it; did 
you not? 

JODL: Certainly, because it is an operational order which supple- 
ments a directive. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, well, will you look at  Paragraphs 6 and 7? 
Paragraph 6: 



"In view of the vast size of the occupied areas in the East, 
forces available for establishing security will be sufficient 
only if all resistance is punished not by legal prosecution of 
the guilty, but by the occupation forces spreading such terror 
as  is alone appropriate to eradicate every inclination to 
resist. 
"The respective commanders, together with the troops at  
their disposal, are to be held responsible for maintaining 
peace in their respective areas. The commanders must find 
the means of keeping order within the regions where secu- 
rity is their responsibility, not by demanding more forces, 
but by applying suitable Draconian measures." 
That is a terrible order, is i t  not? 

JODL: No, it is not at all terrible for it is established by  inter- 
national law that the inhabitants of an occupied territory must 
follow the orders and instructions of the occupying power, and any 
uprising, any resistance against the army occupying the country is 
forbidden; it is, in fact, partisan warfare, and international law does 
not lay down means of combating partisans. The principle of such 
warfare is an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, and this is 
not even a German principle. 

MR. ROBERTS: Is it not the tooth and the eye of the innocent? 

JODL: It is not a question of the innocent. It expressly states, 
"to eradicate every inclination to resist." It  is a question of those 
who resist, that is, by partisan warfare. 

MR. ROBERTS: I will not argue about it, Witness. I gather you 
approve of the order. 

JODL: I approve it as a justified measure conforming to inter- 
national law and directed against a widespread resistance move-
ment which employed unscrupulous methods. Of that we had 
evidence. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now I want to, come to something 
quite different. I want to come to the Commando Order, and I 
desire to put in two documents which have not yet been put in, to 
trace the history of the making of t h s  order, because I suggest i t  
was drawn up in your office under your jurisdiction. 

.Will you give the witness, please, 1266-PS, which I offer, My 
Lord, as GB-486. 

Now, this is the first document, dated the 8th of October. That 
is a memorandum from the " Q  branch of the Wehrmachtfuhmngs- 
stab; that is right, is i t  not? 

JODL: Y$s, 
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MR. ROBERTS: And it was-that is the wireless order that you 
mentioned? 

JODL: Yes. 
MR. ROBERTS: First i t  deals with the "tying up," My Lord, 

which is not important. Secondly, the wireless announcement of 
the 7th of October 1942, which reads as  follows: 

"All terror and sabotage detachments of the British and their 
accomplices who do not behave like soldiers but like bandits 
will in future be treated as such by German troops and will 
be ruthlessly slain in. battle wherever they make their 
appearance." 
/Turning to the defendant.] Well, of course, that order does not 

mean very much, does it? It  assumes that the enemy are not 
behaving Like soldiers, but like bandits, and says they may be slain 
in battle. 

But then the second paragraph: 

"The Deputy Chief of the Operations Staff. . ." 

That was Warlimont, was it not, Witness? 


JODL: Yes, that was Warlimont. 


MR. ROBERTS: Yes. 

' I .  . . has given the following urgent task to 'Q': 
"1) Drafting of the order." 
Look at  Number 2: 
"Like the Barbarossa order issued a t  the time this order must 
also be drawn u p i n  conjunction with the Armed Forces 
Legal Department and counterintelligence-with great 
thought and care. Distribution down to armies only, from 
there forward only orally. To be destroyed after having been 
taken cognizance of ." 
What was the nature of that order that was drawn up with so 

much care by your staff and the Legal Department and Co,unter- 
intelligence? 

JODL: I believe that was. Document C-50, which you mentioned 
earlier. The Barbarossa order is not a clear term. 

MR. ROBERTS: "The following must be borne in mind 
regarding the contents of the order: 
"In cases where captives are temporarily taken into custody 
for our own purposes, the persdns concerned are to be handed 
over to the SD by Counterintelligence after a thoro~ugh 
examination in which the SD is also to take part. 
"Not to be lodged in prisoner-of-war camps under any cir-
cumsthnces. 
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"This order is to take effect subsequently with regard to the 
people from Norway." 
The people from Norway were some English Commandos who 

had blown up a power station in Norway; is not that so? 
JODL: That is possible, but I do not know. I have never seen 

this. 

MR. ROBERTS: I think I will be able to remind you later 
about it. 

The next document I do not read. I t  is from somebody called 
"Dr. Hiille," whom I do not know, and I do not think i t  adds any- 
thing to it. 

Then the next document-the third in Your Lordship's bundle- 
is dated 9 October and is signed "Warlimont." Is it dated 9 Oc-
tober, Witness? 

JODL: Yes. 


MR. ROBERTS: Signed Warlimont? 


JODL: Signed by Warlimont. 


MR. ROBERTS: It  sets out the first facts in the first two para- 

graphs that we know: 

"The Fiihrer wishes an order to be issued laying do& the 

proper behavior of the Armed Forces. 

"At the instance of the Armed Forces Operations Staff, the 

Armed Forces Legal Department has drawn up the draft 

attached hereto. 

"You are requested to co-operate i n  a thorough examination, 

if necessary, calling in  the Reichsfuhrer SS. 

"We refer to the discussion between Chief of Counterintelli- 

gence and the Deputy Chief of the Armed Forces Operations 

Staff." 

Then the next document is the draft order prepared by the Legal 


Department: 
"Members of terror and sabotage detachments of the British 
Armed Forces who demonstrably break the rules of an honor- 
able way of fighting will be treated as bandits: To be exter- 
minated mercilessly in battle or in flight. If in case of 
military necessity they should be temporarily arrested, or  if 
they fall into German hands outside combat actions, they 
are to be brought before an  officer immediately for inter- 
rogation and are then to be handed over to the SD. 
"Holding them in a prisoner-of-war camp is forbidden. 
"This order may be distributed only down to armies. From 
there to the froqt i t  must be transmitted only verbally." 
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And did you-do you remember having a conversation on the 
telephone with the head of the Legal Department about this order? 

JODL: No, I do not remember. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, will you look at  the next document; i t  is 
dated 14 October. I t  is in the same bundle, the next page of it-I 
beg your pardon, it is a memorandum. Now you notice the heading, 
the original heading was: "Reprisal Action-Prisoners of War." 
Somebody struck that out and put instead: "combating of Enemy 
Sabotage Detachments." 

"Memorandum. (Telephone discussion with the Chief of the 
Armed Forces Legal Department). 
"The Chief of the Armed Forces Legal Department has spoken 
with the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff by tele- 
phone." 
That is you, is it not? 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: "The latter9'-that is you-"said that the 
Fiihrer's aim in this action was to prevent this manner of 
waging war (dropping small detachments who do great 
damage by  demolitions and then surrender)." 
That was the object of the order, was i t  not? 

JODL: Yes, but by using methods contrary to international law. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, that is a matter perhaps neither for you 
nor me to discuss. But if I might be allowed to ask you this ques- 
tion: Do you draw any distinction between a British airman who 
bombs a power station from the air and a British parachutist in 
uniform who is landed and blows it up with an explosive? Do you 
draw any distinction in international law? 

JODL: No. As such, the destruction of an objective by a demo- 
lition troop I consider completely admissible under international 
law; but I do not consider i t  admissible during such an operation 
for civilian clothes to be worn under the uniform and armpit pistols 
to be carried which start firing as soon as the arms are raised in 
the act of surrender. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, there are two things there, you see, and 
one answer and I am not going to argue a t  all with you; but when 
you consider the case you will find many, many cases where these 
persons were executed and there is no suggestion they had anything 
but a uniform a t  all. 

JODL: I believe that these cases were quite rare, that a t  least 
these people were mixed with those who wore civilian clothes. 

, 



MR. ROBERTS: Well, I am not going to argue with you because 
there are other documents and they will have to  be, perhaps, sum- 
marized sometime. But would you agree that a parachutist in uni- 
form, with no civilian clothes, acting like that,, if h e  is killed, shot 
by the SD, would you agree that that would be murder? Or would 
you raZher not answer that? 

JODL: I have already said that if a soldier in full uniform only 
blows up or destroys an objective, I do not consider it an action 
contrary to international law; and for that reason I opposed the 
Commando Order in this form almost t o  the last moment..  . 

MR. ROBERTS: I hear your answer and I will not pursue that 
matter. Then the document goes on-I do not want to read it all: 

"The Chief of the Armed Forces Legal Department spoke to 
the effect that under these circumstances one should consider 
issuing an order fit for publication. Article 23c of the Hague 
Land Warfare Regulations, which forbids the killing or 
wounding of an enemy who lays down h,is a m  or is un-
armed, if he  surrenders unconditionally, had to be explained; 
when the Land Warfare Regulations were concluded this 

\ 
I 

manner of waging war was not yet known and the regulation 
therefore could not apply to this." 
Well now, that was the first bundle. Now I want to put 

you a . .  . 
JODL: I should Like to  make a brief comment on this document. 

I have not seen any of these papers before; I am now seeing them 
for the first time; but they prove, word for word, what I said here 
the day before yesterday under oath, that on their own initiative, 
the members of my staff, as  they heard that the Fuhrer had de- 
manded an executive order, began preparatory work for the draft 
of such an order with the Legal Department and with the Foreign 
Department, but that I did not accept and did not submit any order 
to the Filhrer. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well now, I want t o  put to you another docu- 
ment, 1265-PS. 

My Lord, I offer it as GB-487. 
Now the first document in the bundle is a teletype dated 13 Oc- 

tober and i t  is signed by Canaris. Is that right, Witness? 

JODL: Yes, a teletype message from Canaris. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, and it is a teletype to the OPS Staff. The 
subject is "Treatment of Prisoners of War." 

"Regarding discussions and measures in pursuance of OKW's 
announcement of 17 October 1942 the following general atti- 
tude is taken:" 
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Number 1 does not matter; i t  is about chaining. Number 2 is the 
important one: 

"Treatment of Sabotage Units: Sabotage units in uniform are 
soldiers and have the right to be treated as prisoners of war. 
Sabotage units in civilian clothes or German uniform have 
no claim to treatment as prisoners of war (francs-tireurs)." 

You agree, of course, with the correctness of that, do you not? 
The rest of that document does not matter. You agree, do you not, 
with that opinion in Paragraph 2, as  a man who knows inter- 
national law? 

JODL: Yes, I agree with Paragraph 2; i t  corresponds entirely 
with my opinion; it agrees completely with my point of view. 

MR. ROBERTS: And now the next document. 
If you go to the--if the Tribunal would kindly go to the last 

document of the three; and would you go to the document -which 
4 ' -- is headed, "Telephone call; Reference: Letter Ausland Abwehr of 

13. 10. 42." My Lord, that is the one I have just read. 
"Opinion of the Armed Forces Legal Department'"-Para- 
graph 2, that is referring to  Canaris' opinion-"Fundamen- 
tally in agreement. 
"It may, however, be possible to support the following train 
of thought with regard to special cases: 
"Fighting methods such as exist now and such as it is intended 
to prevent came about long after the creation of the Hague 
Regulations for Land Warfare, in particular as a result of war 
in the air. Special attention is drawn to  the mass use of 
parachutists for purposes of sabotage. Anyone who commits 
acts of sabotage as a soldier with the intention of surrender- 
ing after the act of sabotage without fighting does not act 
like an honest fighter. He misuses Article 23c of the Hague 
Regulations for Land Warfare during the formulation of which 
no such methods were contemplated. The misuse lies in the 
speculation on surrender without fighting after successful 
completion of the act of sabotage. ' 

"This view regarding the inadmissibility of sabotage Com- 
mandos can be backed up without reservation provided we 
also apply i t  to ourselves." 
That document has your initial on the top, Witness? Is that 

right? 

JODL: I have read this document. I t  contains a statement on 
international law by the Armed Forces Legal Department, which 
on this point agrees with the Fiihrer's opinion. It  actually confirms 
the possibility that a misuse of international law may be committed 
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by surrendering immediately after an action and thus securing for 
oneself complete absence of danger in the conduct of a war opera- 
tion. That interpretation is disputable; I do not fully approve of 
it, but it was the view of the highest legal authority at that time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Many, many brave soldiers, when they are out- 
numbered, surrender, do they not? Many Germans surrendered at 
Bizerte and Tunis, thousands of them. How did that put them out- 
side the pale of international law or the protection of it? 

JODL: But they were soldiers captured in the normal manner 
of war, which the Fiihrer always recognized. This is a disputable 
case and very doubtful under international law, but, as  I said, i t  is 
not an idea of mine and has nothing to do with me; I only took 
note of it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. My Lord, the intermediate docu- 
ment is a letter signed "Lehmann," who was head of the Legal 
Department. It  merely confirms the telephone conversation which 
I have read, and I do not think it is necessary to read it again. I t  
is before the defendant. 

!Turning to the defendant.] Well now, the last of these docu- 
ment .  before the order was finally drawn up and issued, the Court 
has already seen, because i t  was put in. . 

' I t  is 1263-PS, RF-365, My Lord, i t  was in  Jodl's Document Book 
Number 2, Page 104. 

Will you look a t  the original, please. 
There is an unfortunate omission from Page 110 in Dr. Exner's 

book, which I am perfectly certain is quite inadvertent. Will you 
look a t  the document dated 15 October 1942? 

My Lord, I think that is the first in your bundle. I t  is Page 110. 
It  is first in the single documents. I t  is Page 110 of Dr. Exner's 
book, and I apologize to him because I have just seen the marginal 
writing. I t  was covered over before, and I had not seen it. I 
apologize. 

My Lord, the.  .. 
It  is a note, is i t  not, Witness, signed Warlimont, your deputy, 

15 October. I think you will find it the second document in your 
file. I do no$ want to read it all again because i t  has been read, 
but you see: "The Proposal of the Amt Ausland Abwehr will be 
submitted as  Appendix 1." 

The Tribunal will find Appendix 1, in which he  says-in which 
i t  is suggested, under letter "A," that sabotage troops who do not 
wear uniforms should be court-martialed. You have said "no." You 
have given your reasons. I will not worry you about that any more. 
And then "B"; members of sabotage units, who are in uniform but 
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are guilty of dishonorable activities are after capture to be put into 
special confinement. Do you say that that does not go either? 

And then, if you will go back to 15 October, just the second 
paragraph down: 

"The Chief of WR-that is the Legal Department-"has 
made a statement to the effect that the order was to be drawn 
up in such a way that it will take into account our own inter- 
ests. .." 
Is i t  "our own interests," Witness? "Take into account our 
own interests"? 

JODL: Yes, "our own interests." 

MR. ROBERTS: ". . . our own interests while considering the 
future conduct of the war. In this way he wanted to avoid 
repercussions which would run counter to our further inten- 
tions. Sabotage is an essential part of conducting war in time 
of total warfare; we ourselves have strongly developed this 
method of fighting." 
And you write against that, do you, "But the English make much 

more use of it"? 

JODL: Yes, it is an undeniable fact that at that time of the war 
the English made much more use of it than we. 

MR. ROBERTS: Is that a reason for making a law, an order 
of this kind, to try and discourage the English from using sabotage 
detachments? 

JODL: No, that is certainly not a reason. It is only a denial of 
the statement that we had strongly developed this method of fight- 
ing; hence my remark, "Yes, but the English to a much greater 
extent than we." That, of course, has nothing at all to do with the 
reason for the order. 

MR. ROBERTS: Then I am not going to take more time on 
that particular document, except-have you got a document dated 
14 October with 1, 2, 3, 4 at the end? I think it is on a separate ' 

page, the 1, 2, 3, 4. 

JODL: Yes. 


MR. ROBERTS: It says: 

"With the view in mind-to prevent the enemy's fighting the 

war by using sabotage troops--following questions have to 

be clarified before formulating an order: 

"1) Have we ourselves the intention of dropping sabotage 

units in the zone of rear echelons of the enemy, or also far 

back in the interior? 

"2) Who will drop more sabotage troops, the enemy or we? 
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"3) Can we establish the principle: Sabotage troops do not 
conduct legal war; they are to be exterminated in the fight- 
ing without mercy? 
"4) Do we attach importance to first arresting the single 
members of this group for interrogation by Counterintelli- 
gence and not killing them immediately?" 
These were the considerations which were discussed in  your 

office before the orders were drawn up. 
JODL: These were questions-not points of view-questions 

which were raised in the Armed Forces Operations Staff as  a result 
of the Armed Forces communique. Fortunately, the submission of 
all these documents proves the complete correctness of everything 
I said here 2 days ago. The staff, the Legal Department, and the 
Ausland department racked their brains and pondered how they 
could draw up the executive order implementing the Fiihrer's addi- 
tions to the Wehrmacht communiqu6. Neither they nor I came to 
qny conclusion, and no proposal was made to the Fiihrer; nothing 
was done. That is what I stated here the day before yesterday, and 
that is what, fortunately, you yourself have proved by submitting 
these documents. 

MR. ROBERTS: You have said, I think, that part of the Fiihrer's 
order disg~sted you? 

JODL: Yes. 
MR. ROBERTS: And you have said in your interrogation that 

circulating this order was one of the things which went against your 
inner conscience--one of the few things. "Your inner convictions"- 
to use your actual words. 

JODL: In the preliminary interrogation I said that i t  was one 
of the few--or the only-order I received from the Fiihrer which I, 
in my own mind, completely rejected. 

MR.ROBERTS: You rejected it, but these young men went on 
being shot, did they not? 

JODL: I have already described exactly how the commanding 
generals at the front, vigorously supported by me, interpreted this 
order in the mildest imaginable way in practice; actually, only very 
few such incidents occurred, and I believe that most-at any rate, 
nearly all that came to my knowledge-were highly justified, 
because the fighting methods of those people were not methods of 
honest soldiers. 

MR. ROBERTS: You see, you talk about your "inner convictions." 
I think Keitel spoke about his "inner conscience." But should we 
have heard anything about these convictions and this conscience if 
Germany had not lost the war? . 

JODL: No, but then we might have heard of the strangled at  
Dieppe in a similar trial. 
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MR. ROBERTS: I t  is very late and-now, I just want to deal 
with a few examples, very very quickly, of the order being carried 
out, as  you said it was only carried out a few times. I just, first of 
all, want to refer to UK-57, which is Page 309 of Document Book 7, 
the German copy Page 33-German copy Page 344. I am sorry, I 
had given you the wrong number. I can read this out. It  is a report 
which is initialed by Keitel. 

' a 
"On 16 September 1942"-mark the date, that is more than 

month before the Commando Order came into force-"10 
Englishmen and 2 Norwegians landed on the Norwegian coast, 
dressed in  the uniform of the British Mountain Rifle Reg- 
iment, heavily armed and equipped with explosives of every 
description. After negotiating difficult mountain country, they 
blew up important installations in the power station Glom- 
fjord on 21 September. A German sentry was shot during the 
incident. Norwegian workmen were threatened that they 
would be chloroformed if they resisted. For this purpose the 
Englishmen were equipped with morphium syringes. Seven 
of the participants have been arrested. The others escaped 
into Sweden." 
Then follow seven names, which I read out to this Court, I think, 

in January. They were shot on 30 October 1942. That would be, 
shot as a result of the order which you circulated, although i t  was 
not in existence when those men blew up that power station. You 
told me some little time ago that that power station was a proper 
military target. These men were in uniform. Can you begin to 
justify that? 

JODL: No, I cannot justify that, and I will not justify it. I con-
sider i t  completely illegal, because this order could certainly not 
have been retroactive; but I did not learn of this affair at  the time. 
Of UK-57 I read the first and second parts here for the first time; 
the third part I read in April 1944. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, now, there are other exhibits dealing with 
this matter which I am not going to put to you. They have been 
referred to before, and I do not want to be cumulative. I would 
like you--or perhaps I will ask you one question first. 

I think it was laid down, was i t  not, that every action taken 
under this Fiihrer Order was to be reported in the Wehrmacht 

- report? 

JODL: Yes, that was ordered. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, I just CYant to give you an example of the 
Wehrmacht report. 

526-PS, USA-502, My Lord, it is 7a, Page 15. It  is dated 10 May 
1943, German Page 21 of the small book. 
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/Turning to the defendant.] I t  is a notice from the " Q  branch 
of your staff. 

"On 30 March 1943 in  Toftefjord an  enemy cutter was 
sighted. Cutter was blown up by enemy. Crew: 2 dead 
men, 10 prisoners. 
"Cutter was sent from Scalloway (Shetlands) by the Nor- 
wegian Navy. 
"Arms: Two Colt machine guns, two mounted machine guns, 
a small transmitter.. .1,000 kilograms of explosives.. .. 
"Purpose: Forming an  organization for sabotaging strong- 
points, battery positions, staff and troop billets, and bridges. .. . 
"Fiihrer order executed Qy the SD. 
"Wehrmacht report of 6 April announces the following: 
"In northern Norway an enemy sabotage unit was engaged 
and destroyed on approaching the coast." 
That was false, was i t  not? 
JODL: I confirmed this communiqui. of 6 April which included 

the contribution from the commander in  Norway as I received it 
on 6 April; this brief formulation always originated with the com- 
mander a t  the front. But what actually happened is set down in 
this note of 10 May which, most unfortunately, I never saw, because 
on 10 May 1943 1 traveled by train to  Bad Gastein to  begin a cure 
for a severe case of lumbago; and so, unfortunately, I saw this 
document for the first time here in Nuremberg. I am sorry, because 
this would have been one of the few cases in which I might have 
been able to intervene. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, but, Witness--keep i t  in front of you-
because you see the action was not taken on 10 May; i t  was taken 
before, or on 6 April. Look a t  the last paragraph: 

"Wehrmacht report of 6 April announces the following: 
".. . enemy sabotage unit engaged and destroyed on approach- 
ing the coast." 
Whereas, in fact, they had been taken prisoner and then shot 

like dogs by the SD. 

JODL: Yes, I have just said that. Before this contribution of 
6 April, I heard nothing about the whole matter, but only on the 
10th of May did i t  come to our knowledge, and then the Armed 
Fcrces Operations Staff drew up this note. The whole investigation 
into these events was made by the Intelligence Service, the office 
of Canaris, together with its Security Police; i t  was not the SD; 
that is wrong; it was the Security Police. 

Unfortunately I did not know of these details; the Intelligence 
Service knew them. I was c~ncerned with the whole question only 
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because I had to edit the Armed Forces communiqub; otherwise 
'I would never have dealt with the Commando Order; I was quite 
innocent of it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now I just want to show you one more in-
stance. It is 2610-PS. 

I t  is, My Lord, in small Document Book 7a, Page 23, the German 
small book Page 41. 

Now, I want you to notice, Witness, this is the only document 
which I rely on, which is not one of your own captured corn-
temporaneous German documents. This is a report from the Judge 
Advocate General's Department, United States Army. I t  concerns 
15 United States personnel who were shot under this order. If 
you look a t  the second page: 

"On the night of 22 March 1944, 2 officers and 13 enlisted 
men of the Special Reconnaissance Battalion of the Army of 
the United States disembarked from some United States 
Navy boats and landed on the Italian coast near Stazione di 
Framura. All 15 men were members of the United States 
Army and were in  the military service of the United States. 
When they landed they were all properly dressed in the 
field uniform of the United States A m y  and they had no 
civilian clothes. Their mission was to demolish a railroad 
tunnel on the main Line between La Spezia and Genoa. That 
rail line was being used by the German Forces to supply 
their fighting forces on the Cassino and Anzio Beachhead 
fronts." 
That was a good military target, that tunnel, was it not? 

JODL: Yes, a military target, absolutely. 


MR. ROBERTS: And all 15 men were shot because of the order 

that you circulated. . . 

JODL: I did not understand. The order which-which I cir-
culated; yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: Which you circulated on the 19th of October. 
You circulated a supplementary order t o  the Fiihrer Order, the last 
paragraph of which, I think, disgusted you. That is 503-PS. 

JODL: It would be more correct to say "which you had to 
circulate." 

MR. ROBERTS: I will take that question up in a moment. 
do not agree. I must not argue with you, but I must put some 
questions. 

General Dostler, who ordered the shooting of those men, he 
himself, you see, was also shot by sentence of this court martial. 

I am going to turn now from the Commando Order a n d . .  . 

I 
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JODL: May I say something else about this document? 


MR. ROBERTS: Yes, anything you like. 


JODL: This incident never came to my knowledge; at least, I 

have no recollection of it. As far as I know, it never appearedin 
the Armed Forces comrnuniqu6, because General Dostler did not 
report the incident to his commanding officer, Kesselring, who 
mjght have been able to take, and might have taken, a different 
course in this affair. 

MR. ROBERTS: Why do you say that you had to circulate this 
order? No man can compel another to circulate an order for 
murder, unless he does it. 

JODL: I have explained at  length that this order could not 
simply be interpreted as an order to murder, but that very serious 
and justified doubts and considerations could arise with regard to 
international 'law and with regard to the justness of this order. 
In any case, you should have complete appreciation of such a 
delicate situation, because even now, in my position here, I cannot 
say or do as I like, and that exactly is what I experienced during 
these last 5'12 years. 

IMR. ROBERTS: You could have refused. You could have said, 
and the other generals could have said, could you not: "We are 
all honorable soldiers. We will not publish and issue those orders"? 

JODL: Certainly under other circumstances it might have bee^ 
possible, first, if at  the time I had not had that conflict with the 
Fiihrer, and secondly, if the British Ministry of War had made my 
task a little easier. However, these events and the statement made 
by the British on the 2d of September put the FYihrer into a rage 
against which I was powerless. How much I tried to resist, for 
that the document itself is the best proof, because the threat of 
punishment and detailed justification for it were directed against 
me personally. 

THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Roberts, would that be a convenient time 
to break off? 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

MR. ROBERTS: I want to ask you a few questions about the 
deportation of the Jews from Denmark. Will you look, please, at  
a new exhibit, D-547, which I offer as GB-488. Now, that is the 
OKW Operational Staff from the commander, Denmark, dated 
20 September 1943. That is before the teletype 'which has been 
put in, 2 days before: 
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"The Fiihrer has agreed in principle with Dr. Best's telegram 
that the Jewish question in Denmark be solved very soon 
by deportation. 
"Execution of this measure should take place while the 
state of military emergency still exists. I t  is not certain 
if sufficient police forces can be provided for the arrest of 
the Jews and their families, about 6,000 persons, most of 
whom Live in Copenhagen. The Army would be heavily 
burdened. .. . 
"I believe that the results of the deportation, will be -
serious. ... 
"The armament industry deliveries will be prejudiced. Con- 
siderable disturbances will have to be reckoned with." 
And you made a note on the back of it: 
"I know nothing of this. If a political measure is to be car- 
ried out by'the commander of Denmark the OKW must be 
notified by the Foreign Office." 
Is that right? 

JODL: Yes. I would not have recalled this document, but I cer-
tainly wrote the note. It proves that I did not remember until 
now that obviously this question had been discussed in Denmark 
some days before and that the commander in Denmark had been 
making objections. Consequently I wrote, I know nothing of this. 
This is a political measure, and if a political measure is to be car- 
ried out in Denmark, then the Foreign Office should kindly 
notify us. 

MR. ROBERTS: I omit one or two unimportant documents. Will 
you go to document dated 1 October 1943-the fifth or sixth docu- 
ment of Your Lordship's file, Number D-547, dated 1 October 1943. 
It is to the OKW from Denmark, and quotes as follows: 

"The Reich Plenipotentiary in Denmark has given the follow- 
ing report to the Minister for Foreign Affairs: 
"1) The arrest of the Jews will take place on the night of 
1-2 October. Transportation from Zealand will be carried 
out by ship.. . . 
"2) Should I receive no contrary instruction, I do not intend 
allowing the Jewish action to be mentioned, either on the 
radio or in the pressy'-and then 
"3) ...I intend leaving the possessions of the evacuated Jews 
undisturbed in order that the seizure of these possessions 
cannot be imputed to be the reason or one of the reasons 
for the action." 
Then you deal with the disadvantages-the writer does-and 

there is a question: "Does the Reichsfuhrer SS know?" The answer: 



"The Reichsfuhrer SS knows, is in agreement," and then a pencil 
note in Jodl's handwriting, "The Fuhrer agrees." Is that in your 
writing? 

JODL: Yes, that is my handwriting, but that refers only to the 
angouncement of the release of the interned Danish soldiers. 

MR. ROBERTS: I see: 
JODL: Then it is important to note in this document that the 

commander in Denmark said that he did not intend having the 
property of the evacuated Jews disturbed. He said: 

". . . I intend leaving the possessions of the evacuated Jews 
undisturbed. . . ." 
He had the executive power at that time. 

MR. ROBERTS: Have you got the next document in the same 
bundle, 2d of October 1943, to OKW Operations Staff, from Den- 
mark? I quote: 

"Jewish action carried out in the night of the 1-2 October 
by the German Police without incidents." 
And then the last document, dated 3 October 1943, to the OKW 

Operations Staff: 
"According to the statement of the Reich Plenipotentiary, 
the Reichsfuhrer SS has ordered that the Reichsfuhrer SS 
alone as the person ordering the Jewish action is to receive 
the exact figures on arrests. 
"The Plenipotentiary has, therefore, given no figures to the 
commander of the German troops in Denmark. 232 Jews 
have been handed in by the Police via the collecting points 
set up by the Watch Battalion, Copenhagen.'' 
What was the Watch Battalion? 
JODL: I cannot say that at the moment; I do not know how 

it was composed. It might have been a unit of the Police; it might 
have been part of the Army; I cannot say with certainty. At any 
rate it was a unit which was used only for guard duties. But 
it is interesting that I wrote the remark: "Is a matter of complete 
indifference to us," which proves that I was not interested in the 
affair, and refused to have any part in it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, I wonder. First of all, you said that the 
Watch Battalion might have been a part of the Wehrmacht. Were 
you . .. 

JODL: That is not certain. I do not wish to dispute it defi- 
nitely. There were also watch battalions of the Army, but it might 
equally well have been a watch unit of the Police. I cannot say 
it with certainty, but General Von Hannecken should have infor- 
mation about it. 
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MR. ROBERTS: But were your "decent German soldiers," whom 
you mentioned yesterday, were they called upon to round up Jews 
who managed to get through the SS net? 

JODL: No, i t  says here, ".. .it was carried through by the 
Police," and I do not believe that any unit of the Wehrrnacht 
concerned itself with deportation of Jews. I do not believe it; 
the Wehrmacht rejected that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Dirty work, was it not? 

JODL: I do not believe that it happened; I do not believe it. 


MR. ROBERTS: Then your note: ". . . is a matter of complete 

indifference to us"-it was a matter of complete indifference to 
you how many Jews were deported, you did not care? 

JODL: The note does not imply that, but it does prove that the 
matter was a political one, and with political matters I was not 
concerned. My attitude to the Jewish question has, I believe, been 
made clear already. 

MR. ROBERTS: Where did the Jews go to, Auschwitz? 

JODL: No. The French Prosecution read it here; these Jews of 
whom we are speaking now were taken to Theresienstadt; a few 
of the older people died there, but all of them were treated well, , 
and received clothing and food. I had the same information, and 
this document of the Danish Government confirms it. 

MR. ROBERTS: You believe that, do you? 

JODL: Yes, I believe that, because the Danish Government con- 
firms it here; it was confirmed in this court by the Prosecution 
iQelf. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now I want to deal with one other topic, 
the topic of forced labor. Did you say in your speech-will you 
look at your notes of your speech, Pages 38 and 39, and it is 
Page 298 of Document Book 7, the big one, the paragraph, which 
begins on Page 38 in the witness' copy. It has got a frame; 
I think it is a piece of paper headed "38." I wonder if you can 
find it for him. 

"This dilemma of manpower shortage has led to the idea of 
making more thorough use of the manpower reserves in the 
territories dominated by us. Right thinking and wrong think- 
ing are mixed up together. I believe that insofar as concerns 
labor, everything has been done that could be done. Where 
this has not yet been achieved, it appeared to be more favor- 
able politically to refrain from measures of compulsion, 
and secure in turn order and economic aid. In my opinion, 
however, the time has now come to take steps with remorse- 
less vigor and resolution in Denmark, Holland, France, and 
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Belgium to compel thousands of idlers to carry out the 
fortification work which is more important than any other 
work. The necessary orders for this have already been 
given." (Document Number L-172, Exhibit Number 
USA-34.) 

Do you remember them? 

JODL: There is no doubt that I drafted this once. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes? 

JODL: But that does not prove that I said it. 

MR. ROBERTS: But had the necessary orders been given for 
the civilians in the occupied territories to work on the German 
fortification? 

JODL: A compulsory lab05 order was issued in most countries, 
but I-you may not know it-I state under miy oath that in 
Denmark and Holland, and also in Belgium, local firms, which 
recruited their own labor under the labor order, worked on these 
fortifications and that the populations d these areas were 
particularly glad about this, because the stronger their coast was 
fortified, the more certain were they that the invasion would not 
take place in their neighborhood. And, of course, they were greatly 
interested in preventing an invasion, which they knew would 
destroy everything. Though it sounds incredible, the local inhab- 
itants did work on these fortifications, some of them with the 
greatest enthusiasm. That is a fact. 

MR. ROBERTS: No, I did not stop you. But had the necessary 
orders been given-that is in the last sentence-to compel these 
people who did not want to, to compel them to work on fortifica- 
tion? I am not talking about the people who did want it, but the 
people who did not. 

JODL: I understand. I did not know details of the procedure, 
as I did not concern myself with it, but I did know that compul- 
sory labor orders had been issued in the occupied countries. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. I will leave that, if you have said 
all you want to say. Will you look now, please, at a new docu-
ment, Number 1383-PS, which I offer as GB-489. This is a report 
of a discussion of the current military situation, 1 2  December 1942, 
Pages 65 and 66, Jodl speaking: 

"The military commander of France reports: The number of 
French workers deported into the Reich since 1 June has 
now passed 220,000. There are in round figures 100,000 
skilled laborers in Berlin." 
How many of these 220,000 were volunteers, did you find out? 
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JODL: I cannot say that; I only quoted from a report which 
,was appended to the situation report from France. That a large-
scale exchange between prisoners of war and workers had been in 
progress has already been stated in detail by Sauckel. 

MR. ROBERTS: I will leave that. I ask only two questions now 
,on Sagan, Stalag Luft 111. 

You said yesterday that after the incident of the Sagan shoot- 
ing, you thought Hitler was no longer "humane." Did you say that? 

JODL: I said yesterday, I had the impression then that he was 
disavowing all humane conceptions of right. 

MR. ROBE8TS: Had you thought that he was humane up to 
March of 1944? 

JODL: Before this time, I personally knew of no action of his 
which could not be justified legally, at least under international 
law. All his previous orders, so far as I knew, could still be justi-
fied in some way. They were reprisals. But this act was not a 
reprisal. 

MR. ROBERTS: This was-would you agree with m e t h e  word 
is not too strong-that this was sheer rriurder of these 50 airmen? 

JODL: I completely agree with you: I consider it sheer murder. 

MR. ROBERTS: How could you honorable generals go on serv- 
ing a murderer with unabated loyalty? 

JODL.: I did not serve with unabated loyalty after this event, 
, but I did everything in my power to avoid further injustice. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now I come to something else, the question 
of destruction in Norway. The document is'754-PS. It has not yet 
been exhibited. I offer it as GB-490. This document is signed by 
you, is it not? 

JODL: I have known this document for a long time; it is signed 
by me. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. Perhaps I might just read parts of i t  
to the Tribunal. Dated 28 October 1944. I t  is from your staff, 
and the distribution is to the Army supreme. command; com-
mander-in-chief, Norway; to the Reich Colmtnissiones, Norway; 
and the Navy. 

"Because of the unwillingness of the northern Norwegian 
population to evacuate voluntarily the Fiihrer has agreed to 
the proposals of the Reich Commissioner and has ordered 
that the entire Norwegian population east of the Fjord of 
Lyngen be evacuated by force in the interest of their own 
security, and that all homes are to be burned to the gromd 
or destroyed. 



"The commander, Northern Finland, is responsible that 
the Fiihrer's ,orders be carried out without consideration. 
Only by this method can the Rusians with strong 
forces, aided by these homesteads and the population 
familiar with the terrain, be prevented from following our 
withdrawal operaitions during the winter and shortly appear- 
ing in front of our position in Lyngen. Tkis is not the place 
for sympathy for the civilian population." 
Lyngen is in the very north of Norway, is it not, on the west 

coast? 

JODL: No, on the northern coast, where Finland is closest 
to the coast of the polar region and very near Norway. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, that order was carried out, according to 
the Norwegian report, UK-79, which the Tribunal will find as the 
last document in the small book, 7A, Page 26 of the Norwegian 
report, at the bottom of the page, Page 26: 

"As a result of the advance of the Russian troops and the 
retreat of the German Army in Finnrnark, October-Novem- 
ber 1944, the Germans practiced the 'scorched earth' policy 
for the first time in Norway. Orders were issued that the 
civilian population was to evacuate, and that all houses, 
transport, and stores were to be destroyed. As a result of 
this, about 30,000 houses were damaged apart from 12,000 
items of damage to chattels amounting to  176 million 
kroner." 
And then, for photographs will the Tribunal turn to Pages 62 

and 63; 62 is a copy of the German order, and 63 is a photograph 
of the ruins of a fishing village. 

That was a cruel order, was i t  not, Witness? 

JODL: No, not exactly. I should like to make a few explanatory 
remarks about it. Typically, as I have always said, this order I
was urged upon the fihrer by the Reich Commissioner Terboven; 
not by the soldiers but much against their will. 

Secondly, this order was not carried out, because otherwise 
the cities of Kirkenes, Hammerfest, and Alta would today no 
longer exist. All these cities are east of the Lyngen Fjord. In 
practice this order was moderated by our forces in agreement 
with me, and in conversations I had with my brother, who was 
the commanding general in that region--and whom I wanted to 
call as a witness since I expected this document to be produced- 
it was moderated to such an extent that, in fact, only what was 
necessary from a military point of view and could be justified 

/ 	 under Article 23 of the Hague Regulations on Land Warfare was 
destroyed. Otherwise no city or house would be left today in 
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northern Norway; and if you were to travel there, you would see 
that these cities are still standing, not destroyed. 

The Armed Forces commander in  Norway strongly protested 
against this attitude of Terboven, and I repeated these objections 
to the Fiihrer in similarly strong terms, but nevertheless he 
demanded that this order be issued. We who retained our humani- 
tarian sentiments carried out the order only insofar as it was 
absolutely necessary for military reasons. These are the facts. 

MR. ROBERTS: I think you said, when you were interrogated, 
that your brother complained of this order, did he not? 

JODL: Yes, quite, he was enraged by this decree. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very well. I am now going to turn to two 
documents with regard to the treatment of the Norwegian civilian 
population. 

They are in  your Document Book 1, Pages 99 and 100-well, 
it begins a t  Page 98. These are regulations on the conduct during 
the accupation of Denmark and Norway. And there are instruc- 
tions to the troops t o  treat the inhabitants politely and well 
and to behave themselves with due decorum. That is right, is 
i t  not? 

JODL: Yes, that is correct. 

MR. ROBERTS: And they must be told that they are entering 
Norway for the protection of the country and the safety of its 
inhabitants. That appears on Page 99. That i s  rather a euphe-
mistic d,escription of a sudden invasion with no declaration of war, 
is. it not? 

JODL: Yes, b i t  a t  first i t  was carried out in a fairly peaceful 
manner on the whole. 

MR. ROBERTS: From your point of view? 

JODL: No, from the point of view of the Norwegians as well. 
The most extraordinary things. . . 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, you know, we have seen-we can see in 
the Norwegian Government's report photograph after photograph 
of these towns and villages bombed to ruins. Is that your idea of 
an  orderly occupation? 

JODL: What was bombed on thb day of the landing is hardly 
worth mentioning; just a few coastal batteries and a few fortifi- 
cations, but no cities. Villages were destroyed only later in the 
battle with the English brigade at Dombass and at  Lillehammer, 
but nothing was destroyed when the country was first occupied. 
Then the Norwegians only stood at  the quays, hands in their 
pockets, and looked on with great interest. 
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MR. ROBERTS: And naturally, Witness, if you could have landed 
without opposition and occupied the country without opposition, so 
much the better for you? That is obvious, is i t  not? 

JODL: Yes, undoubtedly; that would have been even better; 
and the Norwegians would certainly have fared very well during 
the occupation if Terboven had not come. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, I want you to look at a part of that docu- 
ment which, quite properly, of course, was not read. 

It is Appendix 5 which will be part, My Lord, I assume, of 
Exhibit AJ-14, the number which this document was given when 
it was put in in the examination-in-chief. But I am handing the Tri- 
bunal copies of Appendix 5, because it does not appear in the Jodl 
document book. 

/Turning to  the defendant.] Well, now, Appendix 5, I can describe 
as the sting in the tail of this document: 

"Guiding Principles for the Attitude of Troops in Occupied 
Areas. 
"Onlyv-I do not read the first few paragrapbUOnly  in the 
event of the civil population's putting up a resistance or 
behaving rebelliously can the following decisions be carried 
out: 

"1) If the civilian population offers resistance or if attacks 
are to be feared, the arrest of hostages should, on principle, 
be resorted to. Hostages should only be arrested on orders 
of the commander of a regiment or a commander of equiva- 
lent rank. 
"When accommodating and feeding hostages i t  should be 
borne in mind that they are not imprisoned because of crimes. 
Hostages and population are to be informed that the hostages 
will be shot at any sign of hostile action. Previous sanction 
of the shooting by the divisional commander must be ob- 
tained. . . ." -

Then: 

"Armed resistance by the civilian population is to  be crushed 


,by force of arms." 


The last sentence on that page: 

"The death penalty will be imposed for violence of any kind 

against the German Armed Forces. Immediate trials will be 
held by a field court martial. The regimental commander 
can appoint the summary court, composed of one captain, 
one sergeant, one corporal, hear witnesses, draw up the sen- 
tence in writing. The verdict will be the death penalty if 
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guilty, otherwise acquittal. The sentence will be executed 
immediately after confirmation by the regimental commander. 
"The following are to be coddered as acts of violence: Sabo- 
tage, destruction of our lines of communications, cutting of 
telephone wires, demolitions, et cetera." (Document Number 
Jodl-37, Exhibit Number AJ-14.) 
A little drastic, that, was it not? Only the death penalty? 

JODL: These instructions are, word for word, in complete accord 
with our directives which, in times of peace, were laid down by the 
group of experts on international law in  co-operation with the For- 
eign Office and with German professors of international law. It 
would have been well, if only these, our military precepts, our 
military court procedure laid down before we went to war, had 
been followed consistently everywhere. Our official directives laid 
down the question of hostages from the point of view of Inter- 
national law, and there is no doubt that under international law 
as applicable in the year 1939, the taking of hostages was ad-
missible. 

MR. ROBERTS: I suggest to you, as you raise that point, that 
nowhere in international law will you find the shooting of hostages 
legalized at all. 

JODL: Then it is not with certainty prohibited anywhere in 
international law. I believe it is an open question. In our direc- 
tives, even in the Handbook on Tactics, the concept of taking hos- 
tages had been laid down for years. 

MR. ROBERTS: That may be so, and I do not want to argue 
with you about it. I suggest to you that the Hague Regulations 
protect the lives of civilians in occupied countries, unless they 
commit crimes, of course, and also prohibit collective punishment 
of the innocent. 

If you do not want to say any more on that-I do not want to 
stop you if you do. 

JODL: I can only summarize and say that every word here is 
in accord with the directives applicable in the German Army, and 
these directives were not illegal. But one would have to argue this 
problem with experts on international law. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Now, will you look at one other 
d~cument dealing with Norway? It is D-582. 

My Lord, it is a new document, and I offer it as GB-491. 
lTurdn,g to the defendant.] Is that a document which comes 

from your office? 
I 

JODL: Yes. It originated with the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff, Quartermaster Section. 
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MR.ROBERTS: Do you know of i t  or not? 

JODL: I cannot recall it, but there are some notes of mine on it, 
and so I undoubtedly saw the document. 

MR. ROBERTS: Oh, yes. Where are the notes, Witness? 

JODL: They are on the back page of the last teleprint message. 

MR. ROBERTS: Oh, I see what you mean, yes. Well, will you 
take first of all-I had forgotten that you were getting more than 
one document. Will you take first of all the doc~ment  dated the 
2d of February 1945? I think it is the top one. 

JODL: There are no remarks of mine on that document, so I 
cannot say with certainty whether .I have seen it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Just have a look a t  it and tell me whether you 
have seen it. 

JODL: I do not think I have seen this. I do not-I have no 
recollection of having ever read it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, then, I do not think it would be right to 
cross-examine you on that document. 

My Lord, in that case, I would ask to withdraw it, and I will 
not put i t  in a s  an exhibit. 

THE PRESIDENT: I think the defendant said that it was from 
his office. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very well, then. I will-he did that. 
lTurn ing  to the defendant.] You see what the document says, 

Defendant. It  is dated 2 April 1945; it deals with.  . . 
JODL: The 2d of February. 

MIZ. ROBERTS: I t  is the 2d of February. It deals with Reich 
Commissioner Terboven's report to the Fiihrer. I t  says: 

"Those responsible for attempts to murder and to carry out 
sabotage are the illegal elements within Norway with a bour- 
geois-national majority and a communist minority, as  well 
as individual groups which came direct from England or 
Sweden. . . . 
"The bourgeois-national majority y a s  opposed to the com-
munist minority in conception of sabotage and murder, and 
in particular with regard to their extent and nature. This 
resistance has . .  . become progressively weaker during the 
cour,se of the past year. 
"Official departments of the exile government, as for instance 
the Crown Prince Olaf, as so-called Commander-in-Chief of 
the Norwegian Armed Forces, and various others, have called 
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upon the population in speeches and orders to carry out sabo- 
tage. As a result, there is a particularly good possibility here 
of stamping every suppo&w of the exile government as an 

I irhellectual instigator or accomplice. 

"The aim of the coming measures must therefore be: a) to 


. strengthen the power and will to turn once more against sabo- 

tage by threatening the very influential class of leaders in the 

bourgeois camp; b) thereby to exacerbate more and more 
antagonism between the bourgeois and Communists. . . ." 
And then, "Suggestions." These are suggestions from your office, 

apparently: 
I "1. Particularly influential representatives of the explicitly 

anti-German and anti-National Socialist class of industrialists 
to be shot without trial on the accusation that they are intel- 
lectual instigators or accomplices and stating that they were 
convicted within the framework of police investigations. 
"2. Similar men from the same circle to be sent to Germany 
to work on fortifications. 
i 

"3. In cases where the circumstances are particularly suitable, 
proceedings to be taken before the SS and Police Court, with 
the execution of the sentence of death and suitable publicity." 
There are other suggestions which I need not read. And then 

the last paragraph but one: 
"The Fiihrer has agreed to these proposals only in part. Espe- 
cially in connection with efforts at protection against acts of 
sabotage he has rejected taking hostages. He has rejected the 
shooting of influential Norwegian representatives without 
trial"-which is underlined in blue pencil. 
Is that your blue pencil? 

JODL: No, it is not mine. 

MR. ROBERTS: You see, i t  is a remarkable document, Witness, 
because that is one instance where your department is suggesting 
a course of what I submit is brutal action, which for once the 
Rihrer rejects. 

JODL: I believe, Mr. Roberts, you are somewhat mistaken. No 
proposal at all is being made here, but the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff is advising the military commander in Norway of what Reich 
Commissioner Terboven has told the Fuhrer. He reported to the 
Fiihrer first about the general situation and then be made the 
proposals mentioned here; and the Armed Forces Operations Staff 
which obviously had a representative at this meeting-I was not 
there-immediately advised the military commander of the hand- 
some proposals of his friend Terboven. 
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That is what happened and these proposals went beyoad-they 
were too much even for the Fuhrer. But they were not our 
proposals. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good, Witness, I hear your answer, and the 
Court will consider it. It may be accepted. The document speaks 
for itself. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you read the first-the subject descrip- 
tion "Orientation about Reich Commissioner Terboven's Report to 
the Fiihrer"? 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. That is the first-that is the subject, is 
it not, beginning, Witness, "Orientation about Reich Commissioner 
Terboven's Report"? Whose orientation? Your department's? 

JODL: Orientation of the Mountain Army, that is, of General 
Bohm. General Bohm as commanding general of the Mountain 
Army, High Command 20, is advised of the report made to the 
Fiihrer by Reich Commissioner Terboven, so that he would know 
what his friend Terboven was proposing. I t  is no more than infor- 
mation on what Terboven said to the Fiihrer. I cannot tell you 
who was present; I was not there. The entire thing did not originate 
with me; I have never seen it. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, now, the second document, this is from 
Terboven to Bormann on the 28th of October 1944. That is with 
regard to the evacuation east of Lyngen. I do n o t  think I need 
read that. Then, the next document, maybe the second document, 
it is a teleprint of the 6th of April 1945, from Oberfiihrer Fehlis, 

I

SS Oberfiihrer to the Operations Staff, and it says: --
"In accordance with the instructions of the OKW (WFSt) . . . 
dated 29 March 1945, members of the Norwegian resistance 
movement who appear in organized units and who are easily 
recognizable as combatants by arm bands or other insignia 

are to be treated as prisoners of war." 

And then the SS Oberfiihrer says: 

"I consider this order completely intolerable. I explained this 

clearly to Lieutenant Colonel Hass and Major Benze from 

the Armed Forces Operations Staff, who stayed here. There 

have been isolated appearances of uniformed groups in Nor- 

way, but there has been no fighting as yet. Inquiries were 

made at the defense headquarters in London as to whether 

armed resistance should be offered in case of German or Nor- 

wegian police action. As yet no partisan or other fighting in 

Norway. On one occasion, captured members of the military 

organization in uniform claimed the right to be treated as 

prisoners of war. If this demand were met a t  the present 

moment, the result would be that active fighting on the part 
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of the military organization would be set going. Please obtain 
cancellation of the order of the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff." 
And you, you voted for the exemption being removed, did 

you not? 
"The objection is justified. Norway has a government in its 
own country. Whoever fights against i t  in the country is a 
rebel. It is another question in the case of Norwegian troops 
who were taken to England and from there brought into the 
struggle under England's order." 
That is your note? 
JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: And you stick to that, do you? I mean you-that 
is your opinion today? 

JODL: Yes, indeed. I am of the opinion, from the point of view 
of international law, that members of a resistance movement against 
their own Norwegian government are certainly not to be considered 
as normal troops but as constituting an uprising, a rebellion. But 
if Norwegian troops come to Norway f E England, then they are 
regular soldiers. And that, today, is still my opinion on the basis 
of international law. 

MR. ROBERTS: What do you call their own Norwegian govern- 
ment, the puppet government which was set up by the Germans? 

JODL: In any event, there was the government of Quisling at 
the time; and in any event, speaking now from the point of view 
of international law, we were occupying the country, and therefore, 
according to international law, were justified in issuing laws and 
enforcing them. That is accepted under international law, and 
resistance against it has been considered all over the world as 
rebellion. The same applies to us in Germany today. 

MR. ROBERTS: Now, I want to deal quite shortly with three 
other matters, and then I have finished. I want to deal first of all 
with what you have said with regard to Hitler's suggestion to 

* 

revoke the Geneva Convention. You say you were instrumental in 
preventing him from renouncing that Convention? 

JODL: Yes. 
MR. ROBERTS: Would you look at a document which has already 

been put in, C 2 8 ?  which is GB-209. I think you have loose copies 
for it; it is not in a document book. This was put in with regard 
to the case against Donitz. It is headed, "Extracts from Minutes of 
the Hitler Conference on the 19th of February 1945 ...": 

"The Commander-in-Chief of the Navy was present on 19 Feb- 
ruary 1945. 
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"The Fuhrer is considering whether or not Germany should 
renounce the Geneva Convention. As not only the Russians 
but also the Western Powers are violating international law 
by their actions against the defenseless population and the 
residential districts, i t  appears expedient to adopt the same 
course in order to show the enemy that we are determined 
to fight with every means for our existence, and also to urge 
our people to resist to the utmost. The Fiihrer orders the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Navy to consider the pros and 
cons and to state his own opinion." 

Then, further down, My Lord-Commander-in-Chief of the Navy 
on the Hitler conference of the 20th of February: 

"The Commander-in-Chief of the Navy informed General-
oberst Jodl, Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff, and 
the representative of the Foreign Office at the Fuhrer's head- 
quarters, Ambassador Hewel, of his views with regard to 
Germany's possible renunciation of the Geneva Convention. 
From a military standpoint there are no grounds for this 
step as far as the conduct of the war a t  sea is concerned. 
On the contrary, the disadvantages outweigh the advantages; 
even from a general standpoint it appears to the Commander- 
in-Chief of the Navy that this measure would bring no 
advantages. It would be better to carry out the measures 
considered necessary without warning andattall costs to save 
face with the world. The Chief of the Armed Forces Opera- 
tions Staff and Ambassador Hewel are in full agreement." 

You were saying there, were you not, that you agreed with 
Raeder when he said, "Break the Geneva Convention, but do not 
tell the world that we are doing so." 

JODL: Grossadmiral Donitz. 

MR. ROBERTS: Donitz, right. I beg your pardon. That is what 
you were saying, is it not? 

JODL: No. The whole thing, as I have said, is a notice of 
Adiniral Wagner on ,a conference from which one can gather only 
that Grossadmiral Donitz disapproved, and that he is supposed to 
have made this remark at the end. I can hardly account for that 
remark today, because the only reason given to us by the Fuhrer 
at that time was that the tremendous number of Gennan soldiers in 
the West must be prevented from deserting as a consequence of 
enemy propaganda about good-treatment. I cannot explain this ' 
rema%, and in my written draft which I submitted to the Fuhrer 
and which contains the attitude oaf the Navy that sentence was not 
included, but only advantages and disadvantages were compared. 
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The disadvantages were overwhelming; the whole thing was com- 
pletely impracticable and impossible, and so it was not carried out. 
More I cannot say. Witnesses will confirm my statement. 

MR. ROBERTS: I am now going to put to you your own Docu- 
ment D-606. 

My Lord, that has not yet been exhibited. I offer it as 492-GB. 
GB-492. 

[Turning to t h e  defendant.] Now that is signed by you, is i t  not? 
It deals with the subject of the breach d the Geneva Convention. 
If you would say first if it is signed by you? Is it signed by you? 
Please answer my question: Is i t  signed by you? 

JODL: Yes; my signature is at the end. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, that is where one usually finds the dgna- 
ture. Now, it is dated 21 February 1945, and it is written on your 
letterhead notepaper. And then, "Notes on report submitted to the 
Fiihrer on 23 February through the Chief of the Operations Staff. 
The following questions were to be examined." 

My ~ o r d ,  I do not propose to read it all, or anything like that. If 
the witness would' follow me, I will read anything he wants. But it 
is a discussion as to the various advantages and disadvantages of 
repudiating the various international agreements, and I think I am 
not doing the witness an injustice if I say from a utilitarian rather 
than a moral point of view. 

JODL: Yes, quite correct. For my only aim was to succeed with 
the Fiihrer, and this document was worded accordingly. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, now, I want to read the last paragraph. 

My Lord, i t  is the last page but one of Your Lordship's document, 
right at the bottom: 

"C. Proposal of the OKW: 
"At the present moment the disadvantages of repudiating the 
agreements which have been kept up to now in any case out- 
weigh the advantages by far. 
"Just as it was a mistake in 1914 that we ourselves solemnly 
declared war on all the states which had for a long time 
wanted to wage war on us, and' through this took the whole 
guilt of the war on our s~houlders before the outside world, 
and just as it was a mistake to admit that the necessaryv-- 
note the word "necessaryH-"passage through Belgium in 1914 
was our own fault, so it would be a mistake now to repudiate 
openly the obligations of international law which we accepted 
and thereby to stand again as the guilty party before 
the outside world. 



"Adherence to the accepted obligations does not demand in 
any way that we should have to impose an ourselves any 1 

limitations which will interfere with the conduct of the war. 
For instance, if the British sink a hospital ship, this must be 
used fbr propaganda purposes, as has been done to date. That, 
o~f course, in no way prevents our sinking an English hospital / 

ship at once as a reprisal and then expressing our regret that 
it was a mistake in the same manner as the British do." 
That is not very honorable, is it? 

JODL: I can only say in reply that this was the sole method 
which achieved success with the Fuhrer, and by its use success was, 
in fact, achieved. If I'had came to him with moral or purely legal 
arguments, he would have said, "Leave me alone with this foolish 
talk," and he would have proceeded with the renunciation of the 
Convention; but these things compelled him to reconsider the step 
and, in consequence, he did not cany it through. 

You must after all grant me that at the end d 5l/2 years I knew 
best how to achieve g o d  results with him and avoid bad ones. My 
aim was to achieve success, and I achieved it. 

MR. ROBERTS: But, you see, you were deploring it there, the 
fact that you told the world the truth in 1914. In 1914 you said that 
you regarded treaties only as a scrap of paper. You are saying now, 
"What a pity we told the world the truth in 1914. We ought to have 
told them something untrue, and then we should have, possibly, had 
a better world reputation." 

JODL: That was an argument which the Fiihrer used frequently. 
If one repeated his arguments in that form again and again he was 

I 	 more inclined to read and accept one's suggestions. One had to 
prevent his flinging our proposals to the ground in a fit of rage and 
immediately decreeing renunciation. That was the approach one had 
to follow. If one cannot do good openly, i t  is better to1 do it in a 
roundabout way than not at all. 

MR. ROBERTS: I .am now mming to quite another point: Were 
you an admirer of the principles d the Nazi Party? 

JODL: No. 

MR. ROBERTS: Were you of the opinion that there was a suc- 
cessful fusion between the Nazi pa^ and the Wehrmacht, which 
brought about the rejuvenation, the resurrection of Germany 
after 1933? 

JODL: It would have happened, and I ho.ped for a long time bhat 
it would happen; indeed, on the whole the relationship improved 
somewhat in the course af the years and especilally durir4g the war. 
At first, it was ,poor, very poor. 
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MR.ROBERTS: You wrote-please, I am reading now from 
your speech, L-172. I t  is Page 290 of Document Book 7, and it is 
Page 6 of your lecture notes, Page 290 of ~ o c u m & t  Book 7 and 203 
of the German: 

"The fact that the National Socialist movement in its struggle 
for internal power was the preparatory stage to the outer 
liberation from the shackles of the dictate of Versailles I need 
not enlarge upon in this circle. I should like, however, to  
mention holw clearly all  thoughtful regular soldiers realize 
what an important part has been played by the National 
Socialist movement in reawakening the will to fight, in nur- 
turing fighting strength, and in rearming the German people. 
Despite all its inherent virtues this small R e i b w e h r  could 
never have been able to cope with this task, if only because of 
its restricted radius of action. Indeed, what the Fuhrer aimed 
at  and has luckily been successful in bringing about was a 
fusion of these two forces." 
Did that represent your honest opinion or not? 

JODL: Yes, that is historical truth, indisputable historical truth. 
The Movement did bring that about; that is certain. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. Then, I now want to put to you the 
last document but one that I put in. 

My Lord, it has not been exhibited. It  is 1808-PS. I offer i t  as 
GB-493. 

[Turning  t o  t h e  defendant .]  You made a speech, did you not, 
after the attempt on Hitler's life, to your staff? And are these the 
notes of your speech on 24 July? 

JODL: I have never seen this document before; I am seeing it 
for the first time now. I did not know that any notes were made 
about the speech. 

YR. ROBERTS: Well, let us go by stages. Did you make a 
speech to your staff shortly after the attempt pn Hitler's Life--on 
24 July 1944? 

JODL: Yes, even while my head was still bandaged. 

MR. ROBERTS: Secondly, is that document which you have in 
front of you, is that a document'which comes from your files? Look 
at the cover, if necessary. 

JODL: I assume so. I t  is headed: "Armed Forces Operations 
Staff War Diary." Most likely these are notes of Major Schramrn. 

MR. ROBERTS: Let me begin at  the beginning of those notes. 
.Just see if you can remember what you said. Did you begin by 
saying: "The 20th of July was the blackest day which German 
history has seen as yet, and will probably remain so for all times"? 



JODL: Yes, that is quite possible. 
MR.ROBERTS: Why w'as it such a black day for Germany? 

Because somebody tried to assassinate a man whom you now admit 
was a murderer? 

JODL: Should I-at a moment when I am to be blown up in a 
cowardly, insidious manner by one of my own comrades, together 
with many opponents of the regime-should I perhaps approve of 
i t  all? That was to me the worst thing that happened. If the man 
with a pistol in his hand had shot the Fiihrer and had then given 
himself up, i t  would have been entirely different. But these tactics 
I considered most repulsive to any officer. I spoke under the im- 
pression of those events, which are actually among the worst I 
know, and I maintain today what I said then. 

MR. ROBERTS: I do not want t o  argue with you, but do you 
think i t  is any more dastardly than shooting those 50 American 
soldiers who landed in the north of Italy to destroy a military target, 
shooting them like dogs? 

JODL: That also was murder, undoubtedly. But it is not the task 
of a soldier to be the judge of his commander-in-chief. May history 
or the Almighty do that. 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. I have only about three more ques- 
tions to ask you. 

My Lord, I am going to read from, Page 2 of that document, 
about 10 Lines from the top. I t  begins, "The Fiihrer . . ." 

[Turning to  the defendant.] If I read this slowly, perhaps see if 
you can recognize it. 

"The Fuhrer ignored this and o,ther things, and now the 
would-be assassins wished to do away with him, as a 'despot'." 
Do you remember saying that or something like that? Can you 

find the place? 
"The Fuhrer ignored this and other things, and now the 
would-be assassins wished to eliminate him as a 'despot'." 
Do you remember that? 
"And yet, they themselves experienced how the Fuhrer did 
not come to power by force, but borne up  by the love of the 
German people." 
Do you remember saying that? 

JODL: Yes, and that is true. He came to power, borne up by the 
love d the German people. I had tremendous experiences in that 
respect. He was almost overwhelmed by this love of the people and 
of the soldiers. 

MR. ROBERTS: Borne up by-I beg your pardon, have you 
finished? I did not mean to interrupt you. 
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JODL: Yes, I have dealt with that point. 

MR. ROBERTS: Borne up by the love o'f the German people. 
You have forgotten the SS, the Gestapo, and the concentration 
camps for political opponents, have you not? 

JODL: I have told you how unfortunately little I knew d all 
these things, almost nothing. Of course, with a knowledge of these 
things, all this takes a different aspect. 

MR. ROBERTS: I take your answer, and I put my last document 
to you. 

My Lord, this is a new document, 1776-PS; I offer it as GB-494. 
/Turning to the defendant.] Just have a look; see if it is signed 

by you, will you? 

JODL: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: So i t  is signed by you. NOW, YOU have told this 
Court that you were opposed to terror attacks. Just see what this 
document says. Now, note the date first, the 30th of June 1940. That 
is just after the temporary fall d France? 

"Chief WFA. 
"The Continuation of the War against England. 
"If political means are without results, England's will to resist 
must be broken by force: 
"a) by making war against the English mother country. 
lib) by extending the war on the periphery. 
"Regarding Point a) there are three possibilities: 
"1) Siege. .. . 
"2) Terror attacks against English centers of population. 
"3) Landing of troops. . . ." 
And now I read this as an ex'ample of historical prophesy: 
"Gennany's final victory a h  over England is only a question 
of time." 
Then I go down several paragraphs: 
"Together with propaganda and temporary terror attacks-
declared to be reprisal actions-this increasing weakening of 
English food supply will paralyze the will of her people to 
resist and finally break and thus force its government to 
capitulate. . . ."-Signed-"Jodl." 
"Terror attacks against English centers of population"-would 

you like to say anything to justify that sentence? 

JODL: Yes, a few remarks. This proposal, which actually is only 
a compilation of notes, proves three things: 



First of all, that on 30 June 1940 I did not know of any inten- 
tion or of the possibility of entering into a war with Russia, other- 
wise I would not have written: "Germany's final victory over 
England is only a question of time." 

Secondly, I admit having voiced a thought which was later car- 
ried into practice with such perfection by the Anglo-American Air 
Force. 

Thirdly, this thought came to me only after the attack on the 
civilian population had been started and continued by the English 
Air Force, despite months of efforts and repeated warnings on the 
part of the F'iihrer. 

It is a historical fact, confirmed by many documents, that the 
Fiihrer tried to the utmost to avoid this form of aerial war against 
the population But it was already clear at that time, that he would 
not be able to succeed. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, now, I have finished, Witness. You will 
notice that of all the documents I have put, except for that 
one American report, they were all German documents, originating 
at the time of these events about which I have been cross-examining. 

In the face of those documents, do you still say that you are an 
honorable soldier and a truthful man? 

JODL: Not only do I still affirm that, but I also think that the 
submission of these docunients has actually and quite specifically 
proved it. i 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will adjourn. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 7 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 



ONE HUNDRED 

AND FORTY-NINTH DAY 


Friday, 7 Junq 1946 

Morning Session 

[The Defendant Jodl resumed the stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will adjourn this afternoon a t  
4 o'clock to sit  in closed session. The Tribunal will sit tomorrow 
in open session from 1000 to 1300. 

COLONEL Y. V. POKROVSWY (Deputy Chief Prosecutor for the 

U.S.S.R.): You have testified that you were the Chief of the Armed 

Forces Operations Staff. That was the chief department of the OKW, 

was it not? 


JODL: I did not quite understand the last part of your question. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Was the Armed Forces Operations Staff the . 

chief department of the OKW? 

JODL: Because of the significance of .the activity, one can cer- 
tainly say that the Armed Forces Operations Staff was one of the 
most important departments of the OKW. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Is that the reason why you deputized for 
Keitel in his absence? 

JODL: In the majority of cases I was the deputy only in opera- 
tional matters. As for war ministerial questions, i t  was the senior 
chief, as a rule, Admiral Canaris, who deputized. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Do you deny that you were Keitel's deputy? 

JODL: When Keitel was not at  headquarters, then, as a matter 
of course, whenever the Fiihrer had anything to say to the OKY, 
he talked first with me, as I was the next officer by seniority. 

COL.POKROVSKY: Do you remember the testimony of the 
witness Wagner to the effect that either you or Keitel usually 
represented the OKW at  all important staff meetings at  which this 
witness, Admiral Wagner, was also present? Do you remember that 
testimcmy? 

JODL: I did not quite understand that question on account of 
translation difficulties. 
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COL. POKROVSKY: That is possible. I shall repeat it. On the 
13th of May, appeared the witness Wagner here before the Tri- 
bunal. Do you remember, or not? 

JODL: I remember the witness Wagner. He testified that Field 
Marshal Keitel and I were present at every situation report, and 
I do not dispute it. 

COL. POKROVSKY: He said either Field Marshal Keitel or 
Generaloberst Jodl was present. Is that correct? Do you catch the 
difference in the way this question is phrased? 

JODL: In 99 percent of all cases, both of us were present at the 
situation conferences. 

COL. POKROVSKY: So that if we forget for one minute such 
formal considerations, such formal circum~tances, would i t  be right 
to conclude that i t  was precisely you, Jodl, who actually was 
Keitel's acting deputy in the eyes of Hitler, of the whole cadre of 
officers, and of the entire military machinery of the German Reich? 
Would that be correct, or not? 

JODL: In individual cases, when the Field Marshal was not there, 
and in unimportant things, yes; but when i t  came to important 
things I could reach him by telephone, at  any time, and so i t  hardly 
ever happened that I deputized. He was never ill, and was never 
away on leave. When he was away he wasin Berlin at  headquarters. 

COL. POKROVSKY: In that case I would like to remind you of 
one such fact, which you yourself confirmed here on the 6th of June, 
while testifying to the Tribunal about the motives which caused 
you to sign Document UK-56, Exhibit RF-1438. You said that the 
document had had no connection with your sphere of activity. 
It concerned the deportation of Jews from Denmark and, you signed 
the document even though i t  actually had no connection with the 
operations staff work. You signed it because Keitel was away at 
the time. Was it not so? Is i t  true? 

JODL: That is absolhtely correct. It  was an  urgent matter and 
had to be signed immediately. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Goad. We can find a great many documents 
of that type; but I do not consider i t  necessary to waste any more 
time on the further elucidation of this point. Tell me, would it be 
correct to say that you were well aware of the entire work carried 
out by the OKW-that you well knew what important problems 
were occupying the OKW at that time? 

JODL: Only to a limited extent-in individual matters. I was 
not at all aware of everything that took place in the numerous 
offices in Berlin. That was quite impossible. I t  did not concern me. 
I have testified already that my time was so fully taken up that 
I had much more to do than I had time for. 
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COL. POKROVSKY: Very well, you force me to revert to a 
question which I really wanted to have done with. Will you please 
now look at our new Document USSR-476. This document consists 
of excerpts from Keitel's testimony of 9 November 1945. I t  is stated 
there: 

"Question: 'Would it have been possible for General Jodl, 
without your knowledge to call such a meeting?' " 
We are talking, My Lord, of the conference in Reichenhall. 
Reply of Field Marshal Keitel: 
"Yes, it was quite possible, as I was frequently on official 
journeys; and General Jodl had authority to call a meeting 
because he represented me in my absence." 
Have you found the passage? Have you read it? 

JODL: Colonel Pokrovsky, of course, it is very difficult for YOU 

to follow these military m,atters. It is ridiculous. Surely I may 
question my staff officers. I do not need to call a meeting for that. 
These were my General Staff officers with whom I worked in 
Reichenhall. Surely I couLd go to them. That was my office and 
my duty. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not think it is necessary for you to raise 
your voice in that way. 

COL. POKROVSKY: It seems to me that you have still not 
answered two of my questions. First, have you read this document? 

Please tell me: Have you, or have you not, read the passage 
which I have just read into the record on Page l? 

JODL: Yes. Here, Field Marshal Keitel says, " . . . since I was 
very often away on official journeys .. . " 

COL. POKROVSKY: You do not have to read it a second time. 
I have read it already. I merely want you to tell me whether you 
have read that passage? 

JODL: Yes, I read that, and it says here, " . .. to ask General- 
oberst Jodl." 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, you are reading beyond the passage 
which interests me at this moment. As for the words " . . . to ask 
Generaloberst Jod1."-rest assured, we shall get to that passage. But 
is it true that Keitel was often away, and that you deputized for 
him? I do not hear any answer. 

[There was no response.] 
I still hear no answer. 

JODL: I have already said that, now and then, he went to the 
front for a day or so and that he was several times in Berlin for 
a few days; but he was at those offices which were subordinate to 



him. I was alone with my operations staff, and I could do whatever 
I pleased with my staff. During the entire war I never called a 
conference of other offices as a deputy of Field Marshal Keitel. 
I did not understand anything about those matters. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You have uttered a great many words, but 
have not given me a clear answer to my very short and simple 
question-namely, do you confirm, or do you not confirm, the truth 
of Keitel's statement? "Yes" or "no." That is very easy to answer, 
is it not? 

JODL: That is what it amounts to, but the thing as written 
down is ridiculous. 

COL. POKROVSKY: We shall gauge the truth of your statement 
later. It is important to me to establish the fact. 

I am submitting our Document USSR-263 to the Tribunal. You 
will now have the pleasure of reading it yourself. I t  is an excerpt 
from the evidence of another officer who worked with you, General 
Warlimont. Please acquaint yourself with that passage which is 
marked on your copy while I read it aloud. That will be quicker. 

The question put to Warlimont: 
"When did the OKW first receive the order for preparing 
for the attack on the Soviet Union?" 
Have you found this passage? 

JODL: That which I have before me-the passage which is marked 
in red-contains a statement by Warlimont as to the organization of 
the offices of the OKW. On the next page something follows about 
the preparations for the attack on the Soviet Union. 

COL. POKROVSKY: "When did the OKW first receive the 
order for preparing for the attack on the Soviet Union?" 
Warlimont replies: 
"I personally first heard about the plan on 29 July 1940.. . 
On that day Generaloberst Jodl arrived by special train in 
Bad Reichenhall, where also Section 'L' of the Armed Forces 
Operations Staff was quartered." 
Have you found the passage? 

JODL: Yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: My Lord, I do not consider it necessary to 
read a greater part of Warlimont's testimony, because we are 
dealing with a well-known fact, that is, the convocation of the 
conference during which Jodl gave his colleagues the order to pre- 
pare the plan for the attack on the Soviet Union. This document 
has already been accepted in evidence by the Tribunal. 



Warlimont then states, "Jodl stunned us by his announcement 
of the coming attack, for which we were not at all prepared." Have 
you found the passage? Please look at the document. 

[There was  no response.] 

Jodl, will you please take the document in your hand and see 
whether it has been read into the record correctly. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is it not coming through properly? Wait a 
minute. 

DR. EXNER: I just wanted to call the attention of the Tribunal 
to the fact that the translation and the transmission is coming 
through to us so very badly that I have scarcely understood 
anything. I hear only half a question at a time, and I am surprised 
that the defendant could answer at all. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is i t  coming through better now? Is the 
translation coming through better now? 

DR. EXNER: I am of the opinion that the translation itself is 
poor, not only the technical transmission. I t  is often very difficult 
to understand the question-it makes no sense at all. And my 
colleague, Dr. Stahmer, confirms this. Therefore i t  is difficult for us. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, we had better go on and see, perhaps, 
if it will improve. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I would like you to read one other sentence 
to yourself. It is the passage in which Warlimont states to whom 
the responsibility for elaborating the plans was entrusted and how 
the officers present had reacted. He testifies, "Jodl stunned us by 
this announcement.. ." It is on the first page at about the middle 
of the page. Have you found it? 

JODL: I could not find the sentence which you have just read, 
"Jodl stunned us." I cannot find that sentence. 

COL. POKROVSKY: In that case, I shall begin with the preced- 
ing sentence. Perhaps it will be easier for you. 

"Besides myself, he also ordered three other senior offi-
cers. . . Colonel Von Lossberg, Lieutenant Colonel Freiherr 
von Falkenstein of the Luftwaffe, and Captain Junge of the 
Navy to attend." 

Have you found it? 

JODL: Yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Thank you. 
"Jodl stunned us by this announcement.. . for which we 
were not at all prepared." 
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And then a little further down: 
"Jodl announced that the Fiihrer had decided to prepare 
for war against Russia. The Fiihrer based his decision on the 
fact that war with Russia must come sooner or later and that 
i t  would be better to carry this campaign through in the 
course of this war .  .." 
Have you found the passage? 

JODL: Yes, I have it. 

COL.POKROVSKY: Very well. Now, I would like you to read 
one more paragraph from Document USSR-476, which has just 
been handed to you, on Page 1. It  is, Jodl, the one which you began 
to read the first time, and I told you then that we should get 
back to i t  eventually. Keitel is asked whether he  knows anything 
about that conference, and he  answers: 

"I know nothing whatever about a conference with regard 
to an attack on the Soviet Union. I heard about it for the first 
time after I was imprisoned here." 
Have you found the place? 

JODL: No. I have not found it, but I do recall it. I read it just 
a short while ago. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I should like you to have it. We do not 
want any misunderstandings. A little lower down Keitel states that 
you did not inform him of this conference even later. Is that so? 
Do you confirm this statement, or do you not? Would you say that 
Keitel had testified correctly? 

JODL: Actually there is no such thing as a conference i n  these 
military matters. You have conferences in civil and parliamentary 
life, but we do not have conferences. I talked to my General Staff 
officers as often as I pleased. Therefore, it i s . .  . 

COL. POKROVSKY: Excuse me, I am going to interrupt you 
here. Later on you may add all you wish to say, but  I merely want 
a direct answer to the question: Is Keitel's testimony correct, that 
you never reported this conference to him? Is that true or not? 

JODL: I certainly did not report to him on this very discussion; 
but that is not in the least important. I am certain that I reported 
to him what the N h r e r  told me, because that was an important 
matter; and later, because of this, he  wrote a memorandum. There-
fore, he  must have heard about it-but that is only a supposition, 
a very likely supposition, which I am voicing here. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well, I am perfectly satisfied with 
your reply. And to conclude my first group of questions, I want to 
ask just one more on this particular matter: Do you not agree 
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with me that only the Deputy Chief of the OKW, and not just 
any other responsible official, could quite independently-without 
Keitel's knowledge, without any instructions, and without even a 
post-factum report to him-decide questions, such as the prep-
aration of a plan for attacking another country? Have you 
understood my question? 

JODL: I understood your words, but not their meaning. First 
of all, you put a wrong assertion in your question. You asserted 
that I did not report the preparation for an attack on a neutral 
country to Field Marshal Keitel. That is an assertion on your part 
which I refuted yesterday under oath. We were not concerned with 
an attack on the Soviet Union at this meeting. We were concerned 

.with the defense against a Soviet attack on the Romanian oil fields. 
That is established in Document C-170, the War Diary of the Navy. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Is that all you wanted to say on that 
question? 

JODL: I believe that suffices. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I do not intend to argue with you. I merely 
wish to say that we have two proofs of this conference. First, your 
testimony, in which you deny the fact of the preparation of a plan 
for attacking the Soviet Union; and second, the testimony of another 
participant a t  this conference, Warlimont, who says straight out 
that the meeting was specifically concerned with elaborating the 
plan of attack on the Soviet Union and that this directive greatly 
astonished all of them. I do not intend to deal with this question 
any further, but I should like to ask... 

JODL: If you are interested, I could explain that divergence 
to you. 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, at the present moment it does not 
interest me. 

Would it be correct to state that you were either the leading, 
or one of the leading, staff officers in Hitlerite Germany who were 
engaged in preparing measures for attacking the Soviet Union, 
as far back as the summer of 1940? It  is precisely on,this matter 
that I want to hear your reply. Is the question clear to you? 

JODL: The question is clear, and my answer to it is that I was 
probably the first who learned of the F'iihrer's concern about 
Russia's political attitude. However, I was not the first who made 
preparations for an attack on the Soviet Union. To my surprise 
I discovered here, through the witness Paulus, that long before 
we concerned ourselves with any orders of this kind, plans of 
attack were already worked out in the General Staff of the Army. 
I cannot tell you with absolute certainty why it was done. Perhaps 
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Generaloberst Halder can tell us about that. I can only express 
that as a supposition on my part. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Suppositions are of no interest to us; we 
are only concerned with facts here. On the day before yesterday, 
the 5th of June, you stated that the attack on the Soviet Union, 
whereby Germany broke her nonaggression pact with the Soviet 
Union, was in the nature of a preventive war. That is what you 
then stated, is it not? 

JODL: Yes, that is what I said, it was a preventive .war. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. That is your opinion. Do you 
remember that from the testimonies of Milch and Raed,er, from 
the testimony of Goring, from the testimonies of Paulus and 
Keitel, it seems that they were all opposed to the attack on the 
Soviet Union? I shall read into the record one sentence from Keitel's 
testimony here in court just to help you to remember. 

While General Rudenko, Chief Prosecutor for the U.S.S.R. was 
cross-examining Keitel, he put this question: 

"You stated that you especially went to Hitler with the 
request that he, Hitler, change his intentions with regard to 
the Soviet Union?" 
Answer (Keitel): "Yes, I asked him not only to change this 
plan, but to do away with these plans altogether, that is, not 
to wage war against the Soviet Union." 
Do you remember that testimony of Keitel? 

JODL: Yes, I remember, and I know the memorandum as  well. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. Do you not find it rather strange 
that a man-in this case yourself-who has in every way endeavored 
to disclaim the fact that he was Keitel's deputy, should emphasize 
before Hitler and here before the Tribunal, that he was better 
informed on current events than Keitel and could, therefore, find the 
courage to make a statement in direct opposition to the attitude of 
Keitel, Paulus, Raeder, Goring, and Milch? 

JODL: I did not understand that. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I shall be very pleased to make my mean- 
ing more explicit. Keitel did not appear to see any necessity for 
what you call a "preventive" war, and all the persons whose 
testimony I have just mentioned also saw no reason for waging a 
so-called "preventive" war. They did not believe that the Soviet 
Union intended to attack Germany, whereas you declared that the 
war was of a "preventive" nature. Now, do you understand my 
question? 

JODL: Yes, now I understand you. 



COL. POKROVSKY: Very well, would you like to answer the 
question? 

JODL: Yes, I can give an explanation. First of all, it is not 
certain what stand Field Marshal Keitel took in the spring of 1941 
with regard to this question. Sedondly, the Commander-in-Chief of 
the Navy and the Commander-in-Chief of the Air Force-with due 
respect to both of these gentlemen-saw the problem as a whole 
only from the point of view of naval or air strategy, and they saw 
no danger whatsoever in the Russian Navy or the Russian Air 
Force. What was taking place on land, of course, was of less interest 
to them. That explains why the strongest opposition came from the 
Luftwaffe and the Navy; and only the Army, in this case, was much 
more inclined to see the tremendous danger with which it was 
confronted. But in spite of this, every one of us, I myself included, 
warned the Fiihrer most urgently against this experiment, which 
should have been undertaken only if there really was no other way 
out. I will not take i t  upon myself to judge whether there might 
perhaps have been a political possibility which was not exhausted; 
I cannot judge that. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. I am satisfied with your reply, 
and particularly with the fact that you have condescended to define 
the breaking of this treaty and the attack on the Soviet Union by 
the word "experiment." I want you to look at the document.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: I think you should not make comments of 
that sort. You must ask questions and not make comments. 

COL. POKROVSKY: My remark, My Lord, is connected with my 
next question. 

/Turning to the defendant.] Witness, please look at Document 
865-PS. Have you got this document? 

JODL: Yes, I have the document before me. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. In reply to the questions of 
your counsel, you stated that Lammers had, quite by accident, 
designated you as a collaborator of Rosenberg. There in your 
hands is a very brief document, which I shall now read aloud-a 
document signed by Keitel. I t  is a top-secret letter of 25 April 1941, 
addressed to Rosenberg personally. This letter states: 

"The Chief of the Reich chancellery has sent me a copy of the 
Fiihrer's directive appointing you his plenipotentiary for deal- 
ing with questions relating to eastern European territories. 
I, on the part of the High Command of the Armed Forces, 
entrust the handling of these questions to the Chief of the 
Armed Forces Operations Staff, General of Artillery Jodl, 
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with Major General Warlimont as  his deputy. I request that 
your department contact these two persons only. 
"Heil Hitler! Yours truly"-signed-"Keitel." 

With this document in mind what do you say now in reply to 
the question. as to whether or not you remember, that you, with 
Warlimont as your deputy, were charged by the High Command of 
the Armed Forces, as  far back as April 1941, to deal with the 
practical problems of the Hitlerite expansion to the east in accord- 
ance with the directives of the Staff Rosenberg. 

Do you understand my question? 

JODL: I already told the Court yesterday everything that can 
be said in connection with this formality. Minister Larnrners sent 
the very same letter to all  Reich Ministries. He asked every 
Ministry to designate a plenipotentiary and a deputy; and accord- 
ingly, Field Marshal Keitel naturally designated the two officers who 
were at  headquarters. I never worked with Rosenberg, and it was 
not necessary to do so-except for one single talk with him, which 
I mentioned yesterday. Only my propaganda section conferred 
with the Ministry for the Eastern Occupied Territories about 
1eafleGquite  simple matters which every soldier can understand. 

COL. POKROVSKY: By the way, concerning the question of 
soldiers. You stubbornly affirm that you were only concerned with 
military questions of an operational nature and had nothing to 
do a t  all with political questions. Have I understood you correctly? 

JODL: I gave that explanation yesterday as well, insofar as 
politics were not an integral part of the strategy. To a certain 
extent politics did come into it, for without politics there could 
be no strategy. It  is an essential part of strategy. But since I was 
not a strategist, but only dealt with this matter as a General Staff 
officer, I was not concerned with this subject directly. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You were not concerned with these mat- 
ters? You will now look at  Document C-26, Exhibit USSR-477, and 
I must ask you if you have found your own signature on the last 
page. 

JODL: Yes, I see my signature. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You have found it? It  is a directive on 
the organization of propaganda in connection with "Case Bar-
barossa." Is that correct? 

JODL: Yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Are you going to deny that in that direc- 
tive, issued by you, the question is clearly put that the U.S.S.R, as  
a sovereign state, should be destroyed and that you consider that a 
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purely military problem-you, an officer of the General Staff, did 
not deal with politics? 

JODL: I cannot find the place where it says that Russia is to be 
destroyed. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You are quite right if you wint to draw 
attention to the wording. I t  is not stated there in just these words. 
I am thinking of the general sense of the directive, particularly of 
Subparagraph "d." 

JODL: Yes, but-I know the document. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I want to read out one sentence: 
"Propaganda aiming a t  the dismemberment of the Soviet 
Union into separate states shall not be used for the time 
being." 

Further on there are a couple of technical remarks, and then i t  says 
in the same paragraph: 

"Nevertheless, we should avoid such terms as 'Russia,' 'Rus- 
sians,' 'Russian Armed Forces,' et cetera, and substitute 
'Soviet Union,' 'Peoples of the Soviet Union,' 'Red Army,' 
et cetera." 

Have you found the place, Jodl? 


JODL: Yes. 


COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. What would you like to say if 

you want to say anything a t  all on the subject? 

JODL: Why, certainly. I wish to answer the question. 
COL. POKROVSKY: If you please. 

JODL: As may be seen from the heading of this directive, it 
deals with the handling of propaganda. Compared with the British 
and the Soviet Union, we were mere schoolboys in propaganda. You 
are perhaps aware that propaganda i,s something quite justifiable 
and is not limited by any regulations of international law. At one 
time, in Geneva, there was a long debate about this; and the idea 
that propaganda should be restricted by international law was 
rejected. I have already stated that in my preliminary interroga- 
tion. In the field of propaganda, I can do whatever I wish. There 
is no law, either criminal or international, in regard to that. But 
perhaps you do not know that this propaganda had to be in line with 
the political directives of the Fiihrer, and this was being done here. 
I am very well acquainted with propaganda, for I studied it for 
5 years-yours, too. That is still quite another type of propaganda. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You preferred not to give a direct answer 
to the question you were asked. I am perfectly satisfied with that, 
too, since I have understood your attitude toward this subject. 



Now, I should be interested in receiving a reply to the following 
question: What connection did the Ministry of Propaganda have with 
the issue of this directive? Did this Ministry participate in the 
drafting of the directive, or were you and the OKW solely respon- 
sible? Did you understand me? 

JODL: Yes, I understood you. My propaganda division worked 
in Berlin. I cannot tell you in detail how it worked with Minister 
Rosenberg or with the Ministry of Propaganda on such a document. 
But General Von Wedel, the chief of this division, could tell you. 
I only knew i t  was drawn up in agreement with the Ministry for 
the Occupied Eastern Territories, for I was always eager that we 
should not take separate lines but rather work in line with the 
competent civilian authorities. But it is only propaganda; it is not 
a directive to destroy Russia. Propaganda is a spiritual weapon. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I do not propose to enter into a discussion 
with you on what constitutes propaganda and whether you were 
only responsible for propaganda. We shall have quite a number of 
other questions to ask. 

Do you suggest that this directive was issued after a certain 
pattern decided upon with other departments? That is how I under- 
stood you. Is this correct? Partly by agreement with "Stab Rosen- 
berg"? 

JODL: Yes, I believe that. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. Now let us pass on to a second 
complex of questions. Do you dispute the' fact that the document 
regarding the conference at Hitler's headquarters on 27 March 1941 
dealt with the subject of Yugoslavia? You, of course, remember 
that conference? 

JODL: Yes, I remember that. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Would you argue the fact that the docu- 
ments describing this conference and the directive for operations 
against Yugoslavia-both documents are dated 28 March 1941, in 
other words, they were issued on the following day-would you still 
argue that these documents did not emanate from the Armed Forces 
Operations Staff, that is, from you personally? You can, if you like, 
take a look at  Document 1746-PS. It might help you to remember 
events. 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, you are nost losing sight 
of the fact that this subject was fully gone into by Mr. Roberts in 
cross-examination of the defendant? 

COL. POKROVSKY: My Lord, if you consider that, the question 
has already been completely clarified, I shall refrain from asking it. 
But it seems to me that insofar as I understood him, he analyzed 
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this question in another sense. But if you think the matter is clear, 
I shall withdraw it. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not know yet. But I was only pointing 
out to you that i t  had been fully gone into by Mr. Roberts. I do not 
know what this document you are suggesting is. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I offered for the attention of the defendant 
two documents, My Lord: the directive for operations against 
Yugoslavia, dated 28 March, and the minutes of the conference. Both 
documents were submitted to the Tribunal. If you think that the 
matter has been fully covered already, I will not ask thd questions. 
However, it appears to me that there is some reason for asking the 
question. 

THE PRESIDENT: All the Tribunal want to know is whether 
there is some really fresh point which is being brought out. YOU 
must have heard Mr. Roberts' cross-examination of the defendant 
upon the Yugoslavian attack. And I do not know what these docu- 
ments of the 22d of March and the 28th of March are, or what you 
are asking to get out of them. If there is anything that is really 
fresh or new, of course, you may put it; but if it is not, then it is 
covered by what the Tribunal have already said, that cross-
examination ought not to go over the same ground again. 

COL. POKROVSKY: If you will permit me to say so, My Lord, 
I understood Jodl to mean that for h im.  . . 

THE PRESIDENT: I am asking you, too. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I understood in Jod17s testimony, in reply 
to Mr. Robert.' question, that i t  is still not quite clear as  to who 
was in charge of the operations against Yugoslavia; and I only want 
to have this point elucidated. Now, if the Tribunal consider that this 
question has already been replied to, I shall, of course, withdraw it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, Colonel Pokrovsky, the Tribunal are 
not able to see what there is fresh in this method -of questioning 
that you are now raising; and unless you insist upon i t  yourself 
because you think it is of great importance, I think you should pass 
on to the next matter in your cross-examination. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. I shall continue, My Lord. 

[Turning to the defendant.] Your counsel has submitted Document 
L-172, containing the following sentence made by you in your 
speech to the Gauleiter of 7 November 1943. I shall read out this 
sentence: "This dilemma of the shortage of men has brought us to 
the idea of utilizing more fully the reserves of manpower in  the 
occupied territories." 

Do you remember this document? 

JODL: I did not understand the question. 
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COL. POKROVSKY: I can repeat it. Your counsel submitted to 
the Tribunal Document L-172, which is a speech made by ygu before 
the Gauleiter. 

THE PRESIDENT: What is the matter now? You cannot hear 
without your earphones on. 

[Turning to Dr. Exner.] Do you wish to say something? 

DR. EXNER: If you please, Mr. President, the translation is such, 
that we simply cannot understand anything. We receive half a 
sentence which makes no sense at  all-at least, that is our opinion- 
and I believe the other gentlemen, including the defendant, have 
the same difficulty. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: The defendant has not shown any sign that 
he was unable to understand the translation; he has never protested, 
and he has answered the questions. 

DR. EXNER: Do you understand, Defendant? 

JODL: I would say that I can guess what most of the questions 
mean. Since I am fully acquainted with the problem, i t  is easy for 
me; but I am not sure.  . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, will you go a little 
slower. You heard, did you not, what Dr. Exner said? 

COL. POKROVSKY: Yes, I heard him. I fear, however, My 
Lord, that the tempo of my speech may impede the interrogation, 
but I shall try to speak more slowly. 

[Turning t o  t h e  defendant.] In the Speech with which you 
addressed the Gauleiter on the 7th of November 1943, you expressed, 
in ter  alia, the following idea: "The dilemma of the shortage of men 
has brought us to the idea of utilizing more fully. . ." 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, can you possibly indicate 
to us what page this is on. In our book we have not any single 
document in English, as yet. This document we have not had in 
English. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I t  is Document L-172, My Lord. 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, this very passage that 
you have just read, or part of which you just read, was put by 
Mr. Roberts yesterday to the defendant. Surely that is contrary to 
our rules; we cannot have the same subject gone aver twice. We 
already have it marked. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I am quoting this sentence, My Lord, not 
as a question to the witness, but only as an  introductory remark 
to the questio,n which is to follow this sentence. I am reminding 
him of this sentence in order to receive an answer. The sentence 
as such is not to be considered as a question. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat what you said? 
- COL. POKROVSKY: My Lord, he will now receive the docu- 

ment in order to save time, and I shall then ask him the question. 
I want. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, we want to know what 
the question is, so we may see if it is not a question which has been 
gone into by Mr. Roberts. Colonel Pokrovsky, the Tribunal have 
indicated to you that they do not want you to go over the same 
ground which was gone over yesterday. If you have some new 
question, by all means put it. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I do not intend, Mr. President, to repeat 
in my questions any question previously asked by Mr. Roberts. 
Therefore, with your permission, I shall now continue, and I should 
like you, Witness, to look at Document J-6, Exhibit Number 
USSR-130. It is stated in these documents that they were issued 
with the consent of the OKW. They deal with the introduction of 
general conscription in the occupied territories of Carinthia and 
Krain. Have you found it? Have you found the passage that I 
have just read, that is, the decree dealing with the introduction of 
conscription in the occupied territories of Carinthia and Krain? 

JODL: Yes, that document begins with the following sentence . . . 
COL. POKROVSKY: '1t begins with the following sentence, "In 

agreement with the OKW . . ." Is that correct? 

JODL: Yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: As Chief of the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff, you could not but know of such facts as the conscription for 
service in the German Army of the population of the occupied 
Yugoslav territories. What do you have to say about this decree, 
which is a gross violation of international law? Do you understand 
my question? 

JODL: Yes. I can only say that I see it here for the first time. 
This is the first I have heard of it. After all, I am not the OKW. 
I am Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff. I never read 
this document during the war. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Will you read it, then, immediately. DO 
you not consider it a gross violation of international law? 

JODL: In order to give my opinion, I would have to go into it 
more fully from a legal point of view, and I am not in a position 
to do that, and I believe i t  is not of interest to the Tribunal. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Well, on 4 June you testified before the 
Tribunal that the decisions of the Hague and Geneva Cosnventions 
were your reference book. You will now be shown Document 
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638-PS, submitted to the Tribunal on 20 March as Exhibit USA-788. 

The authenticity of this document. . . 


THE PRESIDENT: Well, 638 is the document which has been 

handed up. 


COL. POKROVSKY: It is Document 638-PS, My Lord. 


THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, is the document that 
you just handed up to us J-6? Are you offering that in evidence? 

. 

Are you offering that? 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, I am not submitting a new document. 
It was already submitted as evidence. 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. Are you referring to the 
Document 638-PS, or are you referring to Document J-6? 

COL. POKROVSKY: I am referring to Document 638-PS, accepted 

by the Tribunal as U.S.A. evidence. 


THE PRESIDENT: I was not. I was referring to the Docu- 

ment J-6. The document which is here bdore me, which is 638, is 

the Yugoslav document. 


COL. POKROVSKY: The document to which you refer, My Lord, 
bears a double number, USSR-130 and J-6; and the second docu-
ment also bears a double number, USSR-447. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not want to know about the second 
document. I only want to know whether you are offering the first 
document in evidence, or has it already been offered in evidence? 

COL. POKROVSKY: It  has already been submitted, My Lord, 
by the Delegation of the Soviet Union. 

[Turning to  the defendant.] You, Jodl, have probably had 
sufficient time to read the document. Is that right? Have you 
read it? 

JODL: I know about this document from these proceedings. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Quite correct. I only wish to remind you 
that Goring has twice codrrned the authenticity of this document 
and merely questioned the accuracy of certain entries in individual 
sentences. I should now like to ask you how you reconcile your 
concepts of intgnational law with the formation of bands under 
German command, attired in German military uniforms, bands 
recruited from the dregs of the criminal classes, who were 
officially authorized to plunder, murder, burn, and violate-they 
could also do all this during military operations. Have you under- 
stood my question? 

You, of course, well remember that these bands were actually 
created and entered the ranks of the Anned Forces of the German 
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Reich. You remember the testimony of the witness Von dem Bach- 
Zelewski, of 7 January 1946, concerning the special commands 
acting on these principles? 

JODL: I do not know just how you come to know that the 
High Command gave i t s  approval and that this actually took place; 
I do not know. These are merely the notes of alleged statements 
by the Reich Marshal, but I do not know how they concern me. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I shall try to help you to understand this 
fact. Do you remember that a t  the end of 1941 and the beginning 
of 1942 a special command was formed to operate against the 
partisans? The first commanding officer of that unit was Dirle-
wanger, and Von dem Bach-Zelewski testified about him here on

\ 7 January 1946. Do you remember that? 

JODL: No, I do not remember that. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You cannot remember? Very well. Then 
we shall prove i t  without your testimony. Do you remember the 
fact that units of the Yugoslav Army wore regulation uniforms, 
complete with insignia, numbers of regiments and divisions? DO 
you remember that? Do you understand my question, or  do you not? 

JODL: I understood. Do you mean the Brandenburg Regiment? 
I have some idea of that. 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, I have something else in mind. I wish 
to remind you that despite the fact that parts of the Yugoslav 
Army did not come under these descriptions which you have 
enumerated here before the Tribunal in speaking of bands-that 
these parts of the Yugoslav Army were referred to in every offioial 
document of the German High Command as bands, in order to 
justify any atrocity perpetrated against them, and only in the top- 
secret corresp~ndence between Gerrnan officers and staffs was the 
correct, factual nomenclature of these divisions, regiments, and 
brigades indicated. Perhaps this fact, in your opinion, also testifies 
to the adherence of the Gennan High Command to the standards 
of international law? Have you understood me? 

JODL: I understand you very well, yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Do you wish to say anything on the matter? 

JODL: Yes. I can only say this assertion of yours is untrue. We.  . . 
COL.POKROVSKY: I would ask you to reply as briefly as  

possible. 

JODL: Yes, I was going to answer very briefly. We always 
called these Yugoslav bandits "bands" for propaganda reasons, but 
in practice uniformed fighters always were treated a s  prisoners of 
war; and there is no order which would have prevented them from 
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receiving such treatment! as prisoners of war. Otherwise, we would 
not have had so many prisoners. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I am very much obliged to you for having 
raised the question of the prisoners of war. You have testified on 
oath before the Tribunal that there was no decree which forbade 
taking prisoners of war. You have not yet forgotten that testimony 
of yours? 

JODL: No, there are no international law regulations which 
apply to a rebellion. There is no such thing. 

COL.POKROVSKY: No, I asked you to confirm only if I have 
rendered your testimony correctly to the Tribunal. You stated, 
before the Tribunal, that there was no decree against taking 
prisoners of war. Did you give such testimony before the Tribunal, 
or did you not? 

JODL: What you have stated here is not my verbatim 
testimony. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Just a minute, just a minute. We shall 
discuss in detail the matter I have mentioned. First, I want you to 
tell me the following: You stated, before the Tribunal, on oath, 
that there was no decree in the German Armed Forces to the eRect 
that prisoners of war were not to be taken. Did you give this 
testimony or not? Have you understood me? 

JODL: I think I remember. I do not know of any such order 
that no prisoners of war were to be taken. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Gmd. One moment more. I now want 
you lo help me to elucidate another matter. A sentence of yours 
appears in this typed script to the effect that you considered it 
improper to question a prisoner of war if a decision had already 
been made that the prisoner of war was to be shot. Is that so? 
Is it correct? 

JODL: Yes, I testified to the effect that I rejected that sentence 
from the moral and from the humane point of view. 

.COL. POKROVSKY: Excellent. Now I want you to tell me the 
following: Do you remember that there was a 4th Mountain Division 
in the German Army? It seems that you, at one time, were directly 
connected with it? Was there such a division or not? 

JODL: That there were four mountain divisions, that I do not 
remember, there were many more. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I am not talking about four divisions. You 
have been given an inaccurate translation. I am asking you 
whether you remember that there was a 4th Mountain Division? 

JODL: I certainly knew about that. I wanted to be the com- 
mander of that division. 
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COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. In that case, you may also 
remember another responsible officer of the German Army, whose 
name was Kubler? He operated in Yugoslavia. 

JODL: There were two men of the name of Kiibler, an older 
\ 

man and a younger man. 
COL.POKROVSKY: Major General Kubler is the one who 

interests me. I am not asking you who Keitel was. You know that 
better than I do. 

THE PRESIDENT: Shall we adjourn now for a few minutes? 

\ - [ A  recess was taken.] 

COL. POKROVSKY: Now, you and I, Defendant Jodl, will attend 
to these two documents. Please take Document 5-67, Exhibit 
Number USSR-132. It is a directive to the 118th Infantry Division. 

JODL: 118th Infantry Division. 

COL. POKRYVSKY: I will read to you the "Instructions for 
Conduct of Troops during Operations," Paragraph 2. "Prisoners: 
Any man who has obviously fought against the German Armed 
Forces, and has been captured, is to be shot after interrogation." 
Is that correct? I t  isays so precisely in those words? Do you hear me? 

JODL: That is approximately what it says in that one sentence, 
but I should like to have the whole document. Nothing can be 
gathered from one sentence. What is decisive is what comes before 
it, and that is not stated in the document. 

COL. POKROVSKY: It is written above: "Instructions for the 
Conduct of Troops during Operations." 

Now for the second document. I t  bears the stamp of the 
IV Mountain Regiment. I t  was i m e d  on 6 October 1943 and 
contains Keitel's personal instructions, written in his own hand, 
on how to deal with prisoners of war. I will ask you to revert to 
Subparagraph 3. It says, in the second part of this subparagraph, 
". . . commanders having at least the rank of divisional commanders 
are authorized to issue orders to take no prisoners, and the civilian 
population in the combat area may be shot." 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait 'a minute. Apparently the translation 
was not coming through correctly. Perhaps you are going too fast. 
It was coming through correctly to me, but it apparently was 
not coming through correctly to the defendants. Would you put 
your question again? 

COL. POKROVSKY: In Subparagraph 3 of the document issued 
by the IV Mountain Regiment it says. .  . 



THE PRESIDENT: Did you give us the number of it? 
COL. POKROVSKY: Yes, My Lord. It is Exhibit USSR-470; and 

it bears a double number, Document 5-127. 
[Turning to the defendant.] Have you found Subparagraph 3, 

Defendant Jodl? 
JODL: Yes, but this cannot pcnssibly be described as a document. 

That is not a document. 
COL. POKROVSKY: This document says how prisoners of war 

are to be treated. 
I do not know how you feel about it, but it is quite clear to me. 

JODL: But it is not an original. I t  is a fantastic translation. 
Any soldier would have thrown it  straight into the wastepaper 
basket. I t  is a falsification. But I admit that it may be due to the 
foolish translation. In my opinion, all i t  contains is nonsense. The 
heading says "IV Mountain Regiment," and i t  is a Roman four. 
I t  should be an Arabic number. It is never called Mountain Regi- 
ment. It then goes on to say, the commander of the 1V Moun- j 
tain Division, Section Ic, delivers under number such and such the 
following-all that is nonsense, pure, unadulterated nonsense! 
This is not a document. It is a scrap of paper. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I am not responsible for the translation. 
THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal would like to see the original 

of these documents. They were put in, apparently, as USSR-132 and 
USSR-470. Is USSR-470 a new document? 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, My Lord, this document has already 
been submitted, and the original is in the records of the Tribunal. 
Now I am only submitting a copy of this document which is at our 
disposal. Both documents were previously submitted in the original. 
If it is necessary, we can obtain these original documents and 
submit them a second time. 

THE PRESIDENT: One of the secretaries of the Tribunal says 
that it was not submitted before--not offered in evidence before- 
USSR-470. Are you sure? 

COL. POKROVSKY: There may have been some technical error. 
I was informed that it had already been submitted. We shall now 
go into this matter thoroughly. I believe, My Lord, that the original 
of the second document is in your possession. 

JODL: I can say something to clarify this. 
THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, the Tribunal are un-

certain about the admission of this Document 470. Could you tell 
us exactly what the document is, and in what cirdumstances it is 
nciw being offered in evidence? What the document is, and where 
it came from? 
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COL. POKROVSKY: I can give quite a definite answer to the 
last question, My Lord, but perhaps I shall have to answer the 
first part of your question a few minutes later. The matter is being 
investigated. 

On the second page of Exhibit USSR-470, at the bottom of the 
page, there is an affidavit: 

"This is to certify that this is a correct and certified copy of 
the original document which was captured during military 
operations in June 1944, at Pakracu, by the Yugoslav National 
Army of Liberation. The original document is kept in th? 
archives of the State Commission for the Investigation of 
Atrocities perpetrated by the occupants and their collabora- 
tors in Belgrade, dated 4 January 1946, Belgrade," 

signed by the President of the State Commission, University Pro- 
fessor Dr. D. Nedelkovitsch. 

I am just having investigations made as to whether this docu- 
ment has already been submitted, by what member of the Soviet 
Delegation it was submitted, and ,on what date. If the document 
has not yet been submitted, then we can demand the original from 
the Belgrade archives-the German, the captured copy--or else a 
certified photostat, whichever is most acceptable to the Tribunal and 
have it presented in evidence. 

My Lord, I have just been informed that this document was .not 
presented. Therefore, it will be submitted for the first time, and 
we shall immediately ask for the original as additional evidence. 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, with reference, for the 
moment, to Document USSR-132, which I understand has already 
been put in evidence-offered in evidence--the Tribunal would 
like to see the original of that document because there are only 
two paragraphs put out in the copy that we have before us, and 
that was the point that was taken by the Defendant Jodl, that he 
wanted to see the whole document. 

Colonel Pokrovsky, first of all, with reference to Document 132, 
which the Tribunal understand has already been oRered in evidence, 
the Tribunal think that that document in full should be put before 
the defendant for him to make any comments. With reference to 
Document 470, which you are now offering in evidence, the Tribunal 
are of the opinion that you should go on cross-examining with 
reference to that document, subject to the production, as soon as 
possible, of the original or a photostatic copy of the original, and 
subject to the right of the defendant's counsel to apply to have that 
cross-examination struck out if there is any substantial difference 
between the translation in the Yugoslav language-which is now 



being put to the defendant, or used for the purpose of cross-
examination of the defendant-and the original document. 

Is that clear to you and to Dr. Exner? 

COL. POKROVSKY: It shall be done, My Lord. 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, I think that a discussion of this docu- 
ment ought not to be permitted at the moment. There are too 
many discrepancies in it. As it stands, it cannot be correct. Roman 
numeral IV, for instance, "the IV Mountain Regiment," is referred 
to. That Roman numeral IV is quite wrong. Then i t  says "the 
commander delivers. . ." which is not German. Then, on Line 4 
there is mention. .. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, the Tribunal want to know what 
you are talking about. Are you talking about 470? 

DR. EXNER: Yes. I am merely trying to show that this cannot 
be a genuine document because i t  is not proper German at all. 

For instance, in Line 4 it says, "Armed Forces Operations Staff, 
0b.H." The Armed Forces Operations Staff is attached to the OKW, 
not to the 0b.H. 

Tnen, there is no signature. It is signed "Keitel" on the first 
'page; but he signs as a Generaloberst, whereas I am told he was 
already a Field Marshal at that time. 

Furthermore, this signature is part of the quotation and it says, 
"The OKW supplies the following.. ." Then there is the quo-
tation-and Keitel's signature is a part of that-whereas the docu- 
ment itself is s u p p e d  to originate from the 4th Mountain 
Regiment, and there is no signature of the 4th Mountain Regiment. 
I really do not think there would be any sense in talking about 
the document until the original has been supplied. For instance, on 
Page 2 of the document there is the statement that this goes to 
the commanders of 6, 7, et cetera. They are not commanders, these 
company commanders. No German military person could have 
written this document. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, the Tribunal adhere to the decision 
that this document may be used now. All the points which you are 
now raising and any other points which you may wish to raise 
upon the document will be open to you if you wish to move to 
have the cross-examination struck out at a later stage when the 
original had been produced. 

DR. EXNER: I understand. 

THE PRESIDENT: For the purposes of not wasting time, it is, 
the Tribunal think, more convenient to have the cross-examination 
now upon this document. We will leave it to you to move hereafter 
to strike the whole cross-examination out. 
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DR. EXNER: Yes. 

THE PRESIDENT: Now, Colonel ~ o k r o v s k ~ ,  here is the original 
Document USSR-132 which the defendant ought to have for the 
purpose of making any comments that he wishes to make. 

COL. POKROVSKY: The instructions of the Tribunal will be 
carried out, My Lord. We shall submit the original document. 

/Turning to  the defendant.] Have you acquainted yourself with 
the contents of the document? 

JODL: It is an order of the 118th Infantry Division. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You have no doubts at all about the 
authenticity of the document? . 

JODL: No, there is no doubt that it is an order of the 118th 
Infantry Division, but the connection between the 118th Infantry 
Division and myself is puzzling. But the order is genuine. 

COL POKROVSKY: Perhaps you would Like to admit now that 
this is not a question of stupidity but of villainy. Perhaps you 
would like to amplify your testimony in this sense? 

JODL: I did not understand you. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, when you were asked about Para- 
graph 2 of Document USSR-132, you said that the whole document 
was not before you. Now you have the whole document. 

JODL: I have it, yes. I have the entire document: The entire 
order from Kiibler is perfectly in order in my opinion. Apparently 
the doubts which the Prosecutor has refer to Point 2, where it 
says, "Any man who has obviously fought against the German 
Anned Forces and has been captured is to be shot after inter- 
rogation." 

That, of course, does not refer to normal troops. That refers to 
the popdation. At least, that is how I see it. Paragraph 8 says, 
"Attitude towards the Population." 

That ii also in order f r ~ m  the point of view of international 
law. It draws a distinction between the attitude towards a hostile 
population and the attitude towards a peaceful population. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Is that all you wish to say? 

JODL: Yes, but as I said, I do not understand the connection 
between Major General Kubler's order and myself. I do not 
understand it. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You confirm that the question of the treat- 
ment of the civilian population has been isolated to form an inde- 
pendent paragraph, Number 8? Is that correct? You have just 
referred to that. 
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JODL: Yes, Paragraph 8 mentions the treatment to be meted 
out to the civilian population. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I am satisfied with your answer. Let 
pass on to another group of questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait a minute. 
JODL: But I wished, with the permission of the Tribunal, to 

object. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: One moment. Defendant, are you suggesting 

that there is anything in the order itself which indicated that the 
prisoners dealt with in Paragraph 2 are not, as you have put it, 
normal trmps? 

JODL: In that respect, the paragraph is noit very clear; but the 
next document which the Prosecutor has submitted might give the 
proof regarding what other orders have been issued. However, 
I consider that it is out of the question that Kubler gave an order 
saying that Yugoslav troops captured in battle should be shot. That 
is quite impossible. And had he done so, then he would have done 
so against the orders of the High Command of the German Armed 
Forces. But how can I give my views on an order from Major 
General Kubler? It would be best to ask him, he is alive. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, your answer to my question, then, is 
in the negative, that there is nothing in the order itself which shows 
or indicates that the prisoners referred to in Paragkaph 2 are not 
normal troops. 

JODL: That cannot be concluded from the wording of that order. 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps I ought to draw your attention to the 
words under "General Directives for the Conduct of Troops in 
Action." 

At any rate, that is your answer upon the whole document. 

JODL: May I please have permission to look at the original 
again? I have only a copy here before me. 

/ T h e  document  w a s  submi t ted  t o  t h e  defendant .]  

THE PRESIDENT: You now have the original document before 
you. Do you want to add anything to what you have said? 

JODL: I just wanted to add-if you are dealing with this order 
of Major General Kubler-that it is not certain whether this wder 
refers to any particular action, for example, the mopping up of 
guerrillas in a given territory who were not regarded as regular 
troops at that particular moment, but were regarded as a revolt of 
the population. That is feasible. 

At any rate, I cannot answer these questions because I am not 
Major General Kubler. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Now you can pass on to 470. 

JODL: May I ask the Tribunal for permission to make a correc- 


tion in my objection to this document? 
THE PRESIDENT: Which document are you speaking of? 

JODL: Document USSR-470. 

THE PRESIDENT: What do you want to say about it? 
JODL: I previously described that document as nonsensical 

because, at the first moment, I regarded it as a Gennan order. In 
the meantime I have ascertained that it is obviously a Croatian 
order, because it is addressed to three Ustashi battalions. In this 
Croatian order the Croatian commander of this mountain regiment 
tells his troops something which he had apparently received in 
the way of orders from the 4th German Mocuntain Division, 
regarding the treatment of prisoners. He, in turn, traces it back 
to an order from Keitel which, however, is misrepresented and 
which, if it were correct, would best be handed in to the counsel 
for Field Marshal Keitel, because it is the best example of the 
attitude toward the guerrillas in Yugoslavia in keeping with inter- 
national law-that is, if it is correct. Therefore, it is not a German 
order; it is apparently a draft or a translation of a Croatian order 
of the 4th Mountain Regiment. But what the 4th CroatianRegiment 
has to do with the General or the Defendant Jodl is a puzzle to me. 
I do not understand it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on, Colonel Pokrovsky. 
COL. POKROVSKY: I ask you, Defendant Jodl, whether 'you 

knew of such a directive by Keitel to the effect that division com- 
manders or officers of higher rank were entitled to issue orders that 
no prisoners should be taken. Do you know of such a directive? 

JODL: No, it is not known to me; and it is not certain that 
the order was issued in that way. However, in certain cakes it is 
permissible under international law. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I have no further questions to ask in con- 
nection with this document. The defense counsel will obviously ask 
some questions when the original document is submitted to the 
Tribunal. 

I shall now proceed to another group of questions. If I am not 
mistaken, you confirmed the authenticity of your so-called notes for 
"Plan Griin" where it dealt with the creation of an incident on the 
borders of Czechoslovakia. It is stated quite clearly there that the 
organization of this incident was to be entrusted to the counter- 
intelligence. Have I interpreted the idea of your notes correctly? 

JODL: No. The translation as it came over to me is completely 
distorted. But there has been a full discussion about that, too. 

, 
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COL. POKROVSKY: To fqcilitate the task of the interpreters, 
I shall simplify the question. You, I believe, confirmed the authen- 
ticity of this document dealing with the incident and the organi- 
zation of the incident. This is Defense Document Jodl-14. 

THE PRESIDENT: I do not think i t  has come through properly. 
JODL: No. I t  did not make any sense to me a t  all. 

COL.POKROVSKY: All right. I shall repeat it. Do I clearly 
understand that you do not contest the authenticity of Document 
Jdl-14? 

JODL: If that is the letter from me to Major Schmundt, then 
that is an absolutely genuine document, which I wrote myself. 

COL. POKROVSKY: In this connection I should like to ask you 
one precise question: Do you confirm that the provocation which 
you call the "organization of an incident" had two objectives: First, 
to give a pretext for an attack against Czechoslovakia; and 
secondly-to use your own terminology, which we heard here on 
4 June-to shift the blame for the war on to somebody eke's 
shoulders? Had you these two objectives wh'en you proposed to 
organize an incident? Do you understand my question? 

JODL: I understood roughly what you said. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Can you give an answer? 

JODL: Yes, I can repeat the answer I gave yesterday. I have. . . 
COL. POKROVSKY: You confirm this? 

JODL: My testimony of yesterday? Yes, of course. I still 
maintain today something which I said yesterday. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. I would like you to tell the 
Tribunal everything you know about the supplying of weapons to 
the Sudeten Germans organized into the Henlein Corps, which you 
mentioned to the Tribunal in passing. You stated that this corps 
contained a certain number of officers. Do you remember? 

JODL: Yes, I remember. 

COL. POKROVSKY: In order to help you, I will show you a 
document. 

[The document was submitted to  the defendant.] 
It  is the testimony of Karl Hermann Frank. He declares in this 

testimony that the Henlein Corps received a certain quantity of 
weapons. Do you know anything about this? 

JODL: I only know of weapons isupplied to the Henlein Free 
Corps at  the time when i t  was being formed on German territory. 
Whether arms had been previously smuggled into Czechoslovakia 
for that Sudeten German group, or how they were brought in, is 
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something which I know nothing about. The Armed Forces were 
never in any way concerned with that, just as later on they were 
not concerned with the Henlein Free Corps. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Do you know what kind of weapons were 
sent there? Were they of German origin or not? 

JODL: The fact that arms were taken into Czechoslovakia is 
something I know absolutely nothing about. I was not a smuggler 
of arms; I was a General Staff officer. 

COL. POKROVSKY: That is why I am asking you, since you 
have said that you received reports on the anning of the Henlein 
Free Corps when i t  arrived on German territory. That is why 
I asked you, an officer of the General Staff, were these weapons 
of German origin or not? You must know that. 

JODL: Henlein's Free Corps--which was formed near Hof, and 
in the district to the North, on 17 September-received, in my 
opinion, former Austrian, or even German, arms. I think they 
were Austrian weapons, but I do not know that for certain. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Then i t  is not necessary. We only need 
definite information and definite facts. You will now be handed a 
photostatic copy of the Case Green folder. 

[The folder was submitted to the defendant.] 
You will look at the passage which has been marked. The 

marked passage says, "For the success of the operation, the pene- 
tration into Sudeten Germany with parachute troops will be of 
great value." The Defendant Keitel, on 6 April 1946, when 
questioned regarding this part of the document, said that it is 
precisely you who could give the requisite explanations with regard 
to this document. 

JODL: With reference to this paragraph I have to say that, in 
the preparation for a p s i b l e  war, the Army had a notation 
inserted to the effect that fortifications would have to be penetrated 
quickly or would have to be opened up from the rear and that for 
the success of this joint action the co-operation of airborne troops, 
together ,with the border population and the Sudeten Germans who 
deserted to us, might b e  of value. For, of course, it was a fact 
that among the Germans who had been drawn into the ranks and 
who numbered about 100,000, not one would have turned his 
weapon upon us but would have deserted on the spot. They wrote 
that to me personally while in Czech uniform. These Germans 
would have deserted on the spot. That, of course, we expected and 
had taken into account in our military calculations. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I fear that you have not understood me 
quite correctly or that you did not wish to understand the question 
which I put to you. 
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Defendant Jodl, I am interested in something else. Do you 
confirm the fact that prior to the attack on Czechoslovakia you had 
planned diversionary activity on the territory of Czechoslovakia 
proper. That is what I am interested in. Yes or no? 

JODL: First, there was no attack upon Czechoslovakia at all; 
that is a historical untruth. Second, this was .General Staff work, 
which was prepared for a possible war; and there is nothing else 
to be said about that. 

THE PRESIDENT: That is not an answer to the question. The 
question was whether you planned before the war--or the possible 
war-diversionary activity in Czechoslovakia. Did you plan that? 
Can you answer that? 

JODL: No, I did not. You will have to ask Admiral Canaris 
about that. Such matters were not in my jurisdiction. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Keitel advised us to ask you, and you 
advise us to question Canaris. Very well; I have another question 
to ask you. Was the unification of all pro-Fascist forces and 
armed Fascist bands in Yugoslavia, which fought against the Allies, 
carried out with your knowledge? Or do you know nothing 
about that? 

JODL: You mean the military organization under Marshal Tito. 
That is known to me, yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, I am referring to the organization 
under the direction of the Gerrnan High Command, of a united 
front of all pro-Fascist bands-of Nedish, MichailoviE, and others- 
financed by Germany, helped by Germany, and under the leadership 
of the German High Command. Do you know anything about that, 
or do you not? 

JODL: I do not know whether you have in  mind the Chetniks. 
They were under Italian command. Because of this there was 
always a big row between us and the Italians. Then there was 
the Ustashi, they were Croatians. But the other pro-Fascist organ- 
izations are not known to me. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. You will look at Document 
5-95, Exhibit USSR-288. It has already been submitted to the 
Tribunal. It is the testimony of Nedish. Two or three sentences 
from this document have a direct bearing on the questions that 
I have asked you. Nedish testified under oath, naming those who 
had helped him to form and to finance his bands. He named the 
representatives of the German High Command and the Gestapo 
who helped him to create his armed forces. 

Have you found that? 
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JODL: That is right. Nedish formed a Serbian unit. I forgot 
that before. Nedish had a-what shall I say-a Serbian.. . 

COL. POKROVSKY: Do you remember it? 

JODL: Yes. Nedish had a small unit. That is right. There were 
perhaps 5,000 to 6,000 men. They were Serbs. , 

COL.POKROVSKY: Did you give financial support to this 
organization? 

JODL: No. I had no money. I did not back these things. 

COL. POKROVSKY: No, I am not speaking of your personal 
means, but the means of the German Reich. 

JODL: I cannot tell you that. I did not concern myself with 
money in this war. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Was the German High Command at the 
head of the work of controlling the organization of these bands, 
or was it not? 

JODL: No. I did not organize it. The Commander, Southeast, 
probably discussed that with Nedish. But it was Nedish's own 
private affair if he wished to call on the Serbs to fight. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I do not know whether it was his private 
business or not. But it is most important to me that you confirm 
the fact that these bands actually existed. How Nedish organized 
them does not inter& me. 

JODL: I can canfirm that. There were about 5,000 to 6,000 men 
of 'the Serbian auxiliary police. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. You will be ~ h o w n  another 
report from this group of questions. It is an official report of the 
Polish Government sent to the Military Tribunal. You will find 
that i t  contains some very valuable information about the activities 
of the Fifth Column. Please turn to the sentence which is 
marked "B." I t  is said there: 

"In addition to the agents selected from among the young 
people and appointed to co-operate with the German civilian 
population, there also existed a group of leaders and instruc- 
tors made up of officers who had came to Poland, supplied 

. with valid passports, weeks before the outbreak of hostilities." 
Do you, as the direct leader of the counterintelligence-this 

section was subordinate to you-know anything about this Fifth 
Column organization in Poland? 

JODL: There are two small errors you have made, Colonel 
Pokrovsky: first of all, counterintelligence was not under me but 
under the Chid of the High Command of the Armed Forces; and 
secondly, I stated at length yesterday that I know nothing about 
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any of the preparations for the Polish campaign, either from the 
point of view of operations or otherwise, because I was Artillery 
Commander in Vienna and Briinn. What Canaris did at  that time 
with respect to Poland is something I know absolutely nothing 
about. I am afraid, therefore, that I cannot be of any help. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Well, let us proceed to the next group of 
questions. You were examined on 8 November by the Soviet 
Prosecution, and you were asked whether Germany was pursuing 
a predatory policy when attacking the Soviet Union? Do you 
remember being asked this question? 

JODL: I remember very well, yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You will now be handed a copy of your 
answer. You replied: 

"I admit that the question of the expansion of Germany's 
'Lebensraum' and the utilization of Russian economy for 
Germany's needs did play a certain part, but i t  was not the 

basic reason for the attack on the Soviet Union." 

Do you remember answering in  this sense? 


JODL: I t  is possible. I did not sign it. At  any rate, I said it was 

not the chief cause. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You also said in the same answer: 
"It was never our intention to  keep enlarging our 'Liebas- 
raum' and thereby create new enemies." 
It appears that you do remember that? 

JODL: Yes, I do. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. Perhaps you will now recall 
that the witness Ohlendorf testified before the Tribunal Chat prior 
to the outbreak of hostilities against the Soviet Union, Himmler, in 
his speech, had outlined a program for the annihilation, in the East, 
of 10,000,000 Slavs and Jews? Do you remember this statement? 

JODL: I recollect having heard that testimony in this court-
room, yes. 

COL. POKROVSKY: In the light of this-in the light of Ohlen-
dorf's testimony-would you not like to answer more precisely the 
question as to whether the war against the Soviet Union was waged 
with a predatory purpose, with the purpose of seizing territory, 
annihilating the population, and then of transforming the occupied 
territories, to quote Hitler's own words, "into a paradise for the 
Germans"? Do you not think that is exactly what did happen? 

JODL: What the Fiihrer might have wanted to create later 02 1 
do not know; but the military and strategic reasons, which he gave 
us  and which were definitely confirmed by the many reports 
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received, I explained yesterday in great detail. The main reason 
was the feeling that we were under a dire threat of being attacked 
by Russia. That was the decisive point. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. You will now be handed Docu- 
ment C-57. It  has already been submitted to the Tribunal, My Lord. 
On the evening of 5 April 1946 this document was put to Defendant 
Keitel as Exhibit USSR-336. I must ask you to turn to Subpara- 
graph 4 of this document and to Subparagraph 7, for Defendant 
Keitel stated that you could give far  more detailed explanations 
about these documents. Point 4 referred to the active participation 
of Spain in the seizure of Gibraltar as far  back as  1941. Tell us, how 
was this active participation of Spain to be expressed? Have you 
found this passage in the document? 

JODL: Yes, I already know the document. But nobody signed it. 
First of all, I have to give an explanation of what this document is, 
so that i t  is not mistaken for an order. 

COL. POKROVSKY: But I do not believe I ever said that it was 
an order. 

JODL: That is all right, because i t  is not an  order. I cannot say 
what the people who drew up this document had in mind a t  the 
time. It  was obviously a draft which the General Staff officers, 
presumably from my department, together with the operations 
expert of the Navy, prepared in my office and which they submitted 
to the Naval Operations Staff for their perusal, according to 
the principle that General Staff officers must think and plan a long 
time ahead. They had these personal ideas and put them down on 
paper without my ever having seen them. 

THE PRESIDENT: What was your question, Colonel Pokrovsky? 
' I t  was whether the draft did not .  . . 

COL. POKROVSKY: I asked a question to which I received no 
answer. My Lord, I asked him what he  could say about the actual 
part which Spain was to play i n  the seizure of Gibraltar in  1941. 

JODL: I cannot make a statement on what other people thought. 
I can only talk about serious intentions in connection with Spain 
in 1940. That I can talk about. But as  far  as this paper is concerned, I 
can say nothing about it. For at  the time I had long ago dismissed 
?he thing as impossible. I know of it only since I have been 
in  Nuremberg; I never saw i t  before. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Whether that plan could not be fulfilled is 
quite another question. Defendant Keitel said that you could give 
an explanation. You declare that you cannot say anything. 

JODL: As I have just said, i t  is some preliminary work carried 
out by the younger General Staff officers, which I saw here in the 



document room for the first time with great interest and some 
amusement. I t  was not shown to me a t  the time, because it could 
already be seen that in a week's time the situation would change. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You knosw nothing about the proposed dis-
patch of an expeditionary corps to Egypt, Iran, and Iraq, through 
Trans-Caucasia in the direction of the Persian Gulf, if the Soviet 
Union had fallen, as is stated here; you did not know anything about 
that either? 

JODL: It was never a really serious proposition. On the con-
trary, I had the biggest row of my life with the Fuhrer because I 
refused to attack beyond the Caucasus in the direction of Baku. But 
the General Staff officers did entertain such ideas in the first flush 
of optimism because of the bPg victories in the summer. That 
is what they are there for-to have ideas. But the decisions are 
made by the older and more level-headed men. 

COL. POKROTTSKY: So you confirm thAt the success of the Red 
Army upset what you call "the bold and far-reaching plans" of 
Hitler to send an 'expeditionary corps to Syria and Egypt? Is that 
right? 

JODL: If the Soviet Union had collapsed, then one might have 
entertained such ideas for continuing the war. But never the idea, 
for instance, of attacking Turkey. She would have come over to our 
side anyway voluntarily. That was the opinion of the Fuhrer. 

COL. POKROVSKY: How do you know that? 

JODL: How do I know it? Even the document says so. And 
there are the entries in the Diaries of the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff, which are here in Court. It  says: 

"After big German victories, Turkey will come over to our 
side, anyway. I order that she be given preferential treatment 
in the supply of munitions and arms and tanks." 
In fact, Turkey had expressed such a wish, and she was 

very grateful to receive from us tanks equipped with arms. The 
Fuhrer would never have done that if he had expected Turkey to 
join our opponents. 

COL. POKROVSKY: We shall proceed to another group of ques- 
tions. On the eve of the campaign against Russia, a conference was 
held between the representatives of the OKW, the OKH, and the so- 
called RSHA. The participation of the subdepartment S IP0  was 
being considered. Do you know anything about this conference, at  
which the witness Ohlendorf was present? 

JODL: I know nothing about that. I was working on quite dif- 
ferent matters, and I have never had any conferences or connections 
with the Reich Security Main Office a t  all. 
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COL. POKROVSKY: Are you acquainted with Wilhelrn Scheidt, 
a colleague in the Prisoners of War Organization of the OKW? 

JODL: Yes, I know him. He was an assistant to General Scherff. 
COL. POKROVSKY: Are you acquainted with his testimony which 

was given before the Tribunal? I t  is, My Lord, on Page 2207 of the 
English transcript (Volume IV, Page 467). He testifies that the 
criminal practice of inflicting punitive measures on the peaceful 
civilian population was known to the leading officers of the Armed 
Forces Operations Staff and of the General Staff of the Army. Do 
you remember that? 

JODL: I do not know the words that he  used. Criminal actions 
were neither known to the Armed Forces Operations Staff nor to 
me. I rejected cniminal actions and fought against them,and I made 
that abundantly clear here. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Am I to Aderstand that you deny all 
knowledge of the criminal punitive measures taken against the 
civilian population? Do you mean to say you knew nothing about 
them? 

JODL: Of course, I know of the fight against your partisans. 
That is 'quite clear. I have shown two instructions which were issued 
by the Armed Forces Operations Staff in this connection. 

COL. POKROVSKY: On 7 January 1946, the witness Von dem 
Bach-Zelewski testified that the real aim of this struggle against the 
partisans was the extermination of the Slavs and the Jews, and that 
the methods used in this struggle were known to the High Com- 
mand. Do you wish to deny this, too? 

JODL: It: might have been the intention of Bach-Zelewski; it 
was not mine. My instructions were different. I already described 
the intention yesterday as completely senseless. The numbers of 
guerrillas made no difference at  all in the gigantic struggle between 
the German and the Soviet Armies. It  was a minute percentage. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Could you perhaps recollect, Defendant 
Jodl, when and in what circumstances you yourself said, a t  one 
of Hitler's conferences, that the German troops were entitled to 
treat the partisans as they wished and to subject them to any kind 
of death by torture, by quartering, hanging them head downward, 
et cetera. Do you remember having said something of the kind at  
that time? 

JODL: About this matter-which is more comical than serious-- 
we talked for quite some time during the preliminary interrogation. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Perhaps you can tell us about this matter 
at  less length but with greater precision. Will you answer my ques- 
tion whether you spoke these words or anything like these words, 
and in what circumstances did you say them? 
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JODL: I want to explain it briefly. It was on 1 December 1942. 2 r.z_ 
As the Tribunal will remember, a directive in regard to combating 
the guerrillas was issued on 11 November by the Armed Forces 
Operations StaR, which we declared to be outdated by the new issue 
on 6 May 1944. In that directive, which was issued on 11 November, 
I had witten the sentence: "The burning down of villages as 
a reprisal is forbidden, because it necessarily only creates new 
partisans." , 

The draft of that instruction remained in the Fiihrer's hands for 
weeks. He always objected that this instruction would hamper the 
troops in ruthlessly combating the guerrillas. As at that time I had 
already issued that instruction and he still had not given his 
approval, I became rather rude; and when he once more came with 
lengthy explanations of his fighting experience, his experience of 
fighting the Communists in Chernnitz, I said, in order to break the 
ice at last, "My Fiihrer, what people do in battle does not come into 
this instruction at all. As far as I am concerned, they can quarter 
them or they can hang them upside down." 

If I had known that the Russian gentlemen have so little sense 
of irony, I would have added, "and roast them on the spit." That is 
what I said and I added, "But in this instruction we are concerned 
with reprisals after the battle, and they must be prohibited." 

Then there were roars of laughter from all the officers present, 
and also from the Fiihrer; and he gave me permission to issue that 
directive; and the testimony of a witness, General Buhle, who was 
present, will confirm that to you. That quartering people has not 
been the custom in Germany since the sixteenth century, any more 
than hanging people upside down, everybody in the world certainly 
knows. Therefore that remark could only be an ironical one. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I ask the Tribunal to grant me one minute 
for one last question, literally one minute only. 

[Turning to t he  defendant.] Do you know that the German 
troops, evidently understanding irony better than we do--and in the 
literal sense of the word-quartered, hanged upside down, and 
roasted Soviet captives over the fire? Did you know of that? 

JODL: Not only I did not know it, but I do not even believe it. 
COL. POKROVSKY: With the permission of the Tribunal I shall 

proceed to the last group of questions left to me after the recess. 
THE PRESIDENT: How much longer will that take, Colonel 

Pokrovsky? 
COL. POKROVSKY: I have only a very few questions to put, 

and I believe i t  will not take very long. 

/The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.] 
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Afternoon Session 

COL. POKROVSKY: You have given very important testimony 
before the Tribunal. You have admitted tbat ' in  1941 the warriors 
of the Red Army at Vyazma were fanatically resisting the Fascist 
invaders. Many of them were taken prisoner only because they were 
too exhausted to move. You thereby explainecl' the abnormally high 
mortality among the Soviet prisoners of war. Is that correct? 

JODL: That is true with regard to the prisoners, particularly in 
the Vyazma pocket. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Can you think of any other reasons you 
know which would account for this high mortality among the Soviet 
prisoners of war? 

JODL: I did not hear of any other reasons. 
COL. POKROVSKY: Then I will refresh your memory a little 

and draw your attention to a short excerpt from our Exhibit Number 
USSR-353. It  is a letter from Rosenberg to the Commander-in-Chief 
of the Armed Forces, that is, it was sent directly to the OKW. The 
letter is dated 28 February 1942. I would draw your attention to a 
few short extracts from this document. On Page 1, I believe, the 
following sentences are underlined: 

"The fate of the Soviet prisoners of war in  Germany is a 
large-scale tragedy.. . . A great part of them have died of 
hunger or from the inclement weather. Thousands have also 
died oif typhus." 

I will leave out a few sentences and proceed to the next page: 
"Several intelligent camp commanders have taken this line 
with some success." 
Before it had been a question of the population being willing ta 

supply the prisoners of war with food of their own accord. 
"In the majority of cases, however, the camp commanders 
have forbidden the civilian population to give any foocl' to the 
prisoners of war and have preferred to let them die of star- 
vation.. . . Moreover, in many cases, when prisoners of war 
on the march could no longer keep up from sheer hunger and 
exhaustion, they were shot in full view of the horrified 
civilian population; and the corpses were left by the roadside." 

And further on: 
"Remarks have been heard like these: 'The more of these 
prisoners that die, the better i t  will be for us.' " 

And again on Page 3: 
"It would be tcw naive to imagine that what went on in the 
prisoner-of-war camps could be concealed from the Soviet 



Government. I t  is obvious from Molotov's circular note that 
the Soviets are perfectly well aware of the conditions de- 
scribed above. . .." 
Have you found the passages in  question? 
JODL: Yes, I have found them. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Now, did you really know not- of the 
reasons for this high mortality? 

JODL: No. I heard of the letter here in court for the first time. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Defendant Jodl, I am not asking you about 
the letter. I am asking you about the reasons for these mass deaths 
among the Soviet prisoners. So you did not know of the reasons 
which led to these mass deaths? 

THE PRESIDENT: Is the document signed? 

COL. POKROVSKY: The document bears no signature. I t  is a 
captured document, Number 081-PS. I t  belongs to the documents 
captured by the United States and was handed to us so that we 
could submit it to the Tribunal. 

[Turning to the defendant.] I did not hear your reply, Defendant. 

JODL: I knew nothing about these reasons for the mass deaths. 
In any case they are completely wrong; that I do know, because I 
can give rough figures from memory as regards the number of 
Soviet prisoners of war and Weir whereabouts. 

COL. POKROT7SKY: Good. We will now deal with this question 
from a different angle. Are you familiar with the name of 
Voa Graevenitz? 

JODL: Von Graevenitz? Yes, the name is familiar t~ me. 
COL. POKROVSKY: Did h e  not work in the OKW? 

JODL: He was, if I am not mistaken, in  the Armed Forces De- 
partment as a subordinate of General Reinecke. 

COL. POKROVSKY: This time you are quite accurate; you are 
right. Do you know General Osterreich? 

JODL: No, I do not know that general. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You have never even heard the name? 

JODL: I do not recall it. 

COL. POKROVSKY: This general was chief of the department 
in charge of prisoners of war in one of your military districts. Do 
you perhaps remember this general's testimony about the directive 
he had received from Von Graevenitz in the OKW with respect to 
the Soviet prisoners of war? You will now be shown Document 
.Number USSR-151, Page 5 of the German text. You will find there 
the passage%Eh I should like to draw your attention. 
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"At the end of 1941 or the beginning of 1942 I was repeatedly 
called to Berlin to attend conferences held by the commanders 
in charge of prisoners of war in the military districts. 

"The newly appointed commander of the Prisoners of War 
Organization in the headquakers of the OKW, Major General 
Von Graevenitz, presided over the conference. 
"During the conference there was a discussion about the 
treatment of prisoners of war who, because of their wounds 
or from exhaustion and disease, were unfit to live and unfit to 
work. At the suggestion of General Von Graevenitz several 
of the officers present, among them several doctors, gave their 
opinions on it and declared that such prisoners of war should 
,be concentrated in a camp or in a hospital and be poisoned. 
Following this discussion, Major General Von Graevenitz 
issued an order to the eiTect that all prisoners of war who 
were unfit to live and to work should be killed and that 

<medical personnel should be employed for this purpose." 

Did you know anything a t  all about that? 

JODL: I knew nothing about that at all, and I cannot comment 
on this document. It has nothing to do with me and I do not know 
whether what has been said here is true, but General Von Graevenitz 
must certainly know about it. I had no connection whatsoever with 
prisoners of war. That was another office, General Reinecke. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Von Graevenitz himself defends his state-
ment. He was an executive; he put the directives of the OKW into 
effect and also issued the relevant instructions and yet you tell me 
you knew nothing about them? 

JODL: I did not say that. General Von Graevenitz is no subor- 
dinate of mine. I had no interviews d any kind with him. I have 
seen him perhaps twice in all my life. I was not responsible for 
prisoners of war, and I was not competent to deal with them. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. We will now pass on to my last 
group of questions. There are very few of them. 

When Defendant Keitel was cross-examined here before the 
Tribunal, as well as in the preliminary interrogations preceding the 
Trial-I believe these particular subjects arose during the prelim- 
inary interrogation-he said that you would give us more detailed 
information about directives for the destruction of Momw and 
Leningrad. You stated here before the Tribunal that the directives 
were issued for two reasons: First, because General Von Leeb had 
reported on the gradual seeping through of the Leningrad popu- 
lations to the west and south to the front lines; and secondly, they 
were issued as a reprisal for Kiev. Is that correct? 
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JODL: Not reprisals, but the justifiable fear that whatever could 
happen to us in Kiev could also happen to us i n  Lenkngrad; and the 
third reason was the announcement by the Soviet Russian radio that 
this would actually take place. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Good. !l%e only important thing for me is 
to establish the fact that you connected the issuing oC this directive 
with the report from the Leningrad front and with the affair in 
Kiev; is that correct? 

JODL: I did not connect them; but events, as they actually 
happened, necessarily influenced the decision of the Fiihrer in this 
direction. These were the reasons which he gave himself. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. Perhaps you will remember 
when the High Command received this information from Leeb-in 
what month? 

JODL: I t  was in the first days-as far  as  I remember in the first 
days of September. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. Perhaps you can also remember 
the d'ate on which the Germans captured Kiev. Was i t  not towards 
the end of September 1941? 

JODL: As far as I remember, Kiev was occupied a t  the end of 
August. I believe it ~vason 25 August or about that date. But I 
cannot.. . 

COL. POKROVSKY: Was that not on 22 September? 
JODL: That is entirely out of the question. We have a document 

here, a report about the incidents in  Kiev; I do not know the date 
of i t  from memory, but i t  is Document 053-PS. We must be able to 
see the date from that document. 

COL. POKROVSKY: It is precisely in that document that 23 and 
24 September are mentioned. Well, let us, however, suppose that it 
really did happen in August. Would you not remember the date 
when Hitler first declared that Leningrad should be razed to the 
ground? 

JODL: I beg your pardon. I have made a mistake all the time 
about the date. This document is-Document C-323, the Fiikrer 
decree, is dated 7 October. So, your statement may be correct. 
I was a month off in my calculations, and the taking of Kiev was 
actually at the end of September. The reports which we received 
from Leeb came in the first days of October. I made a mistake. I 
am sorry. 

COL, POKROVSKY: Please, do not mention it; it is of no impor- 
tance. I only want you to remember when Hitler first stated categori- 
cally that he would raze Leningrad' to the ground. That is important 
for me. 
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JODL: You are referring to the naval document, I assume, the 
document of the SKL, the Naval Operations Staff. 

COL. POKROVSKY: You will now be handed Document L-221 
and wiL1 be shown the passage where i t  is written that, on 16 July 
1941, during a conference in the Fuhrer's headquarters, the'following 
statement was made: 

"The Finns are claiming the district of Leningrad. The f i h r e r  
wants to raze Leningrad to the ground and then hand i t  o v e ~  
to the Finns." 
Have you found the passage? 
JODL: Yes, I have found the place. 
COL. POKROVSKY: This took place on 16 July 1941, did i t  not? 
JODL: The document was written on 16 July 1941, yes. 
COL. POKROVSKY: That was considerably earlier than the date 

you received the report from the Leningrad front? 
JODL: Yes, it was 3 months before then. 

COL POKROVSKY: I t  was also long before the day when 
explosions and fires first occurred in Kiev. Is that correct? 

JODL: Quite correct. 

COL. POKROVSKY: I t  was clearly not by accident that in  the 
directive you drew up yourself and in  the statements you made 
before the Tribunal, you declared that the Fiihrer had again decided 
to raze Leningrad to the ground. I t  was not the first time h e  had 
made this decision. 

JODL: No, this decision, if i t  actually was a decision-and the 
statements made a t  this conference--I learned for the first time 
here in Court. I personally did not take part in the discussion, nor 
do I know whether the words were said in that way. My remark 
that the f i h r e r  had again taken a decision refers to the verbal 
order he had given to the Commander-in-Chief of the Army shortly 
before, perhaps 1 or 2 days earlier. I t  is quite clear that there 
was already talk of this and that in the order I am referring to-a 
letter of the High Command of the Army cxf 18 September-and in 
that way the word "again" is to be explained. I was quite unaware 
of+the fact, and I heard of it for the first time here in Court. I t  was 
only here i n  Court that I heard of the conference taking place at  all. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. The Tribunal will probably be " 
able to judge precisely when Hitler made this statement for the 
first time. 

You have declared that you knew nothing about reprisals against 
the Jews? 

JODL: No. 
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COL. POKROVSKY: And yet you have just referred to Docu- 
ment Number 053-PS. 

, [The document w a s  submit ted t o  t h e  defendant.] 
I t  is a report from Koch, personally signed by him. Maybe you 

will confirm that it states quite clearly that Koch held the civilian 
population of the city responsible for the Kiev fires and exter-
minated the entire Jewish population of Kiev, numbering solme 
35,000 souls, over h a u  of whom were women. That is what the 
report says. Is it correct? 

JODL: I know that very well indeed, but I only found this docu- 
ment here in the document room; and I used it as a good piece of 
evidence for the incidents in Kiev. The existence of the document 
was unknown to me until I came to Nuremberg and i t  never went 
to the OKW either. At all events, it never came into my hands. I do 
not know whether i t  was ever sent. 

* 
COL. POKROVSKY: You also did not knolw whether the Jews 

were exterminated or not? Is that true? 

JODL: I certainly believe it today. There can be no  more doubt 
about that; i t  has been proved. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. In the document submitted by 
your defense counsel as Exhibit Number Jodl-3, Document Number 
1780-PS, Page 6 of your document book, in the last entry made on 
that page, you will read the following: "A large proportion of senior 
generals will leave the Army." 

This refers to the entry in your diary of 3 February 1938. Do 
you remember? 

JODL: Yes, that is from my diary. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Are we to understand that resignations 
from the Army could take place a t  any time, in ,other words, that 
any general could retire or resign from the Army whenever he 
wanted to? That is what you say here. 

JODL: At that time, I believe i t  was quite possible: In the year 
1938 I knew of no decree which prohibited it. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Very well. In Document Number Jodl-64, 
Exhibit Number AJ-11, which was submitted by your defense 
counsel, we find a passage which, for some reason or other, was not 
read into the record; and I would like to quote it now. It  is the 
testimony of General Von Vormann, who states under oath that you, 
together with General Von Hammerstein, d t e n  used such expres- 
sions as "criminal" and "charlatan," when referring to Hitler? 

Do you confirm the accuracy of that testimony, or has Vormann 
expressed himself incorrectly? 
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JODL: TO the best of my knowledge, and in  all good conscience, 
I believe that he is confusing two things. In talking about the 
Fiihrer, I very often said that I looked on him as a charlatan; but I 
had no cause or  reason to consider him a criminal. I often used the 
expression "criminal"; but not in connection with Hitler, whom I 
did not even know a t  the time. I applied i t  to Rohm. I repeatedly 
spoke of him as a criminal, in my opinion; and I believe that Vor- 
mann is confusing these statements just a little. I often used the 
expression "charlatan"; that was my opinion at the time. 

COL. POKROVSKY: That is to say, you considered Rohm a 
criminal (and the Fiihrer a charlatan? Is that correct? 

JODL: Yes, that is right, because a t  that time it was my opinion. 
I knew Rohm, but I did not know Adolf Hitler. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Then how are we to explain that you 
accepted leading posts in the military machine of the German Reich, 
after the man whom you yourself described as a charlatan had come 
to power? 

JODL: Because in the course of the years I k a m e  convinced- 
at  least during the years from 1933 to 1938-that he was not a 
charlatan but a man of gigantic personality who, however, in the 
end assumed infernal power. But at  that time he definitely was an 
outstanding personality. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Did you receive the Golden Party Badge 
of the Hitler Party? 

JODL: Yes, I have already testified to that and confirmed it. 

COL. POKROVSKY: In what year did you receive the badge? 

JODL: On 30 January 1943. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Was i t  after that when you came to the 
conclusion that Hitler was not a "charlatan"? Did you hear my 
question? 

JODL: Yes. It  became clear to me then that he was, as I said 
before, a gigantic personality, even if with certain reservations. 

COL. POKROVSKY: And after you had reached that conclusion 
you promptly received the Golden Party Badge? I thank you. 

I have no more questions, Your Honor. 

DR. NELTE: I should like to call the attention of the Tribunal 
to the Document Number USSR-151, which was submitted by 
Colonel Pokrovsky. I should like to ask for this document to be 
admitted only if General t)sterreich can be produced as a witness 
for cross-examination. My reasons for this are the following: 
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1. The document as submitted contains the heading "Aussagen" 
or "statements," but we cannot make out before whom these 
statements were made. 

2. The document contains no mentiyn of the place where it was 
drawn up. 

3. The document is not an affidavit, although according to the 
last paragraph General Osterreich set it down in his own hand- 
writing; and, therefore, it could have been certified as a statement 
under oath. 

Because of the severity of the accusation which this document 
brings forward against the administration d the prisoner-of-war 
system, i t  is necessary in my opinion to order this general to appear 
here in person. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes; go on. 

DR. NELTE: Those are the reasons for my request. In conclusion 
I should just like to point out that General Von Graevenitz is no 
longer alive. At all events, he  cannot 'be located. I tried to find 

.
him as  a witness on behalf of Defendant Keitel. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is it a fact that this document was offered in 
evidence as long ago as February or March? 

DR.NELTE: I do not remember that, nor-and I know this for 
certain-was it issued to us through the Document Division. I am 
seeing this document for the first time now. But perhaps Colonel 
Pokrovsky can give some information about it. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will consider your request. 

DR. NELTE: May I also call the attention of the Tribunal to the 
fact that the document is dated 28 December 1945, and it is to be 
assumed that General Osterreich can also be produced by the people 
who took his testimony at  that time. 

COL. POKROVSKY: Mr. President, I believe that I can give 
some information about this document. I t  was submitted by the 
Soviet Delegation on 12 February 1946, when i t  was accepted as 
evidence by the Tribunal. 

THE PRESIDENT: Colonel Pokrovsky, just a moment. Was it 
translated into German then or  was i t  reed in Court? 

COL. POKROVSKY: I have just received a memorandum from 
our document room. The document was submitted on 13 February, 
a t  the time when I was presenting documentary evidence with 
regard to the subject of prisoners of war. I t  is all I have on the 
matter. 

I personally assume that the document was translated into Ger- 
man as a matter of course at  that time. I have a l m d  no doubt 
about it. However, we can easily make sure. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Do any other defendants' counsel wish to re- 
examine the defendant? 

DR. EXNER: First of all, I should like to put one question which 
came up again during the interrogation by the Defense Colunsel. I t  
was a point which seems to me in need of clarification. 

One of the Defense Counsel reminded you of the photographs 
which were shown us here depicting atrocities in the occupied 
countries, and you said that the pictures were genuine. 

What do you mean by that? 

JODL: I meant to say that i t  was not trick photography, at  
which the Russian propagandists were past masters, according to 
my experience. I meant that 'chey were pictures of actual events. 
But I also meant to say that the pictures offered no proof of whether 
it was a matter of atrocities at  all, nor did they show who commitkd 
them. The fact that they were found in the possession olf Germans 
would even lead us to assume that they were pictura of things 
which had been perpetrated by the enemy, by the forces of Tito or  
perhaps the Ustashi. Generally one does not take a picture of one's 
OWTI ads of cruelty if any were ever committed. 

DR. EXlNER: Very well. The English Prosecutor has submitted a 
new document, 754-PS, dealing with the destructions during the 
retreat in Norway. Why in this purely military Fiihrer Decree did 
you write: "The Fuhrer had agreed to the proposals of the Reich 
Commissioner for the occupied Norwegian territories, and has given 
his orders accordingly. . . ." and so on? Why did you deliberately put 
in "to the proposals," and so forth? 

JODL: In issuing orders I had a kind of secret code for the 
commanders-in-chief. If an order was the result of an agreement 
between the OKW and the Fuhrer, then I started with the words 
"The Fuhrer has decreed. . .." 

If a decree originated from the Fuhrer himself, I started the 
decree with a preamble which gave the Fuhrer's reasons and 
the arguments in favor. Then, after the preamble, I wrote "The 
Fiihrer, therefore, has decreed.. .," 

If the Fuhrer was prompted by the proposal of a nonmilitary 
agency to issue a decree, then, as a matter of basic principle, 
I added, "The Fiihrer, on the proposal of this or that civil authority, 
has decided.. . ." In this way the commanders-in-chid knew what 
it was all about. 

DR.EXNER: Did you draft this decree--Document Number 
754-PS-without objection or resistance? 

JODL: This decree originated in much the same manner as the 
Commando Order. One of the Fuh'rer's civilian adjutants advised 
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me that Terboven wished to speak to the Fiihrer. He had had 
trouble with the Wehmacht in Norway because of the evacuation of 
the civilian population from northern Norway. The civilian adjutant 
said he wanted to advise me first before he established connections 
with Terboven by telephone- Thereupon I a t  once had inquiries 
made through my staff of the commander in Norway-Finland. I 
was told that the Wehrmacht-the commander of the Wehrmacht in 
Norway had rejected Terboven's proposals and did not consider 
them possible on such a large scale. In the meantime Terboven had 
spoken with the Fiihrer. I then remonstrated with the Fuhrer and 
told him that, in the first place, the decree and Terboven's intention 
were not practicable on such a scale, and secondly, that there was 1 
no necessity for it on such a large scale. I said that it would 
be better to leave it to the discretion of Generaloberst Rendulic to 
decide what he wanted or had to destroy for military reasons. The 
Fuhrer however, incited by Terboven, insisted on the decree's being 
issued on the grounds of these arguments which I had to set down. ' 

But it was certainly not carried out to td+ extent. This is also 
shown by the report of the Norwegian Government, and i t  can also 
be seen from personal discussions between me and my brother. 

DR. EXNXR: Now let us turn to something else. When there 
were drafts and proposals to be submritted to the Fiihrer, you often 
voiced objections and presented, arguments. I t  seems remarkable 
that when matters contrary to international law were contemplated 
you raised no objections on the grounds of international law or on 
moral grounds, but you mostly voiced objections of a practical 
nature or from considerations of opportunity. Can you tell u s  briefly 
why you acted in this manner? 

JODL: I already 'told you that when I gave my reasons for the 
formulation of the proposal not to renounce the Geneva Convention. 

DR. EXNER: Namely? 

JODL: This form had to be chosen to meet with any success with 
the Fuhrer. 

DR. EXNER: Yes, that is sufficient. Now, you said . 
MR. ROBERTS: Your Lordship, I object to this merely in  the 

interest of time, because it is exactly the same evidence which was 
given yesterday; and, in  my submission, it is pure repetition. 

DR. EXNER: This discussion a t  Reichenhall was mentioned today. 
Please tell us briefly how i t  came about that you made such state- 
ments in Reichenhall or how such directives as you described today 
were decided upon in Reichenhall? 

JODL: I have already testified about the conversation with the 
Fuhrer. 
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DR. EXNER: Yes, it was only a question of provisions. . . 
TIlE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, the defendant has just told us that 

he has given evidence about this already. 

DR. EXNER: Yes, about the conversation which preceded it, but 
you did not testify about the actual conversation at Reichenhall. 

JODL: NO, I have not yet spoken of the actual conversation at 
Reichenhall. 

DR. EXNER: Please be brief. 
JODL: In regard to this conversation at Reichenhall-that is, the 

orientation of the three officers of my staff-Warlimont's description 
is somewhat different from mine. He is confusing here the earlier 
events with the later ones, which is not surprising, because from 
20 July until the time he  was arrested, he was ill at home 
with severe concussion of the brain and complete loss of memory. Up 
to the time he was captured he was no longer fit for service. That 
my description is the right one may be readily seen from the notes 
in the War Diary of the Naval Operations Staff. It is stated there 
that these divisions would be transferred to the East only to prevent 
Russia from taking the Romanian oil field&. 

DR. EXNER: I should like to correct one paint which, it seems 
to me, was presented erroneously by the Russian prosecutor. He 
said that Goring and Keitel did not consider the war against Russia 
to be a preventive war. On Page 5956 of the record (Volume IX, 
Page 344) it states that Goring, too, considered the war to be a 
preventive one and that he only differed in opinion from the Fiihrer 
insofar as he would have chosen a different period of time for this 
preventive war. Keitel was, in general, of the same opinion. 

Furthermore, the Russian prosecutor submitted a document, 
Number 683-PS. I do not know what exhibit number he gave. I 
cannot quite see how this document is to be connected with Jodl; 
and I have the idea that may be a matter of signature, for the docu- 
ment is signed "Joel," who is not at all identical with the Defendant 
Jodl. I just wanted to draw attention to this point. Perhaps there 
is simply a mistake in the names. 

Further, the Prosecution said that the defendant made a remark 
about partisans being hanged upside down, and so on. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, you have simply made a state-
ment, which you are not entitled to do, about this document. If 
you want to prove it by evidence you should ask the witness about 
it. You have told us that this document has nothing to do with Jodl, 
and that the signature on i t  is somebody else's. Why didn't you ask 
the witness? 

I am told just now that it has already been proved that i t  isn't 
Jodl's document. 
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DR. EXNER: The translations this morning w'ere bad; I do not 
remember having heard that. I do not know whether it is permis-
sible for me now in this connection to read something from a ques- 
tionnaire? It is only one question and an answer in connection with 
this remark about the hanging of prisoners, and so on. Is that 
permissible? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, if it arises out of the cross-examination. 

DR. EXNER: Yes; the Russian prosecutor brought up the ques- 
tion of whether the defendant made this remark during the discus- 
sions about the prisoners, in connection with the guerrilla directive- 
that members of guerrilla bands could also be quartered during 
combat. 

There it says: 
"Question: Is it true or not. ..?" 

Oh yes, I must say that is my Document Number Jodi-60, Exhibit -
Number AJ-7. Page 189 of Volume I11 of my document bo;kek- It is 
an interrogatory d General Euhle, which was made in America. 

Then it says: 
"Question: 'According to a stenographic transcript, you also 
took part in a report on the military situation on the evening 
of 1 December 1942, which resulted in a lengthy discussion 
between the f i h r e r  and Jd l  as to combating partisans in the 
East. Is that correct?' 
"Answer: 'I took part in this discussion, but I no longer 
remember the exact date.' " 

THE PRESIDENT: What page did you say, Dr. Exner? 

MX. ROBERTS: My Lord, it is the third page of the third book- 
or the third document in the third book. 

DR. EXNER: It is Page 189. I have just read Question 4. Now 
I come to Question 5: 

"Question: 'Is i t  or is it not correct that on this occasion Jodl 
asked the Fiihrer to return the directive which had been 
drawn up in his office relative to the combating of partisans?' 

"Answer: 'That is correct.' 
"Question 6: 'Is it or is i t  not correct that in this draft the 
burning of villages was expressly prohibited?' 

"Question 7: 'Is it or is it not correct that the Fiihrer wanted 
to have this prohibition rescinded?' 

"Answer: 'Since I never had the draft of the directive in my 
hands, I do not know for certain if the burning of villages was 
expressly prohibited. However this is to be assumed, because 
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I remember that the Fiihrer protested against individual pro- 
visions of the directive and demanded the burning down of 
villages.' 
"Question 8: 'Is it or is it not correct that the Fuhrer also had 
misgivings about the draft because he did not want any 
restrictions to be placed on sold'iers who were directly engaged 
in combating the partisans?' " 

According to the minutes Jodl stated in reply: 
"Thisis out of the question here. During the fighting they can 
do whatever they like, they can hang them, hang them upside 
down or quarter them; i t  says nothing about that. The only 
limitation applies to reprisals after the fighting in those areas 
in which the partisans were active.. . . 
"Answer: 'It is correct that the Fiihrer had fundamental mk-
givings about these restrictions. Jodl's remark is correct as 
far as its contents are concerned. I can no longer recall his 
exact words.' 
"Question 9: 'IS i t  or is it not correct that following this 
remark all those present'-Fiihrer, Keitel, Kranke, and you 
yourself-'including the Fuhrer, laughed and the Fiihrer 
abandoned his standpoint? ' 
"Answer: 'It is probable that all of us laughed on account of 
Jodl's remark. Whether after this the Fuhrer really abandoned 
his standpoint I do not know for certain. However, it seem 
probable to me.' 
"Question 10: 'Then how were the expressions "hang, hang 
upside down, quartered," interpreted?' 
"Answer: 'The expressions, "hang," "hang upside down," 

-
"quartered," could in this connection only be interpreted as 
an ironical remark and be understood to mean that in accord- 
ance with the directive no further restrictions were to be 
placed on the soldiers in combat.' 
"Question 11: 'Could you perhaps say something about Jodl's 
fundamental attitude towards the obligation of the Wehrmacht 
to observe the provisions of international law in wartime?' 
"Answer: 'I do not know Jodl's fundamental attitude. I only 
know that Keitel, who was Jodl's and my own immediate 
superior, always endeavored to observe the provisions of inter- 
national law. . .' 
"Question 12: 'Did you ever have the experience yourself 
that Jodl influenced the Fiihrer to issue an order which 
violated international law? ' 
"Answer: 'No.' " 
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THE PRESIDENT: None of that last part arises out of the cross- 
examination. 

DR. EX-NER: Did you have anything to do with prisoners of war? 

JODL: I had nothing at all to do with prisoners of war. I t  was 
the general Armed Forces Department which dealt with them. 

DR. EXNER: Now, one last question. 
I t  is alleged by the Prosecution, and during yesterday's exami- 

nation i t  was reaffirmed, that there was or had been a conspiracy 
between political and military leaders for the waging of aggressive 
wars and that you were a member of that conspiracy. Can you say 
anything else about that before we finish? 

JODL: There was no conspiracy. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner, the Tribunal does not think that 

that really arises out of the cross-examination. Anyhow, he said it 
already; he said that he was not a member of a conspiracy. There 
is no use repeating hiis evidence. 

DR. EXNER: It  was again said yesterday that there was a very 
close connection with the Party and the members of the Party and, 
of course, that is connected with the conspiracy. That is why I 
should have thought the question permissible. 

THE PRESIDENT: He said already that he was not a member 
of the conspiracy. 

DR. EXNER: In that case, I have no further questions. 

DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, I merely wish to join in the 
objection which Dr. Nelte has raised to the written statement of 
Lieutenant General Von Osterreich. I refer to the reasons which he 
has given. That is all. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle) : Defendant Jodl, you s p o k e 1  
think it was the day before yesterday-about the number of SS 
divisions at  the end of the war. Do you remember that? 

JODL: Yes. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): I think you said there were 35 at  
the end of the war. Is that right, 35 about? 

JODL: If I remember rightly, I said between 35 and 38. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Right. Now, what I want to be 
clear about is this. You were referring only to Waffen-SS divisions, 
were you not? Only the Waffen-SS? 

JODL: Yes, only the Waffen-SS. It  is true they were. . . 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Were they completely co-ordinated 

into the A m y  and under the command of the Army? 
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JODL: For tactical operations they came under the Wehrmacht 
commanders, but not for disciplinary matters. As regards the latter 
their superior was, and remained, Himmler, even when they were 
fighting. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Was discipline the only thing 
that brought them under Himmler's jurisdiction? 

JODL: He was also looked upon as their commander for all 
practical purposes. That is seen from the fact that the condition of 

' 
the divisions, their equipment, and their losses were frequently or 
almost exclusively reported to the Fiihrer by Himmler himself. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): When had they been co-ordinated 
into the Army? When? What year? 

JODL: They were co-ordinated into the Wehrmacht at the begin- 
ning of the war, at the moment when the Polish campaign began. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Now, only one other question, 
about Russia; I want to see if I understood your point of view clearly. 
You feared an invasion of Germany by Russia; is that right? 

JODL: I expected, at a certain moment, either political blackmail 
on the strength of the large troop concentration or an attack. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddte): Now, please, Defendant, I. asked 
you if you did not fear an attack by Russia. You did at one time, 
did you not? 

JODL: Yes, I was afraid of that. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): AIL right. When was that? When? 

JODL: It began through. .. 
THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): When did you fear it? When did 

you first fear that attack? 

JODL: I had that fear for the first time during the summer of 
1940; it arose from the first talks with the Fiihrer at the Berghof 
on 29 July. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Then from the military point of 
view, from that moment on, it was necessary for you to attack first, 
was it not? 

JODL: After the political clarification, only then; up to then it 
had only been a conjecture. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): How could you afford to wait for 
the political clarifying work if you were afraid of an immediate 
attack? 

JODL: For that reason we increased our ddensive measures to 
begin with, until the spring of 1941. Up to then we only took 
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measures for defense. I t  was not until February 1941 we began 
concentrating troops for an attack. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Bjddle): Now, then, just one other ques- 
tion. I am not at  all clear on this. During that attack did you then 
advise that Germany attack first, or did you advise that Germany 
should not attack? What was your advice? You saw this danger; 
what did you do about it? 

JODL: That problem, too, like most of the others, was the sub- 
ject of a written statement I made to the Fiihrer in which I drew 
his attenticn to the tremendous military effects of such a decision. 
One knew of course how the campaign would begin, but no human 
being could imagine how i t  would end.  . . 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): We have heard all that. I did 
not want to go into that. What I wanted to get at  is this: You were 
afraid that Russia was going to attack. If that was true, why didn't 
you advise Germany to attack at once? You were afraid Russia 
would attack, and yet you say you advised against moving into 
Russia. I do not undekstand. 

JODL: That is not the case. I did not advise against marching 
into Russia; I merely said that if there were no other possibility 
and if there was really no political way of avoiding the danger, then 
I, too, could only see the possibility of a preventive attack. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Bi,ddle): That is. all. Thank you. 

THE PRESIDENT: The defendant can return to the dock. 

[The defendant left the stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Exner? 

DR. EXl\TER: I have four witnesses to bring before the Tribunal, 
but I should like to begin by making a request. In consideration of 
my lame leg may I leave it to my colleague Jahrreis to question 
these four witnesses? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, certainly, Dr. Exner. 
Dr. Exner, the Tribunal wishes me to say that we allow another 

counsel to examine the witnesses as an exception to our general rule 
that only one counsel may appear in court and in the presentation 
of the case on behalf of the defendant. We will make this exception 
in your favor. 

PROFESSOR DR. HERMANN JAHRREISS (Counsel for Defend- 
ant Jodl): In that case, w'ith the permission of the Tribunal, I will 
call the first witness, General Horst Freiherr von Buttlar-Brandenfels. 

[The witness Von Buttlar-Brandenfel took the stand.] 

THE PR.ESIDENT: Will you state your name, please? 
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GENERAL HORST FREIHERR VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS 
(Witness): Horst Freiherr von Buttlar-Brandenfels. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat the oath after me: I swear 
by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

[The witness repeated the oath.] 

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. JAHRR;EISS: Witness, were you in the Wehrmacht Opera- 
tions Staff during the war? -

YON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS : Yes; 

DR. JAHRREISS: During what period? i 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I was a member of the Wehr- 

macht Operations Staff from 1 January 1942 until 1'5 November 1944. 

DR. JAHRREISS: What was your position on the staff? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I was first General Staff 
officer of the Army, and in my capacity as department chief I was 
in charge of the Operations Department of the Army. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I am going to have a document shown you, 
Document Number 823-PS, Exhibit Number RF-359. It is in docu-
ment book Jodl, second volume, Page 158. Will you please be good 
enough to have a look a t  it. 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Do you want me to read the 
whole document? 

DR. JAHRREISS: I want you to glance through it. Who is the 
author of the document? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: It  is written by the Wehr- 
macht Operations Staff, Department QU, Administration Group. 

DR. JAHRREISS: By whom is i t  signed? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I t  is signed by me. 

DR. JAHRREISS: By you. To what extent is that document con- 
nected with the Defendant Jodl? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFEU:The document has nothing at 
all to do with the Defendant Jodl. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Then please will you look at  the signatures at 
the upper right-hand corner on the first page; there is ,  an initial 
which can be read as a "J." 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: That must be a mistake. The 
initial is exactly the same as the one which appears below in the 
signature to the written note, and this initial is that of the Chief 
of the Quartermaster Department, Colonel Polleck. 
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DR. JAHRREISS: Colonel Polleck? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: If you will look a t  Page 2, 

you will see two signatures at the bottom. The first must be that 
of the expert. I cannot recognize it for certain. I take it  for the 
signature of the Senior Administrative Counsellor Niehments. 

DR. JAHRREISS: You mean the initial behind which there are 
the Numbers 4 or 9 for the date? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I mean the top one. 

DR. JAHRREISS: The top one? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: The top one. The bottom 
Initial is the signature, the initials of Colonel Polleck. When the 
document had been submitted to the Chief of the OKW i t  was 
returned tm me. Then I initialed it  again at the top, and marked it 
for the Quartermaster Department, that is the "QU" underlined at 
the top. Then it was again initialed by the "QU" chief, and after 
that i t  is marked "Administrative Group" and initialed again by the 
man who dealt with it. In addition I should like to point out that 
all this relates to prisoners of war, and that was a field of work 
with which Jodl actually had nothing to do. In the quartermaster 
and organizational branches of the Armed Forces Operations Staff 
we had several fields of work which, although they came from his 
staff. . . 

DR. JAHRREISS: Just a minute, Witness. I do not mind your 
giving us a lecture, but I should like to get to the point. There are 
remarks in the margin of this document, do you see them? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes. 
DR. JAHRREISS: Is any one of them written by Jodl? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: No, they are initialed with a 
"K" for Field Marshal Keitel. 

DR. JAHRREISS: But the French Prosecution assert that these 
are comments made by Jadl on the prisoner-of-war question; and if 
I understood you correctly, you mean to say that this was not 
possible at all for reasons of competency? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Apart from the fact that 
there is not a mark on the document made by Jodl, i t  is unlikely 
that Jodl had any knomwledge of the affair at all, because of the way 
in which it had to be dealt with. 

DR. JAHRREISS: But is it not correct, Witness, that Department 
"QU" came under Jodl? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Actually, it is correct, but in 
"QU" Department, just as in "Org." Department there were several 
fields of work which the Generalaberst had given up and which 
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were dealt with either directly by the head of the department, or 
t h r o ~ hthe deputy chief, with the Chid of the OKW. 

DR. JAHRREISS: You say prisoner-of-war questions were among 
those, is that true? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Among other things also the 
question of prisoners of war. 

DR. JAHRREISS: What other work did this Department "QU" 
have? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENF'ELS: As its main task or in its first 
department, "QU-1," Department "QU" looked after nothing but 
supplies and also supervised the provisioning of the various theaters 
of war, which came directly under the OKW. The second depart- 
ment was occupied mainly with military administration, and the 
third department dealt with general questions, such as the prisoner- 
of-war system-for example, questions concerning international 
law and so on. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Then I have just one more question about these 
organizational matters. Were all the departments of the Armed 
Forces Operations Staff in the Fuhrer's headquarters? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENF'ELS: No; for example we had the 
"Org." Department, an organizational department, which was not 
located a t  headquarters but in the neighborhood of Berlin. 

DR. JAHRREISS: If I have understood you correctly, the affairs 
of Department "QU" by-passed Jodl, so to speak, and were handled 
with the Chief of OKW? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Not in every case, but in a 
certain number of cases. 

DR. JAHRREISS: At all events the question of prisoners of war? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Certainly, the question of 
prisoners of war. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Thank you. Witness, what position did you 
have at the beginning OLE the war? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: At the beginning of the war 
I was the second General Staff officer in the Central Department of 
the General Staff of the Army. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Would you speak a little more slowly. And 
what were your duties there? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: My department dealt with 
the filling of positions in the higher command offices for mobilization. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Those of the General Staff officers of the 
OKW too? 
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VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS : Yes, those, too. 
DR. JAHRREISS: General, do you know who was meant to be 

Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff in the event of mobili- 
zation from 1October 1939 on? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes, General Von Sodenstern 
was meant to hold this position for the next mobilization year. 

DR. JAIIRREISS: Am I to understand that if the war had 
broken out after 1 October-let us say on 5 or 6-then Jodl would 
not have been Chid of the Armed Forces Operations Staff at all? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I am not sure of the date on 
which the new mobilization year of 1939 to 1940 began. From that 
time on . .  . 

MR. ROBERTS: I submit this testimony is not relevant to any 
issue in this case at all, and it  may be somewhat interesting to know 
the answers that are submitted have no relevancy a t  all. 

THE PRESIDENT: I don't quite understand what the relevancy 
of the evidence at the moment is. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, if the Prosecution are right that 
the Defendant Jodl belonged to a group of conspirators aiming a t  
world conquest and if, as the Prosecution say, that group of con-
spirators obtained use of the German state machine to achieve their 
aims, then it must be a somewhat peculiar state system when con- 
spirators are changed periodically. To that extent I believe the case 
must be presented to the Tribunal for consideration. 

THE PRESIDENT: Has he been given the dates of his exchanges, 
without any cross-examination? He went to Vienna a t  a certain 
date, he came ba& at another date, and we have no challenge of that. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, that is a different question. The 
Defendant Jodl has said that if mobilization was decreed before 
1 October he was Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff 
and had to leave Vienna for Berlin. Now the witness says that this 
was only up to the new mobilization year and that then the other 
would have come along if the war had broken out 14 days later. I 
think.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Surely that is extraordinarily remote, Dr. Jahr- 
re&. You show us a matter of surmise about what would have 
happened if something else would have happened. That does not 
help us very much. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, the testimony of the witness is 
not a mere conjecture. He only said that the person who held this 
important podtion was disposed of in a routine manner according to 
date. That was the only thing to be shown. 

May I continue, Mr. President? 
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THE PRESIDENT: No, in the interest of time and an expdt ious  
trial, the Tribunal rules you may not go i n b  that. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, if I now ask you about a certain field 
of activity which you just mentioned, it  is because I assume that 
you have particularly expert knowledge of it. Is it true that you 
were officially connected with the suppression of partisans? 

VON BUT%'AR-BRANDENFEU: Yes. The chief authority for 
combating guFrXIl5s-was turned over to my department toward the 
end of the summer of 1942, and the tactical basis for combating 
guerrillas was dealt with by my department from that date on. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Are you familiar with the pamphlet on the 
1 suppression of partisans, issued in May 1944? 

1-


VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFEW: Yes, the leaflet was ,drawn 
up in my department. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Was that the first one, or had there been a 
previous regulation concerning guerrilla warfare? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes. In the autumn d 1942 a 
short and incomplete directive had been issued on the subject of 

I combating guerrillas. At that time we were still comparatively 
inexperienced; and since guerrilla fighting had not been anticipated 
in peacetime, we first had to get further experience. 

DR. JAHRREISS: In this connection I am interested particularly 
in the guerrilla fighting in the East and Southeast, on the subject d 
which the Prosecution have shown that they have a very definite 
idea. Is it correct to  speak of a "guerrilla war," as has been done 
here several times? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: It is correct according to the 
extent and danger which guerrilla fighting assumed, given its limi- 
tations in regard to time and space. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Does that mean that the characteristics d this 
fighting went beyond the general conception of the franc-tireur 
system? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: In extent, yes. In the meth- 
ods, no. 

DR. JAHRREISS: What do you mean by "extent"? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I mean by "extent" the 

dimensions of the area affected by guerrilla fighting. 
DR. JAHRREISS: Was it  therefore unusual with regard to 

territory or with regard to people involved? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: The guerrilla fighting was 

1/ 	 certainly un-wal-both in regard to its territorial extent and the 
people wlho took part in it. 
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DR. JAHRREISS: Do you know, Witness, whether there were 

many Jcws in these guerrilla groups in the East and Southeast? 


VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I do not remember that ammg 

the hundreds of reports I received on guerrilla fighting, there was 

everany mention of Jews. If there were Jews in these groups it  can 

only have been to a very limited extent. 


DR. JAHRREISS: But it  has been asserted here that this anti-

guerrilla warfare was carried on for the purpose of exterminating 

the Jews; is that true? 


VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I never heard anything about 
that. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Or the extermination of the Slavs? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: There again, I never heard so 

much as a hint of such a thing. Such an interpretation would have 
been quite contrary to the intentions of the military leaders. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Why? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: The military command had a 

very definite interest in seeing a peaceful country and a productive 
population behind every-front; and every measure which aimed at 
this was always welcomed by the military authorities. Every soldier 
we had to use in guerrilla fighting was urgently needed a t  the front. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Was the policy in the East carried out as the 
Wehrmacht command wished for their purposes? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Without any doubt that was 
not the case, because the Wehrmacht would have been glad to see 
a different policy in the East for the very sake of its volunteer units. 
We ourselves. with our own methods, made attempts to reach a 
bloo_dless pacification of the country even ammg the guerrillas. Big -
propaganda campaigns were undertaken there to induce the guer- . 
rillas to stop fighting. In certain cases there were special negotiations 
with individual groups; and, although they were limited to certain 
occasions and periods, these were most successful, 

DR. JAHRREISS: Do you know General Von Pannewitz? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes. General Von Pannewitz 

was the Commander of the 1st Cossack Division. 

DR. JAHRREISS: When, please? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: It must have been during 1943: 

DR. JAHRREISS: Is it correct that this General, as Commandkr 
of the 1st Cossack Division, this volunteer division, once complained 
to the OKW about the difficulties he was having in his division? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes. General Von Pannewitz 
is a friend of mine from my old regiment. He came to see me at 
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headquarters and on that occasion-in the summer of 1943 or maybe 
during the autumn-talked to me in detail about the state cvf afTaifs 
in recruiting his troops and the difficulties he was experiencing with 
the morale of his unit, particularly because of the Government's 
policy in the East. At that time he complained particularly about the 
f ~ dthat the Government's policy held up no national aim for his 
division; and he made other complaints about the difficulties 
incurred by the members of his division a t  that time who were 
partly on the road and had to be settled. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Did Jodl take care of the affair? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes. After the visit I reported 
the subject of, our conversation to the Generaloberst and asked him 
to use his influence in the interests of our volunteer units. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Influence on whom do you mean? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Influence on the Fuhrer. 
DR, JAHRREISS: But you told me that Jodl was not competent 

for this? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Generaloberst Jodl ... 
THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Jahrreiss, what is the relevancy of this, 

about some general who commanded a Cossack Division and that he 
had difficulties with morale? What has that got to do with this case? 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, that was a preparatory question. 
I am now coming to the real question. It  is the question of the 
dividing up of competency and responsibility. I was just about to 
ask the witness the decisive question. 

!Turning to the witness.] General. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: What relevancy have the preparatory ques- 

tions got to do with the decisive question? How can a visit of this 
general have anything to do with it? What is the decisive question? 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, if I am to give the reason for 
that, then I will have to tell the witness what I want him to tell me. 
Then my question will become a leading one. 

THE PRESIDENT: Well, that is not an unusual thing in this 
Court. 

DR. JAHRR.EISS: Yes, but I did not want to make that mistake. 
THE PRESIDENT: Well, go on, Dr. Jahrreiss. The Tribunal 

hopes that you won't take up too much time over these preliminary 
questions which are leading to decisive ones. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I am sorry, but I did not understand. 
THE PRESIDENT: I said, the Tribunal hopes that you will not 

take up too much time with these preparatory questions before the 
decisive one. 
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DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, I can abbreviate the exami-
nation of the witness a great deal because I am in possession of an 
affidavit by this witness. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Laternser, why are you a t  the microphone? 

DR. LATERNSER: I thought, My Lard, that Dr. Jahrreiss had 
'finished with his interrogation, that he had no more questions to 
put to the witness. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, there is a misunderstanding. 
The witness has, in fact, already answered my question. 

THE PRESIDENT: He has' answered it, has he? 

DR. JAHRREISS: Yes, he has answered it. I merely wanted to 
enlarge on it a little further bu t . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: Then you have finished, have you,Dr. Jahrrebs? 

DR. JAHRREISS: Yes. I now have no further questions to put to 
the witness. 

DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, I can shorten the examination 
considerably because I have an  affidavit from the witness which he  
made on 20 May 1946. If it is my turn, I propose to submit this 
affidavit to the Tribunal. But so that I may not be reproached for 
not having ascertained the facts when the witness was available in 
the courtroom, I will now ask the witness whether the contents of 
the affidavit of 20 May 1946, are correct. 

[Turning to the witness.] witness, are the contents of the affidavit 
which was given me, dated 20 May 1946, correct? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: They are correct. 

DR. LATERNSER: Witness, do you know General Heusinger? 

'VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes, I know General Heu-
singer. 
/--

DR. LATERNSER: The Prosecution in their case against the 
General Staff submitted Affidavit Number 20, Document Number 
3717-PS, Exhibit Number USA-564; and on Page 2, Figure 4, this 
general makes the following statement. I quote: 

"It has always been my personal view that the treatmekt of '; 

the civilian population in operational areas and the methods 
d guerrilla fighting in  the operational zone offered a welcome 
opportunity for the supreme political and military leadership 
to carry out their aims, that is to say, to bring about the 
systematic reduction d Slavs and Jews." 
I want to ask you now, can you explain how General Heusinger 

could have arrived at  that view? 
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VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I worked closely with General 
Heusinger and very often I talked to him about questions concerning 
anti-guerrilla warfare. 

DR. LATERNSER: Yes. 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: He never said anything to me 
which might express this view and I cannot explain this statement 
of his, because it is entirely contrary to the basic views of the 
military leaders in regard to the conduct of anti-guerrilla warfare. , 

DR. LATERNSER: Thank you. Why was the general command 
over anti-guerrilla fighting in the East in 1943, as well as  in Italy 
at the end of 1943 and the beginning of 1944, transferred to H i m z  
ler by the Fuhrer's order? ,-

-

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: The Fiihrer always held the 
view that anti-guerrilla warfare was predominantly a task for the 
Police and that police forces were more suited to carrying i t  out 

) than the partly over-aged security forces of the Army which we' could &tail for these tasks. Just how far Himmler wanted to obtain 
, a new increase of power in this connection I do mt know, nor how 

far  he might have suggested it to the Fiihrer. 

DR. LATERNSER: What was the attitude of the OKW and 
especially of the Armed Forces Operations Staff to this decree of 
Hitler's? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: It must be emphasized first of 
all in this connection that, so far as operational areas were con-
cerned, there was no change. The operational area remained until 
the end, in the case of guerrilla warfare too, under the orders of the 
commanding generals. In the remaining areas the Armed Forces 
Operations Staff Qd not altogether disagree with this arrangement, 
because we hoped that in these zones the Reichduhrer SS would be 
in a position to use some of his reserves, which were m ~ t l y  
unknown to us; and we should then have some forces released for 
the front. 

DR. LATERNSER: Do you remember, Witness, that the Com- 
mander, Southwest made an urgent request to be excepted from this 
measure, that is, from transferring his authority in anti-guerrilla 
warfare to Himmler? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: These cases were discussed 
with General Westphal several times over the telephone, and I con- 
sider it possible that he might have made such a suggestion at that 
time. 

DR. LATERNSER: You yomself did not dliscuss it wlith the 
Commander, Southwest? 
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VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: With the chief? 
DR. LATERNSER: With the chief, yes. A s  you have just said, 

before the war you were in the Central Department of the General 
Staff of the Army; and, as I know, the filling of the higher command 
positions was handled there, boo. Now I want to ask you on what 
principles they based their selection d commanding generals of 
army groups and armies? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: These appointments were 
made according to ability and length of service, and the peacetime 
appointments formed the framework for filling positions at  the time 
of mobilization. 

DR. LATERNSER: Were these appointments of the higher com- 
manders carried out sh-ictly from a military standpoint? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: These nominations b k  place 
entirely on the strength of military considerations; and retired 
officers, some of whom I am convinced left because of political 
pressure, were again placed in responsible positions in the event of 
mobilization. I should like to cite as examples General Von Leeb, 
General Von Kressenstein, General Von Kleist, Generaloberst 
Von Hammerstein. 

DR. LATERNSER: And these officers you have just mentioned 
had already retired before the outbreak of the war but were meant 
to take over higher positions of command in the event of a 
mobilization? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: Yes. 
DR. LATERNSER: Did the Central Department, which had to fill 

these positions, ever learn that the military leaders had formed a 
group with the aim of carrying out aggressive wars and of dis- 
regarding international law in these wars of aggression? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: In the Central Department 
we knew nothing of the formation of such a group. Perhaps I may 
state in this connection that during the years 1937 to 1939 quite a 
number of General Staff officers came Do see Lieutenant Colonel 
Von Zielberg and me, as personnel administrators o~f the General 
Staff officers, and talked to us. The majority of these officers were 
chiefs of army corps, army, and army group general staffs; and 
they were, therefore, the confidential and responsible advisers of the 
commanding generals and commanders. These officers, just like 
their commanding generals, had fought in the first W a l d  War; and 
the opinion they always expressed to us was only that the German 
nation should be spared a second war. In spite of every positive 
attitude to the Fiihrer's successes, there was a certain anxiety about 
his policy and particularly about the rapid rearmament of the forces, 
which made careful work difficult. 
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After the Munich negotiations confidence increased a great deal 
and it was the general opinion of the officers that the Fiihrer would 
continue to be successful in maintaining peace. 

DR. LATERNSER: What was the attitude of the higher com-
manders towards Hitler after the Munich Agreement? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFEXS: After the Munich Agreement 
I concluded from my talks with General Staff officers that there was 
a general conviction among them that, thanks to his policy, the 
Fiihrer would continue to preserve peace. I remember that as late 
as  25 or 26 August I .saw the Fiihrer, a t  headquarters in  Zossen, 
having a conversation with Lieutenant Colonel Von Zielberg and 
several other officers. At that time these officers were still of the 
opinion that a war would not occur and that to render the F'iihrer's 
political aims feasible it was only necessary to keep the troops 
firmly under control so that no political catastrophe should be 
produced by the laying down of arms.. 

DR. LATERNSER: I think that is enough as far as this question 
is concerned. Now, regarding the Ardennes ORensive in December 
1944, at  what time were the preparations for that offensive begun? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: So far as I can remember.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: How can that have any relevance after about 

5 years of war? 

DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, for my next question I should 
Like to ask the witness who of the commanding generals were 
informed of this offensive and when. I t  is important to ascertain 
what co-operation there was among the group. I beg you to allow 
me to put this question. It is the last but one. The one I just  
mentioned is the last. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well, go on. 
DR. LATERNSER: When were the preparations for the Ardennes 

Offensive begun? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: As far  as I can remember, 

the first preparations were begun in about September 1944. 

DR. LATEENSER: When were the commanding generals informed 
of these intentions and were commanding generals who did mt take 
part in the offensive informed before i t  began? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: To the last question I can 
answer, "no." The first question I cannot answer as far as the date 
is concerned; but I do know that in the zone which was propwed for 
the offensive there had already been troop movements ordered by 
the supreme command before the Commander, West, who was 
responsible, was inf onned and that he therefore made frequent 
inquiries of us asking for an explanation of these movements. 



DR.LATERNSER: The Commander, West, who later on had to 
direct the offensive, was not previously informed qbbout the move-
ments and transfer of divisions for the offensive, all ofwhich took 
place in his very territory? 
VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENF'ELS: Yes. Later on, of course, he 

was informed. 

DR. LATERNSER: Thank you. I have no further questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal will adjourn. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 8 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 



ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTIETH DAY 


Saturday, 8 June 1946 

Morning Session 

[The witness Von Buttlar-Brandenfels resumed the stand.] 
MAFSHAL: May it please the Tribunal, the report is made that 

the Defendants Hess and Raeder are absent. 

THE PRESIDENT: With reference to the applications for wit- 
nesses and documents that were malde the other day in Court, I 
will take them in the order in which they were dealt with in Court. 

The first application is the application of Kaltenbrunner, and 
the three witnesses which he asks for are allowed: Tiefenbacher, 
Kandruth, and Strupp. 

The application of the Defendant Schirach is rejected. 
The applications of the Defend'ants Hess and Frank for General 

Donovan are rejected. 
The applications of the Defendants Speer and Keitel are granted, 

and the application of the Defendant Jadl for an affidavit I think 
was granted yesterday. 

The application for the Defendant Goring for two witnesses, 
Stuckart and Bunnath is granted, but on the condition that three 
witnesses only may be called upon the subject concerned. 

With reference to the application of the Defendant H m ,  the 
Tribunal order as follows: 

The affidavit of the former Ambassador Gaus of the 17th of 
May 1946 is rejected on the ground that i t  is not in accordance 
with the permission given on May 14, 1946, but purports to incor- 
porate not merely the substance but also the form of the secret 
treaties, and the form embraced in the affidavit is not identified 
as being correct either by a person who made the copies or by 
one who compared them with the originals. Such copies cannot be 
received in evidence, and the Tribunal have twice ruled to this 
effect. The matter of importance to the issues before the Tribunal 
is not the form of the treaties, but their contents, and evidence 
of their contents is already before the Tribunal by the testimony 
of three witnesses. The admission of this affidavit would add noth- 
ing to the proof before the Tribunal. The same is true of the 
proposal to call Gaus as a witness, who would only support evi- 
dence as to the contents of the treaties which has not been 
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contradicted. The motion of the 23d of May 1946 to reconsider the 
Tribunal's former decision and the motion of the 24th of May 
1946 to call Gaus as a witness care accordingly denied. 

There is one other matter with which the Tribunal propose 
to deal, and i t  is this: In the future, counsel for the organizations 
which the Prosecution have asked the Tribunal to  declare to be 
criminal will not be permitted to examine or to cross-examine any 
witnesses other than the defendants in this Court. If they wish to 
examine or to cross-examine those witnesses, they must call them 
before the commissions which are now sitting for the taking of 
evidence on the questions with which the organizations are con-
cerned. 

That is all. 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: I should like to voice a further request for 
the case of Von Papen. I already submitted a written request on 
6 June. This was discussed with the Prosecution, apd the General 
Secretary has instructed me to bring this matter to  the attention of 
the Court. 

Prince Erbach-Schonberg has filled out an interrogatory. His 
answers, however, are partially incomplete and sometimes mis-
leading, and it is therefore necessary to supplement them. I 
suggest that Prince Erbach, who is in Gmunden in the American-
occupied zone of Austria, be brought here and interrogated-out- 
side of this Court but in the presence of the Prosecution-to 
supplement this interrogatory. 

My associate received a letter some days ago from Count Pfeil, 
who is living in Bad Ischl, which is also in the American-occupied 
zone of Austria, not far from Gmunden, the residence of Prince 
Erbach. In this letter he has made detailed statements about the 
contacts which the Defendant Von Papen had with the circle of 
conspirators involved in the attempted assassination of 20 July. 
Since this question was raised by the witness Gisevius, the Defense 
feel themselves bound to discuss it in the presentation of evidence, 
although they attach no great importance to it. This evidence can 
probably be produced by means of an affidavit. 

I ask that Count Pfeil be brought here with Prince Erbach at 
the same time so that he can depose an affidavit in the presence of 
the Prosecution. It is absolutely essential to bring both of these 
witnesses here, because the case of Von Papen is imminent, and 
we could not take care of these matters by correspondence. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Kubuschok, will you draw our attention 
to the particular points in which you say that the interrogatory of 
Prince Erbach-Schonberg is incomplete or misleading? 
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DR. KUBUSCHOK: In connection with one of the preceding 
questions of this interrogatory, Prince Erbach answered that the 
Defendant Von Papen had desired to achieve his assignment by 
peaceful means rather than, by the use of force. The witness 
answered a later question as to whether the Defendant Von Papen 
acted in accordance with these political principles as follows: 

"As long as  I was there I had the impression that the Defend- 
ant Von Papen acted in accordance with these principles- 
that is, the establishment of relations by peaceful means 
rather than by the w of force." 
This last statement contradicts the first half of the answer. 

Moreover, this latter p h r d n g  scarcely corresponds to the facts. 
THE PRESIDENT: Are you saying that that answer is incom- 

plete or contradictory? 
DR. KUBUSCHOK: There is a contradiction. "Rather than by 

force" contradicts the first half of his reply, that he acted according 
to these principles. These questions. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: The answer that I have got is: 
"As long as I was there I had the impression that the Defend- 
ant Von Papen acted according to this policy of establishing 
relations through peaceful means rather than force." 
There is nothing contradictory in that, in English. 
DR. KUBUSCHOK: In the German text it says, "rather than 

with force." The word "rather" disturbs me, and is a contradiction. 
It does not mean the same thing-namely, that he wanted to bring 
about connections in a peaceful manner only and not by force. 

THE PRESIDENT: It means the same thing. It means that he 
wanted to establish the relations by peaceful means rather than 
with forceful means. "Not by force" he means. 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: This version might lead to the assumption 
that the Defendant Von Papen may even have considered non-
peaceful means. We want to prove, in accordance with the fore- 
going answer, that he rejected all means other than peaceful means 
from the beginning, and never introduced them into his discussions. 
However, if the High Tribunal interpret the interrogatory in the 
manner which has just been stated, then I have no further reason 
to supplement it. 

THE PRESIDENT: It couldn't mean anything else in English. 
I don't know what i t  could mean in German. 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: In the Gennan version it is translated, "I 
would prefer peaceful means to force; as a last resort, other than 
peaceful means might have to be considered." That would be the 
interpretation placed on the German translation. 
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We want to establish clearly the fact that none other than peace- 
ful methods were ever considered. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: To save any trouble, I should 
like to assure the Tribunal that the Prosecution accepted the answer 
in the sense which Your Lordship has just put. We shouldn't sug- 
gest for a moment that Prince Erbach would make any other answer 
than in the sense the Tribunal have accepted it. 

THE PRESIDENT: Perhaps a way of meeting the difficulty would 
be if you would agree to read the words in the sense "and not by 
force." 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: If Your Lordship pleases. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: Then, of course, I quite agree. And I should 
like to have the Tribunal's decision as t o  whether Count Pfeil is to 
be brought here to depose an  affidavit. 

THE PRESIDENT: You mean the other witness? 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: The second witness, Count Pfeil, who wrote 
the letter which we wish to submit to the High Tribunal in the 
fonn of an affidavit. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will consider that when we have heard 
Si r  David. 

Are there any other inconsistencies or contradictions which you 
wish to draw our attention to in  the Prince's interrogatory? 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: No. ' 

THE PRESIDENT: Has the letter of Count Pfeil been translated? 
DR. KUBUSCHOK: No, it has not as yet been translated. But i t  

is simply a letter, the identity of which we cannot prove, and that 
is why we wanted the affidavit in the proper form. 

THE PRESIDENT: Would the letter itself be sufficient if the 
Prosecution were prepared to admit the letter? 

DR. KUBUSCHOK: Yes, i t  would suffice, for we could certainly 
prove nothing more with the affidavit than what is contained in 
the letter. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: I have no objection to admitting 
the letter, My Lord. 

0 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. Thank you, Sir David. 
Then the interrogatories of Prince Erbach-Schonberg will be 

amended in the way that we have indicated, and the letter of Count 
Friedrich Karl von Pfeil will be admitted. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: I wonder if Your Lordship will 
allow me to mention one point that arose on Tuesday. 
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Your Lordship may remember that the Defendant Jodl said that 
he had not been permitted by the Prosecution to mention a docu-
ment. My Lord, a misunderstanding arose in this way. Your Lord- 
ship may remember that at an  early stage in dealing with witnesses 
and applications, I objected to general evidence of shackling because 
I said that the Prosecution had not made the evidence as to shack- 
ling by the Germans a part of their case, and therefore it did not 
seem to me an issue that need be pursued. I put that forward, and 
Mr. Roberts, who was dealing with the later stages, adopted the 
same line. 

Apparently that was understood as including an objection to the 
Wehnnacht order which the Defendant Jodl mentioned, and which 
he wanted to use as an answer to a broadcast of the British War 
Office. This, I think, is a further remark which could be made. I 
certainly didn't wish to object to the Defendant Jodl clarifying a 
Wehnnacht order that was part of the preparations for the Com- 
mando Order, and I said so  at the time. 

I should not like the Tribunal to think that I was making any 
reflection on the learned professors who are conducting the Defend- 
ant Jodl's case, or putting forward that they had made a basic 
accusation against me. I thought, therefore, the Tribunal would 
allow p e  just a moment to explain that i t  was a misunderstanding, 
and that neither of us feels that we have been injured in any way 
by the other by what has been said. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is there anything further that needs to be 
done with reference to the admission or introduction of this? 

SIR DAVID MAXWELLFYFE: Not at all, because I waived any 
objection to it, and the Defendant Jodl was permitted, in giving his 
evidence, to make a full explanation concerning it. I only wanted 
it understood how the misunderstanding had arisen, and that I did 
not feel that Professor Exner or Professor Jahrreiss had made any 
baseless charges against me in so doing. 

THE PRESIDENT: All right. 

SIR DAVID MAXWELLFYFE: Thank you very much. 

DR. NELTE: I should like to put one question to the witness. 
Witness, the charge has been made against the Defendant Field 

Marshal Keitel that-and 5 quote--"rather than back up his sub- 
ordinate officers and protect them, he threatened them; yes, he 
threatened to turn them over to the Gestapo." 

Can you give us facts about this charge which prove that this 
was not the case? 

VON BUTTLAR-BRANDENFELS: I can testify that Field Mar- 
shal Keitel, as superior, was always very well-disposed toward 
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the officers of the Armed Forces Operations Staff. For instance, the 
relations between himself and Colonel Moench, who was closely 
connected with him in his military capacity of Chief of the Organi- 
zation Division, were almost that of father and son; and he deeply 
lamented his death in action on the Eastern Front. 

I can also say that I myself, along with Lieutenant Colonel Ziehr- 
vogel, the A-1 man on my staff, on the basis of factual disagree- 
ment with the staff of the Reichsfuhrer SS, was in 1944 accused in 
a letter to Field Marshal Keitel of sabotaging the co-operation 
between OKW and Reichsfuhrer SS and the conduct of the war. 
In his reply, which I saw myself, Field Marshal Keitel defended us 
in every way, and said that he would take entire responsibility for 
everything done by his subordinate officers. 

DR. NELTE: Thank you very much. I have no further questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: Ls there any cross-examination? 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, I do not propme to cross-examine. 
That, of course, will not be taken that the Prosecution is accepting 
the truth of this evidence at all. But the whole question of atroc- 
ities in the East has been so thoroughly covered by evidence and by 
document, My Lord, I think it would be wrong and repetitious if 
I cross-examined. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes, Mr. Roberts. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, there was one other point. Dr. Latern-
ser, in the interests of saving time, produced an affidavit of this 
witness dated the 20th of May 1946. 

My Lord, of course, we are most anxious to w i s t  Dr. Laternser 
in any effort on his part to save time, and we do not put any 
objection to this affidavit. But I am not quite certain as to what 
the affidavit is, and as to whether it has been put in as an exhibit- 
in which case it should be given a number-or whether it should 
go to the commission. 

THE PRESIDENT: I don't think it necessary for it to be given 
an exhibit number. It was put to the witness, and he says the evi- 
dence was correct. That enables Dr. Latemer  to refer to it here-
after. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes, My Lord. Then I propose the Prosecution 
should get copies. Could that be conveniently arranged? 

THE PRESIDENT: Of course. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, Mr. Dodd is pointing out that we have 
not seen this affidavit; we do not know what it contains. But we 
will get a copy, and if we have any further application to make, 
we can make it. 
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THE PRESIDENT: When an affidavit is us'ed in this way and 
put to a witness who is in the witness box, of course the affidavit 
ought to be supplied to the Prosecution in order that they may see 
what is in it, and so be able to cross-examine if they wish to do so. 

MR. ROBERTS: Yes. 
THE PRESIDENT: That has not been done in this case. The best 

course would be for the affidavit to be supplied to the Prosecution, 
and they may, if they wish, apply to examine on it before the com- 
mission.' 

Do you think i t  is necessary? Perhaps you could see the affidavit 
soon and decide whether it is necessary to keep the witness here. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, I respectfully agree. 

THE PRESIDENT: And we shall hold the witness in Nuremberg? 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, we accept the invitation to examine 
the affidavit over the week end, and then, if necessary, we could 
make an application on Monday. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes; that is quite all right. Then, the wit- 
ness can retire. 

[The witness left the stand.] 
Yes, Dr. Jahrreiss, will you call the next witness? 

DR. JAHRREISS: Yes, if it is the Tribunal's wish. With the per- 
mission of the Tribunal, I wish to call Major Biichs as  my next 
witness. Major Buchs. 

[The witness Biichs took the stand.] 

THE P B I D E N T :  Will you state your full name, please? 
HERBERT BUCHS (Witness): Herbert Buchs. 

THE P m I D E N T :  Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 
by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold nothing and add nothing. 

[The witness repeated $he oath in German.] 

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 
DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, what position did you have in the last 

years of the war? 
BUCHS: From November 1943 I was a General Staff officer of 

the Air Force serving with the Chief of the Armed Forces Opera- 
tions Staff; and in that capacity I was second adjutant to Gen-
eral Jodl. 

DR. JAHRREISS: And were you in this position until the end 
of the war? 

BUCHS: I remained in this position until the end, until our 
arrest on 23 May 1945. 



DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, during this time in which you were 
in the Fuhrer's headquarters, were you in the various compounds 
of these headquarters? 

BUCHS: Yes. I was in the headquarters in East P m i a ,  and in 
addition to that I was in the headquarters in Berlin, and in 1944 
also in Berchtesgaden. 

DR. JAHRREISS: It has been said that there was a Party clique 
at the Fiihrer's headquarters. Do you know anything about that? 

BUCHS: If I am to understand by that a circle d people, I 
would name Fegelein, Bormann, and Burgdorf. 

DR. JAHRREISS: You would say that that was a clique? 

BUCHS: These were three gentlemen who were in very close 
personal and official contact, and who made that impression on 
outsiders. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Was this very close official and personal rela- 
tionship between themselves or  with others? 

BUCHS: They not only had very close relations among them- 
selves, but I also observed that these three gentlemen had very 
strong influence on Adolf Hitler himself. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Jahrreiss, would you ascertain the names 
of the three again? They did not come to us quite clearly. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Yes. 
1Turning to the witness.] Major, will you please pronounce slowly 

the names of these three gentlemen you just mentioned? 

BUCHS: There is Fegelein, Hirnmler's liaison officer to Adolf 
Hitler; then Bormann, the head of the Party Chancellery and the 
representative of the Party; and General Burgdorf, who had a dual 
position as Chief of the Army Personnel Office and at the same time 
Chief Adjutant of the Armed Forces with the Fiihrer. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Did General Jodl have official relations with 
each of these three gentlemen? 

BUCHS: If I may start with Fegelein: Fegelein as liaison officer 
to Himmler was, as far as the f i h r e r  was concerned, the man to 
whom he turned in all questions of material and personal equip- 
ment of the WafTen-SS divisions whenever these questions arose 
during the situation discussions in connection With putting these 
divisions into operation. In this connection, points which fell within 
F'egelein's sphere were frequently raised during situation reports. 
But the official connection between Jodl and Fegelein was other- 
wise very distant. 

DR. JAHRREISS: And how about Bormann? 
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BUCHS: In dealing with Bormann as Deputy of the Party, Gen- 
eral Jodl always strictly defined his own sphere of military tasks. 
He always rejected complaints or unjustifiable accusations or pos- 
sible attacks against the Armed Farces. I witnessed this especially 
while the war was fought omn German soil and there was often fric- 
tion with the Gauleiter who had been appointed Reich Defense 
Commissars. For instance, I saw that General Jodl on receiving 
complaints or letters f r m  Bormann simply returned the originals 
with rather abrupt marginal notes of his views. If that had no 
effect, he did not hesitate to express his views to the f i h r e r  in 
every possible way in order to  obtain his decision as to the dispute 
in question. 

DR. JAHRREISS: And the third of these gentlemen, Burgdorf? 

BOCHS: To my recollection Generaloberst Jodl had very little 
official contact with General Burgdorf, although it was Burgdorf 
who discussed the important questions of the appointment of the 
commanders and higher officers with the Fiihrer. I t  was in just 
such a case that I saw General Burgdorf first of all discuss these 
matters with the Fiihrer alone, so that General Jodl had com-
paratively little influence in that direction. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Now I should like to hear from you, Witness, 
what personal relations existed between Generaloberst Jodl and 
each of these three gentlemen. 

BUCHS: Jodl disliked Fegelein, because--I believe-he discerned 
the defects of his character at  a very early stage. I have known him 
on several occasions to call Fegelein to account and reprimand him. 

As for Bormann, I should say General Jodl had no connection 
with him at  all: I also have never noticed any personal or informal 
relations betwee? them. What I have said about Fegelein also applies 
to his relations with General Burgdorf, whom General Jodl prob- 
ably also disliked personally. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Now I turn to a different point. Witness, do 
you know anything about the fact that in the last phase of the war 
the possibility of exposing a certain category of captured enemy 
airmen to the popular rage was under consideration? Did you hear 
about that? 

B ~ C H S :  Yes. I recall that in the spring of 1944, at  Berchtes- 
gaden, the Fuhrer vehemently demanded that Allied flyers who 
made emergency landings in Germany no longer be protected by 
the Armed Forces against the enraged populace. This demand was 
based on reports alleging that a Kreisleiter of the Party and an 
officer of the Air Force had protected an Allied airman. At that 
time the Fuhrer made this demand in a very sharp and pointed 
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manner. He demanded that the Armed Forces issue the appropriate 
orders to put a stop to this once and for all. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Did Hitler also make this demand of Gen-
eral Jodl? 

BUCHS: This demand was made at a situation conference attended 
by these gentlemen and Jodl himself; but I do not think that Gen- 
eral Jodl had any direct connection with the handling of the whole 
question, as it was not directly connected with military matters. 

DR. JAHRR;EISS: Did the General make no comment at all on 
the matter? 

BUCHS: General Jodl, like all the other gentlemen, rejected this 
demand and, on his part, did everything he could to try to dissuade 
the Fiihrer from this demand. He began immediately by adopting 
a critical attitude, which expressed itself l.ater in details he gave 
of four cases of violation of international law on the part of Allied 
airmen. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I really do nod need to ask you about this, for 
we have documentary proof of it. If Hitler was so enraged and 
demanded a decree with the urgency you have described, was it 
possible to pursue a delaying action? 

BUCHS: In a case of th.is kind, in which the Fuhrer in the heat 
of his rage made such demands, it was impossible for the gentlemen 
to whom the demand was put to oppose him at the moment, let 
alone flatly refuse to carry out the order. There was nothing else 
for them to do-General Jodl used these tactics frequently-but to 
try by obtaining data, arguments pro and con, and asking for com- 
ments and opinions from all the offices concerned-to collect the 
material and at a quiet opportune moment approach the Fiihrer on 
the matter again and try to dissuade him from his extravagant 
demand. Outwardly, this resulted in a lengthy correspondence, in 
which the files of the various departments involved were sent back 
and forth, all with the intent of delaying the matter to the utmost 
and, if possible, shelving it completely. My impression, as far as 
the treatment of the terror-fliers was concerned, was that in this 
case we really succeeded even though the Fiihrer's attention was 
repeatedly called to this question through new reports and state- 
ments and he demanded that a decree be put into execution. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Then was no such order issued? 

BUCHS: I know of no such order. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Can you cite an incident which shows clearly 
that no such decree was issued? 

BUCHS: On one occasion in August 1944 I personally was called 
to account by the Fiihrer rather sharply. After an air raid on 
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Munich, Fegelein had described low-level attacks to Hitler rather 
crudely and reported the incident where a plane was shot down by 
antiaircraft artillery, and two Allied airmen had made an emergency 
parachute landing. When they were captured and brought off by 
a Wachtmeister of the antiaircraft artillery, he himself said that he 
had called this man to account, and had asked him why he had not 
shot the two fliers. The man replied, "because I had no orders to 
do so." At that moment I interpolated on my own account that no 
such order existed. And then the Fiihrer reproached me in the most 
violent manner because the leading men of the Armed Forces had 
not issued a decree like that. Then, of course, he again demanded 
that the order be carried out. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Was it carried out then? 

BUCHS: NO, for that was the period after 20 July, and .the time 
of the campaign in the West when there were more urgent ques- 
tions in the foreground. And because of all of these questions that 
of the treatment of terror-fliers was again put aside. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, do you know about an incident in 
Berlin-I believe in March 1945-which is supposed to have taken 
place in the Reich Chancellery, where the Fiihrer again complained 
that in spite of his demand this decree had not been issued? 

BUCHS: I recall that in March 1945 the Fiihrer again expressed 
himself very heatedly on this problem to General Koller, who was 
then Chief of the General Staff of the Air Force. I myself was not 
present at the beginning of this conversation. I was called in, how- 
ever, and heard the Fiihrer say something to the effect that on the 
basis of the attitude taken by the Armed Forces, and especially by 
the Air Force, i t  had been impossible for him to counteract the 
terror of the Allied fliers over Germany by means of a correspond- 
ing counterterror . . . 

DR. JAHRREISS: Just a moment, Witness. You said that you 
had not been present a t  the entire discusion. 

Mr. President, we have an interrogatory which we want to sub-
mit to the Tribunal. It is in our document book, Volume 11, 
Page 178, and is the testimony of General of the Air Force, Koller. 
This testimony under Number 5, which is on Page 180 of 
the document book, contains all the details worth preserving of 
this extremely important conference in Berlin. Only part of this 
conversation took place in the Fiihrer's room. Another part took 
place in the anterooms-as, for instance, that with Kaltenbrunner-
while the conversation with Goring was carried on by telephone. 
In order to save time and to avoid splitting up the matter, I should 
like to have the Tribunal's permission to present it as a whole, 
even though the witness heard only a part. 
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With regard to Jodl, the last sentence! says, as a whole-I believe, 
Mr. President, we can save time if I may present it now. 

First of all, I must read the first question put to General Koller, 
which is to be found on Page 179. Here the witness was asked: 

"How long have you been Chief of the General Staff of the 
Air Force?" The answer is on the next page and is: 
"From 1 September 1943 to 3 September 1944 I was Chief 
of the Air Force Operations Staff; from 23 November 1944, 
Chief of the General Staff of the Air Force." 
Question 5-and that is the question which concern us--is on 

Page 179: 
"Do you recall that about March 1945, in the bunker of the 
Reich Chancellery, the f i h r e r  censured you and the Air 
Force because such an order was not given?" 
Answer, Page 180: 

"Yes, I remember exactly. A notice taken from the Allied 

press reporter survey between the beginning and the middle 

of March 1945 was laid before the Fiihrer by Bormann during 

the situation discussion. In brief it read somewhat to this 

effect: 

" 'An American combat air crew, shot do- over Germany a 

short time previously, was overtaken by advancing American 

troops. They had declared that they were ill-treated by en- 

raged members of the population, threatened with death, and 

probably would have been killed if German soldiers had not 

released them and taken them under their protection.' 

"Bormann further pointed out to the Fiihrer in a few words 

that this confirmed that soldiers in such cases intervene against' 

the population. 

"b) Hitler turned angrily to me and said excitedly: 

" 'I have already issued one order that bomber crews which 

bail out are not to be protected against the population. These 

people only murder German women and children. I t  is un-

heard of that German soldiers should take measures to pro- 

tect them against our own population, which is acting on 

motives of justifiable hate. Why are my orders not carried 

out?' 

"Surprised by' this attack I replied something like this: 

" 'I know nothing about any such order; and i t  would in any 

case be a practical impossibility.' 

"Hitler turned to me and said very loudly and sharply: 

" 'The reason why my orders are not carried out is only the 

cowardice of the Air Force, because the gentlemen of the Air 
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Force are cowards, and are afraid that something might hap- 
pen to them too. The whole thing is nothing more than a 
cowardly pact between the Air Force and the British and 
American airmen.' 

"Hitler then turned also to Kaltenbrunner, who happened to 
be present in the background, and went on, addressing him 
but sometimes not looking at him: 

" 'I hereby order that all bomber crews who bailed out in the 
last few months, as well as all bomber crews bailing out in 
future, are to be turned over immediately by the Air Force 
to the SD, and are to be-liquidated by the SD. Anyone failing 
to carry out my orders, or taking action against the popula- 
tion, is liable to the death penalty and is to be shot.' 

"Hitler then further expressed in general terms his indignation 
and his views on the matter. The assembled officers gave the 
impression of general surprise and disapproval. 

"c) After the situation discussion with the Fiihrer I requested 
an interview with Kaltenbrunner in the side passageway. 
Essential points: 

"Koller: 'It is impossible to carry out those orders. The Air 
Force will have nothing more to do with them, nor I myself 
in any way whatsoever-and I can say as much for the Reich 
Marshal. I t  is entirely out of the question that the Air Force 
will agree to this in any way, shape, or form.' 

"Kaltenbrunner: 'The Fiihrer has completely mistaken ideas. 
.The duties of the SD are also constantly misunderstood. Those 
things are no concern of the SD. Moreover, no German soldier 
does whet the F'iihrer demands. That is not in the German 
soldier's line. He does not kill prisoners. If individual fanati- 
cal Party followers of Herr Bomann try to do so, the Ger- 
man soldier intervenes. The Fiihrer has a completely false 
idea of the views held by our soldiers. Moreover, I myself 
will do nothing in the matter either. I have no intention of 
doing anytlung. We must just take care that we get out of it 
again, otherwise we will be the first to get shot. We must 
gain time. I am again leaving Berlin at once for a fairly long 
time anyway.' 

"~o l le r :  'Then we are agreed on the main point. Your leaving 
Berlin is favorable. But we must have another way out as 
far as the Fiihrer is concerned, for it is possible that he may 
again refer to his order tomo~rrow. Later on if it becomes 
extreme, we will have to see how we can put a stop to the 
business, or what is going to happen to us?' 
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"The following was decided at my suggestion: 

"No order along the Lines decreed by the Fiihrer will be issued 

by the Air Force or the SD. 

"Surrenders to the SD-none. 

"In case the Fiihrer should refer to his order again, then, first 

of all, prevent further action through explanations of the fol- 

lowing kind: All members of air crews previously captured, 

not in the hands of the Air Force but dispersed under the 

control of the Replacement Army Commander (BdE). Time 

of capture not known to a central office. Therefoere a lengthy 

and difficult process to determine the number of air personnel 

captured during the last few months. 

"Also, preparations must be made in detail for getting them 

out without attracting attention. The newly captured crews 

go automatically to interrogation centers. These are in process 

of transfer owing to operations. Communications are bad. 

"Detailed discussions and agreements with the SD necessary. 

In order to preserve the appearance of discussion, the I-c 

officer of the High Command of the Air Force (I-c of OKL) 

should go to a delegate of Kaltenbrunner who, however, would 

first have to be appointed. 

"d) After the situation discussion with the Fiihrer, I spoke to 

Field Marshal Keitel at the entrance of the air-raid shelter, 

and said: 

" 'The Fiihrer's order is insane.'-Keitel affirmed, 'It certainly 

is'-'The Air Force must keep its escutcheon clean. The order 

cannot be carried out. I am convinced that the Reich Marshal 

is entirely of my opinion. To issue such an order-and ver-

bally-and moreover with such threats of punishment. He 

must sign an order of this kind with his own name. It may 

or may not be carried out-but not by the Air Force. Nor by 

the SD, either; I have spoken to Kaltenbrunner.' 

"Field Marshal Keitel: 'He will not sign such orders then, and 

everything is always placed on the shoulders of the OKW. 

But I'll be damned if I issue such an order.' 

"Koller: 'The Air Force cannot join in this in any circum- 

stances. We will not assume such a responsibility.' 

"Field Marshal Keitel: 'You are right; neither can I. I must 

think over what I can do about it, and how I can do it.' 

"The conversation was interrupted because Keitel was called 

to the telephone. Keitel was very indignant and annoyed 

about the Fiihrer's order. 

"e) After refreshments in a side room of the air-raid shelter, 

I had to cross the antechamber of the conference room again 
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to reach the cloakroom and exit. Hitler happened to come out 
of the roo'm to give an order to an orderly, and he called me 
as I was passing. The door leading to the conference room 
was open, and Ley was sitting at the table. Hitler said to me: 
" 'I must come back to my order once more. You must all 
help me, for matters cannot go on like this any longer. The 
Air Force-or at least defense of the Reich-has failed. What 
am I to do against the frightful bombing terror which is 
murdering German women and children?' 
"Koller: 'The Air Defense and our crews do what they can -
and what is humanly possible. Our neglect of air armament 
and the enemy's present technical and numerical superiority. 
cannot be eliminated or remedied overnight. When the search- 
light units get stronger, the air situation over Germany will 
be more in our favor.' 
"Hitler: 'I cannot wait for that. I can no longer be responsible 
to the German people for the continuation of this situation in 
the air. If those fliers realize that they will be liquidated as 
terrorists, they will think twice about flying here.' 
"Koller: 'That will ce&nly not improve the situation in the 
air. On the contrary, it will make i t  worse.' 
"Hitler: 'No; the Japanese method is the best.' 
"Hitler's manner was now calm again, in comparison with 
what it had been a t  the situation discussion. He appeared 
more approachable. Experience had shown that it was better 
to talk to him alone than in the presence of others. I thought 
i t  was a good opportunity to attack the whole problem and 
stated: 
" 'If I may state my point of view, I think that this will not 
do. Measures of this kind are in such crass opposition to the 
education, feelings, and way of thinking of all soldiers, that 
they cannot be carried out. One cannot train soldiers on the 
regulations governing warfare and decent conduct, and then 
order actions which are repulsive to  everyone. You must not 
forget, my Fiihrer, that enemy airmen also carry out orders, 
and do their duty just as ours do. If they are shot down or 
make forced landings, they are defenseless and unarmed pris- 
oners. What would the world think of us? And the first thing 
the enemy would do would be to treat our air crews in the 
same way. That is something for which we cannot answer to 
our men and their relatives. All their willingness to serve 
and their discipline would collapse at one blow.' 
"Up to that point the Fiihrer had not interrupted me. After 
his first glance at me he looked away again and seemed to be 
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lost in thought. He had been listening, however, and at that 
point he interrupted me and said quietly and earnestly: 

" 'So the Air Force is afraid after all. That is all very well. 
But I am responsible for the protection of the German people 
and have no other means except this.' 

"Hitler turned away, and went back into the conference room. 

"f) After my arrival at the Air Force headquarters (Kur-
furst) I told Colonel Von Brauchitsch what had happened, and 
ordered him to report i t  to the Reich Marshal as soon as 
possible. I myself could not contact the Reich Marshal at 
the moment. During our conversation Brauchitsch also ex-
pressed disapproval of the Fiihrer's order. 

"g) An hour or two later the Reich Marshal called me, and 
began with the following words, 'Tell me, has he gone quite 
mad now?' 

"It was quite clear who was meant. I myself reported the 
principal happenings and the conversation with Kalten-
brunner to the Reich Marshal again, and added: 

" 'I will not carry out this order or anything connected with 
it. I will endeavor to handle the situation so as to gain time 
now, in any case, and will do everything in my power to pro-
tect any of us from disastrous consequences. Perhaps after 
the last conference the Fiihrer will not refer to his order 
again. If he does, however, a very difficult situation will arise, 
and you ,will have to go to the Fiihrer yourself. What the 
Fuhrer has ordered must in no case be allowed to happen.' 

"The Reich Marshal expressed strong disapproval of Hitler's 
attitude and agreed with me ,in wery point. He prdered me 
to act as I had suggested, to inform him immediately when 
necessary, and ended the interview with these words, 'W is 
all insane and cannot be done.' 

"h) Measures against Allied airmen on the basis of the above-
mentioned Fiihrer's o~rderwere taken neither by the Air Force 
nor by the SD. This order did not become known, in my 
opinion, to the Replacement Army Command (BdE), otr its 
offices, as the Replacement Army Command was not present ' 

at the Fuhrer's meeting, and the order was not transmitted 
by the Armed Forces High Command (OKW). 

"Hitler made no further reference to his order, either to the 
Reich Marshal or to myself or my representative or, I think, 
to Kaltenbrunner. To be sure, I never spoke to the latter 
again about this matter. 
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"I cannot judge whether Hitler deliberately let the matter 
drop or whether he  forgot about i t  under the pressure of 
events. 
"i) I know that about two or three weeks later an OKW 
directive was issued-I think a t e l e t y p e i n  which, as I recall, 
mention was made of the correspondent's report that occa- 
sioned it. I t  disclosed the fact that the,Fuhrer had expressed 
his displeasure that German soldiers had taken action against 
their own people. 
"No mention was made of the main point of Hitler's order. 
If I remember correctly, the directive was signed by Keitel, 
and must be regarded as an attempt to cover himself as  far 
as the F'iihrer was concerned. 
"In my opinion, General Jodl had nothing to do with the 
affair at all." 
Witness, as far  as you were present a t  this meeting, is the pic- 

ture presented by General Koller correct? 

BUCHS: I remember personally something Like the following 
formulation by the Fiihrer, "This results from the fact that in the 
Air Force war is based on a mutual life insurance policy of, 'Don't 
hurt me; I won't hurt you.' " That was the sentence which impressed 
me'most strongly, which emphasizes what was said.  . . 

DR. JAHRREISS: Thank you. Then I need not ask you any 
further questions on this point. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Jahrreiss, we will adjourn now. 

/A recess was taken.] 

DR. J A H m I S S :  Witness, I assume that you can still recollect 
how the offices of the Fuhrer's headquarters were furnished. 

BUCHS: Yes, I can still remember. 

DR. JAHRREISS: In the offices occupied by the Fiihrer, the 
Field Marshal, the General, and yourself, were there maps on the 
wall? 

BUCHS: Yes, and also in East Prussia-particularly the head- 
quarters-the Fuhrer had a topographic map of Germany, as well 
a s  a political map of Europe, and there were similar maps in the 
various other rooms. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Were maps of Germany hanging there, too? 


BOCHS: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: And the neighboring territories on which con- 


centration camps and penal institutions were indicated with a red 
.or blue ring? 
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BUCHS: No. Neither in the headquarters in East Prus~ia nor 
in the Reich Chancellery in Berlin, nor at the Berghof in Berchtes- 
gaden, have I ever seen such a map. 

DR. JAHRREISS: At 1230 hours on 11 May 1946, the Munich 
radio station broadcast a letter from a painter asserting that he had 
seen maps in the Fiihrer's headquarters which could only be intended 
to show the location of concentration camps. Is that possible? 

BUCHS: That is quite out of the question. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Was there any mor i  detailed statement 
about..  .? 

THE PRESIDENT: I don't think we need go into the broadcast 
from Munich. We have no evidence of a broadcast from Munich. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I am afraid I was misunderstood. I did not 
ask him whether he heard it, but I wanted to illustrate how the 
public had come to believe that there were such maps. Thank you, 
I have no further questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: What I was pointing out was that it ought 
not be referred to, as i t  is not in evidence. The fact which you 
alleged, that there was a broadcast, ought not to be referred to. 

DR. STAHMER: Major Buchs, during the time you spent as 
commanding officer attached to f i h r e r  headquarters, were you 
regularly present at the dally discussions of the situation? 

BUCHS: Yes, I participated in the daily military situation dis- 
CUSS1Ons. 

DR. STAHMER: Do you still remember whether you attended 
the situation discussion of 27 January 1945, at which the fate of 
the 10,000 air force officers1 imprisoned in the Sagan Camp was 
discussed? 

BUCHS: I can remember something like this: Fegelein must 
have raised the question of evacuating that camp on the approach 
of the Russian troops. These captured officers were asked whether 
they wished to remain in the camp and be handed over to the 
Russian Army, or whether they wanted to be taken away in'the 
course of the evacuation of Silesia. As far as I remember, they 
definitely decided on the latter alternative-that is to say, to be 
taken away; and I believe that the only question still to be decided 
was how their transport was to' be arranged. 

DR. STAHMER: Can you still remember the suggestions that 
were made regarding that transport, and who made them? 

BUCHS: No. I believe, at that time, the Fiihrer only said in 
general terms that these imprisoned officers could not receive 
better treatment than our own pwple. It was just at the time 
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of the evacuation of Silesia, and our traffic situation did not permit 
the transport of even our own people by means of railway trains 
or in large columns, and the population had to tramp along the 
roads even in winter. And I think I remember that, at the time, 
the Fiihrer said, "If these' officers wish to be taken along on a 
transport, they will have to march just like the German. civilian 
population." 

DR. STAHMER: May I, Mr. President, in connection with this 
statement, refer to an error, in the record. During the cross-
examination of the Defendant Goring on 20 March 1946, Document 
3786-PS, Exhibit USA-787 was presented. In the German record, 
Page 6249, after a discussion of how they should be transported, 
there is a statement that the Fiihrer said, "They will have to go 
even if they march in 'Dreck' (mud)." The actual text is, "They 
will have to go even if they trek (Treck) on foot." That is quite 
a different thing. I do not know how the word is translated in 
the English text; but that, of course,, would give i t  a very different 
and entirely wrong meaning. As the witness has just said, the 
Fiihrer said, "They have got to go even if they have to trekn-that 
is to march in a column, on foot. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. Now, the Tribunal think that the best 
way to deal with these questions of translation is to take i t  up 
with the General Secretary, and get it submitted to the Translation 
Division. 

DR. STAHMER: I merely wanted to establish the fact. 
/Turning to  the witness.] A remark is supposed to have been 

made in the course of that conference, during the discussion on 
transport, "Take off their boots and trousers so that they cannot 
walk in the snow." Do you remembe~ who made that remark? 

BUCHS: No, I cannot remember; and I ,think it is quite im- 
pwible. 

DR. STAHNIER: You do not remember any such remark, or by 
whom it was made? 

BUCHS: It is perfectly possible that Fegelein made such a 
suggestion in some connection or other; I do not know. 

DR. STAHMER: According to the record, Reich Marshal Goring 
is supposed to have made such a remark. 

BUCHS: I think that is quite out of the quewtion. 
In this connection may I just mention that i t  was extremely 

difficult to take notes of the proceedings. Four to six people fre- 
quently spoke at once during these conferenceand much more 
rapidly than usual. The stenographers could only take down what 
they heard. They could neither look up nor make certain who 
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actually made such and such a remark at such and such a moment. 
There was a table around which there were often some 30 people 
standing; and that interfered with the work of the stenographers. 

DR. STAHR/IEE: I have no further questions. 
DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, at this point of the Trial I 

feel obliged to make a statement. I wanted to ask this witness 
some important questions, but I am not in a position to do EO 

because of the decision announced by the Tribunal today. I state 
that through that decision I .  . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Laternser, you will have full opportunity 
to put the questions to the witness before the Commission. 

DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, may 'I please complete my 
statement. 

I have explained that as a result of the decision announced 
today, I am not in a position to put my questions, and that I must 
submit to that decision. I wish to state, however, that I consider 
this decision . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: But it is inaccurate to say you are not in 
a position to put your questions. You are not able to put your 
questions now to the witness, but it is not true to say that you 
are not in a position to put your questions without further quali- 
fication. You are in a position to put your questions to the witness 
before the Commission. 

DR. LATERNSER: Nevertheless, Mr. President, I feel there is 
an impediment for the defense, constituted by the fact. that the 
defense of the organizations is thus not in a position to present 
its evidence directly. 

THE P ~ S I D E N T :The Tribunal has announced its decision. 

DR. LATERNSER: I only regret, Mr. President, that that deci- 
sion was announced without the Defense having first been noitified. 

DR. MARTIN LOFFLER (Counsel for the SA): I should Like to 
add in connection with the statements of my colleague Laternser 
that I must emphasize them because. . . 

THE PmSIDENT: On what point, Dr. Loffler? 

DR. LOFFLER: On the point that the witnesses called today -

cannot be questioned by defense counsel for the organizations, as 
has been the custom until now, and that is, therefore, a disadvan- 
tage to the defense because for all practical purposes we lose these 
witnesses altogether. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Loffler, you and Dr. Laternser seem not 
to have read Article 9 of the Charter, which provides that the 
Tribunal may direct in what manner the applicants shall be 
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represented and heard. That is with reference to the organizations. 
The Tribunal, after very great trouble, have brought to Nurem- 
berg a very large number of witnesses and have set up commis- 
sions for the purpose of examining those witnesses, and they are 
going to hear some witnesses from among those witnesses at  a 
future date in this Court. 

The Tribunal have given the matter full consideration, and it 
doesn't desire to hear any further arguments from you or from 
any other of the counsel for the orgamzations. 

DR. LOFFUR:  Mr. President, we appreciate the Tribunal's 
grounds, but we feel obliged to point out from the point of view 
of the defense that these reasons are justified in  theory, but entail 
in practice the loss of that witness. 

I ask permission, therefomre, to give you a very brief explanation 
so that the Tribunal will understand why we lose those witnesses. 
You, Mr. President, have said that the witnesses can be heard 
before this Commis!sion. These witnesses cannot be heard before 
the Commission because the number. . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Loffler, the Tribunal, as I have told you, 
have already considered this matter, and it may be that they will 
consider it further, but they don't desire to hear any further 
argument about it. I t  is a matter entirely within their discretion, 
and they have been a t  very great pains to provide that the appli- 
cants who wish to be heard in respect to these organizations shall 
be fully and thoroughly heard. 

The Tribunal will not hear you further at this stage. 

DR. LOFFLER: May I give one explanation.. . 
THE PRESIDENT: Did you hear what I said? I said the Tri- 

bunal will not hear you further a t  this stage. 

DR. LOFFLER: Very well. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, I have only a few questions. 

/Turning to the witness.] Your memory of that conference 
doesn't seem to be entirely clear. 

BUCHS: May I ask which conference? 

MR. ROBERTS: The conference that you last mentioned, with 
regard to the evacuation of the prisoners of Sagan. 

BUCHS: I am not aware that it was incorrect in any point. 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, but you say that you don't remember any 
mention being made of the prisoners having to walk through the 
snow without their boots on. 

BUCHS: Yes, that is what I said. 
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MR. ROBERTS: And you know that i t  is-I can't find the actual 
place; I had no idea this exhibit was going to be referred to- 
but you know that that is in the actual stenographer's notes, do 
you not? 

BUCHS: So it was said. 
MR. ROBERTS: Yes. And you would agree with me that the 

stenographer could hardly put that remark down unless i t  was 
said? 

BUCHS: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: But you didn't hear the remark; therefore, you 
don't know who said it? 

BUCHS: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: That is all I ask on that. 
I just ask on one other matter: In April of 1945 did Fegelein 

attain the status of Hitler's brother-in-law, when Hitler got 
married? 

BUCHS: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS: And two days afterwards, was Fegelein shot on 
the orders of his new-found brother-in-law? 

BUCHS: Yes. 

MR. ROBERTS! That is all. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I have no further question to put to the witness. 

THE PRESIDENT: Then the witness can.  retire. 
[The witness left the  stand.] 

DR. JAHRIEEISS: With the permission of the Tribunal, I now 
call the witness Professor Dr. Schramm. 

/The witness Schramm took t he  stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name, please? 

PERCY ERNST SCHRAMM (Witness): Percy E m t  Schramm. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 
by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

[The witness repeated the  oath i n  German.] 

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, were you working in the Armed 
Forces Operations Staff during the war? 

SCHRAMM: Yes. From March 1943 onwards, I was working in 
the Armed Forces Operations Staff. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Until the end? 
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SCHR&M: Until the end-that is to say, the beginning of 
May 1945. 

DR. JAHRREISS: What functions did you have in, the Armed 
Forces Operations Staff? 

SCHRAMM: During my entire time in the Armed Forces Opera- 
tions Staff I kept the War Diary of that staff. , 

DR. JAHRREISS: Was there a special reason why you received 
that task? 

SCHRAIHM: My appointment to the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff was due to the fact that my civilian profession is professor 
of. history at the University of Gijttingen. At that time an expert 
was sought whose name would constitute a guarantee for expert 
work. General Jodl appointed me to the pasi-tion at the suggestion 
of' the deputy chief. 

DR. JAHRREISS: If you were to write a war diary in the way 
a historian would wish to do, you would require an insight into 
all the events connected with that staff, would you not? 

SCHRAMM: Yes. I did not attend the Fiihrer's situation dis-
cussions or the internal conferences; but I did participate every 
day in the situation discussions of the Armed Forces Operations 
Staff, and every important document passed tbrough my office 
during thwe two years. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, considering that you had perhaps 
more insight into the activities of the Armed Forces Operations . 
Staff than anyone else, I should Like you to tell us here what you 
know of the range of General Jodl's activities. 

SCHRAMM: It  is impossible to overestimate the range of the 
General's activities. As proof of this, I may say that in 1944 alone, 
according to information which I received from a competent officer, 
60,000 teleprint messages went through the teleprint department 
of the Armed Forces Operations Staff. There was also a large 
courier correspondence which, of course, was even larger. Then 
there was internal correspondence between individual departments. 
The bulk of that correspondence appeared on the Gens-al's desk 
at some time or other. To look at it from another angle, the 
General was responsible for four theaters of war: North Finland 
and Norway; West Holland, Belgium, France; then the Southwest, 
in the first plaoe Africa and Italy; and then the Southeast. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Please speak more slowly. 

SCHRAMM: It was the General's task not only to have up-to- 
date information based on incoming reports, but also to act as 
operational adviser to the Fuhrer. 
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DR. JAHRREISS: Did I understand you correctly as saying that 
the four theaters you have just mentioned were the so-called OKW 
main theaters of war? 

SCHRAMM: Precisely. The East was under the General Staff 
of the Army, and the General was concerned only insofar as the 
main difficulty always lay in co-ordinating the interests of the 
other theaters of war with those of the Eastern Front. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Did I understand you correctly as mentioning 
60,000 teleprint messages in a year? 

. SCHRAMNI: Yes, 60,000. I remember the exact figure. And I 
remember i t  exactly, because my clerk calculated that 120 volumes 
of files passed through the War Diary office, and that they were 
so [demonstrating] thick. Therefore, about 12 yards of material passed 
constantly through my office. That represents 10,000 sheets of paper, 
if not 100,000. 

DR. JAHRFEISS: Perhaps you may be able to help us with a 
question which has been repeatedly touched upon here, but to 
which no precise answer has ever been given. Do you know 
anything about an order from Hitler saying that generals must 
not resign? 

SCHRAMM: Yes, I remember that very exactly from an order 
which appeared in the middle of 1944, repeating with great strict- 
ness an order already issued before my time--that must have been 
during 1940 or 1941. That order was about li/e typewritten pages 
in length and most forcefully worded. Its contents are still clear 
in my mind, because I discussed it afterwards with several of my 
comrades. The order stated that every commanding officer-and 
the departments under him correspondingly-was entitled to men- 
tion any objections he might have to the measures of the Suprcmc 
Command, but that he would then have to obey unconditionally 
the order once it was given him by higher quarters-that is to say, 
he would have to do something which meant acting contrary to his 
intentions. It added that it was impossible for a commander to 
resign in consequence of this. The reason stated was that the 
sergeants in the trench could not tell their company commander 
that they wanted to resign when they were not in agreement with 
his orders. 

I repeat, it was so emphatically worded that we talked about 
it a great deal. From that time on, the commanders had even less 
chance of evading an order from the Supreme Command. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Professor Schramm, might I ask you to speak 
just a Little more slowly? 

This order-the contents of which you have just described to 
us, and by means of which you have established the date of the 
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final and most stringent formulation-did this order also apply to 
a man like General Jodl? 

SCHRAMM: If i t  applied to the commanders, it naturally applied 
all the more to General Jodl. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I now turn to another question. 
General JodL has been described as a political general. You 

are a civilian and a professor; and I assume, therefore, that you 
possess the detachment required to enable you to make up your 
mind on the matter and to supply the Tribunal with facts which 
will permit it to form its decision. Can you give us facts which 
would of necessity form a basis for judgment for or against? 

SCHRAMM: If the question aims at establishing whether or 
not the General was a Party general, then I deny it most emphati- 
cally. It was utterly immaterial to the General whether the 
members of his staff were Party members or not. Although I was 
on that staff for 2 years, I personally could not tell you which 
of the officers were Party members. That was completely un-
important. As to whether the General tried to exercise political 
influence, I must again draw your attention to the tremendous 
amount of work for which he was responsible. He would not 
have had time for it; and with regard to my documents I can 
only tell you that I do not remember any papers from which such 
a conclusion might be drawn. What the General committed to 
paper-and these papers, a s  I have seen myself, run into 
thousands-was always strictly confined to military matters, and 
in no way encroached upon the sphere of politics. To be more 
exact, I do not remember in the course of those 2 years ever having 
seen in my files any document of a political nature inspired by 
the Chief of the Armed Forces Operations StaE or written by 
himself. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Yes; but perhaps he was fond of the limelight 
and had great ambitions; and perhaps, and outside of the files. . . 

SCHRAMM: I can answer that question with a definite "no," 
because I know frocm his associates, and from conversations with 
him, that all diplomatic procedure was repugnant to him and that 
he disliked it because i t  had nothing to do with soldiers. I did not 
notice any ambition, because if the General was ambitious he cer- 
tainly had chosen the least suitable position for such a purpose, 
since he thus exposed himself to criticism from those below him- 
from people who did not know the underlying reasons. From that 
time on he was criticized a good deal, and he did not receive 
from higher quarters the recognition he deserved. I always thought 
it peculiar, and even grotesque, that the General, at the time of 
Adolf Hitler's, death, had scarcely more German war decorations 
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than I had myself, 2s a mere major in  the reserve. I did not see 
whether he had foreign decorations. I never saw him wearing a 
foreign order. At any rate, there were no indications of ambition 
or of political aspirations. 

DR. JAHRREISS: During this Trial there has been frequent men- 
tion of a speech made by the General during the winter of 1943-44 
addressed to the Gauleiter. I do not know whether you know any- 
thing about that speech. 

SCHRAMM: yes, I remember i t  exactly. 

DR. JAHRREISS: What do you remember exactly? 

SCHRAMM: First of all, let me tell you that the reason why I 
remember it exactly is because I received the material on which the 
speech was based. After it was no longer needed, i t  was given to 
me for my War Mary. I t  was like this: 

That was a speech for which material was collected in the various 
departments. For this purpose an enormous map was needed, which 
was difficult to prepare because it was larger than the offices in 
which we were working. The speech was made at  this annual meet- 
ing in Munich on 8 or 9 November. The particular reason for the 
General making a speech outside the usual military circle was the 
following: Italy's dropping out of the war in  September 1943 had 
led to a break in the Southern Front extending from Marseilles to 
Athens, a distance of 4;000 km. We had succeeded in filling the gap 
again, but a good deal of uneasiness was felt by all those who under- 
stood the situation. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, I object to long reasons being given 
for the speech being made. The speech is in  evidence and, in my 
submission, the reasons for the speech are entirely immaterial. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal upholds the objection. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, please go on telling us about the attack. 

SCHRAMM: This was the one reason. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: No, no, I said that the Tribunal upheld 

Mr. Roberts' objection as to what the witness must say. That's 
a mistranslation. 

DR. J A H W I S S :  It  was a misunderstanding. I am sorry. I t  was 
wrongly translated. 

/Turning to the  witness.] Witness, I want to show you a docu-
ment which was submitted to the Tribunal by the Prosecution 2 days 
ago, Document 1808-PS. Perhaps you will just look through the 
whole of the document first. 

/The document was submitted to  the  witness.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Is i t  among the Jodl documents? 
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DR. JAHRREISS: No, it is a document which the Prosecution ' 

submitted in the course of the cross-examination 2 days ago. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, that document was handed up sepa- 
rately by me during the cross-examination, and I am afraid i t  is 
not in the book. It is one of those documents which received a new 
.GB number, and was handed up lopse towards the end of the ~ross- 
examination, Document 1808-PS. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Thank you. May I go on? 

THE PRESIDFSJT: Go on, Dr. Jahrreiss. . 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, does your signature appear at the foot 
of the second last page, on the right? 

SCHRAMM: Yes. This is a file which I started after the attempt 
of 20 July 1944, in order to have a permanpnt record of what was 
being done in the Armed Forces Operations Staff. I want to add in 
this connection that the Armed Forces Operations Staff was in no 
way involved in that conspiracy. This copy presumably comes from 
the war archives. The signature and the corrections are partly mine, 
and partly those of my clerk. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I want to draw your attention to Number 5 in 
this file of documents. 

SCHRAMM: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: It is dated 25 July. Do you have it? 

SCHRAMM: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Did you draw it up? 

SCHRAMM: Yes, I drew it  up myself. 
DR. JAHRREISS: Please, will you tell us what the basis for this 

work of yours was? 

SCHRAMM: The officers of the staff were called to our mess hall 
at short notice. We were told that the Genepal wanted to address 
his staff. As not all the officers were able to attend, I was ordered 
to take notes, so that the other officers could be informed of what 
the General had said. I remember clearly that I jotted down a few 
key words, still standing, so this is not a shorthand record. I cannot 
write shorthand. There was no time to find a stenographer. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Well, did you base this on your notes? 

SCHRAMM: Yes. Afterwards, probably on the following day, I 
reconstructed the General's speech as far as possible from my notes. 
I am not certain, of course, if all the details are quite accurate, 
because the notes which I had taken standing up were much too 
sketchy for that. And, of course, I am particularly doubtful about 
the accuracy of the actual words spoken. I now see that there are 
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It  is therefore a compressed account. 

DR. J A H m S S :  A compressed account only. . . 
SCHRAMM: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Now, I should like to know more about the 
circumstances in which the General made that speech, the actual 
words of which we do not possess. That was. . . 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, it is my respectful submission-again 
in the interests of saving time--to mention that these matters are 
all very irrelevant. We know that an attempt was made a n  Hitler's 
Life, and that Jodl addressed his staff. I t  is my submission that the 
circumstances are not relevant a t  all.. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal hope you'll do it briefly. 
DR. JAHRREISS: Yes; thank you. 
[Turning to the witness.] Witness, will you please be very brief 

and quote the personal circumstances? 
SCHRAMM: T'he General appeared on the scene with white band- 

ages around his head. We were all most surprised that he should 
have recovered so quickly from the attempt considering that he  had 
been standing right next to the explosion. I must say that, a t  that 
time, we were deeply impressed by the concentrated energy with 
which he reappeared before his staff and by his moral attitude to 
such an attempt. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Thank you, Mr. President. I have no further 
questions. 

THE PRFSIDENT: Do other defendants' counsel want to ask any 
questions? 

/There was no response.] 
Does the Prosecution want to? 

MR. ROBEETS: My Lord, I have no questions. 
THE PRESIDENT: The witness can retire. 
DR. JAHRREISS: I have no further questions. May I now call 

the next witness, General Winter? 
[The witness Winter took the stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name, please. 
AUGUST WINTER (Witness): August Winter. 
THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 

by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

/The witness repeated the oath in Geman.] 
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THE PRESIDENT: Will you sit down. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, did you take part in the beginning of 
the Russian campaign? 

WINTER: Yes, I took part as the first general staff officer of Field 
Marshal Von Rundstedt's army group. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, may I point out to you that I want 
you to allow a small pause after my question and to speak in gen- 
eral more slowly than you have just been doing. 

WINTER: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Can you tell me-since you had a very respon- 
sible position-what was officially said to be Hitler's reason, at that 
time, for the German attack on the Soviet Union? 

WINTER: The official reason, given to me at the time by my 
commander and my chief, was that an  attack from Soviet Russia 
was to be expected shortly, and that this was therefore a preventive 
measure. 

DR. JAHRREISS: And then you experienced the first battles on 
the frontier, did you not? 

WINTER: Yes, in this staff. 

DR. JAHRREISS: That was toward the south? 

WINTER: I t  was in the Ukraine, Army Group South. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Even after those first battles, you had a cer-
tain amount of experiences and certain impressions of the opponent, 
did you not? 

WINTER: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Were they, General, such impressions as to 
confirm the official reason given, that of a preventive war? 

WINTER: It  was the unifocrm impression of the command of the 
army group-including the commander, the chief, and the opera- 
tions department under my command-that the reason given for 
the campaign was the true me.  Our own impression a t  the time 
was that we had hit on active preparations for an offensive, cam- 
paign. 

DR. JAHRREISS: But did you have the facts on which to base 
this impression? 

WINTER: We had a number of facts which confirmed that 
impression, according to our ideas. I may state them briefly. First 
of all, there was the strength of the troops we encountered which, 
although I cannot give you figures now, was greater than the figures 
mentioned in our marching orders. Then there was the extraor-
dinary deployment of troops, so near and like a front, which struck 
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us, with unusual large proportions of armored troops far exceeding 
anything we had expected, and the deployment of a comparatively 
strong group opposite the Hungarian border which we could not 
explain to ourselves as a defensive force. One point is particularly 
significant; the fact that during the first week we found that cap- 
tured enemy staffs were equipped with maps which covered a large 
area of German.or ex-Austrian territory which, again, did not seem 
in keeping with purely defensive considerations. In  addition we 
observed a number of smaller things, not very important in them-
selves. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, just now you spoke of evidence which, 
in your opinion, was particularly significant-namely, the finding of 
these maps which you described a few minutes ago. Why is that 
particularly significant-more significant than the other things you 
have mentioned? 

WINTER: It is particularly noticeable that the units on the 
Russian Front were equipped with maps covering much more than 
the area which would normally be included in a defensive recon- 
naissance area-even allowing for the fact that at  the beginning 
of a campaign such reconnaissance might go beyond the enemy's 
frontier. 

DR. JAHRREISS: There has been mentioned in this courtroom 
the fact that after marching into the Ukraine, our troops found 
themselves faced with exceptional circumstances and difficulties in 
certain Ukrainian cities. Have you any idea of what I mean? 

WINTER: Yes, that is obvious. We encountered an enormous 
number of these difficulties when we approached the Dnieper. I 
imagine that you are referring to the matter of remote-controlled 
explosions, or delayed-action explosions, which were carried out, as l 
it seemed, on a very large scale in our fighting zone in the Kiev- 
Kharkov-Poltava area. They caused us a great deal of trouble, and 
they forced us to adopt extensive countermeasures at  the time. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Do you know whether that applies to Odessa? 

WINTER: I heard that things were blown up in Odessa, but 
I cannot give you details. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Do you know the details about Kharkov? 

WINTER: I know about Kharkov indeed, because something 
happened there which caused us to adopt certain security measures. 
In the battles along the west border of Kharkov which were rather 
long and serious, a divisional staff with all its main material-I can-
not remember its number-was destroyed by a delayed-action ex-
plosion of this kind. This caused orders to be issued for the carry- 
ing out of special security searches in all buildings which had to be 
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used for accommodation of staffs and other authorities from that 
time on. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Did you, Witness, actually handle a Russian 
map, or see one, which indicated plans 'for such blowing-up 
operations? 

WINTER: No, I cannot remember seeing such a map. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Now, another point. You said a few moments 
ago that Field Marshal Von Rundstedt was your commanding 
officer. Who was your chief? 

WINTER: Infantry General Von Sodenstern. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Now, another subject. If I remember cor-
rectly, Field Marshal Von Rundstedt retired at that time or was 
dismissed; is that right? 

WINTER: When the attack on Rostock failed in November 1941 
and permission to withdraw his leading units had been refused 
by the OKH, Field Marshal Von Rundstedt sent a report to the 
OKH, to the army to which we were subordinated, in which he 
said that if the necessary confidence was not felt in his leadership, 
he must ask the Fiihrer to nominate a new commander for that 
army group. I have a painfully accurate recollection of this in- 
cident, because I myself drafted the telegram and the Field Marshal 
made that addition with his own hand. 

The telegram was dispatched in the evening, and Hitler's answer, 
relieving him of his post, arrived in the course of the same night. 

DR. JAHRREISS: So that his application was granted? 

WINTER: The application was granted. But perhaps I may 
tell you that there were repercussions later with Hitler. A few 
days afterwards Hitler himself flew to Mariupol in order to 
obtain information about the actual situation on the spot. On his 
homeward flight, he visited Field Marshal Von Rundstedt's Poltava 
hea~dquarters and had a discussion with him. In the course of this 
discussion, Hitler-I cannot tell you for certain whether I wit-
nessed this scene myself, or whether the Chief Adjutant Oberst 
Schmundt told me about it immediately afterwards-I repeat, there 
was a personal discussion in the course of which Hitler again 
reproached the Field Marshal for having put that alternative ques- 
tion, and said to him: 

"In the future I do not intend to tolerate any such appli- 
cations to resign. When I have once made a decisioni the 
responsibility is transferred to me. I myself am not in a 
position to go to my superior, for instance, God Almighty, 
and to say to him, 'I am not going on with it, because I don't 
want to take the responsibility.' " 



We considered, at the time, that that scene was of basic im- 
portance, and I may add that, to judge from the orders later given 
on that point, our impression was correct. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Do you know, Witness, whether Hitler, at 
some later date, altered his decision not to allow that in the future? 

WINTER: No, he certainly did not alter his decision. Because, 
as I know, there were two occasions, I believe, on which orders to 
that effect were issued, forbidding resignations on the part of a 
commander, or an officer in a leading position, on grounds of un-
willingness to assume responsibility. 

DR. JAHRREISS: I now come to another point. If I am properly 
informed, you were in the Armed Forces Operations Staff during 
the later stages of the war, were you not? 

WINTER: On 15 November 1944 I was called there to succeed 
General Warlimont who had fallen ill; and I took over his func-
tions on 15 November 1944. My appointment was dated from 1 De-
cember 1944. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, did you regularly attend the situation 
discussions with the Fiihrer? 

WINTER: Yes, I was there on an average of 5 days out of 7 
during the week. 

DR. JAHRREISS: There has been a great deal of discussion 
about these situation conferences in this courtroom, and a great 
many events tmk place at them which are of importance for this 
Trial; but up to now, no real picture has yet been presented to us 
of what those situation discussions really were. Can you explain 
the procedure of such a situation discussion with reference to its 
length and the number of people present? 

WINTER: The situation discussion was a permanent part of 
the afternoon's program, and was attended by a fairly large 
number of people, while there was a second situation discussion at 
2 o'clock in the morning, of no importance to us here. In it, reports 
were made only by the junior General Staff officers of the OKH for 
the Eastern Front and of the Operations Staff of the OKW for the 
Western Front. 

MR. ROBERTS: Mr. President, I have a submission again in the 
interest of time. The Defendant Jodl gave evidence as to these 
conferences, and no one put one word of cross-examination to sug- 
gest that his evidence was not accepted. Therefore, I would like 
to submit that this is pure repetition on a point which is not dis- 
puted. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Tribunal do not wish to hear anything 
of a general or detailed nature about these conferences unless there 
is something in particular that you want to prove about them. 
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DR. JAHRREISS: Mr. President, so as to clarify matters, may 
Iask a t  this time whether the objection raised by Mr. Roberts 
means that in this case the rule applies that something which has 
not been touched upon in cross-examination can be considered 
proved? I am not sure whether I have made myself understood. 
The objkction from the prosecutor apparently is based on the sup- 
position that something has been hea rd . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: I don't think you need lay down any hard 
and fast rules, but General Jodl gave general evidence about the 
nature of these "situation conferences," and he was not cross-
examined on it. I t  doesn't seem a t  all necessary to go into the 
general nature of these conferences with any other witness. 

DR. JAHRREISS : Thank you. 
/Turning to the witness.] Witness, it is possible in military life 

for an officer to receive an order with which he  does not agree, 
is it not? 

WINTER: Yes. 

DR. JAHRREISS: In that case, is it possible for him to put his 
divergent opinion on record? 

WINTER: In the German Anny, if I remember rightly, such 
a possibility existed from the time of Moltke. An order from 
Hitler which came out in 1938-1 think, in winter 1938-39-removed 
such a possibility once and for all. An order was issued at the 
time prohibiting even chiefs of general staffs and command author- 
ities from putting their divergent opinions on record. 

DR. JAHRREISS: In order to avoid creating difficulties for the 
interpretation, will you please explain the word "Aktenkundig"? 

WINTER: According to that it was not possible to include in 
the official files or in the war diaries of events kept by command 
staffs any comments to the effect that the chief was not in agree- 
ment with the decision or order of his superior. 

DR. JAHRREISS : It  was canceled? 

WINTER: These possibilities existed previously, but since 1938 
they no longer existed as they were done away with. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Thank you, General, I am now going to have 
a document shown to you, Document D-606, a document which the 
Prosecution also submitted during cross-examination 3 days ago. 
I am afraid I do not know the exhibit number. Perhaps it i s . .  . 

MR. ROBERTS: Well, that's the Number 3606. It's Exhibit 
GB-292, My Lord. I put it in separately in cross-examination, in 
their book. . . 
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THE PRESIDENT: Go on, Dr. Jahrreiss. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Witness, do you know this document? 
WINTER: I am acquainted with the document. It has my file 

reference number on it. 
DR. JAHRREXSS: Did you write it yourself? 
WINTER: No, General Jodl wrote it personally. But I can 

see a blank space under Figure 11. I do not know whether it is 
complete. The document consists of a preliminary draft, which is 
not contained here; but now that I have looked at it, I can see that 
it is dealt with in the file copy from my quartermaster's depart- 
ment. The third copy must have been sealed and attached to the 
same records. 

Immediately after the attacks on Dresden, when Hitler had 
raised the question of leaving the Geneva Convention, this pre-
liminary draft was drawn up at my headquarters under the respon- 
sibility of General Jodl, and the order stated that all angles should 
be worked on which would prevent the Fiihrer from coming to 
such a decision-that is, of leaving the Geneva Convention. This 
document was carefully worked out from the point of view of inter- 
national law and from the point of view of the psychological effect 
on the enemy troops, as well as on our own at home. I myself did 
it. The following day, my chief, General Jodl, received me. He had 
this document, the contents of which I have not checked now, and 
he told me that he was completely in agreement with this negative 
treatment, but that he had felt obliged to work on the draft in more 
detail, and bring i t  into line with the information he had from the 
Navy and so formulate it tactically in such a way that would 
guarantee its success with Hitler under all circumstances-for his 
idea must not be allowed to be put into practice. 

DR. JAHRREISS: Thank you, Mr. President. I have no further 
questions. 

THE PRESIDENT: Any other defendant's counsel want to ask 
questions? 

DR. LATERNSER: Mr. President, may I ask whether the pro- 
hibition regarding interrogation applies to this witness? And I 
want to point out that this witness is a member of the indicted 
group of the General Staff and of the OKW. 

. THE PRESIDENT: I do not know whether he is or not, but i t  
does not matter whether he is or not. You can question him before 
the Commission. I mean, you can call him yourself before the 
Commission. 

DR. LATERNSER: I merely wanted to clarify the matter by 
means of this question. 
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THE PRESIDENT: Yes, thanks. Dr. Latermer, if there is any 
' witness who is not residing in Nuremberg, you can have him kept 

for the purpose of having him examined before the Commission if 
you want to do so. 

MR. ROBERTS: My Lord, I only want to ask one-question. 
[Turning to the witness.] You have told us that Germany 

attacked the Soviet Union in breach of their Nonaggression Pad,  
because Germany feared an attack from the Soviet Union. 

WINTER: May I be more precise by saying that we, as Ge~era l  
Staff officers in the high command of an army group that was 
deployed in the Ukraine, were given that reason by our command- 
ing officer. Whether politically.. . 

MR. ROBERTS: Very good. We know now from the evidence in 
this Court that Hitler decided, in July 1940, to attack the Soviet 
Union; that on 18 December 1940446-PS, i t  is Page 53 of Book 7-
that on 18 December Hitler stated that the Armed Forces must 
be prepared to overthrow Soviet Russia in a single attack of light- 
ning-like speed. We know that the attack was not until 22 June. 
I t  does not look as though the leaders of Germany were very much 
frightened, does it, of Russia, or should we say the Soviet Union, 
breaking the Nonaggression Pact. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Witness, you had to take -retalia- 
tion measures in the Ukraine, did you not? 

WINTER: We did not undertake any reprisals--as far as the 
troops were concerned-in the operational zone of the Ukraine; at 
least, I have no recollection now of any such instances. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr.Biddle): What measures did you take 
against the resistance of the population? 

WINTER: During the entire campaign in which Army Group 
South was involved, there was no resistance by the population in 
the operational zone in the Ukraine. Only in rear areas were there 
fights, at that time, with struggling Russian troop units. A resist-
ance on the part of the population did not occur-as far as I 
know-until later when the operational zone had already been 
limited in the rear, and then there was resistance against political 
Reich commissioners. 

THE TRIBUNAL (Mr. Biddle): Very well. You were not there 
at that time? 

WINTER: The command to which I belonged was withdrawn 
from the front at the end of January, or in the early days of 
February 1943. The rear area, lines were at the Dnieper at 
that time. 
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THE PRESIDENT: The withes5 can retire. 

DR. EXNER: Mr. President, in conclusion I have only two inter- 
rogatories to submit to the Tribunal; and I want to read a few 
lines from one of them-something which was forgotten. 

To begin with, the interrogatory, Exhibit AJ-8, Document 
Jodl-61, an interrogatory of Waizenegger, which I herewith submit 
and beg the Tribunal to take judicial notice of its contents. And 
then there is Exhibit AJ-6, Document Jodl-59, an interrogatory of 
Bmdermuller, with reference to which I wish to make a similar 
request. Then, from the last to be submitted, Exhibit AJ-12, Docu- 
ment Jodl-65, General Greiffenberg's statement, I should like to 
quote the important parts. I t  is a question of the attack against 
Yugoslavia and the question of whether or not, after the Simovic 
Putsch, Yugoslavia had already taken up a position against us. This 
is in the third volume of my document book on Page 211. The 
Simovic Putsch was over, and the question was whether there was 
an immediate threat from Yugoslavia at the time. 

"Question: Is it a fact that Yugoslavia, immediately after 
the coup d'btat of the army, started to deploy her armies on 
all her borders? 
"Answer: I know only the front which was opposite the 
German Twelfth Army, located at the Bulgarian border. Here 
the Yugoslavs had deployed their armies at the border. 
"Question: Is it a fact that the Army 'List,' of which you 
were the commander at the time, had the order, before the 
coup d'ktat in Yugoslavia, to respect strictly the neutrality 
of Yugoslavia during the pending attacks on Greece, and that 
not even supply trains should be dispatched through Yugo- 
slavian territory? 
"Answer: I can testify that the strictest order had been given 
to respect Yugoslavia's neutrality. 
"Question: Did you hear of any violations of this order? 
"Answer: No." 
Gentlemen of the Tribunal, a number of interrogatories have 

not yet come in. Whether we are going to get them or not, I do 
not know. At any rate, I shall have to reserve to myself the right 
to submit them later. Apart from that, I have completed my case. 

THE PRESIDENT: On Monday the Tribunal will hear the case 
of the Defendant Seyss-Inquart, will i t  not? 

Very well, the Tribunal may adjourn. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 10 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 
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Monday, 10 June 1946 

M0rnin.g Session 

THE PRESIDENT: I call on counsel for the Defendant Seyss-
Inquart. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Your Lordship, High Tribunal, I open the 
defense case with the last words spoken by Dr. Schuschnigg as he  
resigned from the Austrian Chancellorship on 11 March 1938: "God 
protect Austria." 

I t  is a coincidence in history that at  a time when the question 
of the Anschluss is being discussed here with reference to the 
person of Seyss-Inquart, the four Foreign Ministers are preparing 
the peace treaties on the basis of the same events. May I, there- 
fore, draw the Tribunal's attention to my documents on this matter 
and ask that I be permitted to quote from them a t  somewhat 
greater length than I had originally intended? 

Now, with the permission of the Tribunal, may I begin with the 
examination of the defendant as witness in his own defense. 

[The  de fendant  took t h e  stand.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you state your full name, please? 

ARTHUR SEYSS-INQUART (Defendant): Arthur Seyss-Inquart. 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you repeat this oath after me: I swear 
by God-the Almighty and Omniscient-that I will speak the pure 
truth-and will withhold and add nothing. 

!The de fendant  repeated t h e  oa th  in German.]  

THE PRESIDENT: You may sit down. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Witness, when and where were you born? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I was born in 1892 in Iglau, situated in what 
was up to now a German-speaking enclave in Moravia. Moravia, at  
that time, was a crown province of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. 
There and in the German-speaking enclave Olmutz, also in Moravia, 
I lived until the age of 15, when with my parents I moved into the 
vicinity of Vienna where I completed my studies at  the Gymnasium 
and the legal faculty of the University of Vienna. In August 1914 
I enlisted in the Army. 
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DR. STEINBAUER: Were you in the Army during the whole of 
the war? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes. I served with the Tyrolean Kaiserjager 
and saw fighting in Russia, Romania, and in Italy. On a furlough 
during the war I passed my final examinations, and in 1917 
I received my doctor's degree. I was wounded once, decorated 
several times, three times for bravery in the face of the enemy. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What impressions of importance for your 
later life did you retain from the time of your youth? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Relevant to my case is, I think, only the 
experience of the struggle between the nationalities in Moravia, 
between the Germans and the Czechs. The Germans in those days 
were in favolr of a unified Austrian state, while the Czechs pursued 
a predominantly nationalistic policy. It  is, however, not without 
significance that a language compromise was agreed upon in 
llloravia. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What lasting impressions did you retain 
from your service in the war? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Apart from the experience of comradeship 
a t  the front, I remember especially the discussion toward the end of 
the war on the Fourteen Points of President Wilson. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Their essential content being the people's 
right of self-determination? 

SEYSS-INQUART: It was clear to us that the realization of 
those Fourteen Points would mean the dissolution of the Austro- 
Hungarian Monarchy. We Germans regarded it  as a t  least a com- 
pensation that in pursuance of this right of self-determination the 
German Erblande (the domain of the Holy Roman Emperors) would 
be able to return to the Reich from which they had been separated 
just 50 years before, in 1866. Yes, these territories had been 
created by the German Reich and had been part of it  for 950 out 
of the 1,000 years of their existence. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What did you do after your return from 
the war? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I devoted myself to my legal profession. In 
1921 I set up my own practice, which in  time grew into a very 
successful one. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What of your political attitude? Were you 
a member of any political party? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I was not a member of any political party, 
because I did not want to tie myself to partisan politics. I had good 
friends in all parties, including the Christian Social and Social 
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Democratic parties, but the party programs seemed to me rather 
one-sided, too much designed for individual groups of the community. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Were you a member of any political clubs, 
for instance, the Austro-German Volksbund? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, I was a member of the executive of the 
Austro-German Volksbund, because the only political idea to which 
I adhered after 1918 was Austria's Anschluss with the German 
Reich. I witnessed 12 November 1918, when the Provisional National 
Assembly, in fulfillment of the right of self-determination, decided 
that "Austria is a part of the German Republic." Furthermore, the 
Constitutional National Assembly repeated the decision 6 months 
later. But the Treaty of St. ~ e r m a i n '  forbade the Anschluss. 
Thereupon the various districts tried to hold plebiscites; in Salz- 
burg and the Tyrol 98 percent of those entitled to the vote were 
in favor of the Anschluss. Dr. Schuschnigg describes these events 
in his book, Three Times Austria. 

The answer was a serious attempt to divide Austria among its 
non-German neighbors; but they could not agree on the booty. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, may I at this point submit 
to the Tribunal and refer briefly to several documents of my 
document book? The first document, to which I have given the 
Document Number Seyss-Inquart-1, is on Page 2 of the document 
book and contains the proclamation of the German-Austrian 
deputies after the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy on 
21 October 1918. There the second sentence reads: 

"The German-Austrian State claims the territorial juris-
diction over the entire territory of German settlement areas, 
especially in the Sudetenland. The Gennan-Austrian State 
will fight any annexation by other nations of territories which 
are inhabited by German farmers, workers, and citizens." 
Then, as Document Number SeysInquart-2, I should like to 

submit-it is on Page 4 of the document book-the resolution which 
the witness has already mentioned, passed by the Provisional 
Austrian National Assembly on 12 November 1918, which says: 

"German-Austria is a democratic republic. All public author- 
ities are installed by the people. German-Austria is a part 
of the Gennan Republic." 
The leader of the biggest national party of the time, Dr. Karl 

Renner, explained the reasons for this law on 12 November and 
said the following, which appears on Page 6 as Document Number 
Seyss-Inquart-3 : 

"Our great people is in distress and misery, the people whose 
pride it has always been to be called the people of poets and 
thinkers, our German people of humanism, our German 



people which loves all mankind is deeply bowed in misery. 
But it is just in this hour in which it would be so easy and 
convenient and perhaps also tempting to settle one's accou-nt 
separately and perhaps to snatch advantages from the enemy's 
ruse, in this hour our people in all provinces wish to 
proclaim: We are one family and one people living under a 
common fate." 
Then I come to Document Number Seyss-Inquart-4, which is on 

Page 18. . . 
THE PRESIDENT: Page 8, is it not? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Page 18. I beg your pardon, yes, Page 8. 
That refers to the plebiscite on 24 April 1921 in the Tyrol, when 

145,302 voted for the Anschluss and 1,805 against it. On 18 May 
1921, there were 98,546 votes for the Anschluss in the district of 
Salzburg, and 877 votes against it. 

Your Honors, while submitting the document, I said that I 
maintain there were three component factors leading to the 
Anschluss: First, the economic emergency which runs as a recurring 
theme through the entire history of the period. Second, the dis- 
unity among the democratic parties, resulting therefrom. Third, the 
attitude of the rest of the world, particularly the big powers, 
toward our small country. 

Those thoughts are laid down in my document book, and I 
should like now with reference to the economic emergency of that 
time to submit as my next exhibit the speech of Prelate Hauser, 
President of the Austrian Parliament. The speech, made on 
6 September 1919, appears on Page 14 of my document book. As 
President of the Parliament he suggested the acceptance of the 
Peace Treaty of St. Gennain, giving the following reason: 

"The National Assembly has no choice. Country and people 
need lasting peace which will open the world to them again 
morally and economically and which can once again procure 

work for the masses of our people a t  home and abroad. . .." 

Then in the second paragraph he says: 

"It also has no other choice because our country depends on 

the big powers for its supply of food, coal, and industrial raw 

materials as well as in the re-establishment of its credit and 

its currency." 

The same point of view was expressed by the two statesmen 

Seipel and Schober. In Document Number Seyshquart-17, Seipel, 
regarded as the greatest Austrian statesman, said a t  that time: 

"But we will never believe that the Central European 
question is solved as long as the great state which virtually 
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makes up central Europe, the German Reich, is not a party 
to the solution." 

. I shall now continue with the examination of the witness. 
I want to ask you, Witness, do you still remember the time and 

the conditions after 1927? 

SEYSS-INQUART: On account of the economic situation which 
you have just described, the League powers again and again forced 
Austria to make so-called voluntary declarations renouncing the 
Anschluss. This had repercussions in Austrian domestic politics. 
The Auitrians, who in 1918 had been resolved to have a democratic 
parliamentary form of government, turned to radical ideas of an 
authoritarian character. 

DR. STEINBAUER: At that time a new party was formed. 
Which one was that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Then there occurred the so-called Palace of 
Justice fire, an uprising of the Marxists, which brought in its wake 
the creation of the anti-Marxists Home Guard, a militant organiza- 
tion. Thus uniforms were introduced into the political life of 
Austria. The controversy between the Marxists and the anti-
Marxists became ever more marked. The only nonpartisan organiza- 
tion at that time was the Gennan-Austrian Volksbund, and the 
Anschluss idea was the only political objective which still held all 
parties together. Around the year 1930-at least then i t  was first 
noticeable-the National Socialist German Workers Party made its 
appearance. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What impression did that Party make on 
you, particularly with reference to the seizure of power in the Reich? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I want to say quite openly that amidst 
Austrian conditions the Party appeared somewhat strange. Uni-
forms had, of course, already been introduced into politics by the 
Republican Guard of the Marxists and the Home Guard, but in 
the NSDAP even the actual political leaders wore uniforms and 
marched in close formation. And also the kind of political 
intransigence which they displayed was not in keeping with our 
customary political thinking. 

DR. STEINBAUER: But what then were the reasons for that? 
SEYSS-INQUART: Well, let me say that the NSDAP did not 

recognize any value in any other party and was never prepared 
to co-operate with any other. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Then, what positive successes did you think 
the Party had gained in the Reich? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I think that the influence of the Party in 
Austria-undoubtedly very great as time went on-was due to its 
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unqualified determination to attain the Anschluss. I am of the 
opinion that the radicalism is to be attributed, for instance, to the 
negation of the customs union by the Hague decision, to please the 
democratic party leaders. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In addition, were there not economic reasons 
which brought success to the NSDAP? 

SEYSS-INQUART: What was discussed in the Reich, and what 
we heard from the Reich . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, I suppose you are  hearing the 
words spoken by Dr. Steinbauer direct, and you are answering 
them without any pause, which gives the interpreter no chance. 

SEYSS-INQUART: We in Austria observed after 1933 the 
removal of the discriminations imposed by the Versailles Treaty 
and above all, the elimination of unemployment in the Reich. In 
Austria, too, about 10 percent of the population were unemployed 
a t  that time. Especially the Austrian workers, therefore, were 
hoping that the Anschluss would put an end to their unemploy- 
ment; and Austrian farmers were greatly interested in the Reich 
Food Estate and in the German market control. 

DR. STEINBAUER: If I understand you correctly, then, i t  was 
the Anschluss idea which brought you, too, in contact with the 
Party? I do not want to speak of the Party program, which has 
been discussed here again and again; but I just want to ask you 
briefly: When did you join the Party? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Officially, I became a member of the Party 
on 13 May 1938, and my membership number is above 7 million. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did you have any contact with Dr. Dollfuss? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I met Dr. Dollfuss in the period after the 
war. I knew that he wanted to take me into his Ministry in 1933; 
and a week before 25 July 1934, at  his invitation, I had a discussion 
with him. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did you participate in any way in the murder 
of Federal Chancellor Dr. Dollfuss on 25 July 1934? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No, in no way. Dr. Dollfuss planned to have 
another discussion with me. He was interested in my view regarding 
the calming of the very radical situation of that time. I told Dr. 
Dollfuss already at  that time that there were no more nationalists 
in Austria but only National Socialists, and that the National 
Socialists were acting only on Hitler's orders. 

DR. STEINBAUER: But, I must remind you, Doctor, that the 
Prosecution have submitted a .photograph which shows the murder 
of Dollfuss being extolled. 
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SEYSS-INQUART: That is the so-called Annual Commemoration 
in the year 1938. During that celebration nobody thought of Doll- 
fuss; it  was a Commemoration by the Party in honor of the seven 
SS men who had been hanged in connection with the Putsch attempt 
a t  that time. None of us referred to that death as murder. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Well, Dr. Schuschnigg succeeded Dollfuss as 
Federal Chancellor, and I want to ask you: What conclusions were 
drawn by the NSDAP from this event, as far as you could gather? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The NSDAP itself wa$ completely broken up 
and disorganized, and a small circle of men was fonned a t  that 
time; I also found my way to those men, and we drew the following 
conclusions from the events of 25 July: 

First, that they represented a considerable danger. I recall the 
meeting of statesmen in Stresa and their resolutions against Ger- 
many. And even though we were never worried about Italy, one 
had nevertheless to realize that in this very troubled atmosphere 
anything could easily lead to  war. We all agreed that the main 
task of Gennan policy must be to avoid war. 

DR. STEINBAUER: We are now in the year. . . 
SEYSS-INQUART: I should like to add that, with regard to 

domestic policy, the events on 25 July were the worst that could 
possibly have happened to the prospect of the Anschluss. We 
reflected on what might be done and came to the conclusion that 
the Party in the Reich should cease its interference in the Austrian 
National Socialist Party, the existence of which anticipated the 
Anschluss; but in return, the National Socialists in Austria should 
once more receive permission to be active, and especially, there 
should be elections to ascertain the proportional strength of the 
parties. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What I am interested in is the question 
whether you had any connections with authorities in the Reich at 
that time, that is, in 1936? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I had no connections with authorities in the 
Reich. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Thank you. Did you. . . 
SEYSS-INQUART: Only, as Reich Marshal Goring has already 

testified, when I became a State Councillor, did I, for the first time, 
meet a leading Gennan politician. 

DR. STEINBAUER: When was that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: That was in June or July 1937. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What was your attitude toward the NSDAP 
in Austria a t  that time, when you were State Councillor? 
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SEYSS-INQUART: When the agreement of 11 July 1936 was 
reached-without my having taken any part in it-Dr. Schuschnigg 
through Minister Klees asked me for my political co-operation. At 
that time I had particularly close connections with Zernatto, the 
General Secretary of the Fatherland Front. At the suggestion of 
Zernatto and his friends I became an Austrian State Councillor and 
Dr. Schuschnigg gave me the task, in writing, of examining the 
conditions under which the national opposition could be enlisted to 
collaborate politically. In order to fulfill that task I did, of course, 
have to contact the National Socialists, because the national oppo- 
sition m i s t e d  only of National Socialists. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Who was the head of the NSDAP in Austria? 
SEYSS-INQUART: The Party in Austria had reorganized illegally; 

Captain Leopold was the head. 
DR. STEINBAUER: Were you on friendly terms with him? 
SEYSS-INQUART: I could not come to an agreement with Cap- 

tain Leopold; he did not understand my policy, but thought that 
on the basis of the agreement of '11 July Dr. Schuschnigg had to 
allow the NSDAP again in its earlier form. I think I talked to 
Leopold only twice, or at most three times, throughout that time. 
He demanded that I be subordinate to him; that I refused. 

DR. STEINBAUER: May I in this connection draw attention to 
the following documents without reading from them? 

Exhibit Number Seyss-Inquart-44, on Page 103 of the document 
book, an excerpt from the Document Number 3471-PS, Exhibit 
Number USA-583, already submitted to the Court. 

Exhibit Seyss-Inquart-45, on Page 105, Document Number 3473-PS, 
Exhibit Number USA-581. 

And Document Number Seyss-Inquart-97, on Page 109, in which 
Zernatto expressly states that Seyss-Inquart did not fall in with 
Leopold's aims and efforts. 

My client has been accused by the Prosecution of having played 
a double game. As counterevidence, I applied for permission to 
hear the former Gauleiter Siegfried Uiberreither. He was inter-
rogated here, and I want to quote from the interrogatory, which 
is Document Number Seyss-Inquart-59, from the counterquestions 
put by the Prosecution on Page 140: 

'~uestion: 'Was not the Defendant seyss-lAquart, before the 
time when the Nazi Party was legalized, that is, before i t  was 
declared legal in February 1938, was he not in constant 
contact with the illegal Nazi Party of Austria?' 
"Answer: 'No. I personally did not know Seyss-Inquart until 
his visit to Graz. In Nazi circles he was considered a non-
Party member. I think-I do not know with certainty-that 
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he joined the NSDAP only when it was legalized. For this 
reason, he personally encountered a strong opposition in 
illegal Nazi circles.' " 

On Page 6 of the same document it says: 
"Question: 'Did not the Defendant Seyss-Inquart play a double 
game: On one side his legal position in Schuschnigg's Cabinet 
and on the other side his co-operation with the formerly 
illegal Nazi Party, whose activity was then legalized to a 
certain extent through the efforts of the defendant at 
Berchtesgaden in February 1938?' 
"Answer: 'I do not know to what extent he was in touch with 
the illegal Nazi circles before 12 February. I do not know 
about it, because I was not in Vienna. But from 18 February 
his contact with the Nazi Party was not duplicity but his 
duty. Schuschnigg himself had discussions with Leopold, the 
leader of the Nazis at that time-before Klausner it was 
Leopold.' " 
!Turning to t h e  defendant .]  This brings us to 1938. At the 

beginning of that year you were State Councillor in the Austrian 
Government. What did you think of the political situation at 
that time? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In many conversations with Dr. Schuschnigg 
but most of all in continual discussions with Zernatto, I suggested, 
in Line with the conclusions I had drawn from the events of 25 July 
1934, that the Reich, and particularly Hitler, be asked to refrain 
from any interference in Austrian politics through the medium 
of the Austrian National Socialist Party. I proposed that instead 
the Austrian National Socialists should receive permission to resume 
activities. That did not mean at all that I would give up the 
Anschluss, but I was completely convinced that a lawful and 
responsible policy of the Austrian National Socialists in Austria 
would in the course of time win for them the support of a clear 
majority of the Austrian nation-I mean of the Germans in Austria; 
and that the demonstration of such a clear majority would no longer 
be challenged by the powers of the League of Nations. One had 
to attempt to make Adolf Hitler agree to such a policy by enlisting 
the support d the autonomous and independent state of Austria 
for the Fiihrer's policy and the demand for equal rights of the 
German people. It was in the interests of these ideas that I talked 
to Field Marshal Goring and Herr Hess. I reported, the outcome 
of these conversations to Dr. Schuschnigg and to Zernatto and 
I recommended the formation of a coalition government by taking 
National Socialist ministers into the cabinet, on condition that Adolf 
Hitler offer adequate guarantees. My suggestions made no headway 
with either of the two parties, but were not directly turned down. 
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Meanwhile, the Austrian National Socialists continued t o  be active 
illegally; the police intervened and made arrests; three Austrian 
concentration camps were set up; in short, the events of that time 
foreshadowed today's denazification system. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Were you at the Obersalzberg on 12 February 
1938? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No. But I want to describe how that meeting 
came about. First of all, a renewed Party radicalism set in. At the 
beginning of 1938, legitimist tendencies were being promoted in 
Austria, the laws regarding the return of the Hapsburg property 
were discussed in the State Council. For the moment my awn 
position, therefore, became untenable; I retired and informed 
Zernatto and State Secretary Keppler who had been officially 
nominated by the Reich Government to conduct the political affairs 
relating to Austria. I felt that in view of my task it was my duty 
to inform Keppler also. I myself accepted an invitation from the 
Reich Sports Leader Tschammer-Osten and went to Gannisch-Parten- 
kirchen. There, without previous appointment, I met Herr Von 
Papen. Each of us poured out his troubles to the other, and came 
to the conclusion that both parties, that is to say, Hitler as well 
as the Austrian Government-that is, Dr. Schuschnigg-should be 
made aware of the fact that a clear decision on the lines of my 
proposal was necessary. At that time, participation of the National 
Socialists in the government was certainly discussed. Perhaps the 
Ministry of the Interior was also a subject of discussion, but my 
name was definitely not mentioned though it was the obvious one. 
I received no report on the discussions which Herr Von Papen 
had with Hitler, but I informed Zernatto of my conversation with 
Herr Von Papen. Zernatto at that time met me half-way on some 
questions, in particular with regard to the expansion of those 
sections dealing with national policy which were concerned with 
the National Socialists; and for this purpose he also placed means 
a t  my disposal. It was on 10 February, I think, when I heard 
through the group of my colleagues that Hitler had invited 
Dr. Schuschnigg to Berchtesgaden. Among the members of my circle 
were Dr. Reiner, Dr. Jury, Dr. Kaltenbrunner, Langot, and several 
others. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Were you informed of the outcome of the 
discussions at the Obersalzberg? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I was informed of the outcome of this con- 
ference only by Zernatto. On the evening of the llth, before 
Dr. Schuschnigg left for Berchtesgaden, I had a detailed discussion 
with him and Zernatto. We agreed to a large extent regarding the 
appointment of National Socialists--for instance, Jury, Reinthaller, 
and Fischbock-to certain public functions but not to ministerial 



positions. I did not broach the subject of a ministerial post, because 
I did not know how Adolf Hitler reacted to the suggestion which 
I made to Herr Von Papen. On 13 February Zernatto asked me to 
see him, and he then told me of the results and contents of the 
Berchtesgaden conference, which were known to him. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In this connection, I want to refer to Docu- 
ment Number SeyssInquart-48, Page 111, in which Zernatto states, 
"I had the definite impression that he"4eyss-Inquart-"did not 
until then know anything about the result of the discussion and 
the contents of the agreementH--of 12 February. 

Witness, on the basis of that agreement, you became Minister of 
the Interior and Police, did you not? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, on 17 February. 
DR. STEINBAUER: On 17 February 1938, with the assignment 

of b b l i s h i n g  connections between Austria ,and the Reich, or rather 
of improving them. Did you also have a discussion with Hitler 
himself? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes. The agreement at Berchtesgaden on 
12 February contained a definite stipulation to the effect that I was 
to be liaison man between the Austrian Government and the 
Austrian National Socialists on one side, and the German Reich 
on tame other. The contents of the protocol appeared to me unsatis- 
factory and even dangerous. There was no doubt at all that my 
appointment to the Ministry of the Interior and Security served 
as a notification, if not a signal, for the Austrian National Socialists 
that they might expect an early realization of their political objec- 
tives. In addition they received permission to profess their beliefs; 
they could wear the swastika and salute with the raised hand. What 
was not permitted, however, was their organization; that means, my 
National Socialist friends in Austria had no possibility of getting 
in touch with the National Socialists in a legal way. This agree- 
ment opened the gates without providing for a regular procedure 
thereafter. Hence, I myself resolved to see Adolf Hitler in order 
to make sure whether my plan had his approval. I went with 
Dr. Schuschnigg's assent and with an Austrian diplomatic passport. 

DR. STEINBAUER: And when did you talk then to Hitler? 
SEYSS-INQUART: I mentioned an incorrect date just no8w;it 

was on 16 February that I became Minister and I went to Berlin 
on the 17th. I talked with Adolf Hitler alone for more than 
2 hours. 

It was pointed out here by the Prosecution that I saluted Adolf 
Hitler with the raised-hand greeting. That was permissible under 
the agreement. But I would ask the Prosecution to admit that 
during every one of my interrogations I stated that I had 
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emphasized to Adolf Hitler at once that I was an Austrian Minister 
and as such responsible to Austria. I made some shorthand notes 
on this discussion on the back of a letter, and a few weeks later 
I dictated those notes to my secretary. I .now want to relate the 
contents of my talk with Hitler on the basis of those notes. My 
statements. .. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Witness, will you kindly be as brief as 
possible; can you do it in headings, perhap? 

SEYSS-INQUART: But this is the most important point with 
regard to my whole responsibility. 

"A condition of Federal Chancellor Dr. Schuschnigg is that 
I adhere to an autonomous and independent Austria, that I 
wpport the Constitution, that is, further development, in- 
cluding the Anschluss, mmt be based on this. The formation 
of public opinion in Austria must proceed independently and 
in accordance with present constitutional possibilities. I must 
be an active guarantor for Dr. Schuschnigg of the revolu-
tionary way, in the meaning of these statements (Yes), no 
Trojan horse. The Party and Movement must not adopt a 
militant attitude against prevailing cultural conceptions. (Yes). 

' 	 No totalitarianism of the Party and Movement; that is, 
National Socialist ideology to be realized with due apprecia- 
tion and regard for conditions in Austria; not to be imposed 
on others by force. The Party as such is not simply to 
disappear, but to exist as an organization of individuals; no 
illegal activity, no efforts inimical to the State, everything 
to be done in a legal fashion, anyone failing to do this, to be 
locked up." 

' 

In the main, Adolf Hitler agreed, and he told me: 


"It is not a question of the 25 points. One cannot proclaim 

a dogma; one must arrive from the pan-German and the 
national German conception to a National Socialist one." 

That was the gist of my conference with Adolf Hitler on 
17 February, from 12 to 2:10 o'clock. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did you. . . 
MR. DODD: Mr. President, I understood the witness to say that he 

made his notes on the meeting with Hitler and later dictated them 
to his secretary. It is not clear to me whether he was reading 
from those notes. F'urthermore, we have nwer  seen such notes 
and I think it should be made clear on the record. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Steinbauer, has the defendant got the 
notes? 
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DR. STEINBAUER: The original was taken from him when he 
was arrested. 

THE PRESIDENT: Defendant, you heard the question I asked; 
have you got the notes? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The original of these notes was among my 
files in Vienna. I made an application to have these files of mine, 
which were found, searched for the notes. I handed a copy of the 
notes to the Prosecution during one of my first interrogations; it is 
in the files of the Prosecution. I have only copies here; I do not 
have the original. 

THE PRESIDENT: The copy would be just as good for the 
purposes. 

SEYSS-INQUART: I have placed a copy at the disposal of the 
Defense. 

DR. STEINBAUER: But I gave it back to you. 
SEYSS-INQUART: Then you can submit this one. 
DR. STEINBAUER: Yes, would you hand it over? 
[The document was submitted to  the Tribunal.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Will you give it an exhibit number, Dr. Stein-, 
bauer? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Number Seyss-Inquart-61, otherwise it would 
be confused with the others. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

MR. DODD: Mr. President, I am confused about this; I still do 
not understand, and I am sure that my colleagues do not. We have 
never received any copy of any notes that this defendant has 
claimed he made soon after, or at the time of, his conference with 
Hitler. We have no such copy in our files. And I would like to 
have understood myself whether or not he is now claiming that 
this copy which is offered to the Tribunal is a copy of this original 
that he claims he gave to us. 

THE PRESIDENT: Is that what you say, Defendant, that the 
document which you have just handed to your counsel is a copy of 
the document which you say you produced during your inter-
rogations, which was from the shorthand notes you made at 
that time? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Mr. Presidmt, the original notes I made on 
the afternoon of 17 February. A few weeks later I dictated these 
notes, which I made in shorthand, to my secretary, who took them 
down on a typewriter. I had several copies, one of which I presented 
to the Prcsecution during one of my interrogations last summer. 
I have now given a second copy to my defense counsel. These are 
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copies made from the original notes a few weeks after the con- 
ference. The original was in my secret files in Vienna. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. 
MR. DODD: I wonder if we could learn jmt who i t  was to 

whom this defendant gave these notes? Mr. President, I would 
like to have some search made for them, and some effort made to 
find them. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you know who was the interrogating 
counsel? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Mr. Dodd himself. 
MR. DODD: We do not have it. 

SEYSSINQUART: I think I am right in saying that i t  was 
handed over. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, the main points of the con- 
tents coincide with the voluntary statement, which the defendant. . . 

MR. DODD: I think this is important enough a t  this point, Mr. 
President, to clear up. I have the interrogation that I first conducted 
on this defendant, and i t  clearly shows that he  referred to the 
notes; but he  clearly said a t  the time that h e  did not have them, 
that h e  left them in a black leather case with other documents in 
Mondorf, and he  asked me if I would make an effort to get them; 
and I said that I would, and we never have been able to find them, 
and that is the transcript of the interrogation. 

SEYSS-INQUART: May I say that I received Gem. The black 
leather case was brought to me here in Court and the notes were 
in it. I submitted the copy a t  one of the subsequent interrogations. 

/There was a short pause.] 

THE PRESIDENT: Go on,Dr. Steinbauer. 
DR. STEINBAUER: May I say that Document Number Seyss-

Inquart-49, Page 113, is substantially of the same content. The 
defendant, the present witness, informed Schuschnigg of the sub- 
stance of that talk; that is evident from Document Number 3271-PS, 
Exhibit Number Seyss-Inquart-65, on Page 158. 

Witness, I want to ask you now whether Hitler approved of 
your proposals? 

SEYSSINQUART: He cleady said "yes" to a number of things, 
but on other p i n t s  he  expressed doubts as  to whether the Austrian 
Government would agree; the principal impression was, however, 
that this policy seemed feasible. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In this connection i t  has also been alleged 
that as Minister of the Interior and Police you brought executive 
power under the control of the Nazis. 
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SEYSS-INQUART: I should like to leave the main explanation 
of this matter to my witness, Dr. Skubl. After Dollfuss' death 
Dr. Skubl was a special confidant of the Austrian Government and 
was placed at my side as State Secretary and Inspector General for 
Security Matters-clearly also to act as a kind of check. I had no 
objection at all to that and was v q  pleased to have such an 
expert at my disposal. 

I should just like to mention briefly that all orders of the entire 
executive came from Skubl. I myself never gave a direct order 
to the Austrian police. Skubl was given instructions by Dr. Schusch- 
nigg, particularly on 10 and 11 March. I myself did not bring a 
single National Socialist into the Austrian police. 

DR. STEINBAUER: All right, that is sufficient. 

SEYSS-INQUART: Perhaps I might refer briefly to the public 
appeal. . . 

DR. STEINBAUER: In this connection I want to refer to two 
documents, Numbers Seyss-Inquart-51 and 52, on Pages 117 and 119 
rqed ive ly .  We have now reached Document Book Number 2. 
The first is a speech by the defendant as Minister, addressed to his 
police officials, and the second speech is a radio talk which he 
gave a t  Linz. 

We now come to the critical days in March. Were you informed 
of the plebiscite plan of Schuschnigg, and by whom? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The day before Dr. Schuschnigg announced 
in Innsbruck the plan for the plebiscite he called me in and informed 
me of his plan. I asked him at that time whether the decision was 
unalterable, and he affirmed that. I expressed my concern that 
this might lead to difficulties; but I promised him that I would help 
him wherever I could, either to make the best of this plebiscite olr 
to bring about a suitable outcome-suitable, that is to say, even 
for the National Socialists. Of course, I had continual contact with 
the Austrian National Socialists, since I was,the liaison man. I spoke 
at several meetings-Zernatto and Dr. Schuschnigg were informed 
of that-and recounted what I had discwed with Adolf Hitler 
or what I had proposed to him. I avoided all possibilities of 
demonstrations, and as Minister of the Interior also banned such 
demonstrations. In that connection may I refer to the general ban 
on public meetings, imposed by me among others, and to the 
specific prohibition of a demonstration at Graz, evident from the 
interrogatory of the witness Uiberreither. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did Schuschnigg give you any promises? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No. I want to say that on the same evening 
I was also approached by Dr. Jury who in some way had already 
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heard of the plan for the plebiscite. I did not tell him that I had 
given my assent to Dr. Schuschnigg, though on account of my 
function as liaison man as laid down in the agreement of 12 Feb-
ruary, I should not have allowed silence to be imposed on me; 
yet, I did keep silent. 

DR. STEINBAUER: I think, Mr. President, this might be a 
suitable moment for the recess. 

THE PRESIDENT: Very well. We will break off now. 

[ A  recess was taken.] 

DR. STEINBAUER: We got as far as the plebiscite which Schusch- 
nigg had planned and which then became known. We come now 
to 11March. What did you do in the forenoon on that day? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I must say first that a day or two before, 
after consultation with Austrian National Socialists, I wrote a 
letter to Dr. Schuschnigg in which I commented on the plebiscite 
in an unfavorable way. The reasom were primarily that a real 
plebiscite result was not guaranteed, because it was not a proper 
plebiscite within the meaning of the national laws. For example, 
the plebiscite was not decided on by the Council of Ministers but 
by the Fatherland Front, that is, by the party; and it was to have 
been carried out by that party. 

It was suggested that the plebiscite be postponed and a proper 
election with all its legal requisites be held. On the evening of 
10 March, in the presence of Foreign. Minister Schmidt, I had 
another detailed conversation with Dr. Schuschnigg; and we agreed 
that the Government-as well as the provincial governments, and 
so forth-should include National Socialists, that, in effect, a 
coalition government should be formed; and in that case the 
National Socialists would also vote "yes." Only with reference to 
the license of the Party, the activities of the Party, were there still 
differences of opinion. I reported this to the Austrian National 
Socialists but they were not much interested, because news had 
come from Berlin that Hitler had rejected the plebiscite. I was told 
that on the next day I would receive a letter from Hitler. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did you receive a letter? 
SEYSS-INQUART: Yes. I received a letter from E t l e r  by 

courier. I am almcst certain that the letter also contained the draft 
of a telegram for a march into Austria, but I cannot recall whether 
the draft of a radio speech was also included in it. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What did you do in the morning, after 
receiving this letter? 
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SEYSS-INQUART: After receiving this letter I went with 
Minister Glaise to Dr. Schuschnigg. We were at the Federal 
Chancellor's office at 10 o'clock, and I informed Federal Chancellor 
Schuschnigg of the entire contents of this letter without reservation. 
I n  particular, I pointed out that in case of a refusal Adolf Hitler 
expected unrest among the Austrian National Socialists and that he 
was ready, i f  disturbances occurred, to answer an appeal for help by 
marching in. In other words, I expressly called Federal Chancellor 
Schuschnigg's attention to the ps ibi l i ty  of this development. 

DR. S T E I N B ~ E R :Did you ask for an answer from him? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The letter set a deadline, 12 o'clock. As our 
talk lasted until about 11:30, I asked Federal Chancellor Schuschnigg 
to give me an answer by 2 o'clock. I know that in the meantime, 
and also on the previous day, he had taken security measures 
through Dr. Skubl, of which I had approved. A number of age 
groups of the Austrian Federal Army were called up, the police 
everywhere received instructions, and a curfew was imposed in 
the evening. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What happened in the afternoon of 11March? 

SEYSS-INQUART: At 2 o'clock I went to the Federal Chancellor's 
c-ffice with Minister Glaise. We had a talk with Dr. Schuschnigg; 
he rejected a postponement. At that moment I was called to the 
telephone; Field Marshal Goring was on the phone, and the con-
versation between us is reproduced here under the Exhibit Number 
USA-76, Document Number 2949-PS. 

And then followed demands and concessions. When I told Field 
Marshal Goring that Federal Chancellor Schuschnigg rejected the 
postponement, he declared, in the name of the Reich, that he had 
to ask folr Schuschnigg's resignation, because he had broken the 
agreement of 12 February and the Reich had no confidence in him. 
Dr. Schuschnigg was then ready to adjourn, but not to resign. 
Thereupon Field Marshal Gijring demanded not only Schuschnigg's 
resignation, but my appointment as Federal Chancellor. During a 
conference with Federal Chancellor Schuschnigg at 3:30 in the 
afternoon, the Chancellor said that he would hand to the Federal 
President the resignation of the whole Cabinet. When I was in-
formed of this, I left the Federal Chancellor's office, because I 
considered my function as a middleman concluded in the meaning 
of the agreement of 12 February; and I did not want in any 
way to advocate or promote my own appointment as Federal 
Chancellor. 

DR.STEINBAUER: In this connection may I refer to my 
Exhibit Number Seyss-Inquart-58, Page 134 (Document Number 
2949-PS). This is an excerpt from the telephone conversations of 
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Gijring; Goring is listening to reports, and SeysInquart  is speaking 
of the relationship between Germany and Austria. I t  says here: 
"Yes, he means that Austrian independence will be preserved. . . ." 

Now, that was on 11 March, in the late afternoon? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In these telephone conversations it was also 
suggested that the Party formation, the emigrant Legion, should 
come to Austria. From the same telephone conversation it is 
obvious that I opposed this and wanted rather an election or a 
plebiscite held before the entry of any formation into Austria. 

In the course of that afternoon State Secretary Keppler came 
to Vienna and requested information from me. And so I again 
went to the Federal Chancellor's office. Berlin repeatedly asked 
me to intervene with the Federal President in order to effect my 
own appointment as Federal Chancellor. I always refused to do that. 

DR. STEINBAUER: And what did the Austrian NSDAP do at 
that time? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The Party in Austria began demonstrations. 
Party members left their houses, filled the streets, and as Party 
members or sympathizers took part in a demonstration against the 
system and for the National Socialists, a defnonstration which 
,assumed enonnous proportions. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What was the feeling in theFederal provinces? 

SEYSSINQUART: I had no contact with the Federal provinces 
but learned quite late during that night or on the next day that 
there, even on a larger scale than in Vienna, big demonstrations of 
very large crowds had taken place against the Fatherland Front 
and for the National Socialists. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What attempts did Federal President Miklas 
make to solve this situation? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I cannot say anything about that from my 
own observation, for until 8 o'clock in the evening no one at all 
approached me on these matters. No one spoke to me about the 
Federal Chancellorship; no other pmibility of a solution wa-s 
discussed with me. I heard that the Federal President wanted to 
make Dr. Ender, of Vorarlberg, Chancellor and me Vice Chancellor. 
I believe that suggestion would have been completely practicable. 
But I could not discuss it-least of all with Berlin-because no one 
had said anything to me about it. 

DR. STEXNBAUER: And when events reached a climax and 
Schuschnigg offered his resignation, did you compile a Cabinet list? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In the course of the evening it became clear 
that Federal Chancellor Schuschnigg would resign and that the 
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Reich would not tolerate any other than a National Socialist Govern- 
ment. Therefore, in order to avoid being taken by surprise, I con-
sidered i t  my task to study whom I should take into a Cabinet. The 
suggestions mentioned in the telephone conversations were not 
transmitted by me at all. I chose my colleagues quite independently 
-naturally after consultations with Austrian National Socialists- 
and they included also people with strong Catholic ties, such as 
Professor Mengin, Dr. Wolf, and others. 

I asked Foreign Minister ~chmidt ' to  enter the Cabinet. He asked 
me for a reason, and I told him: I want to keep Austria autonomwis 
and independent, and I need a foreign minister who has connections 
with the Western Polwers. Schmidt refised, remarking that Federal 
Chancellofr Schuschnigg had introduced him into politics and that 
he would remain loyal to him. 

DR. STEINBAUER: I should like to submit some documents 
now: Document Number Seyyss-Inquart-50, Page 115, from Zernatto's 
book on Seyss-Inquart's position; then, on Page 125, Document 
Number Seyss-Inquart-54, also from Zernatto's book, where it says: 
".. .heV-Seyss-Inquart-"no longer has developments in his hands." 

Then Document Number Seyss-Inquart-62, Page 149, in which . Zernatto quotes from a conversation with Dr. Seyss-Inquart: 
"He says that there are two main points on which he will not 
compromise. The first is Austria's independence and the 
second, the possibility for the conservative Catholic element 
to develop its own life." 
!Turning to the defendant.] Now we come to a very important 

questicm. You then made a radio speech in which you called 
yourself a Minister, although Schuschnigg had already resigned. 

SEYSS-INQUART: The situation was as follows: The resignation 
of the whole Cabinet was not accepted by the Federal President; 
and we, including myself, remained Ministers. When Dr. Schuschnigg 
made his farewell speech, he did not .speak of the resignation of 
the whole Cabinet. He only said, "We yield to force." Dr. Schuschnigg 
and Federal President Miklas had agreed at that time that I would 
not actually be appointed Federal Chancellor, but that with the 
entry of Gennan troops executive power should be passed to me. 
Therefore, in my opinion, I was de facto Minister of the Interior 
and Foreign Minister. 

DR. STEINBAUER: The Prosecution assert that you yourself 
exerted pressure on Federal President Miklas to appoint you 
Chancellor. 

SEYSS-INQUART: I did not see Federal President Miklas at all 
until 9 or 10 o'clock in the evening, after Schuschnigg's speech 
"We yield to force." 
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DR. STEINBAUER: I should like to submit to the Court this 
speech of Chancellor Dr. Schuschnigg of 11March under Document 
Number Seyss-Inquart-53, Page 122; in it he says: 

"The Federal President has commissioned me to inform the 
Austrian people that we are yielding to force. Since we are 
at all costs determined not to spill German blood, even in 
this grave hour, we have given orders to our Armed Forces 
to withdraw without resistance, if the invasion of Austria is 
carried out, and to await the decision within the next hours." 
The Prosecution, Witness, sees evidence of this pressure also in 

the fact that SS units were called to the Federal Chancellor's 
office at that time. What can you say to that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I believe it was after Schuschnigg's farewell 
speech, when I saw in the anterooms 10 or 15 young men in black 
trousers and white shirts, that was the SS. I had the impression 
that' they were doing messenger and orderly duty for State 
Secretary Keppler and the others. As they approached the rooms 
in which Federal Chancellor Schuschnigg and President Miklas 
were, I ordered guards of the Austrian Guard Battalion to be placed 
at their doors. I may mention that these were selected men of the 
Austrian Army who according to Austrian standards were very 
well armed, while these SS m e n 4 0  a t  most-possibly carried 
pistols. Moreover, 50 steps from the Federal Chancellor's office 
were the barracks of the Guard Battalion, with a few hundred 
picked and well-armed men. If Federal President Miklas and 
Federal Chancellor Schuschnigg had not been concerned with things 
other than those which happened in the Feder'al Chancellor's office 
and on the street outside it, they could easily have put an end to 
this situation by calling out the Guard Battalion. 

DR. STEINBAUER:. The Prosecution has submitted an affidavit 
of the Gauleiter of Upper Austria, Eigruber, which states that even 
before you became a Federal Chancellor, you ordered the seizure 
of power in the various Austrian Federal provinces. 

SEYSS-INQUART: That is completely incorrect, and the Gau- 
leiter of Upper Austria also does noi claim to have talked to me. 
I believe he says that he had received a telegram signed by me. 
I did not send a telegram, and I did not give oral instructions to 
any Gauleiter or to anyone else for the seizure of power. 

Later I heard from Globocznik that he had carried out the 
seizure of power. He told me of that in these words: "You know, 
I seized power for you and acted as the government; but I did not 
tell you anything about it, because you would have been against it." 

DR. STEINBAUER: You say you would have been against it. 
Was the population against it, too, against the marching in, which 
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had meanwhile taken place, that is, the invasion as described by 
the Defendant Goring? 

SEYSS-INQUART: One cannot call it an invasion; it wag a 
stormy, loudly cheered entry of German troops. There were no 
villages-even those with an orthodox Catholic population-and no 
workers' district. which did not burst out in stormy jubilation. 
Moreover, both Dr. Schuschnigg and I were completely clear about 
this; once in 1937 he had agreed with me when I said that the 
entry of German troops into Austria could not be impeded by 
anything but the ovations of the population. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In this connection I should like to refer to 
a Document Number Seyss-Inquart-37, Page 86. This is a quotation 
from the book by Sumner Welles, The Time for Decision, describing 
.a conversation'between him and the Italian Foreign Minister, Count 
Ciano, and it says: 

"Before the occupation of Austria, Dr. Schushnigg came 
to Rome. He admitted to me frankly that, if Germany occupied 
Austria, the majority of Austrians woul'd support the occupa- 
tion and, if Italy sent troops into Austria to prevent the 
occupation, the Austrians as one man would join with the 
Germans to fight Italy." 
Now, Witness, we come to the next day, to 12 March. Did YOU 

not at that time have a telephone conversation with Hitler? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes; I called the Fiihrer in connection 
with the entry of troops. I should like to repeat and explain that 
on the day before, at about 7 o'clock, the negotiations suddenly 
came to a stop. Everybody waited. At half past 7 State Secre- 
tary Skubl came with the news that the entry of German troops 
had actually begun, according to a report from one of the frontier 
posts; indeed Field Marshal Goring had repeatedly said that it 
would take place. Thinking that the entry was actually in prog- 
ress, Schuschnigg then made his farewell speech. And with that 
the government of the Fatherland Front had resigned from office. 
And I state expressly, up to this moment I did nothing which 
in any way furthered the taking over of control in Austria or to 
express it more correctly, which intentionally furthered the 
establishment of the National Socialists and the seizure of power. 
I only acted as an intermediary within the meaning of the Treaty 
of 12 February. But from the moment when the system of the 
Fatherland Front came to an end, I considered it my responsibility 
to take action. First I made a radio speech, but not the one which 
had been prescribed for me in the morning. For I did not speak 
of a provisional government, but referred to myself as Minister of 
the Interior. Only then did I call on the SA and the SS to act as 
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auxiliary police; and like Schuschnigg, I gave the order to offer 
no resistance to the entry of German troops. Subsequently I was 
appointed Federal Chancellor, and my Cabinet was approved. On 
the same night I drove Dr. Schuschnigg home in my car, because 
I was afraid something might happen to him at the hands of 
provocateurs; and I asked Dr. Keppler to call up the Fiihrer and 
ask him not to give the order for the entry of troops. Reich 
Marshal Goring spoke about that here. In the morning I called up 
again; then I met the Fiihrer at the airport in Linz, and, as the 
entry of the troops was in full progress, I asked him whetheq it 
would not be possible to have Austrian troops march into the 
German Reich, so that, symbolically a t  least, equal rights would 
be maintained. The Fiihrer agreed; and Austrian troops actually 
marched into Munich, Berlin, and other cities, in Austrian uniform. 

DR. STEINBAUER: How, in your capacity as  newly appointed 
Federal Chancellor, did you envisage the further development of 
the situation? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Since the system of the Fatherland Front 
had broken down, I could no longer entertain my idea of a coali-
tion government. It was clear to me that a National Socialist 
government with a very strong Catholic tendency would control 
developments not in the form of an immediate Anschluss but 
rather-by carrying out appropriate elections and a plebiscitein 
the form of an economic and possibly a military union with the 
Gennan Reich. 
' 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, in this connection, I should 
like to submit an extremely important document, which shows in 
an entirely new way how the Anschluss Law came about. It is a 
sworn statement of the former State Secretary of the Interior, 
Dr. Stuckart, who is imprisoned here. I submit i t  to the Court and 
should like to establish the following from this testimony.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: Where is the document? 

DR. STEINBAUER: It is not in the document book 'because I 
received it later. The translation of it has not yet been completed. 
I will read from the witness' testimony only briefly to establish the 
connection-I have submitted the original to the Court.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: You are giving it a number, are you? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Document Number SeyssInquart-92. The 
witness says in it that Hitler would probably have incorporated 
the presidency of Austria in his own person, that he, the witness, 
was told by Frick to draft a law to that effect, but that he was 
then suddenly ordered to Linz . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Wait just a minute, Dr. Steinbauer. 
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DR. STEINBAUER: In the DGtch matter also, there are a few 
affidavits which have not yet arrived or which have just come in. 
Perhaps it would be more expedient to submit these documents 
when they have been translated. 

THE PRESIDENT: The Prosecution will have the affidavit, 
I suppose? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Yes, the Prosecution already have the 
affidavits. 

If I may continue, he says that to his surprise he was told by 
Hitler in Linz to draft a law providing for the direct, total 
Anschluss, that is, providing for Austria's status as a province, a 
Land, of the German Reich, like Bavaria and the other German 
Lander. He worked out this law, as he had been instructed to do, 
flew to Vienna, and submitted it for approval to the ministers who 
were assembled there. 

I should Like to establish in three documents the impression 
which the Anschluss made on the population. First, Document 
Number Seyss-Inquart-30. This is the celebration at which the 
Viennese welcomed the F'iihrer in the biggest square in Vienna, the 
Heldenplatz. On that occasion, on 15 March, the witness welcomed 
the Fiihrer and said: 

"The goal for which centuries of German history have 
battled, for which untold millions of the best Germans have 
bled and died, which has been the final aim of fierce struggle, 
the last consolation in the bitterest hours-has today been 
reached. Austria has come home." 
Hitler now ordered that this Anschluss Law subsequently be 

sanctioned by a plebiscite of the Austrian population. Documents 
showing the results of this plebiscite have already been submitted 
to the Court. I should just like to point out, in addition, the attitude 
of the Catholic bishops toward the plebiscitethat is Document 
Number Seyss-Inquart-32, Page 73-and the attitude at that time 
of the present Federal President, Dr. Karl Renner-that is Docu- 
ment Number Seyss-Inquart-33, Page 76. On the attitude of the 
other powers to the Anschluss question I shall quote from testimony 
of the witness Schmidt, who as the then Foreign Minister was the 
qualified man; but I should like to submit one document on it, 
.namely Document Number Seyss-Inquart-38, Page 89. That is the 
Hpuse of Commons speech of Chamberlain, who was Prime Minister 
at the time. In reply to a question regarding the Anschluss he said: 
". . .nothing could have stopped this action by Germany unless we 
and others had been ready to use force to prevent it." 

lTurning to the defendant.] Now Austria has been incorporated, 
it is a part of the Greater German Reich, with Seyss-Inquart as 



Chancellor. Did you remain Federal Chancellor or did you receive 
another state function after the seizure of power? 

SEYSS-INQUART: On the 13th during the night, I reported on 
the Anschluss Law to the Fuhrer; and I took the opportunity of 
discussing three questions with him immediately. That was, how- 
ever, not at all easy, for the f i h r e r  was deeplyc moved and wept. 

First, I asked that the Austrian Party might retain relative 
independence and be headed by an Austrian as)the provincial 
leader; second, that Austria as a state might also enjoy a certain 
degree of independence. To the first request the Fuhrer said, 
"Possibly"; to the second he said, "Yes"; Austria would receive her 
own governor, a Reichsstatthalter. I then rose and asked the Fuhrer 
that I be allowed to return to my private practice as a lawyer. 
As a third request, I asked that the unjust exchange rate of 
2 schillings to 1 mark be altered to 1.50. The Fiihrer agreed to 
that also. 

On 15 March, on the occasion of the celebration which has 
already been mentioned here, the Fuhrer told the radio announcer, 
"Announce that Reichsstatthalter Seyss-Inquart will now speak." 
That to me was actually the first news of my appointment as Reichs- 
statthalter. I held that post until the end of April 1939. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Who really directed policy in Austria after 
the Anschluss? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Burckel was sent to Austria immediately 
with the task of reorganizing the Party and preparing the plebiscite. 
The interference of Burckel and his collaborators, and various' plans 
somewhat strange and adverse to Austrian conceptions, caused me, 
on 8 April, in Buyckel's presence, to call the f ihrer 's  attention to 
this sort of co-ordination and in my hearing the Fiihrer said to 
Burckel: "Burckel, you must not do that, otherwise the enthusiasm 
of the Austrians for the Anschluss will change to dissatisfaction with 
the Reich." 

Nevertheless, a few weeks later he made Biirckel Reich Com- 
missioner for the Reunion. He controlled the Party and politics and 
propaganda, including church policy, and he had the right to give 
me instructions in state matters. 

DR. STEINBAUER: You know that the Prosecution make charges 
against you in connection with the policy in Austria shortly after 
the Anschluss. The first charge is with regard to the Jewish ques- 
tion, namely, that you participated in this grievous treatment of the 
Jewish population, or that you were responsible for it. 

What can you say to that? 
SEYSS-INQUART: I cannot at all deny it; for certainly, as chief 

of the civil administration, I issued orders along that line in my 



field of authority, though Burckel claimed that the Jewish question 
as such was part of his field; and in a document which has been 
submitted here, he called the Jewish question a matter arising as 
a consequence of the Anschluss. 

DR. STEINBAUER: May I, in this connection, refer to two docu- 
ments. One is Document Number Seyss-Inquart-64, a decree on 
Page 154. It is the decree of the Fuhrer on the appointment of 
Burckel as Reich Colrnrnissioner for the Reunion of Austria with 
the Reich. I emphasize here especially Article 4, which gives Burckel 
the detailed authority to issue orders to the witness. The second 
document is Exhibit Number Seyss-lnquart-67, Page 163; the Court 
already has it; i t  is Document Number 2237-PS. With this long 
document, I only want to demonstrate that the entire solution of 
the Jewish problem, particularly in November 1938, was a matter 
with which the defendant had nothing to do. 

The defendant's own attitude I should like to show by submitting 
an affidavit which came to me unsolicited from Australia. This is 
Document Number Seyss-Inquart-70, Page 175. I am fully aware 
of the Tribunal's view that it is not very weighty evidence that 
some defendants have submitted letters from Jews; "One swallow 
does not make a summer," as the proverb says. The reason for my 
submitting this document is Paragraph 12 qn Page 4, in which the 
witness, Dr. Walter Stricker, who comes from a highly respected 
Jewish family in Linz, says the following: 

"After my departure from Austria, I heard of other cases in 
~ which Dr. Seyss gave similar help to Jews and that in May 

1938, when persecutions of Jews became particularly severe, 
he protested to the Gauleiter Burckel." 

It is therefore quite clear that the defendant did not participate 
but rejected this radical policy. 

Witness, you know from the trial brief that you are charged 
with having played a double game. What was the attitude of the 
Party toward you after the Anschluss? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I know that this charge is made against me 
and has been made against me before. Radical circles of the Party 
made the same accusation against 'me, and I will admit openly 
that I can understand why it was made. I attempted to bring 
together two groups which, as history has shown, simply could not 
be brought together; and since this could not be anticipated at the 
time, the radical elements of both groups must have come to the 
conclusion that the man who attempted it was not honest in his 
attempt. But more important is something else. The final solution 
of the Austrian question was not my solution at all, but the 
solution of the radical elements in the Party. I myself, however, 
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from 11 March a t  8 o'clock in the evening, participated in that 
solution. As a result, it  is easy for people to say that I participated 
in it beforehand and prepared for it; but that is not true. Only 
at 8 o'clock in the evening, after Schuschnigg and the Fatherland 
Government had resigned, did I too adopt this point of view, 
because under the given political conditions there was no other 
possibility. For there was no political power in Austria other than 
that of the National Socialists; the alternative was civil war. 

I myself welcomed the Anschluss Law, and my decision also 
determined that of my colleagues. On 13 March, of course, I wel- 
comed the opportune moment. At most, there might have been 
some sort of hesitation as to whether the Anschluss should actually 
then be carried through. I considered that, but as I saw it, there 
was no need for misgivings from the foreign political point of view, 
because, according to all reports, everything would pass quietly. 
Domestically, there had never been so much enthusiasm in Austria. 
I felt that no Austrian statesman, no man in a position of respon- 
sibility, ever had the whole population behind him as much as I. 
But the Anschluss Law was valuable and useful, insofar as in any 
case the Reich would in reality have had the authority, and thus 
it was certainly better it had full responsibility outwardly too. 

DR. STEINBAUER: The Defendant Kaltenbrunner told me that 
he and you were a t  this time very closely shadowed by Heydrich. 
Is that correct? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Heydrich in particular was among those who 
distrusted us, and "us" includes Kaltenbruriner. At the end of 1937 
Heydrich wrote a secret report, which I later received. In this 
report he said that the solution of the Austrian question in favor 
of the Party was inescapable, that the policy of State Councillor 
Seyss-Inquart might, however, prove to be the only obstacle, for 
he would be in a position to produce something like Austrian 
National Socialism. After the Anschluss a so-called "escort" detail 
was attached to me with the sole task of sending to Heydrich 
constant reports on what I was doing. I had as Little objection to  
this as to the fact that, as Austrian Minister of Security, my 
telephone conversations were intercepted. 

DR. STEINBAUER: After you had allegedly played the main 
role in this affair, what reward did you receive for your activity? 
Were you given an estate or a gratuity of several hundred thousand 
marks? Did you ever receive anything Like that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No, and there was no question of anything 
like that. My reward was the knowledge of having worked for 
the formation of Greater Germany. 
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DR. STEINBAUER; I would still like to ask you: Did you ever 
receive anything? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No. On my fiftieth birthday.. . 
DR. STEINBAUER: But you received a title, did you 'not? 
SEYSS-INQUART: Do you mean the title of Gmppenfuhrer of 

the SS? On 15 March I was named Gruppenfiihrer of the SS, as 
an honorary rank. I must add that I did not try to obtain it and 
that I went through no examinations or other such things. As a 
rule an honorary rank in the SS does not entail membership in 
the general SS; it does not bestow on the holder either command 
or disciplinary powers. I myself learned that when I complained 
to Hirnmler about Biirckel and demanded proceedings-that letter 
has been submitted here. Himmler told me then that he had no 
disciplinary powers over Biirckd, who held only an honorary rank. 
I myself, as regards the SS ... 

DR. STEINBAUER: I think that is sufficient. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Steinbauer, as I understood it, the defend- 
ant said that he received a secondary post to furnish reports to 
Heydrich. What was that secondary post? Is that what you said? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Heydrich wrote a secret report against me. 
No, I am sorry, Heydrich sent an "escort" detail.. . 

THE PRESIDENT: You said in 1937 Heydrich issued a secret 
report about Austria, and then said that the solution was unavoid- 
able except for the policy of Seyss-Inquart. That was the substance 
of it, was i t  not? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I did not quite understand that. 

THE PRESIDENT: And after that, I understood you to say you 
received a secondary post to furnish reports to Heydrich. 

SEYSS-INQUART: No, Heydrich sent four or five of his men to 
accompany me as a kind of guard escort, and these men had orders 
to report my movements to him. . 

THE PRESIDENT: I see; I must have misunderstood the trans- 
lation. 

DR. STEINBAUER: To sum up, I can say that apart from your 
appointment as SS Gruppenfiihrer you received no awards, with 
the exception of a promise that you would become Reich Minister 
within a year? Is that correct? 

SEYSS-INQUART: This promise was given a t  the end of April 
1938. I refer to a question in the cross-examination of the Reich 
Marshal. Before 13 March 1938 I did not receive the slightest 
promise from the Reich on anything and was not in any way 
under obligation to anyone or bound to obey anyone in the Reich. 
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DR. STEINBAUER: And with that I can close the chapter on 
Austria and briefly discuss the Czechoslovakian question. 

You are accused, on the basis of a congratulatory letter sent to 
the Fiihrer by Henlein, of having taken an active part in the 
annexation of Czechoslovakia. 

SEYSS-INQUART: In the affairs of September 1938 I had no 
other part at all than that cif receiving, as Reichsstatthalter in 
Austria, the refugees from the border areas, lodging, and caring 
for them in Austria. Henlein, and a few other leaders, I knew 
personally but did not interfere in their politics and was not well 
acquainted with their relations to the Reich. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What can you say about Slovakia? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The relations between Vienna and Bratislava 
were very good even at the time of the old Austrian Monarchy. 
I myself had relatives in Bratislava. Hence the Slovaks and the 
Germans knew each other well. We knew in particular the com- 
plaint of the Slovaks that the promise of Pittsburgh had not been 
kept, that they had not received full autonomy of Slovakia. Father 
Hlinka was in favor of complete autonomy; he was venerated in 
Slovakia as a saint, and at least threequarters of the Slovakian 
people were behind him; he advocated independence from the 
Parliament in Prague and the adoption of Slovakian as the official 
language. After March 1938-to be exact, after September 1938- 
I met a few Slovakian politicians, Sidor, Dr. Tiso, Dr. Churchansky, 
and perhaps one or two others. The Fiihrer himself once asked 
me to inform him and to send him a report on Slovakian conditions; 
and I commi&oned two of my colleagues, who had very good 
personal connections in Slovakia, to obtain the desired information. 
In March 1939 I talked to Sidor and Dr. Tiso, because they wanted 
to confer with me on possible Berlin-Prague developments and their 
consequences for Slovakia; at least, so I was told by my colleagues 
who had invited me. Mention was made in these discussions of the 
possibility of a Berlin-Prague clash and of the concern for the 
integrity of Slovakia, because there was the danger that the 
Hungarians, and the Poles too, might take advantage of the occasion 
by occupying Slovakian territory. The Slovakian gentlemen wanted 
assurances on what Berlin intended to do ahd what they could do 
to preserve the integrity of their country. I spoke very openly with 
these gentlemen; but I did not ask them to declare their independ- 
ence, for they themselves had to make that decision. We discussed 
rather the question d whether differences between Slovakian and 
German interests existed, and we established that they did not exist. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In this connection I should like to refer to 
two documents. One is Document Number Seys-Inquart-71, 
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' 	 Page 181. This is the reference to the Pittsburgh Treaty. The 
second document is Exhibit Number SeyssInquart-72 (Document 
Number D-751), Page 183, submitted by the Prosecution as Exhibit 
Number USA-112, as proof that the defendant was in unlawful 
contact with the Slovakians. 

You are, of course, acquainted with this document, Witness. I t  
is a report of Viscount Halifax, of 21 March 1939. Who was in 
Bratislava with you at that time? Or were you there a t  all? 

SEYSS-INQUART: State Secretary Keppler was at that time 
sent from Berlin to Vienna with the task of putting certain ques- 
tions to the Slovakian Government. Both Burckel and I had 
refused to take over such an assignment; that was one of the few 
instances in which I agreed with Burckel. As chief of territorial 
administration i t  fell to me to make preparations for the visit to 
Bratislava, and it  was agreed that State Secretary Keppler would 
go to Bratislava in my car. Burckel and I accompanied Keppler. 
No generals or other representatives of the Wehrmacht were present. 
The record of the conversations may be considered accurate. 

DR. STEINBAUER: It says in the document "and five German 
generals." 

SEYSS-INQUART: That is wrong. 
I should like to call the Court's attention to the fact that both 

the Slovakian Minister Sidor and Monsignor Tiso, who later became 
President, declare in this document that they negotiated only with 
Burckel; the name Seyss-Inquart does not appear a t  all. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Then, to sum up, can I say that you did not 
engage in the activity with which the Prosecution charge you in 
connection with Czechoslovakia or Slovakia? Is that correct? 

SEYSS-INQUART: At any rate, I do not think that, in pursuing 
the interests of the Reich, I overstepped those limits which in such 
negotiations must be conceded to someone charged with representing 
legitimate interests. I did not participate when on 12 March 
Dr. Tim through Burckel-I did not overstep the limits justified 
in representing legitimate interests of the German Reich. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Thank you, that is sufficient. 
Then in 1939, on May 1939, you became Minister without 

Portfolio. Is that correct? 
SEYSS-INQUART: Yes. 
DR. STEINBAUER: Did you ever take part in a Cabinet session, 

or a session of the Secret Defense Council? 
SEYSS-INQUART: It no longer existed. 
DR. STEINBAUER: Did you have influence in  any way on the 

decision to make war on Poland? 
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SEXSS-INQUART: In no way whatever. 

DR. STEINBAUER: When the war with Poland had actually 
begun, did you express your opinion on it  to Hitler? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In the second week of September I wrote a 
letter to Hitler. I hope that this letter too is among my Vienna 
files. I read a copy of it  about a year and a half ago, and I remember 
the contents well. I called Hitler's attention to the fact that among 
the German people there was no enthusiasm at all; but, on the 
contrary, the gravest concern that it would be a life-and-death 
struggle. I expressed my opinion that the war would not end by 
a military solution but would have to be solved politically and that 
the basis for such a political solution would be the alliance with 
the Soviets, which should perhaps be extended to a military alliance. 
Consideration should be given to the fact that the Soviets, like 
Czarist Russia, would never abandon their interests in the Balkans 
and that Pan-Slavism would also play a role; consequently, Russia 
would have to be reckoned with in the Czechoslovakian and Polish 
questions. I said that i t  was necessary at all costs to maintain the 
belt of neutral states. Then the war on the narrow Western Front 
would run its course. The Italian policy, however, should not 
become a burden for Germany; but an agreement should be reached 
with Greece and Turkey. England could not be defeated through 
the air or by U-boats; one had to attack her position in the Mediter- 
ranean to force her to  make peace. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did you receive an answer to this letter from 
the F'iihrer? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I received no direct answer, but once in a 
conversation he made a remark which showed clearly that he had 
read the letter. He said to me, "I do not want to destroy the British 
Empire at all," whereby, however, he implied that he had mis-
understood my letter. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, if the Tribunal agree, I think 
this would be a suitable time to adjourn. 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

/The Tribunal recessed until 1400 hours.1 
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Afternoon Session 

DR. STEINBAUER: We last spoke about your attitude with 
regard to the question of Czechoslovakia. You talked about your 
position as Reich Governor in Vienna, and described your intolerable 
relations wilh Biirckel, which was the reason why you changed your 
work and went to Poland. What were your functions in Poland? 

SEYSS-INQUART: First of all, I was appointed ad'ministrative 
chief for Southern Poland, which position actually came within the 
organization of the Armed Forces. This administrative past, however, 
was never set up, since the Government General was created forth- 
with and I became the Deputy of the Governor General. My sphere 
of influence was legally defined but depended, of course, upon the 
different cases in which the Gwernor General needed me as his 
deputy. On 19 January 1940, he determined this at a conference. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In this connection I should like to refer to 
Document Seys-Inquart-73, on Page 185, which is an extract from 
Dr. Frank's diary. On Page 14 of this diary he describes the func- 
tions of Seyss-Inquart, and then on Page 30 he says something which 
he repeated to me in person, namely, that he bore the resiponsribility 
for what happened there. 

Now, you became the deputy of the Governor General-although 
by rank as a Reich Minister you were actually placed higher-and 
you exercised certain functions there which, as we have heard, 
consisted primarily of making out reports. Under Document Number 
2278-PS is a report which you yourself wrote, in which there are 
certain things for which you are accused. Will you please tell us 
what you have to say about this report on your official travels. 

SEYSS-INQUART: My secretary wrote that report. I have read 
it, of course. 

DR. STEINBAUER: I t  is Exhibit USA-706. 

SEYSS-INQUART: It is brought against me, among other things, 
that the Governlor of Lublin had suggested that the Jews be trans- 
ferred from Lublin to the district of Cycow and then decimated. 
The Prosecution itself has stated that this is an insertion made by 
the writer. In any case this was not an official report at a meeting. 

Cycow itself was a settlement occupied by a group of Germans, 
and by employing Jews in that area I could hardly be suspected d 
wlanting to exterminate the Jews in that district because of the 
climabc conditions. I knew, however, that i t  was the Governor's 
wish to have bhe very large Jewish population of Lublin removed 
from the town. I remember nothing of any specific intention 
expressed by the word "decimating9'-in the sense of annihilating. 
The Governor of Radom reported to me that desperate crimillals 
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there had been shot. It is true, he did tell me that. I was under 

the impression that this had been done by the summary courts 

martial, which sitill functioned at the time. But there are sevenal 

passages in this same report where I always point out that German 

courts must be introduced, and that no sentence must be carried 

out without proper court procedure. I think that quite probably I 
 , 

said the same thing at the time I was at Radom-only this is not 
mentioned in the report. 

I have been accused of wanting to monopolize certain vital 
products, such as salt, et cetera. That was quite natural, considering 
the economic chaos in which we found Poland. We had to arrive at 
a "natural" economic system, and supply the agricultural population 
with certain products so that they in turn could supply fwd  to the 
Polish town populations. In this connection I &h to point out that 
I urged the re-establishment of the Polish National Belief Organ- 
ization under the former Polish management, and that I asked for 
9 million zloty to be placed at its disposal also for motor vehicles, 
et cetera. In addition to this I said that compulsoy work must be 
replaced by normal employment as soon as possible. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Witness, the so-called "AB Action" plays a 
considerable part in the Polish question. It is an abbreviation for 
"extraordinary pacification action." Since that might still have ' 

happened in your time, I should like to ask if you know anything 
about it. 

SEYSS-INQUART: This affair took place during the very last 
period of my stay in Pdand. With the beginning of the Norwegian 
campaign the resistance rnolvement in Poland became extremely 
active, and grew as a result of the campaign in the West. The 
Security Police demanded the severest countermeasures. Biihler 
really made the objection which he stated here on this witness stand. 
I always understood the Governor General's words just as Biihler 
wanted them to be understood. But Biihler was quite right in 
making the objection, because the Police might have interpreted 
these words as giving them much greater powers than the Governor 
General intended to give them. 

Dr. Frank always opposed the sentences passed by these summary 
courts martial, and he set up his own investigation commission. I 
was the chairman of this commission as long as I was in Poland, 
and solmetimes we canceled as many as 50 percent of the sentences 
imposed. 

DR. STEINBAUER: How long were you actually Deputy during 
your period of office, when Dr. Frank was prevented from carrying 
out his duties? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Ten days, I believe. 
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DR. STEINBAUER: Ten days. Well, then, I think I can rapidly 
wind up the h ~ l i s h  question by asking: Did you introduce any 
measures which could really be said to be in the interests of the 
Polish population? 

SEYSS-INQUART: During the winter of 1939-40 there was a 
famine in Polish towns. I myself intervened with State Secretary 
Backe, and on one occasion, for instance, I obtained 6,000 tons of 
grain for the large cities. I approached Reich Marshal Goring and 
the Fuhrer too, and asked for the town of Lodz to be left under the 
adm'inistration of the Government General. I did the same for the 
coal district west of Krak6w. 

DR.STEINBAUER: I now come to the main part of the accu- 
sation held against you, and that is the question of your activities in 
the Netherlands. 

My first question is this: How did you become Reich Commis- 
sioner for the Netherlands? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The Fiihrer appointed me. 

DR. STEINBAUER: And where were you at  the time? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I was on a service mission in the Government 
General, and Dr. Larnmers called me to headquarters. 

DR. STEINBAUER: So you did not apply for this job? 
SEYSS-INQUART: No, that did not even enter .my mind. At that 

time I had just asked the Fiihrer for permission to join the Armed 
Forces. 

DR. STEINBAUER: But did not your war injury prevent your 
joining the Armed Forces? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I had hoped that I might be useful somehow 
or other. 

DR STEINBAUER: And what were the instructions the Fuhrer 
gave you with regard to your new position? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The instructions are described in Document 
997-PS, which was submitted by the Prosecution. That gives a fair 
picture of them. 

DR. STEINBAUER: That is Exhibit RF-122. 
SEYSS-INQUART: I was responsible for the civil administration, 

and, within this administrative task, I had to look after the interests 
of 'he Reich. Apart from this I had a political task. I was to see to 
it that while Dutch independence was maintained, the Netherlands 
should be persuaded to change their pro-British attitude for a pro- 
German one and enter into a close economic collaboration. 

I wish to draw your attention to Paragraph 3 of this document, 
in which I pointed out the difficulties connected with these two tasks, 
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and the difficulties in co-ordinating them. I showed that one cannot 
co-ordinate the two .so easily. An occupational power, I said, 
demands the suppression of all official activities and an awakening 
of a common political will, but gnants such freedom which in the 
end may lead the Dutch to feel dependent on their own decisions. 
It  was not my intention, therefore, to force upon the Dutch people 
any definite political will. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Was this order of the Fiihrer ever altered 
later on? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No, this order was never altered. 

DR. STEINBAUER: How did you carry out this task from the 
political point of view? Did you ask the existing parties in Holland 
to co-operate? 

SEYSS-INQUART: With the exception of the Marxists I allowed 
all parties to remain, and I gave them as much freedom to continue 
their activities as was compatible with the interests of the occupying 
forces. I particularly helped the National Socialist parties. 

DR. STEINBAUER: The Prosecution make the accusation against 
you that in your speeches you often describe things quite differently 
from the way in which you carry them out. In this regard I refer 
to Document 3430-PS, Exhibit USA-708. 

I t  is asserted there that you tried to force National Socialism 
upon the Dutch. That is Exhibit Seyss-Inquart-76, on Page 197 of 
my document book. 

SEYSS-INQUART: It  is certainly correct that the goal Which I 
had set for myself, and which I proclaimed in my speeches, was not 
reached in practice, nor could it have been. However, i t  may be 
possible that i t  gave the Dutch the impression that I was trying to 
force National Socialism upon them because, after all, later on 
I could admit only National Socialist parties, whereas I had to 
dissolve the others. I never used state methods of coercion to fosrce 
any Dutchman to become a National Socialist, nor did I make 
membership in the National Socialist Party a condition for exercis- 
ing the general rights and privileges to which every Dutchman was 
entitled. 

Incidentally, I referred to this quite clearly in my speech. I said: 
"I shall always act as a National Socialist. . . . But that does 
not mean that I shall force National Socialism on one single 
person. National Socialism is a matter of inner conviction. 
"There are two groups of organizations. There is the political, 
in the case of which I attach importance to the demand that 
each and every member be led to National Socialism-but 
these are absolutely voluntary organizations.. . . Then there 
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is the vocational.. . in which it is immaterial what political 
views the indtvidual has, as  long as he fulfills his duties in 
his particular profession." 
DR. STEINBAUER: Why and when did you dissolve the political 

parties in Holland? 

SEYSS-INQUART: That happened during the second half of 1941. 
With the beginning of the Eastern campaign all the political parties, 
with the exception of the National Socialists, adopted an actively 
hostile attitude toward the occupational forces. In'  the interests of 
the occupational forces that could no  longer be tolerated. 

I think i t  remarkable, to  say the least, that for 11/2 years I 
allowed those parties to continue their work since, after all, they 
were no less hostile to National Socialism than National Socialism 
is today with regard to the democratic parties. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Tell me, is it true or not that you showed 
partiality, and gave preference to the NSB Party? 

SEPSS-INQUART: That is quite true as  far as the field of 
political propaganda was concerned; i t  is untrue as far as state 
matters were concerned. 

The creation of a so-called National Political Secretariat has 
been held up as an accusation against me. That was a National 
Socialist advisory body for my administration, and i t  was not 
allowed to exercise any influence on the Dutch administration. Any 
such attempts were strictly prohibited by me. 

DR. STEINBALJEiR: Did you not, nevertheless, put individual 
members d the NSB into state positions? 

SEYSS-INQUART: That is true, and i t  seemed a matter of course 
to me, because I had to find colleagues on whom I could rely. They 
were not under Party orders, however; on the contrary, in most 
cases certain differences developed between these people and the 
heads of the Party. 

In the face of urgent remonstrances I did not create a National 
Socialist government in the Netherlands-as was the case in Norway 
-and chiefly because certain Dutch gentlemen like General Secre- 
tary Van Damrn, President Van Lohn of the Supreme Court, and 
Professor Schneider who was President of the Cultural Committee, 
urged me to realize how wrong i t  would be to do so. 

DR. STEINBAUER: President Vorrink, a witness who has been 
examined here, talked about a policy of exploitation which you 
carried on. Is that true? , 

SEYSS-INQUART: The use of the National Socialist parties for 
the benefit of German policy did actually occur. I observed it, and 
I stated the fact publicly. I regretted this occurrence, but I could 
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not stop it. The German occupational forces had to introduce a 
number of measures which were oppressive for the Dutch people, 
and which discredited our Dutch friends. 

DR. STEINBAUFX: What do you have to say to the accusation 
brought against you that you had co-ordinated all the cultural 
institutions? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Certainly this accusation is, so to speak, 
correct in part. With the prohibition of the political parties, most of 
the 0.rganization.s of the free professions became impossible, since 
right down to the chessplsyers' club everything in the Netherlands 
was organized on a political basis. In the interests of the occupa- 
tional forces I had to create new supervisory bodies. Maybe i t  was 
due to lack of imagination that these organizations were, in part at 
least, very similar to their prototypes in the Reich. But I used these 
organizations only for purposes of supervision, and never asked 
them to co-operate politically. Not only did I refrain from making 
the exercise of a profession dependent on co-operation, but I did not 
even insist upon colmpulsory collection of membership fees. 

I adlmit that we made two mistakes from two errors of judg- 
ment: First of all, we had the mistaken impression that the order 
we imposed as occupational authorities was necessarily the right 
one-at least the better one; and secondly, that in an occupied 
country, an independent political will can develop. It was there 
that our policy failed. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What institution did you then set up? 
SEXSS-INQUART: I created a cultural association (Kulturkam- 

mer), a medical association (Arztekammer), a chemists' association 
(Apothekerkamrner), and a board of agriculture (Landstand). Then 
there was a workers' front, but that was a voluntary organization. 
Members could leave it without any disadvantage to themselves 
whenever- they wished. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Then another charge is brought against you, 
that of "Germanization." What do you say to that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: First of all, I must get something quite clear. 
In English, you say Germany, and in Russian you say Germanski. 
Both mean German (Deutsch). And when we spoke of German-
ization then, we did not mean "making them into Germans"; 
we meant a political and cultural union wf the so-called Germanic 
peoples, with reciprocal equal rights. That we did intervene in this 
way, I stated in a speech, Exhibit Seyss-Inquart-103. 

"Why do the Germans interfere with everything in the Nether- 
lands?" 

Then I went on to say that in this total warfare there would be 
moments of tension. .. 
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THE, PRESIDENT: What page is that on? 

DR. STEINBAUER: It is still Exhibit USA-708, which has not 
been translated. But the entire book has been presented. 

THE PRESIDENT: Has it got a P S  number? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Its document number is 3430-PS. I t  has been 
made Exhibit USA-708. It  is a book entitled Vier  Jahre in den 
Niederlanden, and it contains a collection of speeches made by the 
witness, several of which have been submitted by the Prosecution. 
The witness is now replying to them. 

THE PRESIDENT: Thank you. 

SEYSS-INQUART: There are moments of tension when there is 
no longer any dividing line between what is important to the 
military war effort and something which is private and a matter 
for civilians. 

I was quite aware of the fact that all public activities might be 
used for or algainst the occupational forces and that I had, therefore, 
to exercise control over them. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Were there any attempts on the part of the 
NSDAP in the Reich to influence your a,dministration for the 
interests of the Party? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The Auslands-Organisation in the Nether-
lands made an alteration in its set-up which permitted i t  to support , 
the policy of the Dutch National Socialist Party in every respect. 
It  had, however, no particular influence of its own. 

DR. STEINBAUER: That is the important thing. Now, let us 
turn to the administration proper. Who were the competent author- 
ities in the Netherlands? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In the civilian sector there was the Reich 
Commissioner; on a similar footing was the military commander 
and the Armed Forces, and the Police had a sector of its own. The 
military commander had special rights to intervene, and from July 
1944 a part of the executive powers was transferred to him. 

The Police were merely placed a t  my disposal, but came under 
the Higher SS and Police Leader, who was suggested by Himmler 
and appointed by the Fiihrer. I was'never asked about this before- 
hand. The Police reserved the right to investigate. That is to say, 
if I gave them an order they would investigate to see whether the 
order was in line with the instructions which Himmler had given 
directly to the Higher SS and Police Leader. 

Then there were the Plenipotentiary General for Allocation of 
Labor and the Armament Minister, who carried out the orders for 
the Four Year Plan. 
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DR. STEINBAUER: Yes; and as another Reich organization, 
there was Rosenberg's Einsatzstab too-and Speer, to complete the 
picture? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, Speer was bhe Minister for Armaments. 
Then there were other smaller and separate assignments of a special 
nature. 

DR. STEINBAUER: So that you were really nothing but a kind 
of executive organ for the superior Reich offices? 

SEYSS-INQUART: No, I was not an ordinary official. I bore the 
responsibility for the Reich in the civilian sector. Perhaps during 
the first few months departments in Berlin went straight ahead and 
ignored me, but I then concentrated the administration in such a 
way in my own hands that nothing occurred in the civilian sector 
to which I had not previously given my consent. The Fuhrer 
acknowledged this quite plainly on one occasion, and I should like 
to remark that you must not draw any conclusions from this with 
regard to other occupied territories. I am completely convinced that 
in the Eastern Territories and in the Government General the same 
centralization did not exist. 

DR. STEINBAUEX: What possibilities did you have, then, of 
setting up an administration? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The initiative for, and the extent of, the 
demands made by the Reich came, of course, from the competent 
central offices in the Reich. I investigated the demands with my 
colleagues in consultation with the Dutch offices. We would then 
make counterproposals which seemed to us reasonable for the Dutch. 
And if the Reich still demanded mwe, then we made efforts not to 
exceed what could be expected. Until 1943 all demands were ful- 
filled by the Dutch authorities themselves. I gave my officials no 
authority to make such demands until after this period. Then the 
demands became so large. that I no longer expected the Dutch 
authorities to supply them. 

DR. STEINRAUER: I come back to  the question of the Police for 
a moment, which, as you said, stcod directly under Hirnrnler . . . 

SEYSS-INQUART: You asked what possibilities I had? 
DR. STEINBAUER: Yes. 
SEYSS-INQUART: I had two possibilities: with the Queen of 

the Netherlands and the Government gone to England, I could have 
nominated a new Dutch Government, as in Norway, or conducted 
the administration of the country myself. I decided on the second 
solution. 

DR. STEINBAUER: HOW did you organize the existing Dutch 
police force? 



SEYSS-INQUART: Whereas the German Police were not in any 
way dependent on me, the Dutch police were und!er my orders; but 
i t  was a matter of course that I should transfer the supervision af 
the Dutch police to the Higher SS and Police Leader as well-that 
is, in the capacity a s  my Commissioner General for Security. The 
Dutch police were divided into three or four different branches. I 
think that we can safely say we wwe acting in the intwests of the 
occupational power when we co-osdinated them as regards ogani-  
zation. 

DR. STEINBAUEIR: What was the Home Guard (Landwacht)? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The Home Guard was a pro tedon squad 
organized by the Dutch National Socialists. In 1943 there were 
serious cases of terror attacks on National Soeiabts-some very 
cruel murders. There was the danger of the counterterrolr of which 
we had heard in Denmark and, in fact, several unfortunate incidents 
did happen. Consequently I had this Home Guard organized with 
orders to act as  a regular disciplined auxiliary police force, and to 
control street traffic a t  night, and guard railways, et cetera. The 
result was that these a d s  of terror ceased alrnosrt entirely, and until 
the middle of 1944 no  further difficulties arose. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Witness, we now come to an excernonally 
impohant chapter. 

SEYSS-INQUART: May I just for a monient refer to Exhibit 
Seys-Inquart-lOl? This document has been held against me by the 
Prosec.ution . . . 

THE PRESIDENT: Is 101 the righk designation? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, the speeches which the defend- 
ant is quoting have been sent down by me to be mimeographed. 
Although they are actually already before the Tribunal, the trans- 
lation department did not quite catch up, as they manted to trans- 
late all the affidavits too. So they are not here yet in  the translation, 
but I hope to  have them by tomorrow morning. 

THE PRESIDENT: Hasn't it gat a PS number, or any other 
designahion? 

DR. STEINBAUER: I t  is a book, Exhibit USA-708. The Prose- 
cution have only quoted individual passages from it. 

THE PRESIDENT: I see. 

SEYSS-INQUART: The Prosecution have quoted Page 167. 
On 1August 1943 I made a speech announcing special measures 

which would bring difficulties and restridions upon the Dutch, and 
the Prosecution believe that the shootings which took place later 
are connected with it. That is an error. The restrictions I spoke of 
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in that speech concerned only an order forbidding Dutch people to 
stay in  places outside their own provinces, so that bands of terrorists 
from the northwest could not get to the east. As this happened just 
during the vacation time, it really was a restriction for the Dutch. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Now I come to the next question. Did you 
change and possibly misuse the existing organization of the lower 
coullts? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I took over the organization of the Dutch 
courts entirely. The administration of justice in the Netherlands 
was of a commendably high h n d a r d .  Only on two occasions did I 
supplement it. The Dutch judga  showed little understanding of the 
economic situation. For instance, on one occasion a group of black 
market butchers, who had killed large numbers of cattle and brought 
them to the black market, Were fined 200 guilders; so I installed 
special economic judges, Dutchmen, who had more understanding of 
these economic necessities. But the legal situation remained as i t  
was. Of course, we a h  introduced our German coufi ,  as every 
occupational power does. 

DR. STEINBAUER: So that we had Dutch courts, Gennan courts 
for Germans staying in the Netherlands, and the police courts? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, but also for the Dutch who violated the 
interesk of the German occupatilonal forces. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Now, it is alleged in the proceedlings that 
through these courts there were 4,000 executions, which have to be 
accounted for. 

SEYSS-INQUART: That is completely false. If I take into 
account all the death sentences which were pronounced and actually 
carried out by the German courts, the police courts, and the military 
counts; and if I add to them the cases where Dutchmen lost their 
lives in clashes with the executive powers; then, according to a 
statement of the Higher SS and Police Leader, up to the middle of 
1944 there were less than 800 cases in 4 years-that is to say, less 
than were caused by a bombing attack on the town of Nijmegen. 
The shootings came afterwards. 

DG. STEINBAUER: You also exercised the rights to reprieve, for 
which you had a special reprieve deprtmenrt? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In thils connection I wish to  refer to Docu- 
ment Seyss-Inquart-75, Page 190 in the document book. This is the 
affidavit of Rudolf Fritsch, who was a judge at the Prussian 
Supreme Coud and reprieve expent for the Reich Commissioner. 
should like to quote two panagrraphs from this document, and I refer 
to the second paragraph on Page 3: 

I 
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"In exercising his right to reprieve, the Reich Commissioner 
proceeded frotn the standpoint that this was one of the most 
sacred rights of the head of a state, and that i t  was especially 
calculated to  create a friendly, confidential atmosphere 
between the Germans and the Dutch. Therefore, in the be- 
ginning it was he himself who made the decision in every 
case, on the basis of case reports which were submitted to 
him togetther with a suggestion for a reprieve from the 
reprieve department. After about 2 to 3 months he dele-
gated the exercise of the right to reprieve within his own 
organization to the chief of the Department for Reprieves. 
The latter was competent except in the following cases: 1) the 
cancellation of proceedings; 2) decision in case of death sen- 
tences; 3) decision in fundamental questions; 4) decision in 
isolated cases without precedent. . . 
"No sentence of death was carried out without there being an 
official examination of the question of a reprieve, even when 
a formal appeal for a reprieve was not submibted." 
Then I come to Page 5, the last paragraph: 
"Since co-operation with authorities in the Dutch oourts 
proved that they could be trusted, the Reich Commissioner 
gradually delegated in the main the right of reprieve to the 
Dutch Minister of Justice. From the huge amount of mail 
Which came i n .  . . I repeatedly learned of police aations staged 
by the Gestapo whereby regular jurisdiction was elimi-
nated. . . .In such cases I would collect material and use i t  to 
take action in ordw to bring the persons involved before 
regular courts for judgment. And I was actually successful 
with such action. This was proof to me that the Rdch Com- 
missioner opposed the wild police methods of the Gesbapo and 
was an adherent of regular legal procedure." 
I think that with this we can claw this subject of justice and now 

come to tlfe question of finance. 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, but the Fiihrer's order excluding courts 
is also very impoAant. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Well, if you wish to add something eke. 


SEYSS-INQUART: Yes,i t  is decisive. 

After the strike at  Amsterdam, I proposed summary court-


martial procedure. That is not an invention of recent times; it is 
summary court procedure f o ~  special emergencies, such as you can 
find in the 1egLslation of every country. The summary courts martial 
were subject to special precautionary provisions. First of all, a 
proper judge had to be there; secondly, the defense was allowed a 
counsel, who could be Dujtch; thirdly, evidence had to be given in 
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the proper manner, and if the questlion of guilt was not clearly 
determined, then the case had to be transferred to the ordinary 
courts. This summary court-martial procedure was only in force for 
2 weeks at the time of the general strike in May 1943. The number 
of people shot later on cannot be traced back to these summary 
courts martial. Also they had been provided for the special emer- 
gency of the Netherlands again becoming a theatre of war. 

In the meantime, however, a decree came from the Fuhrer which 
had already been made public in an order from the High Command 
of the Armed Forces. I refer to 1155-PS-no, I beg your pardon, 
that is wrong-it is Document 835-PS. 

On 30 July 1944 the Fuhrer ordered that all non-German civilians 
in occupied territories who were guilty of sabotage or terror adions 
were to be handed over to the Security Police. The Higher SS Leader 
and I both objected to this order, as we clearly realized what 
damaging effects it would have, especially in the Netherlands. 
Through such an order the Dutch would only be driven into illegal 
olrganizations. 

Dudng a period of 4 to 6 weeks the Higher SS and Pohice Leader 
never carried out the order. But he then received a severe repri- 
mand from Himmler, and from that time on he was obliged to deal 
with the Dutch who had been arrested for sabotage or illegal 
activities, and had to judge them according to his own jurisdiotion, 
shooting them when necessary. One can account in this way for the 
shootings on a larger scale, but I do not believe that there were as 
many as 4,000. As often as I could, I urged the Security Police to be 
mast careful in carrying out this order, but I never received any 
reports on the individual cases. I had the impres~oa that there were 
perhaps 600 to 700. 

DR. STEINBAUER: If I understood you correctly, then this was 
a police afiair, which was directly. . . 

SEYSS-INQUART: At all events i t  no longer came under my 
authority or influence. But if, at that time, I gave the Security 
Police olrders b check up on an illegal movement somewhere, I 
nevertheless bad to realize that some Dutchman or other, wbo was 
discovered to be the leader of such a movement, would be shat by 
the Police without the courts or myself bdng able to investigate the 
case. But then I could not desist from safeguarding the security of 
the occupational author5tie6, because the Fuhrer decree had been 
issued. 

DR. STEINBAUER: I now come to the chapter of finance. A 
document has been presented here where a certain Mr. Trip an-
nounces his resignation. Who was this gentleman? 
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SEYSS-INQUART: Mr. Trip was the President of the Bank of 
the Netherltands-that is to say, the bank of issue-and he  was a h  
the General Secretary for Finance. I think he  can readily be con- 
sidered one of the world's leading banking experts. He is an out-
standing personality and one of the men described1 today as a Dutch 
patriot. 

DR. STEINBAUER: He was also General Secretary foir Finance, 
wats he not? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes.Until March 1941 he  was the General 
Secretary for Finance. In my first speech to  the general secretaries 
I said that I would not ask any general secretary to do anything 
that was contrary t a  his conscience. If he thought that there was 
something he felt he  could not do, then he  could resign wlithout any 
harm to himself. I said that (all I asked was that he carry out my 
orders loyally as long as he  remained in office. Mr. Trip was in 
office until March 1941, and then he  resigned because there was 
something he refused to carry out. He did this without the slightest 
disadvantage to himself. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Who was his successor? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I should like to say that what Mr. Trip 
carried out until March 1941 is, in my opinion, justifiable in every 
respect. Otherwise he most certainly would not have done it. 

His successor was Mr. Rost van Tonningen. Rost van Tonningen 
was a League of Natrions Commissioner in Austria who thei-e had 
had tasks similar to those I gave him in the Netherlands. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What about the costs of occupation? 

SEYSS-INQUART: As far as the civilian adminisbation was 
concerned, Mr. Trip and I agreed that I receive 3 million guilders a 
month. Then there was anofher 20 million in  fines in addition to 
that. During the first 3 years I saved 60 million guilders, which 
remained in the Netherlands as a special bequest. 

A s  far as the cost of the military occupation was concerned, I had 
no authority to check that. The Armed Forces put in their demands 
to the Minister of Finance, and I then received orders to place the 
inoney rat their disposal. During 1941, the Reich exacted indirect 
occupation costs. It  took the point of view that not only the expenses 
which were incurred directly in the Netherlands should be paid for, 
but that the cost of preparations in the Reich should be borne too. 
Fifty million marks per m~onth were demanded-partly in gold. 
Later this contribution was designated as voluntary assistance for 
the East . .  . 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you mean marks, or do you mean 
guilders? 



SEYSS-INQUART: Marks, 50 million marks. h t e r  on this con-
tribution was called voluntary assistance for the East, for political 
reasons, but of course it was not so. Later on, the Reich demanded 
that this sum be increased to 100 millions, but I refused. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. Trip retired as General Secretary for 
Finance because the foreign currency embargo, which still existed 
at the time between Germany and the Netherlands, was Mfted? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, that is correct. I received a request by 
my administration for the purpose of intensifying economic exchanges 
between the Reich and the Netherlands-to lift the foreign currency 
embargo so that, without having recourse to banks of issue, guilders 
could be exchanged for marks, and vice versa. The fundamental 
pmsibility of such exchanges had already been determined under 
Mr. Trip, but it was subject to the control of the bank of issue, that 
is to say, of the Netherlands Bank as well. Mr. Trip raised objec- 
tions and I passed the matter on to BerLin. Berlin decided that it 
was to be carried out and Mr. Trip resigned. I appointed Mr. Bast 
van Tonningen, President of the Bank of the Netherlands, and I 
published the decree. 

I wish to say that the President of the Reichsbank, Herr Funk, 
was against this procedure, and I can quote in explanation that at 
that time the effects could not be foreseen as turning lout as 
catastrophic as they did later on. At that time the Netherlands were 
completely cut off, and the Reich had reached the height of its 
poww. It m s to be expected that the mark would become the 
leading currency in Europe, and that thereby the guilder would 
have been given the same importance. In February 1941, for 
instance, imports from the Reich into the Netherlands were greater 
than the exports from the Netherlands into the Reich. Reich Minister 
Funk always held the view that these were real debits, so that. in 
the event of a different outcome of the war such debts which 
amounted to some 4I/z billion would have had to be paid back to the 
Netherlands. 

DR. STEINBAUER: If I understood you correotly, it was your 
General Secretary for Finance, Dr. Fischbock, who suggested this 
mlatter contrary to the wishes of Trip. 

SEYSS-INQUART: I do not know whether the suggwtion came 
from Fischbock alone. I presume that he must have talked i t  over 
with other people; but it was he who put the matiter to  me. 

DR.'STEINBAUER: You have a h  been accused of imposing 
collective penalties in the form of fines, which is contrary to inter- 
national law. 

SEYSS-INQUART: Collective fines are prohibited under inter- 
national law only in case of indtvidual offenses. The large collective 
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fine of 18 million guilders was imposed in oonnection with the 
general strike in Amerdam,  Arnhem, and Hilversum, in which the 
entire population took part. Later, I had collective fines paid back 
whenever it was discovered that definite individuals were respon-
sible far the offense. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Can you give us any example? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I think witness Schwebel will be able to tell 
you that. It was in towns in the south of Holland where it happened. 

DR. STEINBAUER: You are also accused by the Prosecution of 
responsibility for what happened in the hostage camp in Michel- 
sgestel. What have you to say to that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I can take full and absolute responsibility for 
what happened in the hostage camp in St. Michelsgestel. It was not 
a hostage camp in the actual sense of the word: I took Dutchmen 
into custody only when they had shown themselves to be active in 
resistance movements. The camp at St. Michelsgestel was not a 
prison. I visited it. The inmates of the camp played golf. They 
were given leave, in the case of urgent family affairs or business 
matters. Not a single one of them was ever shot. I think the 
majority of the present Dutch Ministers were at St. Michelsgestel. 
It was a sort of protective custody to temporarily hinder them 
from continuing their anti-German activities. 

DR. STEINBAUER: In addition to this you are said to have 
prohibited the reading of pastoral letters, and to have put Catholic 
priests and Lutheran ministers in concentration camps? 

SEYSS-INQUART: It is true that I prohibited one pastoral letter, 
which may happen in times of occupation-because it publicly 
opposed the measures of the occupational power and incited people 
to disobedience. That was an isolated case, and i t  never happened 
again-for the good reason, too, that there were no more provo-
cations of such a kind in the pastoral letters. In fact, I even inter- 
vened and canceled the prohibition issued by the Police, whenever 
it was a matter only of a criticism toward the measures taken by Che 
occupational powers, and there was no incitement to resistance. 

I myself never sent priests to concentration camps. On the con-
trary, at the beginning of 1943 after having made repeated urgent 
requests, I finally received a list from the Security Police with the 
names of the priests who were shut up in concent~ation camp. 
There were 45 or 50 of them altogether. Three or four were 
mentioned as having died in the concentpation camp. On the grounds 
of the facts of their case, I slought out about a third of them and 
demanded their release; for the second third I demanded investiga- 
tion within the coming 6 months; and it was only as far as the last 
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third was concerned that1 it was impossible fotr me to intervene 
without violating my own responsibility towards the Reich. 

Dutch hostages were also taken for purposes of reprisal. When 
the Netherlands came into the war, the Germans in  the Dutch Eaat 
Indies were put into prison and allegedly mistreated. The Reich 
demanded the arrest of 3,000 Dutchmen. The Security Police arrested 
800 and tack them to Buchenwald. When I heard that the mortality 
was high, I made such urgent appeals that the hostages were finally 
returned. They were then accommodated in such a way that one 
could no longer talk of a prison. They were given leave, and when 
necessary I released them. In the end, I had less than 100. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Witness, you are said to have prohibited 
prayers in church, and especially prayers for the Queen. 

SEYSS-INQUART: That is incorrect. The prayers in Dutch 
churches were obvious demonstrations. Prayers were made-as was 
quite natural-for the Queen of the Netherlands, and for her 
happiness and prosperity, and the fulfillment of her wishes. At the 
same time there were prayers for the Reich Commissioner, for his 
enlightenment. I was severely reproached for tolerating these 
demonstrations. But I found nothing wrong with these prayers, 
and did not prohibit them. Perhaps, in some isolated cases a sub- 
ordinate authority would put in his say, but this was always sup- 
pressed. 

DR. STEINBAUER: That would not have been so bad; but it is 
said that you were particularly cruel and had a large number of 
people shot without legal proceedings. What have you to say to that? 

SEYSS-INQUART: As far as I can remember, there was only 
one real case of hostages being shot-that is, people were shot 
without there being any causal connedion with a crime. This 
occurred in August 1942, and the case has already been brought 

\ 	 up here. It  was handled strictly according to the so-called Hostage 
Law, which has been quoted here. It  w~as in connedion with an 
attack on an army transport, and 50 or 25 hostages were to be shot. 
I t  was, I think, the Higher SS and Police Leader who made the 
demand through the Military Commander upon request of the High 
Command of the Army. 

My intervention consisted in reducing this figure to 5 and in 
looking over the list which had been submitted to me by other 
departments, and which has been read out here in court. I, too, 
noticed something peculiar about it. The Higher SS and Police 
Leader had expressly emphasized that the list had been drawn up 
strictly in keeping with the directives, saying that the attack could 
be traced back to rightist circles of resistance, not to those on the 
Left, so that no workers could be shot. I only exercised my influence 
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-
insofar as I caused the Higher SS and Police Leadw to cross off the 
list the names of fathers with several children. 

DR STEINBAUER: Witness, what do you know, in detail, about 
the people who were shot when the camp a t  Vught w,as evacuated? 

SEYSS-INQUART: When the British #and Canadiam were ad-
vancing through Belgium toward the south of Holland, I had so 
much to do to keep order in my province that I could not pay any 
special attention to the camp a t  Vught, whtch was under police 
direction. The Higher SS and Police Leader informed me generally 
that the most seriously charged political prisonens, numbering about 
200, would be transferred to the Reich, that the less seriously 
charged political prisoners would be set free, and that ordinary 
criminals would be placed under the command of a Dutch police 
officer and handed over to the Canadians. I t  was only here that I 
heard some people had been shot, and the only .way I can explain 
i t  is that at  the last minute the Reich forbade these people to  be 
transported into the Reich and gave ordew for them Do be shot. I do 
not believe there were 600 of them, because from what the witness 
Kollpum lssd there seem to have been some 130 to 150. But even 
that is enough. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What do you know about the shooting of 
hostages after the attack on the SS and Police Leader Rauter? 

SEYSS-INQUART: The attack on the Higher SS and Police 
Leader came from the resistance movement, and was carried out 
with British weapons. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What do you know about the Putten case? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Excuse me, I have n d  finished my previous 
statement. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Oh, you want to give a more exact . .  . 

SEYSS-INQUART: Hirnmler, a t  that time, gave orders for 500 
hostages to  be shd .  Rauter's deputy Dr. Schongarth refused, and 
informed me that there were a number of Dutchmen in the prisons 
v ~ h owere to be shot, in accordance with the Fiihrer's order, because 
they had been convicted of other a d s  of sabotage. He had hesitated, 
he said, since the number was somewhat larger, but now he could 
not hesitate any longer. He did not give me the actual figure. In 
this situation I could not, in my opinion, prevent him from carrying 
out the order, because we had to suppress the resistance movement 
by all means. The movement had been organized and supplied with 
a,rrns by the Dutch Government in London, and i t  presented a 
serious danger to the Geman occupational forces. 

Two hundred and thirty Dutchmen were supposed to be shot- 
amongst them 80 in Apeldoorn alone-and this seemed to me a lot. 
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But Dr. Schongarth told me that in the nolrth of Apeldoorn there 
was a. center of the illegal resistance movement. 

DR. STEINBAUER: I want to ask you, last of all, what do you 
know about the Putten case? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In Putten there was an attack on German 
officew. Three were murdered. The whole thing took place within 
the Armed Fo'rces, the SS, and the Police; and I knew that measures 
of reprisal were planned. I myself, a t  that time, was concerned with 
the construction of defenses. The Higher SS and Police Leader in- 
formed me that he  had received the ord'er to burn the village of 
Putten, and to transfer the male population to a concentration camp 
in the Reich. However, he had reduced the figure to 40 percent, 
and later on he reported to me that there whs a high mo~rtality rate 
in German concentration camps. Both he and I applied to the 
military commander to have these men returned. The military 
commander agreed. Whether this order could still be carried out 
I da not know. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, perhaps a t  this point we could 
have a short recess? 

THE PRESIDENT: Yes. 

!A recess was taken.] 

DR. STEINBAUER: Your Lordship, I should like to come back 
to the question of the embargo on foreign currencies. 

The Defendant Reich Marshal Goring has just informed me, 
during the recess, that in  this conflict, Fischbock, Trip, and Wohlthat 
on the one hand, and on the other Funk, who was against it, and he 
himself, Goring, as  head of the Four Year Plan, made a decision to 
lift the embargo on foreign currencies. And he  writes me here, "I 
bear the responsibility." Sa it was a decision which was taken by 
Goring. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Steinbauer, i t  is not, of course, a regular 
way in which to inform the Tribunal about anything, to1 tell them 
what one of the defendants may have said to you during an 
adjournment. 

DR. STEINBAUER: He wrote it. 
THE PRESIDENT: I am afraid that doesn't make it any better. 

You may ask the witness any question about it. 
DR. STEINBAUER: As regards the question of shooting without 

a court sentence, I should like to refer t o  a velry impolrtant docu- 
ment. Exhibit Seyss-Inquart-77, Page 199. This is Documenst F-224 D, 
a report made by Kriminalkommissar Mund. He says the following -
on Page 3: 
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"In my opinion i t  is very likely that General Christiansen 

dkmanded the maximum number of vict im to be executed. 

Christiansen spoke of numerous measures of reprisal to 

Rauter, who was an  impulsive and tactless man, and he on his 

part applied pressure to the Commander of the Security 

Police (Dr. Schongarth) . . ." 

He reports further on Page 5: 

"It was often a question of prisoners who had already been 

sentenced to death by the Higher SS and Police Leader. 

"Reprisals for punishable acts were a matter for the Police. 

After August 1944, and in accordance with an ordm of the 

Fiihrer's, these measures of reprisal were interpreted in such 

a way that a number of Dutchmen were shot for acts of 

sabotage and attempts at  murder although they had been 

arrested for entirely different reasons." 

SEYSS-INQUART: May I explain that briefly? 

DR. STEINBAUER: Please do. 

SEYSS-INQUART: For example, leading members of the resist- 


ance movement were arrested, and on examination by the Higher 
SS and Police Leader i t  was decided that they should be shot 
according to the Fiihrer's orders. The Higher SS and Police Leader 
had called upon his court officer for this examination. When later 
on an attempt to blow up a,/bridge was made, instead of sho&g 
hostages these men were taken and shot. That was the exact 
opposite of the shooting of hostages-or at  least, i t  was supposed 
to be. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Now, I come to Chapter IV-B, "Concen-
tration Camps and Prisons." My first question: Who was competent 
in these matters? 

SEYSS-INQUART: For concentration camps and for police -
detention prisons, the Police were competent. For court detention 
prisons, and court authorities, I myself was competent-that is, the 
court prisons were under my charge. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Were there concentration camps in the 
Netherlandis, too? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yea, especially the big concentration camp 
of Putten near Hertogenbosch. Then also a police transit camp near 
Amersfoort, and a Jewish assembly camp in Westerborg. I have 
already spoken of St. Michelsgestel; that was a protective custody 
camp. And then there might be mentioned the camp a t  Ommen, 
which was neither a police nor a concentration camp, but abuses 
occurred there. 

DR. STEINBAUER: What can you tell me about the Hertogen- 
bosch Camp? 
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SEYSS-INQUART: Hertogenbosch was originally meant as a 
Jewish assembly camp, at the time when we intended to keep the 
Jews in the Netherlands. But Reichsfiihrer Himmler gave orders 
for it to be turned into a concentration camp. After some reflection 
I was satisfied with this idea. In consideration of the fact that I 
could not prevent Dutchmen from being put into concentration 
camps, I preferred them to be in concentration camps in the Nether- 
lands, where I might still be able to exert a certain influence. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Rut there are supposed to have been excesses 
in these concentration camps, too-for example, especially in the 
Vught Camp, which you mentioned. 

SEYSS-INQUART: That 'is quite true. There were excesses in 
prisons, as well as in concentration camps. In wartime I consider 
this almost unavoidable, because subordinates get unlimited power 
over others and it cannot adequately be controlled. Whenever I 
heard of any excesses, I took steps-the fir& time toward the end of 
1940, or 1941, when the president of my German court reported to 
me that a prisonw had been brought up with injuries from blows 
on the head. I had the case investigated, and the prison warden 
received disciplinary punishment and was sent back to the Reich. 

In the Vught Concentration Camp, soon after its opening, there 
was a high mortality rate. Immediately I had an investigation 
started, using the services of Dutch medical personnel. Every day- 
and later on every week-I had the mortality figures reported to 
me, until they sank to what was approximately a normal level. Of 
course, I do not know whether the director of the camp reported 
the normal death cases only, or whether he included the cases of 
shooting-I could not say. 

In this camr, there were excesses due to drinking parties and 
reveling; brawls and 'fights were .also heard now and then. The 
head of the camp was removed and sent to the Reich. I noted that 
the Higher SS and Police Leader had ap~arentlv himself tried to 
mair-tain order, althouch he was not in charge of the camps; they 
were u n d e ~  Gruppenfuhrer Pohl. 

There was one very serious case which, in Document Number 
F-224 D, is described under the title, "Women in Cell." The head of 
the camp. allegedly for disciplinarv reasons, had a large number of 
women crowded into a cell overnight, whereby three or four women 
were smothered to death. When we heard of that, we demanded 
court action. The Central Administration in Berlin refused. and we 
turned to Reichsfiihrer SS Himmler and1 did not give in. The head 
of the camp was put on trial and received at  least 4 years-I believe 
even a sentence of 8 years. That is indicated, moreover, in the 
French report. 
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DR. STEINBAUER: What about the Amersfoort Camp? 

SEYSS-INQUART: That was a police transit camp-that is, for 
police prisoners who were to be turned over to the courts, or who 
were to be sent to the Reich; or persons who refused labor service 
who were being sent to the Reich. In general, they were not to be 
there more than 6 or 8 weeks. There were Dutch guards in this 
c a m p n o t  Dutch Police, but a voluntary SS guard company, 
I believe. 

Excesses did occur here. General Secretary Van Damm called 
my attention to the fact that a Dutchman was supposed to have 
been beaten to death there. I urged the Higher SS and Police Leader 
to bring this case to light. He did this through his court officer, and 
sent the documents to me. According to the documents, severe 
mistreatment occurred, but no one was killed, and the persons 
responsible were punished. 

I repeatedly called the attention of the Higher SS and Police 
Leader to the fact that concentration camps and prisons in wartime 
actually favored the perpetration of brutal excesses. If, here or 
there, not a severe case but certain mistreatment was reported to 
me, I always called his attention to it. He then reported to me either 
t.hat the case had not occurred, or  that he had taken steps, and SO 
forth. 

In particular, I always had the food ration statistics of the con- 
centration camps and prisons reported to me. The food rations were 
satisfactory. I believe that the Dutch in the concentration camps 
and prisons, at  the end of 1944 and in 1945, received more than the 
Dutch in the western Netherlands. Of course, I do not want to give 
too much importance to this fact, because the Dutch did suffer from 
hunger. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Then there was the Westerborg Camp. 

SEYSS-INQUART: The Dutch Government had already set up 
Westerborg as a completely free camp-for Jews who had fled from 
Germany. This was enlarged into an assembly camp for Jews. In 
the camp itself there were Jewish guards to maintain order. Dutch 
Police guarded the camp on the outside. There was only a detail of 
t he  Security Police $or supervision in the camp. In all the files I 
found no report about excesses in the camp itself. Every Sunday 
clergymen went t o  the camp, at least one clergyman for the catholic 
Jews, and one for the so-called Christians. They, too, never reported 
anything. 

DR. STEINBAUER: We will speak about their removal later on. 
Now I would like to speak about O m e n .  There is a long report 

on that. 



SEYSS-INQUART: Ommen was intended as a training camp for 
those Dutch who voluntarily wanted to be employed in the economy 
in the Eastern Territories. They were given instruction on the 
country, the people, and their language. The head of the camp bor- 
rowed prisoners from a neighboring Dutch prison for the work. 
Then I received reports that these prisoners were being mistreated. 
The judges of Amsterdam turned to me. I gave the Dutch judges of 
Amsterdam permission to personally inspect the camp and' meak to 
the prisoners. That was done, according to Document F-224(d), on 

' 5 March 1943. Thereu~on the Amsterdam judges wrote a long letter 
to the General Secretary fo'r .Justice. They complained about the 
inistreatment of the prisoners, which they had noted, and about the 
fact that Dutch prisoners were transferred to prisons in the Reich 
for labor assignment. The complaints were justified, and I ordered 
that the prisoners be sent back from the Ommen Camr, to the Dutch 
penal institution,.and that Dutch prisoners be returned from German 
prisons to Dutch prisons. This procedure was correct, and therefore 
I necessarily touk due steps to settle the matter. 

DR. STEINBAUER: But now I have to ask vou a certain question 
and confront you with a charge. Document RF-931 shows that vou 
removed judges who made such complaints, namely, in Leeuwarden. 

SEYSS-INQUART: In my eyes the procedure of the court of 
Leeuwarden was incorrect. These judges did not consult me, but 
publicly asserted in a verdict that the Dutch prisoners were being 
sent to German concentration camps and shot. According to the 
facts, which lay before me, that was false. I then informed them of 
the results obtained bv the Amsterdam judges. The Leeuwarden 
judges refused to pass further judgments. I asked them to continue 
to officiate, but thev refused. I then dismissed them as persons who 
refused to work. Of course, I could have had them tried by  a Ger- 
man court with charges of making atrocity propaganda. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Did you receive complaints from the Red 
Cross about conditions in the camps? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In the Netherlandk we had the arrangement 
that a representative of the Dutch Red Cross, Mrs. Van Overeem, 
could visit all concentration camDs and prisons, especially for the 
purpose of verifying whether the food packages were being delivered. 
Neither Mrs. Van Overeem nor the heads of the Dutch Red C r m  
ever directed any complaint to me. I should like to say that this 
circumstance was especially gratifying folr me, because the Dutch 
complained about everything, and if for a change I received no 
complaints, then that was a certain relief for me. 

I should like to remark that about the beginning of 1944, accord- 
ing to the reports submitted to me, ahut'12,000 Dutch persons were 
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in concentration camps or  prisons. That is the same as if today, in 
all of Germany, 120,000 Germans were in prisons or camps. That 
occasioned my setting up legal commissions which had to visit the 
camps and the prisons in order to make investigations and determine 
what prisoners could be released or placed on trial. Naturally, in 
cases where there were orders for arrest from Berlin, I could do 
nothing. 

DR.STEINBAUER: Witness, so you say that you waged a con- 
stant struggle with the Police on this question? 

SEYSS-INQUART: I would not like to call i t  a struggle. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Do you believe that you were successful? 

SEYSS-INQUART: Yes. I believe so, on the basis of certain 
definite facts. I have followed the proceedings here very carefully, 
and-we have heard most terrible things. The reports from the 
Netherlands, it seems to me. are not that bad. I do not want to say 
that I disclaim every excess. However, such reports as those about 
Breedonck in  Belgium, do not exist. The reports show beatings as 
the most serious charge. There is only a single report here-that is 
Document F-677, the report of the tax collector Bruder-which 
attains the level of the usual atrocity reports. But I do not believe 
that this report should be accepted at  its face value, since Bruder 
does not even say who told him this. And the information itself is 
not credible. He asserts, for example, that the prisoners who were 
a t  work had to prostrate themselves before every SS guard. I do 
not believe that the camp authorities would have permitted that, 
because then the prisoners would not have been able to work. 

I t  is hard for me to say, but I do not think that conditions in the 
Netherlands were quite as  bad as all that. 

DR. STEINBAUER: I think that I can now conclude this chapter 
and turn to Point V of the Indictment, which deals with the ques- 
tion of labor commitment. What problems did you have in the 
Netherlands in the field of labor commitment? 

SEYSS-INQUART: In the field of labor commitment we must 
distinguish between three or perhaps four different phases. When I 
came to the Netherlands, there were about 500,000 unemployed: 
registered unemployed, those who might become so due to demobili- 
zation of the Dutch land and naval forces, part-time workers, and 
so forth. It  Was an urgent problem-not only a social one-for  me 
to reduce the number of unemployed. For, in the first place, such 
an army of unemployed is without doubt a good source of recruits 
for illegal activities. In the second place, as the war continued, it 
was to be expected that the material condition of the unemployed 
would steadily become worse. 



At that time we instituted measures which I must, despite all 
charges, call voluntary labor recruitment. That lasted until the 
middle of 1942-that is, about 2 years. During that period, I gave 
neither the German nor the Dutch labor authorities full power 
to press any worker to work abroad. Without doubt there was a 
certain economic pressure, but I believe that alweys exists in this 
connection. The recruitment was carried out by the Dutch labw 
offices, which were subordinate to the Dutch General Secretary for 
Social Adhinistration. There were German inspectors in the labor 
offices. There were also private hiring agencies; companies from 
the Reich sent their own agents over. On the whole, about 530,000 
Dutchmen were engaged to work in the Reich. In the period which 
I call "voluntary," 240,000 to 250,000 volunteers went to the Reich 
and about 40,000 to France. 

By the first half of 1942, this reservoir had been used up. The 
Reich demanded more workers. We then considered lhtroducing 
compulsory labor service. I recall I did not receive instructions to 
this effect from Sauckel, but from Bormann as a direct Fiihrer order. 
Now, labor commitment occurred predominantly, but not exclusively, 
in the following way. Young and, as far as possible, unmarried 
Dutchmen were called to the labor office, where they received certifi- 
cates of conscription for work in the Reich. The Dutch report itself 
says that only a few refused. Of course, some of those who refused 
were arrested by the Police and taken to the Reich. The Higher SS 
and Police Leader reported to me that this totaled 2,600 people of 
about 250,000 to 260,000 labor conscripts, and of the total engaged 
530,000 persons. So this meant only 1 percent, or even 0.5 percent. 
I believe that the figure resulting from compulsory measures in the 
Reich was no lower-or higher. 

At the beginning of 1943 the Reich demanded a large commit- 
ment of workers, and I was advised to draft whole age groups to 
send to the Reich. I call attention to the fact that all of these 
workers received free labor contracts in the Reich and were not put 
into labor camps. I decided to draft three young age groups-I 
believe 21 to 23 years of age-in order to spare married men. The 
success was ~a~tisfactory in the first group; in the second group i t  
was moderate; and in the third i t  was quite bad. I realized that 
I could draft further groups only by sheer force. I refused to do 
so. But at that time I managed, due to Minister Speer's under- 
standing, to arrange not to have the workers taken to their work, but 
that the work be brought to the workers. Big orders arrived in 
the Netherlands, and the industries charged with filling these 
orders were declared "blocked" industries. Among them was the 
Organization Todt. 
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Dutchmen who were needed in the Nethe~lands were exempted. 
Over a million certificates of exemption were issued by the Dutch 
authorities. I t  was clear that that was Dutch sabotage, but I did not 
want to take steps against it. No woman was ever forced to work 
outside the Netherlands, nor were young people under 18. Reich 
Minister Lammers has confirmed here that a t  the beginning d 1944 
he transmitted the Fiihrer order to me defnanding that 250,000 
workers be brought to the Reich. He also confirmed that I refused 
it. At that time Gauleiter Sauckel came to me and discussed this 
matter with me. I must state that he understood my arguments 
surprisingly quickly, and did not insist on carrying out the forced 
recruitment. By "forced recruitment," I mean blocking off whole 
districts and seizing the men. 

In the course of 1944 labor recruitment ceased almost completely. 
Instead of 250,000 I believe 12,000 were sent to the Reich. But some- 
thing entirely different took place in the fall of 1944. From ex-
perience gathered in France and Belgium, the High Command of 
the Army decided that able-bodied Dutchmen were to be drawn 
from Holland-that is, the western Netherlands. That was because 
the Netherlands Government in England had set up an illegal army. 
I had the organizational charter in my hands. There was a complete 
General Staff and a complete War Ministry. We estimated that 
there were about 50,000 illegal troops. If an appeal was made and 
one more able-bodied Dutchman joined, the illegal forces w-ould 
have been more numerous than the German troops in Holland. 
Moreover, they had received very good equipment from England. 
Full shiploads of the most modern tommy guns were confiscated 
by us, but I am convinced that the larger part of the weapons was 
not confiscated. 

The High Command of the Army, through the military com-
manders, ordered the removal of the able-bodied Dutchmen. The 
measure was entirely carried out by the Armed Forces. A general 
who was sent for that very purpose was entrusted 'witli the task, 
with an operational staff of his own. This measure was carried out 
by the local~commandants. My local auth0,rities were informed of 
the action to be taken, sometimes at the last moment and sometimes 
not at all. Of course I knew about the measure. In view of these 
reasons I could not take the responsibility of protesting against it. 
I only intervened when it was necessary to protect civilian interests, 
and prevent the workers in the vital industries from being removed 
also. I entrusted this to the Plenipotentiary General for the Total 
War Effort, whom Dr. Goebbels had sent to the Netherlands in 
the meantime. His task was to issue exemption certificates. He 
issued 50,000 of them. 

THE PRESIDENT: Do you mean Himmler? 



SEYSS-INQUART: Goebbels, the Delegate for Total War Effort. 
I admit that this measure led to conditions which were unbear- 

able for the Dutch. I am certain that, as for feeding, temporary 
lodging, and transportation, the popubtion in the bombed German 
territories did not Live under any better conditions. But one could 
not demand this from the Dutch. Many Dutch people told me, a t  
that time, that they would be willing to agree to this labor commit- 
ment-by no means. in order to aid the German cause, but only in 
orcler to avoid these severe conditions-if they would be drafted in 
orderly proceedings. I then did that. The Plenipotentiary General 
for the Total War Effort issued the proclamation which has been 
submitted to the Court. The people were called to the labor offices, 
recorded on lists, sent home again to get clothes, and ordered 
to report to the railroad stations. Not the Police but labor officials 
took them to the Reich to be put to work under normal conditions. 
The Dutch report, in its objectivity, recognizes this fad. I t  speaks 
of the better transportation facilities for those mobilized' for labor. 
I am responsible for this labor mobilization for the reasons which 
I have given. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Mr. President, may I remark in this connec- 
tion that my Exhibit Seyss-Inquart-78, Document 1726-PS, Exhibit 
USA-195, Page 200, excerpt from the Netherlands Government 
report, confirms the statement of my client fully. I should Like to 
read i t  briefly because it is important. Page 2: 

". . . workers who refused-relatively few-were prosecuted 
by the Security Service." 
Then, Page 3: 
"...apart from that, 'the measure was not very successful. 
Certain German authorities seem to have opposed its exe-
cution, because many fomrmer members of the armed forces 
received exemption; others went underground. . . . 
"The result was that in the la& month of 1943, and in 
the greater p& of 1944, relatively few persons were 
deported. . . ." 
And then, Page 6: 
". ..until the end of 1944, the method of transportation for 
deportees was bearable.. . . 
"Anyone who reported for the manpower mobilization in 
January 1945, enjoyed improved transportation facilities-- 
that is, almost the whole journey by rail, although only in 
freight cars. . . ." 
SEYSS-INQUART: Even for our own use we had no other cars 

at that time. 



I should like to refer to the fact that I a h  drafted Dutch 
workers in order to carry out the construction work entrusted to 
me by the Fiihrer on the resistance lines east of the Ijssel. I used 
part of the transports which came from Rotterdam, et cetera, for 
this purpose, and thus I prevented these people from being sent to 
the Reiich. I had no influence on the treatment in the Reich; I only 
forbade further transports into the Gau Essen, because i t  was 
reported to me that in the Rees Camp the treatment was very poor, 
and that some Dutch people had died. 

DR. STEINBAUER: Now I come to the next count of the Indict- 
ment-that is, to the Jewish question. The Netherlands Government 
report, Exhibit USA-195, sums up all ordinances submitted by the 
Prosecution. I should like to submit this Document 1726-PS to my 
client, so that i t  may remind him of the laws. The Court already 
has it. 

/Turning to the defendant.] What did you, as Reiich Commissioner, 
do about the Jewish question? 

SEYSS-INQUART: When I took over the functions of the Rdch 
Commissioner, I of course realized that I had to take a definite 
attitude, and would have to take some steps with regard to the 
Jews in the Netherlands. Amsterdam, in western Europe, is per- 
haps one of the best known and one of the oldest seats of Jewish 
communities in western Europe. Moreover, in the Netherlands 
there were a great many German Jewish emigrants. 

I will say quite openly that since the first World War and the 
postwar period, I was an anti-Semite and went to Holland as such. 
I need not go into detail about that here. I have said all that in my 
speeches, and would refer you to them. I had the impression, which 
will be confirmed everywhere, that the Jews, of course, had to be 
against National Socialist Germany. There was no discussion of 
the question of guilt as far  as I was concerned. As head of an occu- 
pied territory I had only to deal with the facts. I had to realize 
that, particularly from the Jewish circles, I had to reckon with 
resistance, defeatism, and so on. 

I told Generaloberst Von Brauchitsch, Commander-in-Chief of the 
Army, that in the Netherlands I would remove Jews from leading 
posts in the economy, the press, and the administration. The meas- 
ures taken by me from May 1940 to March 1941 were limited to that. 
The Jewish officials were dismissed, but were given pensions. The 
Jewish firms were registered, and the heads of the firms were dis-
missed. In the spring of 1941 Heydrich came to me in the Nether- 
lands. He told me that we would have to expect that the 
greatest resistance would come from Jewish circles. He told me 
that the Jews would at least have to be treated like other enemy 
aliens. The English, for instance, in the Netherlands, were interned 



and their property confiscated. In view of the large number of 
Jews-about 140,000-this was not so simple. I admit frankly that 
I did not object to this argument of Heydrich's. I also felt that this 
was necessary in a war which I absolutely considered a life and 
death struggle for the German people. For that reason, in March 
1941 I ordered that the Jews in the Netherlands be  registered. And 
then things went on st* by step. 

I will not say that the final results-as far as the Netherlands 
are concerned-were intended thus from the beginning; but we 
decided on this method. The regulations cited here, if they appeared 
in the Dutch Legal Gazette, were mostly signed by me personally. 
At least, they were published with my express assent. Individual 
measures mentioned here, however, were not by me. For example, 
in ,February 1,000 Jews were supposed to have been arrested and 
sent to Buchenwald and Mauthausen. That much I know. In the 
~ m s t e r d a mghetto. . 

THE PRESIDENT: February of what year? 

SEYSS-INQUART: February 1941. In the Amsterdam ghetto, 
a National Socialist was killed by Jews. Reichsfuhrer Himmler 
thereupon orclered 400 young Jews sent to Mauthausen. I was not 
in the Netherlands at  that time. That was, by the way, the reason 
for the general strike in Amsterdam in March 1941. After my 
return to the Netherlands, I protested against this measure, and to 
my knowledge such a mass transfer to '~authausen  &d not occur 
again. Synagogues were also burned. Apparently someone) ambi- 
tiously tried to imitate the 8 November 1938. I immediately inter- 
vened. Further incidents did not occur. On the other hand, the 
Police wanted to tear down the old temple in Amsterdam. General 
Secretary Van Damm called this to my atten,tion, and I prevented it. 

I indicated earlier that the motive for the measures k to  be 
found in the consideration to treat Jews like enemy aliens. Later, 
with other measures, the original intention was certainly abandoned; 
they became the same as those taken against the Jews in theReich. 
Perhaps, in one case or another, this was even exceeded, for I 
know that, for example, in bhe Netherlands there was a drive to 
get the Jews sterilized. 

Our goal was to keep the Jews in the Netherlan+namely, in  
two districts of Amsterdam and then in the Westerborg Camp and 
in the Vught Camp. We had also prepared to create the necessary 
opportunities for work. I instructed the Ggneral Secretary for 
Education to withdraw as much money from the Dutch budget for 
the education of the Jews as they should have according to their 
proportion of the population. It is certain that with this measure 
of concentrating the Jews in two districts and two camps, harshness 
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occurred which was perhaps unavoidable, and which might even 
in some cases be considered as excessive. 

Finally, the Security Police demanded the introduction of the 
so-called Jewish Star. A not inconsiderable number of Jews were 
not in the confined areas, and the Security Police demanded that 
they be marked in order that it might be ascertained whether the 
Jews adhered to the other resbictions. In the eyes of Germans, this 
star was certainly considered a stigma. The Dutch did not consider 
it as such. There was many a Dutchman who, out of protest, wore 
such a star himself. 

About 1942, I believe, Heydrich came along with further de-
mands--this time that the Jews be evacuated. He explained this by 
saying that Holland would sooner or later be a theater of war, in 
which one could not allow such a hostile population to remain. He 
pointed out that h e  was responsible for the police security of the 
Reich, and that he could not bear this resp~omilaility 3 the Jews 
remained m Holland. I believe that we in the Netherlands opposed 
this evacuation project for 3 or 4 months while attempting to find 
other ways out. 

Finally, Heydrich had a Fiihrer decree sent to me, according to 
which he  had unlimite,dl powers to carry out all measures in the 
occupied territories as well. I inquired of Bormann what this meant, 
and this order was confirmed, whereupon the evacuation of the 
Jews was begun. At that time I tried to ascertain the fate of the 
Jews, and it is rather difficult for me to speak about i t  now because 
it sounds like mockery. I was told that the J e w ~  were to be sent to 
Auschwitz. I had people sent from the Netherlands to Auschwitz. 
They came back with the report that that was a camp for 80,000 
people with sufficient space. The people were comparatively well 
off there. For example, they had an orchestra of 100 men. A witness . 
here, confirmtng that this orchestra played when victims arriveld at 
Auschwitz, made me think of that report. 

THE PRESIDENT: Dr. Steinbauer, you probably won't finish 
today. 

DR. STEINRAUER: No. 

THE PRESIDENT: How long do you think you are Likely to be? 

DR. STEINBAUER: I hope to be finished, a t  the latest, by noon 
tomorrow, but perhaps it will take only an hour. I still have 
questions on plundering, economic measures, and destruction. Then 
I will be finished. 

THE PRESIDENT: We will adjourn now. 

[The Tribunal adjourned until 11 June 1946 at 1000 hours.] 
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